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Whether you prefer to research in print, online or in combination, LexisNexis
makes it easy for you to access the critical information you need.
Exclusive Premium Content Delivered the Way You Want It
Inside, you will find treatises, practice guides, forms collections, primary law materials and more
from the most highly respected names in legal publishing over the last two centuries—including
Matthew Bender®, Shepard’s® and Michie™. Turn to LexisNexis for penetrating insights from leading
authorities such as Chisum, Collier, Gilson, Moore, Nimmer and Weinstein.
LexisNexis delivers this exclusive premium content in the medium that works best for you—in print
and eBook formats and online at lexis.com®.

Innovative Solutions for the Most Cost-Effective Research
From pioneering online legal research in 1974 to recent innovations such as Lexis® for Microsoft®
Office and Lexis Advance™, LexisNexis has a rich history of developing breakthrough products and
services to help you gain insights faster, make better decisions and improve productivity.
LexisNexis® mobile solutions include mobile apps, sites and eBooks designed especially for mobile
devices. These resources help you get the information you need to make sound, on-the-spot
decisions. Electronic publications allow you to access thousands of publications on your laptop,
smartphone, e-reader or tablet device.
We also deliver solutions that combine the benefits of print and online. For example, upon locating
on-point analysis and forms in our print publications, you can quickly sign on to lexis.com to
Shepardize® cited cases and statutes to make sure they are still good law.
For the ultimate bridge between print and online sources, our continually expanding LexisNexis®
AnswerGuide™ and Matthew Bender® Practice Guide series combine task-oriented analysis,
practice pointers and checklists with cross-references to primary sources, more detailed analysis
in our treatises and step-by-step instructions for locating relevant information at lexis.com—
in many cases including sample searches.

Premium Resources for your Practice Area, Industry or Jurisdiction
From accounting to workers’ compensation, and from Alabama to Wyoming and U.S. territories,
LexisNexis delivers a comprehensive collection of premium resources for your areas of law,
industry or jurisdiction.
Simply browse the Table of Contents or scan the detailed Title Index at the back of this catalog to
find the resources you need. If you have questions about which title is best for a particular matter,
call a LexisNexis Sales Representative at 800.223.1940.
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ƦƦ
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linking to lexis.com and emailing notes

To streamline your research from our larger volume sets,
our core volumes are being converted to eBooks,
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Accounting Law
Accounting for Banks
James M. Koltveit, original author; revisions by Donald Resseguie

If you’re looking for guidance through the complex and numerous accounting rules unique to banks
and financial institutions, this one-stop reference puts all the comprehensive analysis you need at
your fingertips. It explains how to analyze a bank’s financial position and operations using its financial
statements; illustrates alternative bank financial statement presentations; provides a working knowledge
of bank operations and internal accounting controls; details bank audit objectives and procedures; and
demonstrates applications of internal accounting controls and accounting and reporting principles to
banks’ cash, investment securities, trading account securities, loans, property and equipment, and a host of
other assets. Finally, it includes a variety of examples, illustrations and other valuable practice aids for the
special situations that you may encounter.
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00023, ISBN 9780820510231

Accounting for Government Contracts: Cost Accounting Standards
Darrell J. Oyer

For comprehensive, detailed analysis of implementing, complying with, and keeping current with cost
accounting standards for federal government procurement contracts, turn to this resource. It includes
discussion of applicability of standards and regulations to contractors and contracts; explanation
of procedures involved in preparing cost impact proposals and making contract price adjustments;
comprehensive analysis of and commentary on each standard along with dozens of detailed examples;
and discussion of the federal acquisition regulation and significant regulatory issues that affect cost
accounting standards. It guides professionals involved in contract administration in both private industry
and government procurement circles and provides the theoretical and conceptual bases for each standard.
PRINT •
CD-ROM •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00024, ISBN 9780820510248

Single user, Pub. #00932, ISBN 9780820529943

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110505

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Accounting Law

Accounting for Government Contracts: Federal Acquisition Regulation
Darrell J. Oyer, contributing editor; LeRoy Haugh; Craig J. Langstraat; Carl Vacketta

Benefit from thorough coverage of all aspects of government contract accounting with particular emphasis
on the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR). For example, you get in-depth treatment of all aspects of
the FAR, including its relationship to cost accounting standards; FAR cost principles—including dozens of
examples, flowcharts, tables and illustrations; contract terminations, changes and delays; and government
contract taxation and financial reporting.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00183, ISBN 9780820511832

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110918

Accounting for
Public Utilities
Robert L. Hahne, Gregory E. Aliff,
Deloitte & Touche, and
contributing authors

This comprehensive treatment of
utility accounting is a must-have
resource for anyone involved
in utility accounting, finance,
ratemaking and deregulation. It
brings into focus all the special
types of accounting rules,
situations and adaptations
that are essential in this highly
specialized industry.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated
annually, Pub. #00016, ISBN 9780820510163
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110475

Applying Government Accounting Principles
Mortimer A. Dittenhofer, contributing editor; revisions by G. Robert Smith Jr.
and Dwayne N. McSwain
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00680, ISBN 9780820516806
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114336

Attorney’s Handbook of Accounting,
Auditing and Financial Reporting
D. Edward Martin

Using concise, plain-language explanations, this desktop reference
helps attorneys decipher financial statements, plan business
transactions, structure agreements, and stay on top of the latest
accounting, auditing and reporting rules. It includes full chapters
on accountants’ legal liability, accountants’ support services to the
legal community, reporting for not-for-profit organizations, and
partnerships and joint ventures.
PRINT •

Applying GAAP and GAAS
Paul Munter and Thomas A. Ratcliffe,
original authors; revisions by
Donald Resseguie

Get clear, practical guidance
for complying with the complex
and continuously changing
pronouncements that constitute
generally accepted accounting
principles (GAAP) and generally
accepted accounting standards
(GAAS). This thorough,
authoritative reference covers
questions about accounting,
auditing, special industry practices
for 20 different industries, and
Emerging Issues Task Force (EITF)
pronouncements.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf,
updated twice per year, Pub. #00012,
ISBN 9780820510002
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112516

Single user, Pub. #02014,
ISBN 9780820531786
CD-ROM •
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eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00032, ISBN 9780820510323

eISBN 9781579110543

Basic Accounting Principles for Lawyers, 2nd Edition
C. Steven Bradford, Earl Dunlap Distinguished Professor of Law,
University of Nebraska College of Law
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated as needed,
Pub. #03506, ISBN 9781422423981

Bender’s Payroll Tax Guide
Dennis Lassila, Bob Kilpatrick

This is the resource you need to help you design and run a payroll
system that is both economical and efficient. In its more than 1,000
pages, you’ll find coverage of the applicability of federal payroll
taxes to employees; an alphabetical dictionary to help correctly
determine what constitutes a wage payment; methods and systems
for streamlining record keeping, tax deposits, personnel status
changes, garnishments, wage assignments, termination of business
operations and more; all the facts on Social Security benefits; filledin sample forms and reproducible blank forms; and annual Social
Security and withholding tables.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00539,
ISBN 9781422494103

Accounting Law

Bender’s Tax Return Manual
M. Kevin Bryant, original author;
revisions by Kara Kraman

Get thorough, clear, and practical guidance
for reporting income taxes with this
invaluable resource. The first part consists
of fact patterns accompanied by line-byline guidance for filling in tax returns, and
the second part contains over 100 blank
forms so you have them at your fingertips.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #00121, ISBN 9780769845845

Financial Management and Accounting
for the Construction Industry
Construction Financial Management Association

Written specifically for the construction industry by
experts with hands-on experience in the field, this
practical desk reference covers such vital topics as
income recognition, planning for income taxes and
preparing bids and estimates. You also get dozens
of examples, sample reports, detailed checklists and
sample computations.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00153,
ISBN 9780820511535
eBOOK •

Bender’s Dictionary of
1040 Deductions
Publisher’s Editorial Staff, with contributions
by Mary Howley

Organized the same way as IRS Form 1040
(the income tax return for individuals) and
its companion schedules—and supported
by thousands of citations—this practical
guide is designed to get you quickly to the
pertinent information you need to answer
all questions about deductions when filing
the individual tax return. For example, each
chapter includes a checklist of deductions
along with hundreds of entries clarifying
what is deductible and what is not; entries
discuss the deductible items; full citations
appear for each entry; and dozens of
entries cover items commonly mistaken to
be deductions.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #00306, ISBN 9781422499191
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116361

Depreciation Handbook
Bruce K. Benesh, M. Kevin Bryant,
original authors; revisions by Deborah Baird
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00713, ISBN 9780820517131
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169369

Federal Tax Accounting,
2nd Edition
Michael B. Lang, Professor of Law and Director,
LL.M. in Taxation Program, Chapman University
School of Law; Elliott Manning, Professor of
Law and Faculty Chair, Graduate Tax Program,
University of Miami; Mona L. Hymel, Arthur W.
Andrews Professor of Law, The University of
Arizona James E. Rogers College of Law
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #03640,
ISBN 9781422480328

eISBN 9781579110857

Handbook for Internal Auditors
Stanley Y. Chang, Urton Anderson, original authors;
revisions by Charles H. Le Grand

This resource offers detailed guidance on every aspect
of internal auditing—from establishing and managing
an internal auditing function within a company to
performing audit fieldwork. It offers practical advice
on effective quality control reviews; recommends
procedures for implementing and performing EDP
applications and system reviews; and more.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00390, ISBN 9780820513904
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114206

Tax Accounting
Durwood L. Alkire, original author;
revisions by Steven J. Rice

This practical, easy-to-use guide analyzes various
accounting methods and periods and explores their
tax advantages and disadvantages. It details the
requirements for electing, using or changing a method
of accounting to ensure effective tax planning and
discusses the latest cases, rulings and regulations.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00703, ISBN 9780820517032
eBOOK •

Volume 1, eISBN 9781579118228

World Accounting
John D. Gould, Kurt S. Schulzke

Globally active investors, analysts and business
managers can benefit from the coverage of accounting,
disclosure and attest standards for more than 30
countries including illustrative financial statements for
each country. This invaluable resource also discusses
the rules of the International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) and the International Organization of
Securities Commissions (IOSCO).
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00835, ISBN 9780820518350
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327171188
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Administrative Law
Administrative Law
Jacob A. Stein, Glenn A. Mitchell, Basil J. Mezines, Joan Mezines Kimmich

Add this comprehensive treatise and guide to your library for
current, objective and authoritative insight as well as forms,
statutes, regulations and case law.
With special emphasis on federal agencies, this set analyzes
all aspects of administrative law and the administrative
process, including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Disclosure of government information
Rules and rulemaking
Investigations, physical inspections, agency
subpoena power, right to counsel
Adjudications
Hearings

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Licenses
Separation and delegation of powers
Federal employees rights, duties, obligations
Judicial review
Federal grants and federal grant dispute resolution
Standing

To facilitate time-saving, efficient research on precedence in desired jurisdiction, case law on issues is
categorized by District and Circuit courts.
PRINT •

6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00301, ISBN 9780820513010

Administrative Law Desk
Reference for Lawyers
John H. Reese

Provides attorneys with a
concise and authoritative
analytical framework for solving
administrative law problems.
The publication includes
detailed coverage of the federal
Administrative Procedure Act
(APA), extensive presentation
of analytical models in graphics
and charts, and numerous cross
references to the six-volume
treatise, Administrative Law.
1 volume, hardbound,
with supplement, Pub. #01241,
ISBN 9780820550558
PRINT •

Understanding
Administrative Law,
5th Edition
William F. Fox
PRINT • 1 volume, Pub. #00878,
ISBN 9781422417140

Antieau on Local Government Law,
2nd Edition
Sandra M. Stevenson

Get the defining treatise that provides you with analysis of the
laws of municipal corporations, independent local government
entities and counties, with touchstone topics such as
franchising, ordinances, police powers, home rule, public housing
and public assistance.
This edition is revised and completely updated with a current
and complete perspective on many aspects of local government
law, including these topics:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Authorities
and districts
Contracts
Education
Elections
and referendums
Exercise of powers

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Finances
General powers
Judicial actions
and local courts
Land
use regulation
Officers
and employees

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Organization
Relationship
with other
governments
Services
and assistance
Torts

To help you achieve more effective research, there are
centralized, intense general discussions and precise jurisdiction
headings for each authority providing the footnotes and treatise
highlights of the foremost authorities in each topic area.
PRINT • 6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00020,
ISBN 9780820510200
eBOOK •
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ƦƦ

eISBN 9781579115715

Admiralty Law

Admiralty Law
Benedict on Admiralty®, 7th Edition
Steven F. Friedell, LeRoy Lambert, Michael F. Sturley, Frank L. Wiswall Jr., John Kimball, Gregory O’Neill, Thomas Russell

Save time and increase efficiency with this comprehensive set of admiralty law materials,
conveniently assembled in one single publication. Tap into the expertise of over thirty authors in
specific areas of admiralty law, with some materials that are not available elsewhere.
Everything you need to conduct successful admiralty law research is easily accessible, including:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Concise discussion of
every current issue
Explanations of court opinions
and their implications

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Reprints of hard-to-find
primary source materials
Charter parties and clauses
Treaties and admiralty rules

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Marine insurance forms
Practice and procedure forms
on a variety of maritime issues

Easily find relevant information with handy features, including the convenient indices; a
comprehensive index to the entire set; detailed table of contents; and charts and tables ideally
suited to admiralty law practice. For each case, you’ll find text discussion, relevant cases, and
applicable documents in one quick glance.
PRINT •

34 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00130, ISBN 9780820511306

Benedict on Admiralty volumes
available for separate purchase:

Carriage of Goods by Sea
PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated, annually,
Pub. #00130, ISBN 9780820520315

Vols. 2A through 2E of Benedict on Admiralty core treatise.

International Maritime Law:
Documents and Commentary
PRINT • 7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00130, ISBN 9780820520322

Vols. 6 through 6F of Benedict on Admiralty core treatise.

Marine Insurance: Forms and
Protection and Indemnity Club Rules
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00130, ISBN 9780820520339

Vols. 7 & 7A of Benedict on Admiralty core treatise.

Benedict’s Cruise Ship Law
1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00130, ISBN 9780820543925
PRINT •

Vol. 10 of Benedict on Admiralty core treatise.

Benedict Desk Reference
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00130, ISBN 9780820529981

Vol. 8 of Benedict on Admiralty core treatise.

Benedict’s Maritime Bulletin
Stay abreast of the latest developments in maritime
law with timely and concise information bulletins.
Coverage includes issues pertinent to maritime law
and their impact on emerging trends, legislation, court
decisions, maritime arbitration and marine insurance.
In addition, it provides comprehensive coverage of
international maritime law and related treaties.
Stay informed without getting overwhelmed with this
invaluable resource. Every aspect of maritime law is
covered in the form of concise articles and shorter
pieces dealing with current subjects, legislation and
decisions of interest.
PRINT • Newsletter, published quarterly, Pub. #01316,
ISBN 9780820557458

Moore’s Federal Practice®,
3rd Edition—Admiralty
An easy-to-follow guide to practice and procedure of
maritime cases. Substantive coverage includes history,
sales, supplemental rules, seaman’s actions, local
admiralty rules, cargo loss and damage, federal civil
rules making special provisions for admiralty actions,
collisions, jurisdiction, charter party disputes, limitation
of liability, pleading and procedure, arbitration, arrest
and attachment and appeals.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00410, ISBN 9780820529998

Vol. 29 of Moore’s Federal Practice core treatise.

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Antitrust Law
Antitrust Laws and Trade Regulation,
2nd Edition

The Antitrust Report

Julian O. von Kalinowski, Peter Sullivan, Maureen McGuirl

PRINT • Newsletter, issued quarterly, Pub. #00924,
ISBN 9780820529868

Accomplish all of your antitrust research tasks with one
practical and authoritative source that encompasses every
issue antitrust attorneys need to know to practice with
confidence. Featuring comprehensive coverage of federal,
state and international antitrust laws, this master treatise has
been cited in over 200 federal district court decisions. You
get expert legal analysis, underlying statutory and regulatory
sources, and discussions of current developments in the
antitrust field—in one convenient resource.
Each subscription includes the quarterly Antitrust Report
on legislative, enforcement and case developments
worldwide and the annually published Antitrust Primary
Source Pamphlet, which contains merger, healthcare and
intellectual property guidelines as well as the European
Commission Merger Regulation.
PRINT • 10 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year,
Pub. #00762, ISBN 9780820517629

Antitrust Laws and Trade Regulation:
Desk Edition
Julian O. von Kalinowski, James P. Clark, Sean Royall,
Steven E. Sletten, Thomas E. Holliday, Phillip H. Rudolph
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00763, ISBN 9780820517636
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327171263

Antitrust Counseling and
Litigation Techniques
Julian O. von Kalinowski

Whether you’re advising businesses on mergers and
acquisitions or involved in antitrust litigation, turn to this
comprehensive practice guide for a clear understanding
of complex antitrust issues and practical guidance to help
devise winning strategies.
Over 70 of the world’s leading practitioners in this area
provide authoritative techniques and problem-solving
approaches for handling mergers and acquisitions,
formulating competitive bidding and pricing agreements,
creating or terminating distribution relationships, developing
and implementing compliance programs to reduce risk,
designing defenses for international transactions under U.S.
laws and more.
PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00027, ISBN 9780820510279
eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781579115739
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Rachel Brass

Federal Antitrust Law
Earl W. Kintner, Joseph P. Bauer, William H. Page,
John E. Lopatka

Get a comprehensive understanding of
the development and current status of
U.S. antitrust law with this definitive and
authoritative treatise, featuring an exclusive
focus on nearly 75 years of Federal Trade
Commission work. Rely on extensive textual
footnote references to all significant
decisions of the FTC and federal courts;
relevant sections of the United States Code;
legislative materials; administrative rules;
executive orders; rules of evidence and
procedure; state statutes; and important
treatises, publications and legal periodicals.
PRINT • 12 volumes, softbound, with current
supplement,
Pub. #04306, ISBN 9780870844515
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115135

European Competition Laws: A Guide
to The EC and Its Member States
Frank L. Fine
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #01254, ISBN 9780820553450

Competition Law of the European
Community, 2nd Edition
Valentine Korah, General Editor
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00846, ISBN 9780820553382

European Merger Control Law:
A Guide to the Merger Regulation
Nicholas Levy
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #01286, ISBN 9780820555379

Understanding Antitrust and Its
Economic Implications, 5th Edition
E. Thomas Sullivan, Jeffrey L. Harrison
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00891,
ISBN 9781422422618

Banking Law
Banking Law
Kenneth M. Lapine, Dennis Lassila, Burton V. McCullough,
Paul S. Pilecki, Harold Weisblatt

Get unequaled access to the entire body of statutes, regulations and
rulings affecting the organization, operation, regulation, examination
and liquidation of financial institutions.
From consumer credit laws to compliance with Sarbanes-Oxley and the
Dodd-Frank Act, you get comprehensive coverage of virtually every issue
and topic you’re likely to encounter in the financial services arena.
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Expert analysis, primary source material,
forms, practice tips, examples and checklists
Compliance procedures and guidelines to
help you tackle unfamiliar and unresolved
areas of law

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Detailed quarterly updates to keep
you informed of the latest trends,
cases, statutes and regulations
Special pamphlets spotlighting key
developments, such as recent amendments
to the Fair Credit Reporting Act

Organized by subject to facilitate easy research, this complete one-stop banking law library helps you work
faster, more effectively and more confidently—no matter what comes your way.
PRINT •
CD-ROM •

21 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00052, ISBN 9780820510521

Single user, Pub. #00258, ISBN 9780820525280

Bank Holding Company
Compliance Manual, 2nd Edition
Joseph G. Beckford
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00507, ISBN 9780769847085
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117269

Banking Law Manual 2nd Edition:
Federal Regulation of Financial
Holding Companies, Banks and Thrifts
Patricia A. McCoy
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00054, ISBN 9780820510545
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422486214

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Banking Law

Banks and Thrifts: Government
Enforcement and Receivership

Consumer Credit:
Law, Transactions and Forms

The only publication on the market devoted
to the discussion of government and private
enforcement actions against banks and thrifts,
this comprehensive resource untangles and
synthesizes enforcement and receivership law,
with an emphasis on the role of the FDIC. Use
it to evaluate claims, protect banks against
regulatory violations, guide financial institutions
through the seizure process and represent
debtors and creditors. Practical hints are
interwoven throughout the text and highlighted,
offering advice on government and private
enforcement actions.

Kenneth M. Lapine

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00923, ISBN 9780820519234

Book and CD-ROM also available separately.

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119409

Checks, Drafts and Notes
Harold Weisblatt

In-depth coverage of the law governing
checks and the collection process, focusing
on negotiable instruments, various bank-tocustomer and bank-to-bank relationships and
the check-clearing system.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00074, ISBN 9780820510743
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112325

Also published as Volumes 6 and 6A of Banking Law.

Provides detailed analysis of all the major
consumer credit laws along with practical
guidance for every stage of a consumer
credit transaction.
PRINT • 6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00084, ISBN 9780820510842

Also published as Volumes 7, 8, 9 and 10 of Banking Law.

Federal Banking Laws and Regulations
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with companion CD-ROM,
Pub. #22455, ISBN 9781422489604

The Law of Electronic
Funds Transfers
Benjamin Geva

Get authoritative analysis of the laws and
regulations governing electronic funds transfers,
both global and domestic, and step-by-step
guidance through the most complicated transfers.
Written by a recognized international expert, this
resource provides analysis of UCC Article 4A,
the Electronic Funds Transfer Act, Regulation E
and other relevant laws pertaining to electronic
funds transfers.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00147,
ISBN 9780820511474
eBOOK •

LexisNexis® eBooks

Legal Expertise … On Demand
Make optimal use of your research time with LexisNexis
publications in portable eBook format. Access our
extensive list of titles from leading attorneys and expert
authors—on your schedule, on the device of your choice.
Download eBooks to your laptop, smart phone, e-reader
or tablet for on-the-go reference.

eISBN 9781579110833

Michie™ on Banks and Banking
Publisher’s Editorial Staff

This encyclopedic treatise provides case law
covering the organization, functions, rights,
powers, duties and liabilities of banks and other
financial institutions.
PRINT • 14 volumes, hardbound, index and primary
source pamphlet, updated twice per year, Pub. #74600,
ISBN 9780327009313

Reforming the Nation’s Financial
System: Analysis of the Dodd-Frank
Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act of 2010
Publisher’s Editorial Staff

Scan here for the
latest listing of titles,
a demo or to download
a sample, or go to
www.lexisnexis.com/ebooks.
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PRINT • Pamphlet, updated as needed,
Pub. #00052, ISBN 9781422482902

Available as part of Banking Law, full set (Pub. #00052)
and Banking Law Manual 2nd Edition (Pub. #00054)

Bankruptcy Law
Collier on Bankruptcy

®

, the flagship
bankruptcy treatise from LexisNexis® Matthew
Bender®, is written and edited by leading scholars
and practitioners who bring an unparalleled
breadth and depth of expertise to the field.
Because of their insights, many lawyers and courts
have come to rely on Collier as the leading authority,
making it the most frequently cited treatise on bankruptcy.*

Collier Editors-in-Chief
Alan N. Resnick is the Benjamin Weintraub Distinguished Professor of Bankruptcy Law at Hofstra
University School of Law in Hempstead, New York. Professor Resnick, who has taught for more
than 25 years, is a nationally recognized authority on bankruptcy law. Professor Resnick is also
of counsel to the firm of Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson LLP, in New York City, where he
regularly consults on bankruptcy, insolvency and restructuring matters.
Henry J. Sommer is a leading authority on consumer bankruptcy law and has litigated many major
cases involving bankruptcy, consumer law, civil rights and other issues. He is the supervising
attorney at the pro bono Consumer Bankruptcy Assistance Project in Philadelphia and formerly
served as the head of the Consumer Law Project at Community Legal Services in Philadelphia.
Mr. Sommer has also served as a Lecturer-in-Law at the University of Pennsylvania Law School
and is now an adjunct professor at Temple University School of Law. He is a past president of the
National Association of Consumer Bankruptcy Attorneys.
* Since 1979, courts have cited to Collier on Bankruptcy 18,900 times while citing the best-known alternative only 1,751 times.
Comparison between Collier on Bankruptcy and Norton Bankruptcy Law and Practice as of 9/1/2011. Based on internal studies.

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Collier on Bankruptcy,® 16th Edition
Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Editors-in-Chief;
with contributing editors and authors

For over 100 years, Collier on Bankruptcy® has been recognized
as the most comprehensive and authoritative source of
bankruptcy law information.
Written and edited by leading scholars and practitioners in
the field of bankruptcy, it helps you work more efficiently and
effectively with features that make it easier and faster to find
critical information:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

The text focuses on the current state of the law, with coverage
of historical developments usually contained at the end of the
chapter. The information you need most is the information you’ll
find first.
Each chapter is broken down into detailed paragraphs and
subparagraphs with descriptive captions, enabling you to find the
specific information you need quickly.
Collier on Bankruptcy authors and editors give you their expert opinions on issues that are unclear or
unsettled, providing you with the authority you need to take a position.
The forms are organized into separate volumes of commercial bankruptcy forms and two volumes of
consumer bankruptcy forms, making it easy to find the form you need for a specific situation.
The eight Appendix volumes contain a thorough collection of primary source material, including
bankruptcy legislation and relevant legislative history.

All volumes in the set are now completely revised into a Sixteenth Edition.
PRINT •
CD-ROM •

27 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00219, ISBN 9781422475126

Single user, Pub. #00553, ISBN 9780820525723

Collier Pamphlet Edition
Commentary by Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer

Get quick and easy access to the full text of the Bankruptcy
Code and Rules. The first two volumes provide the Code,
related statutes, bankruptcy and evidence rules, Director’s
Procedural Forms, and Official Forms and describe their
impact and interrelation with expert commentary, legislative
history and case notes. The third volume, the Portable
Pamphlet, contains the full text of the Code and Rules in a
single volume, making it the perfect tool to take to court or on
the road. Each volume also includes a comprehensive index.
PRINT • 3 volumes, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #00221, ISBN 9781422488379

Part 1—Bankruptcy Code
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #00221, ISBN 9780769845715
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113797

Part 2—Bankruptcy Rules
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #00221, ISBN 9780769845722
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113803

Collier Portable Pamphlet
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #00221, ISBN 9780769845739
PRINT •

eBOOK •
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Collier Bankruptcy Manual,
4th Edition
Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer,
Editors-in-Chief; with contributing
authors and editors

This desk edition of Collier on
Bankruptcy provides definitive
section-by-section analysis of the
Bankruptcy Code. It features the
same expert commentary found
in the full Collier set, covers all
aspects of bankruptcy practice
such as voluntary and involuntary
cases, debtor’s duties and benefits,
liquidation and reorganization
proceedings (both individual and
business) and much more.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf,
updated twice per year, Pub. #00224,
ISBN 9781422479834
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114114

Bankruptcy Law

Collier Bankruptcy Cases,
2nd Series
Publisher’s Editorial Staff

Full reprints of key cases along
with summaries and headnotes for
each case and cross references to
Collier on Bankruptcy. Subscription
features Codex case-finding tools
and includes 10 different research
aids including:
Subsequent history and parallel
cites to the West® Reporter for
all published full-print cases
Headnotes from the full-print
cases organized by Bankruptcy
Code section or Bankruptcy
Rule number
A digest of recent law
review articles
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Collier Guide to
Chapter 11: Key Topics
and Selected Industries
Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Editors-in-Chief;
and more than 25 contributing authors

This guide takes an in-depth look at the key
topics involved in current Chapter 11 practice,
and considers in detail the bankruptcy
landscape in selected industries. Following
an overview of Chapter 11, the key topics
addressed are:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Selected bankruptcy articles,
information on upcoming
bankruptcy conferences and
an updated listing on relevant
legislative bills in Congress are in
the biweekly releases accompanied
by a complete newsletter.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf,
updated 24 times per year, Pub. #00222,
ISBN 9780820524849

Volumes A, B, C, V61 - 63,
ISBN 9780820512228

ƦƦ

Weekly deliveries via
email; monthly print subscription, published
monthly, Pub. #00931, ISBN 9780820529936
PRINT/EMAIL •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119812

Collier Bankruptcy
Exemption Guide
Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer,
Collier Editors-in-Chief;
Hon. Mary Davies Scott, reviewing
editor and contributing author

This comprehensive compilation
of exemptions available in every
state and territory includes
checklists of exemptions, a
complete text of statutory
authority, text of federal nonBankruptcy Code exemptions,
analysis of constitutional
problems, tenancy by the entirety
issues, current case highlights and
a research guide.

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Prepackaged
bankruptcy cases
Federal income
taxation issues
Intellectual property
in bankruptcy
Cross-border insolvencies

The industries examined in depth are retail, real estate,
hospitals and health care, automotive suppliers and
customers, airlines and casinos. Also considered are
fraudulent transfer action claims against the FDIC in bank
holding company cases. Where appropriate, relevant practice
aids have been included, such as sample forms and checklists.
Additional industries will be covered in future releases.
PRINT •

PRINT •

Collier Bankruptcy
Case Update

Current trends in debtorin-possession financing
Section 363 asset sales
The use of Chapter 11 as a
liquidation tool
Key employee benefits issues
in a 363 sale

eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01619, ISBN 9781422478523

eISBN 9781579111120

Collier Bankruptcy Practice Guide
Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Editors-in-Chief;
with contributing authors

This timely guide to bankruptcy practice and procedure ensures
that your decisions are based on cutting-edge law. Developments
in areas such as electronic filing, foreign proceedings, executory
contracts, rejection of collective bargaining agreements,
conversion and dismissal, dischargeability and reaffirmation of
debts, and taxes are discussed.
Organized according to the sequence of day-to-day practice, this
practical resource includes contributions from over 40 prominent
bankruptcy attorneys. Coverage includes:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Strategic advice and practice tips
Practitioner checklists for debtors and creditors
Discussion of relevant Bankruptcy Rules and their impact
Practice aids including official and author-drafted forms and
research guides that cross-reference Bankruptcy Code and
Rules to the text
Text of current local rules, forms, and related orders and
memoranda for every district and bankruptcy appellate panel

PRINT • 6 volumes, loose-leaf, plus 12 softbound local rules volumes,
updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00200, ISBN 9780820512006

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf,
updated twice per year, Pub. #00126,
ISBN 9780820511269

Vols. 12 and 13 of Collier on Bankruptcy.

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Collier on Bankruptcy Taxation
Myron M. Sheinfeld, Milton B. Hyman, Fred T. Witt;
Carl M. Jenks, Reviewing Editor; Alan N. Resnick,
Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

This dynamic resource presents
thorough, authoritative discussion of the
many tax issues arising in, and relating to,
a bankruptcy case.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00861, ISBN 9780820521497
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111083

Volume 11 of Collier on Bankruptcy, 16th Edition.

Collier Business Workout Guide
Steven R. Gross, Richard F. Hahn,
Michael E. Wiles, My Chi To; Alan N. Resnick,
Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

This timely, practical guide shows you how
to plan, carry out and complete an effective
out-of-court restructuring. Leading you
through the legal, business and procedural
details, it addresses such issues as the pros
and cons of a workout versus bankruptcy,
prepackaged bankruptcies and preparing for
Chapter 11.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00177, ISBN 9780820511771
eBOOK •

Collier Compensation, Employment
and Appointment of Trustees and
Professionals in Bankruptcy Cases
Hon. Mary Grace Diehl, Jan S. Ostrovsky, revision authors;
Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

A complete examination of the Code provisions,
case law and current practice trends relevant to
the compensation of attorneys, trustees and other
professionals involved in bankruptcy cases.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00536, ISBN 9780820515366
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111069

Collier Family Law and the
Bankruptcy Code
Henry J. Sommer, Hon. Margaret Dee McGarity;
Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

For both the general practitioner and the matrimonial
specialist, this comprehensive, practice-oriented guide
covers such topics as the special issues involving
community property, effects of Chapter 13 on current
alimony and support obligations and the effect of the
automatic stay on ongoing family court actions.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00125,
ISBN 9780820520308
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112356

eISBN 9781579110901

Collier Forms Manual, 4th Edition
Collier Consumer Bankruptcy
Practice Guide
Henry J. Sommer; Alan N. Resnick,
Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

This key resource comprises three volumes—
Collier Consumer Practice Guide and
Collier Consumer Bankruptcy Forms. The
forms contained in the Collier Consumer
Bankruptcy Forms are divided into 27 “parts”
or topics, reflecting the tasks performed in
a typical consumer bankruptcy case. Each
topic begins with editorial analysis providing
guidance on the use of the forms.
With it, you’ll gain access to detailed
discussions and step-by-step analysis
of Chapters 7 and 13 consumer
bankruptcy cases. Uniquely designed for
solo practitioners and small consumer
bankruptcy firms, the Guide is user-friendly
and efficiently organized.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice
per year, with the Forms volume, Pub. #00294,
ISBN 9780820529677
PRINT •

Treatise only, no forms, ISBN 9780820529240

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111298

Consumer forms are also available as Vols. 18 and 19
of Collier on Bankruptcy and as Vols. 4 and 5 of Collier
Forms Manual, Fourth Edition.
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Hon. Kevin J. Carey, Bonnie Glantz Fatell, Henry J. Sommer,
contributing authors; Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer,
Collier Editors-in-Chief

A comprehensive collection of forms for use in
Chapters 7, 9, 11, 12 and 13 cases, this publication
contains numerous forms for commercial bankruptcies
and consumer bankruptcies. Explanatory notes and
comments are included with the forms.
PRINT • 6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00215,
ISBN 9781422487310
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114060

Collier Handbook for Creditors’
Committees
Irving Sulmeyer; David S. Kupetz,
Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Editors-in-Chief

All the practical guidance members of a committee
need for daily operations and participation in the
debtor’s reorganization, with forms, sample letters and
more. The Handbook is newly updated to reflect recent
changes in law and rules, and contains the latest advice
and case law on all aspects of creditors’ committees
in Chapter 11 cases. It also offers advisement on
conducting smooth and successful committees in outof-court workouts and Chapter 7 liquidation cases.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00231,
ISBN 9781422480717
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780769845821

Bankruptcy Law

Collier Handbook for
Trustees and Debtors
in Possession
Irving Sulmeyer, Paul Maschmeyer,
Hon. D. M. Lynn, Michael R. Rochelle,
Sander L. Esserman;
Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer,
Collier Editors-in-Chief

This Handbook guides
trustees, corporate debtors
and practitioners through the
intricacies of the Bankruptcy
Code. It covers cases governed by
Chapters 7, 9, 11, 12 and 13.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced
annually, Pub. #00149, ISBN 9781422480694
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111236

Collier International
Business Insolvency Guide
Richard F. Broude, Daniel M. Glosband,
Adam C. Rogoff, General Editors;
Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer,
Collier Editors-in-Chief

Covers the insolvency laws and
practice of over 35 countries
and the European Union, as
well as the bankruptcy laws
of the United States with an
emphasis on Chapter 15 of the
Bankruptcy Code.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated
annually, Pub. #01135, ISBN 9780820539003
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327170679

Collier Monograph: Contested Valuation
in Corporate Bankruptcy
Robert J. Stark, Howard L. Seigel, Edward S. Weisfelner, Editors;
with contributing authors
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01707, ISBN 9781422493830
eBook • eISBN 9780327170747

Collier Monograph: Corporate Governance
in Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Christopher W. Frost; Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer,
Collier Editors-in-Chief

Examines principles of corporate governance law in the context
of corporate financial distress. The monograph covers the
general corporate governance structure that applies to solvent
corporations; recent cases that have struggled with whether
managers’ fiduciary duties shift as the corporation enters into the
zone or vicinity of insolvency, along with the rise and fall of the
“deepening insolvency” theory of liability; enforcement of prebankruptcy governance obligations; and corporate governance
during Chapter 11.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00219, ISBN 9781422489222
Included with purchase of Collier on Bankruptcy.

Collier Monograph: Employee Benefits and
Executive Compensation in Corporate
Bankruptcy, 2nd Edition
John R. Cornell, Daniel C. Hagen, Lisa Rothman Jesner, Tricia Eschbach-Hall;
Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

Ties together two areas that intersect when a company faces
financial trouble—bankruptcy law and employee benefits law.
The Second Edition features five new chapter-length sections
on the following topics:
ƦƦ

Collier Lending
Institutions and the
Bankruptcy Code
Robert J. Rosenberg,
Mark A. Broude, Michael S. Lurey;
Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer,
Collier Editors-in-Chief

A complete, practice-oriented
guide to the impact of bankruptcy
on lending transactions—
with emphasis on Chapter 11
reorganizations. In addition to
an overview of the Bankruptcy
Code and the provisions that
affect lending institutions, this
major resource offers extensive
discussion of many topics, from
bankruptcy considerations and
strategies to enforceability of
default provisions and much more.

ƦƦ

Sales of assets under
Bankruptcy Code section 363
Liquidation-related
benefits matters

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Multi-employer pension plans
UK pension plans
The Troubled Asset
Relief Program

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00219, ISBN 9781422480434
Included with purchase of Collier on Bankruptcy.

Collier Monograph: Environmental Issues
in Bankruptcy Cases
Adam P. Strochak, Jennifer L. Wine, Erin K. Yates; Alan N. Resnick,
Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

Discusses how key provisions of the Bankruptcy Code affect the
environmental liabilities of parties to bankruptcy proceedings and
how courts have reconciled the competing goals of environmental
law and bankruptcy law.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00219, ISBN 9781422473405
Included with purchase of Collier on Bankruptcy.

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated
annually, Pub. #00119, ISBN 9780820511191
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110796

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Collier Monograph: A Lender’s
Participation in a Chapter 11 Case

Bankruptcy Law: Principles,
Policies and Practice, 3rd Edition

Robert J. Rosenberg, Michael S. Lurey, Mark A. Broude;
Alan N. Resnick, Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

Charles J. Tabb, Alice Curtis Campbell Professor
of Law, University of Illinois College of Law;
Ralph Brubaker, Professor of Law & Guy Raymond
Jones Faculty Scholar, University of Illinois
College of Law

Describes participation in a Chapter 11 case from the
lender’s perspective with regard to both pre- and
post-petition financing. It sets forth the principal
rules governing financing arrangements between
a lender and a debtor and also reviews the issues
that a lender should consider in evaluating the
post-petition financing.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00219, ISBN 9781422473436
Included with purchase of Collier on Bankruptcy.

Collier Real Estate Transactions
and the Bankruptcy Code
Laurence D. Cherkis, Thomas E. Patterson; Alan N. Resnick,
Henry J. Sommer, Collier Editors-in-Chief

Provides detailed coverage of landlord-tenant
transactions, leasehold mortgages, contracts for
sale, environmental issues, escrow arrangements and
Chapter 11 plans.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00131,
ISBN 9780820520346
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110819

The Ponzi Book: A Legal Resource
for Unraveling Ponzi Schemes
Kathy Bazoian Phelps, Hon. Steven Rhodes

Covers virtually all legal issues relating to unwinding
Ponzi schemes. Written as a comprehensive guide,
this publication includes a thorough legal analysis to
support competing claims and defenses of affected
parties, and contains a sophisticated discussion of
the administrative practicalities that arise in Ponzi
cases. Several chapters are dedicated to increasingly
common fraudulent transfer claims and preference
claims, along with the defenses that investors,
brokers and others can assert to those claims, as
well as a broad array of litigation claims that can
be pursued against any type of defendant with
culpability or liability due to their involvement in a
Ponzi scheme.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01723, ISBN 9780769846576

Bankruptcy and the Supreme Court
Kenneth N. Klee

Commissioned by the American College of
Bankruptcy, this title is the culmination of more than
seven years of intense scholarship, examining the
Supreme Court’s bankruptcy decisions from 1898
through 2008 from multiple perspectives.
Specific bankruptcy doctrines and policies are
analyzed in detail as well as those cases that have
sharply changed the course of bankruptcy law.
PRINT •
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1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #01553, ISBN 9781422427514
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PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03609,
ISBN 9781422478981

1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #03609,
ISBN 9781422478035
PRINT •

Debtor and Creditor Law
Theodore Eisenberg, Editor-in-Chief and author,
and contributing authors

A comprehensive, multi-volume treatise
written by prominent experts in the field
which offers users complete coverage of all
aspects of the debtor-creditor relationship,
including current case law, practical guidance
and numerous forms for the practitioner.
PRINT • 14 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per
year, Pub. #00216, ISBN 9780820512167

Mealey’s™ Asbestos
Bankruptcy Report
Provides in-depth news of asbestos
bankruptcy law and the progress of bankrupt
asbestos companies through the evolving
Chapter 11 process. Topics include insurance
issues, the impact of settlements, how
asbestos bankruptcies are affecting the
litigation landscape and companies that may
be forced to file for Chapter 11 protection.
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07038,
ISSN 1537-2065

American College of Bankruptcy
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01492,
ISBN 9781422429839

Understanding Bankruptcy Law,
2nd Edition
Jeffrey T. Ferriell, Professor of Law, Capital
University Law School; Edward J. Janger,
Professor of Law, Brooklyn Law School

If you seek a detailed introduction to
bankruptcy and related state and federal
debtor-creditor law—look no further. This
resource is equally useful in an introductory
Creditors’ Rights course emphasizing
bankruptcy, a bankruptcy course, or an
advanced course in Chapter 11 reorganization.
It is also a useful and inexpensive guide for new
and experienced bankruptcy practitioners.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00064,
ISBN 9781422474402

Business and Corporate Law
Business Law Monographs
Authored by more than 40 distinguished attorneys and
business practitioners, this complete legal tool is designed
to be practical, authoritative and current. The volumes are
divided into nine major areas of concern to a corporation’s legal
advisers, organized by subjects about which the in-house or
outside practitioner must be knowledgeable in order to comply
with applicable laws and regulations and to advise officers and
directors of the corporation. Content covers:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Antitrust including Pricing Practices and Distribution Practices
Corporate including Managing the Corporate Legal Function,
Preventive Law in Corporate Practice, Ethical Problems of Inside
Counsel, Counseling the Board of Directors and Directors and
Officers: Liabilities and Protections
Employment including Avoiding Employment Discrimination Charges
and Employee Discipline and Discharge Policies
General Business including Loan Agreements and Computer
Law Strategies
Insurance including Casualty and Liability Insurance and Business Uses
of Life Insurance
International including Complying with the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
Intellectual Property including Acquiring and Protecting Intellectual Property
Rights and Legal Problems in Advertising
Litigation including Alternative Dispute Resolution
Securities including Avoiding Insider Trading Liability
PRINT •

38 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00080, ISBN 9780820510804

Individual monographs are available for separate purchase. Call for more information.

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Business Organizations with Tax Planning
Zolman Cavitch, original author; revisions by contributing authors

Provides in-depth analysis of business entity law and relevant aspects of the formation, operation,
reorganization and dissolution of important business entities. It features full discussions,
with authoritative citations, of federal and state law regarding corporations, general and
limited partnerships, limited liability companies, joint ventures and business and real estate
investment trusts.
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Full textual treatment of every aspect of corporation law, citing statutes and case law of various
jurisdictions, as well as law review articles and other authorities.
Separate chapters on federal and state taxation with useful citations to the Internal Revenue Code,
Treasury Regulations and Revenue Rulings.
Substantial focus to specialized areas of law that are critical to any corporate client, including
employment discrimination, antitrust, business torts, products liability, intellectual property, franchising,
tax accounting, financial accounting, federal contracting, securities and environmental
and bankruptcy law.
PRINT •

16 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00165, ISBN 9780820511658

Business Torts
Joseph D. Zamore, Editor-in-Chief; Phillip J. Campanella, Philip J. Crihfield, David C. Forsberg,
Mary Hutchings Reed, associate editors

Treatise covers main areas of business tort law, including:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Intra-corporate torts: breach of fiduciary duty,
wrongful discharge, employment covenants not
to compete, and negligent hiring and other direct
liability employer torts
False statements: commercial defamation
and trade libel, deceptive advertising and
fraudulent transfers
Third-party interference: interference
with contractual relations, interference
with prospective advantage, interference
with lawful business and interference with
employment relations

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Unfair trade: trade secrets, covenants not
to compete in the sale of a business, state
consumer protection laws, business torts and
antitrust, franchise disputes and usurpation of
corporate opportunity
Intentional torts: bad faith in insurance and
other contracts, private RICO actions in the
commercial content
Intellectual property: trademarks, copyright
infringement and patent infringement

Special topics on privacy and publicity, malicious prosecution and abuse of process, computer
litigation, products liability, lender liability, liability for environmental impairment, insurance for
business torts, spoliation of evidence and premises liability are covered as well as analysis of the
situations in which claims arise, the parties, the causes of action, defenses, damages, litigation
techniques, and model legislation and other statutory considerations.
PRINT •

4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00143, ISBN 9780820511436

Corporate Attorney’s
Practice Guide

Corporate Governance: Law and Practice

William H. Clark Jr.

This highly respected treatise is a comprehensive and easy-to-use
resource that provides authoritative analysis and insightful, practical
guidance on every critical corporate governance subject. It examines
all aspects of that topic, and addresses the major policies embodied
in legislation, case law, state and federal regulations, stock market
listing requirements, and best-practices guidelines concerning the
rights of shareholders as well as the obligations of those who run and
oversee companies on their behalf.

1 volume, softbound,
replaced annually, Pub. #01529,
ISBN 9781422494455
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113049

Corporate Compliance
Practice Guide
Carol Basri
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf,
updated twice per year, Pub. #01542,
ISBN 9781422429761
eBOOK •

16

eISBN 9781579119553
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Amy L. Goodman, Bart Schwartz

You get coverage of everything from the history of corporate
governance to discussion of the importance of the corporate code
of conduct as the linchpin of a company’s compliance efforts.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00066,
ISBN 9780820527550

Business and Corporate Law

CSC® The 50-State
Qualification Handbook
To help you make the important decisions about
qualifying in states where you plan to do business,
rely on this comprehensive resource. With the
documents required to implement necessary
decisions, this thorough publication also includes
case illustrations and discussions of business
activities that do or do not trigger qualification
requirements; insight on whether certain Internet
activities require qualification; annotated
qualification statutes for all 50 states and the
District of Columbia; and quick-reference charts
on activities that do not constitute doing business
and consequences of transacting business
without authority.

Liability of Corporate Officers
and Directors, 8th Edition
Dan A. Bailey, Katharine B. Bowman, Robert L. Eblin,
Michael R. Goodstein, Darius N. Kandawalla, R. Stacy Lane

A succession of highly publicized events—
the collapse of Enron, the revelations about
backdated stock options, the near-meltdown
of the financial system—have driven legislators
and regulators to expose directors and officers
to unprecedented financial liability. In these
circumstances, the pressure’s on counsel to stay
abreast of the developments that impact their
liability and to provide watertight guidance. In the
Eighth Edition, published in 2010:
ƦƦ

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #25000, ISBN 9781422489338
PRINT •

CSC® The Directors’ Handbook
Concise and well-written, this resource details
the issues that directors face in the wake of
corporate scandals and heightened liability in
a post-Sarbanes-Oxley environment. Plus, it
offers insight and current information on how
to effectively manage executive compensation,
hostile takeover attempts, proxy battles and more.

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #22310, ISBN 9781422485835
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113452

ƦƦ

Franchising
Gladys Glickman
5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times
per year, Pub. #00314, ISBN 9780820513140
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116408

Global Business Immigration
Practice Guide

ƦƦ

New chapters have been added to provide indepth coverage of the impact of bankruptcy on
D&O claims and insurance, the unique issues
applicable to excess D&O insurance policies and
the proper role of Side A D&O insurance policies
Every chapter has been updated and many have
been substantially restructured and rewritten
Current legal thinking on such issues as executive
compensation, claims by creditors brought
against directors and officers, securities class
action litigation, and enterprise risk management
is reflected
A summary of the Towers Watson Directors and
Officers Liability Survey provides key insight into
litigation statistics and trends
A unique checklist of 170 potential liability
programs are among the tools that can help
you document your company’s risks and
support the need for specific provisions in your
compliance program
Selected state codes and statutes, sample policy
forms, bylaw and agreement provisions and more
simplify the process of translating your program
into corporate policy

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #63962,
ISBN 9781422475621
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111168

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01713,
ISBN 9781422496541

The Law of Associations:
An Operating Legal Manual for
Executives and Counsel
George D. Webster, contributing author
(1975 – 1996); Hugh K. Webster

This one-stop guide to association management
details topics such as the nature of associations,
association operation, association lobbying,
antitrust and employment law issues, ethical
dilemmas, federal tax aspects of association
activities, statistical reporting, and other legal and
related problems of associations.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year,
Pub. #00364, ISBN 9780820513645

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Business and Corporate Law

Nymity® Corporate Privacy
Compliance Handbook

Professional Corporations
and Associations

This hands-on guide was created by Nymity, a
global privacy and data research services firm
specializing in compliance and operational
risk management. It reflects the company’s
expertise in assisting corporations in
managing their obligations under privacy laws.
The Handbook contains all the explanations,
analyses, checklists and other tools needed
to follow Nymity’s well-established Privacy
Risk Optimization Process, an approach to
privacy policy and procedure that combines
regulatory compliance with operational
flexibility. In addition, it includes references
to other publications and online resources
that can be useful in implementing a
corporate strategy.

Mary Howley, Barrien C. Eaton

A practical guide to all the issues arising from the
organization of professionals and closely held
businesses into a professional corporation (PC). It
specifically addresses the formation, operation and
dissolution of a professional corporation (PC) with
attention to aspects of tax, ERISA, potential grounds
for liability, costs, ethics, corporate models types,
advantages and disadvantages, retirement plans and
insurance. Coupled with tax and state law primary
source, analysis, procedure and examples of forms to
aid drafting of documents.
Topics are organized according to the following
categories:
ƦƦ

1 volume, softbound, updated annually,
Pub. #01571, ISBN 9781422475089
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119560
ƦƦ

Organizing Corporate and Other
Business Enterprises, 6th Edition
Leonard Gross, Mark R. Lee

Get concise, thorough information on the
legal, tax and business implications at each
stage of setting up and maintaining business
enterprises. Comprehensive content
includes analysis of each organizational form,
the formalities of creating it and the principal
methods of customizing each form for client
needs. Core business issues are addressed;
discussions offer factors to consider and
identify actions an attorney might take as well
as the reasons for taking them. Also included
are real-life examples, sample agreements
and forms that provide timesaving guidance
in drafting essential documents.

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00595, ISBN 9780820548722
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112684

An Overview of corporations—explores the
meaning of the professional corporation and guides
the attorney through the different tax aspects
of incorporation
Considerations and techniques—analyzes the
various methods and means of incorporation,
various corporate models vis-a-vis professional
corporations, capitalization and compensation issues
Explanation of documents—provides examples
of sample documents necessary for incorporation
and guidance on how to use them for different
fact patterns which may arise from the
entanglement of ethical and legal considerations
of a professional corporation and a particular
jurisdiction’s requirements
Tax concept of “corporateness” evolution and
analysis—discusses various historical implications
that still affect the way that corporations and
taxation is looked at today.
Advising the small business client—discusses
strategies designed to protect the members of a
professional corporation from malpractice, tort
and various legal actions. It also provides analysis
of qualified plans, actuarial concepts, vesting and
accrual, funding methods and other considerations
for planning the retirement of a professional
corporation’s members.

PRINT • 7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00563, ISBN 9780820515632

Understanding Corporate Law, 3rd Edition
Arthur R. Pinto, Douglas M. Branson
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00284, ISBN 9781422429594

Understanding Nonprofit and Tax Exempt Organizations, 2nd Edition
Jaclyn Fabean Cherry
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03204, ISBN 9781422497579

Understanding Partnership and LLC Taxation, 3rd Edition
Jerold A. Friedland
PRINT •
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1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #01165, ISBN 9781422490914
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Commercial Law

Commercial Law
Secured Transactions Under
the Uniform Commercial Code
Julian B. McDonnell

Develop a full and well-rounded understanding of Article 9 and its
application to secured financing techniques. Unique in its breadth and
depth of coverage, this treatise discusses not only the current state
of the law of secured transactions under UCC Article 9, but also the
historical evolution of the law and the application of the 1998 revision.
The great value of this publication lies in the following key features:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Comprehensive coverage—Every facet of secured lending is examined and
analyzed in detail, from basic topics to difficult or controversial issues.
Detailed analysis—Conflicting judicial interpretations of Article 9 and state
variations are presented in preparing briefs and oral arguments.
Complete coverage—Both the old and revised versions of Article 9 are presented,
facilitating contrast analysis and litigation of matters governed by the former version
of the law.
PRINT •

eBOOK •

5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00615, ISBN 9780820516158

eISBN 9781579118013

Agricultural Law
Dr. Neil E. Harl, Robert P. Achenbach Jr., contributors

Virtually every aspect of agricultural law as it
relates to farmers, ranchers and other agrarian
interests is offered in this comprehensive treatise.
Each part in the treatise offers you up-to-date
analysis of the applicable principles of the law and
citations to relevant federal and state statutes,
court decisions and administrative regulations.
Additionally, there is discussion of recent
developments and topics of growing significance
as well as helpful sample tax forms relating
to federal regulations. Specific areas covered
include business planning, trade regulation, estate
planning, property law, labor regulation, civil
liabilities and environmental controls.
PRINT • 15 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00303, ISBN 9780820513034

Asset Based Financing:
A Transactional Guide
Howard Ruda

Expand your knowledge in the area of secured
transactions, or simply read up on the basics
and find useful forms. This unique publication,
the leading reference work for the commercial
loan specialist, has been updated to conform to
and address the issues presented by the Revised
UCC Article 9. Both introductory information and
more complex detailed analysis are contained
in this one source, making it an ideal choice
for offices with varied levels of experience
among practitioners.
Coverage includes the complete text of both
Revised and pre-revision UCC Article 9; analysis
of the revision and the filing process in a special
volume; discussion of each major type of assetbased transaction; all relevant forms, checklists
and exemplary materials; and, discussion and
analysis pertinent to specific types of financings
and asset-based lending issues.
PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00059, ISBN 9780820510590
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112318

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Bender’s UCC Sales and Bulk Transfers

Commercial Damages Reporter

Henry Gabriel, William H. Henning

Various contributing authors

Conducting research on issues related to the Uniform
Commercial Code can get complicated and unwieldy.
With this widely respected treatise, you get complete
coverage of relevant issues, in a practical format that
includes coverage of sales and bulk sales transactions,
complete analysis of reported decisions in this area of
the law, and alternative drafting and litigation strategies
for both buyers and sellers.

Whether you are just starting your research,
or you are looking for in-depth information
on a particular issue, this publication
provides the in-depth analysis and
comprehensive overviews of key issues in
commercial litigation. A companion to the
Commercial Damages treatise, each issue
features lead articles written by scholars
and practitioners in commercial law, as
well as annotations of recent cases dealing
with commercial damages as they relate to
the business litigator, providing up-to-date
analysis on issues of importance to the
commercial litigator.

The following practical applications are also covered:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Analysis of changes to the law on sales transactions in
light of the 2003 amendments to Article 2
Extensive coverage of electronic contracting, including
discussion and analysis of the Uniform Electronic
Transactions Act (UETA) and the Electronic Signatures
in Global and National Commerce Act (ESIGN)
Discussion of the overlap of Article 2 with revisions to
Article 1 (General Provisions) and Article 9 (Secured
Transactions)
Analysis of computer information transactions and the
interplay between Article 2 and the Uniform Computer
Information Transactions Act (UCITA)

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00612, ISBN 9780820516127
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117986

Commercial and Consumer Warranties—
Drafting, Performing and Litigating
Julian B. McDonnell

Save time and practice efficiently with this threevolume treatise that combines legal analysis, suggested
practice strategies, sample forms and pleadings in one
publication. The treatise is organized to correspond
with the stages of a sales transaction, making it
simple to quickly find answers to important questions.
The structure also reflects the lawyer’s work with
warranties—contracting, performance, and litigation—and
includes strategy advice, sample clauses, forms and
pleadings throughout.
3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00824, ISBN 9780820523859
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327170754

Commercial Damages: A Guide to
Remedies in Business Litigation
Charles L. Knapp, original Editor-in-Chief;
revisions by contributing authors

Written by prominent scholars and practitioners in the
field, this publication contains expert analysis of the
specific types of remedies available, examination of the
costs of litigation, economic factors and other relevant
practical considerations, and detailed discussion
of specific situations in which a business entity has
been damaged.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00079,
ISBN 9780820520209
eBOOK •
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PRINT • Reporter, 8 issues per year,
Pub. #00122, ISBN 9780820520285

Commercial Finance Guide
Barry A Dubin, Michael A. Leichtling

Enhance your knowledge of commercial
finance with this practical and efficient
publication. This compact but sophisticated
guide to commercial lending is updated
to conform to Revised UCC Article 9, and
offers significant breadth of coverage
of the subject matter in a concise
manner, with an emphasis on “hot” topics
and developments.
If you are an experienced practitioner who
wishes to refresh recollection of a topic
or to become quickly acquainted with an
unfamiliar aspect of commercial finance,
this publication is ideal.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00395, ISBN 9780820520704
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114220

Commercial Law and
Practice Guide
Commercial Law League of America

You don’t have to sacrifice substance for
simplicity with this handy resource. The
guide provides a unique combination
of in-depth substantive analysis and
practical guidance for handling commercial
transactions. The UCC is examined article
by article, with an emphasis on the practical
application of the Code’s provisions,
giving you room to easily work under the
continually evolving Uniform Commercial
Code via probing analysis of today’s UCC.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00192, ISBN 9780820520483
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116002

Commercial Law

Goods in Transit
Saul Sorkin

Save research time and practice more efficiently with this
seven-volume treatise that addresses how to recover or
avoid liability for lost, damaged or delayed goods shipped
by air, sea, rail or truck. This all-inclusive treatise contains all
that you need, including legal analysis, forms, and relevant
statutory, regulatory and international treaty material, in one
central source. Designed to advise the general practitioner
as well as specialists in the field, Goods in Transit contains detailed analysis
of the rights, obligations, and remedies for losses, damages, and delays and
the procedures used in claiming, settling, and litigating these disputes.
A wide variety of topics are featured in this publication, including the following:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

The transporation industry worldwide
Cargo security
Bills of lading
Connecting carriage and
geographic scope
Intermodal transportation
Termination of common
carrier liability
Carrier litigation
Insurance contracts
Marine insurance and inland

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

marine insurance
Liability insurance financial
responsibility laws
Written notice of claim
Liability of brokers and
third-party intermediaries
Negotiation of settlement
Jurisdiction and venue
Limitation and damages
for delay

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Limitation of damages
and liability
Indemnity actions
Freight, rates, and demurrage
Liens of carriers upon cargo
C.O.D. shipments

Included in this source is an appendix of forms and the full text of relevant statutes, regulations, and
international treaties, reprinted in Goods in Transit—Selected Regulations, Statutes, and Treaties, republished
annually. In addition, relevant primary source material is reprinted in portable softbound volumes.
PRINT • 7 volumes, loose-leaf ( analytical material), updated twice per year, plus 2 volumes, softbound (primary source material),
updated twice per year, Pub. #00628, ISBN 9780820516288
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118075

Commercial Loan Documentation Guide
Barry A. Dubin, Michael A. Leichtling

Streamline the process of preparing for and executing
a commercial loan with this practical guide. The
publication focuses specifically on the documents
necessary to a loan transaction and takes into account
the perspectives of both the lender and borrower and
the contracts, agreements, supporting documentation
and specific clauses that each party will want in
order to be fully protected. Whether you are an
experienced practitioner looking for detailed answers
or a novice user, this guide will help you practice with
confidence. Included are numerous examples and
forms, making this a perfect standalone resource, or
a valuable complement to any of the more traditional
Matthew Bender® commercial lending treatises.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00376,
ISBN 9780820520698
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116934

Consumer Credit Law Manual

Corporate and Commercial
Practice in the Delaware Court
of Chancery
Donald J. Wolfe Jr., Michael A. Pittenger

When it comes to corporate governance
litigation, this unique publication stands
on its own merit. This essential resource
specifically analyzes the procedures and
practices unique to the Delaware court
and is a critical tool for those litigating in
this venue. The one-volume guide provides
essential analysis of subject matter and
personal jurisdiction, service of process,
motion practice, discovery, privileges
and immunities, equitable defenses and
remedies, and appeals, as well as more
timesaving tips to prevent you from getting
snared in procedural intricacies.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #01195, ISBN 9780820549040
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119744

National Consumer Law Center
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, with primary source pamphlet,
updated annually, Pub. #01064, ISBN 9780820530451

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Equipment Leasing

Lender Liability Law and Litigation

Jeffrey J. Wong, Barry A. Dubin

Various contributing authors

Rely on the most authoritative
treatise available in the complex
field of equipment leasing. This
treatise thoroughly analyzes and
discusses Article 2A of the UCC,
financing, regulatory, state, local
and federal taxation, accounting,
litigation, insurance and bankruptcy
issues. In addition, all essential
types of leases, such as leveraged,
operating, cross-border, consumer,
finance, merchant and true leases,
as well as specific industry leasing,
including ships/vessels, railroads,
satellites, computers, aircraft and
more, are covered. It also gives
indispensable practical guidance on
litigation strategy and tactics.

Whether you are a lender or a borrower, this complete guide to
the theory and practice of lender liability law provides the expert
guidance needed to practice successfully. Included in this handy
resource are discussions of causes of action and defenses and
litigation strategy and sound advice on avoiding future liability.
The text includes discussions of relevant case law and statutes,
as well as practical hints on how to apply the law in day-to-day
business transactions

PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated
annually, Pub. #00866, ISBN 9780820518664

Forms and Procedures
Under the Uniform
Commercial Code
Frederick M. Hart, Nathalie Martin
8 volumes, loose-leaf,
updated twice per year, Pub. #00749,
ISBN 9780820517490
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327170655

Franchising
Gladys Glickman
5 volumes, loose-leaf,
updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00314,
ISBN 9780820513140
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 97815479116408

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00488, ISBN 9780820514888
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113872

Letters of Credit
Burton V. McCullough

Accelerate your research with this comprehensive resource that
collects all primary sources needed for letters of credit practice.
The treatise analyzes the statutory law of Article 5 of the Uniform
Commercial Code, as well as case law interpreting this article.
This practical publication provides quick and easy answers
pertaining to letter of credit transactions and includes the following:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Detailed analysis of every step in the process
Helpful diagrams of the roles and responsibilities of all parties
involved in transactions
Overviews of the text of applicable law
Coverage of important legal issues
Headnotes at the beginning of each section

All relevant documents are covered, including commercial letters
of credit, stand-by letters of credit, and banker’s and trade
acceptances. Sample forms and handy reference points make it
easy to apply the information to common transactions.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00387,
ISBN 9780820513874

Modern UCC Litigation Forms
Peter J. Betsos, Frances P. Hays

Jury Instructions in
Commercial Litigation,
2nd Edition
Ronald W. Eades
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated
annually, Pub. #63567, ISBN 9780327162193
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113179

The Law of Commercial
Trucking: Damages To
Persons And Property,
3rd Edition
David N. Nissenberg
2 volumes, hardbound,
with supplement, Pub. #65200,
ISBN 9780327162803
PRINT •

eBOOK •
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eISBN 9780327168416
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Save time and energy researching and drafting forms with this
practical guide to completing litigation forms, based on current
cases in commercial law. The forms, from actual court cases (with
proper names, dates and references to parties deleted), reflect the
most current terminology, concepts, cause of action, and defenses,
and are an ideal model for practitioners to adapt to their practice
needs. Forms are cross-referenced with other Matthew Bender
titles that are part of Bender’s Uniform Commercial Code Service
and contain references to other topics that may be important to
the attorney.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00611,
ISBN 9780820521183
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117979

Negotiable Instruments and Other Payment
Systems: Problems and Materials
Wayne K. Lewis, Steven H. Resnicoff
PRINT •

1 volume, Pub. #03634, ISBN 9781422421857

Commercial Law

Negotiable Instruments Under
the Uniform Commercial Code

The Uniform Commercial Code
Reporter-Digest

Frederick M. Hart, Erik Gerding

William F. Willier, Frederick M. Hart

An in-depth treatise on Article 3 of the UCC, this
publication analyzes both the prerevision and the
revised version of Article 3 of the UCC and the
case law interpreting the article. A discussion of
Article 4 (Bank Deposits and Collections), which
governs the relationship between payor banks and
their customers and Article 4A (Funds Transfers) is
also included.

Find case law on various commercial law
topics with The UCC Reporter-Digest, a
research tool used by practitioners to
find cases decided by all federal, state,
and bankruptcy courts addressing issues
related to the UCC. Get immediate access
to noteworthy UCC decisions covering
all states.

PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00613, ISBN 9780820521213
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117993

Negotiable Instruments
Under the UCC and the CIBN

The UCC Reporter-Digest provides:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Egon Guttman, Louis F. Del Duca, Alphonse M. Squillante
PRINT •

1 volume, Pub. #03518, ISBN 9780870841538

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Unclaimed Property Law
and Reporting Forms

 oncise case annotations arranged by UCC
C
Code section
Jurisdictional and keyword search
capabilities for all case digests
Complete text of the UCC, including all
amendments and revisions
State variations for all articles of the UCC
Complete text of Permanent Editorial
Board (PEB) Commentaries

PRINT • 26 volumes, loose-leaf, updated quarterly,
Pub. #00747, ISBN 9780820517476

David J. Epstein

Streamline your practice with the most
comprehensive coverage available of state escheat
laws and the requirements for holders of unclaimed
property. This practical resource provides the
perfect combination of necessary forms and relevant
analysis. Practical features and content include:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Case digest of court opinions from every state
jurisdiction and federal courts
Quick access tables containing all essential
statutory information governing report filing in
every state
Analysis of overlooked provisions of state
unclaimed property laws advantageous to
unclaimed property holders
Practice suggestions
Statutory summary of each state’s law
Unclaimed property laws of every state, the District
of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, the Virgin Islands
and selected Canadian provinces, together with
relevant regulations
Unclaimed property reporting forms with
instructions (suitable for photocopying) as
promulgated by every state, the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands and
selected Canadian provinces

PRINT • 9 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00136, ISBN 9780820511368

Understanding Antitrust and Its
Economic Implications, 5th Edition
Publisher’s Editorial Staff
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00891,
ISBN 9781422422618

Understanding
Negotiable Instruments
and Payment Systems
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01123,
ISBN 9781422475386

Understanding Sales and Leases
of Goods, 2nd Edition
William H. Henning
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00065,
ISBN 9781422422496

Understanding Secured
Transactions, 4th Edition
William H. Lawrence, William H. Henning,
R. Wilson Freyermuth
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00587,
ISBN 9781422470909

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Constitutional Law

Constitutional Law
State Constitutional Law:
Litigating Individual Rights,
Claims, and Defenses,
4th Edition
Jennifer Friesen

Get the publication designed to assist
attorneys who litigate and courts who
decide claims of individual civil rights and
liberties based on state constitutions.
Although state constitutions differ in many
ways, they have more points of similarity in
the texts of their Bills of Rights than might
be supposed. The author helps the bench
and bar take advantage of the diversity
offered by the constitutions’ opinions of
sister courts, explaining the similarities and
the dissimilarities of state constitutions with
topics that includes:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Privacy and the right to personal choice
Freedom of religion
Freedom of expression
Search and seizure

As a result of a shared history, most states’
individual-rights guarantees have much
more in common with each other than
they have with the federal Bill of Rights,
and this publication provides those critical
likenesses and differences.
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, updated with
recent case histories and developing issues,
Pub. #83550, ISBN 9780820575834

Constitutional Law: Cases, History,
and Dialogues, 4th Edition
William D. Araiza, Phoebe A. Haddon,
Dorothy E. Roberts
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with supplement,
Pub. #03522, ISBN 9781422485361

1 volume, loose-leaf, with supplement,
Pub. #03522, ISBN 9781422485378
PRINT •

The American Constitutional Order:
History, Cases, and Philosophy,
3rd Edition
Douglas W. Kmiec, Raoul Berger, John C. Eastman,
Raymond B. Marcin
PRINT •
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03502, ISBN 9781422426395

1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #03502, ISBN 9781422472729

The History, Philosophy, and Structure
of the American Constitution, 3rd Edition
Douglas W. Kmiec, Stephen B. Presser, John C. Eastman,
Raymond B. Marcin
PRINT •
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03547, ISBN 9781422426401

1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #03547, ISBN 9781422472774

Individual Rights and the
American Constitution, 3rd Edition
Douglas W. Kmiec, Stephen B. Presser, John C. Eastman,
Raymond B. Marcin
PRINT •
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03548, ISBN 9781422426418

1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #03548, ISBN 9781422472781

Understanding Constitutional Law,
3rd Edition
Norman Redlich, Edward Weinfeld, John B. Attanasio,
Joel K. Goldstein
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00863, ISBN 9780820561370

Understanding First Amendment Law,
4th Edition
Russell L. Weaver, Donald E. Lively
PRINT •
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1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03165, ISBN 9781422498644

Constitutional Law |  Construction Law

Newsgathering and the Law, 4th Edition
C. Thomas Dienes, Lee Levine, Robert C. Lind; Lee Levine, Robert C. Lind, Seth Berlin, supplement authors

This is the publication for every newsroom and for attorneys practicing media law, providing a wealth
of legal history, developing issues and expert analysis in the field of newsgathering.
There is no better time than now to negotiate newsgathering issues. CIA leaks and discourse on news
media limits are splashed across the headlines. The use of hidden cameras, unauthorized taping
and access to businesses and homes are the real business of those practicing in the area of reality
television. Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests are the tools as reporters seek access to
government records.
This is a must read authored by experts who each have more than 20 years of experience in media
law. This edition offers you so much more with:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

More pages of analysis
More pages of analysis, including a new chapter Privilege on the Internet
New discussions like civil commitment proceedings, military proceedings, and national security and other
technology in the courtroom
PRINT •

eBOOK •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #65190, ISBN 9781422493984

eISBN 9780327168850

Construction Law
Construction Law
Steven G. M. Stein

Don’t even think of preparing construction contracts, enforcing
clients’ rights, or litigating disputes without the field’s preeminent
treatise as part of your library.
Construction Law gives you unrivaled step-by-step guidance through
every phase of the construction process, from the initial bid, to
drafting and performance of the contract, to subsequent claims, disputes
and litigation. This treatise helps you:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Answer questions with the most comprehensive
coverage available
Represent any party to a construction
contract and enforce your client’s rights under
the contract
Negotiate construction contracts among
the owner, architect, engineer, contractors
and subcontractors

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Establish liability for
delay and cost overruns,
negligence, fraud, and
misrepresentation, and
obtain the proper remedy for your client
Interpret case law involving industry-standard
AIA® contracts with the softbound AIA Legal
Citator, included in the treatise

Packed with forms, contracts and agreements for every need, this foundational work gives you full
support to represent any construction-project client with confidence.
PRINT • 8 volumes, loose-leaf, including the AIA Legal Citator and Construction Law Digest, updated 3 times per year,
Pub. #00109, ISBN 9780820511092
PRINT •

Stand alone, 6 volumes, loose-leaf, ISBN 9780820546766

eBOOK •

Does not include digest, eISBN 9781579115838

CD-ROM •

Pub. #00112, ISBN 9780820525143

The American Institute of Architects does not endorse and has not assisted in the preparation of volumes 1 – 6 of Construction Law.
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Construction Law

Construction Law Digest
Steven G. M. Stein

With more than 50 case summaries per issue, this invaluable monthly service keeps you on top of the
latest rulings and how they may impact your clients. Each summary includes expert analysis and is keyed
to Construction Law to facilitate further research. You also get insightful ViewPoints that will help you keep
your skills at their sharpest.
PRINT •

Digest, 12 issues, Pub. #01205, ISBN 9780820543673

The American Institute of Architects Legal Citator
Steven G. M. Stein

Turn to the only AIA-authorized case finder for court rulings involving AIA contracts plus expert guidance
to help you draft agreements and represent clients most effectively in contract negotiations, arbitration
and litigation.
Summarizing over 35 years of key federal and state cases, this one-of-a-kind research tool makes it easy to
move swiftly from specific AIA contract provisions to the cases that interpret them.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, updated annually, Pub. #00435, ISBN 9780769846989

Construction Insurance: Coverages and Disputes
Owen J. Shean, Douglas L. Patin
PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #66931, ISBN 9781558341753

Discovery in Construction Litigation, 4th Edition
Michael T. Callahan, Barry B. Bramble
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #60632, ISBN 9780327162360

eISBN 9780327168522

Mealey’s™ Litigation Report: Construction Defects
Tracks a growing area of Chinese drywall litigation, as well as cases involving water intrusion, building
settlement, concrete corrosion, mold and other defects. Topics covered include recovery of damages,
warranty issues, contractor liability and related insurance-coverage defects.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07012, ISSN 1529-644X

eISBN 9781579119904

Mealey’s™ Litigation Report: Construction Defects Insurance Report
Keep up to date on key cases and issues in construction defect insurance with case reports and court
documents that outline arguments that are or aren’t working in litigation battles. Featured content includes
news on property damage interpretations, mold, occurrence, business risk exclusions, additional insureds,
bad faith, obligations to pay and allocation, as well as full-text court documents, expert commentary
and more.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07055, ISSN 1550-2910

eISBN 9780327167433
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Criminal Law
Criminal Circuit Court Publications
Federal Circuit Court Criminal Handbooks
Analyze and prepare for every phase of a criminal case before
the United States Courts of Appeals for the Second, Fourth,
Sixth, Seventh, Ninth and Eleventh circuits. These practical
resources identify key rulings on all major topics under each
circuit’s criminal law jurisprudence.
Written by experienced practitioners and judges, these
authoritative handbooks give you the in-the-trenches
guidance you need to confidently approach such topics as search and seizure, discovery, immunity,
indictments, pretrial matters and more within the context of decisions issued by the U.S. Supreme
Court and the Court of Appeals for each circuit.

Federal Criminal Practice: A Second Circuit Handbook
Gordon Mehler, Hon. John Gleeson, David C. James
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #60506, ISBN 9781422484623
eISBN 9781579111809

PRINT •
eBOOK •

Fourth Circuit Criminal Handbook
Chief U.S. Magistrate Judge Carl Horn III
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #62935, ISBN 9781422488867
eISBN 9781579112271

PRINT •
eBOOK •

Fourth Circuit Criminal Reporter
Chief U.S. Magistrate Carl Horn III
PRINT •

Newsletter, 7 issues per year, Pub. #62937, ISBN 9780327106869
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Federal Circuit Court Criminal Handbooks (continued)

Sixth Circuit Criminal Handbook

Ninth Circuit Criminal Handbook

E. James King, J.H. King

Larry Alan Burns, U.S. District Judge,
Timothy A. Scott

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #60510, ISBN 9781422499696
eBOOK • eISBN 9781579112660
PRINT •

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #01621, ISBN 9781422478547
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327171058

Federal Criminal Practice:
A Seventh Circuit Handbook

Eleventh Circuit Criminal Handbook

Michael D. Monico, Barry A. Spevack

Donald F. Samuel

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #60513, ISBN 9781422496473
eBOOK • eISBN 9781579112578

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #60515, ISBN 9781422496374
eBOOK • eISBN 9781579111816

PRINT •

Alcohol, Drug and Motor Vehicle Violations
Defense of Drunk Driving Cases:
Criminal—Civil
Richard E. Erwin, Dr. Leon Greenberg, Herbert M. Goldstein,
Arne K. Bergh; Practice Guide by Richard J. Essen;
scientific chapter revisions by Harvey M. Cohen

Take advantage of comprehensive coverage of the legal
and technical issues that arise in a drunk driving case. You’ll
find up-to-date guidance on relevant statutes, case law
and forensic science. This guide details pretrial discovery,
defenses and trial tactics. It also features extensive
background information on the substance of chemical test
evidence including physiology, pharmacology and analytical
techniques. All aspects of drunk driving defense are
addressed, including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Per se laws
Implied-consent legislation
Constitutional objections
Field sobriety testing
Admissibility of chemical test results and other evidence

Includes a practice guide with step-by-step description of
how to handle a drunk driving case from the initial client
contact through appeal, including sample cross-examination,
illustrative testimony and sample forms and motions, and also
provides clear, nontechnical explanations of the scientific and
mathematical foundations of chemical testing. In addition, it
covers pathological conditions whose symptoms sometimes
resemble intoxication, leading to improper arrests and
false-positive test results.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00275,
ISBN 9780820512754
eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781579114190
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Apprehending and
Prosecuting the Drunk
Driver: A Manual for Police
and Prosecution
Harvey M. Cohen, Joseph B. Green

Now law officers can find the
legal, scientific and practical
guidance they need to ensure
the effectiveness of each
drunken driving stop, search,
arrest and prosecution—all in one
place. This resource includes
detailed discussion of essential
procedures—such as how to
recognize the characteristics of
a drunk driver, the best ways to
evaluate sensory clues of alcohol
and drug impairment, effective
administration of field sobriety
and preliminary breath tests, and
much more.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated
annually, Pub. #00197, ISBN 9780820511979
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110949

Criminal Law

Defense of Narcotics Cases
This indispensible publication gives you expert, up-to-date
coverage of such matters as identification of drugs, search
and seizure, motor vehicle and airport searches and pretrial
proceedings. It also covers informers and accomplices, the
trial, alternatives to standing trial, compulsory commitment
of narcotics addicts, defense of driving under-the-influence
cases and forfeiture proceedings. Plus, it also provides
important information on sentencing post-Booker.
It comes complete with forms and easy-to-follow charts
analyzing federal drug law and provisions of representative
state laws.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00249, ISBN 9780820512495
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112455

Defense of Speeding, Reckless Driving and
Vehicular Homicide
James Farragher Campbell,
P. David Fisher, David A. Mansfield

Robert S. Reiff

Analyzes the many available avenues of
prosecution and lines of defense. Noted
DUI expert Robert S. Reiff, rated the most
effective DUI advocate in South Florida by
the Miami Herald, shows you how to sell
yourself to your client, select a jury, crossexamine the arresting officer and deliver
a strong closing argument. He offers his
“Top Twenty Tips” for defending DUI
cases and provides a large assortment
of proven forms for pleadings, motions,
correspondence and other uses.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #61240, ISBN 9781422481257
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111144

Officer’s DUI Handbook

This invaluable reference features step-by-step defense
procedures from pretrial preparation through trial, including
discovery, motions to suppress and jury instructions;
complete analysis of speed detection methods;
examination of statutes and case holdings (national in
scope, with state variations); sample direct and crossexaminations of witnesses and defendants; accident
reconstruction, including the use of human factors experts;
and driver’s license suspension and revocation.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00104, ISBN 9780820511047
eBOOK •

Drunk Driving and Related
Vehicular Offenses, 5th Edition

John A. Stephen, John B. Kwasnoski,
Gerald N. Partridge

Find out how courts have handled cases
similar to yours with new case examples
that can be used in training or on the
road. Plan your strategy based on these
court rulings, which illustrate patterns
derived from actual cases around the
country. Use the citations following each
case to further investigate a topic that
interests you.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #37553, ISBN 9781422442937

eISBN 9781579112332

Courtroom Techniques and Practice
Criminal Defense Techniques
Robert M. Cipes (1969 – 1972), original editor; Sidney Bernstein (1972 – 1976);
Irwin Hall (1972 – 1980); Publisher’s Editorial Staff

Get in-depth guidance from more than 100 leading specialists
on bail and pretrial release, grand jury proceedings, direct and
cross-examination, opening and closing arguments, use of forensic
pathology and psychological evidence. You will also find guidance on:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Interrogation and confessions
Guilty plea negotiations
Probation and parole

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Securities fraud
Speedy trial and appeal
Wiretapping

This publication provides a library of court-tested forms on every aspect of criminal
procedure. The latest release includes complete revisions to coverage of the following topics:
Defense of an Obscenity Case; Defense of a Kidnapping Case; and Defense of Capital Cases. It also
includes miscellaneous revisions to the rest of the treatise in order to keep the material current and
especially useful to practitioners.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

10 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00202, ISBN 9780820512020

eISBN 9781579112400
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Courtroom Criminal Evidence, 5th Edition
Francis A. Gilligan, Paul C. Giannelli, Edward J. Imwinkelried, Fredric I. Lederer

With a wealth of information packed into two volumes, this guide serves as a source for quick
reference and expert advice. Learn about the latest developments in evidence law, including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

 videntiary issues posed by faxes, emails, caller ID, and computer-generated animations
E
Scientific evidence after the Daubert trilogy
Polygraph evidence
Automobile stops
The latest amendments to the Federal Rules of Evidence
An extensive discussion of chain-of-custody issues
PRINT •

eBOOK •

2 volumes, hardbound, Pub. #63050, ISBN 9781422498491

eISBN 9781579115241

Criminal Investigation Handbook
Laura Ellsworth

Get critical information about use of the Internet in perpetrating a computer crime—especially cybercrime—
and websites, email addresses and databases that can be used in investigations. Use this handbook for
practical guidance through each element of a criminal investigation as well as pertinent legal analysis.
It includes a wealth of illustrations, checklists and forms. Whether you are a law enforcement officer,
prosecutor or criminal defense lawyer, you can find the information in this book useful to your case.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00673, ISBN 9780820516738

eISBN 9781579114282

Criminal Evidentiary Foundations, 2nd Edition
Edward J. Imwinkelried, Daniel D. Blinka

When you’re faced with questions about how best to introduce evidence into a criminal trial, get the
practical guidance you need to make quick, informed decisions in this guide. It shows by example how to
convert abstract evidentiary doctrine into concrete lines of questioning, explains how to phrase questions
on direct and cross-examination, and includes hundreds of sample foundational questions adapted to
criminal cases.
PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #62978, ISBN 9781422417416

Cross-Examination: Science and Techniques,
2nd Edition
Larry Pozner, Roger J. Dodd
PRINT •
CD-ROM •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #65985, ISBN 9780327164340

6 audio CDs, single user, Pub. #69585, ISBN 9781422446751

BOOK & DVD SET •

ISBN 9781422449189

BOOK & CD-ROM SET •

ISBN 9781422449172

Advanced Cross-Examination Audio CD-ROM,
2nd Edition
Larry Pozner, Roger J. Dodd
CD-ROM •
DVD •
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6 audio CDs, single user, Pub. #69585, ISBN 9781422446751

4 discs, ISBN 9781422446744

PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement and DVD set, ISBN 9781422449189

PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement and 6 audio CDs, ISBN 9781422449172
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Criminal Law

Cross-Examination of the Analyst
in Drug Prosecutions
James Shellow; Foreword by Gerry Spence

The case Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts opened
up new possibilities, and every criminal attorney
must understand the consequences. Cited by
Justice Antonin Scalia in that groundbreaking
decision, this volume starts with a thorough
explanation of the scientific principles behind drug
identification and of the role of the drug analyst.
It also provides the attorney with the crucial
techniques and challenges that can make the
difference in a case and includes pretrial motion
and orders, sample transcripts and proposed
jury instructions.
1 volume, softbound, Pub. #22615,
ISBN 9781422462133
PRINT •

Eyewitness Testimony: Civil and
Criminal, 4th Edition
Elizabeth F. Loftus, James M. Doyle, Jennifer E. Dysant

Offers courtroom-ready trial techniques and
the latest psychological research concerning
such issues as jurors’ beliefs about eyewitness
testimony and the factors that may impede
perception and memory. Illustrates the
consequences and effects of eyewitness
testimony in both criminal and civil trials.
1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #64394, ISBN 9781422421406
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113193

Forensic Sciences
Cyril H. Wecht, M.D., J.D., General Editor

Dozens of experts discuss the sciences
relevant to criminal and civil litigation
and the law in the courtroom. Includes
coverage of expert testimony and scientific
evidence—admissibility, scope, impeachment,
hypothetical questions, privilege and more. It
also covers:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

 orensic pathology, anthropology, odontology,
F
engineering, toxicology and pharmacology
Antemortem and postmortem
alcohol determinations
Firearm identification
Crime scene procedures
DNA typing
Chemical and biological terrorism

PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
with Reference Manual on Scientific Evidence pamphlet,
Pub. #00313, ISBN 9780820513133

Mealey’s™ Daubert Report
This Report covers the interpretation and
adoption or rejection of the Supreme Court’s
landmark expert admissibility ruling, Daubert v.
Merrell Dow Pharmaceutical Inc. As the nation’s
jurisdictions grapple with so-called “junk science”
testimony, this monthly newsletter offers the
latest key rulings in this contentious component of
civil and criminal litigation.
Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07013,
ISSN 1092-7565
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119911

Mental Disability Law:
Civil and Criminal, 2nd Edition
Michael L. Perlin, Heather Ellis Cucolo
PRINT • 5 volumes, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #65810, ISBN 9780327005247

The Methods of Attacking
Scientific Evidence, 4th Edition
Edward J. Imwinkelried

Reviews the major evidentiary doctrines
applicable to scientific evidence, including
admissibility of chain-of-custody testimony and
expert-witness testimony.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #63044, ISBN 9780327164159

Prosecutorial Misconduct:
Law, Procedure, Forms,
4th Edition
Joseph F. Lawless; Foreword by
Alan M. Dershowitz, Harvard Law School

Provides a comprehensive and scholarly analysis
of prosecutorial abuse, from the initiation of a
criminal investigation through the appeal and
post-conviction stages for both federal and state
jurisdictions. Includes a complete collection of
motions, briefs and arguments from actual cases
handled by noted defense lawyers David Kendall,
Gerry Spence, Billy Martin, James Brosnahan, John
Cline and Michael Tigar and author Joe Lawless.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #64241, ISBN 9781422422137
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113186

Trial Error and Misconduct,
2nd Edition
Bennett L. Gershman
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #82458, ISBN 9781422421918
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118327
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Trial Preparation for Prosecutors,
3rd Edition

Scientific Evidence, 4th Edition

Michael D. Marcus

Explains in clear terms the latest forensic
techniques and scientific concepts used in
collecting and evaluating evidence. Includes
coverage of the rules and precedents relating to
admissibility, constitutional limitations, discovery,
expert testimony, laboratory reports and chain
of custody, followed by analysis of the most
frequently encountered scientific evidence.

Paul C. Giannelli, Edward J. Imwinkelried

This title:
Examines each stage of trial preparation with
step-by-step advice
Minimizes surprises with methodical and
effective pretrial strategies
Advises on anticipating the defense tactics
Includes extensive citations to cases, statutes
and regulations
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #62380, ISBN 9780820575766

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #61966, ISBN 9781422478783
eBOOK •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111182

eISBN 9781579111830

Criminal Practice
Search & Seizure, 3rd Edition
John Wesley Hall

Two essential volumes written by an active trial lawyer for other active
trial lawyers and judges. This resource offers expert insight on such issues
as reasonable expectation of privacy, consent and probable cause, as
well as current guidelines governing search and seizure in such specific
circumstances as vehicles, professional offices and airports. Reflects the
changing standards and applications of the law, including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Proliferation of knock-and-talk consent searches
Bus and train searches
Highway detentions to bring in drug dogs
PRINT •

eBOOK •

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #63350, ISBN 9780327100119

eISBN 9780327171201

Criminal Law Advocacy
Mark J. Kadish, Rhonda A. Bronfman, David Rossman,
Ronald L. Carlson, Patrick L. McCloskey, Ronald L. Schoenberg,
Abraham P. Ordover, Roger M. Goldman
PRINT • 7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00198, ISBN 9780820511986

Criminal Law Deskbook
Patrick L. McCloskey, Ronald L. Schoenberg;
revisions by Jay Shapiro

This convenient deskbook provides concise discussion
of the basic principles of criminal procedure,
substantive criminal law and criminal trial strategy and
tactics. Logically organized according to the chronology
of a criminal case, it supplies thorough coverage of
everything from arraignment and bail to sentencing.
Numerous checklists offer a timesaving framework for
analyzing all aspects of a case.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00217,
ISBN 9780820512174
eBOOK •
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Video surveillance in public and semi-private places
Searches of computers
Litigation of motions to suppress

eISBN 9781579111274
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Criminal Practice Handbook,
3rd Edition
Stephen Hrones
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #62973, ISBN 9780820575841

Entrapment Defense, 4th Edition
Paul Marcus
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #64635, ISBN 9781422473443
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115258

Exculpatory Evidence: The
Accused’s Constitutional Right
to Introduce Favorable Evidence,
3rd Edition
Edward J. Imwinkelried, Norman M. Garland
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #63065, ISBN 9780327163862

Criminal Law

LexisNexis® Criminal Law Library
Build your own criminal law library in one easy step—with a complete selection of essential resources
on federal and criminal law. You can choose one or more of the following CD-ROM packages (prices
based on single user):

Criminal Law for Solo and
Small Law Practitioners CD-ROM
Single user, Pub. #02143,
ISBN 9780820548869
CD-ROM •

Federal Criminal Practice CD-ROM
Single user, Pub. #02144,
ISBN 9780820548883
CD-ROM •

Federal Evidence Tactics
Edward J. Imwinkelried,
David A. Schlueter

Tracking the Federal Rules of Evidence,
this easy-to-use resource is designed
to help counsel strategically analyze
the issues involved in the introduction
of and objection to particular evidence.
2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated
annually, Pub. #00218, ISBN 9780820528083
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114084

The Prosecution and Defense
of Sex Crimes
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf,
updated twice per year, Pub. #00562,
ISBN 9780820515625
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117627

Forensics CD-ROM
CD-ROM • Single user, Pub. #02146,
ISBN 9780820548920

Vehicular Crimes CD-ROM
CD-ROM • Single user, Pub. #02145,
ISBN 9780820548906

Prosecutor’s Manual for Arrest, Search
and Seizure, 2nd Edition
James A. Adams, Daniel D. Blinka
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #60074, ISBN 9780327163664
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168140

Sexual Assault Trials, 3rd Edition
Paul DerOhannesian II

A complete handbook for anticipating and fulfilling the
special demands of sexual assault cases. Covering virtually
all aspects of trial, this guide takes you from jury selection
to jury instructions with the latest law and trial strategy. Gain
step-by-step guidance through discovery and pretrial matters,
direct and cross-examination, expert testimony, presentation
of evidence, and trial tactics to help you develop a winning
strategy for your case.
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #61175,
ISBN 9780820574660

Federal Criminal Laws
Bender’s Federal Practice Forms®:
Criminal Procedure
2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00090, ISBN 9780820520216
PRINT •

Volumes 16 and 17 of Bender’s Federal Practice Forms

Federal Criminal Laws and Rules
Contains all the statutes in USCS Title 18, plus a
consolidated index and statutory histories.
PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound, with CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #22463, ISBN 9781422487464

Vol. 1, ISBN 9781422487471

Criminal Constitutional Law

Vol. 2, ISBN 9781422487488
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116033

David S. Rudstein, C. Peter Erlinder, David C. Thomas
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00098, ISBN 9780820510989
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116767
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Federal Criminal Trials, 7th Edition

Federal Sentencing for Business Crimes

Hon. James C. Cissell

Kirby D. Behre, A. Jeff Ifrah

This is the definitive volume on federal
criminal procedure, rules of evidence, and
constitutional protections. Since 1946,
federal prosecutors in the Department of
Justice and attorneys in state courts have
used this handbook as the authoritative
courtroom reference.

Offers clear and practical guidance through the
complexities of the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines.

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. No. #60877, ISBN 9781422428597
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111137

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114237

Modern Federal
Jury Instructions—
Criminal Volumes

Federal Habeas Corpus Practice
and Procedure, 6th Edition

Hon. Leonard Sand, John S. Siffert,
Walter P. Loughlin, Steven A. Reiss,
Hon. Jed S. Rakoff, Steven W. Allen

Randy Hertz, James S. Liebman

Judges in federal court
increasingly require
jury instructions to be
understandable and free of
legalese and arcane language. Offering instructions
for all aspects of a federal criminal jury trial, this set
saves you drafting time and helps you avoid giving
jurors erroneous or inappropriate instructions.

This publication is the resource referred
to most frequently by members of the U.S.
Supreme Court and lower federal courts as
well as by thousands of other attorneys who
practice in habeas corpus matters. It offers
detailed analysis of:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

 pplicability of the Antiterrorism and
A
Effective Death Penalty Act (AEDPA)
Requirements states must satisfy to
obtain AEDPA “opt-in” benefits
Statutes of limitations
Petition-filing requirements
Appointment of counsel
Range and types of discovery
Standards for obtaining federal
evidentiary hearings
Exhaustion of state remedies
Procedural default
Standards for applying AEDPA’s section
2254(d)(1)
Successive petitions
Obtaining a certificate of appealability
Federal prisoner practice under
section 2255
Types of claims that have led to the
granting of the writ

This edition and the accompanying
supplement include extensive analysis of
the latest habeas corpus case law as well as
the important statutory changes effected by
the Military Commissions Act of 2006, the
Adam Walsh Child Protection and Safety Act
of 2006, the USA PATRIOT Improvement
and Reauthorization Act of 2005 and the
REAL ID Act of 2005.
2 volumes, hardbound, with CD-ROM
and supplement, Pub. #64330, ISBN 9781422483572
PRINT •

2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement,
ISBN 9781422483565
PRINT •

eBOOK •
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PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00471, ISBN 9780820556567

eISBN 9780327168621
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ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

 eneral instructions covering such areas as scienter,
G
burden of proof, evidence, and inferences
Substantive instructions for specific federal offenses,
from aiding and abetting to criminal antitrust violations
and tax fraud
Citations to specific case authority and/or statutory
authority to cut your research time
Official pattern instructions for the First, Third, Fifth,
Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, and Eleventh Circuits
Federal Judicial Center Pattern Criminal
Jury Instructions

PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00485, ISBN 9780820520841

Each volume also sold separately; call for more information.
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327172284

Moore’s Federal Practice:
Rules of Criminal Procedure
Board of Editors: Daniel R. Coquillette, Gregory P. Joseph,
Sol Schreiber, Jerold S. Solovy (1930-2011) and
Georgene M. Vairo

Features unmatched coverage of every detail of
procedure in federal criminal cases. Follows the
sequence of the Federal Rules and includes the
complete Advisory Committee Notes and the Legislative
Committee Reports. Also discusses the Magistrates
Court Rules and the Habeas Corpus Rules.
PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00410, ISBN 9780820520735

Criminal Law

Moore’s Federal Rules Pamphlets
James William Moore, Kevin Shirey, Ruby Udell Grad, Lawrence Kaplan
PRINT • 4 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00415,
ISBN 9781422493533
eBOOK •

PRINT •
eBOOK •

ISBN 9780769846293

eISBN 9781579115012

Volume 2 • Evidence
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Joshua Dressler

eISBN 9781422486221

Volume 1 • Civil

ISBN 9780769846309

eISBN 9781579115029

Volume 3 • Criminal
PRINT •
eBOOK •

ISBN 9780769846316

PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound,
supplemented annually,
Pub. #03218, ISBN 9781422426784

eISBN 9781579115036

Volume 4 • Judicial
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Understanding Criminal
Procedure: Volume 1,
Investigation, 5th Edition

ISBN 9780769846323

eISBN 9781579115043

Understanding Criminal
Procedure Volume 2,
Adjudication, 5th Edition
Joshua Dressler

Privacy Law and the USA PATRIOT Act

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03219,
ISBN 9781422426791

Steve C. Posner

The vital issues at the intersection of national security and privacy
law in the post-9/11 era are explored in this publication. With initial
focus on the USA PATRIOT Act and tracking subsequent national
security enactments, amendments, regulations, case law, and
administrative actions that affect privacy, the publication provides
timely analysis of privacy rights today and limitations on and threats
to those rights.
Since the swift enactment of the USA PATRIOT Act in the aftermath
of the 9/11 attack, provisions of the Act have encountered
constitutional problems, raising continuing concerns about the
Act’s impact on privacy. But the Act continues to provide up-todate analysis that emphasizes the practical implications, burdens
and options for organizations and individuals cooperating with and
subject to continually-evolving government reporting requirements,
information requests, and surveillance.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01399, ISBN 9780820569451

eISBN 9781579112950

United States Supreme Court Cases and
Comments: Criminal Law and Procedure

Joshua Dressler
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00789,
ISBN 9781422429877

Understanding
International Criminal Law,
2nd Edition
Ellen S. Podgor
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03168,
ISBN 9781422425466

Understanding the Law
of Terrorism
Wayne McCormack

Hon. William H. Erickson, B. James George Jr., Hon. Timothy M. Tymkovich,
Nathan B. Coats

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03248,
ISBN 9781422474426

Understanding White
Collar Crime, 3rd Edition

PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00765, ISBN 9780820517650
eBOOK •

Understanding
Criminal Law, 5th Edition

eISBN 9780327171904

J. Kelly Strader

United States Sentencing Guidelines Manual

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03123,
ISBN 9781422496046

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #00471, ISBN 9780820570754

Understanding
Capital Punishment Law, 2nd Edition
Linda E. Carter, Ellen S. Kreitzberg
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03155, ISBN 9781422423868

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Criminal Law

Military Criminal Justice
Court-Martial Procedure, 3rd Edition
Francis A. Gilligan, Fredric I. Lederer

Military Criminal Procedure Forms,
3rd Edition

PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, 1 volume, softbound,
with supplement, Pub. #62410, ISBN 9780820575254

Ken Jansen, David A. Schlueter, Kevin J. Barry,
Kenneth A. Arnold

Military Court Rules of the
United States
Eugene Fidell, Editor-in-Chief, with contributing authors
1 volume, softbound, updated annually,
Pub. #01714, ISBN 9781422496695
PRINT •

Military Crimes and Defenses

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #66955,
ISBN 9781422471074

Military Evidentiary Foundations,
4th Edition
David A. Schlueter, Stephen A. Saltzburg,
Lee D. Schinasi, Edward J. Imwinkelried
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound,
Pub. #66895, ISBN 9781422481325

eISBN 9781579119607

David A. Schlueter, Charles H. Rose III, Victor Hansen,
Christopher Behan

eBOOK •

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #60088, ISBN 9780820575988

Military Rules of Evidence Manual,
7th Edition

Military Criminal Justice:
Practice and Procedure, 7th Edition
David A. Schlueter
1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #66928, ISBN 9781422428757

Stephen A. Saltzburg, Lee D. Schinasi, David A. Schlueter
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #66911, ISBN 9781422488881
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168638

PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115630

Military Justice CD-ROM
CD-ROM •

single user, Pub. #16375, ISBN 9780327161523

White Collar Crime
Business Crime: Criminal Liability
of the Business Community
Stanley S. Arkin, lead author; with Earl C. Dudley Jr., Michael Eisenstein,
Jed S. Rakoff, Donald M. Re, John S. Siffert

Provides how-to guidance for: setting up compliance programs to prevent
corporate liability; effectively conducting internal corporate investigations,
and parallel administrative, civil, and criminal proceedings. Includes:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

 iscussions of substantive criminal law
D
Tactical and case-law information for grand jury representation
or monitoring criminal counsel
Forms for every area and stage of business crime practice
The bimonthly reporter Business Crime Commentary

In the wake of the global financial crisis of 2008 and the revelation of massive frauds, there have
been numerous case decisions that impact the liability of the business community. Discussion of
this timely topic appears throughout the treatise. The latest release of Business Crime includes
summaries of dozens of recent court decisions added to the relevant textual discussions throughout
the publication.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00265, ISBN 9780820512655

eISBN 9781579112028
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Criminal Law

Civil RICO
David B. Smith, Terrance G. Reed

Responding to the growing use of
civil RICO by private litigants, this
all-inclusive publication fills the
need for knowledgeable discussion
of the substantive law, while
incorporating a close examination
of the practical problems and
procedural issues involved when
litigating a RICO case.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf,
updated twice per year, Pub. #00527,
ISBN 9780820515274
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112141

Prosecution and Defense of
Criminal Conspiracy Cases
Paul Marcus

In this well-organized guide to criminal conspiracy, you
will find complete coverage of substantive problems
such as requirements of agreement, overt act and
specific intent as well as procedural problems, including
venue, joint defendant questions, co-conspirators’
declarations, the hearsay exception, complicity and double
jeopardy. You’ll also find a chapter on federal conspiracy
principles, in addition to all state and federal conspiracy
statutes in convenient tables and a discussion of RICO
conspiracy issues.
ƦƦ

Mealey’s Litigation
Report: Insurance Fraud
™

Reviews civil and criminal
cases arising from efforts by
policyholders and third parties
to defraud insurance carriers.
Full range of topics includes false
and fraudulent claims, arson,
reverse bad faith, restitution, RICO,
incontestability clauses, material
misrepresentation, rescission, qui
tam actions, and fraud rings.
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly,
Pub. #07021, ISSN 1075-380X
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167068

Prosecution and Defense
of Forfeiture Cases
David B. Smith

This treatise provides the law
and practice of civil and criminal
forfeiture, discussion of forfeiture
in narcotics, alien smuggling and
foreign currency transaction cases
and application of the relation
back doctrine and postforfeiture
administrative relief.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf,
updated twice per year, Pub. #00099,
ISBN 9780820510996
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111212

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

 ew Appendix Z examines the superseding indictment of
N
former Illinois Governor Rod Blagojevich.
Chapter 4, “Scope of the Conspiracy, Number of
Agreements, RICO, Duration,” has been updated to include
further discussion of substantive RICO provisions.
Chapter 5, “Co-Conspirators’ Declarations: The Non-Hearsay
Exception,” has been updated to include case analysis on the
Confrontation Clause Challenge.
Chapter 11,” Practical Considerations in Conspiracy
Trials,” now includes significant discussion of defense
witness immunity.

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00365,
ISBN 9780820513652
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116880

Tax Controversies:
Audits, Investigations, Trials
Robert S. Fink with the assistance of the attorneys
at Kostelanetz & Fink, LLP

A guide to all stages of a tax examination, investigation,
litigation and prosecution—civil or criminal:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

 udits and criminal administrative review
A
IRS investigative powers and taxpayer rights and protections
Defenses
IRS Audit Classification Handbook
Accountant’s role in criminal tax cases
Corporate criminal tax issues
Money laundering and currency violations

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00305,
ISBN 9780820554631
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112059
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Cyberlaw and Communications Law

Cyberlaw and
Communications Law
Computer Contracts
Esther C. Roditti

Research and draft ironclad
contracts for buying, selling, leasing
and licensing hardware, software
and services with the one resource
that gives you in-depth legal analysis,
sample clauses and complete
contracts for virtually any type
of agreement involving computer
technology—all in one place.
This one-stop resource helps you handle
agreements for computer users and
vendors, marketing arrangements, software
development, maintenance, licensing
arrangements and telecommunications
contracts with:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Clause-by-clause examination of a wide range
of documents, including the full text of the
agreement or clause under discussion and
background material
Primary source volume that includes a glossary
of computer terminology, pertinent statutes and
regulatory materials, and selected cases
Practice pointers that highlight potential
benefits, pitfalls and problems in using various
agreements and clauses
Alternative language for custom-tailoring
documents to meet your specific needs
Timely updates to keep you current with
cutting-edge technologies and legal issues that
have arisen in this ever-changing field
Up-to-date, comprehensive coverage of
Internet communications and Voice Over
Internet Protocol (VoIP)

Complete with coverage of financial and tax
aspects of computer acquisition, protection of
proprietary rights, privacy and security matters
and more, this is the one resource you need to
handle contracts for every aspect of buying,
selling, developing, building and distributing
computers and related technologies
and services.
PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00508, ISBN 9780820515083
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117276

Business Law Monographs,
Volume G1—Computer Law Strategies
Lawrence M. Hertz
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #00080, ISBN
9780820524238

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
Cyber Tech and E-Commerce
PRINT • Newsletter, 12 issues per year, Pub. #07003,
ISSN 1535-718X
eBOOK •

Computer Law: A Guide to Cyberlaw
and Data Privacy Law
David Bender

Get the tools and know-how needed to deal with
virtually any computer-related legal problem—
from protecting data and software to multimedia
issues, the Internet, open source litigation,
computer-related torts and beyond.
This is the only treatise to cover the concepts and
techniques of evidence and discovery procedures
as they apply to computer-based information
and the protection of computer software from
misappropriation under copyright, patent and
trade secret laws.
PRINT • 6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00068, ISBN 9780820510682
eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781579119836

eISBN 9781579113940

Cyberlaw and Communications Law

International Computer Law

Bender on Privacy and Data Protection

Ernst-Jan Louwers, E.J. Prins, Stephen Chow

David Bender

When you need to get up to speed
quickly on international information
technology law, this practical guide gives
you the experience of contributors who
are preeminent in their fields. Coverage
includes the national copyright protection
systems in more than 65 countries
and the European Union; European
Community competition law as applied
to the information technology industry;
the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects
of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)
as it relates to computer software,
semiconductor chips and databases;
electronic data interchange (EDI) and
the newly emerging technologies in the
electronic transmission of structured
and coded messages; and the European
Model EDI Agreement with articleby-article annotations.
Also included are sample agreements,
including international software licensing
agreements, copyright registration forms,
a foreign-language glossary of technology
terms, and a sample Compact Disc
Interactive (CD) development agreement.

This clearly organized, practical
reference provides coverage of
United States, European Union,
and Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation privacy and data
protection issues. Written
by an experienced privacy
practitioner, Bender on Privacy
and Data Protection combines
an overview of applicable
statutes and regulations with
specific guidance that can help
you translate that knowledge
into recommendations for your
clients. Includes:

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00318, ISBN 9780820513188
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116422

Law of the Internet
F. Lawrence Street, Sandra Sheets Gardiner
1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #64205, ISBN 9780327159353

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

A list of considerations involved in drafting privacy
policies with sample clauses
Best practices for dealing with a data security breach
before and after it happens, with suggestions for an
incident response plan
Summaries of state law privacy litigation, broken down
by cause of action and state

Bender on Privacy and Data Protection places relevant
statutes in the context of such emerging issues as
behavioral advertising, cloud computing, and RFID
technology. The softbound guide is organized to help
you quickly pinpoint the information you need. You’ll find
an overview note at the beginning of each chapter and
content summaries at the start of each section.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01573, ISBN 9781422475232

Also available as volumes 5 and 6 of Computer Law: A Guide to Cyberlaw
and Data Privacy Law.
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168744

PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112646

McGrady on Social Media
Paul D. McGrady Jr.

This publication explores all major social
media providers—Facebook®, MySpace®
and Twitter®—with insights and info
on fast-rising social media providers,
too. Just published, it digs deep into
copyright, trademark and privacy issues,
employment law issues—even how to
build your business using social media
(with best practices). An entire chapter is
also devoted to a state-by-state survey of
cyber-bullying statutes and cases!
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01661,
ISBN 9781422481943
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114978

Telecommunications Regulation: Cable,
Broadcasting, Satellite, and the Internet
Charles D. Ferris; Frank W. Lloyd

With its special emphasis on the Telecommunications
Act of 1996, this is the most comprehensive treatise
available on local, state and federal regulation of cable,
broadcast, satellite and Internet telecommunications. You
get authoritative coverage of the latest developments,
established law and historical background.
Topics covered include antitrust; cable programming
networks, telecommunications and television franchising;
direct broadcast satellites; FCC broadcasting regulations
and cable ownership restrictions; high-definition
television; Internet issues for cable operators; leased
commercial access to cable; multipoint distribution
service; privacy issues in cable; rate regulation; satellite
master antenna television and video delivery services;
tax issues; theft of service; and transfer of cable
television systems.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00148,
ISBN 9780820511481
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110840
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Education Law
Education Law
James A. Rapp

Benefit from detailed analysis of and expert insight into virtually every aspect of laws that apply
to schools and universities, such as First Amendment issues; labor relations, including collective
bargaining for teaching and non-teaching employees; equal educational opportunities and
discrimination on the basis of race, color, gender or disability; and hiring and dismissal of faculty.
Some of the topics covered are governing agencies and boards, funding of education, banning of
books, school prayer, student safety, access to education records, dealing with students afflicted
with AIDS, tax-exempt status for parochial schools, funding accreditations, and tort liability. You also
get numerous helpful checklists and an entire volume of sample forms.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00397, ISBN 9780820513973

eISBN 9781579114688

The Principal’s Legal Handbook, 4th Edition
Kenneth E. Lane, Mary Jane Connelly, Julie F. Mead,
Mark A. Gooden, Suzanne Eckes, Editors
PRINT •

40

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #24610, ISBN 9781565341340
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Elder Law
Tax, Estate and Financial Planning for the Elderly
John J. Regan, Rebecca C. Morgan, David M. English

Take advantage of guidance from top experts who offer analysis of the continually
developing state of the law related to financial, health care, tax, and estate
planning for the elderly along with practice notes that help you proceed with
confidence. Topics covered include government benefits; housing concerns;
lifetime giving; health-care decisions; planning for incapacity; elder abuse; and
financing health care through Medicare, Medicaid, long-term care insurance and
Medigap policies. Each chapter begins with common client questions, followed
by comprehensive legal analysis, detailed planning notes, examples and practical
advice. You’ll get legal analysis you can rely on to deal with the significant issues
and resolve the intricate problems that arise in this evolving area.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00289, ISBN 9780820512891

eISBN 9781579111045

Tax, Estate and Financial Planning for the Elderly:
Forms & Practice
John J. Regan, Michael Gilfix, Rebecca C. Morgan, David M. English

This set is the companion to Tax, Estate and Financial Planning for the Elderly. It includes traditional
forms, and clauses for trusts, wills and powers of attorney, as well as sample client letters, intake
forms, checklists, practice tips and state-specific tables. It also contains cross references to
extensive textual discussion and analysis in Tax, Estate and Financial Planning for the Elderly. You’ll
get coverage of all basic areas of elder law: Medicaid and asset preservation; health-care decisions;
housing options; government benefits, pensions and IRAs; health-care decisions; guardianship/
conservatorship; durable powers of attorney; estate planning; elder abuse; and more.
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, with CD-ROM, Pub. #00774, ISBN 9780820517742
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Elder Law

A Guide to Elder Law Practice
Timothy L. Takacs

This guide is designed to help the attorney—whether fresh from law school or a seasoned practitioner in
another field of law—to understand what is involved in the practice of elder law: the wide range of legal
disciplines, plus the unique client base.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01418, ISBN 9780820569697

Fundamentals of Special Needs Trusts
Stuart D. Zimring, Rebecca C. Morgan, Bradley J. Frigon

Special needs trusts may be effective tools for preserving the assets
of a senior or a person with a disability, thereby improving the person’s
quality of life while not interfering with the person’s eligibility for
various governmental programs. One of the hottest areas in elder law,
the Special Needs Trust (SNT) is vital to protect assets of the elderly
or handicapped client that will be needed in the future from being
counted against eligibility requirements of means-tested programs like
Medicaid. Three highly regarded experts in the field have collaborated
to write this treatise. Together, they offer not only practice-oriented
insight, but also viewpoints from three distinct areas of the country:
California, Florida, and Colorado.
This guide places special needs trusts in the arsenal of tools available to an attorney to help his
senior clients and those who have disabilities. It helps the practitioner to understand how she can
draft a trust, using the person’s own funds or the funds of another, to provide goods and services for
those clients that will enhance their everyday existence.
Chapters include:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Ethics and liability
Sources of assets for the SNT
Establishing the trust
Who should be a trustee
PRINT •

eBOOK •

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Trust administration
Tax issues
Contractual relationships
Trust termination

1 volume, loose-leaf, with companion forms, updated annually, Pub. #01490, ISBN 9781422427408

eISBN 9781579119638

Mealey’s™ Litigation Report: Nursing Home Liability Report
Track nursing home liability litigation with unbiased news stories, case summaries, attorney listings, and the
full text of court documents plus expert commentary articles and email bulletins of breaking litigation news.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07030, ISSN 1534-8199

eISBN 9780327167112

Long-Term Care Advocacy
Eric M. Carlson

The first legal guide focusing exclusively on long-term care issues, this publication thoroughly examines
a wide variety of topics, including long-term care insurance policies; admissions, services, transfers and
discharges; residential and continuing care facilities; Medicare/Medicaid; and litigating against a nursing
facility. Practice aids include common client questions, sample forms, checklists and practice notes.
Chapters feature state-by-state coverage, highlighting variations between federal law and the laws of all 50
states and the District of Columbia.
PRINT •
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1 volume, loose-leaf, with forms on CD-ROM, updated annually, Pub. #01054, ISBN9780820541532
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Employment & Labor Law
Employment Discrimination, 2nd Edition
Lex K. Larson

You can protect your clients or company with the premier legal
authority on employment discrimination—or take your chances
with something less. Employment Discrimination is the leading
treatise on job-related discrimination based on race, sex, religion,
national origin, age, disability or union membership. Regularly cited
by courts throughout the nation, this definitive work includes:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Detailed analysis of relevant cases, statutes and regulations that
brings current law into perfect focus
Chapters on sex discrimination, the bona fide occupational qualification exception,
recruiting practices, seniority, layoffs, equal pay and benefits, age discrimination, and more
Detailed coverage of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
Treatment of key substantive and procedural issues arising under Title VII and other federal and state
laws ... and so much more

Perfectly in tune with today’s workplace issues, this resource provides all the case-winning analysis of
applicable law you’ll need—no matter which side you’re representing.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

10 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00626, ISBN 9780820516264

eISBN 9781422480168

ADA Compliance Manual for Employers, 3rd Edition
Maureen F. Moore

A complete guide to handling the impact of the Americans with Disabilities Act on your employment
practices, including an overview of the Act with key definitions; explanations of the practical implications
for employers in every phase of the employment relationship; reduction of risk in termination decisions;
current ADA requirements and restrictions and potential implications; and advice on how to ensure
compliance while continuing to operate a business efficiently and effectively.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #80125, ISBN 9780820577227
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Employment & Labor Law

Americans with Disabilities Act:
Public Accommodations and Commercial Facilities
Jonathan R. Mook
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00439, ISBN 9780820524702

Americans with Disabilities Act: Employee Rights and Employer Obligations
Jonathan R. Mook
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00775, ISBN 9780820517759

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114411

Bender’s Labor & Employment Bulletin
Stay on top of all major developments important to your labor and
employment law practice with this essential monthly newsletter. Each timely
issue contains six to eight incisive reports written by leading authorities who
provide expert summaries and analysis of breaking legislative, case-law and
regulatory changes. Like clockwork, you’re brought up to speed on the latest
news—and what it means—in areas including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Equal employment opportunity laws
Wrongful termination and discipline
Employee privacy issues (including
drug testing)
Wages, hours and working conditions
Occupational safety and health law
Employer liability for
employee conduct

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Public and private sector
labor relations
Sexual harassment in
the workplace
Worker permanent
resident status
Employee benefit plans
ADA compliance

Articles feature cross-referencing to Matthew Bender treatises, including Labor and Employment Law,
to ensure seamless integration with your research activities.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Journal, published monthly, Pub. #01239, ISBN 9780820550398

eISBN 9781422480151

Civil Rights Actions
John L. Sobieski Jr., Joseph G. Cook

A comprehensive, up-to-date treatise that analyzes every aspect of civil
rights for background, insight and perspective. You’ll find information critical
to your case based on the latest developments in civil rights legislation and
interpretive case law. Learn from the authors’ discussions of absolute and
qualified immunity, the relationship between state and federal courts, and
the procedural framework of civil rights actions as well as these specific areas:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

The Americans with Disabilities Act
Employment discrimination
Pay discriminations
Age discrimination

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Privacy issues
Property rights
Fair housing

Use the practice forms in the last two volumes for your civil rights matters. For each cause of action
you’ll find easy-to-use forms and practice guides you can apply to your case.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00199, ISBN 9780820511993

eISBN 9781579116019

Drafting the Union Contract: A Handbook for the Management Negotiator
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00494, ISBN 9780820514949

eISBN 9781422480175
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Employee Benefits Guide
David L. Bacon, David W. Tucker
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice
per year, Pub. #00574, ISBN 9780820515748
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117689

Employment Forms and Policies,
6th Edition
Maureen F. Moore

Offers a collection of almost two hundred
sample forms and model policies covering
all phases of the employment relationship,
from writing job descriptions to terminating
employment. In addition to the sample forms,
the author gives expert legal commentary and
suggestions for developing your own system.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf with CD-ROM,
updated annually, Pub. #82323, ISBN 9781422460757

Employee Rights Litigation:
Pleading and Practice
National Employment Lawyers Association,
Janice Goodman, General Editor
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00137, ISBN 9780820511375
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422480144

Employment Law Deskbook
Shawe Rosenthal LLP
1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00117, ISBN 9780820511177
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110789

Employment Screening

Labor and Employment Arbitration,
2nd Edition
Tim Bornstein, Ann Gosline, Marc Greenbaum

Tackle all the procedural, substantive and legal issues
you encounter in labor and employment arbitration
with help from this unrivaled one-stop treatise. With
its in-depth coverage, you can navigate even the
most complex twists and turns with confidence.
Substantially revised and expanded, this complete
authority gives you unsurpassed support for handling
arbitration matters involving sexual harassment,
workplace violence, drugs and alcohol, leaves of
absence, disabilities, subcontracting, bargaining unit
disputes and more. Separate chapters also bring you
up to speed on special arbitration issues in selected
industries and the public sector, including health
care, the entertainment industry, education and
public sector interest arbitration.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00443, ISBN 9780820514437
eBOOK •

Labor and
Employment Law
N. Peter Lareau, Lex K. Larson,
Jonathan R. Mook, David L. Bacon,
David Tucker, Darrell R. VanDeusen,
Jeffrey L. Hirsch, Tim Bornstein,
Ann Gosline, Marc Greenbaum,
Shawe Rosenthal LLP

A complete labor and
employment law library that
covers federal and state law in an easy-tonavigate set. It is an incisive analysis of all aspects
of labor and employment law, including wellknown topics such as:

Lex K. Larson

ƦƦ

Make sure your company or clients use
employment screening techniques with the
full backing of the law. This definitive guide
puts the complete range of primary screening
devices at your fingertips and details the legal
and constitutional considerations, statutory
restrictions and state-by-state acceptance
of each.
You get authoritative analysis of federal law
governing employment applications; interviews;
questionnaires and background checks;
personality, psychological and other written
tests; drug, alcohol and AIDS testing; and
polygraph examinations. This essential resource
also provides a state-by-state summary and an
appendix excerpting various statutes, regulations,
guidelines, technical reviews and reports.

ƦƦ

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00464, ISBN 9780820514642
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113919

eISBN 9781579117184

ƦƦ

Union elections
Sexual harassment
Employment arbitration

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Wage and hour law
Employee privacy

This resource is also packed with forms, checklists
and practice tips to enable you to provide the
best representation for your clients. Subscribers
also receive a complimentary subscription
to Bender’s Labor and Employment Bulletin,
the premier monthly newsletter on the latest
developments in labor and employment law.
It’s an excellent resource for attorneys and firms
who need a quick introduction to new areas or to
brush up on familiar topics. At the same time, it’s
an ideal source of in-depth analysis reflecting the
experience and insight of some of the most highly
regarded practitioners in the field.
PRINT • 11 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year,
Pub. #00344, ISBN 9780820557571
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116576

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Mealey’s Disability Insurance
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly,
Pub. #07007, ISSN 1532-7523
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119867

Occupational Safety and Health
Handbook: An Employer’s Guide
to OSHA Laws, Regulations, and
Practices, 4th Edition
Jeffrey L. Hirsch

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
Employment Law
Get up-to-the minute coverage of all aspects
of employment law, including discrimination,
employee rights and responsibilities, insurance,
safety and health and wage-and-hour issues.
Features updates on legislative activity and news
from regulatory agencies.
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly,
Pub. #07062, ISSN 1553-2410
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167372

Mealey’s Litigation Report: ERISA
PRINT • Newsletter, 12 issues per year,
Pub. #07040, ISSN 1540-3629
eBOOK •

ISBN 9780327167181

National Labor Relations Act:
Law and Practice
N. Peter Lareau

With its in-depth analysis and guidance covering
the full scope of the National Labor Relations Act
(NLRA) and related statutes, this authoritative
treatise lets you confidently take on all matters of
practice and procedure under the Act and argue
your case successfully before the National Labor
Relations Board and the courts.
Its detailed and extensively footnoted treatment
includes boxed notes highlighting key content;
practice pointers; bulleted summaries; illustrative
official NLRB forms; NLRB organizational
information; Board guideline memorandums; and
appendices of statutes, rules and regulations—all
to give you the most thorough, easily digested, and
readily applied guidance possible.

In today’s regulatory environment, it’s
critical for you to be aware of current OSHA
requirements and to know how to manage
risks effectively. Practical and user-friendly, the
publication continually addresses your needs
and responsibilities with useful guidance and
valuable insight.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #82196,
ISBN 9781422442265
eBOOK •

Supervisor’s Guide to Documenting
Employee Discipline, 5th Edition
Mike Deblieux, Lee T. Paterson
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #82447,
ISBN 9780820597850

The Law of Disability
Discrimination, 7th Edition
Ruth Colker

With its incisive presentation and analysis
of cases interpreting the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) and other disability
antidiscrimination laws, this illuminating
resource helps you bring this quickly growing
body of law into perfect focus. You get:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00614, ISBN 9780820516141
PRINT •

Occupational Safety
and Health Act (OSHA)
John M. Hament; updates by Roger S. Kaplan
PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00534, ISBN 9780820515342
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117535

eISBN 9780327167976

ƦƦ

In-depth understanding of the ADA and its key
sections governing employment (Title I), public
entities (Title II) and public accommodations
(Title III)
Thorough treatment of ADA’s implementing
regulations and accompanying guidance
statements—essential for a complete
understanding of the Act
Expert analysis of disability discrimination cases
and issues involving employment, education,
housing, insurance, and the protection of
newborns with disabilities
Coverage of disability-related amendments
to the Fair Housing Act of 1988 (FHAA) and
the Individuals With Disabilities Education Act
(IDEA)

The publication discusses significant issues
now confronting the courts and identifies key
questions that may yet emerge in the wake of
ADA, pointing the way forward in this evolving
legal environment.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #03554,
ISBN 9781422473269
PRINT •
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1 volume, loose-leaf, ISBN 9781422473276
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Unjust Dismissal
Lex K. Larson

Covers the full scope of wrongful discharge, providing
in-depth coverage of workers’ rights and employers’ responsibilities
with respect to employee handbooks and personnel manuals; free
speech and privacy in the workplace; sexual morals; whistleblowing
and retaliation; refusal to participate in criminal activity; and drug and
alcohol screening. You’ll find:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

State-by-state coverage of statutory and judicial exceptions to
employment-at-will doctrine, including whistleblowing
Extensive analysis that helps you assess state statutes and court rulings so
you can evaluate available causes of action by jurisdiction
An Employee Relations Guide that details preventive practices by which employers can minimize claims
Protections available under federal constitutional, statutory and case law that may enhance
state-law cases

This essential case-building tool comes complete with forms, checklists, sample interrogatories and
motions, and jury instructions.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00779, ISBN 9780820517797

eISBN 9781579114428

Wages and Hours: Law and Practice
Laurie E. Leader
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00629, ISBN 9780820516295

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118082

Understanding Disability Law, 2nd Edition
Mark C. Weber

The publication offers discussion of leading cases on each major topic of disability law as well as suggested
ways of thinking about unresolved questions and debates over legal policy. Detailed coverage includes
constitutional law bearing on disability discrimination and employment discrimination rights and remedies;
discrimination by federal, state and local governments; and other topics such as disability discrimination
related to housing, transportation and telecommunications.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03217, ISBN 9781422498750

Understanding Employment Discrimination Law, 2nd Edition
Thomas R. Haggard
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01191, ISBN 9781422473580

Understanding Labor Law, 3rd Edition
Douglas E. Ray, Calvin William Sharpe, Robert N. Strassfeld

Give yourself a solid foundation in labor law and research key points of the law quickly with this definitive
one-volume reference. It examines the many complex management-labor issues that emerge in the private
sector, focusing on the National Labor Relations Act, as amended, and its interpretation and application by
the federal courts and the National Labor Relations Board.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01106, ISBN 9781422470268

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Littler Mendelson
Employment
Publications
The law firm of Littler Mendelson, P.C.
has been writing and publishing in the
field of employment law for more than two
decades. With more than 800 attorneys
devoted exclusively to representing
management in the area of employment
and labor laws, the Employer series has
become a preeminent resource providing
practical guidance on a broad range of
employment and labor law topics that
cover today’s litigious environment and
constantly shifting regulatory landscape,
answering questions and
risks for employers.

The National Employer®
This practical handbook offers guidance on a broad range of
employment and labor law topics. With its comprehensive
coverage updated annually by expert practitioners, The National
Employer® gives you the most current and extensive guide to federal
employment laws available in three easy-access volumes and
on CD-ROM.
Highlighting federal laws, regulations, recent case law and legislative
developments, this roadmap to the current regulatory environment
spans the full spectrum of topics including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Discrimination and harassment
Wrongful discharge
Innovative hiring strategies
Employee privacy rights
Reduction in force issues
Religion in the workplace
Leaves of absence

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

 merging challenges in the
E
digital workplace
Federal compensation law
Protection of company information
The rise of mandatory training
Workplace substance abuse and violence
And much more

The searchable CD-ROM contains the contents of the book as well as the full text
of cases referenced.
PRINT •

3 volumes, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #24500, ISBN 9781422487358

The Littler Mendelson Guide to International Employment
and Labor Law, 2nd Edition
With country-by-country analyses written by top attorneys and scholars from around the globe, the Guide
is the ideal set for corporate counsel, cross-border legal practitioners and HR professionals. Each country
provides answers to the same questions facilitating comparison across 46 countries and the European
Union. Questions are organized by topics that logically follow the employment cycle.
PRINT •
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Littler also offers state-specific titles with the
latest issues in your state or region. Refer to the
state sections for complete descriptions.

The Arizona Employer

The Rocky
Mountain Employer

1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #25930,
ISBN 9781422487617
PRINT •

Offers state law analysis
for Colorado and Utah.

The California Employer
1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #28000,
ISBN 9781422487440

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound
with CD-ROM, Pub. #25895,
ISBN 9781422487785

The Mid-Atlantic Employer

The Southern Employer

Offers state law analysis for Delaware, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, Virginia and the District of Columbia.

Offers state law analysis for Alabama, Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisana, and
the Carolinas.

PRINT •

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #25830,
ISBN 9781422487631

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #25880,
ISBN 9781422487594

The Midwest Employer

The Texas Employer

Offers state law analysis for Illinois, Indiana,
Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #25890,
ISBN 9781422487686

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #25950,
ISBN 9781422487624

The Tri-State Employer
Offers state law analysis for Connecticut,
New Jersey and New York.

The Nevada Employer
1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #25850,
ISBN 9781422487754
PRINT •

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #25900,
ISBN 9781422487747

The New England Employer

The Washington Employer

Offers state law analysis for Connecticut,
Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #25910,
ISBN 9781422487761

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #28030,
ISBN 9781422487778

Other Littler Mendelson titles

Employment Law Trials: A Practical Guide
Kerry Notestine
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, Pub. #22415, ISBN 9780820583730

Employment Law Class Actions
Written by the attorneys of Littler’s Class Action Practice Group, Employment Law Class Actions provides a
comprehensive review of the strategic, procedural and fact issues that arise in such matters.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #24510, ISBN 9781422435731

Retaliation and Whistleblowing:
A Guide for Human Resources Professionals and Counsel, 4th Edition
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, with CD-ROM, updated annually, Pub. #24625, ISBN 9780769846873

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Williams & Meyers, Oil and Gas Law
Bruce M. Kramer, Patrick H. Martin

This is the preeminent work in its field, often cited by the courts, and, as
the most authoritative, comprehensive treatise on the law relating to oil
and gas, this set provides complete coverage of the creation, existence
and transfer of property rights in the oil and gas industry.
In addition to explaining traditional oil and gas law principles, it discusses
how the courts have interpreted and applied these principles, with
special attention paid to differences among varying Jurisdictions. New
and developing areas are added as part of each year’s update.
The treatise offers expert guidance on:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Conveyancing, oil and gas leases, implied covenants, pooling and
unitization, division and transfer orders and gas purchase contracts
Drafting instruments, making title examinations, administering estates, and
preparing wills and trusts
Terms used in the industry

This publication has three distinct parts: Volumes 1-6 contain the substantive chapters; Volume 7
sets out sample forms (lease forms, division and transfer orders, gas purchase contracts and pooling
and unitization forms); and Volume 8 is the Manual of Oil and Gas Terms.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

8 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00820, ISBN 9780820521480

eISBN 9781579110741

Williams & Meyers, Oil and Gas Law—Abridged 4th Edition
Bruce M. Kramer, Patrick H. Martin
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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Kuntz, A Treatise on the Law of Oil and Gas
Eugene Kuntz, original author; Ernest E. Smith, John Lowe, Owen Anderson, David Pierce, revision authors

Find quick answers and on-point cases from citations to authorities in this treatise that provides an
exhaustive survey of oil and gas conveyancing and operations. Coverage includes detailed examination of
insurance in connection with use and storage of oil and gas; implied convenants and duties created by the
oil and gas lease; lease transfers and interests commonly carved out of leases in business transactions; and
governmental regulation regarding the leasing and sale of public land and securities and the production,
sale and transportation of oil and gas.
Separate volumes contain helpful research material including oil- and gas-related statutes from all
oil producing states and necessary forms for transactions such as leases, unitization and operating
agreements; a table of cases; and a general index.
PRINT •

7 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #04326, ISBN 9780870845079

Energy Law and Transactions
David J. Muchow, William A. Mogel

From contracts and taxes to mergers and futures, this comprehensive
treatise covers the legal, business and regulatory aspects of the energy
industry like no other resource available. Written by over 100 experts in
the field, this incomparable guide covers all traditional energy sources,
from oil, gas, electricity and coal to non-traditional energy technologies
and sources such as hydroelectric, solar, nuclear, biomass, wind,
and cogeneration.
Energy sources and technologies are discussed from cradle to grave,
from exploration and production through transmission, distribution and
final consumption by the end user. The Energy Handbook is included as a separate
volume, featuring directories of regulatory agencies, companies and associations
involved with energy; Internet resources and energy conversion tools; and a
comprehensive, illustrated glossary of energy terms.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00336, ISBN 9780820513362

eISBN 9781579112066

American Law of Mining, 2nd Edition
Rely on this treatise that offers full coverage of mineral law and
related subjects, except oil and gas. You get a practical, problemsolving approach for dealing with all aspects of mining law, including
federal lands and mineral leases, mining claims, ancillary use, water
rights and more.
PRINT • 6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00010,
ISBN 9780820510101
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115692

Law of Federal Oil and Gas Leases
Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Foundation

For the novice as well as the more experienced practitioner, this
contains expert legal analysis and provides a practical approach
to problems and questions dealing with federal oil and gas leases.
With authoritative exposition of established rules and guidance, it
serves as a starting point for issues that have been recognized but
not resolved with certainty. Also included is the discussion of prior
regulations where significant. The roles of the Department of the
Interior, Bureau of Land Management and the Forest Service are
discussed, along with the latest statutory, regulatory, administrative
and case-law developments.
PRINT •

Institute on
Oil and Gas Law
A valuable addition to the
library of anyone with a practice
concerned with oil and gas law,
this publication provides expert
guidance on the current legal
issues involving oil, gas and
energy industries. Published in
condensed and edited form, with
an index and table of cases, the
proceedings offer oil, gas and
energy practitioners practical
ideas and solutions for dealing
with the impact of new laws
and regulations.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound,
replaced annually, with index volume,
Pub. #00640, ISBN 9781422497760
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111397

Cumulative index to annual institutes is
also available.

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00515, ISBN 9780820515151

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781549117450

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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NERC and Mandatory Electric
Reliability Compliance

The Law of Pooling and Unitization,
3rd Edition

PRINT • 1 volume, pamphlet, Pub. #01673,
ISBN 9781422482315

Bruce M. Kramer, Patrick H. Martin

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115661

Oil, Gas & Energy Quarterly
P. Larry Crumbley, Linda M. Nichols
PRINT • Newsletter, 4 issues per year, Pub. #00520,
ISBN 9780820515205

Oil and Gas Reporter
Bruce M. Kramer

A timely, monthly report of cases and
administrative rulings in the fields of oil
and gas law and taxation is yours with
this publication. All cases are reported in
their entirety from official sources, with
reported materials helpfully organized by
topic. Each report includes alphabetical
and jurisdictional tables of cases, a table
of administrative rulings and an index, all
of which are cumulative for the particular
volume. Additionally, discussion notes, written
by a distinguished board of editors, include
commentary on significant points of law
decided in cases as well as references to
pertinent articles and comments previously
published. Also, the Digest, a preview of
the cases discussed in the issue, gives the
essence of the oil and gas decisions and
rulings in any desired category and provides
a concise subject-oriented view of the
current issue.
PRINT • Newsletter, with loose-leaf binder,
issued monthly, Pub. #00510, ISBN 9780820520988

Examines the laws and customs relating to both private
and public relationships in pooling and unitization of
oil and gas properties and provides administrative
procedures, antitrust aspects, pooling clauses and
state-by-state analysis. General coverage includes
conservation regulation, creation of units, effects
of pooling and unitization, operating problems,
administrative law aspects of conservation agencies and
federal and Indian land problems. The set also includes
relevant forms such as agreements, notices and orders,
and the text of selected state statutes pertaining to oil
and gas law that might otherwise be difficult to obtain.
PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00455, ISBN 9780820514550
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117245

Regulation of the Gas Industry
William A. Mogel

This vital work is a must-have for gas industry officials,
administrators and attorneys, providing in-depth
examination of the evolution of the gas industry. Written
by industry experts, the content offers comprehensive
discussion of distributor and pipeline organizations,
judicial and administrative procedures, costs and
revenues, and distributor and pipeline operations. To
simplify research, the set contains agency information,
a glossary of gas industry terms and two volumes of
statutory and regulatory source materials.
PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00311,
ISBN 9780820513119
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116385

Williams & Meyers Manual of Oil and Gas
Terms, 14th Edition
Howard R. Williams and Charles J. Meyers, original authors;
revisions by Bruce M. Kramer, Patrick H. Martin

With the right tools in hand,
increasing industry challenges—such
as regulatory pressures, public scrutiny
and severe penalties—can be dealt
with precision, speed and confidence.
You can help ensure compliance
and protect your company with the
LexisNexis® services. Our collection of
comprehensive content can make it
easier for you to stay on top of emerging
trends and updated regulations.

This handy desk reference provides thousands of
definitions for the words and phrases that are most
helpful to anyone whose occupation is related to the oil
and gas industry, such as lawyers, landmen, accountants,
investors. From explanations of the meaning and
purpose of various lease clauses to an understanding
of financing terms and tax consequences, it’s all in
this publication.
The comprehensive content of the manual features
precise definitions of legal, engineering and tax terms,
including acronyms; a thorough survey of new terms and
recent colloquialisms; annotations that include useful
references to statutes, cases, books and law review
articles; and ample cross references to the eight-volume
treatise, Williams & Meyers, Oil and Gas Law.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced every 3 years,
Pub. #00821, ISBN 9781422476161

Also published as part of Oil and Gas Law.
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Entertainment Law
Entertainment Industry Contracts
Donald C. Farber, General Editor; contributors: Robert Freedman (Television),
Leon Friedman (Book Publishing), Steven Kauffman (Sports), Jay Kenoff
(Motion Pictures), Alan Kress (Music), Lisa Moore (Multimedia and the Internet),
Malcolm Taub (Art)

This authoritative forms book with commentary gives attorneys,
producers, agents and others expert guidance on negotiating and
drafting contracts in the major areas of the entertainment Industry,
including motion pictures, music, television, book publishing, art,
theatre, electronic publishing, sports, multimedia and the Internet. It provides:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Sections written by experts in the field—using forms and providing commentary
based on their experience and expertise
Complete, workable contracts in every major area of entertainment law—
over 300 contracts in all
State-of-the-art forms in a unique format—contract clauses (and alternative
clauses) are in the left-hand column of the page, while instructions on filling out
the clauses and advice on negotiating the proper terms are in the right-hand column of the page
Table of contract clauses, table of parties and table of forms—providing instant access to any clause in
any part of the treatise
PRINT •

eBOOK •

10 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00556, ISBN 9780820515564

eISBN 9781579117603

Entertainment Law, 3rd Edition
Melvin Simensky, Thomas D. Selz, Robert C. Lind,
Barbara A. Burnett, Charles A. Palmer, F. Jay Dougherty
1 volume, softbound,
Pub. #00166, ISBN 9780820557250
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, with
supplement, ISBN 9781422425664
PRINT •

New Appleman Sports and
Entertainment Insurance
Law & Practice Guide
Provides insights from industry experts and offers
their personal guidance in this lucrative area of
law, identifying how to handle the practical issues
involving events and participants.
This treatise offers a thorough grounding in the
latest scenarios, with in-depth explanations
of substantive law that focus on unique types
of insurance and unique principles of law and
possible ramifications.

Newsgathering and the Law,
4th Edition
C. Thomas Dienes, Lee Levine, Robert C. Lind
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, Pub. #65190,
ISBN 9781422493984
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168850

Sports Law Practice, 3rd Edition
James T. Gray

The only publication to combine up-to-date
coverage of sports law with time-saving practice
aids, this title is the essential resource for the
attorney or agent in the arena of sports law.
Chapters cover such areas as collective bargaining
agreements, contracts, tax planning, sponsorships,
licensing, endorsements and more.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #62480, ISBN 9781422473283
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168232

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, Pub. #01574,
ISBN 9781422475409
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112219
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Environmental Law
Treatise on Environmental Law
Frank P. Grad

The most comprehensive treatise on environmental law available,
Treatise on Environmental Law gives you in-depth analysis of all
the significant federal environmental statutes and many important
state and local laws, including discussion of the statutory history and
evolution of the statutes, what the statutes provide, how they actually
have been implemented by governmental agencies, and how they
have been interpreted by the courts.
This publication gives you a thorough understanding of today’s strict
environmental regulatory scheme, plus authoritative insights to help
you frame arguments that best support the interests of your clients.
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Provides the most in-depth analysis of the substantive environmental law formed by common law,
statute and regulation
Examines how environmental statutes have been implemented by government agencies and interpreted
in thousands of court cases—including landmark U.S. Supreme Court decisions
Brings you expert insights into complex and controversial issues to help you form the most
persuasive arguments
PRINT •

CD-ROM •
eBOOK •

8 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00323, ISBN 9780820513232

Single user, Pub. #00361, ISBN 9780820525365

eISBN 9781579116439

Brownfields Law and Practice:
The Cleanup and Redevelopment
of Contaminated Land
Michael B. Gerrard, General Editor

Get practical guidance you need to effectively
counsel clients and negotiate agreements to help
brownfields projects proceed successfully from
start to finish. Replete with practice notes and
analysis of evolving federal and state initiatives,
programs and policies, this publication is
considered the most comprehensive available
on one of the hottest topics in environmental
law today.
Turn here for definitive, up-to-date coverage of
every aspect of the brownfields process—laws,
regulations and procedures across the nation.
You get expert insight into such topics as liability,
structuring the brownfields transaction, site
investigation, alternative methods for cleaning up
a brownfields site, and the financial, insurance, tax
and legal issues in brownfields redevelopment.
Includes 52 state-specific chapters (including
District of Columbia and Puerto Rico).
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00438, ISBN 9780820531885
eBOOK •
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Environmental Law in Real Estate
and Business Transactions
David R. Berz, Stanley M. Spracker,
Adam P. Strochak

Understand the impact of environmental laws
on real estate and business transactions using
this definitive resource that combines in-depth
analysis of the law with practical guidance. You
get proven approaches that help you identify and
quantify potential environmental compliance
costs and liabilities, determine whether to
assume some environmental risks, and negotiate
contractual language allocating or excluding
other risks.
This publication focuses primarily on domestic
federal and state issues, excepting one chapter
that deals with international issues, and contains
helpful treatise and practice guide materials,
including checklists, case studies, forms and EPA
administrative materials.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00792, ISBN 9780820517926

Environmental Law

LexisNexis® Global Climate Change Special Pamphlet Series
Bradley M. Marten, General Editor

Climate change has far-reaching implications for businesses operating domestically and abroad. If you
advise senior management, or represent clients in this area, you know how challenging it can be to remain
informed, stay apprised of the broader issues, as well as understand niche areas. These pamphlets, written
by members of the American College of Environmental Lawyers and other experts, collectively address the
law of global climate change and place special emphasis on the practical implications of climate change
developments for corporations, attorneys, and clients. The series consists of the following titles:

EPA’s Mandatory Greenhouse Gas
Reporting Rule
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Pub. #01589, ISBN 9781422475928

eISBN 9781422480236

The SEC and Climate:
Disclosure Requirements
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Pub. #01592, ISBN 9781422475959

Pub. #01592, ISBN 9781422480182

Cap-and-Trade: Law and Economics
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Pub. #01583, ISBN 9781422475867

Pub. #01583, ISBN 9781422480229

Renewable Portfolio Standards
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Pub. #01591, ISBN 9781422475942

Pub. #01591, ISBN 9781422480243

Climate Change Impacts and the
Endangered Species Act
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Pub. #01596, ISBN 9781422475997

Pub. #01596, ISBN 9781422480267

Solar Power: Law and Economics
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Pub. #01593, ISBN 9781422475966

Carbon Capture and Sequestration
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Pub. #01584, ISBN 9781422475874

eISBN 9781579119300

Treatment of Greenhouse Gases
Under the Clean Air Act
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Pub. #01595, ISBN 9781422475980

eISBN 9781579119348

State by State Greenhouse Gas Regulation
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Pub. #01594, ISBN 9781422475973

eISBN 9781579119331

Treatment of Greenhouse Gases Under
the National Environmental Policy Act
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Pub. #01586, ISBN 9781422475898

eISBN 9781579119317

Insurance Law for Climate Related Claims
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Pub. #01587, ISBN 9781422475904

eISBN 9781579119324

Greenhouse Gas Tort Litigation
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Pub. #01655, ISBN 9781422480038

eISBN 9781579119294

Pub. #01593, ISBN 9781422480250

Environmental Law Practice Guide: State and Federal Law
Michael B. Gerrard, General Editor

This comprehensive publication covers the entire spectrum of complex procedures and phases of federal
and state environmental law. Get step-by-step guidance for procedural matters such as environmental
impact statements, due diligence and litigation; environmental quality issues; regulated substances and
waste management; state-by-state (plus D.C. and Puerto Rico) guide to environmental law, including an
examination of the federal-state relationship; and more.
Offering helpful practice material as well, this guide includes a wide variety of litigation forms, applications,
correspondence, permits, lease clauses and access agreements, consulting agreements, environmental
indemnification agreements, environmental audit checklists, due diligence inquiry letters, bibliographies,
directories, web sites, and much more.
PRINT •

12 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00793, ISBN 9780820517933

Environmental Protection and Justice: Readings on the Practice and Purposes
of Environmental Law, 3rd Edition
Kenneth A. Manaster
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03588, ISBN 9781422411599

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Federal Natural Resources
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #29206, ISBN 9781422421413

Hazardous Waste, 3rd Edition
Gain a well-rounded perspective from this book that focuses on RCRA and CERCLA in considerable
detail and then addresses the relationship between the two laws. The book’s final chapter is on pollution
protection, which speaks to the variety of efforts to reduce the volume and toxicity of wastes.
Practical problems with close attention to the relevant statutory and regulatory provisions are interspersed
throughout the publication, offering the valuable experience of working through these problems as you
acquire a better understanding of hazardous wastes.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03540, ISBN 9780820570051

The Law of Hazardous Waste:
Management, Cleanup,
Liability and Litigation
Susan M. Cooke

This treatise contains everything you need
to know about current laws, regulations and
cases—both at the federal and state levels—
regarding the management of hazardous waste,
newly generated as well as the result of past
dumping. Content includes:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Identification of hazardous waste
Requirements for generators and transporters
Treatment, storage and disposal facility
requirements
Recycling requirements
Underground storage tank and spill
reporting requirements
Emergency planning and community
right-to-know provisions and chemical facility
anti-terrorism standards
Enforcement of waste
management requirements
Cleanup requirements
Liability under Superfund and its state analogs
as well as other federal environmental statutes
that regulate and impose liability for hazardous
substance management

This comprehensive set provides step-by-step
guidance, from minimizing clients’ environmental
liability at the outset of a transaction to managing,
treating and storing hazardous waste.
PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00307, ISBN 9780820513072
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111304

Mealey’s™ Executive Summary:
The Modern Asbestos
Insurance Landscape
Compiled from the key cases, documents and
commentary found in their respected litigation
reports, this summary of asbestos insurance
cases provides news on the additional activity
of cases previously included in the publication.
This anthology includes coverage of claims, limits
on insurance recovery, bankruptcy, reformation
and more.
PRINT •

Pub. #07008, ISBN 9781595799661

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119874

Mealey’s™ Emerging Toxic Torts
Gives you the edge with the latest litigation
tactics and advance notice of potential risks by
focusing on the hottest areas of toxic tort litigation
including: chemical sensitivity; indoor air quality;
groundwater, soil and air contamination; radiation;
workplace exposure; pesticides; solvents; PCBs;
EMFs; endocrine disruptors and more.
PRINT • Newsletter, published twice monthly,
Pub. #07017, ISSN 1089-0882
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167037

Mealey’s International
Asbestos Liability
Stay on top of global hot spots and how
they’re handling asbestos claims with Mealey’s
International Asbestos Liability. Each month, you’ll
get the latest developments in litigation, regulatory
and medical news related to worldwide asbestos
exposure, along with full-text documents from
international courts.
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly,
Pub. #07050, ISSN 1544-9270
eBOOK •
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eISBN 9780327167402

Environmental Law

Mealey’s™ Litigation Reports

Mealey’s™ Litigation Report: Asbestos

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
Tobacco

From chrysotile/friction product causation—to
expert witness issues—to second hand/third party
premises liability—Mealey’s Litigation Report:
Asbestos offers unsurpassed coverage of the
hottest liabilities arising from asbestos-related
injury and death.
For over 20 years, Mealey’s has been the goto resource for asbestos plaintiff and defense
litigators and in-house counsel. Twice each
month, you’ll track all of the key issues that can
make or break your asbestos case, including state
and federal verdicts, litigation experts, medical
monitoring claims, discovery battles, discovery rule
decisions, insurance coverage rulings, asbestos
property decisions and more.
PRINT • Newsletter, published twice monthly,
Pub. #07008, ISSN 0742-4647
eBOOK •

Covers all the news relating to litigation involving
benzene, a common component of industrial
solvents, printing chemicals, paint thinners and
other industrial compounds that people have been
exposed to at work, allegedly causing various forms
of leukemia and cancer years after exposure.

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167143

Tracks emerging litigation surrounding
silicosis and workplace silica exposure as
well as related respirator and filter product
liability suits. It highlights the litigation facing
blasting equipment corporations, foundry
companies, respirator manufacturers,
insurers and more.
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly,
Pub. #07047, ISSN 1543-2122
eBOOK •

PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly,
Pub. #07068, ISSN 1932-8907

eISBN 9780327167242

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
Welding Rods

eISBN 9780327167327

Mealey’s Litigation Report: Lead
Follows litigation brought against property owners
and managers on behalf of children; suits brought
against the lead pigment industry; environmental
cleanup actions; insurance coverage disputes;
legislation and regulation. Decisions, verdicts,
settlements and significant new filings are featured.
Newsletter, published monthly,
Pub. #07026, ISSN 1059-4116
PRINT •

eBOOK •

PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly,
Pub. #07034, ISSN 0886-0122

Mealey’s Litigation Report: Silica

eISBN 9781579119874

Mealey’s Litigation Report: Benzene

eBOOK •

Focuses on news and crucial
documentation concerning tobacco and
nicotine litigation, tracking every detail of
significant cases from initial filing to final
decision. The Report tracks class action
developments; rulings on tobacco industry
documents; proposed settlements;
environmental tobacco smoke; plus
individual suits, trials, health plan actions,
regulation and preemptive suits, medical
studies, legislation and international news.

Provides comprehensive coverage of
recently filed lawsuits, ongoing cases, the
latest discovery issues, emerging defenses,
novel theories of recovery, class action
certification efforts, medical monitoring
claims, and much more.
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly,
Pub. #07056, ISSN 1551-8884
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167440

eISBN 9780327167099

Mealey’s Pollution
Liability Report

Mealey’s Litigation Report: Mold
Closely follows mold-related litigation, including
personal injury and property damage claims.
Coverage includes concise summaries of new
complaints, verdicts, rulings, and appeals at all
levels; national news roundups; reports on breaking
litigation developments and regulatory activity;
trial updates; full-text court documents and
much more.

Covers litigation brought under the
Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA)
and other federal and state environmental
statutes including RCRA, the Clean Air Act,
and the Clean Water Act.

PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly,
Pub. #07004, ISSN 1533-8460

eBOOK •

PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly,
Pub. #07031, ISSN 1528-5383

eISBN 9781422480212

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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The Law of Oil and Gas Leases, 2nd Edition
Earl A. Brown, Earl A. Brown Jr., original authors; Lawrence T. Gillaspia, revision author

Analyzing the meaning and consequences of each type of oil and gas lease provision, this publication
provides comprehensive content. Expert commentary, judicial interpretations from all jurisdictions in
the nation, and discussion of the effects of state laws and court decisions help you gain a complete
understanding of each aspect of an oil and gas lease.
Concluding this work are national and state-specific model forms and agreements. The forms cover oil
and gas lease agreements as well as many other instruments that are essential to the natural resource
extraction industry.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00160, ISBN 9780820511603

eISBN 9781579115937

Water Pollution, 3rd Edition
Jackson B. Battle
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03538, ISBN 9780820569666

Understanding Environmental Law, 2nd Edition
Philip Weinber; Kevin A. Reilly, Esq., New York State Supreme Court, Appellate Division, First Department
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00848, ISBN 9781422417393

The LexisNexis Communities offer
access to the largest collection of
legal blogs written by leading legal
professionals. Listen to one of the
1,600 legal podcasts featuring legal
luminaries; view top cases; get
caught up with emerging issues;
sign-up to receive a daily newsletter
with updates to content of interest
to you; and keep current with the
latest legal news. Find out more at
www.lexisnexis.com/communities.
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Estate Planning, Probate
and Estate Administration
Modern Estate Planning,
2nd Edition

Estate Planning Forms
and Clauses
Jeffrey A. Schoenblum

J. Martin Burke, Michael K. Friel, Elaine Gagliardi

This flagship treatise on federal estate, gift
and Generation Skipping Transfer (GST)
taxes has been cited by both federal and
state courts, including the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit, the U.S. Tax
Court, the Wisconsin Supreme Court, and
the Surrogate’s Court of the State of New
York. It includes thorough coverage of:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

 he federal gift,
T
estate and
GST taxes
Deductions,
exclusions
and credits
Income taxation of
trusts and estates

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Valuation
Grantor and
non-grantor trusts
Client interviews
Tax returns
State tax issues
Marital deduction

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Charitable transfers
Life insurance
and annuities
Planning for closely
held corporations
Estate administration

Benefit from a comprehensive
compilation of forms and
clauses encompassing wills,
trusts and other aspects of
estate planning, with special
attention to tax considerations
and consequences. All were
supplied by some of the most
esteemed estate planning
practitioners in the country.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with
form on disc, replaced annually,
Pub. #04327, ISBN 9781422488850
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167662

Loaded with great practice features like client questionnaires, sample
forms and agreements, drafting checklists, estate planning strategies
and tips, hypothetical examples, and filled-in estate, gift and fiduciary
income tax returns.
PRINT •
CD-ROM •
eBOOK •

5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00406, ISBN 9780820554877

Single user, Pub. #00859, ISBN 9780820526485

eISBN 9781579112103

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Federal Income, Gift and Estate Taxation
Jacob Rabkin, Mark Johnson; revisions by Mary Howley

This treatise provides coverage on a wide variety of federal tax issues relating to individuals, corporations,
partnerships, estate and gift transactions, pensions, debtors and creditors, foreign transactions, charities
and more. Also included are various tax rates tables and a comprehensive checklist of deductions.
PRINT •

9 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00590, ISBN 9780820515908

Heckerling Institute on
Estate Planning
Numerous contributing authors

How to Save Time and Taxes
Preparing Fiduciary Income
Tax Returns

The annual Heckerling Institute, organized by
the University of Miami and held each January
in Florida, has become America’s largest estate
planning conference, drawing thousands of
professionals from across the nation. Its speakers,
truly the biggest names in estate planning (an
invitation to speak here is considered an honor),
convert their presentations into full-length articles
published by LexisNexis Matthew Bender. Each
year a new volume of articles is released examining
the hottest topics and latest tax-planning
strategies in the estates field. Stay atop the latest
developments in estate planning and read what the
experts are saying about them. Heckerling articles
have been cited by the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Second and Seventh Circuits and four times by
the U.S. Tax Court.

Stowell Rounds, Joseph H. O’Connell, original authors;
revisions by Diane Mutolo

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, new articles annually,
Pub. #00755, ISBN 9781422489079

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00204, ISBN 9780820512044

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111007

Take advantage of comprehensive coverage of the
federal income taxation of trusts and estates with
an item-by-item, line-by-line preparation guide to
Federal Form 1041. You also get the background
necessary for effective tax planning. Topics
include: taxable status of trusts and estates,
filing requirements, income and deductions; tax
treatment of beneficiaries, including distributable
net income (DNI), distributions in kind, and income
in respect of a decedent (IRD); decedent’s final
return; grantor trust rules; alternative minimum tax
as it applies to trusts, estates and beneficiaries;
examples and planning notes that highlight useful
techniques and warn against pitfalls; and summary
of each state’s fiduciary income tax rules.

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112424

How to Save Time and Taxes Handling Estates
Elaine Gagliardi
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00203, ISBN 9780820512037

eISBN 9781579112813

International Estate Planning, 2nd Edition
Henry Christensen III

If you’re looking for coverage of U.S. estate and income taxation of foreign nationals, including conflict of
laws, community property and asset protection trusts, count on this resource. It examines topics such
as U.S. estate, gift and generation-skipping transfer taxation of nonresident aliens; income tax aspects
of estate planning for the nonresident alien; marital deduction planning for citizens and residents with
non-citizen spouses; U.S. income taxation of foreign trusts; conflict of laws issues in the succession of
international estates; multi-jurisdictional and separate situs wills; and many more. Also, it provides analysis
of selected countries chosen for their importance as potential sites for establishment of trusts or other
investment vehicles and as possible residences for U.S. nationals for business purposes. Each countryspecific chapter is written by an expert in that country.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00482, ISBN 9780820514826

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112639

Living Trusts: Forms and Practice
Dwight F. Bickel; updates by Michael Flannery
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00081, ISBN 9780820510811

eBOOK •
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Estate Planning, Probate and Estate Administration

Murphy’s Will Clauses: Annotations
and Forms with Tax Effects
Joseph Hawley Murphy; John H. Skarbnik

LexisNexis® Automated Forms: Client
Intake & Model Correspondence for
Estates & Elder Law

This drafting guide features more than 1,400 will
and trust clauses with related documents and
provides annotations and statutory analysis of the
tax effects of estate planning.

Complete recurring tasks in estates and elder law—
like client intake and routine correspondence—
accurately and quickly using form automation with
HotDocs technology.

PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00441, ISBN 9780820514413

CD-ROM • Single user, replaced annually, Pub. #02612,
ISBN 9781422477625

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117160

Page on the Law of Wills
Jeffrey A. Schoenblum

This analytical treatise and forms product provides
a general discussion of the law of wills, estate
planning and probate law. Contains discussion
and analysis of the history of the law of wills and
testaments, will contests, legacies and devises, and
charitable trusts, as well as sample estate planning
forms and clauses.
PRINT • 6 hardbound treatise volumes, updated annually,
4 softbound volumes replaced annually, Pub. #04476,
ISBN 9780870846823

Planning for Large Estates
Douglas K. Freeman, original author;
revisions by Stephanie G. Rapkin

This resource focuses on demanding estate
planning challenges associated with high-net-worth
individuals. It includes a collection of planning
techniques designed to “freeze” the value of a
client’s estate at current levels while passing future
appreciation to the next generation. This step-bystep guide provides practical suggestions as well as
comprehensive income, estate and gift tax analysis
and the necessary forms. Coverage includes IRC
Sections 2701-2704; QPRTs, GRATs and GRUTs;
SCINs; corporate recapitalizations; restructuring
family partnerships; intra-family and charitable
gifts; and valuation.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, with forms on disc,
updated annually, Pub. #00128, ISBN 9780820511283
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110802

LexisNexis® Automated Forms:
Trust Instruments
Using HotDocs® technology, LexisNexis has fully
automated a collection of more than 40 trust
instruments, each one expertly drafted by a
top Matthew Bender author who specializes in
trust practice.
Single user, replaced annually, Pub. #02611,
ISBN 9781422477601
CD-ROM •

Trust Administration and Taxation
Joseph L. Wyatt Jr.

Includes discussion of a wide range of topics
involving the establishment, administration and
taxation of trusts as well as coverage of revocable
living trusts, pension and profit-sharing trusts and
much more. Sample documents and forms are
included throughout the set.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00470, ISBN 9780820514703
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113902

Trust Department Administration
and Operations
Victor Whitney, original author;
updates by Pamela Revak

A procedural manual for the trust professional
filled with techniques proven successful in the
trust business. Covers every aspect of setting up
a trust department, day-to-day administration,
asset management, operations, marketing and
internal management.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00754, ISBN 9780820517544
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168584

Valuation Handbook
Joni Larson

This definitive treatise examines the art of valuing
the assets of an estate. Chapters include: methods
of valuation; valuing certain assets (real property,
rental property, etc.); valuation issues unique
to closely held businesses; estate and gift tax
valuation issues; transfer pricing issues; using
experts; arbitration; and much more.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01464,
ISBN 9781422406762

Understanding Trusts and Estates
Roger W. Andersen
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated as needed,
Pub. #00728, ISBN 9781422429525

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Ethics

Ethics
How to Manage Your Law Office
Today, the way you manage your law office could be the difference
between the success and failure of your firm. This expertly arranged
set guides you to better, more efficient office management, resulting
in increased productivity. Topics include solo practice, federations
of firms, space sharing, partnership structures, professional
corporations, use of committees, setting fees and billing procedures.
Find out about standard hourly billing rates of firms of different sizes
across the United States through annual surveys.
In addition, get the details on arrangements between lawyers: growth,
mergers, branch offices, valuation of practice, insurance and more.
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00356, ISBN 9780820513560

The Ethics and Regulations of
Research With Human Subjects

Lawyers and Fundamental
Moral Responsibility, 2nd Edition

Carl H. Coleman, Jerry A. Menikoff,
Jesse A. Goldner, Nancy N. Dubler

Daniel R. Coquillette, R. Michael Cassidy, Judith A. McMorrow

1 volume, softbound, includes teacher’s
manual, Pub. #03620, ISBN 9781583607985
PRINT •

Judicial Conduct and Ethics,
4th Edition
James J. Alfini, Steven Lubet,
Jeffrey M. Shaman, Charles Gardner Geyh
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #66921, ISBN 9781422421253

Prosecutorial Misconduct:
Law, Procedure, Forms,
4th Edition
Joseph F. Lawless;
foreword by Alan M. Dershowitz
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with
supplement, Pub. #64241, ISBN 9781422422137
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113186

Enhance your understanding with materials thoughtfully
organized around specific problems designed to
encourage and focus class discussion. The philosophical
materials appear roughly in the order in which the
ideas themselves evolved in the history of philosophy.
Importantly, the materials have been revised since the
book first was published in 1995 to address some of the
burning ethical problems of our day, including terrorism,
national security and abuse of government power.
This publication has also been reorganized to assist
the reader in better appreciating philosophical
theories underpinning discourse about ethics and
attorney conduct. Though designed originally for a
classroom setting, this publication can also benefit any
legal professional.
PRINT •

Understanding Lawyers’ Ethics, 4th Edition
Monroe H. Freedman, Abbe Smith

Benefit from this analysis of the fundamental issues of
lawyers’ ethics, particularly the ABA’s Model Rules and
Model Code. This treatise is designed to facilitate a real
understanding of legal rules by challenging readers to
test their understanding of the legal rules against their
own moral standards and reasoned judgment. You’ll find
sections covering law versus justice, lawyers’ ethics in
time of crisis, judicial ethics, prosecutors’ ethics.
PRINT •
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1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #03556, ISBN 9781422470251

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00876, ISBN 9871422470220

Family Law

Family Law
Child Custody and Visitation Law and Practice
Sandra Morgan Little; contributing authors

All family law child custody and visitation issues handled by family law practitioners are analyzed
in this publication that sets the standard for child custody reference sets. Comprehensive content
provides discussion of custody mediation, abuse and custody, the rights of putative fathers,
international enforcement of custodial rights, disputes between parents and non-parents and more.
You also get over 150 litigation forms, scope notes, extensive footnotes covering all 50 states and a
detailed state-by-state analysis of the UCCJEA.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00213, ISBN 9780820512136

eISBN 9781579112431

Adoption Law and Practice
Joan Heifetz Hollinger, Editor-in-Chief; contributing authors
PRINT •
eBOOK •

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00375, ISBN 9780820513751

eISBN 9781579116927

Disputed Paternity Proceedings, 5th Edition
Carl W. Gilmore, consultant; Hon. Angela Arkin, George H. Maha, Ph.D., Nina M. Vitek, Ami S. Jaeger,
Lawrence P. Hampton, Marygold S. Melli, James R. Marsh, contributing authors

Find what you need to know with the comprehensive analysis of paternity-related issues emphasizing topics
that go beyond state boundaries.
This publication presents material in an easily accessible format, focusing tightly on topical subjects that
can assist you with identifying key factors in the court’s decision making, structuring winning arguments to
the court, assessing proposed solutions and much more.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00607, ISBN 9780820516073

eISBN 9781579117962

Family Law and Practice
Arnold H. Rutkin, General Editor; Michael Asimow, LL.B., Willard H. DaSilva,
H. Joseph Gitlin, James Podell, and other contributing authors

National in scope and practice-oriented, this treatise encompasses
every stage of a family law proceeding. Written by a distinguished
group of matrimonial practitioners and family law experts across
the country, the treatise addresses such topics as strategy,
valuation and distribution of property upon dissolution of marriage,
paternity proceedings, counsel fees and much more.
Incorporated throughout the publication are valuable practice aids,
including model pleadings, orders, motion papers, sample retainers and
interrogatories, financial questionnaires, models of equitable distribution of
marital property and direct and cross-examinations.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00371, ISBN 9780820513713

eISBN 9781579116910
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Family Law Litigation Guide with Forms: Discovery, Evidence, Trial Practice
Prepare for each stage of a matrimonial or family law pre-trial practice and related court proceedings
with this publication. Content offers extensive coverage; issues are addressed from a general view with
references to specific states statutes; and organized information includes procedural and evidentiary rules,
practical guidance on applying rules in court and more.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00293, ISBN 9780820512938

eISBN 9781579116279

Lindey and Parley on Separation
Agreements and Antenuptial
Contracts, 2nd Edition
Alexander Lindey, Louis I. Parley, original authors;
revisions by Kathryn Kirkland

This publication is a complete source for family
law agreement forms—from premarital and
separation, to marital settlement agreements, to
cohabitation and postnuptial agreements, plus
attorney-client fee agreements and other useful
transactional forms.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00360, ISBN 9780820541884
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116637

Jean Koh Peters
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #66690,
ISBN 9780820575810

Valuation and Distribution
of Marital Property
Michael Asimow, LL.B., Willard H. DaSilva,
Grace Ganz Blumberg, LL.M., Lawrence Leone,
William Reppy Jr., Arnold H. Rutkin, William I. Weston,
and other contributing authors

Modern Child Custody Practice,
2nd Edition

PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00133, ISBN 9780820511337

Jeff Atkinson

Principles of the Law of
Family Dissolution: Analysis
and Recommendations

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #60210, ISBN 9780327106906

Qualified Domestic Relations
Orders: Strategy and Liability for
the Family Law Attorney
Raymond S. Dietrich
1 volume, softbound pamphlet, updated annually,
Pub. #01465, ISBN 9781422474396
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118297

Representing the Child Client
Michael J. Dale, Mark I. Soler, James R. Bell,
Elizabeth J. Jameson, Carole B. Shauffer,
Alice C. Shotton, Loren M. Warboys

This key resource covers the legal and strategic
considerations that pertain to representing
children, including those who are neglected,
dependent or charged with delinquent behavior.
Delinquency and dependency proceedings,
use of child witnesses and proceedings before
educational authorities are among the issues
analyzed in this publication that provides practical
guidance, tactics and strategies.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00584, ISBN 9780820515847
eBOOK •
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Representing Children in
Child Protective Proceedings:
Ethical and Practical Dimensions,
3rd Edition

eISBN 9781579117863
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PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with tables and index,
Pub. #01247, ISBN 9780820551517

Understanding Family Law, 3rd Edition
John De Witt Gregory, Peter N. Swisher, Sheryl L. Wolf
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00596,
ISBN 9780820563374

Understanding Juvenile Law,
3rd Edition
Martin R. Gardner
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00047,
ISBN 9781422429556

Federal Litigation and Practice
United States Code Service (USCS)
USCS places all the statutes, expert commentary, case annotations
and research references right at your fingertips. The only code
service to use the exact language of the Statutes at Large, so that
you can cite it with absolute confidence, USCS provides:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Comprehensive, annotated coverage of all 51 titles of the U.S. Code,
the U.S. Constitution, U.S. Sentencing Guidelines, Federal Rules of
Civil, Criminal, Bankruptcy, and Appellate Procedure, Federal Rules of
Evidence and other federal court rules
Case notes to the decisions of major federal administrative agencies
such as the FTC, IRS, NLRB and EEOC
Concise case annotations of all court decisions that meaningfully
interpret the statutes and court rules
Extensive research references to Am Jur® 2d, ALR® articles, leading
Matthew Bender treatises and U.S. L Ed 2d, as well as to a host of “howto” publications, forms and law review articles
Cross-references to the CFR to help you locate the federal regulations
that implement your statute
PRINT •

265 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #46902, ISBN 9780327102779

Individual volumes and mini-sets are also available separately.

Code of Federal Regulations
CD-ROM •

Single user, Pub. #18330, ISBN 9780327108450

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Federal Litigation and Practice

Bender’s Federal Practice Forms®
Litigators: here is the ideal way to locate all the forms you need for your work. This encyclopedic set
provides a full range of litigation forms needed for practice in any federal court in the United States,
from filing an action in federal district court to appealing a case to the Supreme Court.
All of the civil and criminal forms are up-to-date—including everything from compliance with all
recent amendments to controlling procedural rules, as well as compliance with the standards of
practice in federal courts generally. This publication includes:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Thousands of court-tested forms—many selected from the files of eminent federal practitioners and
based upon pleadings, motions and other papers filed in actual cases
All official forms
Useful references to relevant rules, statutes and cases
Extensive cross-referencing to Moore’s Federal Practice
PRINT •

20 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00090, ISBN 9780820510903

Bender’s Federal Practice Manual
Get quick, convenient access to the full text of all federal rules relevant to federal practice, including the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Criminal Procedure, Evidence and Appellate Procedure; the rules for the
U.S. Supreme Court, local circuit courts, Tax Court, Court of Federal Claims and the Court of International
Trade; and the Multidistrict Litigation Rules and the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure
PRINT •

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, #Pub. #00100, ISBN 9780820511009

Federal Circuit Court Criminal Handbooks
Analyze and prepare for every phase of a criminal case before the United States Courts of Appeals
for the Second, Fourth, Sixth, Seventh, Ninth and Eleventh circuits. These practical resources
identify key rulings on all major topics under each circuit’s criminal law jurisprudence.
Written by experienced practitioners and judges, these authoritative handbooks give you the in-thetrenches guidance you need to confidently approach such topics as search and seizure, discovery,
immunity, indictments, pretrial matters and more within the context of decisions issued by the U.S.
Supreme Court and the Court of Appeals for each circuit.

Federal Criminal Practice:
A Second Circuit Handbook

Federal Criminal Practice:
A Seventh Circuit Handbook

Gordon Mehler, Hon. John Gleeson, David C. James

Michael D. Monico, Barry A. Spevack

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #60506, ISBN 9781422484623

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #60513, ISBN 9781422481349

PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111809

eBOOK •

Fourth Circuit Criminal Handbook

Ninth Circuit Criminal Handbook

Chief U.S. Magistrate Judge Carl Horn III

Larry Alan Burns, U.S. District Judge,
Timothy A. Scott

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #62935, ISBN 9781422488867
PRINT •

Sixth Circuit Criminal Handbook
E. James King, J.H. King
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #60510, ISBN 9781422481233
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112660

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #01621, ISBN 9781422478547
eBOOK •

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

eISBN 9780327171058

Eleventh Circuit Criminal Handbook
Donald F. Samuel
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #60515, ISBN 9781422481356
eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781579112758

eISBN 9781579111816
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Civil RICO

Federal Civil Procedure
Litigation Manual

David B. Smith, Terrance G. Reed
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00527, ISBN 9780820515274
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112141

Class Actions in Federal Courts
Jenner & Block LLP, consulting authors

Provides an overview of class action practice in federal
courts, including coverage of the Class Action Fairness
Act and recent landmark cases such as Wal-Mart v.
Dukes. It features over 40 forms, as well as practice
guidance from one of the nation’s leading law firms,
Jenner & Block LLP.
volume, softbound, updated annually, Pub. #01618,
ISBN 9781422478516
PRINT •

eBOOK •

Rely on this practical resource for
authoritative guidance on the intricacies
of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
(FRCP). You get the complete text of the
FRCP along with insightful commentary
explaining the practical application
of each Rule and cross-references to
supporting authorities. You also get recent
significant cases illustrating current judicial
interpretations of each Rule, official
forms, relevant U.S. Code provisions and
proposed amendments to the FRCP.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #04340,
ISBN 9781593458072
eBOOK •

Federal Contract Management

Court Awarded Attorney Fees

Henry L. Goldberg, Editor-in-Chief

Arthur D. Wolf, Mary Frances Derfner

If you’d like to know the best way to oppose or petition
for an attorney’s fee award, this is your legal bible. In this
in-depth guide, you’ll find everything you need: complete
analysis of the case law, comprehensive information on
the kinds of cases in which fees are available, thorough
discussion on who is entitled to and eligible for a fee
award, and much more.
Plus, you’ll benefit from comprehensive, practical
information on fee-petitioning and procedures on how
fees are calculated—as well as forms for each step of the
fee-award process—whether you’re the petitioner or the
opposing party.
3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00168, ISBN 9780820511689

Covers all major aspects of the
federal government contracting
(procurement) process, from basic
concepts to sophisticated strategies.
This three-volume set supplies
abundant practical advice and tips
for successful bidding for contracting
work with governmental agencies
and guidance relative to managing
contract performance.
This publication offers practical and
in-depth discussions of:
ƦƦ

PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167990

ISBN 9781579117893

ƦƦ

eISBN 9781579115944

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit:
Practice and Procedure

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Skills and functions of the
contract administrator
Role of the contracting officer
Control of contract performance
Negotiation tactics and strategies
Bidding process and protest procedures
Social policy requirements
Dispute resolution
Ethical considerations

Donald R. Dunner, Charles L. Gholz, George E. Hutchinson,
Don Dunner, Michael Jakes, Richard Rainey

ƦƦ

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00261, ISBN 9780820512617

Federal Contract Management also
includes citations to key administrative
and court decisions, statutes and
regulations, and numerous forms and
exhibits are provided. Originally written by
experienced practitioners, this treatise is
currently updated by Editor-in-Chief Henry
L. Goldberg, managing partner of Goldberg
& Connolly, a law firm specializing in all
aspects of construction and government
contract law.

ƦƦ

PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112806

Evidentiary Foundations, 7th Edition
Edward J. Imwinkelried

Turn to this convenient resource for quick access to a
comprehensive set of exemplary lines of questioning
that demonstrates how to lay the foundation for
admitting various kinds of evidence. You get authoritative
discussions of evidentiary doctrine, which breaks down
the doctrine into a list of foundation elements. You also
get sample foundations that show how each element
in the doctrine converts into concrete questions in
the courtroom.
PRINT •

PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00211, ISBN 9780820512112
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114046

1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #63041, ISBN 9781422422830

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Federal Courtroom Evidence,
5th Edition

Federal Evidence Tactics

Joseph W. Cotchett

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00218, ISBN 9780820528083

Rely on this resource for concise guidance on the
Federal Rules of Evidence, which apply in both civil
and criminal trials. The chapters are organized in
the order of the Federal Rules of Evidence. Each
chapter includes the current text of the rule, all
Advisory Committee Notes relating to that rule
and any amendments to it, and an analysis of legal
developments concerning that rule in the federal
courts, supported by case annotations. With its
special mid-volume index and aligned chapter
tab cards, this resource makes it easy for you flip
directly to the treatment of any given subject.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #80456, ISBN 9780327162988
PRINT •

Loose-leaf with CD-ROM, ISBN 9780327163039

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112301

Federal Election Laws
and Regulations
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #22490, ISBN 9781422487495

Federal Evidence Courtroom Manual
Glen Weissenberger

Conveniently organized according to the
Federal Rules of Evidence, it gives you analytical
commentary on each rule along with references to
other authorities for more extensive research and
analysis of recent cases interpreting the Rule.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #04342, ISBN 9781593456641

Federal Evidence Practice Guide
Hon. Joseph M. McLaughlin

Turn to this expert guide for proven strategies you
can use to deal with evidence issues in federal
court, with emphasis on practical solutions to
evidence issues throughout trial preparation and
presentation. You get how-to tactics for gathering
and organizing evidence, making pretrial motions,
admitting documentary and demonstrative
evidence, dealing with witnesses, using experts,
making objections and using evidence effectively
in opening statements and closing argument.
Checklists and practice tips guide you through
difficult and confusing evidence procedures.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated
annually, Pub. #00473, ISBN 9780820514734
eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781579114244
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Edward J. Imwinkelried and David A. Schlueter

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114084

Federal Litigation Guide
Jenner & Block LLP

Top federal litigators provide invaluable practical
guidance on the strategy and tactics involved in
handling a civil case in the federal courts. You’ll
learn how to use the law to your best advantage
in every stage of litigation, including pleadings,
pre-trial motions, discovery, trial, appeals and
settlements. You also get practical aids such as
examples, charts, exhibits, and sample questions
and answers—as well as approximately 35 FRCP
Official Forms.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00097, ISBN 9780820510972
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110765

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
Get quick, convenient access to the full texts of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Supplemental
Rules for Certain Admiralty and Maritime
Claims, Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure,
Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure Forms,
selected United States Code provisions and the
Constitution of the United States.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #03544, ISBN 9781422490648

Federal Rules of Court
Paul Marcus
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #41150, ISBN 9781422487792
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115562

Federal Rules of Evidence Handbook
This handbook includes the text of the Federal
Rules of Evidence, all amendments to the Federal
Rules of Evidence and selected legislative history.
It also includes the Advisory Committee Notes
to the Federal Rules of Evidence and to the
amendments to the Federal Rules of Evidence.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #03546, ISBN 9781422499832
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Federal Rules of Evidence
Manual, 10th Edition
Daniel J. Capra, Michael M. Martin,
Stephen A. Saltzburg

Rely on this comprehensive resource
for the complete, up-to-date text
of every Federal Rule of Evidence,
complete with expert explanations,
comprehensive descriptions of
salient cases and the relevant
legislative history. You also get a
handy Trial Book that provides
practical applications for many of the
rules discussed in the treatise.
PRINT • 5 volumes, hardbound,
Pub. #66538, ISBN 9781422494493

Federal Rules of Evidence:
Rules, Legislative History, Commentary
and Authority, 7th Edition
This handy resource gives you clear and concise explanations
for the application and practical effect of each Federal Rule
of Evidence.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03545, ISBN 9781422495636

Federal Standards of Review, 4th Edition
Steven Alan Childress, Martha S. Davis
PRINT • 3 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #80464,
ISBN 9781422479001
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118860

Federal Trial Guide
Hon. Earl Johnson Jr. , George E. Golomb, Seymour H. Moskowitz, Linda D. Moskowitz

Increase your effectiveness and productivity and avoid critical mistakes with this comprehensive,
authoritative and up-to-date guide to litigating in federal court. You get practical guidance on presenting
and opposing motions in limine; trial issues covering everything from depositions, trial setting and
continuances to jury selection, opening statement and closing argument; dealing with evidence; and
assertion of privileges, admission of opinions and effective cross-examination. You also get helpful scripts
on what to say in court, direct quotes of relevant statutes and rules, leading case authorities, checklists of
motions and practice points.
PRINT •

5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00756, ISBN 9780820517568

Moore’s Federal Practice, 3rd Edition
Daniel R. Coquillette, Gregory P. Joseph, Sol Schreiber, Jerold S. Solovy,
Georgene M. Vairo, James William Moore and contributing authors

One of the most cited texts in the legal world, Moore’s Federal
Practice has long been recognized as the most comprehensive and
authoritative source of federal procedure information.
Written to meet the needs of today’s federal law practitioners and
completely up to date with the newly revised Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure, this is one tool no federal lawyer should be without. It
gives you tools and features that make it faster and easier to find
specific points, making you more efficient and effective.
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Over 50 distinguished federal judges, law professors and practitioners, including
many who have been directly involved in the federal rulemaking process,
give you their expert opinions on issues that are unclear or unsettled and the
authority you need to take a position.
The text focuses on the current state of the law. Information on the amendment history and historical
context of the rules is set out in Historical Appendices within each chapter. The information you need
most is the information you’ll find first.
Each chapter is divided frequently by sections and subsections with descriptive headings, enabling you to
find the specific information you need faster.
Analysis is provided in the main text, and footnotes are organized by circuit.

Your subscription also includes the monthly Moore’s Federal Practice Update newsletter.
PRINT •

34 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00410, ISBN 9780820514109

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Moore’s Federal Practice, 3rd Edition (Civil Softbound Edition)
Turn here for the full text of the federal rules and extensive commentary and analysis of the rules and cases
interpreting the rules. Chapters include historical appendices describing development of the law, legislative
history, advisory committee notes and more. It also contains comprehensive and authoritative analysis of
federal procedural rules governing civil proceedings. This set includes:
A softbound edition of Weinstein’s Evidence Manual
Four additional softbound pamphlets:
The Federal Judicial Center’s Manual for Complex Litigation
The Federal Judicial Center’s Reference Manual on Scientific Evidence
The Federal Judicial Center’s Guide to Judicial Management of Cases in ADR
The complete text of the Federal Judicial Code (Title 28, U.S. Code)
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

This essential set will keep you up to date on all primary source developments affecting the text and
summarizing all significant federal procedural cases.
PRINT •

28 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01410, ISBN 9781422489413

Moore’s Federal Rules Pamphlets
James William Moore, Kevin Shirey,
Ruby Udell Grad, Lawrence Kaplan

These handy, portable pamphlets give you the full
text of federal procedure and evidence rules, plus
insightful commentary and case annotations.
Volume 1 contains the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure, the Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure, the U.S. Supreme Court Rules and
the Rules of Procedure of the Judicial Panel
on Multidistrict Litigation, with analysis of the
latest caselaw.
Volume 2 includes the Federal Rules of Evidence
as amended, as well as Advisory Committee Notes
and analysis of federal court decisions.
Volume 3 supplies the Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure and Federal Habeas Corpus Procedural
Rules (including official forms) with commentary
and discussions of recent court decisions.
Volume 4, the Federal Judicial Code, provides
the complete text of the statutes governing
jurisdiction and procedure in federal courts.
PRINT • 4 volumes, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #00415, ISBN 9781422481134
eBOOK •
PRINT •

eBOOK •
PRINT •

eISBN 9781579115036  

Volume 4 separately, ISBN 9780769846323

eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781579115029  

Volume 3 separately, ISBN 9780769846316

eBOOK •
PRINT •

eISBN 9781579115012  

Volume 2 separately, ISBN 9780769846309

eBOOK •
PRINT •

eISBN 9781422486221

Volume 1 separately, ISBN 9781422486293

eISBN 9781579115043   
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Moore’s Manual:
Federal Practice Forms
A handy condensation of Bender’s Federal
Practice Forms, this indispensable desk set is a
time-saving tool for all practitioners.
You get:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Over 1,500 up-to-date, court-tested
forms organized in chapter-to-chapter
correspondence to the companion text
All the essential forms for use in civil litigation in
federal court, from the initial filing of the action
through appeal
Comprehensive cross-references to Moore’s
Federal Practice and Moore’s Manual: Federal
Practice and Procedure
Extensive case citations

These timesaving forms can also be adapted for
use in any of the 39 states that have modeled
their procedures after federal rules.
PRINT • 7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00413, ISBN 9780820514130
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117054
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Moore’s Manual: Federal Practice and Procedure
James Wm. Moore

Get quick, precise answers to all your questions of procedure in this convenient abridgement of the
master treatise on federal procedure, Moore’s Federal Practice.
This timesaving tool gives busy litigators a concise yet detailed overview of federal practice, with
clear explanations of how each rule and applicable statute is interpreted by the courts and how each
is applied to actual practice. You get:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Comprehensive coverage of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure
and Rules of the Supreme Court
Intuitive guidance that follows the case through federal court in chronological order, treating jurisdiction,
venue, removal, pleadings, motions and trial
Cross-references to the main Moore’s Federal Practice and Bender’s Federal Practice Forms to aid you in
more extensive research
PRINT •

eBOOK •

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00411, ISBN 9780820514116

eISBN 9781579117047

Moore’s Federal Practice Update
Edward Baskauskas, Fay Hulett-Nelson, Prof. Stephen A. Saltzburg

Keep current with timely updates on recent appellate cases and other developments in federal civil
procedure and evidence. You get articles on cases, legislation and rulemaking that will have a major impact
on federal practice—with a focus on appellate court cases that either create new law or address areas
where courts are in disagreement. All textual material is keyed into relevant secondary source publications
such as Moore’s Federal Practice and Federal Litigation Guide for more extensive research.
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, with loose-leaf binder, Pub. #00124, ISBN 9780820551234
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115906

Moore’s AnswerGuide:
Federal Civil Motion Practice
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #01499, ISBN 9781422485828
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113025

Moore’s AnswerGuide:
Federal Discovery Practice
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #01498, ISBN 9780769849164
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113018

Moore’s AnswerGuide:
Federal Pretrial Civil Litigation
Deirdre E. Conneli, Timothy J. Chorvat,
Ronald L. Marmer, Howard S. Suskin,
C. John Koch, Jerold S. Solovy

Get a basic overview of federal pretrial civil
litigation along with step-by-step guidance on
all phases of federal pretrial practice—starting
with forum selection and continuing through
the beginning of the trial. You’ll gain insight into
pleading, discovery, and other pretrial motion
issues, as well as jurisdiction and venue as they
relate to initial forum selection.

Moore’s Federal Practice,
Time-Computation Amendments to
Federal Rules and Statutes
Daniel R. Coquillette, Gregory P. Joseph, Sol Schreiber,
Jerold S. Solovy, Georgene M. Vairo, James William Moore
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated 14 times per year,
Pub. #00410, ISBN 9781422475010

Manual for Complex Litigation
Daniel R. Coquillette, Gregory P. Joseph, Sol Schreiber,
Jerold S. Solovy, Georgene M. Vairo, James William Moore
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00410,
ISBN 9780820558684

Manual of Federal Practice, 5th Edition
PRINT • 3 volumes, hardbound, updated annually,
Pub. #67041, ISBN 9780327001393

Manual of Federal Practice Forms,
2nd Edition
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, with companion forms,
updated annually, Pub. #67064, ISBN 9780327013792
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168287

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #01487, ISBN 9781422480885
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112998

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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The Ponzi Book: A Legal Resource for Unraveling Ponzi Schemes
Kathy Bazoian Phelps, Hon. Steven Rhodes
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01723, ISBN 9780769846576

Practice Before Federal Magistrates
Kent Sinclair

This publication details everything the practitioner needs to know when some or all of a case is being
handled by a magistrate judge.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00557, ISBN 9780820515571

eISBN 9781579112820

Sanctions: The Federal Law of Litigation Abuse, 4th Edition
Gregory P. Joseph

Federal courts have issued thousands of fines—many in excess of $1,000,000—against attorneys and
parties engaging in litigation abuse. Make sure you know the law related to this critical topic as well as the
latest changes that affect your practice. This publication, written by one of the nation’s most effective
and experienced commercial litigators, clarifies the issues and provides a logical, step-by-step survey
of sanctions law and its ramifications. It contains a current and comprehensive discussion of the law of
sanctions, including Rule 11, Section 1927, Appellate Rule 38, Section 1912 and the inherent powers of the
court, as well as thousands of critical, relevant cases and much more.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #63600, ISBN 9781422422229

eISBN 9781579118518

Sixth Circuit Practice Manual, 3rd Edition
Matthew C. Blickensderfer, Tom Amrine, Pierre H. Bergeron, Kathleen Brinkman, Michael L. Cioffi,
Benjamin C. Glassman, Leonard Green, Daniel J. Hoffheimer, Raymond W. Lembke, Robert W. Rack Jr.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #04345, ISBN 9781593452421

United States Supreme Court Cases and Comments:
Criminal Law and Procedure
Hon. William H. Erickson, B. James George Jr., Hon. Timothy M. Tymkovich, Nathan B. Coats

Reach for this treatise to get an analysis of United States Supreme Court case law on a variety of
constitutional issues, with a concentration on those issues critical to criminal proceedings. Material is
helpfully divided into two sections to aid with quickly locating needed information.
Part I offers an overview of Supreme Court cases, interpreting the First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth,
Sixth, Eighth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments; the remedies for constitutional infringements, the
constitutional right to privacy and the constitutionality of federal penal legislation under the Commerce
Clause; the constitutionality of state-directed mandates under the Necessary and Proper Clause;
extradition; and citations to pertinent statutes, rules and lower court decisions. Part II provides detailed
summaries and legal analysis of every major criminal law and procedure case decided by the Supreme
Court since the 1979-1980 Term, as well as important noncriminal cases addressing the issues discussed in
Part I.
PRINT •
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5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00765, ISBN 9780820517650
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United States Supreme Court Reports, Lawyers’ Edition 2d
This publication unofficially reports, with enhancements, the decisions of the United States Supreme
Court. 18 Advance Sheets are published each year that include the full text of each Supreme Court decision
and order as well as a syllabus for each case (when the Court issues one) and the names of the attorneys
who argued each case. For each opinion case there is a specially prepared summary, headnotes, research
references and other materials. Advance Sheets are bound and, in addition to everything in the Advance
Sheets, the bound volumes also contain final corrections from the Court, annotations on specific subjects
written by our staff attorneys, parallel reference tables, citations and page breaks for the official United
States Reports, indexing for the annotations and, for each opinion case, summaries of counsel briefs and
names of participating attorneys.
PRINT •

182 bound volumes currently, bound volumes added yearly, Pub. #70180, ISBN 9780327102168

Weinstein’s Federal Evidence™, 2nd Edition
Jack B. Weinstein, Margaret A. Berger, Hon. Joseph M. McLaughlin

Recognized as authoritative by the U.S. Supreme Court, Weinstein’s
Federal Evidence has long been recognized as the most comprehensive
and authoritative source of federal evidence information.
Designed to meet the needs of today’s federal law practitioners and
enhanced with features to make your research faster and easier, this
dependable tool makes information accessible in the following ways:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Rule-based chapter organization—each evidence rule, or proposed but
unadopted rule (Supreme Court Standard), has its own chapter. The Standards
are presented in separate chapters because they provide a useful framework for
understanding important issues in federal evidence law not covered in the Evidence
Rules themselves.
Text of Rules and Standards set forth in full—each Evidence Rule or Supreme Court Standard is set forth
in full, enclosed in a boldface box. Rules and Standards appear immediately following the tab card that
identifies the location of the chapter, and again in the chapter’s first numbered section.
Many sections make coverage easy to locate—each chapter has been divided into many sections and
subsections, and each section and subsection features a heading specifically describing its contents.
Every section number and heading appears in the chapter synopsis, and each page of the chapter text
includes the appropriate subsection number in its ear, to help the reader locate coverage of a particular
issue as quickly as possible.
Updates incorporate into the text all primary source developments—affecting federal evidence law and
significant evidence cases. Current Developments pamphlets accompany each update.
PRINT •

6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00803, ISBN 9780820518039

Weinstein’s Evidence Manual
Jack B. Weinstein, Margaret A. Berger

This concise guide to the Federal Rules of Evidence is a condensed and reorganized version of Weinstein’s
Federal Evidence, giving you access to all the essential law of evidence in federal courts in one convenient,
portable volume. You also get verbatim texts of the applicable portions of the Federal Rules of Evidence, as
well as cross-references to Weinstein’s Federal Evidence for more extensive research.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00819, ISBN 9780820505411

eISBN 9781579112851

Weissenberger’s Federal Evidence, 7th Edition
James J. Duane

This treatise on the Federal Rules of Evidence is a self-contained discussion of all the evidentiary rules
applied in federal courts. Not just a handbook, it provides a thorough and concise analysis of the application
of the Federal Rules of Evidence. An appendix containing Advisory Committee Notes is included.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #04341, ISBN 9781593458140

eISBN 9781579115005

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Bender’s Forms of Discovery
Patricia Lewis, Janet Capurro Graham, Seymour H. Moskowitz

Provides an A-to-Z selection of sample interrogatories under
more than 200 title categories from Accounting to Zoning.
Each chapter contains a Scope Note with a brief analysis of the
subject title followed by cross-references to other related titles,
as well as a synopsis of the chapter’s forms, indicating who
is propounding and receiving the interrogatories. Each form
itself contains a Summary of Form, which details each question
comprising the form.
Includes forms for use in virtually every type of discovery scenario,
including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Requests for admission
Protective orders
Deposition notices
Requests for production
Rule 35 requests and orders

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Motions and orders to
compel discovery
Motions and orders to modify or
squash deposition subpoenas
Motions for criminal discovery
Orders in complex litigation

Treatise chapters cover discovery in federal and state courts with in-depth discussion and
action-oriented practice materials for all other discovery methods. This treatise also features
comprehensive updated charts comparing the discovery rules of the 50 states with the various
federal discovery rules and appendices providing the text of the state discovery rules at variance with
the federal rules.
PRINT •
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35 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00103, ISBN 9780820511030
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Agricultural Estate, Tax
and Business Planning

Judicial Conduct and Ethics,
4th Edition

Robert P. Achenbach Jr., Dr. Neil E. Harl

James J. Alfini, Steven Lubet, Jeffrey M. Shaman,
Charles Gardner Geyh

This treatise details how to manage the tax, estate
and business planning aspects of managing a
farm, ranch or other agricultural interest. The
set contains sample tax returns, blank forms,
checklists, calculation worksheets and sample
corporate documents.
PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00303, ISBN 9780820520636

Also published as Volumes 4 – 8 of Agrigultural Law.

American Legal Systems:
A Resource and Reference Guide
Toni M. Fine
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03503,
ISBN 9781422420775

Judges are expected not simply to decide the
law but to exemplify it. In the face of increasing
public scrutiny and many new decisions, here
is the authoritative, practical guidance you’ll
need to help ensure that judicial activities are
irreproachable. Now in its fourth edition, this
resource has established its reputation as the
nation’s most definitive guide to the conduct
of federal, state and local judges. It will update
you on recent developments that are critical to
performing judicial work.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #66921,
ISBN 9781422421253

Jurisdiction in Civil Actions, 3rd Edition
Robert C. Casad & William M. Richman

Arkfeld on Electronic Discovery and
Evidence, 3rd Edition
Michael R. Arkfeld
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, with CD-ROM and Best
Practices Guides, Pub. #22425, ISBN 9781422482056

Arkfeld’s Best Practices Guide for
Electronic Discovery and Evidence
Michael R. Arkfeld
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #22432, ISBN 9781422491898

Arkfeld’s Best Practices Guide for
ESI Pretrial Discovery—Strategy
and Tactics
Michael R. Arkfeld
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #22439, ISBN 9781422487716
PRINT •

Court Awarded Attorney Fees
Arthur D. Wolf, Mary Frances Derfner

In this in-depth guide, you’ll find complete
analysis of the case law, comprehensive
information on the kinds of cases in which
fees are available, thorough discussion on who
is entitled to and eligible for a fee award, and
much more.
Plus, you’ll benefit from complete, practical
information on fee-petitioning and procedures
on how fees are calculated—as well as forms for
each step of the fee-award process—whether
you’re the petitioner or the opposing party.

PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #81309, ISBN 9780327007142

Manual for Notaries Public, 9th Edition
Publisher’s Editorial Staff

This is the ultimate guide to the demands of
being a notary public. Find clear-cut answers
in a unique, quick-reference format—providing
reliable assistance with the questions, problems
and dilemmas that typically arise in this vocation.
It covers various topics including appointment,
authority and duties, fees chargeable, oaths,
affidavits, acknowledgments, depositions, seals
and commercial paper. The main portion of
the manual is followed by a section containing
up-to-date, relevant statutory provisions from
every state.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #04352,
ISBN 9781583603574

How to Manage Your Law Office
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00356, ISBN 9780820513560

Media Skills: The Lawyer
as Spokesperson
Roger J. Dodd, Claudia N. Oltean

Covers every aspect of dealing with the media,
from understanding how the media works to how
to shine in the press and do damage control when
your client is on the wrong side of the story.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with DVD, Pub. #28001,
ISBN 9781422445846

PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00168, ISBN 9780820511689

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Mediation and Negotiation:
Reaching Agreements in Law
and Business, Revised 2nd Edition
E. Wendy Trachte-Huber, Stephen K. Huber

Covers consensual dispute resolution
processes, predominantly mediation
and negotiation, focusing on business
transactions, defined broadly to include
employment and consumer disputes.
1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03557, ISBN
978142241376
PRINT •

Mealey’s Daubert Report
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07013,
ISSN 1092-7565

Mealey’s Litigation Report: Class Actions
PRINT • Newsletter, published twice monthly, Pub. #07006,
ISSN 1535-234X

Mealey’s Litigation Report: Discovery
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07054,
ISSN 1548-6834

Practical Jury Dynamics2

Understanding Civil Procedure, 4th Edition

Professor Sunwolf, J.D., Ph.D.

Gene R. Shreve, Peter Raven-Hansen

1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #24600,
ISBN 9781422433430
PRINT •

PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00797, ISBN 9781422407127

Trial Practice
Lawrence A. Dubin, Thomas F. Guernsey
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03570,
ISBN 9780820570044

Forms/Contracts
Corbin on Contracts
Arthur L. Corbin, original author; Joseph M. Perillo, editor; John E. Murray Jr.,
supplement author; and contributing authors

Cited in the opinions of federal and state courts literally thousands of
times, this exhaustive exposition of all the rules of contract law has, for
more than half a century, helped lawyers understand what the rules of
contract mean and how they can be used in daily practice. It provides a
detailed analysis of all aspects of contract law in the U.S., covering the
common law (as manifested in the decisions of the state courts), the
Restatements of Contracts, and the applicable provisions of the Uniform
Commercial Code. Every nuance of contract law is addressed.
PRINT • 15 volumes, hardbound, with loose-leaf index and cumulative supplement,
Pub. #63310, ISBN 9780327000693

Corbin on Contracts, Desk Edition
John E. Murray Jr.

An effective starting point for an attorney who drafts contracts, as well as anyone in
any field who must familiarize themselves quickly with contract principles.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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Current Legal Forms with Tax Analysis
Jacob Rabkin, Mark Johnson original authors; and contributing authors

One of the most widely used legal forms sets available, this
treatise remains an excellent resource for the attorney or
firm with a diverse practice. Thousands of sample forms
and clauses, drafting guidance and expert legal commentary
is supplied to assist in the fundamental, and often timeconsuming, task of document drafting.
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Comprehensive Coverage: covers corporate, commercial,
intellectual property, domestic relations, employment, and computer
agreements, including e-commerce and Internet agreements, family/
estate planning, employment and real estate—making it a resource that
can be used by an entire firm, not just a single department.
Intuitive Structure: Easy-to-use format including tax background, practice
background, checklists, drafting guidelines and forms for most topics.

Each chapter includes:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

A Tax Background that reviews the basic tax concepts and issues reflected in the forms.
A Practice Background that analyzes the legal issues to be considered in researching, planning and
drafting the forms.
Checklists to ensure that all necessary elements of the transaction have been addressed.
Drafting Guidelines that identify the major components of a standard agreement and discuss the
relevance of the clause within the form.
Superior Tax Coverage: comprehensive tax coverage greatly exceeds tax coverage of any competitor, yet
provides just the right amount for the non-specialist.
Forms: thousands of forms and clauses.
Commentary: comments to all forms, providing insight into the purpose and use of the form.
PRINT •

34 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00240, ISBN 9780820512402

Government Contracts: Law, Administration and Procedure
Thomas J. Touhey, John Cosgrove McBride, original authors; Walter A.I. Wilson, General Editor

Features extensive coverage of the law and regulation of the business of government contracting or
federal acquisition. Nearly every aspect of government contract law and practice is addressed, with
references to the history and policies underlying current principles as well as current references to
applicable statutes, regulations and case decisions. This treatise provides thorough discussion from
experienced practitioners, placing case law and regulations in the context most useful to attorneys,
contract administrators and other professionals. Topics discussed include:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Allowable and unallowable costs
Contract officer responsibilities
Performance
What to do when stipulated performance becomes impossible
Excusable delay
Bid submission procedures
Profit margins

Also includes a comprehensive set of forms.
PRINT •

17 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00326, ISBN 9780820513263

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Warren’s Forms of Agreements®
Martin D. Fern

This publication provides well-defined, well-prefaced forms covering nearly every transaction that an
attorney will encounter in a business practice. The set serves as both a legal reference resource and
a valuable drafting tool. Each chapter contains introductory material that provides legal and practical
business information. It compiles more than 2,000 non-jurisdictional business forms. Topics include:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Business organizations
Commercial Loans
Sale of business assets
Franchising
Computer and Internet agreements

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Intellectual property and transactions including
biotech agreements
Disposition of real property
Real Estate
Credit and financing
Dispute resolution

A unique offering in the last volume is dedicated to boilerplate clauses, providing a selection of clauses
from which the drafter may draw to customize a form.
PRINT •

8 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00770, ISBN 9780820517704

Warren’s Forms of Agreements:
Fern’s Desk Edition

Understanding Contracts,
2nd Edition

Martin D. Fern

Jeffrey T. Ferriell

Contains the most frequently used forms from the full set and
provides practical insight into the legal and strategic issues that
should be considered in drafting both standard and sophisticated
business agreements.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound,
Pub. #00188, ISBN 9781422429624

PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00771, ISBN 9780820517711

eISBN 9781579112844

Litigation
Art and Science of Trial
Advocacy, 2nd Edition
L. Timothy Perrin, H. Mitchell Caldwell,
Carol A. Chase
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03607,
ISBN 9781422482230

Civil Procedure for Federal and State Courts
Jeffrey A. Parness
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03516, ISBN 9781583607695

Class Actions in Federal Courts
Jenner & Block LLP, consulting authors

Bensen & Myers on
Litigation Management
Eric E. Bensen, Rebecca K. Myers

Provides a comprehensive, taskbased methodology about litigation
processes, including a litigation
budget tool; techniques for funneling
critical case information and
streamlining document collection,
document review, privilege review;
and deposition processes.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM,
Pub. #01491, ISBN 9781422423820

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated annually,
Pub. #01618, ISBN 9781422478516
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117893

Cohen’s Handbook of Federal Indian Law
Carole Goldberg, Judith V. Royster, Joseph William Singer, Rennard
Strickland, Robert Anderson, Nell Jessup Newton, John LaVelle

Considered the bible of federal Indian law, this treatise
provides the tools you’ll need to understand this complex
body of law and find cases, statutes, regulations and opinions
critical to your work. It addresses the relationship between
tribes, the states and the federal government and covers key
issues like resource management, government structure and
tribal and individual Indian rights.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, updated every other year,
Pub. #60950, ISBN 9780327164449
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Cross-Examination:
Science and Techniques, 2nd Edition
Larry Pozner, Roger J. Dodd

Master the skills that can render opposing testimony useless. From
the creators of the Killer Cross Exam seminar comes this step-bystep guide that transforms cross-examination into your most potent
courtroom weapon. The authors analyze thousands of new trial
experiences and explain how to:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Use your cross-examination to expand the rules of admissibility
Exploit your opponents’ co-objections for a deeper and broader cross
Sequence your cross-examination to better present your case’s theory
Use “loops” and “double loops” to control your cross and discredit
opposing expert witnesses
Prepare for challenges of cross-examination in the Internet age

By following established guidelines, identifiable techniques and tested methods,
you can learn what it takes to prevail in your cross. The authors stress the
importance of careful preparation, reveal the three critical rules at the heart of
successful cross-examinations, and provide a series of highly efficient systems
that facilitate construction of the cross.
PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #65985, ISBN 9780327164340

Advanced Cross-Examination
Audio CD-ROM, 2nd Edition

Cross-Examination Skills for Law Students

Larry Pozner, Roger J. Dodd

You’ve just discovered the quintessential resource on
cross-examination—designed originally for law students,
but also a primer for any experienced practitioners as
well. Learn the basic skills that are required to become a
skilled cross-examiner.

6 audio CDs, single user, Pub. #69585,
ISBN 9781422446751
CD-ROM •

DVD •

4 discs, ISBN 9781422446744

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement
and DVD set, ISBN 9781422449189
PRINT •

Larry Pozner, Roger J. Dodd

PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #65995, ISBN 9781422455463

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement
and 6 audio CDs, ISBN 9781422449172
PRINT •

From Roger J. Dodd and Larry Pozner, authors
of Cross Examination, Science and Techniques:

Preparation for Deposition in a Business Case
This DVD helps attorneys prepare a client for the often-stressful
experience of deposition. It includes pointers on avoiding the most
common witness mistakes; guidance on correct behavior; and
courtroom scenes for illustration of potential impact of “bad answers.”
DVD •

Single user, Pub. #00867, ISBN 9781422483398

Preparation for Deposition in a Family Law Case
Proper preparation of your client prior to their deposition can prevent mistakes
that can cost the trial or hurt a family law dispute. This new DVD can aid in
preparing a client for the often stressful experience of deposition.
DVD •

Single user, Pub. #28187, ISBN 9781422499542

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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The Lawyer’s Craft: An Introduction to Legal
Analysis, Writing, Research, and Advocacy

Problems and Simulations
in Evidence, 4th Edition

Cathy Glaser, Jethro K. Lieberman, Robert A. Ruescher, Lynn Boepple Su

Thomas F. Guernsey, President and
Dean, Albany Law School

PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03616, ISBN 9781583607879

PRINT • 1 volume, Pub. #03563,
ISBN 9781422478974

Principles of Evidence, 5th Edition
Irving Younger, David A. Sonenshein

This guide, written for law students, is equally useful for
experienced practitioners. It provides an enriched blend of cases,
rules and scholarly and trial excerpts that connect the theory and
practice of courtroom evidence. The authors have supplemented
with numerous transcripts from celebrated trials—Lizzie Borden,
O.J. Simpson, John Scopes, and more—bringing theory to life and
enabling readers to understand how the foundations were laid and
objections made.
PRINT •
PRINT •

The Question Presented:
Model Appellate Briefs
Maria L. Ciampi, William H. Manz
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound,
Pub. #03566, ISBN 9781422415535

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03562, ISBN 9780820570273

1 volume, loose-leaf, ISBN 9781422472606

Wherever you are …
Wherever you go …
LexisNexis® Mobile Solutions
Mobile Sites, Apps & eBooks
Download LexisNexis® Mobile Apps
at www.lexisnexis.com/mobile
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Art of Advocacy Series
You can depend upon this essential set of resources for expert advice on conducting
litigation from start to finish. This pragmatic series will lead you on a step-by-step basis
through everything from case preparation to creating jury-convincing summations, as well
as other integral topics, such as the cross-examination of medical experts, conducting
more effective appeals, the best way to use demonstrative evidence, performing dynamic
direct examinations, making the most of the discovery process—and so many more. Each
guide will help you to analyze and prepare your litigation cases effectively in a detailed,
practical, yet easy-to-follow manner.

Art of Advocacy Series: Appeals
Marshall Houts, M.D., Walter Rogosheske
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00049, ISBN 9780820510491
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110666

Art of Advocacy Series:
Documentary Evidence
Ashley S. Lipson
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00028, ISBN 9780820510286
eBOOK •

Art of Advocacy Series:
Cross-Examination of
Medical Experts
Marshall Houts, M.D.
1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00031, ISBN 9780820510316
PRINT •

eISBN 9781579110512

Art of Advocacy Series:
Jury Selection
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00040, ISBN 9780820510408
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110598

Art of Advocacy Series:
Cross-Examination of
Non-Medical Experts

Art of Advocacy Series:
Opening Statement

Robert L. Habush

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00035, ISBN 9780820510354

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00042, ISBN 9780820510422
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110611

Art of Advocacy Series:
Demonstrative Evidence
Ashley S. Lipson
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #0082, ISBN 9780820510828

Art of Advocacy Series:
Direct Examination
Scott Baldwin
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00036, ISBN 9780820510361

Art of Advocacy Series: Discovery
David B. Baum, Robert E. Cartwright, Bill Colson,
Robert L. Habush, Ann Weaver Housner,
Joseph Kelner, Myron W. Kronisch,
Norman J. Landau, Samuel Langerman,
Stanley E. Preiser, Sheldon Tabak, Edwin Weidman

Leonard Decof

Art of Advocacy Series:
Preparation of the Case
David B. Baum
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #0038, ISBN 9780820510385
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112721

Art of Advocacy Series: Settlement
Henry G. Miller
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00041, ISBN 9780820510415

Art of Advocacy Series: Summation
Randall H. Scarlett
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00030, ISBN 9780820510309

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00044, ISBN 9780820510446

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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The National Institute for Trial Advocacy (NITA®)
The National Institute for Trial
Advocacy (NITA) and their famous
learning-by-doing methodology
have transformed trial-skills training for more than 35
years. Today, NITA continues to create the highest
quality training and educational materials to help lawyers
become more effective, confident and successful
courtroom advocates.
LexisNexis is proud to be the exclusive seller of all NITA
print publications including analytical titles, rules books,
DVDs, law school text books and case files. We’re now
your source for the highly praised NITA resources you can
trust to elevate your skills to new heights.
To view all NITA publications, go to www.lexisnexis.com/nita.

NITA’s Top 10 Training Guides
Modern Trial Advocacy, 4th Edition
Steven Lubet

Setting the standard for trial advocacy texts since 1993, this
bestselling work guides you every step from developing a
winning case theory through all phases of trial. Its realistic
approach to learning powerful trial advocacy skills, and
presenting a case to a jury as a powerful and persuasive
story, distinguish it from all other books in the field.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #28718, ISBN 9781601561275

Modern Trial Advocacy: Law School Edition,
4th Edition
Steven Lubet

Geared for students, this law school edition of NITA’s
bestselling Modern Trial Advocacy adds a “Trial Basics”
chapter and extensive student-oriented checklists that help
guide the beginning advocate through all phases of trial.
This proven approach explains how to present a case to the
jury as a story, powerfully and persuasively, beginning with a
winning case theory.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #28722, ISBN 9781601561411

David Ball on Damages 3
David Ball

Learn the latest innovative and effective methods for
pursuing damages from one of the nation’s leading experts.
Based on the last five years’ cases and intensive juror and
case research, this edition features an enhanced, easyto-follow outline guide for effective opening statements …
powerful new jury voir dire methods … new “invisible control”
cross-examination techniques … and more.
PRINT •
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The Effective Deposition,
3rd Edition
Anthony J. Bocchino, Peter Hoffman, David
M. Malone

Master the most critical step in
discovery with the acclaimed
deposition guide used by NITA
programs and law schools nationwide.
This revised Third Edition brings
you critical information on new
rules, the impact of technological
developments like e-discovery and
digital transcription, new deposition
techniques that you will not learn from
any other text, and much more.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #28738,
ISBN 9781601560476

Federal Rules of Evidence
with Objections, 9th Edition
Anthony J. Bocchino, David A. Sonenshein

Check the rules anytime, anywhere
with this handy 4x6” guide that fits in
your pocket or briefcase for instant
on-the-spot reference. It contains the
complete text of the Federal Rules of
Evidence as amended to December 1,
2010, an alphabetical section of major
objections and legal interpretations for
each rule. You also get practical tips
and the entire book on a mini-CD-ROM.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM,
Pub. #28683, ISBN 9781601561626
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Winning at Trial

Evidence in Context, 4th Edition

Shane Read

Robert P. Burns, Steven Lubet, Richard E. Moberly

Winner of the ACLEA’s top award for professional
excellence! This is the only book/DVD that teaches
trial skills by analyzing actual trial video and transcripts
illustrating both great and terrible skills in action. Used
by law schools and law firms across the country, it also
provides invaluable jury decision-making insights from one
of the nation’s foremost jury consultants, DecisionQuest.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with
DVD, Pub. #28732, ISBN 9781601560018

Problems and Materials in Evidence
and Trial Advocacy
Robert P. Burns, Steven Lubet, James Seckinger

The authors of this title carefully developed specific case
files in order to provide for completely integrated courses
in evidence and trial advocacy. Volume 1 outlines two
cases a trial lawyer may have as he or she approaches
trial. Volume 2 is a workbook that studies problems in
evidence, along with exercises in trial advocacy.
PRINT •

2 volumes, softbound, Pub. #28753, ISBN 9781422491683

Ruggero J. Aldisert

Edited by a 40-year veteran of the federal appeals bench,
this instructive manual provides an ideal roadmap to
success for every attorney who wants to win on appeal.
Nearly 50 judges share their insights on how to write an
effective brief and deliver a persuasive oral argument—
information that is not available in any other publication.
1 volume, softbound, Pub. #28714, ISBN 9781556818240

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #28665,
ISBN 9781422491669

Practical Guide to Federal
Evidence, 9th Edition
Anthony J. Bocchino, David A. Sonenshein

Winning on Appeal: Better Briefs and
Oral Arguments , 2nd Edition

PRINT •

Written as a fully contextual understanding
of the law of evidence, this publication
contains two relatively detailed case files,
quite similar to the material a trial lawyer
may have as he or she approaches trial. The
first file is a murder case where the issue is
the identity of the killer and the defendant
is the estranged husband of the victim. The
second file is a civil action for defamation
brought by a former employee against her
very wealthy employer. The cases raise
realistic and challenging issues in the law of
evidence and allow for a critical assessment
of that law, with over 300 problems for class
analysis and discussion. These problems
address the full range of evidentiary issues.

Master the skills of making and responding
to evidentiary objections with this valuable
guide. Objections and their responses are
conveniently grouped by subject category,
and the extensive practice commentaries
for each objection will help you understand
the application of the Federal Rules of
Evidence in practice and handle the issues
that arise. Includes the Federal Rules
of Evidence.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #28750,
ISBN 9781601560995

Also available …
100 Vignettes For Improving Trial
Evidence Skills
Anthony J. Bocchino, JoAnne A. Epps,
David A. Sonenshein

31 Ways to Winning Advocacy DVD
Frank D. Rothschild

Advanced Negotiation and Mediation
Theory and Practice
Thomas F. Guernsey, Paul J. Zwier

Alternatives to Litigation

Andrea Doneff, Abraham P. Ordover

Anderson on Advocacy
Carol B. Anderson

Arbitration Advocacy, 2nd Edition
John W. Cooley, Steven Lubet

The Arbitrator’s Handbook Revised,
2nd Edition
John W. Cooley

The Art of Mediation, 2nd Edition

Scott Hughes, Mark Bennett, Michele Hermann

Basic Concepts in the
Law of Evidence DVD
Irving Younger

Cardinal Rules of Advocacy
Douglas S. Lavine

To view all NITA publications, go to www.lexisnexis.com/nita.
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Children in the Courtroom: Challenges
for Lawyers and Judges, 2nd Edition

Federal Trial Objections Quick
Reference Card

Compendium of Trial Advocacy Drills

How to Do Your Own Focus Groups:
A Guide for Attorneys

Sherrie Bourg Carter

Robert Stein, Ben B. Rubinowitz

Criminal Litigation & Legal Issues in
Criminal Procedure, 3rd Edition
Brent Newton

Sydney A. Beckman

David Ball

How to Try a Jury Case
John F. Kimberling

Criminal Procedure in Practice,
3rd Edition

Justice for All: Challenges of the
Mentally Ill in the Legal System

Deposition Evidence: Objectives,
Instructions Not to Answer
and Responses

Legal Strategy

Deposition Rules: The Essential
Handbook to Who, What, When, Where,
Why, and How, 4th Edition

Ruggero J. Aldisert

Paul Marcus, Jack B. Zimmermann

Anthony J. Bocchino, David A. Sonenshein

Sherrie Bourg Carter

Paul J. Zwier

Logic for Lawyers: A Guide to
Clear Legal Thinking, 3rd Edition
Mastering the Art of Cross-Examination

David M. Malone

Irving Younger

Effective Courtroom Advocacy

Mediation Advocacy, 2nd Edition

Joseph F. Anderson Jr.

John W. Cooley

Effective Expert Testimony, 2nd Edition

Mediation Representation: Advocating
as a Problem-Solver in Any Country or
Culture, 2nd Edition

David M. Malone, Paul J. Zwier

Effective Use of Courtroom Technology:
A Lawyer’s Guide to Pretrial and Trial

Donald H. Beskind, Anthony J. Bocchino, Deanne Siemer

Exercises and Problems in
Professional Responsibility

Harold I. Abramson

The Mediator’s Handbook, 2nd Edition
John W. Cooley

Robert P. Burns, Thomas F. Geraghty, Steven Lubet

Mock Trials: Preparing, Presenting, and
Winning Your Case

Expert Rules: 100 (and More) Points You
Need to Know About Expert Witnesses,
2nd Edition

Opening Statements:
A Modern Approach

Steven Lubet, Jill Trumbull-Harris

David M. Malone, Paul J. Zwier

Sanford M. Brook

Expert Testimony: A Guide for Expert
Witnesses and the Lawyers Who
Examine Them, 2nd Edition

The Power Trial Method

Fact Investigation: A Practical Guide
to Interviewing, Counseling, and Case
Theory Development

Brent Newton

Steven Lubet, Elizabeth Boals

Anthony J. Bocchino, Paul J. Zwier

Facts Can’t Speak for Themselves:
Reveal the Stories that Give
Facts Their Meaning

David Gross, Charles Webber

Practical Criminal Procedure:
A Constitutional Manual, 2nd Edition
Preparing the Lay Witness for
Deposition DVD
John Chesney, David A. Sonenshein

Problems in Trial Advocacy

Donald H. Beskind, Anthony J. Bocchino

Eric Oliver

To view all NITA publications, go to www.lexisnexis.com/nita.
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Professionalism in the Real World:
Lessons for the Effective Advocate

Theater Tips and Strategies for
Jury Trials, 3rd Edition

Selecting and Preparing the
Expert Witness DVD

Trial Advocacy Basics

Lisa Penland, Melissa H. Weresh

Dent Gitchel, Molly Townes O’Brien

Anthony J. Bocchino, John Chesney,
David A. Sonenshein

Trialbook, 3rd Edition

Statutory Interpretation: The Search for
Legistlative Intent, 2nd Edition
Ronald Benton Brown, Sharon Jacobs Brown

Supervisory and Leadership Skills
in the Modern Law Practice
Patricia Lucas, Paul J. Zwier

Technology in Litigation DVD
Alvin F. Lindsay

The Ten Commandments of
Cross-Examination DVD
Irving Younger

David Ball

John O. Sonsteng, Roger S. Haydock

Trial Prep for Paralegals: Effective Case
Management and Support to Attorneys
in Preparation for Trial
Michael Coyne, Ursula Furi-Perry

Trial Technique & Evidence, 3rd Edition
Michael R. Fontham

Winning Jury Trials: Trial Tactics and
Sponsortship Strategy, 3rd Edition
Robert H. Klonoff, Paul Colby

Written & Electronic Discovery:
Theory & Practice, 5th Edition
Alan F. Blakley, John H. Young, Terri A. Zall

NITA Rules Books
Measuring just 4x6 inches, these complete reference guides travel easily to the courtroom or
classroom so you can readily consult whatever federal or state rules you need, reproduced in
their entirety.
Many of the Rules Books also spotlight frequently encountered objections along with accurate
responses, listed alphabetically with thumb tab access for fast reference, providing valuable
courtroom help no matter which side of the objection you’re on.

California Evidence Code
with Objections, 3rd Edition
Anthony J. Bocchino, Allen Snyder,
David A. Sonenshein

Colorado Rules of
Evidence, 4th Edition
Anthony J. Bocchino, William G. Meyer,
David A. Sonenshein

Florida Evidence Code
with Objections
Anthony J. Bocchino, Teresa
Davenport, Lisa A. Hirsch,
David A. Sonenshein

Illinois Evidence with
Objections, 4th Edition
James B. Carey, Anthony J. Bocchino,
David A. Sonenshein

North Carolina Rules of
Evidence with Objections,
4th Edition

Federal Rules of
Evidence with Objections,
9th Edition

Adrienne M. Fox, Anthony J. Bocchino,
David A. Sonenshein

Anthony J. Bocchino,
David A. Sonenshein

New York Rules of
Evidence with
Objections, 3rd Edition

Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure with Forms

Jo Ann Harris, Michael Mushlin

Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure

Objections at Trial,
5th Edition

Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure

Myron Bright, Edward J. Imwinkelried,
Ronald L. Carlson

Federal Rules of Evidence

Texas Rules of Evidence
with Objections, 3rd Edition
Anthony J. Bocchino, James Kinkeade,
Gerald Powell, David A. Sonenshein

To view all NITA publications, go to www.lexisnexis.com/nita.
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General Practice/Litigation

NITA Case Files
NITA’s famous learning-by-doing method comes front and center with its vast collection of case
file training materials designed to help lawyers and students hone advocacy skill sets at every
stage of trial.
Spanning a full range of civil and criminal litigation areas, NITA case files explore specific cases
and provide all the materials needed to prepare and argue both sides. Many case files also include
CD-ROMs that provide useful exhibits for the case.
ƦƦ

Bio-Solutions Inc v. O’Malley

ƦƦ

Scruggs v. Snyder w/CD

ƦƦ

Bmi v. Minicom Case File, 9th Edition w/CD

ƦƦ

Slovin v. Slovin Case File

ƦƦ

Brown v. Byrd w/CD

ƦƦ

Southern Regional Dixon v. Providential Life w/CD

ƦƦ

City Housing Authority v. Johnson w/CD

ƦƦ

State v. Anderson Matthews

ƦƦ

Constantine v. Prince

ƦƦ

State v. Baker, 2nd Edition w/CD

ƦƦ

Cranbrooke v. Intellex Faculty w/CD

ƦƦ

State v. Burns, 5th Edition

ƦƦ

Darngood v. Landers

ƦƦ

State v. Casey w/CD

ƦƦ

Dependable Bank v. Aldrich Case File COMBO

ƦƦ

State v. Chambers

ƦƦ

Doug Li v. Ross Case File, 2nd Edition Nw/CD

ƦƦ

State v. Cole, 2nd Edition w/CD

ƦƦ

Estate of Bracher v. Tranquil Glen Assisted Living

ƦƦ

State v. Delaney

ƦƦ

Farrell v. Strong Case File, 2nd Edition

ƦƦ

State v. Diamond

ƦƦ

Fisher v. Yankee Doodle

ƦƦ

State v. Jackson

ƦƦ

State v. Lawrence, 2nd Edition w/CD

ƦƦ

State v. O’Neill, 5th Edition

ƦƦ

State v. Patterson
State v. Sanchez

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Fitzgerald v. Nita & Western Railroad, 4th Edition
w/CD
Flinders Aluminum Fabrication v. Mismo Fire,
8th Edition w/CD

ƦƦ

Fordyce v. Harris and Felson

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Fulbright v. Americraft, 3 Edition w/CD

ƦƦ

State v. Skywolf w/CD

Garcia v. Pinnacle

ƦƦ

State v. Southley

ƦƦ

Green v. Hall & Rose

ƦƦ

State v. Stone, 4th Edition

Homestead Prop v. Manhattan Fire Case File

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

State v. Tyler Case File COMBO

In Re Cooperman Case File

ƦƦ

State v. Wyatt

In Re Pena

ƦƦ

Steele v. Kitchener w/CD

ƦƦ

James v. Colt

ƦƦ

Strange v. Wrigley, 2nd Edition

Jerry’s Wiring, Inc. v. Smith Construction Co.

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Transactional Practice Series: A Friend in Need

Jones v. Kids R’Ours

ƦƦ

Transactional Practice Series: Suzanne T. Carson

ƦƦ

Lang v. Anderson

ƦƦ

United States v. Clark

ƦƦ

Mclain v. Barber, 3 Edition

ƦƦ

United States v. Peters

ƦƦ

Monique Adams v. Corr-Train, Inc

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

NITA Fire & Casualty Company v. Rubino and Son

ƦƦ

Paul v. Dynamo, 2nd Edition

William Strange v. James Wrigley

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Williams v. Simonson Case File

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

rd

rd

Vending Operator v. Department of
Transportation Case File, 3rd Edition

Polisi v. Clark & Parker & Gould Case File, 2nd
Edition w/CD

ƦƦ

Potter v. Shrackle & Shrackle Construction, 5th
Edition w/CD

ƦƦ

World Oil Company v. Northeast Shipbuilding

Quinlan v. Kane

ƦƦ

State v. Peyton

Rowe v. Pacific Quad Inc Faculty, 4th Edition w/CD

ƦƦ

Williamson v. Shrackle & Shrackle
Construction Company

Jamie Taylor v. Pinnacle Pkg Prod Inc Case File,
2nd Edition

NITA publications help you develop and refine your advocacy skills in all aspects and through every
stage of handling a case. To view all NITA publications, go to www.lexisnexis.com/nita.
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LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

Mealey’s™ Litigation Reports
Whether you serve as plaintiff, defense or in-house counsel, Mealey’s ™ Litigation
Reports deliver the game-changing news you need, when you need it. Each issue gives
you concise, unbiased reporting on the most significant trials, court rulings, decisions,
appeals and other current events in the litigation. You won’t miss any key facts on your
way to trial or negotiations with:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Case summaries that track crucial litigation from initial complaint to final appeal, giving you the
timely details you need to craft case strategies and fine-tune arguments in your similar litigation.
E-mail bulletins that alert you to decisions, settlements, awards, new lawsuits, and major case
developments practically as they occur. You’ll be among the first to know when big news breaks.
Full-text court documents including briefs, opinions, motions, appeals, jury instructions and forms,
verdicts and settlement agreements. Many are difficult to track down otherwise, and unavailable
online, so they can give you a clear competitive edge when preparing your case.
Expert commentary written by top trial pros that give you the inside story on what worked,
what didn’t, and why—so you can exploit the successes and avoid the pitfalls that others
have encountered.
Attorney listings that accompany each case summary, allowing you to build relationships with key
players in litigation.

Mealey’s Reports provide relevant legal content that lets you work with greater insights
and confidence. You’ll have the inside track on behind-the-scenes maneuvering in cases
that impact your own. You’ll be the first to know what theories of liability are working and
which defenses are shutting them down. You’ll know how to use experts and science to
your advantage. And you’ll be alerted to potential future risks so you don’t get blindsided.
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Mealey’s™ Litigation Reports

INSURANCE

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS INSURANCE

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
DISABILITY INSURANCE

Keeps you up to date on the key cases and issues
in construction defect insurance coverage and
tells you what arguments are and are not working in
litigation battles similar to yours. Covers property
damage interpretations, mold, occurrence, business
risk exclusions, additional insureds, bad faith,
obligations to pay, and allocation.

Tracks the burgeoning number of disputes
involving complex disability coverage claims.
Topics include claims for chronic fatigue,
chronic pain, stress, psychiatric disabilities,
chemical dependency and risk of relapse, plus
key issues like “total” disability, own occupation,
bad faith, ERISA, and class actions.

PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07055,
ISSN 1550-2910

PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07007,
ISSN1532-7523

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167433

eBOOK •

Mealey’s EMERGING
INSURANCE DISPUTES

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
INSURANCE

Tracks new areas of coverage liability, novel policy
applications and conflicting policy language
interpretations in litigation. Covers sexual
harassment and discrimination; assault and
battery; professional liability; patent and trademark
infringement; construction defects; directors’ and
officers’ claims; emotional distress; intentional acts;
technology; and insurance business practices.

Tracks declaratory judgment actions regarding
coverage for litigation arising from long-tail
claims—including environmental contamination
and latent damage and injury allegedly caused
by asbestos, toxic chemicals and fumes, lead,
breast implants, medical devices and more.
Key issues: duty to defend, duty to indemnify,
notice, trigger of coverage, choice of law,
discovery, policy exclusions and known loss.

PRINT • Newsletter, published twice monthly, Pub. #07016,
ISSN 1087-139X
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167020

PRINT • Newsletter, published 52 issues per year,
Pub. #07019, ISSN 8755-9005
eBOOK •

Mealey’s INSURANCE PLEADINGS
Presents insurance coverage law from the unique
perspective of the voices of those involved in
coverage battles—whether it is coverage for toxic
tort claims, employment claims, e-commerce
claims, intentional acts, D&O claims, or other
emerging areas of insurance law, you’ll find a wide
range of filings from the hottest insurance coverage
cases. Complaints, briefs and motions are digested
and summarized.
PRINT • Newsletter, published twice monthly, Pub. #07010,
ISSN 1538-9898
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119881

eISBN 9780327167044

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
INSURANCE BAD FAITH
Details insurance coverage disputes arising from
alleged breaches of the implied covenant of
good faith and fair dealing. The topics covered
involve third-party and first-party actions,
punitive damage claims, coverage denials
and delays, the definition of “bad faith” and
relevant legislation.
PRINT • Newsletter, published twice monthly,
Pub. #07020, ISSN 1526-0267
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167051

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
CATASTROPHIC LOSS

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
INSURANCE BROKER LIABILITY

Focuses on business interruption insurance claims
in the aftermath of Hurricanes Charlie, Ivan, Katrina
and Rita; September 11; and other catastrophic loss
tragedies. Additionally, the report goes beyond these
claims and offers important business interruption
insurance coverage news related to computer
viruses, computer failures and natural disasters.

Covers litigation related to broker-insurer
practices, including sales commissions,
contingent commissions, rigged bids, class
action complaints, and related securities or
ERISA violations. Follows the news pertaining to
investigations by state insurance departments
and/or attorneys general into alleged illegal or
unethical behavior.

PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07011,
ISSN 1559-9221
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119898

PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07065,
ISSN 1555-6816
eBOOK •
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eISBN 9780327167358

Mealey’s™ Litigation Reports

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
INSURANCE FRAUD

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
REINSURANCE

Reviews civil and criminal cases arising from
efforts by policyholders and third parties to
defraud insurance carriers. Topics include false
and fraudulent claims, arson, reverse bad faith,
restitution, RICO, incontestability clauses, material
misrepresentation, rescission, qui tam actions and
fraud rings. Reports on schemes involving property
and casualty, health care, automobile, life,
homeowners, and workers’ compensation fraud.

Covers the dynamic and high-stakes field of
reinsurance law, nationally and internationally,
including reinsurance disputes related to
insolvency, commutations, arbitrations, and
regulatory actions by or against reinsurers and
their cedents or retrocessionaires.
PRINT • Newsletter, published twice monthly, Pub. #07033,
ISSN 1049-5347
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07021,
ISSN 1075-380X

eISBN 9780327167136

PRINT •

eBOOK •

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
CALIFORNIA INSURANCE

eISBN 9780327167068

Focuses on ever-changing California and federal
Ninth Circuit insurance coverage disputes
and developments. Topics include California
developments in bad faith litigation, earthquake
damage coverage, disability insurance, products
liability coverage, environmental insurance
coverage, mold coverage, asbestos coverage,
aviation litigation coverage and entertainment law.

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
INSURANCE INSOLVENCY
Covers the legal and financial implications of
insurer insolvencies nationally and internationally.
Topics include receiverships, rehabilitations and
liquidations; court rulings on guaranty-association
liability and liability of other carriers, including
excess insurers and reinsurers; solvency
legislation; and suits against officers and directors
of insolvent companies.

PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07036,
ISSN 1536-5522
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167150

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07022,
ISSN 1043-8416
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167075

TOXIC TORTS

Mealey’s ASBESTOS BANKRUPTCY REPORT
Provides in-depth news of asbestos bankruptcy law and the progress of bankrupt asbestos companies
through the ever-evolving Chapter 11 process. Topics include insurance issues, impacts on settlements, how
asbestos bankruptcies are affecting the landscape of the litigation, and which companies may be forced to
file for Chapter 11 protection in the future.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07038, ISSN 1537-2065

eISBN 9780327167167

Mealey’s EMERGING TOXIC TORTS
Focuses on the hottest areas of toxic tort litigation, including chemical sensitivity; indoor air quality;
groundwater, soil and air contamination; radiation; workplace exposure; fiberglass; pesticides; solvents;
latex gloves; EMFs; MTBE; endocrine disruptors; and more. The report provides in-depth coverage of
medical monitoring, fear of cancer/disease, stigma damages, expert admissibility, federal preemption, class
actions, punitive damages and market share theory.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published twice monthly, Pub. #07017, ISSN 1089-0882

eISBN 9780327167037

Mealey’s INTERNATIONAL ASBESTOS LIABILITY REPORT
Provides comprehensive coverage of emerging asbestos litigation and liability outside the U.S.—in countries
such as Australia, Canada, England, France, Israel, New Zealand, Scotland and more—and delivers the latest
litigation, regulatory and medical news related to worldwide asbestos exposure.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07050, ISSN 1544-9270

eISBN 6780327167402
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Mealey’s™ Litigation Reports

Mealey’s Litigation Report: ASBESTOS

Mealey’s Litigation Report: SILICA

Offers unsurpassed coverage of litigation arising
from asbestos related injury and death. Key issues
include massive class action settlements involving
present and future claimants, state and federal
verdicts, medical monitoring claims, suits against
the tobacco industry, discovery battles, discovery
rule decisions, insurance coverage rulings and
asbestos property decisions.

Tracks emerging litigation surrounding silicosis
and workplace silica exposure as well as related
respirator and filter product liability suits.
Litigation concerns continue among blasting
equipment corporations, foundry companies,
respirator manufacturers and insurers.

PRINT • Newsletter, published twice monthly, Pub. #07008,
ISSN 0742-4647

eBOOK •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119874

PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07047,
ISSN 1543-2122

eISBN 9780327167242

Mealey’s Litigation Report: TOBACCO

Covers all the news relating to litigation involving
benzene, a naturally occurring carcinogen people
have been exposed to in the home and at work
that is causing health problems years after
exposure. Types of products/exposures covered
include tire solvents, parts washer solvent,
wood-treatment emissions, oil and gas wells and
refineries, and more.

Provides news and crucial documentation
concerning tobacco and nicotine litigation,
tracking every detail of significant cases from
initial filing to final appeal. Monitors class action
developments, rulings on tobacco industry
documents, proposed settlements, environmental
tobacco smoke, individual suits, asbestos trusts’
claims, health plan actions, regulation and
preemptive suits, medical studies, legislation and
international news.

PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07068,
ISSN 1932-8907

PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07034,
ISSN 0886-0122

Mealey’s Litigation Report: BENZENE

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167327

Mealey’s Litigation Report: LEAD
Follows litigation brought against property owners
and managers on behalf of children, suits brought
against the lead pigment industry, environmental
cleanup actions, insurance coverage disputes,
legislation and regulation. Decisions, verdicts,
settlements and significant new filings
are featured.
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07026,
ISSN 1059-4116
eBOOK •

Tracks the rapidly growing area of mold-related
litigation and workers’ compensation claims.
Coverage includes concise summaries of new
complaints, national news roundups, breaking
litigation developments, regulatory activity,
trial updates, full-text court documents and
expert commentaries.
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07004,
ISSN 1533-8460

eISBN 9781579119843

eISBN 9780327167143

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
WELDING RODS
Provides in-depth coverage of recently filed
lawsuits, ongoing cases, the latest discovery
issues, emerging defenses, novel theories of
recovery, class action certification efforts, medical
monitoring claims, and much more.
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07056,
ISSN 1551-8884
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167099

Mealey’s Litigation Report: MOLD

eBOOK •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167440

Mealey’s POLLUTION
LIABILITY REPORT
Covers litigation brought under the
Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) and
other federal and state environmental statutes,
including RCRA, the Clean Air Act and the
Clean Water Act. Topics include lender liability,
retroactivity, arranger liability, successor liability,
cost recovery, and underground storage tank
and MTBE actions. Also, it thoroughly covers the
emerging, fast-moving issue of climate change
litigation, including multi-state lawsuits against the
EPA, interpretations of existing laws and policies,
and arguments made on both sides.
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07031,
ISSN 1528-5383
eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781422480212

Mealey’s™ Litigation Reports

BUSINESS LAW

Mealey’s EMERGING
SECURITIES LITIGATION

Mealey’s LexisNexis Financial Services
Litigation Report

Delivers the latest litigation news from
across the nation on topics such as
subprime-related securities, corporate
fraud, fiduciary duties to shareholders,
bankruptcy issues, 401(k) and pension
implications, causation questions, Daubert
issues, accountant liability, damage
calculations, debt bondholder implications,
class actions and accountant liability in the
securities context.

LexisNexis Financial Services Litigation Report is a
monthly newsletter that covers the litigation stemming
from the financial crisis. Coverage will include litigation
related to subprime mortgage lending, adjustable-rate
mortgages, balloon mortgages, predatory lending and
foreclosures; the use of mortgage-backed securities,
auction-rate securities and credit default swaps; claims
by retirement plan participants related to investments
in mortgage securities and against financial service
institutions; bankruptcies of Lehman Brothers and other
financial service institutions; impending bankruptcies
and bailouts in other industries stemming from the
financial crisis; deceptive practices in consumer and
commercial lending, including credit cards, automobile
loans, student loans and home improvement loans; and
insurance-coverage litigation.

PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly,
Pub. #07043, ISSN 1541-2512
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167211

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
MORTGAGE LENDING
Summarizes court decisions, pleadings,
regulatory actions and legislative
developments and cover topics such as the
Truth in Lending Act, the Home Ownership
and Equity Protection Act, the Real Estate
Settlement Procedures Act, the Fair
Housing Act, predatory lending, subprime
mortgages, mortgage disclosures,
discrimination, consumer protection/unfair
trade, foreclosure and bankruptcy.
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly,
Pub. #07041, ISSN 1941-1324
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167198

PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07078, ISSN 1947-4520

eISBN 9780327167303

Mealey’s CALIFORNIA
SECTION 17200 REPORT
Monitors litigation and provides legislative updates on
California’s Unfair Competition Law and covers cases
dealing with insurance, employment, consumer law, the
Internet, telecommunications, securities, fraud, product
liability, the environment, health care, and more.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07046, ISSN 1543-2106

eISBN 9780327167235

CONSTRUCTION LAW

Mealey’s Litigation Report: CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS
Tracks the growing area of construction defect litigation, including cases involving water intrusion, building
settlement, concrete corrosion, mold and other defects. Topics covered include recovery of damages,
warranty issues, Chinese drywall, contractor liability, subcontractor liability, developer liability, architect
liability and related insurance coverage actions.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07012, ISSN 1529-644X

eISBN 9781579119904

DRUGS & MEDICAL DEVICES

Mealey’s EMERGING DRUGS AND DEVICES
Covers cases involving a variety of prescription drugs, implants and devices. Duract ®, Parlodel®, Synthroid®
and fen-phen are among the drugs tracked. Medical devices covered include heart catheters, breast
implants, heart valves, intraocular lenses, jaw implants, joint replacements, latex gloves, pacemakers,
pedicle screws, penile implants and surgical lasers.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published twice monthly, Pub. #07015, ISSN 1524-9573

eISBN 9781579119928
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Mealey’s™ Litigation Reports

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Mealey’s Litigation Report: EMPLOYMENT LAW
Covers all aspects of employment law, including discrimination, employee rights and responsibilities,
human resources considerations, labor law, insurance, safety and health, wage and hour issues, workplace
harassment, military leave and more. Also covers rulings that interpret workplace regulations such as the
Americans with Disabilities Act, the Fair Labor Standards act, the Family and Medical Leave Act, HIPAA and
the Occupational Safety and Health Act; updates on legislative activity; and news from regulatory agencies.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07062, ISSN 1553-2410

eISBN 9780327167372

Mealey’s Litigation Report: ERISA
Covers all aspects of Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) litigation, including preemption,
health plan actions, exhaustion of administrative remedies, contingent worker litigation, class actions,
401(k) plans, attorneys’ fees, breach of fiduciary duty, what courts consider to be “equitable relief,”
downsizing and benefit cutbacks, “blackout” periods and bad faith claims against disability insurers.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07040, ISSN 1540-3629

eISBN 9780327167181

HEALTH CARE LAW

Mealey’s MANAGED CARE LIABILITY REPORT
Details legal battles arising from the sweeping and controversial changes in the U.S. health care system.
Topics include direct and vicarious liability theories, ERISA preemption, coverage denials, negligent
credentialing, Medicare/Medicaid fraud and abuse, disclosure, financial incentives and trade practices.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published twice monthly, Pub. #07027, ISSN 1098-173X

eISBN 9780327167105

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY & TECHNOLOGY

Mealey’s Litigation Report: CYBER TECH AND E-COMMERCE
Covers disputes arising from e-commerce and tracks emerging legal issues, including Internet security, data
destruction and/or alteration, defamation on the Web, software errors, hardware failure, electronic theft,
e-mail trespass and new insurance products.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07003, ISSN 1535-718X

eISBN 9781579119836

Mealey’s Litigation Report: COPYRIGHT
Offers timely and practical news on the hot issues in copyright law, including court decisions, new suits,
settlements, trials and full-text court documents.
PRINT •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07024, ISSN 1539-6177

Mealey’s Litigation Report: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Covers all areas of IP litigation including copyright, patent, trademark, trade dress, trade secret and unfair
competition disputes, both in courts and before administrative bodies. Coverage also includes issues
related to the Internet and disputes over insurance coverage for intellectual property suits.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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Newsletter, published twice monthly, Pub. #07000, ISSN 1065-9390

eISBN 9781422480076
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Mealey’s™ Litigation Reports

Mealey’s Litigation Report: PATENTS
Covers the highly specialized area of patent litigation, from the district courts to the Federal Circuit to the
U.S. Supreme Court. Topics include infringement, claim interpretation, biotechnology issues, affirmative
defenses, jurisdiction, discovery and insurance coverage.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published twice monthly, Pub. #07001, ISSN 1070-4043

eISBN 9781579119805

Mealey’s Litigation Report: TRADEMARKS
Offers specialized, in-depth coverage of trademark litigation, including infringement, the Lanham Act,
Internet issues, trade dress, trade secrets, unfair competition, insurance coverage and more.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07002, ISSN 1528-2422

eISBN 9781579119829

INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION

Mealey’s INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION QUARTERLY LAW REVIEW
Publishes thought-provoking commentary articles authored by arbitrators, scholars and attorneys with
firsthand knowledge of the complex field of commercial dispute resolution. Each issue contains analytical
discussions and practical insights on current case law, new treaties and statutes, arbitration principles,
dispute resolution techniques and more.
PRINT •

Newsletter, published quarterly, Pub. #07080, ISSN 1530-7484

Mealey’s INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION REPORT
Examines arbitration and related litigation in courts worldwide. Covers enforcement, jurisdictional disputes,
forum selection, use of experts by arbitral parties, judicial supervision, the United Nations Compensation
Commission and events of interest at arbitration institutions around the globe.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07037, ISSN 1089-2397

eISBN 9780327167501

LITIGATION PRACTICE

Mealey’s DAUBERT REPORT
Covers the interpretation and adoption or rejection of the Supreme Court’s landmark expert admissibility
ruling, Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceutical Inc. As the nation’s jurisdictions grapple with so-called “junk
science” testimony, this monthly newsletter offers subscribers the latest key rulings in this contentious
component of civil and criminal litigation.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07013, ISSN 1092-7565

eISBN 9781579119911

Mealey’s Litigation Report: CLASS ACTIONS
Focuses exclusively on the hottest trends, rulings, verdicts, and settlements in class action litigation.
The report covers mass torts and beyond, including consumer law, employment law, securities litigation
and e-commerce disputes. The Report provides hard-to-find filings, class certification rulings, attorney
fee news, new complaints, notice plans, national news, breaking news, concise case summaries and
trial updates.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published twice monthly, Pub. #07006, ISSN 1535-234X

eISBN 9781579119850
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Mealey’s™ Litigation Reports

Mealey’s Litigation Report: DISCOVERY
Provides coverage of all discovery litigation essentials, including how different districts and judges interpret
federal discovery rules, procedural changes, the work product, attorney-client and common interest
privileges, and discovery abuse. It also covers e-discovery, including production of electronic evidence
such as e-mail, disks, tapes, videocassettes, word processing files, spreadsheets, e-mail routing data,
file attachments, and deleted files; the cost of digital discovery and who pays for it; and disputes over
identifying anonymous online message authors.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07054, ISSN 1548-6834

eISBN 9780327167426

PERSONAL INJURY

Mealey’s PERSONAL INJURY REPORT
Features coverage of cases involving automobile accidents, premises liability for slip and fall accidents and
falling objects, medical malpractice, workplace injuries and product liability.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published twice monthly, Pub. #07059, ISSN 1553-2364

eISBN 9780327167389

Mealey’s delivers the
litigation news you need—
how, where and when
you need it.
Mealey’s Legal News
and Litigation Reports
Browse the top legal news headlines at
a glance; sample issue Reports; select
expert commentary; search news and
document archives; and state, national and
international news on the Mealey’s Legal
News Site. Plus, you can sign up for RSS
feeds or listen to the latest podcasts.
Mealey’s Litigation Reports are available
via electronic delivery in epub format;
greatly reducing the time it takes to receive
updates. These monthly Reports combine
expert legal analysis with current topics,
keeping you abreast of critical developments
that impact your practice. You’ll be able
to electronically archive reports for easy
reference and retrieval. Take advantage of
this new format to increase the timeliness of
a Mealey’s subscription.
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Additional titles exclusively on lexis.com
not available in print include:
ƦƦ

Mealey’s Antitrust Report Online

ƦƦ

Mealey’s Bankruptcy Report Online

ƦƦ

Mealey’s Employment Pleadings Report Online

ƦƦ

Mealey’s Intellectual Property Pleadings
Report Online

ƦƦ

Mealey’s Mass Tort Pleadings Report Online

ƦƦ

Mealey’s Punitive Damages Report Online

ƦƦ

Mealey’s Real Estate Report Online

ƦƦ

Mealey’s Securities Pleadings Report Online

Healthcare and Medical Law
Healthcare
Bender’s Health Care
Law Monthly
Elissa Moore and Jasper Greis, Co-Editors-in-Chief

With timely articles written by legal experts specializing
in all aspects of health care law, this monthly newsletter
covers important legislative, regulatory, and judicial
changes relating to current major issues in the field.
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #00349,
ISBN 9780820520681
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116590

Health Care Law: A Practical Guide
Scott Becker, Ronald Lundeen Jr., Alison Vratil Mikula

This treatise will keep you up-to-date on the latest FCA
developments, so you can effectively counsel your
clients on how to assess their companies’ potential
exposure to liability, evaluate the exposure of companies
that they may acquire, and reform company practices
to reduce the risk of potential FCA liability. Each chapter
contains a discussion of the law; an analysis of problems
likely to be faced by health care providers; and practical
guidelines for dealing with those problems.

Health Care Law Sourcebook:
A Compendium of Federal
Laws, Regulations and
Documents Relating to
Health Care
Get ready access to the texts of federal
laws, regulations and other government
documents relevant to the delivery
of health care, including Medicare
and Medicaid.
The impressive breadth and depth
of the topics in this publication
includes Medicare reimbursement and
certification; Medicaid reimbursement
standards; patient confidentiality and
non-discrimination; approval of drugs
and procedures; antitrust and trade
regulation; environmental protection;
labor, employment and occupational
safety; other health care laws; Health
Maintenance Organizations and more.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times
per year, Pub. #00299, ISBN 9780820512990

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, includes Health Care
Special Alert, Pub. #00398, ISBN 9780820513980
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111335

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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American Health Lawyers Association
The American Health Lawyers Association is devoted
to legal issues in the healthcare field. The organization,
in collaboration with LexisNexis, provides resources to
address issues facing those who represent the entire
spectrum of the health industry: physicians, hospitals and
health systems, health maintenance organizations, health
insurers, life sciences, managed care companies, nursing
facilities, home care providers, and consumers.

AHLA’s Guide to Healthcare Legal Forms, Agreements, and Policies
This publication is a comprehensive collection of more than 275 forms, agreements, contracts,
checklists, and other documents frequently used by health law practitioners. The Guide contains
documents pertaining to the following 10 topics: Business Transactions, Fraud and Abuse,
Governance, Health Information Technology, Labor and Employment, Long Term Care, Operations
and Risk Management, Patient Care, Physicians, and Reimbursement.
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #27635, ISBN 9781422443149

False Claims Act & the Healthcare Industry:
Counseling & Litigation, 2nd Edition
Written by leading attorney Robert S. Salcido, this treatise will keep you up-to-date on the latest
developments in FCA litigation so you can advise your client on how to assess their company’s
potential exposure to liability, evaluate the exposure of companies that they may acquire, and
reform company practices to reduce the risk of potential FCA liability.
PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, updated annually, Pub. #27642, ISBN 9781422443163

Deciphering Codes: Fraud & Abuse
for Coders and Coding Insight for
Healthcare Lawyers
This unique publication is designed to help
coders and attorneys understand and navigate
the complex intersection of healthcare coding
and the law. This valuable manual discusses
the nuances of coding, why proper coding
is essential for healthcare facilities and
professionals, and the legal implications of
improper coding.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #28007,
ISBN 9781422491164

Legal Issues in Healthcare
Fraud and Abuse: Navigating
the Uncertainties
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #26985,
ISBN 9781422434369

Representing Physicians
Handbook
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #26965,
ISBN 9781422461914

Physician Recruitment and
Compensation Arrangements
Practice Guide
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #26727,
ISBN 9781422440728

AHLA’s Federal Healthcare
Laws and Regulations
PRINT • 3 volumes, softbound, Pub. #26742,
ISBN 9781422462508

The Law of Health
Information Technology
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #27085,
ISBN 9781422483268

Visit www.lexisnexis.com/ahla to review nearly 50 titles
written by healthcare law practitioners.
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Health Care Reform Special Alert

Treatise on Health Care Law

Timothy Stoltzfus Jost, David J. Edquist,
Brian Kopp, Eric Paley, David L. Bacon,
David S. Foster, Brian French,
Gerald W. Paulukonis

Hooper, Lundy & Bookman, General Editors

Rely on this definitive treatise for
the broad spectrum of legal issues
that health care corporate counsel
may encounter: physician and health
care management contracts, tax
issues, labor and employment issues,
regulatory issues and more. In addition
to comprehensive coverage, special
features quickly pinpoint needed
information by offering detailed
chapter synopses; extensive statutory,
regulatory and case citations and
excerpted materials; and timesaving
state-by-state charts.

With expert practical advice from
a leading academic authority
and seasoned health care law
practitioners, this Special Alert is a
quick way to understand H.R. 3590
and the reconciliation bill.
PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound, Pub. #01610,
ISBN 9781422478370

Taxation of Hospitals and
Health Care Organizations

PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice
per year, Pub. #00407, ISBN 9780820514079

Douglas M. Mancino

eBOOK •

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01183,
ISBN 9780820543642
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117030

eISBN 9780327167891

Mealey’s Publications

Mealey’s Emerging Drugs
and Devices

Mealey’s Managed Care
Liability Report

Newsletter, published twice monthly,
Pub. #07015, ISSN 1524-9573

Newsletter, published twice monthly,
Pub. #07027, ISSN 1098-173X

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119928

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167105

Medical Law
Attorneys’ Textbook of Medicine
Roscoe N. Gray, M.D.; Louise J. Gordy, M.D., LL.B.

Use this invaluable resource to help you understand involved medical aspects of an
injury along with their practical legal implications. You get quick access to explanations
of every compensable injury and a wide range of diseases and conditions and the
background information you need to confidently prepare complex cases, evaluate
injuries and disabilities, present evidence to jurors in language they can understand, and
effectively examine and cross-examine medical witnesses.
Extensive medico-legal material includes:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Practice aids include:

Concise descriptions of the nature of the injury/disorder/
disease, diagnosis, prognosis for recovery, treatment options,
and extent of disability
Over 400 full-color images depicting anatomy and mechanisms
of injuries for use in court and in settlement brochures, with
references to the text (on disc and lexis.com)
Detailed summaries of AMA Guides to the Evaluation of
Permanent Impairment (the international standard used to
define impairment), explaining standards for testing
PRINT •

CD-ROM •

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Attorney’s checklists of questions
used to examine experts and
investigate the medical record
Legal annotations including case
decisions and monetary awards/
settlements
Diagrams and illustrations
incorporated throughout
the text and extensive
medical bibliographies

19 volumes, loose-leaf, updated four times per year, Pub. #00300, ISBN 9780820513003

Single user, Pub. #00807, ISBN 9780820526317

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Attorneys’ Dictionary of Medicine
J. E. Schmidt, M.D.

Get the leading medical dictionary designed
specifically for attorneys to help you turn
medical jargon into plain English that juries
can understand. You’ll find more than
57,000 definitions of medical terms with
examples and practical analogies, a key
to abbreviations used in medical records,
a simplified pronunciation system, and a
unique Reversicon that uses common lay
words to lead you to the correct medical
terms. Also, this publication includes
more than 700 illustrations of anatomical
features, body movements, medical
equipment and injuries—numerous small
drawings appear in the text near the
subjects that they illustrate, while fullpage illustrations follow the definitions for
each letter.
PRINT • 6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00609, ISBN 9780820516097
CD-ROM •

Single user, Pub. #00815, ISBN 9780820516097

Attorneys’ Textbook of Medicine:
Manual of Traumatic Injuries
Various contributors and physician reviewers

Enhance your understanding of the
mechanism of injury, management
considerations and treatment, signs
and symptoms, diagnosis, frequent
complications and prognosis with this ideal
reference. It’s an excellent resource for
those involved in personal injury cases—
including attorneys, workers’ compensation
specialists, and insurance company staff. It’s
easily accessible and current and contains
cutting-edge news medical developments.
In addition to medical information, each
chapter includes Scope Box introductions,
bibliographies, a glossary of medical terms
and many medical illustrations that help
clarify many diagnostic procedures and
treatment methods.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00009, ISBN 9780820510095

Courtroom Medicine: Cancer
Arthur Frank, M.D., Ph.D., and other contributors

Take advantage of the most comprehensive guide
to cancer as a medico-legal subject of litigation,
covering cancers of the lung, skin, blood, breast,
digestive tract and other specific organs. It
includes etiology, epidemiology, anatomic site,
histology, metastasis, relation to various industrial
exposures, occupations subject to exposures,
and the relationship of cancers to various
carcinogenic agents.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00259, ISBN 9780820512594
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116149

Courtroom Medicine:
Chest, Heart and Lungs
Jules R. Kalisch, LL.B.; Harold Williams, M.D., LL.B.

Here’s where to turn for medico-legal points of view
on every significant aspect of injury to the chest,
heart and lungs. For each condition, you’ll find
discussion of cause, mechanisms and effect of injury;
review of diagnostic and treatment procedures;
disability standards and evaluation; illustrations;
medico-legal case annotations; bibliography; and a
glossary of medical terms.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00254, ISBN 9780820512549
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116118

Courtroom Medicine: Death
Marshall Houts, M.D., Irwin Haut, LL.B.

Be better informed about injuries and conditions
that often lead to death. In this publication, you’ll
get detailed discussion of cause, determination and
time and full explanations of autopsy procedures,
exhumation, the death certificate and laboratory and
toxicological procedures.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00236, ISBN 9780820512365
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116057

Courtroom Medicine: The Eye
Loring F. Chapman, Ph.D., Edward Dunlap, M.D.

Common Diagnostic Procedures:
Orthopedics and Neurology
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00039, ISBN 9780820510392
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110581

Learn about a wide range of injuries and disorders
involving the eye and vision. Other topics covered
include examination of the eye; evaluation of visual
capacity, disability and treatment, and prognosis of
various forms of eye injury. You also get examples
of expert medico-legal testimony, illustrations, case
annotations and more.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00214, ISBN 9780820512143
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Courtroom Medicine: Head and Brain
Loring F. Chapman, Ph.D., and other contributors

Written by medical experts specifically for
attorneys, this publication provides extensive
coverage of a wide range of injuries and disorders
involving the head and brain, with ample
illustrations and case annotations. It clearly
explains each type of head injury, its diagnosis and
treatment and the consequences of head trauma.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00251, ISBN 9780820512518

Courtroom Medicine: Hip and Thigh
Jules R. Kalisch LL.B., Harold Williams, M.D., LL.B.,
and other contributors

Find everything you need to know about a wide
range of injuries and diseases of structures of
the hip and thigh. This comprehensive resource
includes techniques of examination and crossexamination, pertinent medico-legal case
annotations, a bibliography, authoritative medical
statements, illustrations and more.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00248, ISBN 9780820512488

Courtroom Medicine:
The Knee and Its Related Structures
Jules R. Kalisch, LL.B.; Harold Williams, M.D., LL.B.

Get comprehensive information on injuries to
the knee and other structures of the lower leg
including the ankle, foot and toes. Topics include
diagnostic methods, causation, complications
and treatments. This reference set discusses
fractures, dislocations and amputations;
techniques of examination and cross-examination
of medico-legal experts; disability evaluation;
complications; and differential diagnosis.
2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00252, ISBN 9780820512525
PRINT •

Courtroom Medicine: The Low Back
Leo Gelfand, M.D., LL.B.; Raoul D. Magana, LL.B.;
R. R. Merliss, M.D.

This resource helps clarify a wide range of
low back injuries and disorders, with ample
illustrations and case annotations. You get
extensive coverage of intervertebral disc injuries,
fractures and dislocations of the thoracic and
lumbar spines, fractures of the sacrum and
coccyx, congenital anomalies and developmental
defects, arthritic conditions, metabolic bone
disease and much more.

Courtroom Medicine:
The Neck
Leon Wolfstone, Jack Leibman, Robert Bingham

Benefit from complete coverage of a wide
range of injuries and disorders involving the
neck and surrounding structures, with ample
illustrations and case annotations. Topics
include whiplash; cervical cord injuries;
fractures and dislocations of the vertebrae;
injuries to the larynx, vocal cords, trachea and
blood vessels; intervertebral disc disease and
injury; and TMJ disorders.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice
per year, Pub. #00237, ISBN 9780820512372

Courtroom Medicine:
Pain and Suffering
Loring F. Chapman, Ph.D., and other contributors

Coverage of every anatomic site, source
and condition associated with pain with this
invaluable resource. It covers diagnostic and
treatment procedures; causes, mechanisms
and effects of pain syndromes; examination of
expert medico-legal witnesses; legal aspects
of recovery for pain and suffering; recovery
for loss of enjoyment of life; the psychiatric
aspects of pain; and the basic principles for
proof and securing proper compensation.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00242, ISBN 9780820512426
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114152

Courtroom Medicine:
Psychic Injuries
Marvin E. Lewis, LL.B.; Robert L. Sadoff, M.D.

Leverage a thorough understanding of three
areas essential to understanding psychic
injuries: adaptation to physical disabilities,
trauma-specific psychological sequelae and
maladaptive reactions to trauma. In addition
to all aspects of psychological consequences
of trauma, you get coverage of examination
of expert witnesses, elements of recovery for
psychic injuries and pharmacologic agents
used to treat psychic disorders.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00256, ISBN 9780820512563
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116125

PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00297, ISBN 9780820512976
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116316

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Courtroom Toxicology
Marshall Houts, M.D., J.D., Randall Baselt, Ph.D.,
Robert H. Cravey

Use this encyclopedia of toxicological substances
and their side effects to help you use complex
toxicology findings successfully in the courtroom.
An authoritative medico-legal treatise, it covers
toxico-legal analyses of individual chemicals
and drugs, chemical accidents or disasters with
multiple claimants, commercial and household
chemicals, all types of toxicological tests,
concepts and operations of the toxicological lab
and more.
9 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00717, ISBN 9780820517179
PRINT •

Drugs in Litigation: Damage
Awards Involving Prescription and
Nonprescription Drugs
Publisher’s Editorial Staff

Need one place to obtain information about
litigation involving drugs, with analysis of the case,
damages awarded and medical information?
This convenient volume summarizes hundreds
of trial and appellate decisions involving drugs
and medicines. It lists drug names alphabetically
and cross-indexes them for generic and
brand-name identification.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #71208, ISBN 9781422488911

International Pharmaceutical
Law and Practice
Adrian Zahl, General Editor
1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #01327, ISBN 9780820557823
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114725

Lawyers’ Guide to Medical Proof
Marshall Houts, M.D.

Find out how to use medical evidence to sway the
jury in your favor with this authoritative resource
for practical, down-to-earth advice on the
psychology of a personal injury trial. Gain insight
on how to gather expert witnesses, examine
reports of events that cause the injury, and
acquire the basic medical background you need to
develop an effective case strategy.
PRINT • 7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00353, ISBN 9780820513539

Lawyers’ Medical Cyclopedia,
5th Edition
Richard M. Patterson
PRINT • 10 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #62030, ISBN 9781422422007

Louisell & Williams
Medical Malpractice
David W. Louisell and Harold Williams, M.D., LL.B.,
original authors; revisions by practicing attorneys
and Publisher’s Editorial Staff

For anyone involved in prosecuting or defending
against medical malpractice charges, this
essential treatise and complete litigation guide
is a must-have resource. It’s the most-cited
and most-respected authority in the field and it
includes the most comprehensive treatment of
medical malpractice law, litigation techniques and
current developments in the field, at both the
state and national levels. Key theories of liability;
causes of action; defenses; and procedural
hurdles, such as screening panels and other
pre-filing requirements, are all covered, allowing
for comparison of how particular jurisdictions
address certain medical malpractice issues—
particularly helpful to attorneys facing an issue of
first impression in a particular jurisdiction. Topics
include a physician’s liability for the negligence
of other medical personnel; a physician’s duty
to obtain informed consent; malpractice by
specific health care providers, such as nurses,
psychiatrists, chiropractors and dentists; hospital
liability; and winning without an expert witness.
PRINT • 7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year,
Pub. #00370, ISBN 9780820513706
CD-ROM •
eBOOK •

Single user, Pub. #00827, ISBN 9780820526379

eISBN 9781579116903

Medical Malpractice, 5th Edition
David M. Harney, original author;
revisions by Richard Patterson
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #62720,
ISBN 9781422499313

Medical Malpractice:
Guide to Medical Issues
Lee S. Goldsmith, M.D., LL.B., Editor-in-Chief

Learn how to recognize errors in clinical judgment
and departures from standard of care. You’ll
find detailed coverage of such areas of litigation
as emergency medicine, surgery, neurology
and neurosurgery, obstetrics and gynecology,
plastic surgery, ophthalmology, anesthesiology,
orthopedics, psychiatry, neonatology and oncology.
PRINT • 7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00432, ISBN 9780820514321
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Medical Records Privacy Under HIPAA
Hooper, Lundy & Bookman, General Editors

The only book of its kind on the market, this publication clarifies the seeming labyrinth of federal regulations
surrounding privacy issues. Legal practitioners benefit from in-depth coverage of how these regulations
impact the way businesses maintain and disclose health care records.
A vast array of topics addressed in the publication includes HIPAA definitions, the uses and disclosures
of protected health information for which authorization is required, notice of privacy practices, access of
individuals to protect health information, miscellaneous and administrative provisions and much more.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01292, ISBN 9780820556901

eISBN 9780327171270

The Complete Guide to Medicare Secondary Payer Compliance
Jennifer C. Jordan, General Counsel at MEDVAL, LLC

This comprehensive resource can help you achieve MSP compliance in your insurance settlements.
Coverage includes analysis, case summaries, statutes, regulations, CMS materials, and Life Tables. The
Guide also provides tips for avoiding pitfalls, penalties, delays, rejections of MSA proposals, and overly
inflated MSAs plus explanations of how to determine when MSAs should be used in liability settlements.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, updated annually, Pub. #01575, ISBN 9781422499306

eISBN 9781422484517

Proving Medical Diagnosis and Prognosis
Marshall Houts, M.D.; Leonard Marmor, M.D., F.A.C.S.

Find out how hundreds of medical tests are performed and how to read their findings. This definitive
publication includes authoritative guidance on orthopedic, neurologic, laboratory and other clinical tests,
including the medical background for each test, what the doctor is attempting to prove, how the test is
conducted, what “positive” and “negative” results mean, possible errors that may occur, and the relevance
of test results to the injury.
PRINT •
CD-ROM •

14 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00564, ISBN 9780820515649

Single user, Pub. #00829, ISBN 9780820526393

Science in Evidence
D. H. Kaye
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03567, ISBN 9780820570686

Traumatic Brain Injury: Evaluation and Litigation
Richard W. Petrocelli, Thomas J. Guilmette, Ph.D., M. Eileen McNamara, M.D.
PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #65861, ISBN 9781422481301

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Immigration Law
and Procedure
Charles Gordon, Stanley Mailman,
Stephen Yale-Loehr

This authoritative and respected treatise
is a must-have for any immigration law
practitioner; it contains an incomparable
collection of easily accessible source
materials with all amendments integrated
directly into the text. Included are:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Official forms
United Nations documents/treaties
Technical Assistance Guide of the ETA
(TAG)
BALCA Deskbook
Examinations Handbook
Federal Register materials
Foreign Affairs Manual
(citizenship and nationality, visas,
documents)
Selected statutes
Presidential Documents
(Executive Orders, Proclamations,
Determinations, etc.)
Operations Instructions
Interpretations of Legacy INS
CBP Inspector’s Field Manual

Included as part of the supplemental
materials, you’ll also get subscriptions to
Bender’s Immigration Regulations Service,
Bender’s Immigration Bulletin, and Benders
Immigration and Nationality Act Service.
21 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times
per year, Pub. #00325, ISBN 9780820513256
PRINT •
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Immigration Law and Procedure:
Desk Edition
Stanley Mailman; revisions by Daniel M. Kowalski

This outstanding, concise desk reference brings you the
essence of immigration and nationality issues in one
easy-to-use volume. Immigration and naturalization law
change constantly and this publication highlights those
developments, be they statutory, regulatory, judicial or
administrative events. In addition, with references to the
latest scholarship in Bender’s Immigration Bulletin and
other sources, the Desk Edition can guide you right to the
most important materials. It also has extensive references
to government addresses and web sites and other links to
useful information. Throughout the publication, bulleted
lists, Notes, Comments, Practice Tips, Planning Notes
and Task Assistants help you find what you need to
know quickly.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00334, ISBN 9780820513348

Bender’s Immigration and Nationality
Act Service
Publisher’s Editorial Staff

This title is an up-to-date presentation of the Immigration
and Nationality Act (INA), as amendments are enacted.
Footnote references indicate the origin of major
amendments to the Act. Notes containing the text of
selected ancillary provisions of law not enacted as part of
the INA are included following topically-related sections
of the Act. It also includes an Appendix of selected
non-INA sections of Title 8 (Aliens and Nationality) of
the United States Code Service and a topical index that
facilitates easy access to desired statutory sections.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated following enactments of
legislative changes, Pub. #00132, ISBN 9780820528779
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110826

Immigration Law

Bender’s Immigration and Nationality Act Pamphlet
Publisher’s Editorial Staff

This handy and portable publication is the complete text of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA)
with all amendments from the latest session of Congress. The text of the Act is amply footnoted with
information relating to key amendments that have been made to the Act. It also includes INA text set
out according to its statutory title and chapter arrangement, and a selection of numerous immigrationrelated statutory provisions that have not been enacted as part of the INA itself, either as numbered notes
following various sections of the INA, or as free-standing sections in the Appendix of Selected Non-INA
Sections of United States Code Service.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00466, ISBN 9781422485644

eISBN 9781579113773

Bender’s Immigration Bulletin
Daniel M. Kowalski, Editor-in-Chief

Since September 11, 2001, the challenges facing immigration law attorneys have grown dramatically.
Effective representation of clients has become more complex and time-consuming as attorneys struggle
to keep pace with a barrage of new laws, new regulations, and new interpretations designed to protect the
homeland. With its combination of expert legal analysis and primary source materials, this publication will
keep you in touch with the critical developments that impact immigration law practice.
PRINT •

Newsletter, published twice monthly, Pub. #00421, ISBN 9780820527307

Bender’s Immigration Case Reporter
Publisher’s Editorial Staff

Federal Habeas Corpus Practice
and Procedure, 6th Edition

You can benefit from current coverage of
immigration cases that will have an effect on
immigration practice. This publication gives you
the full text of selected federal court cases; all
BIA and AAU/AAO precedent decisions from 1984
to present; and selected BIA and AAU/AAO nonprecedent decisions, BALCA decisions, OCAHO
decision, Department of Labor decisions, and
Immigration Judge decisions.

The authoritative and practical treatise for
obtaining habeas corpus relief in both capital
and non-capital cases. It is the resource
cited most frequently by the U.S. Supreme
Court and lower federal courts, as well as by
thousands of attorneys who practice in habeas
corpus proceedings.

PRINT • Volume span varies, loose-leaf, updated monthly,
with subscription to Bender’s Immigration Bulletin,
Pub. #00403, ISBN 9780820520711

PRINT •

Bender’s Immigration
Regulations Service
Publisher’s Editorial Staff

Get a portable, up-to-date source for all
the immigration regulations an immigration
practitioner needs, whether you’re at your desk
or in court. It covers pertinent regulations from
Department of Homeland Security, Department
of State, Department of Labor, Department
of Justice, Department of Health and Human
Services (DOHHS) including the DOHHS poverty
guidelines. Updates appear incorporated directly
into the text. You’ll see editorial notes provided
preceding the individual subsections of those
regulations which are arranged in a confusing
manner, which helps you locate pertinent portions
of regulations more quickly and easily.

PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, Pub. #64330,
ISBN 9781422483565

2 volumes, with CD-ROM, ISBN 9781422483572

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168621

Global Business Immigration
Practice Guide
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01713,
ISBN 9781422496541

Immigration Enforcement:
I-9 Compliance Handbook
Ann Alott, Daniel M. Kowalski, Edward F. Frazier

This softbound reference includes step-by-step
procedures, sample forms and notices, and
reference materials on obtaining new employee
verifications and authorizations to work.
PRINT • 1 volume, pamphlet, softbound, Pub. #01551,
ISBN 9781422493557
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112592

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated following agency
adoption of regulatory changes, Pub. #00695,
ISBN 9780820516950

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Immigration Law Handbook
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, updated annually, Pub. #69130, ISBN 978142282353

eISBN 9781579117221

Immigration Law Interactive Drafting System
Designed to help manage an immigration practice and assert clients’ immigration rights, this system
allows you to complete client forms, save the relevant case information and print out completed forms,
or simply print blank ones. You get a comprehensive forms collection—from United States Citizenship
and Immigration Services (USCIS); Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE); Executive Office
of Immigration Review (EOIR); Department of State (DOS); Department Labor Employment Training
Administration (DOLETA); Internal Revenue Service (IRS); and Social Security Administration (SSA)—with
case-management and reporting capabilities. Internet updating of newly released forms assures you that
you always have the latest forms to use for your clients.
DVD-ROM •
DVD-ROM •

Single user installation, Pub. #00228, ISBN 9780820529813

Local network installation, ISBN 9780820529837

Immigration Law Pocket Field Guide
This publication is an up-to-date pocket guide to current immigration laws. The format is easy to navigate
and includes useful summaries of pertinent laws. This edition contains key changes, including updates
to nonimmigrant classifications, periods of admission, spouses, children of LPRs, academic students,
victims of trafficking, INA deportation charges and more. Features include Immigrant and Nonimmigrant
Classifications; Crimes with Significant Immigration Consequences; Grounds of Admissibility; Relevant
Sections of INA; and Nationality Charts.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, spiral bound, replaced annually, Pub. #29296, ISBN 9781422497821

eISBN 9781579113698

J Visa Guidebook
Gregory Siskind, William A. Stock, Stephen Yale-Loehr

Take advantage of this one-stop resource for dealing with questions related to the exchange visitor
nonimmigrant visa program. Written by esteemed attorneys in this area, it covers regulations on aliens and
advises program sponsors on how to comply with these regulations.
PRINT •

2 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01163, ISBN 9781422489208

Privacy Law and the USA PATRIOT Act
Steve C. Posner

Since the swift enactment of the USA PATRIOT Act in the aftermath of the 9/11 attack, provisions of the
Act have encountered constitutional problems, raising continuing concerns about the Act’s impact on
privacy. Formally named the Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required
to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act, the surveillance and database tracking tools authorized under
the Act have broad-reaching ramifications on individuals, businesses, and charities. Privacy Law and the
USA PATRIOT Act was the first major treatise on the Act and continues to provide up-to-date analysis that
emphasizes the practical implications, burdens and options for organizations and individuals cooperating
with and subject to continually-evolving government reporting requirements, information requests,
and surveillance.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01399, ISBN 9780820569451

eISBN 9781579112950

Understanding Immigration Law
Kevin R. Johnson, Raquel E. Aldana, Bill Ong Hing, Leticia Saucedo, Enid Trucios-Haynes
PRINT •
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1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03240, ISBN 9781422411797

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

Insurance Law
New Appleman on Insurance Law
Library Edition
Jeffrey E. Thomas, Editor-in-Chief; Francis J. Mootz III;
Martin F. Grace, Editors; Jim Poolman, Consultant; Robert H. Jerry II,
Douglas R. Richmond, Robert P. Hille, David P. Rossmiller, J. Randolph Evans,
Stefan C. Passantino, Benedict M. Lenhart, Anna P. Engh, Jarrett A. Williams,
Michael S. Greenberg, Gary M. Cohen, Julie Mix McPeak, Carrie E. Cope,
Nathaniel S. Shapo, Brian T. Casey, A. Kenneth Levine, Gary A. Hernandez,
Paige D. Waters, Randall Doctor, Robert J. Cerny, contributing authors

Get current, authoritative analysis and guidance on everything you need to know about insurance law
today. Providing the information you need quickly and easily, it is a streamlined reference tool that
follows in the tradition of its predecessor, Appleman, which has been cited by the courts over 1,200
times in the past 10 years.
With a thorough framework for understanding insurance law, it goes beyond clearly stating the current
law. You also receive expert commentary and analysis from scores of prominent contributing authors,
each writing within his or her particular area of expertise. It integrates an entire toolbox of solutions to
fit the practitioner’s needs, including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Sample lexis.com searches
Incisive chapter summaries
Extensive cross-references to the Appleman suite of products and other LexisNexis insurance products,
including Matthew Bender insurance titles, ISO® forms, Emerging Issues Analysis, and LexisNexis
Multijurisdictional Surveys with Analysis
Expert insights
Headline-style tables of contents
Combined index with Appleman on Insurance 1st and 2nd Editions and the Current Critical Issues in
Insurance Law quarterly
PRINT •

4 released volumes, loose-leaf, plus the unretired volumes of the earlier editions, Pub. #60087, ISBN 9781422470831

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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New Appleman Insurance Law
Practice Guide

New Appleman Law of
Liability Insurance, 2nd Edition

Jeffrey E. Thomas, Editor-in-Chief: Leo Martinez,
Marc S. Mayerson, Douglas R. Richmond, Editors;
William T. Barker, Laura J. Hanson, John Heintz,
Robert J. Morrow, Sherilyn Pastor, Gregory Schopf,
John Sylvester, Hon. Timothy M. Tymkovich, Consultants

PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times
per year, Pub. #00354, ISBN 9781422481738

A one-of-a-kind practical guide, this unparalleled
desktop reference is packed with procedural
guidance, analysis and strategic insights that focus
on the practitioner’s day-to-day needs. Whether you
specialize in insurance law or are new to this area of
law, the source isn’t so scholarly or so lengthy with
string citations that it can’t be easily understood and
acted upon.
Organized for a practitioner’s workflow, it offers
comprehensive coverage that helps you determine
the merits of the case—whether to arbitrate, mediate,
settle, sue or defend; proceeds chronologically
through the coverage dispute process, from prelitigation analyses through each state of litigation;
provides insight into your opponent’s position;
features practice tips, warnings and insights from
plaintiff and defense attorneys; provides checklists,
forms and examples; and reflects the latest
developments and thinking on the most important
insurance topics today.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

4 volumes, softbound, Pub. #60099, ISBN 9781422498255

eISBN 978157911786

New Appleman Insurance Bad Faith
Litigation, 2nd Edition
Ronald D. Kent, William T. Barker

Rely on this comprehensive treatise, reorganized
with this latest edition, to follow the workflow of an
insurance attorney. From history of bad faith litigation
through first party bad faith pleadings and preemption
of bad faith to strategic and tactical considerations—
discovery, motions and jury instructions—this
publication guides you through the process. Wellorganized chapter contents offer the inexperienced
and experienced quick access to needed information
for overviews and easy referencing. Updated
forms, pleadings and sample jury instructions are
also included.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per
year, Pub. #00389, ISBN 9781422475140
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112080

New Appleman on Insurance:
Current Critical Issues in Insurance Law
Jeffrey E. Thomas, Laura A. Foggan, Marc Maister,
William Barker, Douglas R. Richmond, Robyn L. Anderson,
Mark Plumer, Mary Beth Forshaw, Timothy P. Law,
Kenneth C. Newa, and many more leading
practitioners and scholars
1 volume, softbound pamphlet, published quarterly,
Pub. #60098, ISBN 9781422417058
PRINT •
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New Appleman Sports and
Entertainment Insurance
Law & Practice Guide
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, Pub. #01574,
ISBN 9781422475409
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112219

Business Insurance Law
and Practice Guide
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00591, ISBN 9780820515915
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117894

Insurance Coverage for
Environmental Claims
Mitchell L. Lathrop

Get the only resource you need for a more
complete understanding of environmental
insurance litigation. This treatise is national
in scope, combining legal analysis and
practical guide, including sample policies,
federal and state statutes, discussion of the
standard CGL policy, “trigger of coverage”
and the duties and obligations of the
insured, uninsured and excess insurer. Plus,
practitioners benefit from practical guidance
through all stages of trial preparation and
procedure as well as practice aids that
speed research.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00833, ISBN 9780820518336
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327171805

Insurance Coverage Litigation
PRINT • Newsletter, published bi-monthly,
Pub. #01240, ISBN 9780820550503
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114459

Insurance Risk Management
for State and Local Governments
Thomas Rynard, original author;
Alexandra D’Italia, update author

A guide for attorneys who advise
public entities on the legal issues of
risk management.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated
annually, Pub. #00386, ISBN 9780820513867
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115593

Insurance Law

Insuring Real Property
Stephen A. Cozen, General Editor
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00315, ISBN 9780820513157
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116415

The Law of Life and Health Insurance
Bertram Harnett and Irving Lesnick
PRINT • 6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00569, ISBN 9780820515694
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117672

Transportation Safety
and Insurance Law, 3rd Edition
Hon. William E. Kenworthy
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #82467, ISBN 9780327163619

Responsibilities of Insurance
Agents and Brokers
Bertram Harnett, other individual chapter authors
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00362, ISBN 9780820513621
eBOOK •

No-Fault and Uninsured Motorist
Automobile Insurance
4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00469, ISBN 9780820514697
PRINT •

eISBN 9781579116866

Widiss’ Uninsured and Underinsured
Motorist Insurance, 3rd Edition
Alan I. Widiss, Jeffrey E. Thomas
PRINT • 3 volumes, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #04360, ISBN 9781593453497

Mealey’s Publications

Mealey’s Emerging Insurance Disputes

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
Insurance Fraud

Newsletter, published twice monthly, Pub. #07016,
ISSN 1087-139X
PRINT •

eBOOK •

PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly,
Pub. #07021, ISSN 1075-380X

eISBN 9780327167020

eBOOK •

Mealey’s Insurance Pleadings

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
Insurance Insolvency

PRINT • Newsletter, published twice monthly, Pub. #07010,
ISSN 1538-9898
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119881

PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly,
Pub. #07022, ISSN 1043-8416

Mealey’s Litigation Report: Catastrophic Loss
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07011, ISSN 1559-9221

eISBN 9781579119898

Mealey’s Litigation Report: Insurance
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, 52 issues per year, Pub. #07019, ISSN 8755-9005

eISBN 9780327167044

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167075

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
Reinsurance
PRINT • Newsletter, published
twice monthly, Pub. #07033, ISSN 1049-5347
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167136

Mealey’s Reinsurance
Significant Cases and
Expert Commentaries,
2000 — 2007

Mealey’s Litigation Report: Insurance
Bad Faith
PRINT • Newsletter, published twice monthly, Pub. #07020,
ISSN 1526-0267
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167068

eISBN 9780327167051

CD-ROM • Single user, 2-CD set,
Pub. #07033, ISBN 9781595798121

Mealey’s Litigation Report: Insurance
Broker Liability
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07065, ISSN 1555-6816

eISBN 9780327167358

For complete publication information, see page 87.
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Milgrim on Trade Secrets®
Roger M. Milgrim, Eric E. Bensen

If safeguarding vulnerable trade secrets is your assignment, trust
nothing less than the top recognized authority for guidance. Cited
in over 200 state and federal cases, this treatise is a definitive guide to the
protection and utilization of trade secrets and other intangible property.
The easy-to-use format helps you identify and understand trade secret rights and
implement proven techniques to protect them. You get thorough analysis of all
legal aspects, including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Protection by contract and by operation of law
Trade secret protection on the Internet—
particularly email, confidentiality and
unauthorized downloading
Substantive and procedural problems of litigation
Taxation and antitrust issues related to
trade secrets

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

The effects of the employeremployee relationship on trade secrets
Relationship between trade secrets and other
areas of intellectual property
Potential conflicts arising between owners of
trade secrets and their employees

You also get practical guidance to implement company trade secret programs along with
ready-to-use confidentiality agreements to save drafting time.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00738, ISBN 9780820517384

eISBN 9780327169413
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The Law of Advertising
and Mass Communication

Business Law Monographs:
Volume IP1—Protecting
Corporate Trade Secrets

George Eric Rosden, Peter E. Rosden, original authors;
James B. Astrachan, Donna M.D. Thomas

J. Steele Jr.

Covering all aspects of advertising law and all media,
this definitive resource lets you navigate transactional
advertising work and advertising litigation with full
confidence. You get in-depth analysis of the rules
governing each party to the advertising contract (media,
consumer, advertisers, and advertising agencies), along
with detailed treatment of:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Consumers’
federal remedies
State statutes
regulating advertising
Corrective advertising
Comparative advertising
Children’s advertising
Legal and
medical advertising
Advertising injury insurance
Cable television advertising

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Internet advertising,
telemarketing and
direct marketing
Securities advertising
Alcohol, sweepstakes and
lottery advertising
Procedures before the FTC
The law regarding
representations related
to quantity, quality,
food labeling, price,
endorsements

Always up to date with the latest FTC developments, this
one-stop authority helps you meet the legal challenges and
regulatory demands of the ever-dynamic advertising field.
PRINT • 6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year,
Pub. #00357, ISBN 9780820513577

Whenever you need authoritative answers to copyright
law questions, turn to the leader in the field. This
definitive work contains all you need to practice
copyright law confidently, including:

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

eISBN 9781579113933

Business Law Monographs:
Volume IP3—Acquiring and
Protecting Intellectual
Property Rights
Lackenbach Siegel, LL.P
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #00080,
ISBN 9780820523996

Corporate Counsel Solutions:
Intellectual Property
Management Strategies
and Tactics
Lackenbach Siegel, Faisal Shah
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #01450, ISBN 9781422498576
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112981

Lester Horwitz, Ethan Horwitz,
General Editors

Melville B. Nimmer, author 1963 – 85;
David Nimmer, revision author 1986 – present

ƦƦ

eBOOK •

Intellectual Property
Counseling and Litigation

Nimmer on Copyright®

ƦƦ

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #00080,
ISBN 9780820524160

In-depth analysis of modern U.S. copyright law affecting
printed works, plays and motion pictures, music, computer
software and chips, artistic property and the Internet
Up-to-date guidance on the Copyright Act and the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act
Model litigation and transactional forms with side-by-side
commentary written by leading copyright law practitioners
Expert insights into the guidelines used by courts when
deciding open questions of law and suggested lines
of argument
Text of all relevant statutes, regulations, treaties and
legislative histories

Cited over 2,600 times by the federal courts, no other
treatise is more heavily relied upon by judges—which
means you can trust its case-building analysis and
guidance to plan the most effective strategies and
maximize the scope of copyright protection.

Seize every advantage in intellectual
property counseling, litigation and dispute
resolution with this proven practice
guide spanning all areas of intellectual
property law. Written by top IP attorneys,
this essential resource explains litigation
procedure and strategy for every type of
case and offers you winning step-by-step
guidance through each phase of litigation.
You get coverage that includes the
latest developing law in areas like
counterfeit goods, computer chip and
software protection, biotechnology,
process patents and design protection;
the relationship between intellectual
property law and other business law; and
procedure before special intellectual
property tribunals including the U.S.
Claims Court and the Trademark Trial and
Appeals Board.
PRINT • 7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice
per year, Pub. #00331, ISBN 9780820513317
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116484

PRINT • 11 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per
year, Pub. #00465, ISBN 9780820514659
eBOOK •

Volumes 1 – 6, eISBN 9781579113933
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International Copyright Law and Practice
Paul Edward Geller, General Editor

This annually updated treatise integrates the global analysis of international copyright with in-depth
chapters on national laws.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00399, ISBN 9780820513997

eISBN 9781579116996

Mealey’s Litigation Report: Copyright
PRINT •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07024, ISSN 1539-6177

Understanding Copyright Law, 5th Edition

From comprehensive
prior art databases to
authoritative analytical
resources and beyond,
the intellectual property
sources at lexis.com®
deliver a broader, deeper
collection of IP resources.

Marshall A. Leaffer

Keep pace with copyright law in the digital age with the latest
edition of this authoritative guide. The volume explores copyright
law in rich detail while incorporating recent legislation and case law
involving interactive technologies like YouTube™ video community
and the Facebook site and efforts like the Google Books™ Library
Project. Written with clarity and precision, this essential work
remains the most accessible text of its kind.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated
annually, Pub. #00839, ISBN 9781422478912

Understanding Intellectual Property Law,
2nd Edition
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00871, ISBN 9781422482216

Patent Law
Chisum on Patents
Donald S. Chisum

Whether you’re prosecuting a patent application or litigating
patent infringement, put authority on your side with the leading
authority on U.S. patent law.
Frequently cited by courts in all jurisdictions, the Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit and the U.S. Supreme Court, this
masterwork gives you all the legal information you need to fully
understand, secure and protect a patent claim. You get comprehensive
coverage of substantive law—principles, doctrines, rules and cases—as
well as one-stop research and guidance on such topics as:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Patentability
Perfecting rights to an invention
Rules regarding disclosure and
submitting claims
Patent claim interpretation

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

The application process—
from filing through examination
and appeals
Substantive aspects of infringement
Validity

Subscription includes comprehensive updates to the main treatise, the Federal Circuit Guide
with summaries of all decisions of the Federal Circuit, and five issues of the Chisum on Patents
Case Reporter.
PRINT •
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28 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 5 times per year, Pub. #00525, ISBN 9780820515250
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Attorney’s Dictionary
of Patent Claims
Irwin M. Aisenberg

Save time preparing bulletproof
patent applications and reply
to rejections by the USPTO due
to incorrect terminology. This
comprehensive lexicon of the
language of modern patent
claims gives you an alphabetized
listing of claim words and
phrases, a table of terms listed in
classification order, annotations
to case law on terminology
usage and regular updates to
keep you current with the latest
high-technology terminology.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated
annually, Pub. #00546, ISBN 9780820515465
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422480083

Baxter, World Patent
Law and Practice:
Volumes 2, 2A,
and 2A Part 2
J.W. Baxter, original author;
John P. Sinnott; William Joseph
Cotreau, Jessica M. Sinnott

Turn to this set for a clear
explanation of the complete
patent process—from filing the
application, through examination,
to acceptance and grant—for all
industrialized nations. This work
also covers all post-grant events,
including the term of patents,
renewal fees, working, marking and
contributory infringement.
You also get an entire volume
dedicated to forms that enable
you to prepare formal documents
required to file patent applications
in more than 100 countries and
regional patent systems; the text
of all important international
treaties and conventions dealing
with patents; and patent law
revisions required through
participation in the World Trade
Organization and the various
conventions now in force.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf,
updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00055,
ISBN 9780820510552
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115753

Sinnott, World Patent Law and Practice:
Patent Statutes, Regulations and Treaties:
Volumes 2B — 2P
John P. Sinnott, original author; William Joseph Cotreau,
Jessica M. Sinnott

Get quick access to current, comprehensive and accurately
translated texts of patent statutes and rules for more than
200 countries as well as detailed corresponding analysis of
the elements of patentability. You also get a collection of
national laws and European Community Directives that relate to
national and international “mask work” and semiconductor chip
topography protection.
Turn to this trusted resource to determine specific wording of
a statute or regulation relevant to a particular problem with a
patent; identify the client’s rights under applicable patent treaties;
keep abreast of changes in the European Patent Office; and
keep informed about the most current treaties, conventions and
European Intellectual Property Decisions.
PRINT • 16 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00622,
ISBN 9780820516226

European Patent Law and Practice
A reference and research tool for day-to-day patent practice under
the European Patents Convention and its member countries. This
publication provides readers with an overview of various kinds
of patents followed by the events—in their natural sequence—
that occur in obtaining patents in European Contracting States
(i.e., from filing through the examination, up to acceptance and
grant). European Patent Law and Practice also includes expert
examinations, interpretations and clarifications of patent laws
and statutes in Europe, detailed legal commentary regarding the
European Intellectual Property Decisions, as well as the official text
of these international treaties.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #01576, ISBN
9781422475485

Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit:
Practice and Procedure
Donald R. Dunner, Charles L. Gholz; revisions by Donald R. Dunner, Charles
L. Gholz, Michael Jakes, George E. Hutchinson

This authoritative set provides procedure for patent and trademark
cases on review in the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit from
the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and the U.S. District Courts. It
also includes pertinent practice forms.
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00261, ISBN 9780820512617

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112806

LexisNexis offers TotalPatent™ and PatentOptimizer™
patent law solutions to help you work smartly,
efficiently and confidently. Contact your account
representative for more information.
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International Intellectual Property Law
and Policy, 2nd Edition

Intellectual Property
Law Sourcebook

Graeme Dinwoodie, William O. Hennessey, Shira Perimutter

This convenient, portable reference
is your complete source for all the
key federal copyright, patent and
trademark statutes and regulations.
You get the full text of the United
States Code (Titles 7, 15, 17, 19, 35);
Code of Federal Regulations (Titles
19, 37); Patent Cooperation Treaty;
and Regulations under the Patent
Cooperation Treaty.

PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #03068, ISBN 9780820570280

Intellectual Property Law in Germany—
Protection, Enforcement and Dispute Resolution
Alexander R. Klett, Matthias Sonntag, Stephan Wilske

Protect valuable trademarks, copyrighted materials and patents
in Germany with the authoritative guidance you’ll find in this
targeted guide. Written by recognized experts in the field, it
provides comprehensive coverage of the essential features of
the protection of intellectual property in Germany.
1 volume, hardbound, updated annually,
Pub. #01536, ISBN 9783406545306

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated
annually, Pub. #01063, ISBN 9781422496893
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422480090

PRINT •

Intellectual Property Protection in Asia,
2nd Edition
Arthur Wineburg, Editor

Analysis of the patent, trademark and copyright laws in Asian
countries including India, China, Singapore, Tiawan and others.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #81186,
ISBN 9780327049654
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115050

Patent Law Digest, Federal Circuit 25th
Anniversary Edition
Donald S. Chisum

Next time you are looking for a patent law decision on point
with the facts of your case, find it fast in this quick-access
guide to every new Federal Circuit patent decision.
Written by a leading expert on patent law, this reference
provides concise summaries of more than 2,000
precedential, patent-related decisions of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit and the U.S. Supreme Court,
rendered since the establishment of the Federal Circuit
Court in 1982. It also gives you:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

A case chronology to helps you spot new trends in patent law
A case table with full citations that helps you locate cases and
find the correct citation
Selected provisions of Title 35, United States Code and Title 37,
Code of Federal Regulations to zero in on the most important,
most frequently used statutes and regulations

There’s no easier, more convenient way to track case
authority and legal trends relating to U.S. patent law
and procedure.
PRINT • 3 volumes, hardbound, updated annually,
Pub. #00922, ISBN 9781422426173

Yearly Edition, standalone, 1 volume, softbound,
updated annually, ISBN 9781422480816
PRINT •

Also available as volumes 11 –16 of Chisum on Patents.
eBOOK •
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eISBN 97815791113315
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Mealey’s Litigation Report:
Intellectual Property
Covers all areas of IP litigation
including copyright, patent,
trademark, trade secret and unfair
competition disputes, both in
courts and before administrative
bodies. News coverage also
includes issues related to the
Internet and disputes over
insurance coverage for intellectual
property suits. Includes case
summaries with attorney listings,
expert commentary articles, fulltext court documents, and breaking
email news bulletins.
PRINT • Newsletter, published twice
monthly, Pub. #07000, ISSN 1065-9390
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422480076

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
Patents
Covers the highly specialized area
of patent litigation, from the district
courts to the Federal Circuit to the
U.S. Supreme Court. Topics include
infringement, claim interpretation,
biotechnology issues, affirmative
defenses, jurisdiction, discovery
and insurance coverage.
PRINT • Newsletter, published twice
monthly, Pub. #07001, ISSN 1070-4043
eBOOK •

eISBN 0891579119805

Intellectual Property Law

Milgrim on Licensing

Patent Law Perspectives

Roger M. Milgrim, Eric E. Bensen

Martin J. Adelman

Whether you are licensing trade secrets in
a franchise transaction or any other form of
intellectual property including patents, trademarks
and copyrights, here’s the clause-by-clause
guidance you need to draft agreements that
provide maximum protection.

Be more confident in your legal arguments and
positions with insightful perspectives recent
developments in patent law practice. This indepth guide helps you anticipate future rulings
and trends based on complete analysis of current
patent law cases and statutes.

Turn to this authoritative guide for in-depth analysis,
practice-tested forms and practical drafting
guidance covering the licensing characteristics
of all substantive areas of intellectual property;
insurance coverage for intellectual property
litigation; licensing multiple intellectual property;
the effects of NAFTA on licensing; intellectual
property dispute resolution and more.

Turn here for forward-looking analysis of such
topics as validity, infringement, remedies relating
to patent infringement, court procedures,
arbitration, Patent and Trademark Office (PTO)
practice and court review of the PTO, decisions,
licensing and sale, taxation, government contracts
and awards, trade secrets and unfair competition,
and more.

PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00743, ISBN 9780820517438

PRINT • 9 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00532, ISBN 9780820515328

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781324168539

Patent Licensing Transactions
Harold Einhorn; Thomas J. Parker, revision author

Licensing patents can generate substantial revenue for your clients—and enormous liability if not
done properly. Turn to this resource for indispensable guidance and essential forms to support your
licensing efforts at every turn.
No other resource provides you with the on-target advice you’ll find here on such topics as:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Antitrust considerations
Domestic and foreign licensing concerns
Tax issues
Royalty bases

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Patent insurance
Settlement agreements
Special concerns you will encounter
in government, university and
biotechnology licensing

You also get sample contractual language to aid you in drafting, insights into how courts have viewed
different licensing contracts, checklists that ensure due diligence is completed before entering into
any transaction, and over 300 pages of sample forms.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00531, ISBN 9780820515311

eISBN 9781422480106

Patent Case Management,
Judicial Guide

Patent Litigation: Procedure and Tactics

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #01570, ISBN 9781422475058

With comprehensive patent content
in single volume, Patent Litigation:
Client Handbook can be used by both
attorneys and business people not
familiar with patent laws litigation.

With step-by-step guidance covering every facet of
patent litigation, this authoritative resource helps you
tackle every issue you face throughout the entire litigation
lifecycle. It lays out the most effective strategies available
for infringement suits and is filled with practical advice on
where to start, which strategies to follow, how to make the
most compelling cases to judges and juries, and more.
You also get in-depth prefiling considerations; blackletter
law for claim construction, infringement and validity suits;
sample jury instructions; courtroom tactics; guidance for
calculating damages; checklists; concise assessments of
recent court cases; and ready-to-adapt litigation forms.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01523, ISBN
9781422424339

PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per
year, Pub. #00813, ISBN 9780820518138

PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422480069

Patent Litigation:
Client Handbook

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114824

Lester Horwitz, Ethan Horwitz

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169383

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Patent Office Rules and Practice
Lester Horwitz

Prosecute and protect patents with greater confidence—and greater success—with authoritative guidance
on filing patent applications from a leading expert on practice before the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO).
This resource gives you:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Over 350 practice-proven forms covering virtually
every aspect of practice before the USPTO
The text of the rules contained in Title 37 of the
Code of Federal Regulations, interpretations of
their meanings and explanations of their effect
on practice
The text of the sections of various U.S. Code titles
relating to patent law
PRINT •

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Full text of the Patent Cooperation
Treaty, accompanying regulations and
administrative instructions
Full text of the Manual of Patent
Examining Procedure
The text of notices, directives, clarifications and
helpful hints issued by the USPTO

13 volumes, loose-leaf and softbound, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00605, ISBN 9780820516059

Understanding Patent Law
Amy L. Landers
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03236, ISBN 9781422406687

Trademark Law
Gilson on Trademarks®
Jerome Gilson, Anne Gilson LaLonde

For the most authoritative analysis, guidance, and practice
tools covering all transactional and litigation aspects of
trademark law, look no further than the treatise known
industry-wide simply by the name of its authors—Gilson.
This essential resource gives you the final word on any issue you’ll
likely encounter in trademark practice. You get:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

 etailed analysis of all trademark law topics, with extensive
D
case citation
Step-by-step instructions for securing trademark rights, including over 450 practice forms with drafting
guides and filing requirements
Full discussion of prosecuting and defending infringement issues
Guidance on internet trademark law issues, including domain name protection
Additional tools like the TMEP, the PTO Identification of Goods and Services Manual, and the TBMP—all
included at no extra charge

No source does more to help you secure and defend trademark rights, comply with PTO procedures
to ensure the strongest protection, and engage in inter partes practice with recognized authority.
PRINT • 10 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, plus 3 softbound manuals reprinted from the USPTO,
Pub. #00726, ISBN 9781422407042
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422486207

But I’m Your Biggest Fan!
Handling Trademark Problems Posed by Fan-Created Content
Anne Gilson LaLonde
PRINT •
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1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00726, ISBN 978142243429
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Business Law Monographs:
Volume IP2—Trademark Management
Howard Aronson, Steven Getzoffit
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #00080,
ISBN 9780820524221

McGrady on Domain Names:
A Global Guide to Disputes,
Registration, and Maintenance
Paul D. McGrady Jr.

Get the expert guidance you need to register,
maintain and protect domain names around
the world and represent either side of a domain
dispute with confidence. This authoritative work
provides formal and informal dispute procedures …
registration and transfer procedures … renewal terms
and processes … and forms, registry policies, and
examples—all organized by country for easy access.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #01463, ISBN 9781422406601

Mealey’s Litigation Report: Trademarks
Get the inside track to cases that may impact
your own with the most trusted eye on trademark
litigation nationwide. Each issue reports on significant
trademark litigation trials, court rulings, decisions,
appeals and other news and features detailed case
summaries; email bulletins; expert commentary;
full-text court documents including briefs, opinions,
motions and appeals; and more.
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07002,
ISSN 1528-2422
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119829

Trademarks and Unfair Competition,
8th Edition
David C. Hilliard, Joseph Nye Welch II, Uli Widmaier
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00725,
ISBN 9781422480595
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, ISBN 9781422480588

Trademarks and Unfair Competition
Deskbook, 5th Edition
David C. Hilliard, Janet A. Marvel, Joseph N. Welch II

Stay sharp with trademark law the easy way. This
authoritative one-stop guide analyzes today’s key
issues and guides you through the latest trends,
decisions and legislative enactments—from the
Trademark Dilution Revision Act of 2006 and anticybersquatting statutes to the continuing evolution
of the law of fair use and nominative fair use, and so
much more.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated biennially, Pub. #01236,
ISBN 9781422489062
eBOOK •

Trademarks Laid Bare:
Marks that May Be
Scandalous or Immoral
Anne Gilson LaLonde and Jerome Gilson
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00726,
ISBN 9781422494226

World Trademark Law and Practice
Ethan Horwitz

This treatise offers a comprehensive guide to
world trademark law and practice, containing a
country-by-country analysis of trademark law
in over 150 jurisdictions with detailed coverage
in approximately 105 jurisdictions, including:
Textual analysis of trademark law in
covered jurisdictions
Useful solutions for day-to-day
practice situations
Essential practice tools, including
checklists and forms for filing and opposing
applications, renewing registrations and
recording changes in title
Details of every phase of the trademark
process, from pre-filing considerations
through infringement
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00425, ISBN 9780820514253

Understanding Trademark Law,
2nd Edition
Mary LaFrance

From procedures for obtaining federal
registration to claims of dilution, false
advertising and cybersquatting, this concise
deskbook provides fast and sure answers to
trademark law questions that arise in daily
practice. It brings you up to speed on federal
laws protecting registered trademarks and
trade dress as well as the broad array of
federal and state unfair competition doctrines.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03162,
ISBN 9781422472323

Global IP Law Service at lexis.com
helps you get the broader legal perspective you
need by providing comprehensive coverage of
international, regional and domestic laws related
to patents, trademarks, utility models, and
industrial designs. It features information covering
IP practice and proceedings, legislation and
regulations from over 230 countries, all in English.
Visit www.lexisnexis.com/ip to learn more.

eISBN 9781579141622

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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International Law and Business
Rhoades & Langer, U.S. International
Taxation and Tax Treaties
Rufus v. Rhoades, Marshall J. Langer

Make every foreign-related transaction tax-wise and trouble
free. This respected text covers all aspects of U.S. taxation
of Americans doing business abroad and foreigners
investing in the U.S. It gives you the current and complete
information you need to seek out tax advantages and avoid
pitfalls, with:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

In-depth analysis of all relevant Internal Revenue Code provisions
and Treasury Regulations and Rulings
Annotated text of every U.S. income tax treaty and selected estate
and gift tax treaties
Summary status sheets to identify treaties and agreements
Concise general rules
Timesaving examples and tables

Reorganized for speedy access to information and filled with practical examples and tables, Rhoades
& Langer will will help you find answers for your international business and investment tax questions.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00337, ISBN 9780820527789

eISBN 9781579116538

Cleary Gottlieb Antitrust Developments in Europe
Subiotto Romano, Robbert Snelders, Cleary Gottlieb, Brussels
PRINT •
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1 volume, softbound pamphlet, Pub. #01554, ISBN 9781422495520
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Competition Law of the
European Community,
2nd Edition
Valentine Korah, General Editor

Coverage includes:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Founding treaty, organization,
law and regulations of the EC
Pricing and distribution practices
Mergers
Joint ventures
Monopolies
Intellectual property rights
Enforcement and remedies
Special sectors, including
financial services,
telecommunications
and media

PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf,
updated annually, Pub. #00846,
ISBN 9780820553382

Constitutional Law of
the European Union,
2nd Edition

European Merger Control Law:
A Guide to the Merger Regulation
Nicholas Levy, Partner at Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & Hamilton LLP
in Brussels

Authored by a leading practitioner from one of the world’s most
respected competition law firms, this comprehensive treatise
provides authoritative and practical guidance needed to structure
deals that are economically viable and in compliance with the EU’s
Merger Regulation.
Complete with up-to-date analysis of the Merger Regulation,
topics include:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Full coverage of the substantive law, with expert insights into its
application and enforcement
Practice-oriented guidance on jurisdictional and policy issues
Detailed explanations of the Merger Regulation and all relevant
Commission Notices and decisions
Expert analysis of the role of economics in EU merger control,
U.S. merger enforcement and transatlantic cooperation, and EU
competition issues arising in the M&A deal process
Comprehensive treatment of all the leading court cases,
including Airtours/First Choice, Schneider/Legrand and Tetra
Laval/Slidel
Timesaving practice tips, checklists and essential primary
sources, including the Draft Merger Regulation, Draft Horizontal
Mergers Notice and Draft Best Practices Guidelines

James D. Dinnage, John F. Murphy

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #01286, ISBN 9780820555379

PRINT • 1 volume, xbound,
with supplement, Pub. #03523,
ISBN 9781422423912

European Patent Law

Customs Law Handbook
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced
annually, Pub. #29169, ISBN 9781422487457
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113681

European Competition
Laws: A Guide to the EC
and Its Member States
Frank L. Fine, General Editor,
Partner at DLA in Brussels
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated
annually, Pub. #01254, ISBN 9780820553450

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #01576, ISBN 9781422475485

International Agency
and Distribution Agreements
Thomas F. Clasen, Joseph E. Puchner

Presented in a country-by-country chapter format, analysis
includes applicable antitrust, tax and intellectual property and
addresses the local law of agency and distribution for countries
in Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Asia and the Pacific, South
America and North America. Additional helpful tools include
sample forms for drafting agreements, resource bibliographies
and commentaries written by prominent lawyers from each
country covered in the treatise.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #81194, ISBN 9780880632966
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169437

International Business Planning:
Law and Taxation (U.S.), 1st Revised Edition
William P. Streng, Jeswald W. Salacuse
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00388,
ISBN 9780820513881
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116989

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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International Law and Business

Guide to International Legal Research
The George Washington University Law School
International Law Review Staff

A useful resource for both the experienced attorney and
the seasoned practitioner familiar with international legal
research, this publication contains all major resources
for information about international law and economics.
Coverage includes use of codified law and case law; serials
and analytical tools; and research tools as well as research
techniques described by region.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #80969, ISBN 9781422499375
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118839

International Commercial Arbitration
Practice: 21st Century Perspectives
Horacio A. Grigera Naón and Paul E. Mason

This collective work captures the development of ICA from
different perspectives and uniquely brings together the
ideas, suggestions and perspectives of in-house counsel as
the most important users of ICA, along with outside counsel,
arbitrators themselves, and major arbitration organizations
who all help provide the service.
PRINT •

eISBN 9781579113056

International Exporting Agreements
Randall K. Anderson

A practical guide to negotiating and drafting international
contracts for export sales, this reference contains model
contract clauses, practice tips and checklists. It includes
material on the international market, the commercial
contract, relelvant international treaties, including NAFTA,
strategies in risk management, trading with Eastern European
countries and the countries of the former Soviet Union.
2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00424,
ISBN 9780820514241
PRINT •

eISBN 9781579117085

International Human Rights: Law, Policy &
Process, 4th Edition
David Weissbrodt, Fionnuala Ni Aoláin, Mary Rumsey,
Marci Hoffman

A thorough introduction to human rights law, policy and
process is provided, with discussions of matters such as
drafting and ratifying treaties, establishing institutions, using
procedures for monitoring compliance and responding to
gross violations and more. Also, examples of significant
developments in human rights covered are the emergence of
international criminal law as a potential response to crimes
against humanity and the ability of human rights to respond
to and account for violations committed in the context of
ethnic hatred, internal conflict and intrastate violence.
PRINT •
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Adrian Zahl, General Editor
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated
annually, Pub. #01327, ISBN 9780820557823
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114725

Intellectual Property
Protection in Asia, 2nd Edition
Arthur Wineburg, General Editor

Rely on this publication to help you
determine where, when and how
to establish and exercise rights to
intellectual property in eight of the
most prominent Asian countries. It’s
essential in today’s global business
environment to know the intellectual
property laws of these countries
and the manner in which the laws
are administered.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated
annually, Pub. #81186, ISBN 9780327049654
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115050

1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #01530, ISBN 9781422427088

eBOOK •

eBOOK •

International Pharmaceutical
Law and Practice

1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #03549, ISBN 9781422411735

PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #03549, ISBN 9781422472651

PRINT •

Supplement, 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03549, ISBN 9781422411742
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International Trade Law:
Interdisciplinary Theory and
Practice, 3rd Edition
Raj Bhala
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #03069,
ISBN 9781422419403

Mealey’s International
Arbitration Report
PRINT • Monthly, published monthly,
Pub. #07037, ISSN 1089-2397

Mealey’s International
Arbitration Quarterly Review
PRINT • Quarterly, published quarterly,
Pub. #07080, ISSN 1530-7484

Money Laundering, Asset
Forfeiture and Recovery, and
Compliance—A Global Guide
William H. Byrnes, Robert J. Munro
eBOOK •

Pub. #01701, eISBN 9780327170846

Practical Guide to
Outsourcing Agreements
Adam D. Vereshack
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound,
Pub. #01406, ISBN 9780820568874

International Law and Business

Practical Guide to U.S.
Transfer Pricing, 3rd Edition
Robert T. Cole, Editor and Principal Author

Written to help multinationals cope with U.S.
transfer pricing rules and procedures, taking into
account the international norms established by
the Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development. An ideal resource for tax
administrators in the U.S. as well as other countries,
tax professionals in and out of government,
corporate executives and their non-tax advisors.
The U.S. rules are presented along with ideas on
how to apply them in a multi-jurisdictional world.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated
annually, Pub. #01353, ISBN 9780820569499
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112936

Smit & Herzog on The Law of
the European Union
Center for International Legal Studies, Hans Smit,
Peter Herzog, Christian Campbell, Gudrun Zagel

Matthew Bender
Doing Business Series
This long-standing series of
publications is designed to permit
access by the international business
practitioner, whether independent
advocates or in-house counsel, to the
widest range of business law.

Business Transactions
in Germany
Dr. Bernd Rüster, Founding Editor
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice
per year, Pub. #00394, ISBN 9780820513942

Doing Business in Canada
Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP

This revision to the original commentary, Law of
the European Community: A Commentary on
the EC Treaty provides comprehensive analysis
on the Treaty on European Union and the treaty
establishing the European Community, both of
which serve as the constitutional and legal basis of
all action and policy areas covered by the European
Union. This unique English-language commentary,
featuring renowned scholars Hans Smit and Peter
Herzog, accomplished European law practitioners,
academics and public servants who analyze each
article of the two treaties, discusses the evolution,
major case law and subordinate legislation;
provisions that are the basis of the European
Union’s internal and external trade, economic
regulation and social integration, and extensively
shape the domestic laws of all its Member States.

PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice
per year, Pub. #00268, ISBN 9780820512686

PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00623, ISBN 9780820569710

Doing Business in Japan

U.S. Customs and International
Trade Guide
PRINT • 7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00757, ISBN 9780820517575

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114183

Doing Business in Ireland
Patrick Ussher, Brian J. O’Connor
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00111, ISBN 9780820511110

Doing Business in France
Lovelis and Paul, Hastings,
Janofsky & Walker (Europe) LLP
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00445, ISBN 9780820514451
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117191

Zentaro Kitagawa, Kyoto Comparative
Law Center
PRINT • 7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice
per year, Pub. #00368, ISBN 9780820513683

Doing Business in Spain
Fenando Pombo, Editor

Understanding International Business
and Financial Transactions, 3rd Edition

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00107, ISBN 9780820511078

Jerold A. Friedland

Doing Business in the
United States

PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03137, ISBN 9781422478417

Understanding International Law
Stephen C. McCaffrey

Committee of authors
PRINT • 6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice
per year, Pub. #00264, ISBN 9780820512648

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound,
Pub. #03122, ISBN 9780820556956
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Law Enforcement
Law enforcement resources from LexisNexis
span more than 40 states and include highlights
of recent legislation and legal guidelines from
court decisions that impact criminal and traffic
laws. Topics covered include immigration,
search and seizure, and exam preparation
as well as general federal laws impacted
by legislation, setting the standard for legal
references and law enforcement training.
Whether you represent clients or work in the academy, agency,
police or sheriff’s department, or police association, you have access
to solutions that can improve how the law is enforced.

Criminal Evidence for Law Enforcement Officers, 5th Edition
Larry E. Holtz

A textbook to understanding the basic principles, rules and constitutional provisions regulating the
admission of evidence in criminal courts. Topics include forms of evidence, preservation of evidence,
witnesses, proof and privileges.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #29160, ISBN 9781422403501

*See state sections for additional listings of law enforcement titles relevant to your state and practice.
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Law Enforcement

Customs Law Handbook
The book includes an up-to-date presentation of
the complete Title 19 U.S. Code: customs duties,
selected rules of the Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure and selected sections of the CFR.
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #29169,
ISBN 9781422487457
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113681

Immigration Law
Pocket Field Guide
Publisher’s Editorial Staff

An easy-to-navigate format, this publication is
a pocket guide outline of useful summaries of
pertinent immigration laws, including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Drugs and the Law—Detection,
Recognition and Investigation,
3rd Edition
Gary J. Miller

The book presents historical references, reveals
integral data that traces drug use and activity
in numerous categories, analyzes the forces
that drive the industry, and provides detailed
information that can aid officials in identifying
illegal activity.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #29195,
ISBN 9781422402962

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Immigrant and Nonimmigrant Classifications
Crimes with significant
immigration consequences
Grounds of admissibility
Relevant sections of the INA
Nationality charts

Replaced annually to update key changes,
including updates to nonimmigrant
classifications, periods of admission, spouses,
children of lawful permanent residents,
academic students, victims of trafficking and
INA deportation charges.
PRINT • 1 volume, spiral bound, replaced annually,
Pub. #29296, ISBN 9781422497821
eBOOK •

Effective Law Enforcement
Report Writing
Larry E. Holtz

This publication offers a comprehensive set
of guidelines to aid individuals with official law
enforcement reporting.
1 volume, softbound, Pub. #75062,
ISBN 9781422404386
PRINT •

Federal Criminal Laws and Rules
Volume 1 covers all the federal criminal laws
and court rules contained in the United States
Code Service in one convenient handbook.
Volume 2 includes the entire text of the Federal
Sentencing Guidelines.
PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound, with CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #22463, ISBN 97814224687464
PRINT •

Volume 1, ISBN 9781422487471

PRINT •

Volume 2, ISBN 9781422487488

Immigration Law Handbook
Publisher’s Editorial Staff

This publication contains immigration statutes and
regulations from the United States Code and the
Code of Federal Regulation. As part of the regular
updates, contents cover legislative highlights
from the previous session of Congress; charts of
nationality and nonimmigrant classifications; and
statute and regulation source histories following
each section.

eISBN 9781579113698

Management and Supervision
of Law Enforcement Personnel,
4th Edition
Dr. Donald Schroeder, Frank Lombardo
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #36699,
ISBN 9781422404379

Promotional Exam Preparation
for Law Enforcement
David A. Paprota, Larry E. Holtz

A must-have for any law enforcement officer who
wishes to score well on a sergeant’s, lieutenant’s,
captain’s, deputy chief’s or chief’s promotional
exam. This book presents a preparation system
that is designed specifically to help officers in all
states succeed at moving up in rank.
Users will benefit from the instructions
for successful preparation, the tips and
techniques for productive study sessions and
the extensive discussion on exam strategies.
The contents include a unique bank of
multiple-choice questions, and all questions
feature a corresponding answer key that
includes comprehensive explanations for each
correct choice.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #36725,
ISBN 9781422404409

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM,
updated annually, Pub. #69130, ISBN 97814224682353
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117221
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Tactical Spanish for Law Enforcement and 911 Communications, 2nd Edition
Jose Blanco

The Second Edition contains expanded coverage of 911 Communications and Gang Slang. Whether you
are a 911 dispatcher or an officer in the field, the new edition proves to be an indispensable reference for
emergency situations.
Designed to be used in both the classroom and in the field, this pocket guide provides basic grammar,
essential phrases and commonly heard slang. It is organized into easy-to-find sections that correspond to
common law enforcement situations.
PRINT •
PRINT •

1 volume, spiral bound, with audio CD, Pub. #27900, ISBN 9781422494868

Book only, ISBN 9781422494691

Officer’s Handbook Series
Designed to provide fundamental legal knowledge. These well-organized manuals focus on
issues that officers typically encounter in the field and highlight the relevant legal principles
and precedents that shape officers’ response. Written by experts who have a hands-on
understanding of the subject, these portable guides serve as an invaluable refresher for the
veteran officer as well as an introduction to those new to the force.

K9 Officer’s Legal Handbook
Ken Wallentine
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #37500, ISBN 9781422453643

eISBN 9780327170020

Officer’s Arrest Handbook
John A. Stephen
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #37596, ISBN 9780327017738

Officer’s DUI Handbook
John A. Stephen, John B. Kwasnoski, Gerald N. Partridge
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #37553, ISBN 9781422442937

Officer’s Interrogation Handbook
Earl M. Sweeney, John A. Stephen
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #37561, ISBN 9780327041115

Officer’s Search and Seizure Handbook, 4th Edition
John A. Stephen
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #37590, ISBN 9781422482087

eISBN 9781579119164
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Military Justice

Military Justice
Court-Martial Procedure, 3rd Edition
Francis A. Gilligan, Fredric I. Lederer

This comprehensive publication contains all
phases of the military criminal procedure, from
initial action through arraignment, conviction,
appeal and collateral relief.
The complete text of the Uniform Code of Military
Justice, Rules for Court-Martial and the Manual for
Courts-Martial (with Change 5 to the Manual) is
included in the set. Additionally, valuable guidelines
for many aspects of military trial procedures are
provided, as well as helpful appendices and tables.
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, 1 volume, softbound,
with supplement, Pub. #62410, ISBN 9780820575254

Military Criminal Justice: Practice
and Procedure, 7th Edition
David A. Schlueter

Keep this work on hand as your definitive, userfriendly guide for the unique procedural and
substantive rules governing military criminal
justice practice.
Designed to help those who practice military
justice, civilian and military, as well as those
studying the military justice system, the text covers
virtually every aspect of military criminal law—
arrest, appeal, substantive crimes, non-judicial
punishment—and is supported with citations
to thousands of cases, statutory provisions
and regulations.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #66928,
ISBN 9781422428757
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115630

Military Crimes and Defenses
Christopher Behan, David A. Schlueter,
Charles H. Rose III, Victor Hansen

Military Evidentiary Foundations,
4th Edition
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #66895,
ISBN 9781422419434
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119607

Military Rules of Evidence Manual,
7th Edition
Stephen A. Saltzburg, David A. Schlueter, Lee D. Schinasi

This publication is the only one of its kind, available
to military and civilian attorneys as well as to
those studying the system. For over 30 years, the
Manual has served as an authoritative case finder,
including virtually every military court decision
since 1981, applying a military rule of evidence,
and has been cited hundreds of times by military,
federal and state courts.
The publication is helpfully arranged, including
the official text of each rule of evidence, insightful
Editorial Comments on the rule, the Drafter’s
Analysis and annotation of cases that have
interpreted and applied the rule.
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, Pub. #66911,
ISBN 9781422488881
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168638

Military Justice CD-ROM
Offers an extensive library of military justice
analytical and primary source material, including
cases, regulations, and statutes. Portability
and hypertext link functionality make this the
ideal product for military personnel subject to
deployment as well as attorneys representing
members of the military.
CD-ROM • Single user, updated twice per year, Pub. #16375,
ISBN 9780327161523
PRINT • Statutory supplement, Pub. #03611,
ISBN 9781422417119

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #60088, ISBN 9780820575988

Military Criminal Procedure Forms,
3rd Edition
Ken Jansen, David A. Schlueter, Kevin J. Barry,
Kenneth A. Arnold
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #66955,
ISBN 9781422471074

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Pensions and Benefits
Veterans Benefits Manual
Barton F. Stichman, Ronald B. Abrams, Editors

This exhaustive manual is an indispensable guide for advocates
who help veterans and their families obtain benefits from the
Department of Veterans Affairs. User-friendly, well-indexed, and
packed with practical information and battle-tested advocacy tips,
it includes sample forms and briefs, flowcharts, checklists, citations
to legal authorities, and other documents designed to streamline
the claims process and save you and your veteran client valuable
time. Written by practicing lawyers at the National Veterans Legal
Services Program, this manual contains valuable insight and analysis
from a team of experts on the front line of veterans law. Use their
first-hand experience fighting for veterans’ rights and their insider’s view of
the Department of Veterans Affairs to obtain the benefits your client earned.
PRINT •
CD •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #37578, ISBN 9781422488140

Single user, Pub. #37588, ISBN 9781422489321

Federal Veterans Laws, Rules and Regulations
This convenient resource gives you all the laws and regulations related to veterans law right at your
fingertips. This fully indexed resource offers quick reference to important federal statutes and regulations
contained in Title 38 of the United States Code Service (USCS) and the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR),
as well as all of the rules of the United States Court of Appeals for Veterans Claims.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #37575, ISBN 9781422488126

Veterans Benefits Manual and Federal Veterans Laws, Rules and Regulations
This set includes the softbound print version of both publications in a combination purchase.
PRINT •
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2 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #37573, ISBN 9781422495957
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Veterans Benefits Manual and
Federal Veterans Laws, Rules and
Regulations with CD-ROM

Servicemember
and Veterans Rights
Brian Clauss, Joseph Butler,
General Authors

This set includes the print and CD-ROM versions in a
combination bundle purchase.
2 volumes, softbound, with CD, replaced annually,
Pub. #37587, ISBN 9781422495964
PRINT •

Veterans Benefits Manual and Federal
Veterans Laws, Rules and Regulations
on CD-ROM
CD-ROM • Single user, replaced as needed, Pub. #37588,
ISBN 9781422495308

LexisNexis® Automated Veterans
Benefits Forms
Powered by HotDocs, this time-saving CD-ROM lets you
quickly and easily prepare over 175 ready-to-print benefits
forms to assist veterans with VA compensation and
pensions, DOD applications and claims, education, finance,
insurance, home loan guaranty, National Archives requests,
vocational rehabilitation and employment, and more.
Enter client and case information once and it inserts
itself automatically throughout the form. You also get
state-specific forms for California, New York, and Texas
plus value-added instructions by National Veteran’s Legal
Services Program (NVLSP) attorneys.
Single user, updated annually, Pub. #02580,
ISBN 9780820552071
CD-ROM •

NOSSCR’s Social Security Practice Guide
National Organization of Social Security
Claimants’ Representatives

This all-in-one source makes sure you have everything you
need to effectively handle the constantly growing and everchanging field of Social Security practice. In addition to this
practical guide offering a thorough understanding of Social
Security administration and case law, it also encompasses
all substantive and procedural aspects involved in
representing a Social Security disability client in court.
Written by experts from the National Organization of
Social Security Claimants’ Representatives, this Guide
provides tips on dealing with the Social Security disability
adjudicatory process; complete sets of forms; a unique
listing of common reversible errors found in decisions
of administrative law; sample letters, interrogatories
to doctors, pleadings on every phase of disability and
checklists; and a guide to recovering attorney’s fees, with
analysis of Social Security fee provisions to help maximize
and expedite the fee award.

With more than 25 million veterans
in the United States, attorneys
are frequently asked to assist with
servicemembers’ and veterans’
legal advice and legal issues. These
individuals are afforded different
benefits and entitlements that extend
to themselves, their parents, spouses
and children. Attorneys must be able
to understand and identify veterans’
issues and the laws and regulations that
govern these issues. This publication
covers the legal issues that are either
affected or created by military service
or veteran status, which include
coverage of the Servicemember’s
Civil Relief Act, USERRA, family law,
life insurance and TRICARE® benefits,
VA benefits, GI Bill benefits and state
laws related to military service and
Veteran status.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01657,
ISBN 9781422481714
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114947

LexisNexis® Automated Social
Security Forms
Powered by HotDocs, this convenient
CD-ROM lets you quickly and easily
prepare over 100 flawless court
forms on everything from disability
determination and retirement
benefits to Medicare, overpayments,
reopenings, and survivors benefits.
You get all relevant Social Security
Administration forms and dozens of
forms from NOSSCR’s Social Security
Practice Guide.
Print out signature-ready forms in
minutes: Simply enter case or clientspecific information once and it
populates the rest of the form where
appropriate. What’s more, information
entered on one form can be saved and
used in related forms. Purchase price
includes complimentary training.
CD-ROM • Single user, updated annually,
Pub. #02555, ISBN 9780820547411

A comprehensive glossary, indexes of cases by impairment
and a medico-legal bibliography are also included.
PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00637,
ISBN 9780820516370
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118112
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Personal Injury & Tort Law
Personal Injury:
Actions, Defenses, Damages
Louis R. Frumer, Melvin I. Friedman, and contributing authors

The largest and most comprehensive case-law compendium
in legal literature, this definitive work provides encyclopedic
treatment of the personal injury law of every American
jurisdiction. It contains more than 200 “fact situation” titles
under which all cases are classified. Titles are arranged alphabetically
according to the situation or instrumentality out of which an injury can
arise, the party injured, or the party causing the injury. Each title covers:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Theories of recovery
Elements of causes of action
Necessary allegations
Defenses and damages
Annotations for all jurisdictions
PRINT •

CD-ROM •

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Forms for bringing and defending
the suit, compiled from the actual
files of eminent practitioners
A separate volume that provides
consolidated treatment
of damages

28 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00530, ISBN 9780820515304

Single user, Pub. #00828, ISBN 9780820526386

Aviation Accident Law
Lee S. Kreindler, original author; revisions by Justin T. Green

The nation’s foremost aviation law expert provides complete exposition of the law, remedies and trial
techniques. This go-to resource examines discovery procedures, settlement techniques and jurisdictional
problems and provides treatment of the liabilities of airlines, private aircraft owners and operators, lessors,
aviation maintenance and repair companies, crashworthiness, and class actions in aviation disaster cases. It
also includes state products liability and wrongful death statutes.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, with softbound primary source pamphlet issued annually,
Pub. #00332, ISBN 9780820533322
eBOOK •
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Comparative Negligence, 5th Edition
Victor Schwartz
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #67164,
ISBN 9781422479063
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112653

Comparative Negligence Law
and Practice
Arthur C. Best, original author;
revisions by Richard E. Kaye

Get expert analysis of comparative negligence in
every state, along with comprehensive discussion of
its effect in areas such as products liability, workers’
compensation, wrongful death actions, conflict of
laws and multiparty litigation. You’ll find practical
suggestions related to the client interview, pleading
and all phases of the trial; helpful advice on strategy
and tactics; a state-by-state appendix providing the
full text of every statute; and thorough discussion of
relevant cases.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00226, ISBN 9780820512266
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114121

The Common Law Process of Torts,
2nd Edition
Donald G. Marshall, David Weissbrodt
PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #03632, ISBN 9781422472354

Courtroom Medicine Series
Each title in the series—written by
medical experts, specifically for
attorneys—covers injuries, illnesses,
diseases and syndromes related to
three of the most common areas of
injury: the head, neck and lower back.
Topics include current medications and
the latest medical procedures, as well as
recent medical-legal case annotations.

Courtroom Medicine:
Head and Brain
Loring F. Chapman, Ph.D., and other
contributors
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice
per year, Pub. #00251, ISBN 9780820512518

Courtroom Medicine:
The Neck
Leon Wolfstone, Jack Leibman,
Robert Bingham
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice
per year, Pub. #00237, ISBN 9780820512372

Courtroom Medicine:
The Low Back

Courtroom Toxicology

Leo Gelfand, M.D., LL.B.; Raoul D. Magana,
LL.B.; R. R. Merliss, M.D.

Marshall Houts, M.D., Randall Baselt, Ph.D.;
Robert H. Cravey

PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice
per year, Pub. #00297, ISBN 9780820512976

Use this encyclopedia of toxic substances and their
side-effects to help you use complex toxicology
findings successfully in the courtroom.

eBOOK •

8 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00717, ISBN 9780820517179
PRINT •

eISBN 9781579116316

For complete publication
information, see pages 98-99.

Damages in Tort Actions

Defense Law Journal

Jerome H. Nates, Clark D. Kimball, Diana T. Axelrod,
Richard P. Goldstein, Robert L. Conason,
Paul M. Deutsch, Frederick A. Raffa

Richard Patterson, Publisher’s Editorial Staff

This essential resource is packed with case-building
tools to help you present evidence and position
claims for the greatest recovery possible. It includes
a volume devoted to proving damages, state and
federal cases, a volume of verdicts and settlements,
illustrative trial transcripts, practice tips, and sample
forms of pleading, jury instructions, discovery
requests, expert reports and more. Its combination of
practical guidance and economic analysis make this
treatise unrivaled—and indispensable to every case.
PRINT • 11 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00309, ISBN 9780820513096
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116378

Take advantage of this collection of articles
with the latest commentary by practitioners
and law professors on tough legal issues facing
defendants in civil cases. The editor culls the
best articles from hundreds of scholarly and
professional journals to make them available
to you in a single source. Topics covered have
included trial techniques, expert witnesses,
products liability, legal malpractice, wrongful
termination, medical evidence, settlement
strategy and conflicts of interest between
insurer and insured.
Newsletter, 4 issues per year, Pub. #70930,
ISBN 9780327106715
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169420

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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A Guide to Toxic Torts
Margie Searcy-Alford

Confidently manage all the challenges of toxic
tort cases with expert procedural and tactical
guidance at every step. This essential work
addresses each phase of a case and then
provides targeted guidance for claims involving
specific toxins like mold, asbestos, lead,
benzene and pesticides. Case management
tips, sample forms, an appendix of statutes
and illustrative awards round out the coverage.
PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00593, ISBN 9780820515939
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117917

Handling Federal Tort
Claims: Administrative
and Judicial Remedies
Lester S. Jayson, Hon. Robert C. Longstreth

Get the most comprehensive analysis of
substantive and procedural issues involving
the prosecution and defense of claims
brought under the Federal Tort Claims Act.
From parties, jurisdiction and cause of
action to damages, statutes of limitations
and settlement, this authoritative treatise
provides expert guidance at every phase
of a federal government liability claim.
Organized according to the elements of a
claim, it gives you:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

In-depth analysis of all substantive law and
procedural issues
Cases from every federal district, highlighting
what facts and techniques prevailed
Detailed guidance for successfully handling
administrative claims
Extensive discussions of excluded claims
and remedies
Fifty useful forms and documents, plus
appendices of relevant statutes

Whether you’re positioning a case for the
highest, quickest recovery possible or
defusing allegations for the defense, you’ll
navigate this distinctively complex area of
the law with greater confidence and carry
out all research quickly and effectively.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00342, ISBN 9780820513423
CD-ROM •

Single user, Pub. #02147, ISBN 9780820554297

Jury Instructions on Automobile
Accidents, 4th Edition
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #61421,
ISBN 978032711592
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119034

Jury Instructions on Medical Issues,
6th Edition
Ronald W. Eades
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #61421,
ISBN 9780327163770
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113377

Jury Instructions on Damages in
Tort Actions, 5th Edition
Ronald W. Eades
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #61421,
ISBN 9780327162889
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113308

Jury Instructions for Personal Injury
and Tort Cases
Graham Douthwaite, Ronald W. Eades
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #61421,
ISBN 9780874733938

Killer Roads: From Crash to Verdict,
2nd Edition
Hon. William E. Kenworthy
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #64160,
ISBN 9780327100164

Liquor Liability Law
James F. Mosher and other contributors

Benefit from comprehensive coverage of the civil
liability of tavern owners, social hosts, employers
and others for negligent service of alcohol to
intoxicated persons and minors. Find out who
can sue, who can be sued and what actions give
rise to liability. Gain a detailed explanation of
how to investigate and litigate a liquor liability
case, discussion of scientific issues by a forensic
toxicologist, summaries of state laws, and text and
analysis of the Model Dram Shop Act, along with
useful practice materials.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00498,
ISBN 9780820514987

Mass Tort Litigation Manual
American College of Trial Lawyers®
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #01428,
ISBN 9780820570457
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Mealey’s Publications

Mealey’s Asbestos Bankruptcy Report
Provides in-depth news and analysis of asbestos
bankruptcy law and the progress of bankrupt
asbestos companies through the ever-evolving
Chapter 11 process. Topics include insurance
issues, the impact of settlements, how asbestos
bankruptcies are affecting the litigation landscape
and companies that may be forced to file for
Chapter 11 protection in the future. It features
unbiased news stories, case summaries, attorney
listings, and the full text of court documents.
Subscribers also receive expert commentary
articles and email bulletins of breaking news.

Tracks the dynamic, evolving area
of construction defects insurance,
including news on mold litigation and
construction law coverage of such issues
as occurrence, business risk exclusions,
property damage interpretations,
obligations to pay, additional insureds
and bad faith.
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly,
Pub. #07055, ISSN 1550-2910

PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly,
Pub. #07038, ISSN 1537-2065
eBOOK •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167167

Focuses on the hottest areas of toxic tort litigation,
including chemical sensitivity; indoor air quality;
groundwater, soil and air contamination; radiation;
workplace exposure; pesticides; and more. Get
in-depth coverage of medical monitoring; fear
of cancer or disease; stigma damages; expert
admissibility; federal preemption; class actions;
and punitive damages.
PRINT • Newsletter, published twice monthly,
Pub. #07017, ISSN 1089-0882

Covers litigation related to broker-insurer
practices, including sales commissions,
contingent commissions, rigged bids,
class action complaints and related
securities or ERISA violations.
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly,
Pub. #07065, ISSN 1555-6816
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167357

Mealey’s Personal
Injury Report

eISBN 9780327167037

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
Construction Defects
Tracks the growing area of construction defect
litigation, including cases involving water intrusion,
building settlement, concrete corrosion, mold and
other defects.
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly,
Pub. #07012, ISSN 1529-644X
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167433

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
Insurance Broker Liability

Mealey’s Emerging Toxic Torts

eBOOK •

Mealey’s Litigation
Report: Construction
Defects Insurance

This report features coverage of cases
involving automobile accidents, premises
liability for slip and fall accidents and
falling objects, medical malpractice,
workplace injuries and product liability.
PRINT • Newsletter, published twice monthly,
Pub. #07059, ISSN 1553-2364
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167389

eISBN 9781579119904

For more Mealey’s Publications, see page 87.

Motor Vehicle Accident Reconstruction and Cause Analysis, 6th Edition
Dr. Rudolf Limpert

One needs more than just the opinions of witnesses; one needs hard facts. This resource gives you the
fundamentals necessary to introduce the laws of nature successfully in a court of law and shows you
how scientific principles apply to specific motor vehicle components, road conditions and accident
circumstances and offers straightforward explanations of technical concepts.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #64362, ISBN 9781422470503

eISBN 9780327168256

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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No-Fault and Uninsured Motorist
Automobile Insurance

Punitive Damages, 6th Edition

Publisher’s Editorial Staff

PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #66471, ISBN 9781422479087

You can use this comprehensive reference for the
most complete, up-to-date information available
on the effect of no-fault, uninsured motorist,
and underinsured motorist insurance in cases
involving vehicle accidents. It covers the statutory
and case law of all 50 states, Puerto Rico, and the
Virgin Islands, as well as applicable federal court
case law.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00469, ISBN 9780820514697

Police Civil Liability
Isidore Silver

Take advantage of this guide to the personal injury
and civil rights aspects of police misconduct. It
includes Section 1983 & other Federal Civil Rights
Actions, negligence during police emergencies,
false arrest and imprisonment, liability for misuse
of weapons, assault and battery, malicious
prosecution, duties to persons arrested and
incarcerated, duty to protect citizens and
property, and immunity.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00543, ISBN 9780820515434

Premises Liability Law and Practice
Norman J. Landau, original author;
revisions by Edward C. Martin

You’ll find invaluable practice material for handling
every phase of a case, plus trial transcripts with
commentary, pleading and practice forms and
illustrative damage awards. Coverage includes
liability of a property owner for the criminal acts
of third parties, liability of cooperatives and
condominiums, liability of retail establishments,
liability of landlords, “pot-hole” laws and “slip and
fall” accidents, along with invaluable practice aids.
PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00568, ISBN 9780820515687
CD-ROM •
eBOOK •

Single user, Pub. #00831, ISBN 9780820526409

eISBN 9781579117665

The Law of Premises Liability,
4th Edition
Glen Weissenberger, Barbara McFarland
1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #04355,
ISBN 9781593458027
PRINT •

eBOOK •
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eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113216

Scientific Automobile
Accident Reconstruction
Martin E. Barzelay, George W. Lacy
and other contributors

Get everything you need to know about scientific
automobile accident reconstruction. This set
offers unparalleled coverage of the topic, including
products liability, impact and accident site
analysis, expert witnesses, driver performance,
influence of alcohol, and much more.
PRINT • 7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00343, ISBN 9780820513430

Transportation Safety and
Insurance Law, 3rd Edition
Hon. William E. Kenworthy
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #82467, ISBN 9780327163619

Uninsured and Underinsured
Motorist Insurance, 3rd Edition
Alan Widiss, original author;
revisions by Jeffrey E. Thomas
PRINT • 3 volumes, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #04360, ISBN 9781593453497

What’s It Worth? A Guide to Personal
Injury Awards and Settlements
Publisher’s Editorial Staff

This reference guide provides summary coverage
of personal injury damage awards for the most
popular jurisdictions in the U.S. for the past three
years. This means you can make determinations
such as the dollar value that can be assigned to a
particular injury, the likely verdict if you go to trial,
whether the verdict is likely to be sustained on
appeal, whether you should settle out of court,
the maximum and minimum amounts awarded
in similar cases, and the extent of a defendant’s
potential exposure.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #68439, ISBN 9781422496305
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169659

Products Liability

Products Liability
Products Liability
Louis R. Frumer, Melvin I. Friedman, Cary Stewart Sklaren

Manage even the most complex product liability cases with this
comprehensive treatise on every facet of the law—from theories of
recovery, causation, and collective liability to plaintiff and defendant
considerations, strict liability, breach of warranty, negligence, defective
products and warnings.
The most frequently cited and respected authority in the field reviews
over 700 products and product categories (with a unique Table of
Cases by product) to allow you to:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Identify liable parties—manufacturers, retailers, wholesalers, middlemen,
repairers, advertisers and government bodies
Research theories of liability, such as negligence, strict liability in tort, breach
of express warranty, breach of implied warranty and fraud
Analyze current issues affecting litigation, such as multidistrict cases, federal
preemption, Daubert, and damages
Stay abreast of new products causing injury, including drug products, medical
devices and toxic torts/mold

Complete with intensive 50-state analyses of facts and legal issues, this unrivaled resource gives
plaintiff attorneys the expertise to position their case for the highest, quickest recovery possible.
PRINT •
CD-ROM •

11 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00560, ISBN 9780820515601

Single user, Pub. #00810, ISBN 9780820515601

Drug Product Liability

Products Liability Practice Guide

Frank C. Woodside III; Dan Jones

John F. Vargo, Cary Stewart Sklaren, Kennon Goff

The only regularly updated treatise on
medical device and drug product liability
assists you every step of the way: analysis of
products, design issues, the parties, causes
of action, defenses, damages, litigation
techniques, and relevant medical material.
Get liability coverage of recent drugs—Vioxx,
Thimerosal, diabetes formularies, PPA/
Ephedra—plus frequently prescribed and
OTC drugs and off-label uses.

Step-by-step intelligence steers you through each
phase of a products liability case, from initial factgathering to the use of forensic experts to proven trial
strategies. Practice aids appear throughout, including
checklists, forms, commentary, trial pointers, sample
pleadings, and research guides.

PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice
per year, Pub. #00257, ISBN 9780820512570
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116132

Jury Instructions on Products
Liability, 4th Edition
Ronald W. Eades
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #61421, ISBN 9780820575926
eBOOK •

PRINT • 7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00547,
ISBN 9780820515472

Understanding Products Liability
Terrence F. Kiely, Bruce L. Ottley

Turn to this guide for a concise overview of products
liability case law and statutes, plus key issues behind
successfully prosecuting or defending a products
liability case. You’ll master the theories, learn the
principal types of product defects, tackle problems
in proving products defective and review available
defenses and types of damages.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03201, ISBN 9780820561080

eISBN 9781579113360

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Real Property Law
Nichols on Eminent Domain®
Revisions by prominent members of the eminent domain bar

The eminent domain bible since 1909 and cited by the U.S.
Supreme Court, this is the most authoritative work in existence
on every aspect of the law, practice and procedures of
condemnation and eminent domain.
You get in-depth analysis of the current state of the law,
including hot topics and trends, and also hard-to-find
information on historical developments. All topics in the field of
eminent domain are addressed, including:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Valuation and damages, preparation of claims and negotiations, and the
passing of ownership and the nature of the title acquired
Condemnation practice and procedure, including discovery, evidence, jury
instructions and examination of experts
Recent important judicial developments and emerging areas of the law,
including landmark Supreme Court decisions on exactions, compensation for loss of business goodwill,
inverse condemnation, uniform professional appraisal standards and the taking of environmentally
contaminated property

You also get a comprehensive index, footnoted decisions arranged both alphabetically and by
jurisdiction, and a full table of cases.
PRINT •

18 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00460, ISBN 9780820514604

A Property Anthology, 2nd Edition
Richard H. Chused
PRINT •
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Clark on Surveying and Boundaries,
7th Edition
Lane J. Bouman, Walter G. Robillard
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #60895, ISBN 9781558348165

Condemnation Procedures
and Techniques: Forms
Patrick J. Rohan, Melvin Reskin, original authors

Get comprehensive guidance on every aspect
of the condemnation process with this definitive
treatise, a subset of Nichols on Eminent Domain.
The set provides analytical discussion of the
current state of the law, hot topics and trends
in the law. It also covers each phase of pre-trial
discovery; procedural alternatives available to
resist condemnation and to avoid protracted
litigation; preparation of claims and environmental
issues; jury instructions; landmark Supreme
Court decisions; and all the forms you need, plus
appraisal contracts and reports.
PRINT • 6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00243, ISBN 9780820512433

Also available as volumes 7 – 10 of Nichols on Eminent Domain

Condominium Law and Practice:
Forms
Patrick J. Rohan, original author; Melvin A. Reskin,
Sandra Bullington, update authors

It’s your complete guide for handling
condominium transactions. Rely on it to provide
thorough coverage of all aspects of acquisition
and ownership; special problems such as
arranging a “workout” for a condominium project
in distress; unusual projects and new techniques,
e.g., waterfront condominiums; all of the forms
needed for creating a condominium; and selling
and marketing condominium projects.
Insightful analysis, helpful discussion and
practical guidance is offered in each chapter,
with coverage of such major topics as the
creation of condominiums, foreclosure,
construction problems and current condominium
developments. A completely revised index is also
part of each release.
PRINT • 8 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year,
Pub. #00235, ISBN 9780820512358

Cooperative Housing Law
and Practice: Forms
PRINT • 7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00239, ISBN 9780820512396

Current Critical Issues in
Environmental Law: Green Buildings
and Sustainable Development
James L. Newman, J. Cullen Howe, Mark J. Bennett
PRINT •

Pamphlet, Pub. #01526, ISBN 9781422424537

Current Leasing Laws and
Techniques: Forms
Patrick J. Rohan

Rely on this as the go-to guide for comprehensive,
practical content to assist with negotiating
techniques and drafting the forms necessary
for leasing transactions. Your research is
greatly simplified with checklists and in-depth
examination of types of lease of provisions as
well as a disk with more than 80 model forms and
clauses. Use the in-depth examination of every
type of lease provision and drafting technique for
guidance, easily integrating the clauses from the
disk into existing documents with this collection
that covers a wide variety of lease transactions.
The depth and breadth of topics covered in
this collection is national in scope, and includes
legal formalities relating to leases; landlord and
tenant rights and obligations; rela estate leasing
tax considerations; agreements with brokers,
managing agents and third parties; basic lease
provisions; assignments, subletting and lease
takeover agreements; remedies available to the
landlord and tenant; third-party guaranties of
tenant performance; specific leasing transactions;
and more.
PRINT • 6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
with companion forms, Pub. #00401, ISBN 9780820514017

A Practical Guide to Disputes
Between Adjoining Landowners—
Easements
James H. Backman, David A. Thomas

From overhanging apple trees to the right to
connect a sewage system, this comprehensive
resource covers all the real property issues arising
from proximity of property to neighbors or its use
by others. Substantive and procedural guidance
address a wide range of topics such as easements;
convenants running with the land; boundary
disputes; water rights; and much more.
Locate just what you need with consistent content
formatting—pleadings and proof, remedies,
practice aids and bibliography—as well as citations
to copious case and statutory authority, footnotes
jurisdictionally arranged and a detailed index.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00060, ISBN 9780820510606
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112769

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Environmental Law in Real Estate
and Business Transactions

Jury Instructions in Real Estate
Litigation, 2nd Edition

David R. Berz, Stanley M. Spracker,
Adam P. Strochak

Ronald W. Eades

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00792,
ISBN 9780820517926
PRINT •

Federal Taxes Affecting Real Estate
Thomas V. Glynn; Gerald W. Paulukonis, revision author
2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00285, ISBN 9780820512853
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112035

Home Owner Associations and
Planned Unit Developments
Law and Practice: Forms
Patrick J. Rohan, original author;
Douglas Scott MacGregor, General Editor

Get comprehensive coverage of legal and economic
aspects of home owner associations and planned
unit developments with this practical publication.
Help to safeguard the interests of home owner
associations, condominium and cooperative boards
and developers with timely analysis, a table of cases,
primary source material, sample forms, reprinted
offering plans and extensive content that includes
federal, state and local law; liability issues; workouts
and distressed developments; and much more.
PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00327, ISBN 9780820513270
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116760

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #61435, ISBN 9780820575681
eBOOK •

Land Use Law, 5th Edition
Daniel R. Mandelker
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #64584, ISBN 9780327162698
eBOOK •

The Center for American and International Law
1 volume, hardbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00631,
ISBN 9781422490259
PRINT •

Insuring Real Property
Stephen A. Cozen, General Editor

Rely on this set for all of the insurance law answers
you need to resolve insurance conflicts. For
counseling the insurer and the insured, insightful
content combines discussion and analysis of
relevant case law, statutes and regulations with
practical guidance and instruction. Content is
further enhanced with points of view by experts
in the field, practice aids that include illustrative
insurance forms and checklists, and in-depth
information on subject matter helpfully defined by
six parts.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00315, ISBN 9780820513157
eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781579111175

The Law of Premises Liability,
4th Edition
Barbara McFarland
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #04355, ISBN 9781593458027
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118815

Mealey’s Litigation Report:
Mortgage Lending
Get concise summaries of current events
shaping this ever-changing area of finance—
court decisions, pleadings, regulatory actions
and legislative developments—as well as
detailed coverage of topical issues and detailed
examinations of subprime lending issues.
PRINT • Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07041,
ISSN 1941-1324
eBOOK •

Institute on Planning,
Zoning and Eminent Domain

eISBN 9781579111823

eISBN 9780327167198

Purchase and Sale of Real Property
Karl B. Holtzschue, General Editor

Get all of your questions expertly answered
with this publication that offers a transactional
approach to the purchase and sale of all types
of property. From pre-contract through postclosing, gain insight from thoughtful discussion
of critical subject matter. Also benefit from
comprehensive coverage of transactional
activity and in-depth analysis of all issues
relating to conveyancing of property on a
national scale, citing and surveying state and
local procedures, statutes and case law.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00658, ISBN 9780820516585
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118181
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Powell on Real Property®
Richard R. Powell, original author; Michael Allan Wolf, General Editor;
revisions by prominent contributors

Cited more than any other treatise on real property law, this
definitive resource gives you authoritative analysis of the
full range of real estate issues, complete with footnotes to
cite statutes, regulations and cases both alphabetically and
by jurisdiction.
You also get more than a dozen practice guides covering
such areas as landlord/tenant, acquisition/financing and tax
aspects of real estate transactions. These succinct guides take you
step by step through the procedures you encounter in real property
practice, and are replete with sound practice tips and cross-references
to the legal analysis in the treatise chapters.
Topics include:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Landlord and tenant law
Mortgages, liens and foreclosures
Condominiums, cooperatives, homeowner associations and timesharing
Conveyancing
Easements, licenses and restrictive covenants
Deeds, recording acts and title insurance
Land use planning and regulation
Trusts and future interests
Green buildings and smart growth
Effect of telecommunications laws on real property interests

You also get an annual review of Supreme Court cases affecting real estate property interests,
updates that contain expert analysis as well as quarterly analysis of recent case law and some of the
most contested property disputes regarding the conversion of railroad corridors to public uses such
as recreational trails.
PRINT •
CD-ROM •

17 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00550, ISBN 9780820515502

Single user, Pub. #00106, ISBN 9780820525136

Powell on Real Property®: Michael Allan Wolf Desk Edition
This softbound book is a condensed adaptation of Powell on Real Property. Carefully crafted by the general
editor of the main treatise, Professor Michael Allan Wolf gives you convenient and portable access to the
most critical Powell on Real Property content.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01533, ISBN 9781422427491

eISBN 9781579111588

Real Estate Brokerage Law and Practice
Contributions by practicing attorneys from across the country

This detailed treatise covers the national scope of law relating to real estate brokers. Expert analysis of
brokerage issues includes broker’s duties and liabilities; listing agreements; broker’s right to compensation;
issues affecting brokers—environmental, antitrust, e-commerce and federal laws, including RESPA; green
buildings; and more. Additionally, practical guidance provides a federal and state-by-state summary of the
broker’s duty to disclose, helpful checklists and numerous forms.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00486, ISBN 9780820514864

eISBN 9781579113865

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Real Estate Financing—
Text, Forms, Tax Analysis
Peter S. Britell; Sandra Bullington, Robert M. Jaworski,
Dennis A. Scardilli, prominent authors; individual authors
prepare updates for approximately 60 chapters

Covers all facets of national real estate financing. Get
step-by-step legal and business guidance for fee and
leasehold mortgages; construction loans; financing of
industrial and commercial condominiums, shopping
center and airspace projects; wrap-around mortgages;
private mortgage insurance; sale and leaseback;
syndications and real restate investment trusts; limited
liability companies; tax-free exchanges; and accounting
methods. Coverage of all key types of transactions
includes:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
Mortgage loan opinions
Commitment letters
Appraisals
Illustrative forms and documents
Surveys of federal, state and local financing programs
SEC reporting and disclosure requirements and
mortgage-backed securities
Low-income housing tax credit
REITs
FIRREA and the RTC

The set also includes regularly updated charts,
bibliographies, a comprehensive subject index and a
table of forms updated regularly.
PRINT • 8 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year,
Pub. #00592, ISBN 9780820515922

Real Estate for the General Practitioner
David M. Goldberg
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #61380,
ISBN 9781558346468
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119119

Real Estate Transactions: Cooperative
Housing Law and Practice—Forms
Patrick J. Rohan; Melvin A. Reskin

Every aspect of cooperatives—creation, financing,
operation, sale and tax consequences—is covered in this
comprehensive set. Get detailed guidance on problems
that involve builders, management and apartment
owners as well as helpful documents and illustrative
forms. Key content includes eviction and non-eviction
offering plans for residential and commercial projects.
Also featured is treatment of the liability of developer and
unit shareholders; full references to applicable federal
and state laws, regulations and case authority; and a
comprehensive, regularly updated index.
PRINT • 7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00239, ISBN 9780820512396
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Regulatory Takings, 4th Edition
Steven J. Eagle

Whether you represent property owners
and developers subject to regulation,
units of state or local government
or public interest organizations,
this is your indispensable resource
for detailed examination of the
substantive and procedural aspects
of regulatory takings. Comprehensive
content includes thorough analysis
of wetlands regulations, exactions
on development, asset seizures, and
more. Pertinent cases, statutes and
secondary sources are liberally cited,
technical considerations examined
and widely varying state and local
statutes, ordinances and administrative
practices highlighted.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #61876, ISBN 9781422476543
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113148

Thompson on Real Property,
Thomas Edition
David A. Thomas
PRINT • 15 volumes, hardbound, with
supplement, Pub. #67261, ISBN 9781558341562

A Guide to Troubled
Commercial Real Estate Loans
for Lenders and Borrowers
Joshua Stein

This Guide is full of expert strategy,
practical tips and warnings for lenders,
borrowers, and their counsel. It provides
a roadmap to the complex process of
dealing with commercial real estate loans
facing distress or default.
PRINT • Pamphlet, Pub. #01597,
ISBN 9781422476550
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111113

A Practical Guide to
Winning Land Use Approvals
and Permits
Eric Damian Kelly, General Editor
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated
annually, Pub. #00847, ISBN 9780820518473
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113391
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Waters and Water Rights, 3rd Edition
Amy K. Kelley, Robert E. Beck, Editors-in-Chief

This treatise provides more in-depth information than any other publication on legal issues involving water
rights, water usage and water quality. It’s primarily national in scope with the most comprehensive current
treatment of the law relating to the allocation and use of water resources in the United States, but also
includes coverage of interstate, state-specific and international concerns.
The authoritative publication analyzes the environmental controls that seek to ensure water quality, and
offers unparalleled breadth of material that includes such key topics as interstate allocation; climate
change and water resources; surveys; pollution and quality; wetlands preservation; water rights prior
appropriation; and much more.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #60748, ISBN 9781422476932

eISBN 9781579119447

Zoning Law and Practice, 4th Edition
E.C. Yokley, original author; revisions by Douglas Scott MacGregor

Contains a cross section of cases from all jurisdictions, both pro and con, regarding zoning as a municipal
science. Provides the most comprehensive material needed to understand zoning law, the elements of
police power application, and the actual practice of zoning law.
PRINT • 8 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #69485, ISBN 9780872152076

Zoning and Land Use Controls

Understanding Modern Real
Estate Transactions, 3rd Edition

Patrick J. Rohan, original author;
Eric Damian Kelly, General Editor

Alex M. Johnson Jr.

This resource gives real estate practitioners
everything needed to practice real estate law,
offering the broadest scope, most forms and best
index of any comparable publication available.
Comprehensive content examines the most basic
aspects as well as the complex aspects of zoning law
practice, covering:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Modern land use law trends, e.g., sign regulation and
adult-use businesses
Federal and state regulation
Zoning procedures and judicial review
Model ordinances
Site plans
Sample building permits
Zoning application forms
Two volumes of model ordinances and detailed
annotations organized by jurisdiction

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03127,
ISBN 9780769845951

Understanding Property Law,
3rd Edition
John G. Sprankling
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00585,
ISBN 9781422498736

Understanding the Law of
Zoning and Land Use Controls,
2nd Edition
Barlow Burke Jr.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01153,
ISBN 9781422407486

PRINT • 11 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year,
Pub. #00845, ISBN 9780820518459

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Securities Law and
Mergers & Acquisitions
Securities Law Techniques
A.A. Sommer Jr.; attorneys from the country’s most
prestigious law firms and corporations, contributing authors

The preeminent work on securities law, this
unsurpassed resource combines the authoritative
analysis of a treatise with the real-world focus of a
practice guide.
Created by one of the most influential securities
attorneys of our time, it now assembles the
expertise of over 85 leading practitioners to help
you tackle virtually every aspect of securities
regulation, including:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Registration—exempt securities, underwriting,
electronic filing, effectiveness, and closing and custody
Post-Effective Concerns—prospectus requirements, sales
materials and disclosure requirements, prohibited transactions, proxy rules, annual
reports and MD&A, compliance procedures and internal controls, independence of audit committees
and officers
Litigation and Investigations—antifraud provisions, violations of disclosure requirements, class actions,
bankruptcy proceedings, remedies, document control, and reporting up and reporting out

Throughout, you get the analyses you need of the core transactional and reporting requirements
underlying sound corporate/securities practice—plus expert commentary supported with key source
materials, sample documents, and practical checklists.
PRINT •
CD-ROM •

7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00636, ISBN 9780820516363

Single user, Pub. #02011, ISBN 9780820531663

Blue Sky Regulation, 2nd Edition
Robert N. Rapp

Gain usable insights into the legal and strategic issues central to state securities practice with the only
treatise to offer total coverage of the Blue Sky statutes, regulations, case law and administrative opinions.
Inexperienced paralegals and seasoned partners alike will appreciate the clear, expert commentary on the
Uniform Securities Act(s), jurisdictional predicates, merit regulation, state antifraud and enforcement roles,
and state regulation of intermediaries such as broker-dealers and investment advisers. A full set of state
guides simplifies and analyzes state securities codes and monitors enforcement trends. Plus, you get the
full text of the Uniform Securities Act(s), Uniform Forms, and relevant NASAA Statements of Policy.
PRINT •

4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00142, ISBN 9780820557625

Corporate Attorney’s Practice Guide
William H. Clark Jr.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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Corporate Compliance
Practice Guide
Carol Basri, General Editor

Addresses the new era of compliance issues and
expectations triggered by the global financial
crisis. Turn to this quick-answer guide for expert
insights into best practices for developing and
maintaining compliance programs tailored to
your client’s or organization’s industry, business
and culture. Coverage includes such specialized
areas as antitrust, securities, banking, health care
and insurance.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #01542, ISBN 9781422429761
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119553

Corporate Governance:
Law & Practice
Amy L. Goodman, Bart Schwartz

A comprehensive and easy-to-use resource
that provides authoritative analysis and
insightful, practical guidance on every critical
corporate governance subject. It examines all
aspects of that topic, and addresses the major
policies embodied in legislation, case law, state
and federal regulations, stock market listing
requirements, and best-practices guidelines
concerning the rights of shareholders as well as
the obligations of those who run and oversee
companies on their behalf.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00066, ISBN 9780820527550
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110697

Federal Securities Act of 1933
Hugh L. Sowards

Stay on top of the law, rationale, policies and
maze of regulations underlying the critical
Federal Securities Act of 1933 with this
cornerstone analysis—the most authoritative of
its kind.
Over 25 top securities lawyers advise you
on determining the applicability of the 1933
Act, overseeing the registration process,
satisfying the small issue exemption, preparing
the registration statement, meeting filing
requirements, avoiding liability for a false
registration statement as well as unregistered
securities, handling formal and informal SEC
investigations, complying with the SarbanesOxley Act of 2002 and more.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year,
Pub. #00627, ISBN 9780820516271

Federal Securities Exchange Act
of 1934
Individual chapters authored by over 25 leading
corporate and securities attorneys from across the
country’s top law firms and corporations

The essential backbone to any securities practice,
this definitive publication can help you meet the
demands of perhaps the most complex, highly
regulated economic and legal framework in
use today.
Thanks to its roster of unrivaled authors, you’ll
be equipped to advise a public company on its
ongoing registration and reporting requirements;
untangle market manipulation issues; evaluate proxy
regulation and insider trading; master the regulatory
minutiae of securities markets, broker-dealers,
transfer agents and clearing agencies; appreciate
attorney and accountant liabilities, and more.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year,
Pub. #00619, ISBN 9780820516196

Federal Securities Laws of Municipal
Bonds Deskbook, 4th Edition
National Association of Bond Lawyers
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #22495, ISBN 9781422461150

Investment Advisers:
Law and Compliance
Robert G. Bagnall, Marianne K. Smythe, James E. Anderson

Recognizing that reforms stem from a tangle of SEC
interpretative releases, rulemaking and enforcement
actions rather than the Investment Advisers Act of
1940’s text or rules, this assured treatise helps you
resolve key issues—who qualifies as an “investment
adviser” under the Act, what advisers may (or must)
state to current or prospective clients, how the
Act regulates solicitation and referrals as well as
advertising and Internet activities, and more.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00017, ISBN 9780820527543
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115708
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Litigating Securities Class Actions
Jonathan N. Eisenberg, General Editor

An in-depth treatise for defense attorneys, in-house counsel, and plaintiff’s attorneys, specifically focused
on issues arising from securities class actions. Content brings together practical expertise of 11 of the
leading securities class action firms from across the country, discussing critical stages and strategies in this
field. Individual chapters provide guidance on:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

How plaintiffs decide which cases to bring
Key considerations in filing a motion to dismiss
The evolving bases for challenging
class certification
Assessing damages
Trial strategy
Insurance issues
PRINT •

eBOOK •

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Overseas class actions
Recurring claims in class actions, such
as accounting, subprime and investment
company claims
Crisis management
The role of in-house counsel in
managing class actions

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01630, ISBN 9781422478639

eISBN 9781579114909

Mealey’s Litigation Report: Class Actions
Focuses exclusively on the hottest trends, rulings, verdicts, and settlements in class action litigation.
The report covers mass torts and beyond, including consumer law, employment law, securities litigation,
and e-commerce disputes. It provides hard-to-find filings, class certification rulings, attorney fee news,
new complaints, notice plans, national news, breaking news, concise case summaries, and trial updates.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published twice monthly, Pub. #07006, ISSN 1535-234X

eISBN 9781579119850

Mealey’s Emerging Securities Litigation
Delivers the latest litigation news from across the nation on topics such as subprime-related securities,
corporate fraud, fiduciary duties to shareholders, bankruptcy issues, 401(k) and pension implications,
causation questions, Daubert issues, accountant liability, damage calculations, debt bondholder
implications, class actions and accountant liability in the securities context.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07043, ISSN 1541-2512

eISBN 9780327167211

Regulation of Investment Companies
Thomas P. Lemke, Gerald T. Lins, A. Thomas Smith III

Address day-to-day investment management issues with this
superlative practice guide written by and for lawyers, accountants,
and compliance officers.
Fortified with select foundational primary source materials—
including the full text of the Investment Company Act of 1940 and
the rules promulgated thereunder—it shows you how to:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Develop compliance best practices concerning market timing and illegal
late trading
Negotiate contractual provisions for the increasingly popular acquisition
of fund complexes
Advise clients on the legal requirements for advertising as well as
structuring, disclosing and reporting fees

So central to regulation and compliance it’s been cited by the SEC itself, this unmatched treatise
supplies practice tips to achieve client goals, avoid traps and satisfy regulatory requirements.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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Securities Arbitration Procedure
Manual, 5th Edition

Securities Regulation, 5th Edition

David E. Robbins

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00648,
ISBN 9781422470473

Updated to reflect new FINRA rules and procedures,
negligent misrepresentation and breach of fiduciary
duty cases, manifest disregard to vacate awards,
Ponzi schemes, and arbitration best practices, this
essential practice guide helps you target the central
issues that arise in a dispute, evaluate the merits,
and prepare and present your case to arbitration
panels anywhere in the country.
2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #82378, ISBN 9780327161882

Marc I. Steinberg

Taxation of Securities Transactions
Martin L. Fried
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice
per year, Pub. #00729, ISBN 978082051792
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112158

PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168003

Securities Enforcement:
Counseling and Defense
Samuel J. Winer, Kenneth B. Winer

Whether you’re defending clients in private litigation
or a criminal investigation, this versatile blend of
analysis and insight can help you confidently handle
enforcement actions by the SEC, DOJ and other
government authorities. Crystallizing the legal issues,
strategies and procedural traps you’ll confront, it
includes sample litigation papers, forms, reports,
memoranda, selected SEC releases and more.

Understanding Securities Law,
5th Edition
Marc I. Steinberg

Addressing the subjects covered in basic
securities regulation courses, this authoritative
guide puts you on a sound conceptual footing
with the laws, rules and liabilities relevant
to a securities practice—from regulation of
public and privately held companies under the
Securities Acts to recent relevant Supreme
Court and appellate court decisions.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00834,
ISBN 9781422473498

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #01252, ISBN 9780820553436
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114473

Securities Practice Guide
Robert Zinn, Lorraine Massaro

A step-by-step tool for associates new to the
practice, as well as a brush-up and training guide for
associates or partners who are already familiar with
the securities practice area. This Guide provides
attorneys with the guidance to perform tasks
throughout their workflow with links or direction to
primary, secondary and analytical content, forms
and checklists. It offers advice, guidelines and tips
on what to watch out for, what to avoid, and what to
include when handling a securities case.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01515, ISBN 9781422482247

eISBN 9781422486238

Securities Primary Law Sourcebook
Turn to this indispensable set to review the full
text of the 1933 Securities Act, 1934 Exchange Act,
SIPA, and Trust Indenture Act, plus the vital history,
rules and regulations accompanying this landmark
legislation. Included are all ‘33 and ‘34 Act forms as
well as NASD Rules, proposed and recently adopted
SEC Rules, and other critical documents affecting
securities practitioners.
5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year,
Pub. #00624, ISBN 9780820527772
PRINT •
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LexisNexis® Mobile Solutions
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Mergers & Acquisitions
Fox & Fox: Corporate
Acquisitions and Mergers
Byron E. Fox, Eleanor M. Fox

Comprehensive and easy-to-use, this treatise contains expert
guidance and commentary while placing a strong emphasis on
understanding legal requirements and assessing various strategic options.
The authors, recognized as leading authorities, provide clear legal analysis and
effective strategies for structuring and closing transactions at the lowest tax
cost; winning a takeover fight; complying with applicable antitrust, securities and labor laws; dealing
with finders and brokers; and analyzing the issues in taking over an acquired company’s benefit plans.
Comprehensive coverage of topics including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

General business and legal considerations
Tax issues implicated in structuring
various transactions
U.S. and foreign antitrust implications (with
superior supplementation by the numerous
antitrust-related Appendices)

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Registration and disclosure requirements of
federal and state securities laws
Other laws and topics that may be relevant in a
particular M&A transaction, including federal labor
laws, issues relating to brokers’ and finders’ fees,
accounting issues, and pension and profit-sharing
plan considerations.

Additionally, the set’s key features include thorough discussion of various acquisition methods with
analysis of their legal, tax and practical implications; a full volume of actual forms used in prominent
transactions, collected to highlight both industry-specific and jurisdiction-specific strategies; and
rich treatment of antitrust implications, including discussion of the merger regimes of the European
Union, Germany, the United Kingdom, France, Japan, Canada and Australia.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00291, ISBN 9780820512914

eISBN 9781579116187

M&A Practice Guide
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, LLP, contributing authors

Combining the authority of our treatises with practical, task-oriented guidance and cross references to
relevant print and online sources, the M&A Practice Guide is an ideal source for:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

All securities law relevant to M&A transactions,
conveniently located in a single chapter
Court-tested strategies employed successfully by
veteran M&A attorneys at Gibson Dunn & Crutcher
PRINT •

eBOOK •

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

A wide variety of practice tips, checklists, and
court-tested forms and provisions
Extensive cross-references to other research
materials and links to the M&A Practice Center and
other locations at lexis.com®

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01514, ISBN 9781422496831

eISBN 9781579113032

European Merger Control Law: A Guide to the Merger Regulation
Nicholas Levy, Partner at Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP in Brussels

Written by a leading expert in the field, this treatise is an up-tp-date analysis of all aspects of merger
regulation, including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Full coverage of the substantive law, with expert insights into its application and enforcement
Practice-oriented guidance on jurisdictional and policy issues
Comprehensive treatment of all leading court cases
Expert analysis of the role of economics in EU merger control, U.S. merger enforcement and transatlantic
cooperation, and EU antitrust issues arising in the M&A deal process
Time-saving practice tips, checklists and primary sources, including the Merger Regulation, Draft
Horizontal Mergers Guidelines and Best Practices Guidelines
PRINT •
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Federal Income Taxation of Corporations
Filing Consolidated Returns
Andrew J. Dubroff, Jerred G. Blanchard Jr., Marc A. Countryman, Steven B. Teplinsky, Ernst & Young

It’s an invaluable tax planning guide and procedural manual. With it, you get virtually everything you
need to know about this important area of tax law. It includes text of pertinent revenue rulings and
procedures, IRS private letter rulings and general counsel memoranda.
You’ll benefit from detailed textual analysis covering the affiliated group, intercompany transactions,
capital gains and losses, net operating losses, earnings and profits, special limitations on certain
deductions, intercompany distributions, excess loss accounts, investments in affiliates, methods of
accounting, special inventory adjustments, specialized industries and much more.
PRINT •
CD-ROM •

4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00227, ISBN 9780820512273

Single user, Pub. #00860, ISBN 9780820526492

Federal Income Taxation of Inventories
Leslie J. Schneider

This practical tax-planning publication covers virtually every aspect of inventory taxation—from what can
be included in inventory for tax purposes to complex tax and accounting problems, including valuation of
goods, the uniform capitalization rules, LIFO inventories, and problems of specialized industries such as
farming, retailing and securities dealing. It provides practical tax-planning suggestions based on personal
insight the author gained from his former employment as the principal draftsman of many of the tax
regulations and rulings that are discussed in the text. You’ll get analytical treatise chapters; numerous
computational examples, case histories and tax planning strategies; and hard-to-find primary source
material, such as IRS private letter rulings, general counsel memoranda and revenue rulings and procedures.
PRINT •
CD-ROM •
eBOOK •

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00304, ISBN 9780820513041

Single user, Pub. #00862, ISBN 9780820526508

eISBN 9781579112042

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Partnership Taxation, 2nd Edition
Richard Lipton, Paul Carman, Charles Fassler,
Walter D. Schwidetzky

Part of the LexisNexis Graduate Tax Series, this
resource contains a thorough discussion of
the rules of partnership taxation. There is also
significant attention to the numerous anti-abuse
rules that have been adopted by Congress and the
IRS over the past several decades, including the
disguised sale rules, the treatment of mixing-bowl
transactions, the complex rules to prevent basis
abuse, and the overriding partnership anti-abuse
regulations adopted by the IRS.
1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #03199, ISBN 9781422417553
PRINT •

Tax Accounting
Durwood L. Alkire, original author;
revisions by Steven J. Rice

This practical, easy-to-use guide analyzes various
accounting methods and periods and explores
their tax advantages and disadvantages. It details
the requirements for electing, using or changing
a method of accounting to ensure effective tax
planning and discusses the latest cases, rulings
and regulations.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00703, ISBN 9780820517032
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118228

Tax Planning for Corporations
and Shareholders, 2nd Edition
Zolman Cavitch, original author; revisions by
Matthew P. Cavitch; Kara Kraman, contributing author

Take advantage of step-by-step analysis of
the tax ramifications of starting and running a
corporation—from pre-incorporation planning
and capitalizing new companies to division,
purchase, sale and liquidation. Whether you
represent small start-ups or large multinationals,
this title will provide invaluable tax insights you
can use in advising a corporation on its day-to-day
operations. Every chapter is loaded with scores
of tax-planning tips, comments and hypothetical
problems, as well as examples illustrating how
complex tax calculations are performed.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year,
Pub. #00194, ISBN 9780820511948
CD-ROM •
eBOOK •
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Tax Planning for Corporations
and Shareholders: Forms
Zolman Cavitch, original author; revisions by
Matthew P. Cavitch
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00430, ISBN 9780820514307
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116859

Tax Planning for Partners,
Partnerships and LLCs
Jerold A. Friedland

This is the best place to look for coverage
of federal tax issues related to all aspects of
forming and running limited liability companies
(LLCs) and partnerships. This resource covers
the latest legislative and judicial changes and
explains and illustrates complex partnership tax
rules, their application to family partnerships and
limited liability companies, and related planning
considerations in a clear, concise, and readable
fashion. It also includes examples, numerous
computational illustrations, and practice tips and
cautions to alert you to tax-planning opportunities
and steer you away from potential pitfalls.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #01129, ISBN 9780820538747
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111489

Tax Planning for S Corporations,
2nd Edition
Richard B. Robinson, Stephen Looney, Ronald Levitt

This concise practical volume provides step-bystep guidance through every important area of
tax planning for S corporations, offering analysis
of relevant Code sections, regulations and
rulings, together with flowcharts, case studies,
checklists, computational examples, planning
tips and more. It covers such vital areas as how
to handle S corporation distributions and the
accumulated adjustments account, converting
from C-corporation to S-corporation status, how
and why an S corporation can save tax dollars,
and much more. Includes flowcharts, case
studies, checklists, computational examples and
planning tips.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00496, ISBN 9780820514963
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114268
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Understanding Corporate Taxation, 2nd Edition
Leandra Lederman

This clearly written Understanding treatise is designed to supplement any corporate tax casebook,
providing a step-by-step explanation of the fundamentals of corporate tax law.
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Six chapters cover events in the life cycle of a corporation, including capitalization of a corporation with
debt or equity.
Seven additional chapters cover S corporations; corporate reorganizations; carryover of tax attributes;
and anti-abuse and special provisions, such as the corporate AMT.
The final two chapters discuss the important policy issues of corporate integration and corporate
tax shelters.

You also get discussion of relevant cases, checklists, diagrams of transactions, and
numerous examples.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03135, ISBN 9781422427433

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS, EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION AND RETIREMENT

Taxation of Executive Compensation: Planning and Practice
Harvey L. Frutkin

This single volume covers the tax issues of concern to any highly compensated person—not just
executives—such as negotiating and drafting the employment contract, nonqualified deferred
compensation, pensions and profit-sharing plans, using employer stock and stock options as
compensation, ESOPs and 401(k) plans, qualified plan contributions, benefits design, administration and
termination, life insurance, estate planning and the AMT. You also get sample forms and agreements, such
as a model ESOP plan, a Rabbi Trust, buy-sell agreements, a group-term life insurance plan, and much more.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00451, ISBN 9780820514512

eISBN 9781579117238

Tax Planning for Retirees
Vorris J. Blankenship

Contains all the information you
need to help clients make tax planning decisions for retirement. This treatise covers the federal tax
treatment of everything from IRAs to disability benefits, Social Security benefits, long-term care insurance,
etc. Also included are pensions, ESOPs, 401(k)s, veterans’ benefits and virtually every type of retirement
income that exists in America today.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01548, ISBN 9781422471081

Bender’s Federal Income Taxation of Retirement Plans
Alvin D. Lurie, General Editor; David Pratt, T. David Cowart and Greta E. Cowart, update authors
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #01494, ISBN 9781422419441

EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS

Planning Tax Exempt Organizations
Robert J. Desiderio
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #01244, ISBN 9780820551036
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112882

Understanding Nonprofit and
Tax Exempt Organizations, 2nd Edition
Jaclyn Fabean Cherry, Nicholas P. Cafardi
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03204,
ISBN 9781422497579

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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FEDERAL TAXATION

Bender’s Tax Return Manual
M. Kevin Bryant, original author;
revisions by Kara Kraman

Get thorough, clear, and practical guidance
for reporting income taxes with this invaluable
resource.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #00121, ISBN 9780769845845

Federal Tax Guidebook
Alan J. Prigal, original author;
revisions by Mary Howley

Though intended for those who don’t
practice tax law, this can also be a handy desk
reference for tax lawyers. It summarizes and
explains the basic rules of federal income,
estate, and gift tax, including tax procedure,
using a transactional approach—clarifying
the tax implications of day-to-day business
transactions handled by law firms (incorporating
a business, drafting a lease, writing a will, etc.).
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00589, ISBN 9780820515892
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117870

Tax Planning for the
Alternative Minimum Tax
Lance W. Rook, original author; revisions by
Suellen Wolfe

Benefit from the definitive guide to the complex
Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT) rules in the Internal
Revenue Code. It details when taxpayers are subject
to AMT adjustments and preferences, how to
calculate and apply the various AMT tax credits,
how the AMT interacts with other Internal Revenue
Code provisions, and how to minimize the impact of
the AMT.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per
year, Pub. #00694, ISBN 9780820516943
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118334

United States Code Service
Internal Code Service, Title 26
PRINT • 6 volumes, softbound, updated twice per year,
Pub. #46902, ISBN 9781422488676

Understanding Federal Income
Taxation, 3rd Edition
J. Martin Burke, Michael K. Friel
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound,
Pub. #00426, ISBN 97814224179155

STATE AND LOCAL TAX

Bender’s State Taxation: Principles
and Practice
Charles Swenson, General Editor; Robert J. Desiderio,
update author

With an exclusive combination
of more than 300 important tax
sources, LexisNexis provides a
current and comprehensive online
tax offering on a single, easy-to-use
interface: LexisNexis® Tax Center.

Gain insight into state tax-planning opportunities
and pitfalls with this resource that thoroughly
identifies, explains and examines state tax issues of
concern to single-state and multistate taxpayers and
their advisors. From federal and state constitutional
limitations to local taxes, it provides practical,
insightful discussion and analysis on the often
detailed and always complex principles governing
state tax compliance and planning. Focusing
on issues relevant to today’s state tax practice
rather than on historical background, it helps you
understand the current state of the law.
Written by SALT practitioners, the treatise avoids
legalese and an overly academic approach,
maintaining a practice-oriented focus, complete
with practice tips drawn from the authors’
experiences. Examples, checklists, charts and tables
expedite research at every step.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per
year, Pub. #01495, ISBN 9781422419458
eBOOK •
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INTERNATIONAL TAX

Rhoades & Langer, U.S. International
Taxation and Tax Treaties
Rufus v. Rhoades, Marshall J. Langer

Make every foreign-related transaction tax-wise and trouble free. This respected
text covers all aspects of U.S. taxation of Americans doing business abroad and
foreigners investing in the U.S. It gives you the current and complete information
you need to seek out tax advantages and avoid pitfalls with:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

In-depth analysis of all relevant Internal
Revenue Code provisions and Treasury
regulations and rulings
Annotated text of every U.S. income tax treaty
and selected estate and gift tax treaties

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Summary status sheets to identify all treaties
and agreements
Concise general rules
Timesaving examples and tables

Organized for speedy access to all information and filled with practical examples and tables,
Rhoades & Langer will answer your international business and investment tax questions.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

6 volumes, loose-leaf updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00337, ISBN 9780820527789

eISBN 9781579116538

Foreign Tax and Trade Briefs, 2nd Edition

Tax Havens of the World

Walter H. Diamond; William H. Byrnes IV,
Robert J. Munro, update authors

Walter H. Diamond and Dorothy B. Diamond;
William H. Byrnes IV, Robert J. Munro,
update authors

Gives you the latest foreign tax, trade policy and
currency rates on a quarterly basis—including the latest
applicable taxes and tax rates for over 110 foreign
nations—individual partnership or business profits,
corporate, capital, real estate, dividends, remittance tax
and dollar-limit transfer, and revenue and sales. It also
includes expert commentary on applicable tax treaties.
2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year,
Pub. #00290, ISBN 9781422490358
PRINT •

eBOOK •

This international bestseller examines tax
havens in more than 70 geographical areas
around the world, rating each tax haven on the
basis of 30 vital features. It gives you expert,
inside information on how to:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

eISBN 9781579112486

Gain a foothold in a specific tax haven
Qualify for investment and capital incentives
Insulate profits, plus plan a business or trust,
including an asset protection trust

PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year,
Pub. #00722, ISBN 9780820517223

Foreign Tax and Trade Briefs—
International Withholding Tax
Treaty Guide

United States International
Taxation, 2nd Edition

Walter H. Diamond; William H. Byrnes IV,
Robert J. Munro, update authors

Allison Christians, Samuel A. Donaldson,
Philip F. Postlewaite

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year,
Pub. #00292, ISBN 9780820512921

Transfer pricing is the single most important
international tax issue affecting multinational
companies and often affects earnings per share. This
must-have product is written by 24 experts from some
of the most prestigious law, accounting, and economics
firms, and is filled with practical examples, charts,
tables and illustrations.

This title is one of six releases from the
LexisNexis Graduate Tax Series and provides
graduate tax students with a solid foundation
in the applicable rules and enhances their
skills in reading and applying complex statutes
and regulations. It contains 21 separate
units that address fundamental concepts of
residency and source, the taxation of United
States persons (citizens, residents, and
domestic corporations) on their activities
within the United States, and the safeguard
rules in place to curtail potentially abusive tax
avoidance in the international context.

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #01353, ISBN 9780820569499

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #03638, ISBN 9781422480311

Practical Guide to U.S. Transfer Pricing,
3rd Edition
Robert T. Cole, Editor and Principal Author

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112936

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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TAX ACCOUNTING

Federal Income Taxation of Inventories
Leslie J. Schneider

This practical tax-planning publication covers virtually every aspect of inventory taxation—from what can
be included in inventory for tax purposes to complex tax and accounting problems, including valuation of
goods, the uniform capitalization rules, LIFO inventories, and problems of specialized industries such as
farming, retailing and securities dealing. It provides practical tax-planning suggestions based on personal
insight the author gained from his former employment as the principal draftsman of many of the tax
regulations and rulings that are discussed in the text. You’ll get analytical treatise chapters; numerous
computational examples, case histories and tax planning strategies; and hard-to-find primary source
material, such as IRS private letter rulings, general counsel memoranda and revenue rulings and procedures.
PRINT •
CD-ROM •
eBOOK •

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00304, ISBN 9780820513041

Single user, Pub. #00862, ISBN 9780820526508

eISBN 9781579112042

Tax Accounting
Durwood L. Alkire, original author; revisions by Steven J. Rice

This practical, easy-to-use guide analyzes various accounting
methods and periods and explores their tax advantages and
disadvantages. It details the requirements for electing, using
or changing a method of accounting to ensure effective tax
planning and discusses the latest cases, rulings and regulations.

Federal Tax Accounting,
2nd Edition
Michael B. Lang, Elliott Manning
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #03640,
ISBN 9781593458850

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00703, ISBN 9780820517032

TAX INSTITUTES & JOURNALS

Major Tax Planning: University of Southern California Law School
Annual Institute on Federal Taxation
Numerous contributing authors

Each January, leading authorities on federal taxation—a distinguished group of lawyers, scholars,
government officials and accountants—meet in Los Angeles and offer presentations on the hottest
issues to their fellow practitioners. The speakers then develop their presentations into law review-quality
articles, which are published in this volume. Though scholarly, the articles are also very practical, laden with
examples, tax-planning tips and commentary, covering strategies for individuals, corporations, partnerships,
estates and trusts, real estate, S corporations and foreign transactions. Includes a complete index and
tables of cases, statutes, regulations and rulings.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, new articles annually, Pub. #00750, ISBN 9781422498811

eISBN 9781579111403

New York University Institute on Federal Taxation
Numerous contributing authors

Each October the biggest names in tax gather in New York City and offer presentations on hot, cuttingedge issues to their fellow practitioners. The speakers then develop their presentations into law reviewquality articles, which are published in these two volumes. Topics covered include individual and corporate
tax planning, partnerships and real estate, charitable organizations, international tax planning, executive
compensation and employee benefits, estate and gift tax planning, elder law, tax accounting, tax penalties,
ethics, tax practice and procedure, personal and family tax planning, and closely held businesses (like S
corporations). Though scholarly, the articles are also very practical, laden with examples, tax-planning tips
and commentary. Each annual contains its own index, table of revenue rulings, Code section reference
table and table of Treasury regulations.
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, new articles annually, Pub. #00500, ISBN 9781422493540

6 volumes (includes the 2-volume set of articles plus the 1-volume NYU Review of Employee Benefits and Executive
Compensation (Pub. #1646) and the 3-volume Consolidated Index and Tables listing all entries from 1976 to present),
loose-leaf, new articles annually, Pub. #00500, ISBN 9781422494677
PRINT •
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New York University Institute on State and Local Taxation
Numerous contributing authors
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, new articles annually, Pub. #01125, ISBN 9781422490297

New York University Review of Employee Benefits and Executive Compensation
Numerous contributing authors

Annually, some of America’s finest tax attorneys and professors, each one an expert in employee benefits
and executive compensation, write articles on hot, cutting-edge issues affecting the employee benefits/
executive compensation arena. This resource contains approximately 20 new articles each year that
examine such topical issues as pension protection, Section 409A, preemption and the ongoing national
health care reform debate.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, new articles annually, Pub. #01646, ISBN 9781422490303

eISBN 9781579112523

Oil, Gas & Energy Quarterly
D. Larry Crumbley, General Editor

This resource features a compilation of articles containing tax ideas, techniques, historical perspectives,
developments and practice pointers in oil, gas and energy taxation and accounting. Features include timely
and insightful articles by experienced practitioners on all phases of oil and gas tax law, accounting and
practice; comments and digests of revenue rulings; decisions in important cases and appeals; analyses and
comments on proposed and new legislation and regulations; and reviews of new books and articles.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, new articles quarterly, Pub. #00520, ISBN 9780820515205

eISBN 9781579117481

TAX PROCEDURES & CONTROVERSIES

Tax Controversies: Audits, Investigations, Trials
Robert S. Fink

Pick up this comprehensive guide to handling tax examinations, investigation, and civil and criminal tax
litigation. It covers audits and criminal administrative reviews; IRS investigative powers; taxpayer rights,
protections and defenses; corporate criminal tax issues; and money laundering and currency violations.
Includes frequently-used forms for the IRS and civil and criminal litigation.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00305, ISBN 9780820554631

eISBN 9781579112059

Civil Tax Procedure, 2nd Edition
David M. Richardson, Jerome Borison, Steve R. Johnson

Part of the LexisNexis Graduate Tax Series, this resource offers a solid foundation in the applicable rules
and enhances your skills in reading and applying complex statutes and regulations. The text relies very
little on laborious analysis of cases and other sources but instead, each chapter provides an overview of
the substantive content with emphasis on important issues that are not apparent from the statutory or
regulatory language.
PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #03639, ISBN 9781422417560

Federal Tax Practice and Procedure
Leandra Lederman, General Editor; Ann Murphy, contributing and upkeep author
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01253, ISBN 9780820553443

eISBN 9781579112899

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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TAXATION OF SECURITIES

Federal Taxation of Municipal Bonds, 3rd Edition
National Association of Bond Lawyers

Prepared and updated throughout the year by a team of experts, this publication includes the
complete texts of IRC sections relating to municipal bonds, including miscellaneous provisions on
marketability, reissuance, original issue discount, market discount and IRS practice and procedure.
You also get:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Full statutory histories and full legislative histories
Summaries of related primary law materials organized topically
Complete text of all current Treasury regulations applicable to municipal bonds, as well as proposed
and withdrawn regulations, along with regulations governing state and local government series (SLGS)
securities and preambles from current regulations
Complete text of pertinent federal case-law decisions involving municipal bonds and
tax-exempt financing
Complete text of all applicable IRS Revenue Rulings, revenue procedures, treasury notices, general
counsel memoranda, and technical advice memoranda
Complete text of all pertinent IRS Private Letter Rulings and Field Service Advice

You can ensure that you spend less time looking for the information you need, and more time using
it, as this edition also includes the FTMB Navigator, a companion guide containing a detailed table
of contents, tables of authorities, popular names table, and a topical index of all author summaries
contained in the multi-volume set.
PRINT •

12 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, with CD-ROM, Deskbook and Navigator, Pub. #22500, ISBN 9780820572659

PRINT •

Deskbook, 1 volume, softbound, ISBN 9781422488058

PRINT •

Navigator, ISBN 9781422488065

Taxation of Securities Transactions
Martin L. Fried, original author; revisions by Andrew W. Singer

Utilize this extensive analysis of the taxpayer as a securities dealer, distributions of securities to estate or
trust beneficiaries, and tax consequences of security investments by foreign shareholders. Its detailed
text shows how various transactions involving all types of securities are taxed, with coverage of stocks and
bonds, stock options, puts and calls, short sales, mutual funds and corporate and government bonds.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00729, ISBN 9780820517292

eISBN 9781579112158

TAXATION OF SPECIALIZED BUSINESSES

Federal Income Taxation of Life Insurance Companies
Ernst & Young LLP

Benefit from analysis of the special tax provisions that apply to life insurance companies. This highly
specialized publication features the most recent legislative changes and IRS rulings, tax planning
suggestions, comparative analysis of tax accounting and accounting for the NAIC-approved annual
statement, examples, charts and Schedules. It examines the tax issues raised by principle-based reserving
and the continuing controversy surrounding the dividends received deduction (DRD) incurred in connection
with separate accounts of life insurance companies.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00693, ISBN 9780820516936

Volumes 1 – 2, eISBN 9781579114404

Farm Income Tax Manual
Neil E. Harl
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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Federal Taxation of
Oil and Gas Transactions

Taxation of Intellectual Property
and Technology

Robert Polevoi, original author;
revisions by David I. Altman

Marvin Petry, Kenneth R. Appleby

Get coverage of federal tax law applicable to oil
and gas transactions, examining the tax deduction
for depletion of oil and gas wells, the tax treatment
of costs incurred in locating and drilling for oil,
oil and gas partnerships and depreciation of
equipment. This authoritative publication features
clear explanations and analysis of the origin and
development of the depletion deduction; cost
depletion; percentage depletion; the property unit
in oil and gas operating and non operating sites;
and many other topics.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00280, ISBN 9780820512808
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116163

Federal Taxes Affecting Real Estate
Thomas V. Glynn, revision author; Patricia Hughes Mills,
upkeep author

This one-stop resource gives you 21 chapters
examining all of the federal tax ramifications of
real estate transactions, replete with dozens
of hypothetical examples, tax planning tips,
caveats and more, along with more than 100
legal forms and agreements for use in handling
all types of real estate transactions as well as 13
practice checklists. It’s perfect not only for tax
practitioners, but for everyone else involved in the
real estate industry: lawyers, developers, brokers,
management companies, lenders, etc.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00285, ISBN 9780820512853
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112035

Taxation of Financial Institutions
KPMG LLP

Packed with timesaving examples, and taxplanning ideas, this set covers tax issues affecting
financial institutions, focusing on the complex
tax rules that apply to financial institutions. Not
only does it provide detailed analyses of a typical
bank’s day-to-day transactions, it goes on to
examine the more complex issues in greater detail.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00752, ISBN 9780820517520
eBOOK •

Get this complete guide to the federal tax
consequences of the development, purchase,
sale and licensing of intellectual properties. It
incorporates tax-planning suggestions throughout
the text and fully integrates the latest legislative,
administrative and judicial changes in the tax
law, as well as patent, trademark, and copyright
and trade secret laws. It provides detailed
examples and planning notes that highlight useful
techniques and warn against pitfalls.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00688, ISBN 9780820570099
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114381

Taxation of Mining Operations
Peter C. Maxfield, J. Andrew Miller, Robert M. Allen, C.P.A.

This essential tool for understanding tax
law affecting the mining industry offers
expert guidance on the effects of the latest
cases, IRC changes, regulations, revenue
procedures, letter rulings and other Internal
Revenue pronouncements. Its thorough, indepth treatment covers prerequisites to and
computation of the depletion deduction; mineral
properties and aggregations; exploration and
development expenses; depreciation, investment
credit and tax preference items; and many
other topics.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00418, ISBN 9780820514185
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117061

Taxation of Public Utilities
Richard E. Matheny, contributing author

This is the first comprehensive treatise ever
published on the unique tax problems of the
public utility industry. Written by practicing utility
industry experts, this publication explains and
analyzes the complex interplay of the Internal
Revenue Code, the financial accounting rules, and
the regulatory and rulemaking process.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00761, ISBN 9780820517612
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169376

eISBN 9781579119478

Taxation of Hospitals and
Health Care Organizations
Douglas M. Mancino
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #01183, ISBN 9780820543642
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167891
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Workers’ Compensation Law
Larson’s Workers’ Compensation Law
Lex K. Larson

The most trusted name in workers’ compensation
legal analysis, this premier resource is used by all state
commissions and frequently cited by all courts in all states—
which means you can confidently cite to it as precedent.
Comprehensive and authoritative coverage includes:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

The now standard
framework by which workers’
compensation is organized
and understood
The nuts and bolts of workers’
compensation as well as newly
developing areas of the law
Discussions of the variations
in state law and consequences
A variety of local practices,
grouping states that agree on a
particular pattern of law

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Quick access by
legal principle and fact
situation indexing
Up-to-date, detailed case
summaries for comparison of facts
and holdings
Discussion about the interaction of
workers’ compensation with other
laws, for example the Americans
with Disabilities Act, Social Security and the Longshore
and Harbor Workers’ Compensation Act
Examples that illustrate main points

The “Digest” feature, which expedites access to cases by jurisdiction, and helpful state-by-state
comparisons of substantive statutory provisions are also included.
PRINT •

12 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00340, ISBN 9780820513349

Larson’s Workers’ Compensation, Desk Edition
Lex K. Larson

Get detailed case analyses, statutory references and essential background information in
time-saving, comprehensive portions with the abridgement that parallels Larson’s Workers’
Compensation Law.
This compact reference provides succinct, straightforward discussion of claims, with careful
attention to the variants of a wide array of circumstances, as well as the latest developments in
topical, controversial areas. Citing only as many cases as are necessary to illustrate the points
covered in the text, authoritative, incisive coverage includes:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Established law
Contemporary controversies

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

New directions in the law
Variations in state law and their consequences

You’ll gain greater understanding of the complexities of this area through the helpful formatting of
content that groups states that agree on a particular pattern of law; provides quick access to legal
principle and fact situation indexing; includes up-to-date summaries for comparison of facts and
holdings; illustrates main points with examples; identifies independent contractor relationships;
and eliminates the need for repeated cross-referencing between sets by using a parallel section
numbering system.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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Benefits Review Board Service Longshore Reporter
This monthly Reporter is the only source for longshore opinions and decisions—located all in one
publication. Thorough coverage also includes longshore-related federal court opinions, published and
unpublished, and selected opinions and decisions of administrative law dealing with longshore issues. And
it’s the only resource for selected administrative law judge decisions related to longshore dating back to the
1970’s.
To assist with your research, all opinions are headnoted and digested also. The Reporter provides tables
of cases, docket tables, various indexes, primary source materials (codes and regulations), forms and the
updated longshore desk book. Plus, an advisory board provides feedback on the utility of the publication,
guidance in selection of administrative law judge and federal court opinions and commentary on important
cases each month.
PRINT •

3 volumes, loose-leaf, published monthly, Pub. #00135, ISBN 9780820511351

The Complete Guide to Medicare Secondary Payer Compliance
Jennifer C. Jordan, Editor-in-Chief and General Counsel at MEDVAL, LLC

Authored by the leading expert in the field of the MSP, this publication is written by an industry insider with
a deep understanding and practical knowledge about this highly complex and evolving area of the law. It
conatins all relevant pieces of the law in one accessible place. And by understanding what CMS wants—and
why it wants it—you’ll be better able to:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Take control of your insurance settlements
Avoid pitfalls, delays and penalties
Comply with reporting requirements

You’ll also learn that CMS’ preference may not be the only way to achieve MSP compliance.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01575, ISBN 97814224753

eISBN 9781422484517

NOSSCR’s Social Security Practice Guide
National Organization of Social Security Claimants’ Representatives

This all-in-one source makes sure you have everything you need to effectively
handle the constantly growing and ever-changing field of Social Security
practice. In addition to this practical guide offering a thorough understanding
of Social Security administration and case law, it also encompasses all
substantive and procedural aspects involved in representing a Social Security
disability client in court.
Written by experts from the National Organization of Social Security
Claimants’ Representatives, this Guide provides tips on dealing with the Social
Security disability adjudicatory process; complete sets of forms; a unique
listing of common reversible errors found in decisions of administrative
law; sample letters, interrogatories to doctors, pleadings on every phase
of disability and checklists; and a guide to recovering attorney’s fees, with
analysis of Social Security fee provisions to help maximize and expedite the
fee award. A comprehensive glossary, indexes of cases by impairment and a
medico-legal bibliography are also included.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00637, ISBN 9780820516370

eISBN 9781579118112

Occupational Injuries & Illnesses
Brian J. Caveney, M.D., J.D., Editor-in-Chief

Provides medical analysis you need to prove, refute, or prevent allegations of occupational injury and
illness, and includes AMA evaluations of permanent impairment. Each chapter spells out the many factors
that contribute to work-related injuries or illnesses, along with the state-of-the-art technical data to prove
whether the injury or illness was job-related.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

3 volumes, softbound, updated annually, Pub. #00884, ISBN 9781422490181

eISBN 9781579111441
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Understanding Series
For decades, attorneys have relied upon the
Understanding Series titles from LexisNexis to
provide a quick overview of unfamiliar areas of law.
Written by the same experts who author
LexisNexis and Matthew Bender treatises and
practice guides, these publications provide insight
and a foundation for true understanding of the
subject. Choose from a collection of over 50
softbound, portable publications.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

Understanding Administrative Law, 5th Edition
William F. Fox

Gain a better understanding of the fundamental concepts of administrative law. Topics covered include
the process of administrative decision-making as well as the substantive law of agencies. You get
recommendations and processes to identify and handle the various problems and issues encountered in
representing clients before administrative agencies.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00878, ISBN 9781422417140

ANTITRUST LAW

Understanding Antitrust and Its Economic Implications, 5th Edition
E. Thomas Sullivan, Jeffrey L. Harrison

If you’re looking for clear examination of this ever-changing, challenging and highly complex area of law, turn
to this compact guide. You get clarifying analysis of the current state of the law in light of the U.S. Supreme
Court’s continuing efforts to achieve greater consistency in how the law is applied. Topics covered include
antitrust economics; jurisdiction, enforcement and exceptions; horizontal restraints and cartel behavior;
vertical restraints; monopolization and related offenses; mergers and acquisitions; and price discrimination.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00891, ISBN 9781422422618

BANKRUPTCY LAW

Understanding Bankruptcy, 2nd Edition
Jeffrey T. Ferriell and Edward J. Janger

If you seek a clear introduction to bankruptcy law and related state and federal debtor-creditor law—look
no further. Featuring detailed discussion of the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection
Act, this concise guide covers the full range of bankruptcy topics—including creditors’ collection rights;
procedure, jurisdiction and venue; the automatic stay; claims and interests; asset preservation; discharge;
fraudulent transfers; liquidation under Chapter 7 and reorganization under Chapter 11; the role of
professionals in bankruptcy proceedings; and more.
PRINT •
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1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00064, ISBN 9781422474402
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CIVIL PROCEDURE

Understanding Civil Procedure, 4th Edition
Gene R. Shreve and Peter Raven-Hansen

Gain an in-depth understanding of the principles of civil procedure—including why the principles were
created and why they are invoked. The authors use the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure as a model and
refer to different state rules and doctrines where appropriate to present a representative cross section of
state models. Coverage includes discussion of important civil procedure cases, references to secondary
sources and illustrative cases for the reader who wants to explore further.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00797, ISBN 9781422407127

COMMERCIAL LAW

Understanding Contracts, 2nd Edition
Jeffrey T. Ferriell

This treatise explains common law principles of contract law, drawing on illustrations from the Restatement
(Second) of Contracts and from Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code as it has been adopted in all
fifty states. This edition includes expanded material on the United Nations Convention on the International
Sale of Goods and the UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts, appropriate to a basic
course in Contracts, and on modern statutes regarding electronic contracting.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00188, ISBN 9781422429624

Understanding Negotiable Instruments and Payment Systems
William H. Lawrence

Turn to this compact volume for a comprehensive treatment of the subject matter covered by Articles
3, 4, and 4A of the Uniform Commercial Code and by relevant provisions of the Truth in Lending Act, the
Fair Credit Billing Act, the Electronic Fund Transfer Act, and Regulations E, J, Z and CC. The author focuses
primarily on the law of negotiable instruments and of bank deposits and collections but also addresses
the existing legal regimes that govern payments made in all forms, including checks and other drafts,
cash, credit cards, automated clearinghouses, automated teller machines, debit cards and wholesale
fund transfers.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01123, ISBN 9781422475386

Understanding Sales and Leases of Goods, 2nd Edition
William H. Henning and William H. Lawrence

If you’re new to commercial law practice and need to ramp up quickly on the law governing sales and
leases of goods, this compact guide is for you. It gives you comprehensive analysis of relevant provisions
of Articles 2 and 2A of the Uniform Commercial Code as well as such topics as warranty rights, third-party
rights, electronic contracting and more.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00065, ISBN 9781422422496

Understanding Secured Transactions, 4th Edition
William H. Lawrence, William H. Henning, R. Wilson Freyermuth

Gain a clear understanding of the law of secured transactions with this comprehensive introduction to
the underlying rationales of Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code, the federal Bankruptcy Code
as it relates to Article 9, and other relevant state and federal legislation. Key topics covered include the
attachment and perfection of security interests, priorities among competing claims and the enforcement
of security interests. You also get citations to recent judicial opinions interpreting the provisions of revised
Article 9, as well as comprehensive treatment of the interaction between Article 9 and the Bankruptcy
Code, fully updated to reflect all changes made by the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer
Protection Act of 2005.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00587, ISBN 97814224170909
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CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

Understanding Constitutional Law,
3rd Edition

Understanding the First Amendment,
3rd Edition

Norman Redlich, John B. Attanasio, Joel K. Goldstein

Russell L. Weaver, Donald E. Lively

Clearly written and authoritative, this detailed
introduction to constitutional law includes
discussions of landmark cases such as Bush v.
Gore, Lawrence v. Texas, Grutter (and Gratz) v.
Bollinger, and Hamdi v. Rumsfeld among others.
It also tracks significant doctrinal developments
regarding federalism, sovereign immunity and
the redefinition of Congress’s powers under
the Commerce Clause and Section 5 of the
Fourteenth Amendment.

Just what protections does the First Amendment
provide? This essential treatise gives you a clear
understanding of this often misunderstood
amendment with detailed analysis of its origins
and continuous development through judicial
review. Topics covered include understanding
and applying first amendment standards of
review; speech advocating violent or illegal action;
content regulation; overbreadth, vagueness and
prior restraints; content neutrality; testing the
boundaries of doctrine; freedom of association
and compelled expression; rights of the press;
media technology and the first amendment; the
establishment clause; and the free exercise clause.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00863,
ISBN 9780820561370

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03165,
ISBN 9781422470183

CORPORATE LAW

Understanding Corporate Law, 3rd Edition
Arthur R. Pinto, Douglas M. Branson

Get a clear and comprehensive understanding of corporate law with this detailed examination of key
concepts surrounding the formation and operation of corporations, highlighted with analysis of key cases
throughout. You get authoritative coverage of such topics as formation and choice of law; piercing the
corporate veil; financing the corporation; corporate governance including Sarbanes-Oxley; mergers and
acquisitions; federal regulatory issues; fiduciary duties; controlling shareholders; special problems of the
closely held corporation; and more.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00284, ISBN 9781422429594

CRIMINAL LAW

Understanding Capital Punishment
Law, 2nd Edition

Understanding Criminal Law,
5th Edition

Linda E. Carter, Ellen S. Kreitzberg, Scott Howe

Joshua Dressler

Turn here for a detailed overview of the complex
issues surrounding capital punishment with
emphasis on the constitutional law that governs
death penalty proceedings in the United States.
You get authoritative analysis of the arguments
for and against capital punishment; the legal
constructs for analyzing Eighth Amendment
issues; trial and post-trial procedures; pervasive
issues of race and gender discrimination;
the constitutional and practical problem of
“volunteers” for the death penalty; and issues
that are likely to arise in future death penalty
cases, including the constitutionality of executing
juveniles and the effect of terrorism on death
penalty law.

Frequently cited by courts in their analysis of
substantive criminal law, this authoritative guide
helps give you a firm understanding of how our
criminal justice works. You get clear analysis of
the basic elements of, and defenses to, specific
crimes such as homicide, rape, and theft; group
criminality; and inchoate liability. Other topics
covered include theories of punishment, sources
of the criminal law and overarching principles such
as legality and proportionality. The common law
is emphasized with extensive comparisons to the
Model Penal Code and thoughtful examination of
the underpinnings of the utilitarian philosophies of
substantive criminal law.

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03155,
ISBN 9781422423868
PRINT •
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PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00789,
ISBN 9781422429877
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Understanding Criminal Procedure: Volume 1, Investigation, 5th Edition
Joshua Dressler, Alan C. Michaels

This volume covers the most important Supreme Court cases in the field of police practices—including
search and seizure, police interrogation, eyewitness identification and entrapment. It also includes a nonpolice-practices chapter on the right to counsel at trial and on appeal. Where pertinent, the Federal Rules
of Criminal Procedure, federal statutes, and lower federal and state court cases are considered. The broad
overarching policy issues of criminal procedure are laid out and some of the hottest debates in the field are
considered objectively and in depth. objectively and in depth objectively and in depth..
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03218, ISBN 9781422426784

Understanding Criminal Procedure Volume 2, Adjudication, 5th Edition
Joshua Dressler, Alan C. Michaels

This volume focuses on the criminal process after the police investigation ends and the adjudicative
process commences, covering such topics as pretrial release, prosecutorial charging procedures, discovery,
speedy trial, plea bargaining and guilty pleas, trial by jury, confrontation at trial, self-incrimination, right to
counsel at trial and on appeal, double jeopardy and post-conviction proceedings. The authors examine the
most important Supreme Court cases in the field.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03219, ISBN 9781422426791

Understanding White Collar Crime, 3rd Edition
J. Kelly Strader

Jump-start your understanding of the complex patchwork of statutes that define white collar crime. This
compact resource provides the texts of the relevant statutes along with detailed analysis of the main cases
interpreting them—including a large number of U.S. Supreme Court cases. It also discusses the significant
policy issues that arise in white-collar crime investigations and prosecutions, such as enforcement barriers
and prosecutorial discretion. All principal federal white-collar crimes are covered—including mail and wire
fraud, securities fraud, computer crime, environmental crime, bribery and gratuities, extortion, perjury,
obstruction of justice, tax crimes, money laundering, racketeering and more.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03123, ISBN 9781422496046

EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR LAW

Understanding Disability Law, 2nd Edition
Mark C. Weber

Gain a thorough understanding of the statutory and constitutional issues relating to disability law. This
compact treatise analyzes many federal disability laws as they relate to controversial disability rights issues
and examines leading cases on each major topic of disability law as well as suggested ways of thinking
about unresolved questions and debates over legal policy. Detailed coverage includes constitutional law
bearing on disability discrimination and employment discrimination rights and remedies; discrimination by
federal, state and local governments; and other topics such as disability discrimination related to housing,
transportation and telecommunications.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03217, ISBN 9781422498750

Understanding Employment Discrimination Law, 2nd Edition
Thomas R. Haggard

Gain a clear understanding of the fundamental concepts, principles, doctrines and theories that together
form the foundation of today’s employment discrimination law. The authors examine the many and
varied sources of employment discrimination law and analyze key topics including individual and separate
disparate treatment; special problems relating to discrimination based on race, sex, national origin and
religion; retaliation; filing and processing charges; litigation; types of violations and their proof; procedure
and remedies; defenses; enforcement; and more.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01191, ISBN 9781422473580
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Understanding Employment Law
Richard A. Bales, Jeffrey M. Hirsch,
Paul M. Secunda, Jessie D. Puckett Jr.

Striking the right balance between
comprehensiveness and selectivity, this
publication’s substantive material provides the
practical information needed to get quickly
up to speed on employment law and succeed
in practice. It provides helpful common-law
employment doctrines, including employmentat-will, employment contracts, employment
torts, workplace privacy issues and restrictive
convenants. Federal and state regulation of the
workplace are also covered.

Understanding Labor Law,
3rd Edition
Douglas E. Ray, Calvin William Sharpe,
Robert N. Strassfeld

Give yourself a solid foundation in labor law and
research key points of the law quickly with this
definitive one-volume reference. It examines the
many complex management-labor issues that
emerge in the private sector, focusing on the
National Labor Relations Act, as amended, and
its interpretation and application by the federal
courts and the National Labor Relations Board.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01106,
ISBN 9781422470268

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03231,
ISBN 9780820570532

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

Understanding Environmental Law, 2nd Edition
Philip Weinberg, Kevin A. Reilly

Get up to speed fast on this complex and rapidly expanding area of law. The primary focus is the U.S. federal
framework, with coverage of state-specific laws. Topics covered include the role of the United States
Constitution in protecting the environment; policy issues affecting environmental law; common law causes of
action in the environmental arena, including toxic torts; environmental quality review issues that arise under
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and state equivalents to NEPA; air and water pollution laws; solid
and hazardous waste laws and regulations and remediation of hazardous waste sites; endangered species
laws including international controls applicable to endangered species; and international environmental legal
issues, including treaties, global climate change, and ozone layer protection.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00848, ISBN 9781422417393

ESTATE PLANNING, TRUSTS AND GIFTS

Understanding Trusts and Estates, 4th Edition
Roger W. Andersen

From the creation of wills and trusts to planning for incapacity, powers of appointment and federal taxation
of wealth transfers, this concise deskbook provides quick and authoritative guidance on the trusts and
estates questions that arise in your daily practice. It brings you up to speed on the law governing intestate
distributions; wills, trusts and other devices for constructing estate plans; limits on testamentary freedom;
problems fiduciaries face when administering estates and trusts; taxation; and more.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00728, ISBN 9781422429525

FAMILY LAW

Understanding Family Law, 3rd Edition
John De Witt Gregory, Peter N. Swisher, Sheryl L. Wolf

If you need to get up to speed quickly on family law, rely on this expert resource for comprehensive
coverage of a wide range of topics, including traditional and nontraditional families, nonmarital and
postmarital contracts, annulment, paternity and legitimacy, procreation rights, contraception, abortion,
sterilization, artificially assisted conception, and adoption and termination of parental rights. You get clear
explanations of specific family law issues, such as intrafamily tort immunity and liability, medical care for
child and spouse, wrongful life and wrongful birth, domestic violence, PINS, ethical issues for the lawyer,
alternative dispute resolution, equitable distribution, community property, child custody and visitation,
same-sex marriage, civil unions and domestic partnerships.
PRINT •
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1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00596, ISBN 9780769846781
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Understanding Juvenile Law, 3rd Edition
Martin R. Gardner

This treatise discusses the various bodies of law that govern the juvenile justice system. Topics covered
include distinguishing minors from adults and the rights of juveniles, as well as issues that arise outside the
juvenile justice system, including the child and the family, child abuse, private law issues outside the family
and constitutional rights. You also get detailed analysis of the juvenile court movement, jurisdiction, the
pre-adjudication process, adjudication, dispositions and the future of the juvenile justice system.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00047, ISBN 9781422429556

FEDERAL PRACTICE

Understanding Federal Courts and Jurisdiction, 2nd Edition
Linda S. Mullenix, Martin H. Redish, Georgene M. Vairo

For a complete overview of the complex constitutional principles and doctrines governing the federal
judicial system, this is the comprehensive treatise you need. It provides a rich discussion of Article III of
the U.S. Constitution and also explains Congress’s role in regulating the federal courts’ jurisdiction. This
publication focuses on relevant statutes, the U.S. Supreme Court and appellate doctrine, covering all
aspects of the constitutional and statutory procedures relevant to litigating actions in federal courts.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00844, ISBN 9781422422588

IMMIGRATION LAW

Understanding Immigration Law
Kevin R. Johnson, Raquel E. Aldana, Bill Ong Hing, Leticia Saucedo, Enid Trucios-Haynes

This title lays out the basics of U.S. immigration law in an accessible way for newcomers to the field. It offers
background about the intellectual, historical and constitutional foundations of U.S. immigration law. It also
identifies the factors that have historically fueled migration to the United States, including the economic
“pull” of jobs and family in the United States and the “push” of economic hardship, political instability
and other facts of life in the sending country. The authors summarize the law concerning admissions and
removal procedures and criteria in the Immigration and Nationality Act.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03240, ISBN 9781422411797

INSURANCE LAW

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW

Understanding Insurance Law,
5th Edition

Understanding Copyright Law,
5th Edition

Robert H. Jerry II, Douglas S. Richmond

Marshall A. Leaffer

Organized and arranged according to the
various stages in the life of a contract, Part
A considers the question What is Insurance
Law. Part B considers issues germane
to the establishment of the contractual
relationship between insurer and insured.
Part C covers issues relevant to the
performance of contractual obligations, and
Part D examines a few topics that defy easy
categorization, including special problems
in group insurance, special issues for
automobile insurance, and reinsurance.

Keep pace with copyright law in the digital age with the
latest edition of this authoritative guide. The volume
explores copyright law in rich detail while incorporating
recent legislation and case law involving interactive
technologies like the YouTube video community and the
Facebook site and efforts like the Google Books Library
Project. Written with clarity and precision, this essential
work remains the most accessible text of its kind.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00837,
ISBN 9780769845937

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00839,
ISBN 9781422478912

Understanding Intellectual
Property Law, 2nd Edition
Donald S. Chisum, Tyler Ochoa, Shubha Gosh, Mary LaFrance
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00871,
ISBN 9781422482216
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Understanding Patent Law
Amy L. Landers

From the requirements for obtaining a U.S. patent and post-grant procedures, claim construction methods,
patent infringement theories and defenses to an infringement suit, here’s the compact guide you need to
gain a quick understanding of this complex area of law. Coverage includes an overview of the legislative,
regulatory and court systems that govern patents; clear examples that illustrate the application of the most
abstract and complex doctrines; clear and concise summaries of the major cases, including straightforward
descriptions of the technology at issue; and discussions of the policy and historical underpinnings of the
primary patent law doctrines.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03236, ISBN 9781422406687

Understanding Trademark Law, 2nd Edition
Mary LaFrance

From procedures for obtaining federal registration to claims of dilution, false advertising and
cybersquatting, this concise deskbook provides fast and sure answers to trademark law questions that arise
in your daily practice. It brings you up to speed on federal laws protecting registered trademarks and trade
dress as well as the broad array of federal and state unfair competition doctrines.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03162, ISBN 9781422472323

INTERNATIONAL LAW

Understanding International Business and
Financial Transactions, 3rd Edition

Understanding International Law

Jerold A. Friedland

Designed to explain what international law
is, why it exists and which basic subjects it
covers, this clearly written publication gives
particular attention to the law of treaties.
Providing introductory coverage of topics
of current relevance, this source addresses
such subjects as terrorism, international
criminal law, use and applicability of
international law in U.S. courts and the law
governing the use of military force.

This concise treatise provides an overview of
international business and financial transactions,
covering a wide range of topics relating to money,
currency and finance in international trade, the rules
of international trade, United States trade laws,
international sales, operating in foreign markets and
taxation of international transactions. This volume
also addresses recent developments in international
business and finance particularly since the global
financial crisis reached its full force in 2008.
1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03137,
ISBN 9781422478417
PRINT •

Understanding International
Criminal Law, 2nd Edition

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03122,
ISBN 9780820556956

Understanding the
Law of Terrorism
Wayne McCormack

From a general overview of jurisdiction and
determination of the applicability of international law to
detailed examination of specific types of international
crime, this treatise gives you the essential information
you need to understand this complex area of law. It
covers traditional areas of international criminal law
such as piracy, developing areas such as computer
crimes, and issues of special importance today such
as terrorism and narcotics trafficking. It also covers
procedural issues including constitutional issues,
immunities, obtaining evidence and people from abroad,
post-conviction issues such as prisoner transfers;
human rights issues; the use of international tribunals;
and the International Criminal Court.

This concise treatise provides a detailed
review of the three main approaches to
combating terrorism—criminal proceedings,
intelligence and prevention, and military
action—and provides tools to help you
analyze and apply these approaches. Topics
covered include the principal statutes
dealing with terrorism, designation of
foreign terrorist organizations and the crime
of material support of terrorist activity
or organizations; the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act (FISA) and the Classified
Information Procedure Act (CIPA); and
military detentions, extraordinary renditions,
harsh interrogation or torture and more.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03168,
ISBN 9781422425466

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03248,
ISBN 9781422474426
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ISLAMIC LAW

Understanding Islamic Law
Raj Bhala

Islamic Law is a growing trend that is an increasingly mainstream fixture in the legal landscape. Several
chapters give the essential foundational materials for the study of Islamic Law. The remaining chapters
cover several other pertinent fields: banking and finance, contracts, criminal law, family law, and property.
Includes: Arabic terms, in English, with diacritical marks to assist in pronunciation; A Glossary of Arabic
Terms; Recent developments such as the burkha ban in France
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03246, ISBN 9781422417485

LITIGATION

Understanding Evidence, 3rd Edition

Understanding Conflict of Laws,
3rd Edition

Paul C. Giannelli

Here are the essential topics of evidence law—
presented cogently and concisely. Designed to
help busy attorneys and law students alike, this
concise guide gives you a comprehensive overview
of evidence law with coverage of such topics
as the procedural framework of trial, relevancy,
witnesses, real and demonstrative evidence,
writings, hearsay, privileges and substitutes
for evidence. This treatise not only covers the
Federal Rules of Evidence extensively—but it also
cites cases, statutes, other rules and secondary
sources—providing a practical, comprehensive
framework for understanding evidence law.

William M. Richman, William L Reynolds
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00127,
ISBN 9780820558073

Understanding Remedies, 2nd Edition
James M. Fischer

If you seek an excellent introduction to the basic
legal rules and principles that constitute the law
of remedies as applied by United States courts—
you’ve found it. Turn here for comprehensive
coverage of the general principles applicable to
damages, injunctions, and restitution; remedy
defenses; applications, such as bodily injury and
breach of contract remedies; and special problems
such as punitive damages and attorneys’ fees.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03157,
ISBN 9781422470381

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00586,
ISBN 9781422480533

PRODUCTS LIABILITY

Understanding Products Liability
Terrence F. Kiely, Bruce L. Ottley

Turn to this guide for a concise overview of products liability case law and statutes, plus key issues behind
successfully prosecuting or defending a products liability case. You’ll master the theories underlying all such
cases, learn the principal types of product defects, tackle problems in proving products detective, review
available defenses and types of damages, and more.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03201, ISBN 9780820561080

PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY

Understanding Lawyers’ Ethics, 4th Edition
Monroe H. Freedman, Abbe Smith

Benefit from this analysis of the fundamental issues of lawyers’ ethics, particularly the ABA’s Model Rules
and Model Code. This treatise is designed to facilitate a real understanding of legal rules by challenging
readers to test their understanding of the legal rules against their own moral standards and reasoned
judgment. You’ll find sections covering law versus justice, lawyers’ ethics in time of crisis, judicial ethics,
prosecutors’ ethics, and more.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00876, ISBN 9781422470220

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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REAL ESTATE LAW

Understanding Modern Real Estate Transactions, 3rd Edition
Alex M. Johnson Jr.

This treatise explains clearly and succinctly the myriad issues that arise in residential and commercial
real estate transactions. The author walks you through the typical chronology of a residential real estate
transaction, from the date the seller decides to sell the real estate by listing it with a broker to the date the
transaction is completed and the deed of sale is recorded in the applicable recorder’s office.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03127, ISBN 9780769845951

Understanding Property Law, 3rd Edition
John G. Sprankling

Rely on this convenient resource for complete coverage of all standard property law topics, including
landlord-tenant law, adverse possession, rights in personal property, estates and future interests,
intellectual property, marital property, land sale transactions, servitudes, nuisance, zoning, takings and
other land use issues.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00585, ISBN 9781422498736

Understanding the Law of Zoning and Land Use Controls, 2nd Edition
Barlow Burke

This comprehensive and clearly written treatise addresses zoning, land use and environmental regulation in
a national, jurisdiction-independent manner. Topics covered include everything from fundamental concepts
such as the police power, takings and zoning to the zoning forms of action, economic discrimination and
zoning, wetlands and beaches, regulating the user, halting an owner’s further regulation and more.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01153, ISBN 9781422407486

SECURITIES LAW

Understanding Securities Law, 5th Edition
Marc I. Steinberg

Addressing the subjects covered in basic securities regulation courses, this authoritative guide puts you
on a sound conceptual footing with the laws, rules, and liabilities relevant to a securities practice—from
regulation of public and privately held companies under the Securities Acts to recent relevant Supreme
Court and appellate court decisions.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00834, ISBN 9781422473498

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Understanding Local Government, 2nd Edition
Sandra M. Stevenson

Rely on this treatise for a general understanding of local governments that focuses on the basic
characteristics common to all. Numerous references to laws and other materials of particular states and
regions make it easy to provide illustrative examples and to supplement the text. Topics covered include local
authority and regulation, land use controls, local contracts, delivery of services and assistance, public access
to information and right to vote, local officers and employees, local government liability and local finances.
PRINT •
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1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03147, ISBN 9781422473313
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Understanding Series

TAX LAW

Understanding Corporate Taxation,
2nd Edition

Understanding Nonprofit and
Tax Exempt Organizations, 2nd Edition

Leandra Lederman

Nicholas P. Cafardi, Jaclyn Fabean Cherry

This clearly written treatise provides a stepby-step explanation of the fundamentals of
corporate tax law. You get detailed coverage of
events in the life cycle of a corporation, including
capitalization of a corporation with debt or
equity; S corporations; corporate reorganizations;
carryover of tax attributes; anti-abuse and
special provisions, such as the corporate AMT;
important policy issues of corporate integration
and corporate tax shelters; and more. You also get
discussion of relevant cases, checklists, diagrams
of transactions, and numerous examples.

If you’re seeking a concise yet comprehensive
guide to nonprofit and tax exempt law, this is the
resource for you. You get detailed analysis of
case law, statutes, treasury regulations, revenue
rulings, revenue procedures, private letter rulings,
and technical advice memoranda that affect the
rapidly growing and changing field of nonprofit
and tax exempt law. Topics covered include
commercial activity and joint ventures; the
integral parts doctrine; integrated auxiliaries of
churches; HMOs; relief of the poor, distressed, and
underprivileged; social welfare; community benefit
organizations; political activities; mutual benefit
organizations; business leagues; disaster relief and
international giving.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03135,
ISBN 9781422474433

Understanding Federal Income
Taxation, 3rd Edition

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03204,
ISBN 9781422497579

J. Martin Burke, Michael K. Friel

Understanding Partnership and
LLC Taxation, 3rd Edition

Here’s a great way to quickly gain an
understanding of federal income taxation and the
key issues that may arise in practice. The authors
examine such topics as what items of economic
gain are included in gross income; what expenses
are deductible; when taxpayers include items of
income or deduct expenses; what the character
of an item of income and loss is; and more. You
get numerous concrete examples demonstrating
the application of specific concepts, statutes,
regulations and cases, as well as synopses of
leading cases.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00426,
ISBN 9781422479155

Jerold A. Friedland

If you have questions on corporate or partnership
tax issues, here are your answers. This excellent
quick-reference guide, based on the author’s
treatise Tax Planning for Partners, Partnerships,
and LLCs, offers a comprehensive analysis of
one of the most complex and confusing areas
of the Internal Revenue Code. Using examples
and computational illustrations, this treatise is
easy to use—whether you’re a law student or
experienced practitioner.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01165,
ISBN 9781422490914

TORT LAW

Understanding Torts, 4th Edition
John L. Diamond, Lawrence C. Levine, Anita Bernstein

Get fast answers to everyday tort questions with this convenient one-stop reference. Authoritative and
concise, it covers all tort law essentials in a fast-access format and features in-depth analyses of such
topics as intentional torts, privileges, negligence, cause-in-fact, proximate cause, defense, joint and several
liability, damages, strict liability, products liability, economic torts, malicious prosecution, abuse of process,
defamation, invasion of privacy and more. The volume’s judicious use of footnotes provide full primary and
secondary support for further research.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #00582, ISBN 9781422476451

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Jurisdictional
Publications

To order

or for current pricing:

CONTACT your LexisNexis® sales representative
CALL toll-free 800.223.1940
VISIT www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest

Alabama

Alabama
PRIMARY LAW

Michie’s™ Alabama Code
Lawyers and judges in Alabama have been relying
on LexisNexis code service for more than 50 years.
This title incorporates changes to the state's code as
approved by the Alabama Legislative Council. It features
a comprehensive index with many more descriptive main
headings and cross-references than any other Alabama
code index. Features:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Interim supplement of the year’s Regular Session legislation,
with amendment notes and effective date notes
Comprehensive index, replaced annually, with more headings and
cross-references than any other Alabama code index
Annotations based on cases, select law reviews and ALR

Advance Code Service (ACS) published three times per year,
providing the most current case law
All case citations Shepardized ™ for accuracy

Our statutory Codes are annotated by lawyer-editors who work diligently to ensure the accuracy
and currentness of your code research, provide meaningful context and clarify unclear or
ambiguous language.
Available separately, an Advance Legislative Service (ALS) gives you the latest session laws as they
are passed along with handy tables showing you what sections of the code are affected. It also
includes an annual Legislative Review Service pamphlet. Published annually, it’s an annual summary
of the year’s legislation, arranged in topical order.
PRINT •

39 volumes, hardbound, with current and interim supplements, Pub. #40002, ISBN 9780327110262

Michie’s Alabama Code Citator

Michie’s Alabama Rules Annotated

This valuable resource can help you ascertain
the current status of case notes appearing in the
Alabama Code. It can also aid you in broadening
your research with references to later cases that
cite the annotated case. It lists all significant
Shepard’s information pertaining to the cases
annotated in the Code, including subsequent
history and entries for all later cases citing
the annotated case that received Shepard’s
editorial treatment (such as “questioned” or
“distinguished”). The annotations in the Code
are abstracted court opinions construing or
interpreting statutory provisions. This progression
of opinions allows you to analyze more thoroughly
the law that will determine your outcome. Citing
references that were not assigned any editorial
treatment are not included.

LexisNexis, publisher of Michie's Alabama Code,
offers you the most comprehensive rules volume
available in Alabama. This publication contains
rules for:

1 volume, hardbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #40143, ISBN 9781422485989

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Alabama Supreme Court
Alabama Court of Civil Appeals
Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals
Federal Courts

There’s an index for each set of rules. And this is
the only annotated rules set where you can find
complete annotations to cases interpreting or
construing the court rules, along with extensive
research references.
PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound, updated four times per year
and replaced annually, Pub. #40155, ISBN 9780327168799
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168799

PRINT •

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Alabama

CRIMINAL LAW

Alabama Rules of Criminal Procedure, 5th Edition
Hon. Hugh Maddox

This reference tool weaves together the complete Rules of Criminal Procedure, the comments from the
Advisory Committee that proposed them, and the author's practical advice for understanding the rules.
This indispensable resource guides you from initial complaint through post-conviction remedies. Each
chapter concludes with "Practice Pointers" to help legal professionals understand and apply each rule. The
appendix contains a Table of Rules with their applicable forms and provides an invaluable case checklist for
both prosecutors and defense attorneys, describing in chronological order essential procedural steps and
the rules that apply to them.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, hardbound, Pub. #64564, ISBN 9781422488478

eISBN 9780327171874

FAMILY LAW

Family Law in Alabama: Practice and Procedure, 4th Edition
Hon. Rick Fernambucq, Hon. J. Gary Pate

Get the one source for practice-oriented guidance to Alabama domestic law from authors who have
assembled a wide variety of tools for use in everyday family practice—statutes, case law, forms, and
guidance on every aspect of handling the case. More than a theoretical approach to divorce law, this
resource is full of the kind of information and guidance that could only come from day-to-day experience.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, hardbound, with current supplement, Pub. #61916, ISBN 9781422476154

eISBN 9781579118648

GENERAL PRACTICE

Southeast Transaction Guide—
Florida, Georgia and Alabama
Bryon L. Sparber, Carl H. Cofer, Thomas A. Ritchie

The Southeast Transaction Guide provides practitioners
with research tools, analysis, practice tips, checklists
and forms. This 20-volume set is broken down into five
parts: business entities, estate planning, commercial
transactions, real estate transactions and personal
transactions. The set contains a strong federal tax analysis
with citations and practice notes applicable to the
individual states.
PRINT • 20 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice a year,
Pub. #00632, ISBN 9780820516325

Alabama Civil Practice Forms
Ally Windsor Howell

Leverage this comprehensive collection of sample forms
for Alabama practitioners—shaped by suggestions from
lawyers around the state. You get not only the mostcommonly used forms, but also many that you might need
only occasionally but won’t find in other sources. To help
you craft persuasive and effective forms that reflect your
clients’ needs, it contains case citations and is keyed to
the Alabama Code. It also contains law and practice notes
on the controlling law to provide practitioners with basic
legal principles and serve as a good starting place for
additional legal research, as well as administrative forms
to help streamline your law practice.
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with current supplement,
Pub. #63010, ISBN 9780820575117
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Alabama Civil Trial Reporter
PRINT • Journal, 12 issues per year, Pub. #07092,
ISSN 1945-3175

Alabama Evidence
Courtroom Manual
Glen Weissenberger, A.J. Stephani
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated annually,
Pub. #04383, ISBN 9781593458034
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118624

Hoffman on Alabama
Civil Procedure
Jerome A. Hoffman

An invaluable research and courtroom
reference, this publication covers the
Alabama Rules of Civil Procedure, rules
from other sources, relevant statutes,
comparisons with the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure and case law that bears
on civil trial practice. You’ll find all the
procedural issues encountered in civil
actions, including an in-depth treatment
of judgments and jurisdiction.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with current
supplement, Pub. #62915, ISBN 9781422419236

Alabama

INSURANCE LAW

REAL ESTATE LAW

Alabama Liability
Insurance Handbook

Alabama Property Rights and Remedies 4th Edition

Bibb Allen

Updated, expanded and converted to a convenient loose-leaf
format, the new fourth edition continues to offer a comprehensive
review of the statutory rights and remedies affecting real property
in Alabama. Central to the book are issues pertaining to the rights
and remedies most commonly associated with the use, ownership
and enjoyment of real property. It also features expert commentary,
checklists and forms. It’s designed as an aid in the selection of the
appropriate rights and remedies for specific situations, and a guide
in case preparation, from the commencement of an action to the
end of trial.

Given the rapidly expanding case
load and a corresponding rise in
the number of appellate court
decisions, it’s difficult to keep up
with Alabama liability insurance
law—even for the seasoned
practitioner. This publication
examines comprehensively
and authoritatively the current
state of liability insurance law in
Alabama. The author, one of the
state's most respected insurance
lawyers, helps you interpret
policies and understand agent
and broker liability. Authoritative
coverage includes topics such
as comprehensive general
liability insurance, personal injury
insurance, advertising injury
insurance, claims made coverage,
automobile liability insurance
and uninsured/underinsured
motorist coverage.
1 volume, hardbound,
with current supplement, Pub. #60100,
ISBN 9781422425510
PRINT •

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Michie’s Alabama
Criminal Code Annotated
with Commentaries
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with
companion CD-ROM, replaced annually,
Pub. #20004, ISBN 9781422497951
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115074

Michie’s Alabama Motor
Vehicle Laws Annotated
with Commentaries
1 volume, softbound, with
companion CD-ROM, replaced annually,
Pub. #20006, ISBN 9781422497975
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115081

Michie’s Alabama
Criminal Code Annotated
with Commentaries and
Michie’s Alabama Motor
Vehicle Laws Annotated
with Commentaries
2 volumes, softbound, with
companion CD-ROM, replaced annually,
Pub. #20003, ISBN 9781422497968
PRINT •

Jesse P. Evans III

PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #61851, ISBN 9781422481264

Real Estate Handbook: Land Laws of Alabama
Robert L. McCurley Jr., Penny A. Davis

Long relied upon, this indispensable resource is organized to
facilitate quick, accurate research and contains a complete,
indexed digest of statutes and cases on virtually every real estate
topic; more than 200 sample forms covering all types of real estate
transactions; and a handy checklist for covering each step in a loan
closing. It is a reference covering the law on the most frequent real
estate questions, making it a valuable resource for professionals
involved in real estate transactions.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with current supplement, Pub. #64682,
ISBN 9780820574554

TORT LAW

Alabama Tort Law, 5th Edition
Gregory S. Cusimano, Michael L. Roberts

When handling a tort case—premises liability, products liability,
motor vehicle, government liability, medical malpractice—wouldn’t
you like to take advantage of expert discussion of proof requisites
and defenses? This resource provides coverage of all points of law,
practical tips, sample complaints, forms and checklists.
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, updated as needed,
Pub. #66645, ISBN 9781422479070
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327170594

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

Alabama Workers Compensation Law
and Handbook
Robert W. Lee, original author; revisions by Steven W. Ford

Whether you’re on the side of the injured worker or the employer,
you can benefit from this up-to-date guide to the law. Highlights
include coverage of issues such as retaliatory discharge, fraudulent
suppression, right to reopen, permanent total disability, temporary
total disability and Medicare Set Aside Trusts, and you get forms, a
table of cases, a table of statutes, and a schedule of injuries.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with current annual supplement, Pub. #64558,
ISBN 9780327164166
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422486252

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Alaska

Alaska
PRIMARY LAW

Alaska Statutes
Smart Alaskan practitioners know there is only one
official source to trust for annotated Alaska primary
law. This set provides the entire statutory contents of
Alaska Statutes, the Constitutions of the United States
and the State of Alaska, the treaties relating to Alaska,
and statutory tables—all updated through the end of the
latest legislative session. Features:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

OFFICIAL

Temporary & Special Acts pamphlet
Comprehensive index, replaced annually
Alaska Legal Ethics opinions volume, supplemented annually
Annotation Citator volume, replaced in odd-numbered years
Cumulative supplement published in one-volume format in
odd-numbered years
Annotations to the official state statutes based on all Alaska cases and federal cases arising in Alaska
since statehood
All case citations Shepardized for accuracy

You also get up-to-date annotations to judicial decisions and opinions of the Attorney General,
revisor’s notes, editor’s notes, amendment notes and effective date notes, which set out useful
statutory information beyond what is in the actual statute text.
Available separately are an Advance Code Service (ACS) and an Advance Legislative Service (ALS).
The ACS provides annotations to the most current case law. The ALS is a compilation of the latest
session laws with handy tables showing what sections of the code are affected and convenient
marginal notations of the sections affected and their effective dates. It also includes an annual
Legislative Review Service pamphlet.
PRINT • 14 volumes, softbound, replaced in even-numbered years with annual supplements in odd-numbered years,
Pub. #40215, ISBN 9781422446951

Alaska Statutes Annotation Citator
This valuable resource can help you ascertain the current status of case notes appearing in the Alaska
Statutes. It can also aid you in broadening your research with references to later cases that cite the
annotated case. It lists all significant Shepard’s information pertaining to the cases annotated in the
Statutes, including subsequent history and entries for all later cases citing the annotated case that received
Shepard’s editorial treatment (such as “questioned” or “distinguished”).
PRINT •
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1 volume, softbound, updated every other year, Pub. #41323, ISBN 9781422486856
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Alaska

Alaska Administrative Code

OFFICIAL

Up to date and authoritative, this is an indispensable reference for any practitioner
in Alaska. It’s the only official publication of the permanent and emergency regulations of the
administrative agencies for the state of Alaska. Features:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Updated regulations allow you to remain current with administrative procedure and provide statutory
references to the authorizing legislative provisions
Explanatory comments, prepared by the Alaska Department of Law, to help you understand the history of
a regulatory change
Quarterly updates to the administrative code contain the latest changes to the regulations which affect
Alaskans most

Titles such as Commerce and Economic Development, Health and Social Services, Fish and Game, Natural
Resources, and Environmental Conservation change frequently, and this publication is the best way to
keep current.
PRINT •

10 volumes, loose-leaf, updated four times per year, Pub. #40450, ISBN 9780327103196

Alaska School Laws and Regulations
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #20390, ISBN 9780769846811

BANKRUPTCY LAW

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Local Rules of the Bankruptcy
Courts—9th Circuit

Alaska Criminal and Traffic
Law Manual

PRINT • 2 volumes, pamphlets, updated 3 times per year,
Pub. #00200, ISBN 9780820530413

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #20341, ISBN 9781422497647

ENERGY LAW

Alaska Oil and Gas Laws and
Regulations Annotated
This is an essential handbook for attorneys and
professionals working in the oil and gas industry
in Alaska.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #20323, ISBN 9780769848754

FAMILY LAW

Alaska Children, Youth and
Family Laws, Rules and
Regulations Annotated
This title includes sections from the Alaska
Statutes, the Alaska Administrative Code, the
Alaska Court Rules and a special section of law
from the United States Code Service relating to
Native Americans.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #20347, ISBN 9780769846514

Alaska Fish and Game Laws and
Regulations Annotated
This comprehensive, indexed edition of Alaska
Fish and Game Laws and Regulations contains
statutes updated from the latest regular session
of the State Legislature. Also included is material
from the Alaska Administrative Code, updated
through the most current Register.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #20345, ISBN 9781422487983

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

Alaska Workers Compensation Laws
and Regulations Annotated
This title provides easy access to the statutes and
regulations referenced most often, including the
Commercial Fisherman’s Fund, the verbatim text
of Title 2, Chapter 30 (Workers’ Compensation)
and material from the Alaska Statutes, current
through the latest regular session.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #20343, ISBN 9781422497982

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Arizona

Arizona
PRIMARY LAW

LexisNexis Arizona Annotated
Revised Statutes
®

Get a handle on Arizona statutory law and how it impacts
your daily case work with this practical and authoritative
resource you’ll refer to again and again.
Replaced annually, the code set features updates from the 49 th
Legislative First Regular Session through the Third Special Session.
It also includes:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

 ertified state statutes, fully annotated
C
Comprehensive index, replaced annually
PRINT •

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

 nnotations based on cases
A
All case citations Shepardized for accuracy

14 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #40539, ISBN 9781422483534

Arizona Advance
Code Service
The Arizona Advance Code Service
is a series of pamphlets, published
three times a year, which contain
annotations from Arizona Federal and
State cases read by the publisher’s
staff throughout the year, along with
other supplemental materials.
Pamphlets, issued 3 times per year,
Pub. #40594, ISBN 9780327110392
PRINT •

Arizona Annotated Court Rules
Formulate your best case strategies, plan your next moves
and drive client satisfaction backed by this two-volume set
which includes the most-used local, state and federal rules.
But this is more than a collection of rules. It is a guide to the
rules. You’ll find amendment histories, case notes and bar
committee notes with the rules, along with a convenient
index and numerous forms.
PRINT • 3 volumes, softbound, updated semi-annually, replaced annually,
Pub. #40539, ISBN 9780327170877
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422483725

BANKRUPTCY LAW

Local Rules of the Bankruptcy Courts—9th Circuit
PRINT •

2 volumes, pamphlets, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00200, ISBN 9780820530413

CRIMINAL LAW

Revised Arizona Jury Instructions, 3rd Edition—Criminal
Exclusive in print from LexisNexis
This compendium of revised jury instructions from LexisNexis and the Criminal Jury Instructions
Committee of the State Bar of Arizona, is a comprehensive revision to the RAJI instructions since 1989 and
includes over 850 instructions. There is a jury instruction for every felony offense in the Arizona Criminal
Code Title 13 of the Arizona Revised Statutes, and a jury instruction for every vehicular crime in Title 28.
New features in this edition include: adopting judge’s benchbook as preliminary instructions; preliminary
jury instructions specific to criminal cases; non-capital case aggravation phase jury instructions; causation
instructions; and capital case jury instructions.
PRINT •
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1 volume, loose-leaf, with supplement and CD-ROM, Pub. #29750, ISBN 9780820589053
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Arizona

EMPLOYMENT LAW

LAW ENFORCEMENT

The Arizona Employer

Arizona Criminal and Traffic Law Manual

Littler Mendelson, P.C.

In one concise volume, you’ll have the statutes that law
enforcement professionals and trial attorneys need most often.
The manual also features a listing of applicable sections affected
by legislation passed during the 2009 Regular and Special
Sessions of the Arizona Legislature. In addition, United States
Supreme Court Case Laws Summaries provide you with a concise
overview of U.S. Supreme Court decisions—a useful feature only
offered by LexisNexis! A convenient CD-ROM is also included,
allowing users to browse, search and print vast amounts of data
with ease! Use the CD-ROM at your desk, or load it on your laptop
for reference on the road.

Provides human resources
professionals, corporate counsel
and other in-house attorneys a
practical and extensive guide to
state employment and labor laws.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with
CD-ROM, updated annually, Pub. #25930,
ISBN 9781422487617

GENERAL PRACTICE

Revised Arizona Jury
Instructions, 4th Edition—
Civil
Exclusively in print from LexisNexis
and the Civil Jury Instructions
Committee of the State of Arizona,
this is the first comprehensive
revision to the RAJI since 1997.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, with
CD-ROM, Pub. #29730, ISBN 9780820577593

Arizona Education Laws
and Rules
A reference tool for anyone
who needs to stay abreast of
developments in education
law in Arizona. Includes a fully
searchable, printable, and
downloadable CD-ROM version of
the publication.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with
CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #20630,
ISBN 9781422496336
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169680

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #20606,
ISBN 9781422496275
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169666

Arizona Criminal and Traffic Law Field Guide
Stay razor-sharp on all of the key Arizona statutes that can
make or break your case. This pocket-sized field guide clearly
and concisely presents elements of statutes from Criminal,
Transportation and other relevant titles, with penalties for each
offense and case-law annotations. This is an easy-to-use and
indispensable tool for any officer in the field.
PRINT • 1 volume, spiral bound, replaced annually, Pub. #20623,
ISBN 9781422496329
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169673

Arizona DUI: A Manual for Police, Lawyers
and Judges
Jefferson L. Lankford

Get an inside look at DUI casework from beginning to end.
The Manual contains practical information for peace officers’
investigations, arrests and testimony with a checklist for each
step. Legal professionals will appreciate Judge Lankford’s talent
for connecting the officers’ fieldwork and evidence collection with
DUI in the courtroom. Definitions, testimony, challenges, experts,
tests as evidence, procedures, sentencing and administrative
courts are all covered. Includes a companion CD-ROM offering
an electronic version of the book and the full text of cases
cited therein.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #20652,
ISBN 9781422497203

PERSONAL INJURY LAW

The Law of Negligence in Arizona, 3rd Edition
Jefferson L. Lankford, Douglas A. Blaze

To be at the top of your game in personal injury law, knowledge is power, especially when it comes to
negotiating the best settlement for your client or company, or winning in court if you have to. This essential
reference is the one place to turn for comprehensive analysis and practical guidance on modern negligence
law in Arizona. Using this indispensable research tool, you’ll find the answer to virtually any question raised
by Arizona’s negligence laws, including exhaustive analysis of such issues as: comparative fault doctrine,
motor vehicle accidents, animal cases, premises liability, wrongful death, slip and fall, dram shop liability,
proof of damages and more.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #64215, ISBN 9780327162759

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Arkansas
PRIMARY LAW

Arkansas Code of 1987 Annotated
Arkansas practitioners know they can trust this one
source for annotated Arkansas primary law. Bringing
you the official state statutes, fully annotated, its 53
volumes plus current cumulative supplement include:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Full coverage of state civil and criminal laws—from
Agriculture, Business and Commercial Law, and
Education to Family Law, Labor Relations, Property, and
Wills and Estates
Arkansas Court Rules Annotated
Available separately, an Advance Legislation Service,
giving you the latest session laws as they’re passed by
the Arkansas legislature.
A comprehensive index
All case citations Shepardized for accuracy

Advance Code Service (ACS) providing annotations to the most current case law.
PRINT •

53 volumes, hardbound, updated every other year, Pub. #40604, ISBN 9780327100317

Arkansas Code Court Rules Edition
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #40604, ISBN 9781422491713

eISBN 9780632716791

Arkansas Administrative Code
The only complete print edition of the Arkansas administrative rules available, this essential reference
guides you quickly and efficiently to the rules and regulations you seek as issued by the state’s dozens of
boards, commissions, departments, programs and agencies.
Use it to:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Locate code specifics for state bodies ranging from the Highway and Transportation Department to the
Oil and Gas Commission to the Workforce Investment Board
Zero in on pertinent regulations through five separate indexes: subject (with extensive cross-references),
issuing agency or department, rule number, table of authorities (indexed by the statutes pursuant to
which they were adopted), and emergency rules indexed by issuing agency
Get citations to recent court cases relating to administrative law and a resource directory listing sources
for relevant print and electronic documents

Whether you need details on Arkansas’ Student Loan Guarantee Program, Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Coordinating Council, State Medical Board, Department of Education, Development Finance Authority—any
official state body—turn first to Arkansas Administrative Code.
PRINT •
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23 volumes, loose-leaf, with monthly updates, Pub. #49540, ISBN 9781929858231
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Arkansas Advance Court
Rules Service

Arkansas County Compliance
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #20990, ISBN 9781422491096

Reach for this indispensable bi-monthly tool to
stay current with recent Arkansas court rules
amendments, additions, and repeals.

Arkansas Public Library
Laws Annotated

Each issue allows you to:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

See exactly how the text of the rule has
changed, with succinct editorial notes describing
the changes and providing the effective dates
Find proposed rules changes for comment
and review on behalf of the Supreme Court—
plus other procedural Orders of the Arkansas
Supreme Court
Review case summaries of recent cases
specifically construing or interpreting
rules provisions

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #20600, ISBN 9781422457900

Arkansas Government Register
Ideal for courts, lawyers, libraries, and lobbyists
as well as business people who must stay current
with Arkansas state government, this unique
compilation offers the only source for timely,
comprehensive, accurate information on official
Arkansas state government actions—including the
complete text of Attorney General opinions.

What’s more, every pamphlet comes with a
“bookmark” for the Court Rules Volume showing
a table of rules affected and the effective
date thereof.

PRINT • Pamphlet, issued monthly, Pub. #49560,
ISBN 9781422410646

PRINT • Yearly subscription, 6 bi-monthly issues,
Pub. #41210, ISBN 9780327110439

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

Handbook for Arkansas Municipal Officials
Research constitutional and statutory provisions governing the operation of cities and towns in Arkansas
with this authoritative manual. It includes fully annotated statutes on Agriculture, Criminal Offenses,
Education, Family Law, Local Government, Public Finance, Taxation, and dozens of other categories.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #20917, ISBN 9780769845852

General Acts Affecting Arkansas Municipalities
Containing selected acts relevant to Arkansas municipal laws as enacted during the 2009 Regular Session
of the 87th General Assembly, this resource also contains a table of relevant code sections that have been
amended, repealed, transferred or added since the last General Assembly.
PRINT •

1 volume, replaced every other year, Pub. #20939, ISBN 9781422493991

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

Constitution of the State of Arkansas of 1874
Consult all 20 articles of the Arkansas state constitution—from Article 1: Boundaries through Article 20:
"Holford" Bonds Not to be Paid—plus Amendments 1 through 87 in this convenient one-volume sourcebook.
Introduction by Arkansas Secretary of State Charlie Daniels.
PRINT •

1 volume, pamphlet, Pub. #20955, ISBN 9781422498354

Election Laws of Arkansas and Constitution of the State of Arkansas of 1874
Office of Secretary of State, Elections Division

Keep this convenient softbound work in your briefcase or on your desk for quick reference. It’s ideal for
candidates, Electoral Board members, Officers of Election, registrars, attorneys specializing in election law—
any Arkansas citizen invested in the electoral process.
PRINT •

1 volume, spiral bound, Pub. #20963, ISBN 9781422499351

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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CRIMINAL LAW

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Arkansas Model Jury Instructions—
Criminal, 2nd Edition

Arkansas Criminal and Traffic
Law Manual

Arkansas Supreme Court Committee on Criminal Jury
Instructions

Access criminal law and procedure, motor
vehicle law, juvenile law, and many related
statutes in this one concise volume. Keep it
in your briefcase or on your desk for quick
reference—then share its advantages via
the fully annotated, searchable, printable,
and downloadable CD-ROM version bound
with it.

Give jury members instructions they can understand—in
cases ranging from a DWI to homicide—with the sample
instructions in this no-nonsense set.
Prepared by the Arkansas Supreme Court Committee
on Criminal Jury Instructions, it includes Committee
commentary citing supporting authority and shows when
including or omitting an instruction would constitute an
error. Includes Stage One concluding and enhancement
instructions and Stage Two instructions on evidence
relevant to sentencing , standard punishment, and
standard and enhanced verdict forms.
2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated biennially,
Pub. #60190, ISBN 9781558341432
PRINT •

CD-ROM •

ISBN 9781422479865

Arkansas Criminal Code Annotated
A must-have resource for Arkansas prosecutors and
criminal defense attorneys, this core reference draws
on a broad range of statutes from the Arkansas Code
of 1987 Annotated to give you comprehensive coverage
of state criminal law plus authoritative case notes. The
included CD-ROM features the full text of all cases cited.
1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced biennially,
Pub. #20915, ISBN 9781422496152
PRINT •

eBOOK •

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #20916, ISBN 9781422496121
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169482

Arkansas Motor Vehicle and
Traffic Laws and State Highway
Commission Regulations
Turn to this handy digest of statutes and
official regulations governing the use of
public highways, roads and streets in
Arkansas—as well as the control of motor
vehicles and their operators—issued by
authority of the Arkansas State Highway
and Transportation Department and the
Department of Finance and Administration.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced biennially,
Pub. #20940, ISBN 9781422495490
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169901

eISBN 9780327169697

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
EDUCATION LAW

The Teacher Retirement Laws of the State
of Arkansas
Paul Marcus
1 volume, softbound, updated biennially, Pub. #20918,
ISBN 9781422466674
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169703

FAMILY LAW

Arkansas Children and Family
Laws Annotated
Put a range of family law statutes from the Arkansas
Code of 1987 Annotated at your fingertips. You get the
full text of Title 9 plus hundreds of select provisions—
including guardianship, adoption, domestic violence,
public health and welfare, family, child welfare and child
support, and many other miscellaneous annotated
statutes relating to domestic relations law.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced biennially,
Pub. #20947, ISBN 9781422496268
eBOOK •
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Arkansas Workers'
Compensation Laws and
Rules Annotated
Published in cooperation with the Arkansas
Workers’ Compensation Commission, this
indispensable legal resource advises you
on workers comp taxes and fees, employer
liability insurance, accidental injury or
death, occupational disease, public health
and welfare, the voluntary program for
drug-free workplaces and more. Includes
case notes and annotations.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM,
updated annually, Pub. #20960, ISBN 9781422453483

California

California
PRIMARY LAW

Deering’s California Code Annotated
Since 1866, California practitioners have turned to Deering’s
California Codes Annotated for fast, accurate statutory
research. This extensive annotated code set provides
authoritative statutory text including:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Everything you need to know about all California codes, the
California Constitution, Rules of Court and Rules of the State
Bar and Uncodified Initiative Measures and Statutes
Current case-note annotations providing coverage of all
significant state court decisions construing California law
More than 3,000 suggested forms integrated with the
appropriate code sections with thousands of additional references to
California Forms of Pleading and Practice
A comprehensive general index plus individual code indices and tables of statutes
by popular name to speed your research
Tables of Disposition for significant reorganization or renumbering of statutes; and amendment notes
describing the changes made by an amendment in any given year
Stressed Amendment or engrossing feature shows legislative changes in the text of the statute itself, with
asterisks indicating language deleted by the Legislature and italicized text indicating language added by
the Legislature
Attorney General Opinions
All case citations Shepardized for accuracy

With Deering’s California Codes Annotated, you can always be confident that you are researching the
latest law. The set is updated annually with the latest legislation signed into law and all propositions
and initiatives approved by the voters of California during the preceding year.
PRINT • 219 volumes, hardbound, plus 1 softbound index and 1 softbound Rules of Court, includes supplements or replacement
volumes published within the 12 month service period from date of purchase, Pub. #44910, ISBN 9780327079668

Mini-Sets and individual volumes available—call for information.

Deering’s California Court Rules Annotated with Unannotated Rules
PRINT •

5 volumes, hardbound, updated annually, Pub. #44910, ISBN 9780327045717

Deering’s California Code Annotated: Advance Legislative Service
PRINT • Annual service subscription including 3 updates a year between supplements and up-to-date case annotations and
urgent legislation, Pub. #45180, ISBN 9780327103745

Opinions of the Attorney General of California
Get fast access to the collected official opinions from the highest non-judicial legal officer in California.
These opinions are regarded as quasi-judicial and given great weight by the court.
PRINT •

92 volumes, hardbound, updated annually, advance sheets issued monthly, Pub. #00978, ISBN 9780820522203

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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California Official Reports
When you consult the California Reports from LexisNexis,
you’ve cited to the definitive version of California case law—
the only official edition with court-approved headnotes and
summaries as well as court-sanctioned editorial changes.
LexisNexis is proud to be the official publisher of the
California Reports. Our editors work closely with the
California Reporter of Decisions’ staff to meet all
requirements for authenticity, integrity and accuracy, and
all opinions are checked, corrected and approved prior
to publication. With every subscription, you also receive a
complimentary e-Advance service daily that provides a recap
of published decisions delivered directly to your e-mail inbox.

OFFICIAL

California Official Reports: Annual Advance Sheets and Supreme and Appellate
Court Bound Volumes with Subscription
Annual service price includes Advance Sheets (approximately every 10 days), three Supreme Court Bound
Volumes, 10 Appellate Court Bound Volumes, and a complimentary copy of the Review Granted Opinions
Pamphlet, published twice a year, to facilitate tracking of depublished opinions.
PRINT • Annual subscription includes Advance Sheets (approximately every 10 days), 3 Supreme Court Bound Volumes and
10 Appellate Court bound volumes, Pub. #71790, ISBN 9781422433713

California Official Reports: Annual Advance Sheets Subscription
In addition to the Advance Sheets, subscribers receive, twice a year, a complimentary of the Review
Granted Opinions Pamphlet to facilitate tracking of depublished opinions.
PRINT •

Softbound, annual service, approximately 34 releases per year, Pub. #71700, ISBN 9780327043935

California Official Reports: Supreme and Appellate Court Bound Volumes
PRINT • Hardbound, annual subscription, hardbound, approximately 13 releases per year, (3 Supreme Court and 10 Appellate Court),
Pub. #71791, ISBN 9781422433720

California Official Reports: Supreme Court Bound Volumes
PRINT •

Hardbound, approximately 3 releases per year, Pub. #71780, ISBN 9780327043966

California Official Reports: Appellate Court Bound Volumes
PRINT •

Hardbound, approximately 10 releases per year, Pub. #71740, ISBN 9780327043959

California Official Reports CD-ROM or DVD
Includes all California Supreme Court cases from 1850 to the present, and California Appellate Court
cases from 1905 to the present. Also features the official headnotes and summaries from the 1 st series to
the present.
CD-ROM •
PRINT •

Single user, Pub. #00499, ISBN 9780820526973

DVD-ROM, single user, Pub. #02188, ISBN 9780820560151

Separate contract required.
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Matthew Bender California Desktop Codes
For over 65 years, Matthew Bender Desktop
California Codes sets have helped California
attorneys quickly and easily track down the statutory
and administrative codes, rules, procedures and
regulations affecting their cases.
®

Published in popular sets and individual practice
area volumes, these affordable resources provide
indispensable research support that includes full text of
all statutes, rules and regulations; two years of law in every annual
edition; Matthew Bender’s exclusive “stressed amendment feature” highlighting
new material in boldface and retaining deleted material in footnotes; practice notes and
commentary; cross-references to key Matthew Bender treatises; and more.

Standard California Codes: 6-in-2®
Contains the Civil, Civil Procedure, Evidence, Family and Probate
Codes as well as the California Rules of Court in two easy-touse volumes. 6-in-2 also includes selected Government Code
provisions, Rules of Professional Conduct, Rules and Policy
Declarations of the Commission on Judicial Performance
and Index.
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00700,
ISBN 9781422485910
PRINT •

2 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, ISBN 9781422485927

eBOOK •

California Intellectual
Property Laws
Sheldon Mak Rose & Anderson,
editorial consultants

Includes complete and fully
updated text provisions of all
relevant California and federal
intellectual property statutes with
expert commentary.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated
annually, Pub. #00855, ISBN 9781422498170

eISBN 9781579113339

eBOOK •

Standard California Codes: 4-in-1
Contains the Civil, Civil Procedure and Evidence Codes as well
as the California Rules of Court, Rules of Professional Conduct,
Rules and Policy Declarations of the Commission on Judicial
Performance and selected Government Code provisions in one
easy-to-use volume. 4-in-1 also includes an Index.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced and billed annually, Pub. #00704,
ISBN 9781422485934
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113346

Standard California Codes:
Penal Code with Evidence Code
Penal Code with Evidence Code also contains additional selected
penal provisions, selected California Rules of Court and Index.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00698,
ISBN 9781422485897
PRINT •

eISBN 9781579113322

Bernhardt’s California Real Estate Laws
Roger Bernhardt, Stephan W. Dyer

A compilation of all significant laws and regulations that affect
California real estate and the real estate industry; includes
highlights of new legislation and expert commentary prepared by
the volume’s authors.
PRINT •

California Corporations
Code and Commercial
Code with Securities
Rules and Releases
Contains Corporations Code and
Commercial Code, with selected
provisions from additional topics,
California Code of Regulations,
Commissioner’s Releases,
federal securities provisions
and regulations, and Delaware
Corporation laws.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced
annually, Pub. #00191, ISBN 9781422485880

Workers’ Compensation
Laws of California

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, ISBN 9781422485903

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112868

The one-stop reference to
California workers’ compensation
statutes and regulations. Related
federal statutes, tables and
schedules and reference directory
are included.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced
annually, Pub. #00840, ISBN 9781422489925

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #21106, ISBN 9781422487327

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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California Federal
Civil Rules: with Local
Practice Commentary
Includes local Civil Rules of
the four federal district courts
in California, Federal Rules
of Appellate Procedure, Civil
Procedure, Evidence, Ninth Circuit
Local Rules and more.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced
annually, Pub. #01256, ISBN 9781422497913

California Juvenile Courts,
Practice and Procedure
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated
annually, Pub. #00046, ISBN 9781422497777
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110642

California Courtroom Evidence
Joseph W. Cotchett
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #80225,
ISBN 9781422490211
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118730

The Lawyer’s Guide to the AMA Guides
and California Workers’ Compensation
Robert G. Rassp
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01432,
ISBN 9781422498163
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422484487

Standard California Codes: Rules of Court
Contains California Rules of Court, Rules of Professional Conduct,
and Rules and Policy Declarations of the Commission on Judicial
Performance and an Index.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01475,
ISBN 9781422485941

Deering’s California Desktop Codes
Deering’s Desktop Code Series is among the most respected
and well-established code publications available. The
desktop series tailor statutory, rules, and regulatory coverage
related to specific practice areas to provide a one-stop
source for the codes that California attorneys use most.
Created to be a handy reference tool for attorneys’ practice, each volume
includes: full text of selected statutes, rules, and regulations; table of contents of each code; a
table of sections affected; bold notations of sunset and operative date provisions; all statutory
and rules changes in highlighted text; references to Matthew Bender treatises; and more.

Deering’s California Desktop
Code Set
Contains Deering’s Civil Practice, Family,
Probate and Penal Desktop volumes.
PRINT • 4 volumes, hardbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #21110, ISBN 9781422496176

4 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #21100,
ISBN 9781422488034
PRINT •

Contains Civil Code, Code of Civil Procedure,
Evidence, Rules of Court, Rules of Professional
Conduct, Rules and Policy Declarations of
the Commission on Judicial Performance and
selected provisions of the Government Code. Also
includes an index.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, replaced annually, Pub. #21110,
ISBN 9781422495049

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #21100,
ISBN 9781422495056

Deering’s Business
and Commercial Code

PRINT •

Contains Corporations Code and Commercial
Code, with selected provisions from additional
Code topics, California Code of Regulations,
Commissioner’s releases, federal securities
provisions and regulations, and Delaware
Corporation laws. Also includes an index.

Deering’s Family Code

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #21105,
ISBN 9781422495018
PRINT •
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Contains Family Code, with selected provisions
from additional topics and Rules of Court. Also
includes an index.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, replaced annually, Pub. #21110,
ISBN 9781422495100

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #21100,
ISBN 9781422495117
PRINT •

California

Deering’s Penal Code

Deering’s Probate Code

Contains Penal Code and Evidence Code, with
selected additional penal provisions and Rules of
Court. Also includes an index.

Contains Probate Code and an index.

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, replaced annually, Pub. #21110,
ISBN 9781422495025

PRINT •

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, replaced annually, Pub. #21110,
ISBN 9781422495087

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #21100,
ISBN 9781422495094

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #21100,
ISBN 9781422495032
PRINT •

Parker’s California Desktop Codes
Parker’s California Desktop Codes represent
the most convenient, practical option
in California statutory research. These
affordable, go-anywhere codes are updated
annually to reflect the latest legislative
changes and fact-checked for accuracy by
our team of expert attorney-editors.
The printed codes are portable and, easyto-use in the office or the courtroom. Their unique Quick-Find Index allows you to find law “on
point” instantly, while the Table of Sections Affected helps you quickly locate the latest changes
in the code. The time-saving CD-ROM format gives you the ability to search by keyword or
phrase, download and print relevant sections and more.

Parker’s Business & Professions Code

Parker’s Evidence Code

Contains Business and Professions Code, with
excerpts from Legislative Counsel’s Digest of new
and amended sections. Also includes an index.

Contains Evidence Code, with excerpts from
Legislative Counsel’s Digest of new and amended
sections and an index.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #21202, ISBN 9781422495155

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #21219, ISBN 9781422495193

Parker’s Civil Code

Parker’s Family Code

Contains Civil Code, with excerpts from Legislative
Counsel’s Digest of new and amended sections
and an index.

Contains Family Code, with excerpts from
Legislative Counsel’s Digest of new and amended
sections and an index.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #21207, ISBN 9781422495162

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #21223, ISBN 9781422495209

Parker’s Code of Civil Procedure

Parker’s Government Code

Contains Code of Civil Procedure, with excerpts
from Legislative Counsel’s Digest of new and
amended sections and an index.

Contains Government Code with excerpts from
Legislative Counsel’s Digest of new and amended
section and an index.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #21211, ISBN 9781422495179

PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #21310, ISBN 9781422466216

Parker’s Corporations Code

Parker’s Insurance Code

Contains Corporations Code, California Code
of Regulations, Commissioner’s Releases and
Delaware Corporation laws. Also includes an index.

Contains Insurance Code, with excerpts from
Legislative Counsel’s Digest of new and amended
sections and an index.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #21215, ISBN 9781422495186

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #21227, ISBN 9781422495216

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Parker’s Labor Code

Parker’s Uniform Commercial Code

Contains Labor Code, with excerpts from
Legislative Counsel’s Digest of new and amended
sections and an index.

Contains Commercial Code, with excerpts from
Legislative Counsel’s Digest of new and amended
sections and an index.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #21240, ISBN 9781422499078

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #21245, ISBN 9781422495294

Parker’s Probate Code

LARMAC Consolidated Index to the
Constitution and Laws of California

Contains Probate Code, with excerpts from
Legislative Counsel’s Digest of new and amended
sections and an index.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #21233, ISBN 9781422495230

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #21242, ISBN 9781422495247

PRACTICE GUIDES

Matthew Bender Practice Guides
®

Matthew Bender Practice Guides are next-generation
research tools providing expert guidance from leading
California litigators and judges. Each title in the series
offers concise, how-to guidance including a host of features to streamline your
practice and increase your effectiveness, such as practical, step-by-step discussion;
numerous practice tips highlighted with descriptive symbols; checklists, forms and extensive
cross references; references fully linked online; and more.
Updated twice a year to provide the most current California perspective on legal issues, the
Guides help you map out and execute successful strategies for your cases and make sure you
don’t overlook a single detail.

Matthew Bender
Practice Guide: California
E-Discovery and Evidence

Matthew Bender Practice Guide:
California Pretrial Civil Procedure

Michael F. Kelleher

Clearly written and organized, this useful guide takes you
systematically through pretrial procedure under a wide variety of
circumstances. Whether it is conducting your initial client interview,
determining forum, filing anti-SLAPP motions, or mastering the
intricacies of law and motion procedure, you can use this guide with
confidence—knowing that you’re drawing on the knowledge of some
of California’s most accomplished practitioners.

Looks at e-discovery and
electronically stored information
(ESI) and all commonly
encountered legal procedures
relating to discovery of such
evidence in litigation. It provides
a clear framework for addressing
such issues as evaluating
corporate policies for retention
and destruction of electronic
records; admitting ESI into
evidence at trial; legal procedures
for demanding and producing
ESI; and more. This publication
provides answers to both the
e-discovery proponent and the
respondent and fully incorporates
California’s 2009 Electronic
Discovery Act.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf,
updated twice per year, Pub. #01550,
ISBN 9781422471104
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422484593

Paul R. Kiesel, Hon. Peter D. Lichtman, Edith R. Matthai, Richard L. Seabolt

PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #01291,
ISBN 9780820556840
eBOOK •

Matthew Bender Practice Guide:
California Civil Discovery
Paul R. Kiesel, Hon. Peter D. Lichtman, Edith R. Matthai,
Richard L. Seabolt, Evelio M. Grillo

This authoritative discovery guide is the ideal reference for
mapping your discovery strategy, yet it’s portable enough to take
to a deposition where the ability to get immediate answers to your
discovery questions is indispensable. It also offers guidance on
sample searches for examining an expert witness, a key component
of the discovery process.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #01290,
ISBN 9780820556833
eBOOK •
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Matthew Bender Practice Guide:
California Trial and Post-Trial
Civil Procedure

Matthew Bender Practice Guide:
California Contract Litigation

Patrick A. Cathcart, Daralyn J. Durie, Otis
McGee Jr., Hon. Ronald S. Prager

This comprehensive yet compact guide will assist you
through the myriad potential claims and defenses that
may be asserted in contract litigation. It covers jurisdiction
and choice of law issues, arbitration and mediation,
damages, equitable remedies and attorney’s fees, various
grounds for attacking the validity of a contract, asserting
or defending breach of contract claims, and more.

Every aspect of California civil trial and
post-trial procedure is covered in two
easy-to-use volumes. Topics include
preparing for trial, tailoring procedure to
local rules of court, interacting with the
court and opponents, presenting the
case in court, following up on securing
a judgment, and attacking or defending
the judgment. Checklists and extensive
practice tips take you step-by-step through
best practices.
2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per
year, Pub. #01393, ISBN 9780820564067
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422484586

Matthew Bender
Practice Guide: California
Debt Collection and
Enforcement of Judgments
William I. Goldsmith, Daniel J. McCarthy,
Breck E. Milde, Susan L. Vaage

Count on this guide for quick, easy and
accurate answers to all your procedural
questions, covering everything from
enforcing judgments and settlements to
collecting debts. You’ll learn how to enforce
a judgment; determine liability; locate the
opposing party’s assets; preserve assets
pending collection in California; garnish
wages; conduct post-judgment discovery;
and more.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per
year, Pub. #01394, ISBN 9780820564050
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168997

Matthew Bender Practice Guide:
Federal Pretrial Civil Procedure
in California
Richard B. Kendall, Hon. Richard Seeborg,
Mary Jo Shartsis, Hon. Fern M. Smith (Ret.)

Written with the editorial guidance of some
of the most experienced litigators and
judges in the state, this guide highlights
the local rules of California’s four federal
district courts and cites cases decided
in the state’s federal courts. It covers the
entire pretrial process from determining
the forum and the parties to the action to
drawing up settlement agreements and
offers of judgment.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per
year, Pub. #01293, ISBN 9780820556925
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111519

Charles Crompton, Dana Dunwoody, Hon. Jon Tigar

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #01348, ISBN 9780820558714
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118891

Matthew Bender Practice Guide:
California Landlord-Tenant Litigation
Andrew E. Westley, Michael J. Saltz

Get on top of crucial elements of landlord-tenant law
with in-depth coverage of frequently encountered issues.
Critical topics include unlawful detainer litigation; suits
for damages, particularly for wrongful eviction and unpaid
rent; service of eviction/termination notices; grounds
for termination; assignments; subleasing: rent control;
and more. You also get easy-to-locate checklists plus
court-tested forms.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #01295, ISBN 9780820556949
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111106

Matthew Bender Practice Guide:
California Trust Litigation
John A. Hartog, Shirley L. Kovar

This invaluable guide provides the most up-to-date,
practical, and authoritative coverage of the unique issues,
procedures, strategies and “unwritten rules” that make
this area of civil litigation unlike any other. Key topics
include trust contests; disputes involving the ownership
of trust property; petitions for instructions relating to the
operation of a trust; compelling a trust accounting; and
much more.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #01612,
ISBN 9781422478455
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114855

Matthew Bender Practice Guide:
California Unfair Competition and
Business Torts
Hon. Conrad R. Rushing, Bruce L. Simon, Hon. Elia Weinbach

This practice guide is the only publication that covers B&P
Code § 17200 and interrelated business torts in one easyaccess volume. With extensive coverage for damages
and injunctions in each relevant chapter, along with a
wealth of checklists, forms, warnings, and traps, it is an
indispensable guide to this fast evolving area of the law.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #01347,
ISBN 9780820558707
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118662

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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BANKRUPTCY LAW

Local Rules of the Bankruptcy Courts—9th Circuit
Provides the local rules, forms, general and administrative orders, memoranda, and other relevant
procedural information for the Ninth Circuit, including the Bankruptcy Appellate Panel of the Ninth Circuit
and the Central, Eastern, Northern and Southern Districts of California.
PRINT •

2 volumes, softbound, replaced annually with 2 additional supplements per year, Pub. #00200, ISBN 9780820530413

BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW

Ballantine & Sterling California Corporation Laws®
R. Bradbury Clark, Editor

For more than 50 years, California attorneys have trusted this
authority for guidance on the formation, operation and dissolution of
business and nonprofit corporations, partnerships and now limited
liability companies.
With each area receiving in-depth coverage, you’re assured of having
all the step-by-step information you need to handle this vital practice
area, including:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Authoritative, detailed analysis of the laws governing California corporations,
partnerships and other business entities
The complete Corporations Code, all Rules and Releases of the Corporations
Code and all Rules and Releases of the Corporations Commissioner under the
Corporate Securities Law
Modern, practice-tested forms to serve virtually every need
Detailed coverage of California’s Limited Liability Company Act

What’s more, this leading work keeps you sharp on the latest tax considerations affecting corporate
practice, including a summary of federal taxation of corporations and partnerships; tax planning tips; and
special tax issues, tax planning strategies and techniques for closely-held corporations.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00050, ISBN 9780820520148

eISBN 9781579110673

California State Antitrust and Unfair Competition Law
Cheryl Lee Johnson, Editor-in-Chief

Gain authoritative understanding of California antitrust and unfair competition statutes, policies
and issues with one-volume convenience. This treatise brings you up to speed on everything from
horizontal combinations and vertical restraints to public enforcement of California antitrust laws and
trial considerations.
You get full coverage of The Cartwright Act along with related California consumer and unfair competition
laws, and how they apply to the health industry, regulated industries, the labor market, electronic media, the
internet and other fields. Additionally, there are chapters covering damages, defenses to liability including
exemptions and immunities, injunctive relief, class actions, attorney’s fees and costs, insurance issues, and
much more. This publication includes contributions from over 120 highly experienced antitrust practitioners
in both the private and government sectors, as well as the executive members of the Antitrust and Unfair
Competition Law Section of the California State Bar.
PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, updated annually, Pub. #01577, ISBN 9781422475546

California Corporations Code and Commercial Code with Corporate Securities
Rules and Releases
PRINT •
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1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00191, ISBN 9781422485880
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California Small Business
Guide: Formation, Operation,
and Taxation

Practice Under the California Corporate
Securities Laws

Robert W. Wood, editorial consultant

PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00552,
ISBN 9780820515526

Provides close examination of California
and federal corporate law, with emphasis
on tax planning and tax consequences.
Included are the legal, practical, tax
and estate planning issues to be
considered in connection with the
formation and operation of any California
small business.
4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per
year, Pub. #00687, ISBN 9780820516875
PRINT •

EBOOK •

Harold W. Marsh, Robert H. Volk

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117597

Matthew Bender Practice Guide:
California Contract Litigation
Charles Crompton, Dana Dunwoody, Hon. Jon Tigar
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #01348,
ISBN 9780820558714
eB 9781579118891

eISBN 9781579114374

CSC California Laws Governing
Business Entities
Allan B. Duboff

This go-anywhere volume organizes all
the California business statutes and
opinions you’ll need to research the
law, complete transactions confidently
and provide on-target client advice.
It includes laws involving all types of
business entities and provides case
annotations to keep you current with
the latest decisions, plus ready-to-use
transactional forms on CD-ROM.
1 volume, softbound, with
CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #25401,
ISBN 9781422499924
PRINT •

Mealey’s™ California Section 17200 Report
Publisher’s Editorial Staff

Stay current with all ongoing litigation surrounding
California’s Business and Professions Code Section
17200. In addition to news and case summaries, this
monthly report publishes and makes available full-text
court opinions, pleadings, briefs and other documents
of interest to keep you locked in to all developments
in litigation.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, 12 issues per year, Pub. #07046, ISSN 1543-2106

eISBN 9780327167235

Matthew Bender Practice Guide: California
Unfair Competition and Business Torts
Hon. Conrad R. Rushing, Bruce L. Simon, Hon. Elia Weinbach
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #01347,
ISBN 9780820558707
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118662

CONSTRUCTION LAW

California Mechanics’ Lien Law and Construction Industry Practice, 6th Edition
Matthew E. Marsh, Harry M. Marsh, original authors; revisions by Raymond L. Sandelman

Turn to this guide to enhance your expertise in handling a mechanics’ lien case from start to finish. This
thorough review of the law and procedure relating to liens on works of improvement includes a unique time
chart, a claimant’s procedural chart, a compilation of statutes for handy reference, author’s comments and
practice tips, and a table of cases.
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, with DVD, Pub. #80242, ISBN 978032714451

PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, ISBN 9781559431606

PRINT •

DVD-ROM, Separate contract required, Pub. #18630, ISBN 9780327144151

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118822

California Contractors License Law & Reference Book
In Cooperation with the California Contractors State License Board

Includes the related laws and regulations required to obtain a contractor’s license, together with
critical information on maintaining an existing license, managing a business, and a valuable list of
additional resources.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #29700, ISBN 9781422498200
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CRIMINAL LAW

California Criminal Defense Practice
Michael Millman, Charles Sevilla, Barry Tarlow,
editorial consultants; Beth Holzman, coordinating legal editor

With the most comprehensive coverage of California
criminal law and procedure available, this essential
resource takes you step-by-step through every
part of a criminal case, from arrest and searches
through pretrial procedures and preparation, trial, and
post-trial remedies.
This proven case-building tool offers expert substantive
analysis and guidance for virtually any issue you
may encounter in practice, including confession;
incompetency and insanity; “three strikes” sentencing;
appeals and habeas corpus proceedings; murder;
robbery; narcotics and alcohol offenses; sex offenses;
and burglary. It also provides practical aids that include:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

 utlines for defense organization
O
Illustrative filled-in forms for every stage of your case
Step-by-step checklists for efficient evaluation of
problems and review of procedures
Section summaries and chapter lists of significant issues
and remedies

Covering both adult and juvenile prosecutions,
this always current resource is an indispensable
cornerstone work for all California defense attorneys.
PRINT • 7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00171,
ISBN 9780820511719

California Criminal Defense
Practice Reporter
Beth Holzman, contributing legal editor

The ideal complement to California Criminal Defense
Practice, this publication offers monthly coverage of all
criminal law cases from the California Courts of Appeal,
California Supreme Court and the United States Supreme
Court. It also covers selected Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals cases, California criminal law legislation and
relevant California Rules of Court.
PRINT • Newsletter, 12 issues per year, Pub. #00173,
ISBN 9780820520414
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112387

California Criminal Discovery, 4th Edition
L. Douglas Pipes, William E. Gagen Jr.

Written by a seasoned former prosecutor and a certified
specialist in criminal law, this indispensable guide covers
virtually every criminal discovery issue you’ll likely confront.
It emphasizes methods by which prosecutors and criminal
defense attorneys can fully comply with discovery
obligations—and its easy-to-use format helps steer you
through the procedural morass of duties and exceptions.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound with supplement, Pub. #68615,
ISBN 9781422421222
eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781579111861
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California Preliminary
Examinations and 995
Benchbook: Statutes
and Notes
Hon. Mark B. Simons
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced,
annually, Pub. #80256, ISBN 9781422490945
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112295

Judicial Council
OFFICIAL
of California
Criminal Jury Instructions
(CALCRIM)
Use the exact jury instructions used by
judges in every criminal court across
California. As the Judicial Council
continues to name LexisNexis as the
official publisher of its official Criminal
Jury Instructions (CALCRIM), every
judge in California has a copy—and you
should too.
The latest edition includes the all new
and revised jury instructions covering
more than 20 topics, approved up
through October 29, 2010, by the
Judicial Council for criminal cases. Each
chapter features actual, plain-English
jury instructions, detailed directions for
using the instructions, and sources and
authorities supporting the instructions.
PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound, replaced
annually, Pub. #01284, ISBN 9781422497884
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422484432

LexisNexis
OFFICIAL
Automated
Judicial Council of
California Criminal Jury
Instructions (CALCRIM)
Prepare criminal jury instructions with
utmost effectiveness with our exclusive
Judicial Council of California Criminal
Jury Instructions automated drafting
software powered by HotDocs®. The
program walks you step-by-step
through the drafting and assembly
process and features the same official
instructions used by every judge
in California.
CD-ROM • Single user, updated annually,
Pub. #02583, ISBN 9780820563862

California

ELDER LAW

California Guide to Tax, Estate & Financial Planning for the Elderly
Stuart D. Zimring, Donna R. Bashaw

Answer clients’ questions about financial planning, health care, housing and a host of issues related to aging
with this invaluable compendium. It’s your single source for in-depth discussions of such topics as MediCal, conservatorships, wills and trusts, income and estate taxes, estate planning, nursing homes, health care
decisions and more. Includes a wealth of checklists, forms, and practice notes.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, with companion forms on CD-ROM, Pub. #01053, ISBN 9780820550688

eISBN 9781579118853

EMPLOYMENT LAW

California Employment Law
M. Kirby Wilcox, Editorial Consultant

Look no further than this set for most thorough treatment of California law governing private sector
employer-employee relations. This authoritative work provides clear analysis of all important topics
and shows you how specific laws, regulations and legal precedent all come together to bear on a
specific issue.
Complete with practice tips, factual illustrations, and sample litigation forms, California Employment
Law guides you through virtually every issue you encounter involving:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Wage and hour, equal employment opportunity,
and safety and health laws
Employee privacy issues, including AIDS and drug
testing, arrest records, and office searches
Wrongful termination and discipline
Employer trade secret and unfair
competition issues
PRINT •

eBOOK •

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Unemployment and state disability insurance,
including how to contest claims made by
former employees
Employer liability to third parties for
employee conduct
Liability for employees’ work-related injuries

4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00282, ISBN 9780820512822

eISBN 9780327170624

Bender’s California
Labor & Employment Bulletin

California Employers’ Guide to Employee
Handbooks and Personnel Policy Manuals

Michael Sullivan, Editor-in-Chief

Law Firm of Morrison & Foerster

Keep pace with all the changes important
to California labor and employment
practitioners with this monthly newsletter.
Each issue contains incisive articles
written by leading employment and labor
law practitioners who analyze recent
developments in the law (including case
law, legislation and regulations) and
give insights into the latest hot topics,
including equal employment opportunity
laws; wrongful termination and discipline;
employee privacy (including drug
testing); unemployment and state
disability insurance; trade secrets and
unfair competition; occupational safety
and health law; and public and private
sector labor relations. Contains crossreferencing to California Employment Law
and other Matthew Bender treatises.

Improve your manual content with this complete
roadmap to writing, revising and updating employee
handbooks and personnel policy manuals. This
economical reference provides all the updated policy
guideline samples you need—from anti-harassment
policies and technology security to blogging and cellular
phone use—to keep pace with changes in California
and federal employment law. Includes useful tips
and checklists.

Newsletter, 12 issues per year,
Pub. #00816, ISBN 9780820521473

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #80222,
ISBN 9780327124023

PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167471

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf with companion CD-ROM, updated
annually, Pub. #00072, ISBN 9780820510729
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110703

Labor and Employment in California:
A Guide to Employment Laws, Regulations,
and Practice, Second Edition
Steven B. Eggleston, Bernadette M. O’Brien

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118433

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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California Public Sector Labor Relations
Kristen L. Zerger, Peter A. Janiak, Janice E. Johnson, William F. Kay,
editors; Carol Vendrillo, revision editor
1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00176,
ISBN 9780820511764
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110895

California Public Sector Employment Law
Bruce Barsook, Christopher Platten, Carol Vendrillo, Editors

This comprehensive guide provides insight into one of the most
highly charged and volatile areas of the law—the relationship
between public sector workers and the governments that
employ them. Written by members of The State Bar of
California, Labor and Employment Law Section, it contains
informed analysis of such areas as wage and hour laws, privacy,
discipline and pensions.
Designed for ease of use and quick reference, California
Public Sector Employment Law provides scope notes and
chapter synopses at the beginning of each chapter and, when
appropriate, an overview of relevant legal principles.

The California
Employer
Littler Mendelson, P.C.

Get comprehensive
coverage of California
employment and
labor law with this
extensive, annually
updated guide. It
brings you up to
speed on recent case
law and legislative
developments in
areas like employment discrimination,
wrongful discharge and statutory
rights, and provides practical
recommendations and other
essential tools.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with
CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #28000,
ISBN 9781422487440

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01653,
ISBN 9781422479841
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114923

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

California Environmental Law and
Land Use Practice

California Environmental
Law Reporter

Daniel P. Selmi, Kenneth A. Manaster, editorial consultants

Stay current with all significant
California, Federal Ninth Circuit, and
U.S. Supreme Court opinions affecting
environmental and land use law
with timely reports of all regulatory,
legislative, and administrative
activities in California, as well as
expert commentary by prominent
California environmental and land use
attorneys. Summaries of proposed
and enacted legislation and regulatory
developments are included in
each issue.

Keep up with the constant changes in science,
technology and energy regulations governing California
environmental and land use policy. This invaluable
collection brings together expert analysis on all major
areas of California environmental and land use law
including the most recent legislation, regulations, and
case law.
You get authoritative information and practice
tips covering the use of common law doctrines in
an environmental context; administrative law and
environmental litigation; The California Environmental
Quality Act; water and air quality control; climate
change and global warming; solid waste management;
hazardous waste and toxic substance control; forestry
development; anbd wildlife protection and preservation.
PRINT • 6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00102,
ISBN 9780820511023
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111229

California Air Pollution Control Laws
The Air Resource Board’s “Blue Book” is available exclusively
from LexisNexis, and provides you with all statutes and
regulations applicable to air pollution issues in California.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually,
Pub. #29706, ISBN 9780769848631
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PRINT • Newsletter, 12 issues per
year, with loose-leaf binder, Pub. #00174,
ISBN 9781579111250

California Water Law
and Policy
Scott Slater
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated
annually, Pub. #83013, ISBN 9780250472468
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111205

California

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

California Wills & Trusts
John A. Hartog, Albert G. Handelman

This clear guide to planning, drafting, interpreting, and executing wills and
trusts in California explains both the law and underlying estate and tax
planning concepts. You’ll find extensive coverage of wills, testamentary
and inter vivos trusts (both revocable and irrevocable), durable powers
of attorney, tax laws affecting estate planning, and laws governing the
disposition of estates—including the latest legislative enactments and
revisions of the Probate Code.
The up-to-date forms set is organized to assure maximum drafting
efficiency. You get ready-to-adapt forms for wills and trusts (all kinds), a
full library of additional provisions, and such related items as client questionnaires,
letters, codicils, durable powers of attorney, and more.
PRINT •
PRINT •

6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00034, ISBN 9780820520100

Treatise only; 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, ISBN 9780820520070

eBOOK •

With forms, ISBN 9781579111991

eBOOK •

Treatise only, ISBN 9781579119706

California Wills & Trusts: Forms
John A. Hartog, Albert G. Handelman
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00034, ISBN 9780820520087
eBOOK •

Forms only, eISBN 9781579119690

California Wills & Trusts
Drafting System
This fully automated document assembly
product enables you to create custom-tailored
wills, trusts, powers of attorney and related
documents more efficiently than ever. You can
customize the program with your own language,
create templates for common instruments
and edit assembled documents using your
word processor.
Single user, updated annually, Pub. #00034,
ISBN 9780820529028
CD-ROM •

Treatise and Forms, 6 volumes, loose-leaf
with CD-ROM, updated annually, Pub. #00034,
ISBN 9780820529004
PRINT •

California Probate Practice
Jayne Lee

Find all the substantive law and procedural
guidance you need to handle a decedent’s
estate in California. This definitive source
keeps you current on changes in the California
Probate Code and guides you step-by-step
through complex probate procedures. It
features timesaving checklists, practice
tips, the California Probate Code and Rules
and all Judicial Council forms related to
estate practice.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00015, ISBN 9780820510156
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110468

California Probate Procedure,
6th Edition
Arthur K. Marshall, Andrew S. Garb

Designed for the attorney who needs a quick but
thorough summary of probate law and guidance on
probate procedure, this book provides citations to
the Probate Code and Judicial Council forms, relevant
cases interpreting the code and references to the
Law Revision Commission’s Comments on the most
recent amendments. The Sixth Edition reflects all the
latest legislative changes.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #80258,
ISBN 9780327001256
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111878

California Trust Practice
John A. Hartog, George R. Dirkes

Get all the procedures, analysis, forms and
checklists necessary to administer the living trust
in California after the death of the first spouse.
Your subscription includes a copy of the Client’s
Guide to Administering the California Trust, a clientoriented pamphlet that describes the mechanics
of trust administration in layperson’s terms, plus a
convenient floppy disk which includes all forms and
checklists from the volume.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, with companion
forms on CD-ROM, Pub. #00073, ISBN 9780820527611
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110710

Matthew Bender Practice Guide:
California Trust Litigation
John A. Hartog, Shirley L. Kovar
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #01612, ISBN 9781422478455
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114855

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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EVIDENCE

California Courtroom Evidence
Joseph W. Cotchett

Get fast answers to civil and criminal evidentiary questions with this easy-to-use, softbound guide. It
includes the complete updated California Evidence Code, legislative history on each section, Law Revision
Commission comments on most sections, insightful case annotations, and practical pointers from Joseph
W. Cotchett, a highly regarded California trial lawyer and expert on evidentiary matters. A DVD version
is included.
PRINT •
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #80225, ISBN 9781422490211

1 volume, softbound, with DVD, ISBN 9781422490228

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118730

California Evidence Courtroom Manual
Eileen A. Scallen, Glen Weissenberger

Designed specifically for courtroom use, this manual offers trial-tested features that not only provide
fast, accurate answers to evidentiary questions but also guide you to the underlying authorities and
secondary sources.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #04384, ISBN 9781593458003

eISBN 9781579112226

California Evidentiary Foundations, 4th Edition
Edward J. Imwinkelried, Thomas J. Leach

Plan powerful lines of questioning to control the evidence in civil and criminal cases, regardless of whom
you represent. This trial-tested volume organizes principles of evidence into concise statements and
illustrates their uses with sample transcripts of the elements being applied in the courtroom. The new
edition is updated with the latest statutory changes, case law, and practice developments.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, updated annually, Pub. #63055, ISBN 9781422473047

eISBN 9781579115678

California Trial Guide
Hon. Earl Johnson Jr., California Court of Appeals

This unique practice tool provides essential substantive and procedural guidance for evidentiary issues
encountered throughout the trial process, covering alternative actions before and during trial, jury selection,
motions and objections relating to direct and cross-examination. Contents include:
Ready-to-use scripts for opening statements,
Master checklists for determining timing of various
motions, objections, responses, arguments and
motions—pointing out potential problems with
closing arguments and oral depositions
specific evidence and listing the foundational
requirements for admissions of specific kinds
Direct quotes of relevant statutes
of evidence
Case summaries with direct quotes
Checklists for trial preparation
Practice points
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

PRINT •

7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00114, ISBN 9780820511146

California Trial Handbook, 3rd Edition
Hon. Richard P. Byrne, Jonathan M. Purver, Douglas R. Young, James J. Davis III

This concise litigation guide covers trial practice from the beginning of the attorney-client relationship
through case investigation, trial preparation, settlement considerations and post-trial motion practice.
Offers immediate answers to questions of strategy, law and procedure, with authoritative citations to recent
California cases and statutes.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #68670, ISBN 9780327136019

eISBN 9781579113230
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FAMILY LAW

California Family Law Practice and Procedure, 2nd Edition
Kathryn Kirkland, Ira Lurvey, Diana Richmond, Stephen James Wagner, editorial consultants

This authoritative source of procedural and substantive law gives you full and clear understanding
of all family law areas including dissolution, separation, annulment, domestic partnership, validity of
marriage, parentage, guardianship (of the person) and adoption.
You get step-by-step guidance for:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

All cases involving marital settlement agreements
custody and child support
valuing and dividing pension rights and other
benefits on dissolution
Community and separate property

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Paternity
Foreign judgments
Property rights of unmarried cohabitants
Tax effects of dissolution

Includes a full volume of family law agreement forms, complete Judicial Council forms coverage and
practice tips from leading attorneys and judges.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00179, ISBN 9780820511795

eISBN 9781579111267

California Community Property
with Tax Analysis

California Juvenile Courts
Practice & Procedure

Joseph J. Stein, Jack Zuckerman, editorial consultants

Gary C. Seiser, Hon. Kurt Kumli

This authoritative treatise brings you all the information
you need to secure the best possible results for your
clients when there is community property to be divided.
It addresses community property concepts focusing on
characterization and division, valuation concepts and the
effects of agreements, along with related tax information in
easy-to-understand language.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated annually,
Pub. #00046, ISBN 9781422482032

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00113,
ISBN 9780820511139

Dawn Gray, Stephen James Wagner

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110772

California Family Law Litigation Guide
Hon. Richard E. Denner, Stephen A. Kolodny, Hon. Frances
Rothschild, Stephen James Wagner, California Court of Appeal

A comprehensive practice guide for family law practitioners
for courtroom use at all stages of a dissolution proceeding,
this publication covers all phases of pretrial and trial—
including motions and order to show cause hearings—and
includes extensive coverage of evidence issues and
hearings on specific questions. Text includes forms,
checklists, arguments, authorities and verbatim dialogue.
5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00223,
ISBN 9780820512235
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114107

California Family Law Monthly
Lynne Ellinwood; review and commentary by a board of editorial
consultants

This premier resource provides current coverage of
California and selected federal family law cases and
legislation and includes expert commentary from
California family law attorneys and judges.
PRINT • Newsletter, 12 issues per year, Pub. #00110,
ISBN 9780820520247
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115845

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110642

Complex Issues in California
Family Law
Gain insight into increasingly complex
California family law and litigation with
the clearest explanations, most insightful
legal analysis and sought-after practical
tips available.
PRINT • 10 volumes, softbound, updated twice
per year, Pub. #01413, ISBN 9780820569505

LexisNexis® Automated
California Family
Law Agreements
Kathryn Kirkland, Ira Lurvey, Diana Richmond,
James M. Crawford Jr., R. Ann Fallon

Produce family law agreements more
efficiently than ever with this integrated
document assembly program powered
by HotDocs®. It includes an intake, three
model agreements (California Marital
Settlement, California Nonmarital Child
Custody and Support Agreement, and
California Premarital Agreement) and
12 clause libraries with more than 400
separate clauses. The forms text is
from California Family Law Practice
and Procedure.
CD-ROM • Single user, updated annually,
Pub. #02542, ISBN 9780820556871

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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FEDERAL PRACTICE

California Federal Civil Rules: With Local Practice Commentary
Marc M. Seltzer, Mary Jo Shartsis, Leonard B. Simon, Ann Taylor Schwing

You’ll save time and effort researching the primary law you need to practice civil litigation in the California
federal courts—thanks to this streamlined desktop guide that supplies virtually everything you need without
the clutter. Complete with valuable commentary on local rules from noted experts, this go-anywhere
softbound volume gives you:
Local Civil Rules of the four federal district courts
Federal Rules of Evidence
in California
Multidistrict Litigation Rules
Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure, with
United States Supreme Court Rules
Ninth Circuit local rules
Applicable provisions from Title 28 of the United
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
States Code
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Because this indispensable practice tool only offers materials relevant to civil litigators, you get an
easily accessible volume that will help you quickly determine the nature and scope of federal rules, and
understand ramifications of local rules, as they apply to your case.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01256, ISBN 9781422481851

Matthew Bender Practice Guide: Federal Pretrial Civil Procedure in California
Richard B. Kendall, Hon. Richard Seeborg, Mary Jo Shartsis, Hon. Fern M. Smith (Ret.)
PRINT •
eBOOK •

4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #01293, ISBN 9780820556925

eISBN 9781579111519

GENERAL PRACTICE

California Legal Forms: Transaction Guide
With a unique transactional approach, quality coverage and ongoing
updating and revision, this authoritative resource guides you through
all non-litigation California transactions you’ll likely encounter. It
covers virtually all transactions involving businesses or nonprofit
organizations, real estate and commercial transactions, contracts and
obligations, wills and trusts, performance of services, personal transactions
and more.
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Detailed analysis of the law you need for
undertaking a transaction, with particular
emphasis on potential problem areas.
A complete listing of relevant statutes, regulations
and secondary sources.

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Transaction guides steering
you through every step of
the transaction.
Expertly prepared forms (including both attorneydrafted and official) for every need.

Each chapter is complete in itself and organized according to the sequence of a typical transaction.
All new developments in the law are smartly integrated into text and forms with frequent
supplementation and revision.
PRINT •

36 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00187, ISBN 9780820511870

California Class Actions and Coordinated Proceedings, 2nd Edition
Lieff, Cabraser, Heimann & Bernstein; Elizabeth J. Cabraser, Editor-in-Chief

Get expert procedural guidance and analysis covering all aspects of class action litigation practice in
California with this essential resource.
This indispensable publication covers all requirements and forms for use in class action litigation in
California state courts and offers expert insights into strategy and tactics, comprehensive analysis,
pertinent comparisons to federal class action practice, detailed discussion of California Rules of Court for
class action litigation and much more.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01255, ISBN 9781422473863

eISBN 9781579111915
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California Damages:
Law and Proof, 5th Edition

California Paralegal’s Guide, 6th Edition

Leland M. Johns

The ideal quick reference for all California paralegals,
this useful publication explores the law’s framework,
provides complete instructions on litigating cases from
pre-complaint actions through post-trial procedure, and
devotes separate chapters to key specific areas of law.

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #80230, ISBN 9781559430548
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111984

California Forms of Pleading
and Practice
With its unprecedented range and
depth of coverage, this treatise is
California civil practice in its entirety;
a cornerstone of any California civil
litigator’s library. This unparalleled
publication couples expert legal
analyses of substantive and procedural
law with research guides, checklists
and forms.
From adoption and adverse possession
to workers’ compensation and zoning,
this definitive practice tool gives you
the start-to-finish information you
need to handle any California civil
action or proceeding with confidence.
Encyclopedic coverage includes:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Analysis of statutory and case law,
including the latest legislative and
court developments
A full set of easy-to-use forms
complete with factual examples and
detailed instructions

Whether you’re working within your
specialty or charting new territory, this
cornerstone reference is your first stop
for answers, guidelines, and tools for
building a winning case every time.
56 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 5
times per year, Pub. #00181, ISBN 9780820553276
PRINT •

Zella Mack

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #80249,
ISBN 9781422490242
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169024

California Points and Authorities
Find the information you need to produce legally precise,
customized memoranda at all stages of civil litigation,
including pretrial motions, proposed jury instructions, posttrial motions, and appellate briefs.
The only California publication to provide forms that
combine concise arguments of the law with accurate
summaries of supporting statutes, cases and rules, this
unique publication arms you with:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Narrowly crafted individual points of law for virtually
every substantive and procedural subject area
Discussion of the most important authorities for each
point of law
Memoranda for supporting and opposing specific
contentions—preparing you for counter-arguments and
cases your opponent may use
Points of law to aid research and evaluation of a case
Easy-to-use forms for memoranda to articulate
necessary predicate arguments

Easily adaptable for most arguments and extensively crossreferenced to California Forms of Pleading and Practice,
this publication will prove invaluable in your efforts to
support specific points, anticipate arguments and prepare
appropriate responses.
PRINT • 24 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00186,
ISBN 9780820511863

GENERAL PRACTICE • DISCOVERY

California Deposition and Discovery Practice
J.N. DeMeo, John F. DeMeo; Publisher’s Editorial Staff

Supplying law, text, annotated forms and procedural guides in a single source, this invaluable guide provides
in-depth and practical treatment of every discovery phase in civil trial cases.
You get coverage that includes:
General discovery concepts including planning, time limits and motion procedures
Scope of discovery, covering privileges and other protected matters
Methods of obtaining discovery under the Civil Discovery Act of 1986—depositions, interrogatories,
inspections, examinations, requests for admission, exchange of expert witness information
Charts listing when sanctions are available and when statutory time periods may be shortened
or extended
Procedural guides and forms
Tables of cases and statutes
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

PRINT •
eBOOK •

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00250, ISBN 9780820512501

eISBN 9781579116088

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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California’s 2009 E-Discovery Laws—Text and Analysis
Paul R. Kiesel, Steve Williams

Gain essential insight into the new rules of electronically stored evidence (ESI) with this insider’s analysis
of The California Electronic Discovery Act, written by two members of the Judicial Council advisory
committee that drafted the proposal which ultimately became the legislation.
PRINT •

Pamphlet, softbound, Pub. #00181, ISBN 9781422473740

Hogan and Weber, California Civil
Discovery, 2nd Edition

Matthew Bender Practice Guide:
California E-Discovery and Evidence

James E. Hogan, Gregory S. Weber

Michael F. Kelleher

2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #68575, ISBN 9780820575155

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #01550, ISBN 9781422471104

PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118563

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422484593

GENERAL PRACTICE • FORMS

California Forms of Jury Instruction
Whether you’re drafting instructions at trial or researching
issues before litigation begins, you’ll leave no stone unturned
with the most comprehensive and authoritative source for
California jury instructions at your fingertips.
This one-stop resource provides:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

OFFICIAL

All official Judicial Council of California Civil Jury Instructions (CACI) covering over 40 topics
including evidence, contracts, torts, civil rights, eminent domain and more
Hundreds of Matthew Bender jury instructions that enhance CACI and cover areas not addressed by
CACI, from construction contracts to debtor-creditor relations
Expert drafting guidance plus sources and authorities supporting the instructions, a research-speeding
index and verdict forms for most CACI chapters

California Forms of Jury Instruction lets you easily draft plain-English instructions that accurately
reflect the law—even for the many cases that fall outside the realm of CACI and BAJI. It’s the most
complete collection of jury instructions for use in California civil courts, and an essential resource for
the successful California litigator.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00138, ISBN 9780820511382

eISBN 9781579114008

Judicial Council of California Civil Jury Instructions (CACI)
Use the exact jury instructions used by judges in every civil court across California. As
the Judicial Council continues to name LexisNexis as the official publisher of its Civil
Jury Instructions (CACI), every judge in California has a copy—and you should too.

OFFICIAL

California Rules of Court, Rule 2.1050(e), states that “Use of the Judicial Council Instructions is
strongly encouraged. If the latest edition of the civil jury instructions approved by the Judicial Council
contains an instruction applicable to a case and the trial judge determines that the jury should be
instructed on the subject, it is recommended that the judge use the Judicial Council instruction
unless he or she finds that a different instruction would more accurately state the law and be
understood by jurors.”
Updated annually, these plain-English instructions cover more than 40 areas from contracts and
evidence to torts and verdicts, and are smartly organized for easy access. They’re also available on
LexisNexis Automated Judicial Council of California Civil Jury Instructions.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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2 volumes, softbound, updated annually, Pub. #01283, ISBN 9781422480953

eISBN 9781422484425
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LexisNexis Automated
Judicial Council of
California Civil Jury
Instructions (CACI)
This powerful drafting tool lets
you select just the relevant
instructions for your case;
customize your instructions
to fit the facts; assemble a
complete set or individual series
of instructions, or draft your
own; link directly to lexis.com
to use the Judicial Council jury
instructions online; expand your
jury instruction research with
quick links to other on-point
content such as cases, codes, or
analytical content; and more.
CD-ROM • Single user,
updated annually, Pub. #02582,
ISBN 9780820554006

LexisNexis Automated California
Judicial Council Forms
Replace the tedious job of form-filling with the most intuitive
automated system for preparing any of the 930+ forms issued by
the Judicial Council of California with speed and accuracy. Reviewed
for completeness and accuracy by California attorneys, this is the
simplest way to handle form completion so you can spend more
time on important things … like helping your client.
CD-ROM •

Single user, updated twice per year, Pub. #02504, ISBN 9780820540177

LexisNexis Automated California
Workers’ Compensation Forms
Rely on the most complete source for electronically automated
workers’ compensation forms available—and make fast work of
preparing official forms issued by the State of California’s Division
of Workers’ Compensation and the Workers’ Compensation Appeals
Board. Powered by our award-winning HotDocs® software, this
system of “smart” forms will help save you valuable time and effort.
CD-ROM •

Single user, updated annually, Pub. #02548, ISBN 9780820546650

LexisNexis® Automated California County Forms
Turn the labor-intensive chore of filling out local court forms into a fast and efficient process. Powered
by HotDocs® software, this easy-to-use program lets you preset frequently used information and transfer
client data from one form to another. You’ll fill out forms in minutes, saving hours of preparation and the
hassle of lining up forms in a typewriter. LexisNexis California County Forms products include:

LexisNexis Automated
Northern California County Forms

LexisNexis Automated
Southern California County Forms

Forms for Alameda, Contra Costa, Fresno, Marin,
Napa, Sacramento, San Francisco, San Mateo,
Santa Clara, Santa Cruz, Solano, Sonoma and
Stanislaus counties.

Forms for Kern, Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside,
San Bernardino, San Diego, San Luis Obispo, Santa
Barbara and Ventura counties.
CD-ROM • Single user, updated annually, Pub. #02530,
ISBN 9780820542928

Single user, updated twice per year, Pub. #02529,
ISBN 9780820542911
CD-ROM •

INSURANCE LAW

California Insurance Law & Practice
Stephen H. Weinstein, Robert W. Hogeboom, Christophe H. Burusco, Marina Karvelas, Gregory O. Eisenreich

Navigate the complexities of California insurance law and practice with this definitive treatise that combines
analyses of insurance compliance requirements, coverage of substantive law and step-by-step procedural
guidance in one easy-access source.
Written by leading California insurance practitioners, this comprehensive set features:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

 etailed coverage of the formation, regulation,
D
and operation of carriers; life, health and disability
insurance; property and liability insurance; agents
and brokers
Explanation of how different types of policies are
structured and interpreted, and what types of
provision endorsements and attachments they
commonly contain

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

 xamination of common insurance law problems
E
and considerations
Practice tips including practice points, strategic
points, warnings, timing considerations, examples,
insured’s perspectives, and insurer’s perspectives
Insurance considerations in personal, business
and estate planning

You also get expert analysis of California statutes, case law, regulations and other administrative materials
along with appendices setting out official guidelines, illustrative policies and application forms.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00155, ISBN 9780820511559

eISBN 9781579112004

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Mealey’s™ Litigation Report: California Insurance
Stay focused on California and Federal Ninth Circuit insurance coverage disputes and developments with
this essential monthly report. You get filings and briefs, new complaints, breaking news, case summaries
and trial updates covering bad faith litigation, earthquake damage coverage, disability insurance, products
liability coverage, environmental insurance coverage, mold coverage, asbestos coverage, aviation litigation
coverage and entertainment law.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, published monthly, Pub. #07036, ISSN 1536-5522

eISBN 9780327167150

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW

California Intellectual Property Laws
Sheldon Mak & Anderson, Editorial Consultants

Includes complete and fully updated text provisions for all relevant California and federal intellectual
property statutes, along with expert commentary by Sheldon Mak Rose & Anderson. Includes an overview of
intellectual property law.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00855, ISBN 9781422498170

eISBN 9781579112868

LAW ENFORCEMENT

California Penal Code Handbook
In addition to the complete Penal and Evidence Codes, this essential reference provides selections from
Business and Professions, Education, Family, Health and Safety, Vehicle, and Welfare and Institutions
Codes, along with select rules from the Rules of Court. Also includes a summary of related highlights from
the last legislative session combined with a table of every code section updated.
PRINT •
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #21738, ISBN 9781422497999

1 volume, softbound with flash drive, replaced annually, Pub. #21756, ISBN 9781422498026

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115098

California Penal Law Field Guide
An essential tool in every officer’s gear bag or shirt pocket, this handy guide clearly and concisely lists the
elements of key statutes from the Penal Code, with the penalties for each offense and case law annotations
set out for quick reference.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, spiral bound, replaced annually, Pub. #43761, ISBN 9781422499092

eISBN 9781579113421

California Penal and Vehicle Code
PRINT •

2 volumes, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #36224, ISBN 9781422498002

FLASH DRIVE •
eBOOK •

California Vehicle Code Handbook

California Vehicle Law Field Guide

Provides the complete Vehicle Code as well
as related sections from the Business and
Professions, Education, Food and Agriculture,
Government, Harbors and Navigation, Health
and Safety, Insurance, Labor, Public Resource,
Public Utilities, Revenue and Taxation, Streets and
Highways and Welfare and Institutions Codes.

This easy-to-use and indispensable reference tool
lists the elements of key statutes from the Vehicle
Code, with the penalties for each offense and
case law annotations set out for quick reference.
Perfect for every officer in your department!

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #21749,
ISBN 9781422498408

eBOOK •

eBOOK •
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Pub. #36229, ISBN 9781422485101

eISBN 9781579115098

eISBN 9781579115128
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PRINT • 1 volume, spiral bound, replaced annually,
Pub. #31213, ISBN 9781422497654

eISBN 9780327170310
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MEDICAL LAW

California Dental Practice Act

Laws Relating to the Medical Board
of California

This portable compilation of selected laws and
regulations that affect the dental industry is
published in cooperation with the CA Dental
Board. Completely annotated, it features a Table
of Sections Affected By Recent Legislation and an
extensive index.

In Cooperation with the Medical Board of California

Covers the most current laws and regulations
in California related to the medical professions
including laws relating to physicians and surgeons,
doctors of podiatric medicine, registered
dispensing opticians, research psychoanalysts,
medical assistants, perfusionists, dietitians, and
licensed midwives.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #23207,
ISBN 9780769848341

California Nursing Practice Act with
Regulations and Related Statutes

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated annually, Pub. #23570,
ISBN 9780769846804

In Cooperation with the California Board of Registered
Nursing

California Veterinary Medicine
Practice Act

This is a must-have reference manual for
California’s nursing community featuring all of the
statutes and regulations governing nursing in the
state. The book includes a comprehensive table
of contents, a table of sections affected by new
legislation, and an extensive index.

Produced in cooperation with the California
Veterinary Medical Board, this handy reference
features the statutes and regulations essential
for veterinarians, technicians, interns, and
veterinary hospitals.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #23550, ISBN 9780769847221

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #21280, ISBN 9780769848778

PENSIONS AND BENEFITS

California Public Employees’ Retirement Law
Created in cooperation with CalPERS, this critical reference features state statutes and regulations
along with selected federal statutes, governing public employees’ retirement law in California. Its broad
coverage is enhanced by cross reference tables, a table of sections affected by recent legislation, and
a comprehensive index for each section. The companion CD-ROM offers the same content as the
print version.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, updated annually, Pub. #21305, ISBN 9780769847702

PERSONAL INJURY & TORT LAW

California Torts
Neil M. Levy, Michael M. Golden, Leonard Sacks, editors

Gain clear and practical understanding of virtually all theories of tort liability and defenses. Covering
the current state of the law as well as unsettled legal issues, this complete work provides the most
in-depth treatment of California tort law available. You get detailed discussions of all key topics
including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Negligence
Strict liability for injuries caused by animals or
hazardous activities
Vicarious liability, joint liability and conspiracy
Effect of workers’ compensation law
Premises liability, including landlord-tenant
tort liability

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Motor vehicle tort liability
Medical, legal and other professional malpractice
Business torts, including fraud and
negligent misrepresentation
Intentional torts, including assault, battery,
false imprisonment
Wrongful death and loss of consortium

California Torts also highlights emerging areas of tort liability, such as liability for intentional or
negligent interference with business or contractual relationships and “bad faith” in numerous
commercial contexts—and is regularly updated to keep your information at the leading edge.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00116, ISBN 9780820511160

eISBN 9781579115876

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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California Uninsured Motorist Law, 6th Edition
Robert C. Clifford

Cited in over 20 opinions since 1969 and written from the perspectives of both plaintiff and defense, this
practical, well-organized reference gives you the most complete, up-to-date information available on
uninsured motorist cases in California. Each chapter lays out the applicable code sections and gives case
law that interprets them, along with notes and comments from the author.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #80272, ISBN 9780327013785

eISBN 9781579118846

PRODUCTS LIABILITY LAW

California Products Liability Actions
Joseph W. Cotchett, Robert E. Cartwright; Publisher’s Editorial Staff

Whichever side you represent, you’ll find definitive coverage of California products liability law and stepby-step guidance through every stage of a case—from investigation of claims and pretrial preparation
through discovery, defenses and closing arguments. Areas of potential tort liability covered include
manufacturing and design defects, failure to warn, violation of statutes and safety orders and others.
Includes sample forms.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00189, ISBN 9780820511894

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110925

REAL ESTATE LAW

California Real Estate Law & Practice
Anchor your real estate law practice with the most extensive integrated coverage of California real
estate law and litigation available.
This authoritative work is organized by transaction type and topic to guide you quickly to the
pertinent information you need involving real estate investments and securities; acquisitions and
transfers; landlord and tenant issues; zoning and land use control ; ownership and management;
construction and development; and condemnation. You get:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Reference materials and practice aids incorporated in the text to expedite your work, including illustrative
filled-in forms, tables of statutes and cases and more
Practice tips from leading California real estate practitioners
Bernhardt’s California Real Estate Laws, a one-volume compilation of all significant laws and regulations
A Digest of recent real estate cases

Complete with tax coverage of real estate transactions, California Real Estate Law & Practice is the
essential one-stop source for all real estate law practitioners.
PRINT •

16 volumes, loose-leaf, plus 1 volume, softbound, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00271, ISBN 9780820512716

California Real Estate Guide: Litigation and Transactions
Get extensive coverage of all the major areas of real estate practice in an affordable, easy-to-use electronic
format. Quickly access the full text of pertinent statutes and regulations as well as forms, checklists and
practical commentary from trusted publications including California Legal Forms: Transaction Guide,
California Forms of Pleading and Practice and Real Estate Financing.
CD-ROM •

Single user, Pub. #02130, ISBN 9780820547480

Bernhardt’s California Real Estate Laws
Roger Bernhardt, Stephan W. Dyer
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #21106, ISBN 9781422466209

eISBN 9781579118549
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California Contractors License Law and
Reference Book, with CD-ROM

California Water Law and Policy

Created in conjunction with the California Contractors
License Board, this must-have resource for anyone
interested in becoming a licensed contractor in
California includes the related laws and regulations
required to obtain and maintain a contractors license.

This complete guide to water rights and
related topics answers your questions
about the law in easy-to-understand
language, and traces modern cases and
statutory law to their historical origins.
Includes detailed coverage of the
rights and obligations of water supplies,
planning and regulatory agencies, and the
relationship between the law and physical
geology and hydrology.

Scott Slater

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #29700,
ISBN 9781422468463

California Department of Housing and
Community Development,
Laws and Regulations

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #83013, ISBN 9780250472468
eBOOK •

PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound with CD-ROM, updated annually,
Pub. #31236, ISBN 9781422489376

eISBN 9781579111205

Matthew Bender®
Practice Guide: California
Landlord-Tenant Litigation

California Real Estate Reporter
Board of Practice Consultants

Covers the latest California and federal real estate
cases as well as significant statutory and regulatory
developments affecting real property in California. This
timely report includes case analysis and comments from
regular contributors and consultants, lead articles by
real estate specialists on subjects of current interest and
much more.

Andrew E. Westley, Michael J. Saltz
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per
year, Pub. #01295, ISBN 9780820556949
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111106

PRINT • Monthly Reporter, loose-leaf, 12 issues per year, Pub. #00535,
ISBN 9780820521046
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579711382

SECURITIES LAW

Practice Under the California Corporate Securities Laws
Harold W. Marsh, Robert H. Volk, R. Roy Finkle

Count on the preeminent authority in the field for the most comprehensive and detailed analysis
available of California securities regulation. With an emphasis on understanding both the history of
the securities laws and the modern-day application of the intricate network of rules and regulations,
Marsh & Volk provides in-depth coverage of all critical topics including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Federal preemption of state regulation
Qualification and exemption of securities and securities transactions
Regulation of agents, broker-dealers and investment advisers
Problems relating to special types of issuers and securities
Advertising and transfer of securities
Matters before the California Department of Corporations

Its thorough analysis is bolstered by primary source material that includes the full text of the
Corporate Securities Law of 1968, the commissioner’s rules interpreting that law, the opinions of
the corporations’ commissioner, and consultant annotations and commentary providing important
insight into the statutes and rules, as well as sample forms.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00552, ISBN 9780820515526

eISBN 9781579117597

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

California Compensation Cases
This annual publication is a compilation of the monthly advance sheets. It provides cumulative date
coverage of the activity of the Workers’ Compensation Appeals Board as well as workers’ compensation
cases from the California Appellate courts. All en banc opinions and selected panel decisions of the
Appeals Board are reported, as well as important decisions denied judicial review by the California Court
of Appeal.
PRINT • Full set of volumes, hardbound, new hardbound volume issued annually, back volumes available, Pub. #00979,
ISBN 9780820522227

California Compensation Cases—Advance Sheets
Cite California workers’ compensation cases confidently with up-to-the-minute coverage of the Workers’
Compensation Appeals Board’s activity as well as key workers’ compensation cases from the California
appellate courts.
Viewed as the quasi-official reporter by the workers’ compensation community, this essential monthly
publication is cited regularly by the Board and by courts across California.
PRINT •

Monthly Digest, 12 issues per year, Pub. #00180, ISBN 9780820520452

California WCAB Noteworthy Panel Decisions Reporter
This monthly newsletter provides workers’ compensation practitioners with quick access to recent agency
decisions on key topics.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Monthly Newsletter, published 12 times per year, Pub. #01652, ISBN 9781422479766

eISBN 9781422484470

California Law of Employee Injuries and Workers’ Compensation,
Revised 2nd Edition
Warren L. Hanna; Publisher’s Editorial Staff

All the case-winning guidance you need to successfully prepare and handle workers’ compensation cases
and related proceedings. Complete coverage of the substantive and procedural aspects of the law is
combined with a practical guide to every stage of a case. Includes the text of relevant regulations and
tested forms with explanatory comments.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00270, ISBN 9780820512709

eISBN 9781422484463

California Workers’ Compensation Law, 6th Edition
Stanford D. Herlick; Publisher’s Editorial Staff

This set offers the most detailed analysis available of the full range of workers’ compensation issues
in California. This treatise, cited in over 100 published opinions, brings together all the primary source
requirements for each issue, along with how-to instructions and unique commentary.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #80117, ISBN 9780327109716

eISBN 9781422484500
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Herlick’s California Workers’ Compensation Handbook, 31st Edition
Stanford D. Herlick, Robert G. Rassp

An abridged version of California Workers’ Compensation Law, this practical guide covers the operation
and interpretation of the California law and policies in an easy-to-follow format ideal for both attorneys and
non-attorney professionals involved with workers’ compensation matters.
This handy volume includes coverage of SB 899 reform legislation as well as detailed examples for figuring
out permanent disability under the AMA Guides and the 2005 rating schedule. It also features in-margin
references to the appropriate statutory law and regulations, text references to selected appellate court
and Workers Compensation Appeals Board decisions, and a discussion of EAMS (electronic adjudication
management system).
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #80283, ISBN 9781422499917

eISBN 9781422484494

The Lawyer’s Guide to the AMA Guides and California Workers’ Compensation
Robert G. Rassp

This definitive and up-to-date work will help you properly use the AMA Guides and thus enable you to
determine whether a medical report constitutes substantial evidence in a workers’ compensation claim.
In addition, you’ll find observations about the AMA Guides that are intended to assist you in learning and
understanding them and to help you formulate the most relevant and pertinent questions to doctors.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01432, ISBN 9781442498163

eISBN 9781422484487

LexisNexis Automated California Workers’ Compensation Forms
CD-ROM •

Single user, updated annually, Pub. #02548, ISBN 9780820546650

Workers’ Compensation Laws of California
Turn to the most trusted primary source book in the field for all the pertinent laws and regulations needed
for workers’ compensation practice in California, smartly organized for you in two convenient and always
up-to-date volumes.
The standard work in the field since 1937, this essential desk reference helps you gear up for any workers’
compensation case or situation with fast, easy access to:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

 alifornia worker-related statutes from 16 different codes
C
Selected rules from the California Code of Regulations Titles 2 and 8
Tables and schedules for determining compensation payments and medical fees
United States Code provisions
Matthew Bender’s “stressed amendment” feature that spotlights recent legislative changes and where
they occurred in the statute

You’ll also find extensive cross-references to treatises like Hanna and Herlick to help you easily pursue
additional analysis and applicable case law.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00840, ISBN 9781422489925

Workers’ Compensation Laws of California CD-ROM,
Archives 1988 to Present
Contains 24 editions of Workers’ Compensation Laws of California, which covers the years 1988 through
2009, enabling users to quickly find the law that pertains to a particular date of injury. Includes 1989
Margolin-Bill Greene Act through 2004 plus reforms to present day.
CD-ROM •

Single user, updated twice a year, Pub. #02208, ISBN 9781422474570

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Colorado

Colorado
PRIMARY LAW

Colorado Revised Statutes
Rely on the official statutes of Colorado, trusting
that the annotations appearing in the code correctly
interpret the cases cited. The annotations are provided
directly from the Colorado Office of Legislative Legal
Services. The set comes with two volumes of state
court rules and two index volumes to help you find the
statutes you need quickly.
PRINT • 20 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #45270,
ISBN 9781422483862

Colorado Court Rules
PRINT • State Rules only, 2 volumes, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #45270, ISBN 9781422484043
PRINT •

Federal Rules only, ISBN 9781422494288

PRINT •

State & Federal Rules, ISBN 9781422494295

Colorado Legislative
Review Service

Colorado Code of Regulations
Designed for use by both legal professionals and more
casual users, the CCR is reliable, fully codified and easy to
update. Amendments are fully integrated each month for
quick reference to the current version of each regulation.
12 volumes, housed in print-on-demand in 30 slim reports,
Pub. #49541, ISBN 9781422410240
PRINT •

EDUCATION LAW

Colorado Session Laws
PRINT • Generally 3 volumes,
softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #45300,
ISBN 9781422483848

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Colorado School Laws

The Rocky Mountain Employer

Provides fingertip access to the wide range of
statutes affecting education in the state. In
one concise volume, you have ready access to
the laws that schools, education professionals,
and education law attorneys need most often.
Compiled by a staff of experienced LexisNexis
attorney-editors, Colorado School Laws is a critical
resource for anyone who needs to be informed of
developments in this dynamic area of the law.

Littler Mendelson, P.C.

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #22005, ISBN 9781422498361
PRINT •

eBOOK •
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PRINT • Pamphlet, replaced annually,
Pub. #45330, ISBN 9781422483855

eISBN 9780327169321

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

This practical and extensive guide to state
employment and labor laws is essential for human
resources professionals, corporate counsel
and other employment and labor law attorneys.
Updated annually, the handbook contains recent
case law and legislative developments, practical
recommendations and essential tools.
Offers state law analysis for Colorado and Utah.
Searchable CD-ROM contains the contents of the
book as well as the full text of cases referenced.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #25895,
ISBN 9781422487785

Colorado

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Colorado Estate Planning, Will Drafting and Estate Administration Forms,
2nd Edition
Hon. C. Jean Stewart

With the combination of a practice manual and forms CD-ROM, you’ll have the key elements—forms,
checklists and supporting text material—to create effective documents that meet the needs of your clients.
This indispensable resource provides forms for trusts, estates and wills on CD-ROM for quick and easy
production along with commentary and analysis of both Colorado and federal tax, estate and trust law.
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, with companion forms CD-ROM, Pub. #80312, ISBN 9780327001232

GENERAL PRACTICE

Colorado Evidentiary Foundations
Hon. Roxanne Bailin, James M. England,
H. Patrick Furman, Edward J. Imwinkelried

Give yourself fingertip access to exemplary lines
of questioning that demonstrate how to lay the
foundation for admitting various kinds of evidence.
You also get a brief discussion of the underlying
legal principles, based on the applicable Colorado
Rules of Evidence.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #80329,
ISBN 9781422423776

Colorado Evidence
Courtroom Manual
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #04385, ISBN 9781593458010
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115173

Colorado Medical Marijuana Laws
and Rules
This softbound volume includes statutes and
regulations related to medical marijuana that are
specifically selected for state agencies, attorneys,
bakeries and other licensees.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #29810,
ISBN 9781422498422
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169888

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Colorado Criminal Law and Rules
with CD-ROM
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #30022, ISBN 9781422496206

Colorado Peace Officer’s Handbook
In one concise volume, you’ll have the annotated
statutes and Superior Court Rules that law
enforcement professionals and trial attorneys
need most often. It gives you access to criminal
law and procedure and traffic laws as well as
many related statutes and rules. Comprehensively
indexed, this edition also features a listing
of sections affected by recent legislation,
as well as succinct summaries of selected
legislative changes.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #22090, ISBN 9781422496190
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169079

REAL ESTATE LAW

Colorado Real Estate Forms,
2nd Edition
Beverly J. Quail

Whether you’re documenting a real estate
transaction for a lender, borrower, buyer or seller,
you’ll find sample forms and clause options
for residential, commercial and construction
transactions and coverage of every phase of the
conveyancing process. All forms are included
on CD-ROM, making it fast and easy to prepare,
customize and print the forms you need.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, with
companion forms CD-ROM, Pub. #80325, ISBN 9780327124061

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Connecticut

Connecticut
PRIMARY LAW

Connecticut Government Register
Publisher’s Editorial Staff
PRINT •

Register, 12 issues per year, plus cumulative annual index and binder, Pub. #49562, ISBN 9781422410677

EMPLOYMENT

Labor and Employment in
Connecticut: A Guide to Employment
Laws, Regulations and Practices
Jeffrey L. Hirsch

This desktop reference is invaluable for business
owners, personnel directors, general managers
and human resource staff persons who are
managing Connecticut employees on a daily basis.
The book provides basic information concerning
the laws, regulations and policies affecting labor
and employment in Connecticut. Use it to develop
a personnel policy and as a resource to answer
questions on employment law issues.
Get solid guidance on important new procedures
and potential sources of liability. Find everything
you need on the federal and Connecticut
compliance requirements, pulled together in
one place.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #80376, ISBN 9780327109778
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119485

The Tri-State Employer®
Littler Mendelson, P.C.

Jointly published with Littler Mendelson, this
guide provides human resources professionals,
corporate counsel and other employment and
labor law attorneys with a practical and extensive
guide to state employment and labor laws in
Connecticut, New York and New Jersey. It contains
recent case law and legislative developments,
practical recommendations and essential tools.
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
with CD-ROM, Pub. #25900, ISBN 9781422487747
PRINT •
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LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

FAMILY LAW

Connecticut Family Law Citations
Cynthia C. George, Thomas D. Colin

Quickly access the case authority you need with
this handy indexed guide to Connecticut family
law. Refer to the subject classification index to
find all the citations pertaining to the following
issues: income and earnings; jurisdiction of the
court; alteration, change or amendment; alimony
and more.
PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #80349, ISBN 9780880630450
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113254

GENERAL PRACTICE

Connecticut Trial Evidence Notebook,
2nd Edition
Dale P. Faulkner; Shelley L. Graves

This accurate and up-to-date resource provides
even the most experienced trial lawyer a distinct
advantage. In addition to common evidentiary
themes, the authors present invaluable
information on new, technology driven topics,
such as computer simulations.
This Notebook gives you all the tools you need
to handle situations that comes up during
trial. When time counts, rely on this reference
to support an objection, reinforce claims of
admissibility, properly interpret the hearsay
rule and its exceptions, or correctly apply other
evidentiary rules.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #80370,
ISBN 9780327101543
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118129

Connecticut

Dupont on Connecticut Civil Practice
Ralph Dupont, original author; Publisher’s Editorial Staff

Federal Litigation Guide:
New York and Connecticut

This is the definitive source for Connecticut’s
rules of practice and their application. It tracks
the civil practice portions of the Connecticut
Practice Book (Rules for the Superior Court
General Provisions, Civil and Family Matters
and Appellate Rules) and integrates related
Connecticut Statutes. With this resource, you
can recognize when it’s necessary to plead a
special defense and when it suffices to deny
the complaint’s allegations, you’ll understand
Connecticut’s unique fact pleading requirements
and discovery rules and you’ll know when to use a
motion to strike a complaint and when to move for
summary judgment.

Stuart A. Summit, Victor T. Fuzak, Lynn Uniman,
Stewart A. Aaron, Richard S. Order, Adam R. Shaw

PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #83074, ISBN 9781422488935

eBOOK •

Provides full coverage of civil litigation practice
and procedure from the filing of the lawsuit
through judgment with emphasis on pretrial
procedure and local practice coverage. The
text is easily accessible and includes checklists,
forms, strategic overviews and complete analysis
of the local rules of the federal district courts
in Connecticut and New York in order to ensure
compliance with all the local procedural rules of
the court in which the case is pending.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01110,
ISBN 9780820539256

eISBN 9781579111472

LexisNexis® Automated Connecticut Probate Court Forms
This CD-ROM contains 140 HotDocs®-powered forms with all Connecticut Probate Court forms and
selected IRS and Connecticut Department of Revenue forms needed for probate filings.
CD-ROM •

Single user, updated annually, Pub. #02587, ISBN 9780820556543

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Connecticut Law Enforcement Handbook Field Manual
Contains an entire section outlining criminal procedure for law enforcement officers. Search and seizure,
arrest, juvenile law and officer liability are just a few of the essential topics covered in clear, textbook
fashion, complete with case citations and handy question-and-answer sections. A directory of sources
and information including addresses and telephone numbers vital to the law enforcement professional are
also included.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, updated annually, Pub. #29151, ISBN 9781422497814

Connecticut Criminal and Motor Vehicle Laws
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM, updated annually, Pub. #29139, ISBN 9781422469774

eISBN 9781579117702

PERSONAL INJURY LAW

Tort Remedies in Connecticut
Richard L. Newman, Jeffrey S. Wildstein

Counsel for plaintiffs and defendants alike will find this treatise essential to winning cases in Connecticut.
Tort Remedies in Connecticut will enable you to develop successful strategies for bringing and defending
tort cases, with a focus on monetary damages, injunctive relief and statutory remedies. Be prepared to
handle with confidence any type of tort case, with chapters detailing available claims and damages (e.g.,
intentional torts, products liability, wrongful discharge), limitations on remedies (e.g., immunities and
statutes of limitations) and calculation of damages (e.g., offers of compromise and collateral sources).
PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #65203, ISBN 9781558343276

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Delaware

Delaware
PRIMARY LAW

Delaware Code Annotated
There’s only one source you can trust for annotated Delaware
primary law—the Delaware Code Annotated from LexisNexis.
The first and last word in Delaware statutory research,
this authoritative set is prepared and published under the
supervision of the Delaware Code Revisors and includes:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

The official Delaware state statutes,
fully annotated
Annotated cumulative supplements, published
biennially within 90 days of receipt of all acts from
the legislature, with an interim supplement in the
odd numbered years
PRINT •

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Annotations based on all Delaware cases and
federal cases arising in Delaware since statehood
All case citations Shepardized for accuracy
A comprehensive index, replaced biennially
Delaware Rules Annotated

22 volumes, hardbound, supplemented in the years it is not replaced, Pub. #41402, ISBN 9780327108801

Delaware Court Rules Annotated

Delaware Administrative Code

2 volumes, softbound, supplemented semiannually,
Pub. #41402, ISBN 9781422487303

Get fast and full access to Delaware
administrative regulations with the only
authoritative print edition available. This reliable
loose-leaf set from LexisNexis is updated
monthly to make sure only the most current
regulations are always at your fingertips.

PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119386

Delaware Advance Annotation Service
PRINT • 3 cumulative pamphlets, updated annually, Pub. #41587,
ISBN 9780327110675

Delaware Advance Legislative Service
3 consecutive pamphlets, updated annually,
Pub. #41594, ISBN 9780327110682
PRINT •

PRINT • 14 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 12 times per year,
Pub. #49542, ISBN 9781888178241

Delaware Government Register
PRINT • 1 volume, issued monthly with cumulative annual
index, Pub. #49563, ISBN 9781422410615

CORPORATE LAW

Corporate and Commercial Practice
in the Delaware Court of Chancery

Delaware Corporation
Laws Annotated

Donald J. Wolfe Jr., Michael A. Pittenger

This convenient resource includes the General
Corporation Law, Uniform Arbitration Act,
Revised Uniform Partnership Act, Workers
Cooperative Act and other statutes. It also
covers Delaware statutory trusts, secured
transactions, corporation franchise and
income taxes and more—and even features a
handy schedule of taxes and miscellaneous
fees. The CD-ROM provides a fully searchable
version of the text facilitating a full range of
research and printing capabilities.

Because it is the corporate domicile of choice in the
United States, Delaware produces and implements
the substantive laws governing internal affairs for most
of our nation’s corporations, both large and small. As
a result, most battles concerning the application of
those laws are waged in Delaware courts.
Your corporate litigation can benefit from the
firsthand experience of two of the Delaware courts’
leading practitioners.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01195,
ISBN 9780820549040
eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781579119744

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #22138, ISBN 9781422499931

Delaware

Delaware Corporation Law
and Practice
David A. Drexler; Lewis S. Black Jr.; A. Gilchrist Sparks III

Get in-depth, section-by-section analysis of the
Delaware General Corporation Law together with
analysis of key case law, emerging trends from the
Delaware courts, and practical considerations at
every step of the process from pre-incorporation
to dissolution.
You’ll benefit from decades of experience
with comprehensive discussions of formation
requirements, choice of entity, electronic filing,
bylaws, director’s responsibilities, stock issuance,
mediation of complex business disputes,
derivative suites, powers in emergencies, mergers
and acquisitions, dissolution, defensive practices
and so much more. In addition to expert analysis
and perspective, the authors select key excerpts
from the statute and typical forms to accompany
each chapter’s discussion.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00245, ISBN 9780820512457
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111038

CSC® Delaware Laws Governing
Business Entities
Quickly find the Delaware business statutes,
rules, forms and opinions you need to conduct
research, complete transactions and provide ontarget client advice more efficiently than ever. This
indispensable book-Web practice tool gives you:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Annotated statutes including Delaware’s General
Corporation Law, Revised Uniform Partnership
Act, Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act,
and more
Annotations from state and federal courts citing
Delaware business entity law, plus full text of
recent key Delaware business opinions
Access to the Delaware Business Entity Law
website, featuring both volumes plus full text of
annotated cases, Delaware business forms and
draft formation documents
A table of sections affected and a table of new
Annotations to alert you to all statutory changes
and case law developments

EDUCATION LAW

Delaware School Laws Annotated
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #22160, ISBN 9781422464083

GENERAL PRACTICE

Delaware Statutory Trusts Manual
Charles J. Durante, Brian M. Gottesman

Confidently manage every step of the Delaware
statutory trust process and help your clients take
full advantage of this powerful new entity for tax
deferral, asset protection, liability protection,
balance sheet benefits and more.
This comprehensive manual guides you through
the Uniform Statutory Trust Entity Act and
every aspect of establishing and dissolving a
statutory trust, including formation, management,
amendment and conversion, dissolution, tax
issues, disputes, bankruptcy issues, applicable
blue sky laws and more. Coverage is truly
authoritative; many of the contributors from the
Delaware firm of Connolly Bove Lodge & Hutz LLP
serve on the committee that oversees legislative
changes to the Delaware General Corporation Law.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01578,
ISBN 9781422475676
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119577

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Delaware Criminal and Traffic Law
Manual with CD-ROM
Comprehensive selection of statutes related
to criminal and traffic laws; the companion
CD-ROM contains a fully searchable, printable
and downloadable version of the book, and
includes annotations.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #22139, ISBN 9780769848174

You also get legislative analyses from Delaware
business law experts spotlighting changes to
Delaware business laws, plus an expanded index
for easy research.
PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound, updated in the Spring and Fall,
Pub. #25410, ISBN 9781422485774
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113582

Delaware Uniform Commercial
Code Annotated
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #22147,
ISBN 9781422498101

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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District of Columbia

District of Columbia
PRIMARY LAW

Lexis District of Columbia Code
®

Cite District of Columbia statutory law with confidence when you
turn to the most current and trusted District of Columbia Code
resource. You get:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

The District of Columbia statutes
A comprehensive index, updated twice per year and
replaced annually
Supplements and pamphlets published four times annually,
providing updates to annotations and statutory materials
All case citations Shepardized® for accuracy

LexisNexis also publishes a District of Columbia Advance Legislative Service and
Advance Code Service, providing annotations to current statutory and case law at affordable prices.
PRINT •

18 volumes, hardbound, including pamphlet reference tables, plus index, with supplement, Pub. #43400, ISBN 9780327018186

Lexis® District of Columbia Court Rules
More than a collection of the rules, the District of Columbia Court Rules are a guide to the rules. You’ll
find amendment histories, law reviews, hundreds of case notes, a complete index and numerous crossreferences to the general law.
PRINT •

2 volumes, softbound, updated semiannually, replaced annually, Pub. #41739, ISBN 9781422484715

District of Columbia Administrative Code
Turn to this comprehensive resource for the most up-to-date and reliable compilation of rules promulgated
by District of Columbia administrative offices and agencies. Covering all 31 titles and arranged sequentially
by title, this essential resource includes handy indexes that make it easier to find relevant regulations by
subject and number, proposed regulations and emergency regulations. You also get a table of authorities
indexed by statutes pursuant to when they were adopted.
PRINT •

17 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 12 times per year, Pub. #49543, ISBN 9781888178791

CRIMINAL LAW

Criminal Jury Instructions for the District of Columbia, 5th Edition
Young Lawyers Section of the Bar Association of the District of Columbia; Publisher’s Editorial Staff

Also referred to as “The Red Book,” this publication has been an indispensable resource in the District of
Columbia courts since 1966 for both practitioners and judges who appear in D.C. local and federal courts. It
is organized with numerical tabs for each subject, making courtroom referencing quick and easy.
Each instruction is set forth and contains comments by the authors, including relevant cases with
explanations, notes on how to use the instructions, cross references to other instructions, recent revisions,
the way in which the rule has been updated and references to other publications relating to criminal law
and procedure.
PRINT •
PRINT •

eBOOK •
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1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, with companion disc, Pub. #01278, ISBN 9781422474686

Bar members, ISBN 9781422474693
eISBN 9781579111502

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

District of Columbia

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Wills, Trusts and Estates for the D.C. Area Practitioner
Nicholas D. Ward, Virginia A. McArthur, August Zinsser III

Draft ironclad wills, health-care directives, powers of attorney, trusts and other estate planning documents
with this one-stop resource that combines expert analysis with language for nearly every document you
need for probate law, estate planning and administration in Washington, D.C., Maryland and Virginia. You get
practice-proven forms and clauses, accompanied by extensive commentary and detailed annotations that
help you modify documents to meet the specific needs of your clients.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, with companion forms disc, Pub. #01277, ISBN 9780820554815

eISBN 9781579112912

FAMILY LAW

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Domestic Relations Manual for the
District of Columbia

District of Columbia Criminal Law
and Procedure Annotated

Diane M. Brenneman, Linda J. Ravdin

Here’s your convenient, one-stop guide to the
annotated statutes and Superior Court Rules that
law enforcement professionals and trial attorneys
need most often. Comprehensively indexed, this
resource features a listing of sections affected by
recent legislation, as well as succinct summaries
of selected legislative changes. You also get a
companion CD-ROM featuring a fully searchable,
printable and downloadable electronic version of
the book and case annotations with links to the full
text of all cases cited.

From marriage annulment and divorce to child
custody, visitation and support, this one-stop
resource gives you concise, practice-oriented
analysis of virtually every issues encountered
by the family law practitioner in D.C. You get
full citations to statutory and case authority;
discussion of the latest changes in D.C. law, such
as the enactment of the Uniform Child Custody
Jurisdiction and Enforcement Act (UCCJEA);
and an extensive array of both court-issued and
expert-drafted forms.
1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01276,
ISBN 9780820554754
PRINT •

eBOOK •

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
semiannually, Pub. #22405, ISBN 9780769847610
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115104

eISBN 9781579112905

GENERAL PRACTICE

Standardized Civil Jury Instructions for the District of Columbia
Young Lawyers Section of the Bar Association of the District of Columbia, Richard W. Stevens, Editor

Save time researching and drafting civil jury instructions with fingertip access to the text of pattern
jury instructions, the authorities on which each instruction is based, practice comments and other
references to relevant materials. Editor Richard W. Stevens and the D.C. Bench & Bar diligently reviewed
and edited instructions and comments to provide lawyers with more than just the instructions but also an
understanding of the derivation of each instruction and the rationale underlying it.
PRINT •
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01275, ISBN 9780820554495

Bar members, ISBN 9781579118693

The Law of Evidence in the District of Columbia, 5th Edition
Brian T. FitzPatrick, Hon. Henry F. Greene

A practice staple in the District of Columbia courts for more than 25 years, this invaluable tool helps you
analyze threshold evidence issues during trial preparation and find information about evidence questions
at trial. Each Federal Rule of Evidence is set forth at the outset of a section. Legislative history for each
federal rule of evidence, as appropriate, is included in an historical appendix. Since the Federal Rules
are not applicable in the District of Columbia, the treatise also provides a concise comment comparing
the particular Federal Rule with local practice. The treatise then presents case annotations showing the
development and current state of the law in the local courts. Given the influence of its pronouncements,
case annotations of the United States Supreme Court are also included.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01273, ISBN 9781422479933

eISBN 9781579118570

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Florida

Florida
PRIMARY LAW

LexisNexis® Florida Annotated Statutes:
The Florida Bar® Edition
LexisNexis has partnered with The Florida Bar to produce the
LexisNexis Florida Annotated Statutes: Florida Bar Edition. This
completely annotated set contains thousands of exclusive
references to Florida Bar CLE titles. Other highlights include
thousands of references to recent law review and journal articles,
as well as well as cross-references to Florida specific analytical
materials from LexisNexis. References to cases arising in the state and federal courts
in Florida are examined for relevancy, and notes were prepared and edited only from those
cases that meaningfully interpret, apply and construe the specific Florida statute.
This set is highlighted with:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Case Notes emphasizing state and federal cases
that meaningfully interpret, apply or construe the
Thousands of exclusive cross-references to the
Florida Bar CLE titles
The text of the statutes as passed by the Florida
Legislature and supplied by the Division of
Statutory Revision
PRINT •

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Opinions of the Attorney General appearing under
their own heading making it easier for you to
distinguish them from case notes
Comprehensive amendment notes for each
statute that has been changed since 2002,
allowing you to recreate the statute as it existed
Finely tailored case notes that meaningfully
interpret, apply, or construe the specific statute

53 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #41070, ISBN 9781422469705

LexisNexis® Florida Rules of Court Annotated
An essential resource for litigators, the Rules of Court Annotated provides the most recent version of the
applicable Florida and local federal court rules, as well as annotations from significant cases construing,
interpreting or applying the rules. Features include:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Expanded scope of coverage, including Rules of
Evidence, all court rules of procedure and Rules of
the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals
Over 300 federal and state court forms
accompanying the rules
More than 23,500 annotations from case law
applying and construing the rules
PRINT •

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Contains two separate indices to all state rules and
federal rules
Convenient, portable softbound format
with a semiannual supplement and an
annual replacement
An easy-to-read, wide-measure format that is ideal
for making copies

4 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, with semiannual supplement, Pub. #41161, ISBN 9781422486924

Florida Advance Legislative Service
The complete text of all the general laws enacted by the Legislature is published. The Legislative Acts are
printed exactly as enacted by the Legislature without corrections or editorial changes. Each issue contains
a subject matter index to the laws included in that pamphlet as well as a table of statutes affected. The
table includes the corresponding Senate Bill and House Bill numbers. Issues are published periodically as
the number of Acts warrants. The first issue generally ships in June and the remainder of the issues are
produced over the following two months.
PRINT •
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Cumulative pamphlets, issued 5 times per year, Pub. #07091, ISBN 9781422496457

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

Florida

Florida Administrative
Code Annotated
The Code is fully annotated with decisions
of federal and state appellate courts, state
attorney general opinions, orders of the
Division of Administrative Hearings, and final
agency orders construing the rules so you
don’t get blindsided by an unexpected rule,
consisting of:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

12 volumes of rules
Tables of Repeals and Transfers
A General Index and Table of Statutory
Cross References

PRINT • 15 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 12 times per
year, Pub. #42550, ISBN 9780820584850

Florida Administrative Weekly
This vital resource delivers with weekly updates on:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Notices of development of proposed rules
Proposed rules
Notices of changes, corrections and withdrawals
Emergency rules
Petition for variances or waivers
Meetings, workshops and public hearings
Petitions and dispositions for declaratory statements
An Index to rules filed during preceding week

PRINT • Pamphlet, 52 issues per year, Pub. #71600,
ISBN 9780820590608
PRINT •

Quarterly subscription, Pub. #71670, ISBN 9780820590882

Individual volumes are available separately.

PRACTICE GUIDES

LexisNexis
Florida Practice Guides
®

With easy-to-navigate tables of contents,
concise on-point writing and superior
integration of relevant materials, the Practice Guide
series provides an excellent source to help you find answers
for questions about Florida practice. Each title contains expert tips and
practice guidance with strategic points, warnings, exceptions, traps, timing and prerequisites;
helpful checklists that take you step by step through particular processes and issues; abundant
modifiable forms to help you create better documents faster and avoid costly procedural
mistakes; core and related cases with pertinent case references; judicial comments that offer
current insight from the bench to help you understand judicial attitudes; cross-references
that allow you to explore topics in detail with cross references to primary sources and other
LexisNexis publications; and full integration with online sources so you can easily link to
pertinent resources on lexis.com.

LexisNexis® Practice Guide:
Florida Criminal Practice
and Procedure
Hon. David M. Gersten

This is an excellent starting point for Florida
attorneys confronting a criminal case. Includes
step-by-step expert instruction in a concise and
to-the-point writing style that integrates the use
of forms, checklists, core cases, judicial notes
and cross references. Chapters include current
coverage on topics from arrest and detention,
to confessions to voir dire, all the way through to
appeals and post-conviction relief.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01409,
ISBN 9780820569475
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780632716852

LexisNexis® Practice Guide:
Florida Estate and Probate Practice
Donna Litman, Nicholas E. Christin,
Barbara Landau, Hung Nguyen, Hon. Celeste H. Muir,
Hon. Arthur Rothenberg and Judge Patricia Thomas

Here you’ll find expert guidance in two vital areas
of Florida practice: estate planning and probate.
You’ll get quick access to salient issues and
judges’ authoritative answers for a wide variety
of questions and tasks. Complete and current
coverage includes basic estate planning, wills,
tax implications, homestead rights, intestate
succession, asset administration and more.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #01386, ISBN 9780820563893
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118907

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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LexisNexis Practice Guide:
Florida Business Torts

LexisNexis Practice Guide:
Florida Civil Practice and Procedure

Irwin Gilbert, Harley S. Tropin

Ervin Gonzalez, Henry Latimer, Stephen H. Grimes,
Luke S. Brown, Barry R. Davidson, Reginald Hicks

Get insight on litigating the business torts cases
setting legal precedent in Florida in a relevant, taskbased format. The Guide is filled with practice tips
created by expert Florida practitioners. Vital topics
range from identifying actionable unfair trade
practices, to selecting remedies for fraud claims to
defending against cybersquatting. Features include
checklists, core cases for important points of law,
and extensive forms, including sample complaints.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #01388, ISBN 9780820563916
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112943

LexisNexis Practice Guide:
Florida Contract Litigation
Barry R. Davidson, Christopher Skambis,
Hon. David M. Gersten

This Guide simplifies the process of litigating a
contract case by identifying the essential elements
and setting them out in a comprehensive yet easily
understood manner. Leading experts in their fields,
the authors provide practical advice and detailed
strategic assistance through the process of
litigating cases involving contract claims—including
the potential causes of actions, remedies and
defenses for a contract claim. Coverage focuses
on procedural topics such as jurisdiction, discovery
and alternative dispute resolution. Sample forms
feature typical filings for contract litigation cases.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #01387, ISBN 9780820563909
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119003

LexisNexis Practice Guide:
Florida Personal Injury
Ervin Gonzalez, Daniel J. Kissane, Lyndall M. Lambert,
Glenn M. Burton, Hon. David M. Gersten

Get the nuts-and-bolts information you need to
put together a winning personal injury case or
build a strong PI defense. This guide is loaded
with judicial commentary and practice tips from
top Florida PI litigators, as well as step-by-step
checklists and readily adaptable forms (sample
complaints, answers, affirmative defenses, notices
and more). Entire chapters are devoted to personal
injury causes of action under Florida law—as well
as an invaluable chapter on damages to help you
recover top dollar for your plaintiff clients, and
devise strategies to limit your defense clients’
exposure.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #01411, ISBN 9780820569482
eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781579112967

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

This comprehensive five-volume set brings you
expert step-by-step guidance on procedural
issues to help you build a stronger case. Get
comprehensive and current coverage on many
areas related to Florida civil procedure, including
pretrial, discovery, motions, trial and post-trial.
PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #01395, ISBN 9780820564173

LexisNexis Practice Guide:
Florida Civil Procedure: Trial
and Post-Trial
Ervin Gonzales, Henry Latimer, Stephen H. Grimes,
Luke S. Brown, Barry R. Davidson

Experience the new standard in practice guides.
This guide is part of a five-volume series that
gives you step-by-step guidance on procedural
issues and quickly points you to LexisNexis
resources that help you build your case. This
volume concentrates on issues related to trial
and post-trial and gives complete and current
coverage on relevant topics, including such
areas as: jury selection, verdicts, costs and
attorneys fees, motion for new trial and appeals.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #01369, ISBN 9780820561455
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422486085

LexisNexis Practice Guide:
Florida Civil Procedure: Pre-Trial
Ervin Gonzales, Henry Latimer, Stephen H. Grimes,
Luke S. Brown, Barry R. Davidson

Get step-by-step coverage of issues related
to pre-trial procedure and relevant topics,
including client interview, limitation of actions,
injunctions, damages in torts, damages in
contracts, determining forum, third-party
complaints, class actions, alternative dispute
resolution, declaratory relief, receivership and
much more.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #01366, ISBN 9780820561424
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422486054

Florida

LexisNexis Practice Guide: Florida e-Discovery and Evidence
Ervin Gonzales, Henry Latimer, Stephen H. Grimes, Luke S. Brown, Barry R. Davidson

This all-in-one loose-leaf volume treatise provides the Florida practitioner with valuable perspectives
and time-saving strategies on e-discovery management and advocacy. Issues covered include: In-depth
coverage of e-discovery from: records management through admissibility at trial; key cost saving junctions
in e-discovery and guidelines and hot tips for cost management; ethical traps and pitfalls, plus direction on
steering clear of time-consuming discovery disputes; and checklists and guides for every e-discovery task
and requirements
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated yearly, Pub. #01626, ISBN 981422478592

eISBN 9781579118617

LexisNexis Practice Guide: Florida Civil Procedure: Motions
Ervin Gonzales, Henry Latimer, Stephen H. Grimes, Luke S. Brown, Barry R. Davidson

Draft motions with precision and generate the building blocks to a winning case. This volume concentrates
on the proper procedure related to motions and gives complete and current coverage on relevant topics,
including preliminary motions, challenges to jurisdiction or venue, disqualification of a judge, motions to
strike, summary judgment, settlement, sanctions and much more. Forms are included.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #01368, ISBN 9780820561448

eISBN 9781422486078

LexisNexis Practice Guide: Florida Civil Procedure: Discovery
Ervin Gonzales, Henry Latimer, Stephen H. Grimes, Luke S. Brown, Barry R. Davidson

Get unparalleled insight on the discovery issues that can make or break your case. This volume
concentrates on the many issues related to discovery and gives complete and current coverage on
relevant topics, including discovery strategy and planning, preservation of evidence, discovery of electronic
information, physical and mental examinations, exchanging expert witness information and more. Forms
are included.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #01367, ISBN, 9780820561431

eISBN 9781422486061

BANKRUPTCY LAW

Florida Creditors’ Rights Manual
Stephen B. Rakusin

Placing heavy emphasis on pleading and procedural requirements, this Manual will help you pursue the best
debt collection remedies for your client. It discusses comprehensively the constitutional ramifications of
taking a debtor’s property.
PRINT •

5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #80585, ISBN 9780409260939

BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW

Business Litigation in Florida,
6th Edition

Creditors’ And Debtors’ Practice
in Florida, 3rd Edition with CD-ROM

A Publication of The Florida Bar
Continuing Legal Education

A Publication of The Florida Bar
Continuing Legal Education

The new manual covers the full range of concerns
to business litigators, from initial considerations of
jurisdiction and venue, through myriad discovery
and other pretrial and trial issues, to recovery of
attorneys’ fees. The companion CD-ROM features
the contents of the book with links to the full text
of cited cases.

This useful resource discusses creditor relations
and debt collection in Florida and includes forms
for collection attorneys.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound with CD-ROM and 2010
supplement, Pub. #22802, ISBN 9780820576855

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with CD-ROM, Pub. #22775,
ISBN 9781422441527

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Florida Corporate Practice, 6th Edition

Florida Small Business
Practice, 7th Edition

A Publication of The Florida Bar
Continuing Legal Education

A Publication of The Florida Bar
Continuing Legal Education

1 volume, hardbound with supplement and CD-ROM,
Pub. #22799, ISBN 9781422468104
PRINT •

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with CD-ROM,
Pub. #22826, ISBN 9781422489598

Florida Corporations Manual
Michael W. Gordon

This easy-to-use practice manual provides all the relevant
forms, checklists and statutes for handling Florida
corporations issues—from organization to operation
and finance. It gives you everything you need to initiate,
maintain, modify or dissolve corporate structures,
plus the required procedures for Chapter 607, 617 and
620 proceedings.

CSC® Florida Laws
Governing Business Entities,
with Forms CD
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with
CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #25419,
ISBN 9780769847092
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327171003

PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #80570,
ISBN 9780409260984

CONSTRUCTION LAW

Florida Construction Lien Manual

Florida Construction Law and
Practice, 6th Edition

Stephen B. Rakusin

This all-inclusive work provides quick answers to issues
a practitioner is likely to encounter, including abandoned
construction, priority of payment among lienors, and
performance necessary for a lien.

A Publication of The Florida Bar Continuing
Legal Education

PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year,
Pub. #80545, ISBN 9780327009337

eBOOK •

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM,
Pub. #22820, ISBN 9781422452660

eISBN 9781579117313

CRIMINAL LAW

Florida Criminal Defense
Trial Manual

Florida Criminal Jury
Instructions Handbook

Paul Barnard, original author; Trisha Zeller,
update author

Gus Beckstrom

The authoritative source for the most
commonly prosecuted felonies in Florida, the
Florida Criminal Defense Trial Manual contains
thorough yet concise coverage of felony
proceedings under Florida and federal law. It
gives detailed analysis of topics such as arrest,
search and seizure, Miranda warnings, line-up
procedures, inchoate crimes, check offenses,
sexual battery and drug offenses. Also includes
recent case law changes and analysis of the
essential elements of each offense.
PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #80614, ISBN 9780327039068

Florida Criminal Practice and
Procedure, 2nd Edition
Russell E. Crawford
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #68710, ISBN 9780327014171
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PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #29216,
ISBN 9780769845678

Florida Criminal Justice Sourcebook
Gus Beckstrom and Publisher’s Editorial Staff

This ultimate law enforcement resource for Florida
provides many features: Florida criminal and
motor vehicle statutes commonly used by police
departments, sheriff’s offices, prosecutors, and
defense attorneys; select legislative summaries
prepared by professional legal analysts; legal
guidelines by Gus Beckstrom, presenting a concise
overview of criminal procedure; glossaries of
common Spanish and Haitian Creole phrases—useful
in situations involving motor vehicle stops, search
and seizure, arrest, and injury; Florida Criminal
Jury Instructions with penalties and interpretive
decisions explaining the elements and offenses; and
a comprehensive, professionally prepared index.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #29214,
ISBN 9781422497333

Florida

Florida Jury Verdict Reporter
Fine-tune your case arguments as you see exactly what’s working
and what’s not in personal injury cases across Florida’s circuit
courts. With verdicts and settlements at your fingertips, you’ll
be among the first to know what theories of liability are working
and what defenses are shutting them down. Each month, you
get detailed case reports, featuring factual summaries and injury
descriptions; expert witnesses, attorneys, and judges; verdict,
judgment and settlement information; and more.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Reporter, 12 issues per year, Pub. #07090, ISSN 1059-6275

eISBN 9780327167297

Eleventh Circuit
Criminal Handbook
Donald F. Samuel

Gives criminal attorneys,
prosecutors, defense attorneys
and judges clear, practical analysis
tailored to the needs of a busy
criminal law practitioner.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced
annually, Pub. #60515, ISBN 9781422496374
eBOOK •

Florida Standard Jury Instructions in
Criminal Cases

eISBN 9781579111816

A Publication of The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education

LexisNexis Practice Guide:
Florida Criminal Practice
and Procedure

This is a product of the Supreme Court’s Committee on Standard
Jury Instructions in Criminal Cases.

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated
annually, Pub. #01409, ISBN 9780820569475

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, with CD-ROM, updated annually, Pub. #22856,
ISBN 9781422460771

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780632716852

EDUCATION LAW

Florida School Laws
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #22720, ISBN 9781422466605

eISBN 9780327169710

ELDER LAW

Planning for the Elderly in Florida
Rebecca C. Morgan, Edwin M. Boyer, Mary Alice Jackson

Provides analysis and commentary on the laws and regulations affecting the elderly in Florida, as well as
checklists and forms to facilitate counseling and drafting. Coverage includes:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Social Security benefits available to retired and
disabled wage earners, spouses, dependents
Medicare eligibility and Medigap
supplemental insurance
Medicaid coverage and eligibility, including rules
governing the transfer of assets by a person who
applies for benefits in Florida
Residents’ rights in long-term care facilities,
including nursing homes, assisted living facilities
and adult family care homes
PRINT •

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Planning for incapacity, including property
management and health care decisions
Guardianship and its use
Social services programs available to seniors
in Florida
Elder abuse and the various remedies available to
protect individuals and redress injuries

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01297, ISBN 9780820557113

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Employment in Florida: Guide to Employment Laws, Regulations and Practices,
2nd Edition
Michael F. Marino III, J. David Richeson

This convenient desktop reference provides basic information about labor and employment laws,
regulations and policies in Florida. It’s a crucial resource for business owners, personnel directors, general
managers and human resource staff.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #80856, ISBN 9780327106944

eISBN 9781579113261

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commissions Statutes, Rules and Laws
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #21731, ISBN 9781422497067

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Asset Protection in Florida,
2nd Edition

Florida Probate Code Manual

This comprehensive guide explains the
steps you should take to protect Florida
assets from creditors’ claims. Topics
include personal and business issues.

Turn to this analytical treatise on the methods and
problems of estate administration and guardianship laws
in Florida. Supplies complete coverage of probate and
estate administration in the following areas: intestacy, rights
of heirs and beneficiaries, creditors’ rights, will contests,
fiduciary duties and responsibilities, appointment of a
personal representative, appointment of a guardian and the
guardian as fiduciary. Includes a full set of practice forms for
probate and guardianship.

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with CD-ROM,
Pub. #22680, ISBN 9781422468043

Litigation under Florida
Probate Code, 8th Edition with
CD-ROM
A great resource for litigating probate
cases in Florida, this book will guide you
through complex matters such as will
construction and creditors’ claims.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with CD-ROM, Pub
#22778, ISBN 9781422485385

Florida Estates Practice Guide
Thomas A. Thomas, David T. Smith

Cited nine times by Florida appellate
courts, this set will guide you on drafting
wills, administering estates and advising
clients on the tax implication of estate
planning. Gain understanding of all the
details with direct access to all aspects
of estate practice in Florida, including
preparation of tax returns related to
estate administration, basic estate
planning considerations, accounting
procedures, tax analyses and more. All
new official forms for estate practice are
also included.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times
per year, Pub. #00737, ISBN 9780820517377
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167945

Florida Guardianship Practice,
7th Edition
A Publication of The Florida Bar
Continuing Legal Education
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with CD-ROM and
supplement, Pub. #22829, ISBN 9781422468036
eBOOK •
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eISBN 9780327169086

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

David T. Smith

PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #80736,
ISBN 9780409260625
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327171591

Kane’s Florida Will and Trust Forms Manual,
4th Edition
Walter S. Kane

Master the essential principles of estate planning and
prepare a complete set of documents that meets your
clients’ needs. Using model wills and trusts, this manual
covers complex estate planning strategies as well as
simple wills. The forms in this manual are designed to save
you many hours in drafting your clients’ estate planning
documents. The Fourth Edition includes the new Florida
Will and Trust Deskbook and a companion CD-ROM with the
full, searchable text of the manual. The CD also features
hyperlinks to cited cases and statutes, the full text of related
cases and statutes, and all model wills, trusts, and alternate
and supplemental provisions in Word format, making
drafting documents easy.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, with CD-ROM and Deskbook, updated
annually, Pub. #22877, ISBN 9780820587547
CD-ROM •

Single user, Pub. #22877, ISBN 9781422488096

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #22877,
ISBN 9781422466964
PRINT •

Automated Florida Guardianship Forms
CD-ROM
CD-ROM •

Single user, Pub. #02564, ISBN 9780820548982

Florida

Administration of Trusts in Florida,
6th Edition

LexisNexis Automated
Florida Probate Forms

A Publication of The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education

Spend less time on paperwork and more
time building a strong probate case with this
comprehensive collection of automated
forms. Just some of the forms you get are:
abbreviated probate proceedings, opening
formal administration, special proceedings,
closing administration, tax forms, Florida
Department of Revenue forms, model forms
and more.

This revised and expanded edition addresses
in-depth a truly landmark piece of legislation—
the Florida Trust Code, effective July 1, 2007—
and features extensive treatment of all facets of
trust administration.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with CD-ROM, Pub. #22748,
ISBN 9781422461969

CD-ROM • Single user, Pub. #02551,
ISBN 9780820550213

Basic Estate Planning in Florida,
6th Edition
A Publication of The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education
1 volume, hardbound, with CD-ROM, Pub. #22894,
ISBN 9781422441374

LexisNexis Practice Guide:
Florida Estate and
Probate Practice

LexisNexis Automated Florida
Guardianship Forms

Donna Litman, Nicholas E. Christin,
Barbara Landau, Hung Nguyen,
Hon. Celeste H. Muir, Hon. Aurthur Roghenberg,
Hon. Patricia Thomas

PRINT •

If you are an attorney dealing with guardianship issues,
this is a must-have service to keep you organized
and help you draft airtight documentation. Forms
include: new case information, disability, proceedings
to determine incapacity, appointment of guardians,
guardianship administration, special proceedings,
termination of guardianship, and more.
CD-ROM •

For full details, refer to the Practice
Guides section.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per
year, Pub. #01386, ISBN 9781579118907

Single user, Pub. #02564, ISBN 9780820548982

FAMILY LAW

Florida Family Law
Brenda M. Abrams, editorial consultant

Comprehensive coverage of every aspect of Florida family law, combining
in-depth treatise discussion with practice guides and forms covering such
areas as:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Marital relationships
Torts and family relationships
Marital property
Dissolution of marriage
Enforcement and modification
of decrees
Parent-child relationships
Military benefit issues
Suits by government entities
Bankruptcy and family relationships

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Tax aspects of family
transactions and litigation,
reflecting the most current
tax legislation
Adoption, prenuptial
agreements, postnuptial
agreements, cohabitation
and paternity
The legal effects of death on
the family

Includes the Florida Family Law Litigation Handbook that gathers the statutes and rules in a portable format.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00513, ISBN 9780820515137

eISBN 9781579111359

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Adoption, Paternity, and Other Florida Family
Practice, 9th Edition

LexisNexis Automated
Florida Family Law Forms

A Publication of The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education

This comprehensive collection
of 190 forms includes not only
the Florida Supreme Court
Approved Family Law Forms,
but also the Florida Rules of
Procedure Forms promulgated by
the state bar’s Family Law Rules
Committee. What’s more, boardcertified matrimonial attorney
and well-known Florida family law
practitioner Brenda Abrams has
added 50 forms. These model
forms are ones she’s drafted or
approved based on her many
years of successful practice.
Product is updated on a continual
basis with new and revised forms.

PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, Pub. #22868, ISBN 9781422490471

Drafting Marriage Contracts in Florida,
9th Edition
A Publication of The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #22823 ISBN 9781422468029

Florida Dissolution of Marriage, 10th Edition
A Publication of The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, updated, Pub. #22865
ISBN 9781422483213
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113551

Florida Family Law Case Summaries, 7th Edition

CD-ROM • Single user, Pub. #02550,
ISBN 9780820547367

A Publication of The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, Pub. #23170, ISBN 9780327169109

Florida Family Law Set
(Rules and Statutes)
A Publication of The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, Pub. #22751, ISBN 9781422488089

Florida Family Law Practice Manual
Gerald D. Schackow, original author;
revisions by Carmine M. Bravo, Mary Catherine McGuire

This set provides comprehensive analysis of family law and
domestic relations issues in an easy-to-follow format with
all relevant Florida statutes and rules, appropriate forms
and citations to leading cases. Coverage includes marriage,
equitable distribution of marital assets, special equities, service
of process and dissolution.
4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #80643,
ISBN 9780327009320
PRINT •

Florida Family Law Reporter
Brenda M. Abrams, editorial consultant, with commentary by a Board
of Editorial Reviewers

Be fully prepared to go to court or the bargaining table with
up-to-date analysis of the most recent developments in Florida
family law, including all relevant appellate cases, legislation and
court rules; U.S. Supreme Court and federal court decisions in
areas of family law; and family law-related tax developments.
Monthly commentary by an editorial board consisting of wellknown Florida practitioners and judges helps you shape casewinning strategies and avoid pitfalls others have encountered.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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Reporter, 12 issues per year, Pub. #00533, ISBN 9780820521039

eISBN 9781579117528

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

Florida Juvenile Law and
Practice, 12th Edition
A Publication of The Florida Bar
Continuing Legal Education
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with
CD-ROM, Pub. #22808, ISBN 9781422498514

Florida Proceedings After
Dissolution of Marriage,
10th Edition
A Publication of The Florida Bar
Continuing Legal Education
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with
CD-ROM, Pub. #22744, ISBN 9781579113513

Florida Rules of
Juvenile Procedure
A Publication of The Florida Bar
Continuing Legal Education
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with
CD-ROM, Pub. #22763, ISBN 9780769847207
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113520

Florida

GENERAL PRACTICE

Evidence in Florida, 8th Edition
A Publication of The Florida Bar Continuing
Legal Education
1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM,
Pub. #22832 ISBN 9781422467091
PRINT •

fasTrain™—Florida Civil Trial
Preparation, 5th Edition
A Publication of The Florida Bar Continuing
Legal Education
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM,
Pub. #22830 ISBN 9781422484708
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113537

Florida Medical Malpractice Handbook,
2nd Edition
A Publication of The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #22701
ISBN 9781422441039

Legal Forms and Worksheets, 2nd Edition
A Publication of The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #22939
ISBN 9780327036326

Florida Civil Procedure, 3rd Edition
Judge Juan Ramirez

Florida Administrative
Practice, 9th Edition
A Publication of The Florida Bar Continuing
Legal Education
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM,
Pub. #22781 ISBN 9781422497098

Florida Appellate Practice,
7th Edition
A Publication of The Florida Bar Continuing
Legal Education
1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM,
Pub. #22817 ISBN 9781422452561
PRINT •

Florida Automobile Insurance
Law, 7th Edition
A Publication of The Florida Bar Continuing
Legal Education
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM,
Pub. #22784 ISBN 9781422441169

Florida Civil Practice Before
Trial, 9th Edition
A Publication of The Florida Bar Continuing
Legal Education
1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM,
Pub. #22924 ISBN 9781422468074

Revised and completely updated. Practical in focus and
comprehensive in scope, Florida Civil Procedure, Third
Edition analyzes the entire spectrum of civil procedure
in Florida, providing busy practitioners with a convenient,
completely up-to-date reference for every conceivable
procedural problem they may encounter—before, during
or after trial.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #80520,
ISBN 9780327162353
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118723

Florida Evidence Courtroom Manual
A.J. Stephani, Glen Weissenberger

Use experts and evidence for a clear advantage
over your competitor with this convenient manual
designed for courtroom use. You’ll discover many trialtested features that not only provide fast, accurate
answers to evidentiary questions, but also guide you
to the underlying authorities and secondary sources.
Features include coverage of the Florida Evidence
Code, summaries of recent significant Florida cases
interpreting each section, illustrations demonstrating the
proper handling of evidentiary issues, in-depth analysis
of current issues, trends, and new developments in the
law of evidence, and more.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #04386,
ISBN 9781422497869
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119102

PRINT •

Florida Civil Trial Practice,
8th Edition
A Publication of The Florida Bar Continuing
Legal Education
1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM,
Pub. #22787 ISBN 9781422441176
PRINT •

Florida Attorneys Fees, 2nd Edition
James C. Hauser

Comprehensive coverage and up-to-date information on
all aspects of attorney’s fees. Highlights the issues that a
litigator will encounter relating to these fees.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year,
Pub. #80843, ISBN 9781558347427
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422486122
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Florida Evidence Manual, 2nd Edition
Judge Juan Ramirez
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #80630, ISBN 9780327135784
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168553

The Manual for Florida
Legal Secretaries
Florida Association of Legal Secretaries
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, with supplement,
Pub. #80876, ISBN 9780327009580

Florida Forms of Jury Instruction,
2nd Edition

Southeast Transaction Guide—
Florida, Georgia and Alabama

Mary Catherine McGuire

Byron L. Sparber, Carl H. Cofer, Thomas A. Ritchie

Don’t be surprised the next time you enter the
courtroom. Immerse yourself in the Florida
Supreme Court’s new standard jury instructions
for civil cases—so you’re ready for anything.
Prepared by Florida attorneys and the LexisNexis
editorial staff, reviewed by appellate and retired
trial court judges, this is the only publication
to cover general civil, tort and contract
litigation instructions in one comprehensive
research source.

Comprehensive coverage of a wide variety of
business and other legal transactions for Florida,
Georgia and Alabama practitioners, complete with
procedural guides, official forms, sample forms
and citations to leading case law.

Coverage includes basic concepts and procedures
governing instructions for any stage of a civil
action, a comprehensive section on breach of
contract and material on tort actions. In every area
covered, pattern instructions are accompanied
by: the cases or statutory authorities on which
the instruction is based, a use of instruction, a
comment that provides a brief legal background
and advice in areas where there is a conflict of
law, and references that tie the work to other
chapters in the set and to other Matthew Bender
publications for further clarification.

PRINT • 20 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00632, ISBN 9780820516325

Florida Civil, Judicial, Small Claims,
and Appellate Rules with Florida
Evidence Code
A Publication of The Florida Bar
Continuing Legal Education
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM,
Pub. #22728, ISBN 9780769847191
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113490

PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00288, ISBN 9781422489147
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116170

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Florida Criminal Law and Motor Vehicle Handbook
PRINT AND FLASH DRIVE •
FLASH DRIVE •
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, with flash drive, replaced annually, Pub. #29218, ISBN 9781422488409

Available separately, replaced annually, ISBN 9781422488386

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, ISBN 9781422496312

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169857

Florida Criminal Law and Motor Vehicle Field Guide
PRINT •

1 volume, spiral bound, replaced annually, Pub. #22904, ISBN 9781422485231

Florida Criminal, Traffic Court and Appellate Rules of Procedure
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #22835, ISBN 9780769846774

Florida Law Enforcement Handbook and Traffic Laws Reference Guide
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM and Reference Guide, replaced annually, Pub. #23151, ISBN 9780769846330

eISBN 9780327168966

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

Florida

PERSONAL INJURY LAW

Florida Torts
Prepared by experienced Florida practitioners, this substantive and practical guide covers all the vital
litigation and non-litigation matters associated with Florida tort law. The only in-depth, comprehensive
treatment of this area, this multi-volume work analyzes case and statutory law, highlights developing trends
and provides numerous forms, including sample complaints, discovery motions, checklists and settlement
agreements, to help the attorney handle all aspects of the case.
PRINT •

5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00565, ISBN 9781579117658

REAL ESTATE LAW

Boyer Florida Real Estate Transactions
Ralph E. Boyer, William H. Ryan

In the high-stakes world of real estate, you can’t afford to make a costly mistake. Be ready for any real
estate transaction that crosses your desk with this authoritative treatise that delivers comprehensive
coverage of the issues essential to a real estate practice, including: sales contracts; deeds; priorities
and recording; special titles; state and federal taxation; mortgages; liens; landlord and tenant; zoning;
cooperatives; condominiums; land use and environmental regulation.
This set also provides: in-depth textual analysis, annotated to Florida cases, statutes and regulations;
complete forms; examples of contracts, agreements and other instruments; and an index and table of
forms that are updated regularly.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00150, ISBN 9780820511504

eISBN 9781579115913

Florida Bar Real Property Litigation,
5th Edition

Florida Real Property Complex
Transactions, 6th Edition

A Publication of The Florida Bar
Continuing Legal Education

A Publication of The Florida Bar
Continuing Legal Education

PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #22754, ISBN 9781422441107

fasTrain—Mortgage Foreclosure
and Alternatives, 7th Edition

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM,
Pub. #22915 ISBN 9781422456903
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327171010

A Publication of The Florida Bar
Continuing Legal Education

Florida Real Property Litigation,
6th Edition

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #22957,
ISBN 9781422466896

A Publication of The Florida Bar
Continuing Legal Education

Florida Condominium and Community
Association Law
A Publication of The Florida Bar
Continuing Legal Education
1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #22805,
ISBN 9781422468081
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119188

Florida Eminent Domain Practice
and Procedure, 7th Edition

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM,
Pub. #22754, ISBN 9781422497043
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327171133

Florida Real Property Sales
Transactions, 6th Edition
A Publication of The Florida Bar
Continuing Legal Education
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM,
Pub. #22918, ISBN 9781422489635

A Publication of The Florida Bar
Continuing Legal Education
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, Pub. #22900,
ISBN 9780820573212
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Florida

Florida Real Property Title
Examination and Insurance,
6th Edition
A Publication of The Florida Bar
Continuing Legal Education
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM,
Pub. #22874, ISBN 9781422452905

Foreclosures in Florida,
2nd Edition
A Publication of The Florida Bar
Continuing Legal Education
1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM,
Pub. #22994, ISBN 9781422453292
PRINT •

Florida Commercial
Landlord-Tenant Law
Nicholas C. Glover, Douglas Scott MacGregor

This convenient handbook contains
practical analysis of Florida tenancies,
duties, obligations and defenses of
landlords and tenants, assignments,
subleasing, options to purchase and
commercial leases. A full set of forms
and checklists is also included.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated 3 times
per year, Pub. #80530, ISBN 9780327009597
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327171300

Florida Condominium
Law Manual
Douglas Scott MacGregor
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times
per year, Pub. #80535, ISBN 9780409261370
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327171218

Foreclosures in Florida, 2nd Edition
Kendall Coffey

Find the latest on foreclosure issues that mirror the facts
of your own case quickly and easily with this time-saving
reference tool. Provides comprehensive coverage of the
law as well as the legal strategies for lenders and borrowers
embroiled in litigation. Features include a breakdown &
analysis of pre-trial issues; dozens of forms; an overview
of the current foreclosure crisis; the latest developments
concerning mortgage fraud; insightful coverage of dragnet
clauses; legal strategies for borrowers including extensive
treatment of lender liability laws; and much more.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, Pub. #22994,
ISBN 9781422453292

Managing the Florida Condominium
William D. Clark, Douglas Scott MacGregor
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #80886,
ISBN 9780409268638
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119010

Florida Residential Landlord-Tenant Manual
James C. Hauser

Get Florida-specific answers to the daily questions that
arise in residential landlord-tenant matters. With insightful
perspective from the bench, the author skillfully presents
a road map for success in these proceedings. This manual
supplies practical guidance for eviction procedures, nonpayment of rent, breach of lease, termination of rental
agreement, grievance hearings in public housing, deposits
held by landlords, mobile homes, retaliatory eviction,
burdens of proof, and evidentiary requirements. It also
contains the only comprehensive analysis of the Florida
Mobile Home Landlord-Tenant Act, and extensive coverage
of attorneys’ fees.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #80769,
ISBN 9780327009382
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327171508

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

Dubreuil’s Florida Workers’ Compensation Handbook
John J. Dubreuil, original author; Robert J. Grace Jr., William J. McCabe, Jim Greer, editorial consultants

Flawlessly navigate your way through complex workers’ compensation issues. Written for practitioners,
judges, claims adjusters, medical providers, and vocational rehabilitation counselors, Dubreuil’s Florida
Workers’ Compensation Handbook is a portable resource containing up-to-date analysis, insight and
practical information, combined with case summaries, statutes, rules, charts and tables—perfect for
hearings, settlement conferences and depositions. Topics include: jurisdiction, confirming coverage,
confirming compensability, defenses, reserves, calculating indemnity benefits, subrogation, washout
settlements, attorney’s fees and more.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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1 volume, softbound, with supplement, Pub. #01130, ISBN 9781422496527

eISBN 9781422486108
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Georgia
PRIMARY LAW

Official Code of Georgia Annotated
Lay the groundwork for an airtight case and have peace
of mind that you are backed by the most authoritative
resource on Georgia statutory law. This fundamental
reference accelerates your Georgia statutory
research with:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

The official state statutes, fully annotated
A comprehensive index, replaced annually
Fully annotated cumulative supplements published annually
within 75 days of receipt of all acts from the legislature
Annotations based on all decisions of the Supreme Court
of Georgia and the Court of Appeals of Georgia and all federal cases
arising in Georgia, select law reviews, and Attorney General Opinions
All case citations Shepardized for accuracy

LexisNexis also publishes Georgia Advance Annotation Service (AAS) and Advance
Legislative Service (ALS). The AAS is published three times per year, providing annotations to the
most current case law. The ALS helps you provide your most effective representation with the latest
session laws as they are passed, along with handy tables showing you what sections of the code are
affected to save you valuable research time.
PRINT •

48 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #41805, ISBN 9780327110743

Georgia Rules of Court Annotated
Enhance your reputation and level of professionalism with this collection of rules governing the conduct of
the bench and bar in Georgia. The durable softbound format allows the volumes to be revised and replaced
economically each year and gives Georgia lawyers speedy access to state and federal court rules.
You’ll never be caught unaware with semiannual supplements that ensure the most timely references to
rule changes and court holdings. You get:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Case annotations
References to attorney general opinions
Law reviews

Each annual edition provides individual indexes for each set of rules to help you work faster and more
confidently—so you’re ready for anything.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, updated semiannually, replaced annually, Pub. #42072, ISBN 9780769848242

eISBN 9781579113384

Georgia Government Register
PRINT •

Register, issued monthly, Pub. #49564, ISBN 9781422410660
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Georgia

PRACTICE GUIDES

LexisNexis Georgia Practice Guides
®

Practice Guides put the right information right at your fingertips
and offer:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Practical guidance and source references with in-depth explanations
from expert Georgia litigators offering real-life examples and
practice-tested forms
Easy-to-use chapter organization that incorporates valuable practice
tools, along with citations to leading cases and extensive cross
references to help make complex matters readily understandable
Task-based checklists with step-by-step guidance and cites to
applicable statutory provisions, case law and court rules to keep you
on track and well-organized from the onset of your research
Practice tips including Strategic Point, Warning, Timing and Exception,
which alert you to critical issues and help prevent missteps

LexisNexis® Practice Guide Georgia Civil Trial Procedure
Integrates how-to practice guidance, task-oriented checklists, downloadable forms and references to
sources with in-depth explanations to help litigators manage all areas of trial practice.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01623, ISBN 9781422478561

eISBN 9781579119935

LexisNexis® Practice Guide Georgia Pretrial Civil Procedure
Combines lucid legal analysis of Georgia law and procedure with step-by-step guidance to help
practitioners effectively manage each step of the pretrial civil litigation process.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01629, ISBN 9781422478622

eISBN 9781579119959

LexisNexis® Practice Guide Georgia Criminal Forms
Offers hundreds of expert-drafted, timesaving, practical forms for criminal practitioners in Georgia,
complete with commentary and strategic tips for using the forms.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01628, ISBN 9781422478615

eISBN 9780327171157

LexisNexis® Practice Guide Georgia Evidence
A complete resource on evidence, with targeted and practical coverage to ensure adherence to the diverse
requirements governing evidence in Georgia.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01624, ISBN 9781422478578

eISBN 9781579119942

LexisNexis® Practice Guide Georgia Personal Injury
Provides the nuts-and-bolts information you need to put together a winning personal injury case or build a
strong personal injury defense with commentary from some of the state’s top PI litigators.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01678, ISBN 9781422484098

eISBN 9780327168010
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Georgia

BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW

Georgia Corporate Forms
G. William Speer, Ronald D. Stallings,
Walter G. Moeling, David Jon Fischer

Time-tested research forms cover stock
matters; common corporate obligations;
forming and structuring a corporation
or partnership; acquiring and financing
a new business; mergers and transfer
of assets; managing and operating
a business, plus practice tips and
drafting ideas.
2 volumes, loose-leaf, with companion
forms CD-ROM, updated annually, Pub. #80928,
ISBN 9781422482964
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113834

Georgia Corporations and Limited Liability
Company Laws
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #23008,
ISBN 9781422496213
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169291

Southeast Transaction Guide—
Florida, Georgia and Alabama
Byron L. Sparber, Carl H. Cofer, Thomas A. Ritchie

Get comprehensive coverage of a wide variety of business
and other legal transactions for Alabama, Florida and
Georgia, complete with official forms, sample forms and
citations to leading case law.
PRINT • 20 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00632,
ISBN 9780820516325

CIVIL PRACTICE

Georgia Civil Practice, 3rd Edition
Hardy Gregory Jr.

As the only single reference to treat comprehensively both the Uniform Superior Court Rules and the Civil
Practice Act, Georgia Civil Practice has been an essential resource for Georgia civil practitioners since its
original publication in 1990. This proven practice tool incorporates changes in the trial court rules, as well as
the subtle common law evolution of the rules and the Civil Practice Act as reflected in case law.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #62590, ISBN 9780327163084

eISBN 9781579113926

Georgia Civil Procedure Forms
A. Felton Jenkins Jr., Ralph A. Pitts, Robert R. Ambler

Arranged in the same sequence as the rules appear in the Georgia Civil Procedure Act, this Forms
publication covers this essential and demanding area of law. Its two volumes organize meticulously current
forms, explanatory notes and variations for fast reference, locating pertinent Georgia court decisions in
informative footnotes throughout the manual. Each section contains the full text of current procedure
rules, variations to show how forms can be tailored to meet the needs of the individual clients, specific
comments on these forms and individual forms to comply with the rule requirements.
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, with companion forms, Pub. #80912, ISBN 9780327124184

LexisNexis Practice Guide Georgia
Civil Trial Practice

LexisNexis Practice Guide Georgia
Pretrial Civil Procedure

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01623,
ISBN 9781422478561

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01629,
ISBN 9781422478622

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119935

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119959

CRIMINAL LAW

Georgia Criminal Law Case Finder
Donald F. Samuel

Build cogent arguments and a successful case roadmap with this indispensable practice guide designed to
save hours of tedious research through case reporters and digests. This publication offers more than 6,000
annotations. It also separates many cases into those favorable to the defense and to the prosecution—so
you can zero in on the best strategies for your client and anticipate your opponent’s position.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #66851, ISBN 9781422488874

eISBN 9781579111199

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Georgia

Georgia DUI Law: A Resource
for Lawyers and Judges
George E. Stein
1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #60050, ISBN 9780327162964
PRINT •

eBOOK •

LexisNexis® Practice Guide Georgia
Criminal Forms
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01628,
ISBN 9781422478615
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327171157

eISBN 9781579118594

EDUCATION LAW

Georgia School Laws
Used by the Georgia Department of Education, this publication provides easy access to the most important
statutes affecting education in Georgia.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #23073, ISBN 9781422497807

eISBN 9780327170044

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Labor and Employment in Georgia: A Guide to Employment Laws, Regulations
and Practices
Develop personnel policies and management procedures with confidence, knowing you have the most upto-date resource available. This essential reference covers all the basic information on the laws, regulations
and policies affecting labor and employment in Georgia.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #80964, ISBN 9780327009740

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

Georgia Conservation Law Handbook
This compilation of selected laws contains all of the case-building Georgia statutes you need to deliver
client success, especially when confronted with complex or unresolved points of law. You’ll get a
comprehensive look at conservation and natural resources, crimes and offenses, nuisances, property, torts
and more; as well as a handy listing of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources rules.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #29238, ISBN 9781422469477

ESTATE PLANNING, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Georgia Estate Planning, Will Drafting
and Estate Administration Forms
Bertram L. Levy, Benjamin T. White

A comprehensive guide with a wealth of forms for drafting documents.
Well-indexed and filled with straightforward explanations of complex
estate planning concepts, this work provides a clear understanding of
the federal estate and gift tax system, including the generation-skipping
transfer tax, marital deduction planning, and preparation of estate and
fiduciary tax returns.
Each chapter contains insightful commentary introducing major
principles involved in tax, estate, and trust law as they affect estate planning and administration. Hundreds
of time-tested forms, alternate clauses, checklists, sample letters, and tax return schedules will help you
handle your clients’ affairs with confidence.
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, with companion CD-ROM, Pub. #80951, ISBN 9780327103387

Georgia Probate Laws and Rules Annotated
PRINT •
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1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #23087, ISBN 9781422442852
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Georgia

FAMILY LAW

REAL ESTATE LAW

Georgia Domestic Relations Forms

Georgia Real Estate Forms

Edward E. Bates Jr.

Russell S. Grove Jr., Deborah E. Glass

Contains an exhaustive set of practice forms for
family law litigators, with explanatory text to help
you understand the factual circumstances for
which the forms are appropriate. The commentary
also points you to statutes, rules, and cases
you will want to consider before drafting or
customizing any of the sample forms.

Covers virtually every situation your real estate
clients are likely to face. Be prepared for all
eventualities of real estate law with detailed,
point-by-point treatment of agreements relating
to transfers of real property; deeds, leases, and
other instruments of conveyance; financing of real
property; and miscellaneous forms concerning
real property.

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, with
companion forms CD-ROM, Pub. #80940, ISBN 9780327103370
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169444

PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, with
CD-ROM, Pub. #80961, ISBN 9780327130970

Bruce W. Callner, Kathy L. Portnoy

Georgia Real Estate Licensing
and Appraiser Laws and
Regulations Annotated

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #60761,
ISBN 9781422496800

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #23136,
ISBN 9781422499528

Georgia Domestic Relations Case
Finder, 4th Edition

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168201

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Georgia Criminal and Traffic
Law Manual
1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #23002, ISBN 9781422496220
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169307

Georgia Criminal and Traffic
Field Guide
PRINT • 1 volume, spiral bound, replaced annually,
Pub. #23107, ISBN 9781422494172
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169093

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

Georgia Workers’ Compensation Law,
3rd Edition
Richard C. Kissiah
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #66853, ISBN 9780327162056
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422486245

Georgia Workers’
Compensation Laws, Rules and
Regulations Annotated
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #23082, ISBN 9780769845661
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169734

Georgia Criminal and Traffic
Law Manual and Georgia Field
Guide Combo
PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound and spiral bound with
CD-ROM, Pub. #23118, ISBN 9781422494424

PERSONAL INJURY LAW

LexisNexis Practice Guide Georgia
Personal Injury
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01678,
ISBN 9781422484098
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168010

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Hawaii

Hawaii
PRIMARY LAW

Michie’s™ Hawaii Revised Statutes Annotated
To be at the top of your game, you need top-notch
references backing you up. That’s just what you get with
this foremost authoritative and comprehensive source
for Hawaii primary law and court rules. The set contains
the entire statutory contents of the Hawaii Statutes, the
Constitutions of the United States and the state of Hawaii,
historical documents and statutory tables, all updated
through the end of the latest legislative session.
This unparalleled resource gives you a clear path to
success. With topics ranging from government and
business to property and family, criminal issues and
beyond, it is widely recognized as the most extensive, upto-date and easy-to-use code available. In a complete and
convenient source, you get:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

24 volumes with current cumulative supplement
Authoritative statutory text, fully annotated
Michie’s Hawaii Court Rules Annotated
Comprehensive index, replaced annually
Annotations based on Hawaii cases and federal cases arising in Hawaii, including memorandum and
summary disposition cases; state law reviews; ALR; and Attorney General opinions
All case citations are Shepardized for accuracy

Also includes the Advance Code Service (ACS), a cumulative pamphlet that updates the Cumulative
Supplement and contains annotations to the most recent state and federal court decisions as well as
law review articles and other research references.
Available separately is a Hawaii Advance Legislative Service (ALS); published in July and August, this
series of books provides, in addition to a copy of all current acts, a summary of the legislation by act
number and topic, a table of code sections affected, and a topical index.
PRINT •

24 volumes, hardbound, with current cumulative supplement, Pub. #42103, ISBN 9780874733525

Michie’s Hawaii Court Rules Annotated
An essential reference that contains insightful and complete case annotations, extensive research
references and expertly prepared amendment histories, with a detailed index that takes you quickly to the
exact rule you need.
PRINT •
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1 volume, softbound, updated semiannually, replaced annually, Pub. #42103, ISBN 9781422488133
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Hawaii

Hawaii Advance Code Service
Fortify your cases with the most applicable, up-to-date decisions in jurisdictions across the state. The
Hawaii Revised Statutes Annotated Advance Code Service is a series of three cumulative pamphlets
published at quarterly intervals during the year between legislative sessions. The pamphlets provide you
with the most recent judicial decisions from state and federal courts, as well as up-to-date opinions from
the Office of Information Practices and attorney general, current law review and American Law Reports
articles. As necessary, it also features statutory corrections and/or provides constitutional and statutory
updates as the result of elections.
PRINT •

3 volumes, book/pamphlet, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #42164, ISBN 9780327110835

Hawaii Administrative Code
Save time. Address crucial issues. Get a clear advantage over your opponent. Published since 1998, this
is the only complete print edition of Hawaii’s administrative rules available. The 21-volume set is updated
monthly to ensure your case is backed by the very latest details. Each volume is also available for purchase
separately. Topics run the gamut from agriculture, labor and industrial relations, land and natural resources,
commerce, human services, to taxation, transportation and much more. Included with the set or available
separately, the Guide to Hawaii Rules is a collection of indexes intended to direct users quickly and
efficiently to relevant Hawaii administrative rules. The guide contains a subject index, rule number index,
table of authorities and emergency rule index.
PRINT •

21 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 12 times per year, Pub. #49544, ISBN 9781888178425

Hawaii Government Register
This is a unique compilation of information about official Hawaii state government actions. It is always upto-date with a new issue each month and, with a cumulative annual index, essential information is always
easy to pinpoint. The register is ideal for courts, lawyers, libraries and lobbyists as well as business people
who must stay current with Hawaii state government. The Hawaii Government Register comes in two
versions: a full edition, which provides the monthly updates to the Code of Hawaii Rules, and an express
edition, which does not include the updates.
PRINT •

Print on Demand publication, issued monthly, Pub. #49565, ISBN 9781422410639

BANKRUPTCY LAW

Local Rules of the Bankruptcy Courts—9th Circuit
PRINT •

2 volumes, pamphlets, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00200, ISBN 9780820530413

GENERAL PRACTICE

Hawaii Rules of Evidence Manual
Addison M. Bowman

Organized with the busy practitioner in mind,
Hawaii Rules of Evidence Manual, 2010–2011
Edition provides attorneys with exclusive coverage
of evidence rules in Hawaii. Frequently cited by
the Hawaii Supreme Court, this work will become
your trusted partner with practice suggestions on
offers of proof, foundations, and trial strategy.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated annually, Pub. #60626,
ISBN 9781422481240
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168195

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Hawaii Criminal and Traffic
Law Manual
In one concise volume, you will have criminal law
and procedure, motor vehicle and traffic laws,
and many related statutes that law enforcement
professionals and trial attorneys need most often.
As an added bonus, your volume is complemented
with a companion CD-ROM; a fully searchable,
printable and downloadable electronic version of
the book.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #23301, ISBN 9781422488980
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115272

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Idaho

Idaho
PRIMARY LAW

Idaho Code
Smart Idaho practitioners who want to prepare their cases
with greater insight turn to the Idaho Code from LexisNexis
as the only official source for Idaho primary law. It is widely
recognized as the most authoritative, comprehensive, upto-date, and easy-to-use code available.
Topics offer gavel-to-gavel coverage of civil procedure;
probate code; penal code; and general laws including
agriculture, insurance, labor and much more. The first
and last word in Idaho statutory research, the Idaho Code
features:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

 5 statute volumes plus current cumulative supplement
2
The official state statutes, fully annotated
2-volume Idaho Court Rules
2-volume comprehensive index, replaced annually
Fully annotated cumulative supplements published annually within 70 days of receipt of all acts from
the legislature
Annotations based on all Idaho cases and federal cases arising in Idaho since statehood and pertinent
Attorney General opinions
All case citations Shepardized for accuracy

You can also enhance your service with the Idaho Advance Code Service (ACS) and the Annoation
Citator to the Idaho Code. The ACS is a series of three cumulative pamphlets published at intervals
during the year between legislative sessions. The pamphlets contain current case law annotations for
cases decided since publication of the supplement for the preceding year. The case annotations are
placed under appropriate code sections and arranged in code section order.
PRINT •

25 volumes, hardbound, with current supplement, Pub. #42205, ISBN 9780672838880

Idaho Code Court Rules
Effective lawyers are aware of changes in court rules and how they apply to recent case law. This
essential tool for Idaho practitioners is more than a collection of rules. It is a guide to the rules. You’ll find
amendment histories, hundreds of case notes, a complete index of forms and numerous cross-references
to the general law.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, softbound, updated semiannually, replaced annually, Pub. #42205, ISBN 9781422488263

eISBN 9780327168591

Annotation Citator to the Idaho Code
PRINT •
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Idaho

BANKRUPTCY LAW

Local Rules of the Bankruptcy Courts—9th Circuit
Printed in separate, easy-to-carry pamphlets for each judicial circuit, the Local Rules pamphlets provide
local rules, forms, general and administrative orders, memoranda and other relevant procedural information
for each federal judicial district and Bankruptcy Appellate Panel.
PRINT •

2 volume, pamphlets, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00200, ISBN 9780820530413

CRIMINAL LAW

Idaho Criminal and Traffic Law Manual
Stay updated on the Idaho law that impacts your job most with fingertip access to criminal law and
procedure, motor vehicle and traffic laws, juvenile proceedings, and many related statutes. You’ll also stay
up-to-date on legislative activity with a listing of sections affected by recent legislation, as well as succinct
summaries of selected legislative changes.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #23603, ISBN 9781422494189

Idaho Criminal Rules Pocket Edition
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #42385, ISBN 9781422496824

EDUCATION LAW

Idaho Education Laws and Rules
Fully indexed and annotated by our experienced staff of lawyer-editors, the manual’s comprehensive
coverage includes: employment of teachers, administration of the state school system, public officers
and employees, crimes relevant to school operation, school bus statutes, and health provisions relevant
to students.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #23630, ISBN 9781422488997

eISBN 9781579119379

GENERAL PRACTICE

Idaho Civil Rules Pocket Edition
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #42384, ISBN 9781422496817

Expert resources
from Matthew Bender,
Michie, Mealey’s and
Shepard’s include
state code publications
for more than 35
states and secondary
content covering all
practice areas.

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Illinois

Illinois
PRIMARY LAW

Illinois Compiled Statutes Annotated
The cornerstone of any Illinois legal research library, this
comprehensive reference of Illinois laws draws its statutory text
directly from the official database of the state legislature.
From agriculture to pensions, financial regulation to criminal
procedure, its 55 volumes fully implement the new Illinois
classification system and include:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Illinois State and Federal Court Rules Annotated—with
annotations based on cases, law reviews, ALR, and AG opinions
Supplements and a replacement index published each year within
45 days of receipt of all acts from the legislature
Illinois Advance Code Service, published three times a year, providing
annotations to the most current case law
A comprehensive index, replaced annually
All case citations Shepardized for accuracy

Available separately, Illinois Advance Legislative Service, giving you the latest session laws as they’re
passed along with handy tables showing you affected sections of the code.
PRINT •

55 volumes, hardbound with current supplement, Pub. #42405, ISBN 9780327116394

Illinois State and Federal Court
Rules Annotated
All the rules you need for your Illinois
practice—complete with annotations. You
get the Illinois State Court Rules, including
the Rules of the Circuit Court of Cook
County, plus the Illinois Federal Court Rules
Annotated, containing the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure, Criminal Procedure,
and Evidence.
PRINT • 3 volumes, softbound, updated semiannually,
replaced annually, Pub. #42405, ISBN 9781422489215
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327172680

Illinois State Court
Rules Annotated
PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound, updated semiannually,
replaced annually, Pub. #42405, ISBN 9781422484395

Illinois Federal Court
Rules Annotated
1 volume, softbound, updated semiannually,
replaced annually, Pub. #42405, ISBN 9781422469125
PRINT •
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Code of Illinois Rules
Updated monthly, the only complete print edition of
Illinois’ rules lets you zero in on pertinent regulations
through its five separate indexes: subject (with extensive
cross-references), issuing agency or department, rule
number, table of authorities (indexed by the statutes
pursuant to which they were adopted), and emergency
rules indexed by issuing agency.
You also get citations to recent court cases relating
to administrative law and a resource directory listing
sources for relevant print and electronic documents.
PRINT • 22 volumes, loose-leaf, with monthly updates, Pub. #49545,
ISBN 9781929858057

Illinois Primary Law on CD
Contains the Illinois Compiled Statutes Annotated;
Illinois Advance Legislative Service material; Illinois
State and Federal Rules Annotated; Illinois Supreme
Court decisions since 1884; and Illinois Appellate Court
decisions since 1944. Multidisc set with User’s Guide and
Quick Reference Card, updated and replaced monthly.
CD-ROM • Single user, 4 CD-ROMs, Pub. #15775,
ISBN 9780327107255

Illinois

Chicago Municipal
Code Handbook
This edition of the Chicago
Municipal Code Handbook features
selected sections of the recodified
Municipal Code of the City of
Chicago, covering police operations,
traffic, licensing, fire prevention,
working conditions, nuisances,
building permits and plans. Features
include a comprehensive index and
a table of sections affected since
the last edition.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced
annually, Pub. #21757, ISBN 9781422489697
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117696

Illinois Banking Act and Related Laws
Features the full text of Chapter 205: Financialw Institutions
from the Illinois Compiled Statutes plus hundreds of other
relevant provisions.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #23901,
ISBN 9781422449561

Illinois Wildlife and Natural Resources Laws,
Annotated
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #29267, ISBN 9781422499337

eISBN 9780327169864

Township and Other Related Laws of
Illinois Annotated
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #23954,
ISBN 9781422437292

BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW

Illinois Business Entities
Jerry J. Burgdoerfer, Thomas A. Monson,
Thaddeus J. Malik

Covers the various types of business entities
commonly utilized, including corporations, general
and limited partnerships and limited liability
companies. There is discussion on choosing a
particular type of business entity, organizing,
operating, merging, selling its assets and dissolving
the entity. Also considered are tax considerations,
mechanisms to reduce risk and liabilities and
corporate governance concerns. Practice tips,
warnings, comparisons with Delaware law, case
law examples, checklists and numerous forms
are provided throughout the publication. The
almost 100 sample forms cover various topics
including corporate agreements, stock purchase
agreements, shareholder agreements and
certificates of dissolution. The publication meets
all needs in advising a business client through all
stages of the business life-cycle from creating,
to maintaining, to modifying, or dissolving a
business entity.

CSC® Illinois Laws Governing Business
Entities Annotated
Access the most important business entity laws
you need to transact business in Illinois—including
opinions and editable PDF forms—with this fully
annotated collection of statutes on corporations,
partnerships, limited liability companies, nonprofit
corporations, securities, associations, names and
records, secured transactions, and more.
Its more than 50 statutory changes since the
last edition show you how to eliminate certain
filing requirements, allow nonprofit corporations
to act by unanimous written consent in lieu
of a meeting and vote, and act on other
streamlined legal revisions. Also includes over
60 new case annotations from state and federal
court decisions.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #23943, ISBN 9781422484692
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780769848761

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #01323, ISBN 9780820558127

CRIMINAL LAW

Illinois Criminal Defense Motions
Richard S. Kling

If you’re a criminal defense lawyer in Illinois, you won’t want to be without Illinois Criminal Defense Motions.
Not only does the manual place at your fingertips the most important defense motions for criminal trials in
Illinois, but it explains, critically, what motions to make and when to make them. In Illinois Criminal Defense
Motions, you’ll find the theory, case law, and practical suggestions you need to adapt motions forms to the
particular facts and requirements of your case—quickly and efficiently.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #83147, ISBN 9780327130048

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Illinois

Illinois Criminal Law: A Survey of Crimes and
Defenses, 4th Edition
John F. Decker

Cited by the Illinois Supreme Court and Illinois appellate courts,
this two-volume hardbound publication provides the definitive
examination of every crime and affirmative defense recognized
by Illinois.
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with current supplement, Pub. #81081,
ISBN 9780820575711

Illinois Criminal Procedure, 5th Edition
Ralph Ruebner, Colin Miller

Examines criminal practice and procedure in Illinois and focuses
on the federal and state constitutional issues that arise in
criminal cases. The Fifth Edition has been thoroughly upgraded
in light of new legislation and decisional law by the U.S. and
Illinois Supreme Courts. Among other enhancements, it contains
newly added discussions on eavesdropping, Apprendi, guilty
pleas, appeals, post-trial and post-sentencing motions, and
recent developments such as defense motions for DNA testing.

Michael D. Monico, Barry A. Spevack

The product of years of careful study
and practical application, this title
is an encyclopedic compendium of
every topic in the Seventh Circuit’s
criminal law jurisprudence. Logically
organized and carefully indexed,
it analyzes a multitude of topics
in the context of Seventh Circuit
practice, from search and seizure to
sentencing and appeal.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced
annually, Pub. #60513, ISBN 9781422496473
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112578

Illinois Sentencing
and Disposition
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced
annually, Pub. #01605, ISBN 9781422499320

PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #81091,
ISBN 9781422478080
eBOOK •

Federal Criminal Practice:
A Seventh Circuit
Handbook

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169406

eISBN 9781579119631

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Employment in Illinois: A Guide to Laws, Practice and Regulations, 3rd Edition
Maynard G. Sautter

A concise, readable explanation of applicable federal and state law for practitioners who want quick answers
to employment questions—their clients’ and their own. Coverage includes: hiring, hours of work and payment
of wages, health and safety standards, civil rights, union organizing, collective bargaining and strikes, employer
liability for employees’ acts, private health care and life insurance, disability or death of employee, employee
retirement benefits, termination of employment, and advisors and information sources.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #81168, ISBN 9780327009405

eISBN 9780327171775

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS LAW

Illinois Estate Planning, Will Drafting & Estate Administration Forms,
with Practice Commentary, 3rd Edition
David A. Berek

This work reflects the latest legal thinking on scores of issues, with chapters on the estate planning process,
will and trust fundamentals, specialized issues, such as value-shifting techniques and generation-skipping
transfers, and probate and estate administration in Illinois. It is ideal both for newcomers to the law as
well as experienced practitioners, handling pre-death estate planning or post-death probate and estate
administration matters.
It combines a learned treatise, featuring:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

A separate chapter clarifying complex asset
valuation rules
An expanded discussion of planning for disabled
beneficiaries, accompanied by supplemental
needs trust forms
Additional material on installment sales,
particularly installment sales to a grantor trust
PRINT •

eBOOK •
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ƦƦ

ƦƦ

A separate chapter devoted to estate planning
with limited partnerships and LLCs
A wealth of forms, including various powers of
withdrawal and trustee succession alternatives,
irrevocable insurance trusts (both for single life
and second-to-die policies), and irrevocable
grantor trust provisions

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually with forms on CD-ROM, Pub. #81109, ISBN 9780327112501

eISBN 9781579118914
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Illinois

FAMILY LAW

Gitlin on Divorce: A Guide to Illinois Matrimonial Law, 3rd Edition
H. Joseph Gitlin

The authority on Illinois divorce law, cited consistently and extensively by Illinois courts. This set focuses on
the realities of family law practice in Illinois, delivering seasoned analysis in a uniform, from-the-trenches
style. Attorneys can confidently turn to its comprehensive substantive coverage, procedural guidance,
and court-tested forms and charts, such as those disclosing patterns in spousal maintenance awards by
Illinois courts.
The author stresses practical commentary and analysis in drawing on more than 40 years of experience
and examines exhaustively each provision of the Illinois Marriage and Dissolution of Marriage Act in its
conceptual framework and directs you to relevant case law interpreting the statute.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #81173, ISBN 9780327158356

eISBN 9780327171973

Gitlin’s Illinois Annotated Family Practice Desktop Code
While virtually all family law in Illinois has become statutory, family law lawyers or judges still often
need to apply the statute in the court of reviews. This masterful reference serves up the statutory
subjects those practicing domestic relations or family law must know—providing the full statute text plus
casenote annotations.
You get the letter of the law on core family issues like marriage, premarital agreements, family and child
support, custody, surrogacy, adoption, and domestic violence as well as related laws governing children
and family services, public aid for needy families, elder abuse and neglect, newborn and child abuse, child
protection services, and more. Includes Illinois Supreme Court rules on child support, appeals on juvenile
court proceedings, and others.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #42594, ISBN 9781422489826

eISBN 9780327169239

GENERAL PRACTICE

Illinois Jurisprudence
Perfect for firms with general practices, this
indispensable encyclopedia of Illinois law is the
cornerstone of any library and the ideal place to start
your research on virtually any topic. Quickly get an
overview of prevailing Illinois law and quickly move on
to referenced procedural guides, forms, on-point cases,
statutes and more for these topical Legal Encyclopedia topics:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Business relationships
Civil procedure
Commercial law
Criminal law and procedure
Education law
Family law
Health law

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Insurance law
Labor and employment
Municipal law
Personal injury and torts
Probate, estates and trusts
Property law
Workers’ compensation

Illinois Jurisprudence provides an encyclopedic analysis of the standard subjects most pertinent
to everyday practice. It presents a concise textual presentation of law based on modern authority,
with an emphasis on emerging concepts and cases decided within the last fifty years. All relevant
statutes and rules are discussed and administrative regulations are cited, as are a variety of research
references. Comments, Cautions, Illustrations, Practice Guides, Recommendations and Reminders
point out strategies to follow and pitfalls to avoid, show the application of the law to factual situations
arising in Illinois and otherwise call attention to matters of practical significance to the Illinois lawyer.
PRINT •

33 volumes, hardbound, updated twice per year, Pub. #63430, ISBN 9780327000723

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Illinois

Illinois Civil Procedure, 2nd Edition
Jeffrey A. Parness

Provides an important tool for busy attorneys who
practice in Illinois civil courts. This authoritative
reference examines Illinois’ rules of practice and their
application. If you handle civil matters in Illinois, this
is the first place to turn for guidance and problem
solving. You’ll get fast access to subjects ranging from
establishing jurisdiction to preparing for appeal.
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #60076,
ISBN 9781422494417

INSURANCE LAW

Illinois Insurance Laws
This comprehensive yet portable one-volume
reference offers selected Illinois statutes
relating to insurance law.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #23903, ISBN 9781422489017
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117795

PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118426

Illinois Evidence Courtroom Manual
Robert L. Byman, A.J. Stephani, Glen Weissenberger

Designed specifically for courtroom use, Illinois
Evidence Courtroom Manual provides concise and
authoritative guidance to your evidentiary questions
through a unique combination of trial-tested features
including: summary of relevant statutes and cases;
practice tips; comparison to the Federal Rules
of Evidence; and explanation of current trends
and developments.
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #04570,
ISBN 9781593458096
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113131

Illinois Forms of Jury Instruction
Mary Catherine McGuire, Lawrence Kaplan

Written by and for Illinois attorneys, reviewed by
active and retired Illinois appellate court judges,
this practical guide enables litigators to draft
jury instructions that reflect Illinois law and that
jurors can readily understand. The only work that
combines both IPI and non-IPI civil jury instructions,
this powerful guide can help you carry the day in
civil actions, torts and contracts disputes, and
statutory actions.
Each instruction includes the case or statutory
authority behind it, a use of instruction subsection
explaining how and when to employ it, and a
comment discussing the authorities cited.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00699,
ISBN 9780820516998
CD-ROM •
eBOOK •

Single user, Pub. #02024, ISBN 9780820538846

Pub. #00699, eISBN 9781579118235

Midwest Transaction Guide
Benson J. Barr, William J. Dale Jr., Philip Gordon,
Howard J. Gourwitz, Samuel H. Young

Find all the procedural guidance and forms you need
to manage your clients’ transactions confidently and
efficiently. This 14-volume state-by-state guide to
business, wills and trusts, commercial, real estate and
personal transactions covers Illinois, Michigan and
Indiana, with a rich collection of forms for each state.
PRINT • 14 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00404, ISBN 9780820514048
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LAW ENFORCEMENT

Criminal Law and Procedure
Handbook of Illinois
Chapter 725 (Criminal Offenses), Chapter
730 (Corrections), the Juvenile Court Act,
and many related sections from the Illinois
Compiled Statutes in a compact format.
Features of this Edition include a table
of sections affected highlighting changes
from the last legislative session and a
comprehensive index.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #29276, ISBN 9781422488430

Illinois Criminal and Traffic
Law Manual
This one-volume reference features the full
text of thousands of Illinois statutes relating to
criminal law, motor vehicle and traffic law, and
other enforcement topics.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #23904, ISBN 9781422487945
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117733

Illinois Criminal and Traffic Law
Field Guide
PRINT • 1 volume, spiral bound, replaced annually,
Pub. #23968, ISBN 9781422489352
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117764

Illinois Criminal Law and Motor
Vehicle Field Guide
This concise and convenient reference is
vital for every officer. It includes elements of
key statutes from Penal, Transportation, and
related codes, as well as a table of commonly
cited traffic offenses. An indispensable,
pocket-sized tool for every officer in the field!
PRINT • 1 volume, spiral bound, replaced annually,
Pub. #23968, ISBN 9781422489352
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117764

Illinois Vehicle Code
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced biannually,
Pub. #29287, ISBN 9781422469064

Illinois

PERSONAL INJURY & TORT LAW

Illinois Governmental Tort and
Section 1983 Civil Rights Liability,
3rd Edition
Steven Puiszis

Treats comprehensively the tort liability of
municipal and local governmental entities in
the state, and the defenses available to them.
If you’re an attorney involved in litigation
against a local governmental entity in Illinois,
whether it’s a police department, a school
district, or a sanitation department, this is the
resource you’ll want to turn to first. With its
analysis of the Local Tort Immunity Act, Illinois
Governmental Tort and Section 1983 Civil
Rights Liability is also an essential reference
for risk managers of local governmental
entities in Illinois. This edition includes ections
in every chapter and has current analyses of:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Medical liability
The Public Defender and Appellate
Defender Immunity Act
The Good Samaritan Act
Absolute immunity for prosecutors
and judges
The need to join federal and state claims in
one action against a municipality
Municipal liability for police, fire, and
EMS services
Immunities for discretionary activities

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #66015, ISBN 9780327159254
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118396

Illinois Tort Law, 4th Edition
Bruce L. Ottley, Rogelio A. Lasso,
Michael J. Polelle

A quick-reference guide for civil litigators,
this publication summarizes the legal
requirements of virtually every cause of
action based in tort and examines in detail the
common law and statutory requirements of
each cause of action. The manual is organized
so that a glance of the appropriate section will
let you focus on the relevant facts and critical
issues of your client’s case—whether you are
conducting the investigation, preparing your
pleadings, drafting interrogatories, or getting
ready for trial.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #81155, ISBN 9781422496299
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119461

REAL ESTATE LAW

Illinois Real Estate Forms
Paul D. Rudnick, original author;
Gregory W. Hummel, Paul E. Fisher

Find at your fingertips virtually everything you will
need to close real estate deals quickly and effectively.
By using the more than 1,800 pages of sample
documents, alternate clauses, and commentary
written by partners of a leading real estate practice
firm. This treatise contains forms for the vast majority
of real estate transactions including residential,
commercial, and construction transactions, plus
sample forms and clauses compiled by Illinois real
estate practitioners. Many of the forms are based on
documents used in actual real estate transactions.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, with companion forms disc,
updated annually, Pub. #81125, ISBN 9780327138747
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168317

Illinois Zoning, Eminent Domain
and Land Use Manual
Thomas F. Geselbracht, Theodore J. Novak, Mark A.
Gershon

Three partners in the Chicago office of the national
law firm of DLA Piper share their decades of
experience in the area of land use and eminent
domain law. These attorneys have been involved in
millions of square feet of development, representing
many of the most well-known projects in Illinois and
throughout the country. Using their book, you will
learn the practical and strategic considerations in
planning and litigating a land use case in Illinois. This
manual will examine the all-too-often overlooked
municipal presentation stage.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #62570,
ISBN 9781558347120
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117436

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

Illinois Workers’ Compensation
Laws Annotated
This comprehensive yet portable reference offers
selected material from the Illinois Compiled Statutes
Annotated, Illinois Administrative Code, and the Rules
of the Illinois Supreme Court relating to workers’
compensation law and practice in the state.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced annually,
Pub. #23917, ISBN 9781422489024
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117719

Illinois Workers’
Compensation Guidebook
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01439, ISBN 9781422493618

eISBN 9781579111533

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Indiana

Indiana
PRIMARY LAW

Burns Indiana Statutes Annotated
Stay abreast of Indiana Code, Indiana state and local federal
court rules, and the U.S. and Indiana constitutions with this
all-encompassing set.
From elections to taxation, human services to criminal law and
procedure, this comprehensive resource puts the Indiana Code
at your fingertips as well as concise case notes that clarify or
interpret the statutes. In one resource you get:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

A comprehensive index, revised and replaced annually
References to relevant law review articles, attorney general opinions,
and ALR annotations plus detailed legislative history notes
Fully annotated cumulative supplements published annually within 90 days
of receipt of all acts from the legislature
Indiana Court Rules Annotated

The set also includes an Advance Code Service, published three times a year and
providing annotations to the most current case law. Available separately is an Advance Legislative
Service, which alerts you to the latest session laws and uses handy tables to show you the code
sections these laws affect.
PRINT •

51 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #42605, ISBN 9780327116905

Burns Indiana Court Rules Annotated
Know all the state, local, and federal court rules that inform your Indiana practice—including local rules for
courts in Allen, Lake, Marion, St. Joseph, and Vanderburgh counties plus important federal district, appeals,
and bankruptcy courts—with this indispensable set.
Complete with case annotations, cross references, history, and comments prepared by Indiana law experts,
its two portable volumes arm you with rules of:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Trial Procedure, Evidence, Small Claims, Alternative Dispute Resolution, Trial De Novo Following Judgment
in City or Town Court, Indiana Tax Court, Small Tax Cases
Appellate Procedure, Procedure for Original Actions Including Writs of Mandate and Prohibition, Criminal
Procedure, Appellate Review of Sentences
Procedure for Post-conviction Remedies, Indiana Jury Rules, Admission to the Bar and the Discipline of
Attorneys, Professional and Judicial Conduct, Child Support, and more

Each set of rules carries its own index—and the convenient softbound format fits easily into your briefcase
for travel to court.
PRINT •
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Indiana

CRIMINAL LAW

Indiana Pattern Jury Instructions—Criminal, 3rd Edition
Criminal Instructions Committee of the Indiana Judges Association

Stay on top of jury instruction requirements with Indiana Pattern Jury
Instructions—Criminal. Written by the Criminal Instructions Committee of the
Indiana Judges Association, it includes sample instructions in criminal cases as
well as authoritative commentary, research citations, and caveats to give you
the background you need to draft jury instructions in Indiana with confidence.
Updated annually with new and revised instructions, the Third Edition also
features juror-friendly language cross-references to related instructions. With
Indiana Pattern Jury Instructions, you’ll save hours of expensive research and
replication time.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #63122, ISBN 9780327163992

eISBN 9781579119508

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Henry’s Indiana Probate Law and Practice
Daniel R. Gordon, Jeffrey B. Kolb, John A. Cremer

Henry’s has been cited 17 times by the courts of Indiana, including twice by the Indiana Supreme Court and
15 times by its Court of Appeals. More than a century old, this trusted treatise covers the Indiana probate
and trust codes and analyzes the impact of recent legislative changes and judicial decisions on these
codes. It features a logical, chronological approach to every stage of the probate process. It also includes
detailed treatment of the necessary tax returns to be filed by the estate. Specifically, coverage includes:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

The history and philosophy of Indiana probate law
Judicial officers, records, pleadings, and rules
Jurisdiction, venue and notice

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Necessity of administration;
Qualifications of the personal representative
Bonds

The set is also loaded with model forms, as well as helpful practice tools like checklists of “to-do’s” for the
Indiana probate lawyer. Finally, the set also includes: a Topic Index, Table of Statutes, and Table of all Indiana
and Federal cases cited in the set.
PRINT •

8 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #62794, ISBN 9780327164326

Indiana Estate Planning and Probate Practice
Daniel R. Gordon

A complete treatise and formbook covering Indiana law and procedure for estate planning and
administration. Written by Indiana practitioners, this time-saving set is organized for maximum efficiency.
PRINT •

4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00493, ISBN 9780820514932

PRINT AND CD-ROM •

4 volumes, loose-leaf with forms on disc, updated twice per year, ISBN 9780820520865

GENERAL PRACTICE

Indiana Pleading and Practice with Forms
Kenneth Chestek, Allison Martin

Draft a motion to limit the scope of discovery, a reinstatement of an action after dismissal, and much more
with the forms and to-the-point explanations of the Indiana Trial Rules and Criminal Code in this exhaustive
multivolume set.
You get all forms you need for a civil action under the Indiana Trial Rules, an analysis of the rules of Indiana
criminal procedure and relevant forms, plus commentary on the issues surrounding each rule, the full text
of each rule, and comparisons of each rule to its federal counterpart. Valuable practice pointers from
Indiana practitioners are also included.
PRINT •

7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00339, ISBN 9780820513393

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Indiana

Indiana Model Civil Jury Instructions
Indiana Judges Association

Written in plain English, this title includes jury instructions, verdict forms and general comparative fault
instructions, as well as commentary.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, updated annually, Pub. #63101, ISBN 9781422499023

eISBN 9780327172024

Indiana Trial Evidence Manual, 6th Edition
J. Alexander Tanford
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, hardbound, updated annually, Pub. #67221, ISBN 9781422481332

eISBN 9780327168096

Weissenberger’s Indiana Evidence Courtroom Manual
Glen Weissenberger, A.J. Stephani

Designed specifically for Indiana trial use, this fast-answer guide delivers concise, authoritative answers to
most of the evidentiary questions you’ll face at trial, in hearings and during trial preparation.
From general provisions to witnesses, expert testimony, hearsay, authentication, and more, its unique
combination of trial-tested features give you powerful insights into all the rules thanks to expert interpretive
analysis, pointers for applying the rule in practice, references to incorporated statutes and additional
authorities, comparisons to federal rules and summaries of significant cases.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #04387, ISBN 9781593458119

eISBN 9781579113087

Midwest Transaction Guide
Benson J. Barr, William J. Dale Jr., Philip Gordon, Howard J. Gourwitz,
Samuel H. Young

A state-by-state guide to wills and trusts, commercial, real estate,
business and personal transactions covering Indiana, Illinois and Michigan.
Summarizes state and federal law, relevant statutes, important regulations
and secondary legal sources. The practice guide sections include
discussions of current business practices, tips for drafting and reviewing
documents, a procedural guide and a rich collection of forms for each state.
PRINT •

14 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00404, ISBN 9780820514048

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Indiana Alcoholic Beverage Laws and Rules Annotated
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #24204, ISBN 9781422494202

Indiana Criminal and Traffic Law Manual
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #24202, ISBN 9781422494196

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

Indiana Workers’ Compensation Laws and Rules
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #24259, ISBN 9781422496237

eISBN 9780327169628
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Iowa | Kentucky

Iowa
EMPLOYMENT LAW

Employment in Iowa: Guide to Employment Laws, Regulations
and Practices, 3rd Edition
Maynard G. Sautter

This explanation of applicable federal and state law guides you through employment issues. Topics include
hiring and termination of employment; hours of work and payment of wages; health and safety standards;
civil rights; union organizing, collective bargaining and strikes; employer liability for employees’ acts; private
health care, life insurance and disability or death of employee; employee retirement benefits.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #81058, ISBN 9780327124207

Kentucky
PRIMARY LAW

Michie’s™ Kentucky Revised Statutes
Annotated, Certified Version
For complete, current and accurate statutory research, turn to
Michie’s Kentucky Revised Statutes Annotated. It includes:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

The certified state statutes, fully annotated
Kentucky Court Rules Annotated
Kentucky Revised Statutes Advanced
Legislative Service
Kentucky Advance Service
Cumulative supplements published annually within
60 days of receipt of all acts from the legislature

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Comprehensive index, replaced annually
Annotations based on cases, select law reviews,
and Attorney General Opinions
Annotations to select treatises and practice
references, including Kentucky Jury Instructions
and Caldwell’s Kentucky Forms
All case citations Shepardized for accuracy

Avalable separately is an Advance Legislative Service that gives you the latest session laws as they
are passed.
PRINT •

35 volumes, hardbound, with current supplement, Pub. #43205, ISBN 9780672830358

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Kentucky

Kentucky Court Rules Annotated

Kentucky Alcoholic Beverage Laws

PRINT • 3 volumes, softbound, updated twice per year,
replaced annually, Pub. #43205, ISBN 9781422488492

PRINT • 1 volumes, softbound, replaced biennially,
Pub. #25119, ISBN 9781422483138

Kentucky Code Citator

Laws Affecting Public Utilities
in the Commonwealth of
Kentucky Annotated

1 volumes, softbound, updatd annually, Pub. #41330,
ISBN 9781422499764
PRINT •

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #25163,
ISBN 9781422462560

BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW

Kentucky Business Organizations Laws and Rules Annotated
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #25138, ISBN 9781422495278

eISBN 9780327169130

CRIMINAL LAW

Kentucky Criminal Law, 2nd Edition
George G. Seelig

Kentucky Criminal Law provides some of the best coverage of court decisions interpreting significant
criminal statutes of Kentucky. You’ll find criminal offense coverage, including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Inchoate offenses
Homicide, assault and kidnapping
Sexual offenses
Burglary, criminal mischief and arson
Theft, robbery and forgery
PRINT •

eBOOK •

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Business practices crimes
Offenses involving governmental operations
Offenses against public order
Drug and alcohol offenses

1 volume, hardbound, with current supplement, Pub. #65177, 9781422421215

eISBN 9780327168263

EDUCATION LAW

ESTATE PLANNING, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Kentucky School Laws

Kentucky Probate, 2nd Edition

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced biennially,
Pub. #25136, ISBN 9781422482698

W. Allen Schmitt, Glen S. Bagby

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169123

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Kentucky Unemployment
Compensation Laws and Regulations
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced biennially,
Pub. #25146, ISBN 9781422446041

This compact, easy-to-use manual will help you
gather and organize the information you need
to process and document your most common
probate actions. It includes a text overview
of modern Kentucky probate practice; a factgathering data sheets for recording vital client
information; steps to complete the administration
of a decedent’s estate; sample letters and forms;
and much more.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #68750,
ISBN 9780327019282

FAMILY LAW

Anderson’s Kentucky Family Law with
Juvenile Court Practice, 2nd Edition
PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound, Pub. #04334,
ISBN 9780870847288
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Kentucky

GENERAL PRACTICE

Caldwell’s Kentucky Form Book, 5th Edition

The Kentucky Evidence Law
Handbook, 4th Edition

Kevin P. Bucknam, General Editor

Building on its long tradition as the essential litigation
forms resource for Kentucky, this resource for Kentucky
provides over 2,000 official Kentucky Administrative
Office of the Courts (AOC) and author-drafted forms
and 200 chapters providing court forms, practice
context and practice resources for discovery, appeals,
tort, criminal, commercial, contract and family law,
remedies/collection/execution on judgment, labor and
employment, real property, business and public entities.

Robert G. Lawson

Get coverage of the Kentucky Rules of
Evidence accompanied by step-bystep commentary. Includes chapters
on relevance, impeachment, witness
testimony, opinion evidence, hearsay,
authentication, best evidence rule and
other topics.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #64252, ISBN 9780327163268

PRINT • 5 volumes, 4 loose-leaf and 1 softbound volume, updated
annually, Pub. #04475, ISBN 9781593452834

eBOOK •

Kentucky Election Laws

Kentucky Instructions to Juries,
5th Edition

Includes election calendar, filing information, important
dates for candidates and other material provided by the
State Board of Elections.

Hon. William S. Cooper, Hon. John S. Palmore,
Ronald W. Eades; revised by Donald P. Cetrulo

Provides examples of instructions
that are uniform, concise and specific.
Instructions are followed by commentary,
comparisons and explanations that enable
judges and attorneys to frame their
instructions properly.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #25135,
ISBN 9781422454466

Kentucky Evidence Courtroom Manual
Richard H. Underwood, Glen Weissenberger

This book has been designed specifically for courtroom
use; its purpose is to provide fast, authoritative
answers to questions which arise in the course of trials
and hearings.

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #04349, ISBN 9781593454036
CD-ROM •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #04388,
ISBN 9781422490525
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327171546

Single user, Pub. #05107, ISBN 9781593458126

eISBN 9781579119676

eISBN 9781579119065

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Kentucky Criminal Law and Traffic
Law Manual

Kentucky Motor Vehicle Laws and
Regulations Annotated

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, with
companion CD-ROM, Pub. #25104, ISBN 9781422494967
eBOOK •

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, with
companion CD-ROM, Pub. #25132, ISBN 9781422494974

eISBN 9780327169116

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169758

WORKER’S COMPENSATION

Kentucky Workers’ Compensation, 4rd Edition
Norman E. Harned

This complete, yet compact reference provides a comprehensive overview of Kentucky’s workers’
compensation law—together with recent amendments, rules and decisions. Clearly written, the text
discusses all aspects of workers’ compensation law, including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Employer-employee relationship
Elements of a case
Work-relatedness to compensation
Disability and death
PRINT •

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Medical and income benefits
Third-party actions
Statutes, regulations, charts, tables and forms

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #68765, ISBN 9781422420461

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Louisiana

Louisiana
BANKRUPTCY LAW

Local Rules of the Bankruptcy Courts—5th Circuit
Printed in softbound pamphlets for each judicial circuit, the Local Rules pamphlets provide the local rules,
forms, general and administrative orders, memoranda, and other relevant procedural information for each
federal judicial district and Bankruptcy Appellate Panel.
PRINT •

Softbound, pamphlet, updated annually, Pub. #00200, ISBN 9780820530239

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Labor and Employment in Louisiana: A Guide to Employment Laws, Regulations
& Practices
Maureen F. Moore, David M. Korn, N. Nan Alessandra

Written for human resources managers, small and medium-sized business owners, corporate counsel,
and general practitioners, this volume provides a concise, readable overview of federal and state labor
and employment law. In addition to its survey of relevant topics, it provides sample forms—such as for
employment agreements and personnel policies—and helpful charts.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #81356, ISBN 9780327002055

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Louisiana Estate Planning, Will Drafting and Estate Administration with Forms,
2nd Edition
Max Nathan Jr., Carole Cukell Neff

Get the information and forms you need to formalize dozens of Louisiana-specific estate planning and
administration transactions, along with the guidance you need to comply with Louisiana and federal law.
Topics covered include powers of attorney, inter vivos donations, revocable and irrevocable trusts, wills,
estate freezing techniques, the generation-skipping transfer tax, planning for present and future incapacity,
capacity and undue influence.
PRINT •

3 volumes, loose-leaf, with companion forms CD-ROM, updated annually, Pub. #81329, ISBN 9780327002604

Louisiana Successions, 2nd Edition
Laura Junge Carman, Joseph A. Prokop Jr.

Benefit from this invaluable guide for attorneys who need to understand the substantive Louisiana law of
successions. It provides an overview of the substantive and procedural Louisiana law of estates and serves
as a practical Louisiana succession pleading manual—a start-to-finish guide that includes checklists, forms,
a data packet and other practical aids for preparing successions pleadings.
PRINT •
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Louisiana

GENERAL PRACTICE

Louisiana Code of Evidence Practice
Guide, 3rd Edition

Louisiana Law of Conventional
Obligations: A Precis

Richard K. Leefe

Alain A. Levassuer

This publication provides analysis of the Louisiana
Code of Evidence, article by article, comparing
and contrasting every article of the Code with the
parallel article of the Federal Rules of Evidence.
In addition, the handbook provides clear,
understandable discussions on such evidentiary
issues as use of character evidence, application of
the hearsay rule, exclusions and exceptions to the
hearsay rule and more.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03301,
ISBN 9781422477038

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #68780,
ISBN 9780820574806

Louisiana Law of Obligations in
General: A Precis, 2nd Edition
Alain A. Levassuer
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #29720,
ISBN 9781422475423

Louisiana Pocket Civil Guide
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound pamphlet, Pub. #29727,
ISBN 9781422498590

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Louisiana Criminal Law and Motor Vehicle Handbook
This handy guide features the complete text of Title 14 (Louisiana Criminal Law), Title 15 (Criminal
Procedure), Title 32 (Motor Vehicle and Traffic Regulations), the Code of Criminal Procedure and the
Children’s Code, together with selected sections from Title 40 (Public Health and Safety), and Title 47
(Revenue and Taxation). You will want to keep it in your briefcase, on your desk, or in your vehicle for quick
reference at all times.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #29324, ISBN 9781422497708

eISBN 9780327170266

Louisiana Criminal Law and Traffic Field Guide
Get select definitions, summaries, penalties and relevant case law for the law enforcement professional.
At your fingertips you will find the most commonly used criminal law, criminal procedure, public health and
safety, and motor vehicle regulations as well as applicable case notes.
PRINT •

1 volume, spiral bound, replaced every other year, Pub. #34950, ISBN 9781422460283

PERSONAL INJURY & TORT LAW

Louisiana Law of Torts: A Precis
Frank L. Maraist

This publication is designed to provide a brief overview of tort law generally and the Louisiana treatment
of the most common areas of tort law. In addition to the overview materials, it also provides a concise
history of Louisiana tort law and its unique background of French, English, Spanish and American sources;
compares Louisiana tort law with the general American common law, emphasizing some differences (such
as parent-child vicarious liability, recovery of mental anguish and consortium damages, liability of providers
of alcohol, punitive damages, comparative negligence and the residue of the concept of assumption of
risk; compares the concept of “proximate cause” or “legal cause” with Louisiana’s “duty/risk” solution of the
same problems; discusses defamation, right of privacy and the unique Louisiana concept of the insurance
direct action statute; and includes comprehensive treatment of special claims against providers of services
(including malpractice) and makers and sellers of goods.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #03294, ISBN 9781422473504

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Louisiana | Maine

Louisiana Tort Law
Tom Galligan, Frank L. Maraist

Cited more than 140 times in Louisiana case law and law reviews in recent years, this publication
provides discussions and analysis of all significant post-1996 jurisprudence on Louisiana’s civil
justice reforms. Covering all major areas of tort theory and practice in the state, the authors
include detailed coverage of intentional torts, negligence, strict liability, absolute liability
and defenses.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #83175, ISBN 9780327163602

eISBN 9781579119454

REAL ESTATE LAW

WORKER’S COMPENSATION

Louisiana Law of Sale
and Lease: a Precis

Louisiana Workers’ Compensation,
2nd Edition

David W. Gruning, Alain A. Levassuer

Denis Paul Juge

1 volume, softbound,
Pub. #29725, ISBN 9781422490983

Do you need to know the latest developments
in Louisiana workers’ compensation laws?
Get this vital information from an author
who has been actively involved in drafting the Louisiana Workers’
Compensation Law since 1983 and shares his insights about the
history and current state of the law. This treatise provides an
excellent framework for both the skilled and less experienced
lawyer and is frequently cited by the Louisiana courts.

PRINT •

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #68805,
ISBN 9780327010708
eBOOK •

ISBN 9781579112288

Maine
PRIMARY LAW

Weil’s Code of Maine Rules
(Administrative Code)
Access the full array of Maine’s administrative
rules—from those of the Department of
Agriculture, Food and Rural Resources to those
of the Small Enterprise Growth Board—with
this exclusive print collection. Includes a set of
indexes, the Guide to Maine Rules, to help you
quickly find applicable provisions by subject, rule
number, statutes pursuant to which they were
adopted, proposed rules, and emergency rules.
PRINT • 21 volumes, loose-leaf, updated monthly,
Pub. #49546, ISBN 9780916812188
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Weil’s Maine Government Register
A unique compilation of information about official
Maine state government actions. It is always upto-date with a new issue each month and, with
a cumulative annual index, needed information
is always easy to find. There is no comparable
publication; the only source for timely,
comprehensive information on a range of official
Maine state government actions.
Ideal for courts, lawyers, libraries and lobbyists,
as well as business people who must stay current
with Maine state government.
PRINT •

12 issues, Pub. #49566, ISBN 9781422410684

Maine

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Maine Probate Forms
Hon. James E. Mitchell, Publisher’s Editorial Staff

A ready reference to the available forms promulgated by the Maine Supreme Judicial Court. Includes:
Forms for Notice; Forms for Decedent’s Estates—Informal; Forms for Decedent’s Estates—Formal;
Forms for Guardianship and Protective Proceedings; Trust Forms; Forms for Adoptions; Forms for
Appeal; and Forms for Change of Name. Also includes probate-related, non-official forms on topics
such as Power of Attorney and Living Wills.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #87680, ISBN 9780327009856

Maine Probate Procedure
Hon. James E. Mitchell

A completely up-to-date guide to the use of the Official Probate Forms and Suggested Forms and
Materials promulgated by the Supreme Judicial Court. Retaining much of the still-valuable original text
by Judge Mitchell, this revision updates the format to include commentary on appropriate use of each
of the 13 major categories of official forms and related procedural guidance including citations to new
statutory and case law developments; suggestions on how to prepare each official form - when and how
to use it; supplemental sample forms and instructional commentary about the use of each; a revised
format increasing accessibility of the commentary, including a new subject matter index; a Directory of
Probate Judges.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #81680, ISBN 9780327010456

FAMILY LAW

Maine Family Law: Divorce, Separation and Family Annulment
Hon. Jon David Levy

This practical “how to” resource provides all the laws, procedural guidance, and substantive analysis you
need to build a successful family law practice. It analyzes clearly and exhaustively the substantive principles
of Maine matrimonial law, including issues of jurisdiction, mediation, parental rights and responsibilities,
property distribution, spousal support, and settlement agreements. It also features time-saving forms,
sample documents, and other practice aids.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #81640, ISBN 9781422473832

GENERAL PRACTICE

Maine Jury Instruction Manual, 4th Edition
Hon. Donald G. Alexander

This title includes many instructions and a new discussion of practice points for closing arguments. In
addition to sample instructions, the manual offers expert commentary on convening the jury panel, jury
selection and voir dire, and return of the verdict. It shows you how to present information in layman’s terms,
enabling more effective communication with jury panels. Also provides extensive cross-references and
online hyperlinks to the pattern criminal jury instructions for the District Courts of the First Circuit, with a
cross-reference table and cross-references in related individual jury instructions. It includes new tables of
cases and statutes, references to Maine-specific websites that have information on related jury issues, and
a comprehensive index.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, with companion forms, Pub. #81655, ISBN 9780327161905

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Maryland

Maryland
PRIMARY LAW

Michie’s™ Annotated Code of Maryland
The most authoritative source for annotated Maryland
primary law, this set includes:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Authoritative statutory text, fully annotated
Maryland Rules Annotated
Advance Code Service published three times per year
A comprehensive index, replaced annually
Fully annotated cumulative supplements published annually
within 90 days of receipt of all acts from the legislature
Annotations based on cases, select law reviews and attorney
general opinions
All case citations Shepardized for accuracy

LexisNexis also publishes an Advance Legislative Service (ALS). Available separately, the ALS gives
you the latest emergency legislation updates and session laws as they are passed, along with handy
tables showing you what sections of the code are affected.
PRINT • 50 volumes, hardbound, with table, index rules and constitution, with current cumulative supplement, Pub. #43805,
ISBN 9780327117544

Maryland Rules Annotated

Maryland Code Citator

2 volumes, softbound, updated semiannually,
replaced annually, Pub. #43805, ISBN 9781422488515

Maryland Advance Court Rules
Review Service

Rely on this publication for case history on each
case appearing in Michie’s Annotated Code of
Maryland. Like the generations of lawyers who
have Shepardized to retrieve comprehensive lists
of cases and other sources that have cited their
case or statute as well as validate their authorities,
check the Maryland citations to help you:

Linda M. Schuett

ƦƦ

PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169970

This publication provides an overview of activity in
the state and federal court systems in Maryland,
with extensive content that offers:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Recent rules, amendments, additions
and repeals
How a rule’s text has changed, with editorial
notes that describe the changes and provide
effective dates
Proposed rules changes for comment and
review on behalf of the Maryland Court of
Appeals and federal courts

Practitioners can stay abreast of the latest
developments with a cumulative table of rules
affected, which indicates whether the change is
proposed or has been ordered.
PRINT • Published 6 times per year, Pub. #41250,
ISBN 9780327110460
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ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Be sure a case is still good law, using time-tested
legal analysis to verify the current status of
your authority
Find additional supporting authority, including
citations from decisions of Maryland courts, the
U.S. Supreme Court and lower federal courts
Locate secondary sources dealing with your
issue, including law reviews and annotations

Compiled by the editorial staff of the publisher,
working with the Shepard’s Citations group, this
thorough resource also includes the location in
the Code for each citation.
PRINT • Citator, with cumulative supplement, Pub. #41340,
ISBN 9781422499863

Maryland

Michie’s Index to the Code of Maryland Regulations
PRINT •

Pub. #43107, ISBN 9781422483435

Maryland Rules Commentary, 3rd Edition
Linda M. Schuett, Paul V. Niemeyer

Often cited by the appellate courts, this treatise, written by experts who helped draft the Maryland Rules,
explains the rules and provides practical advice on how to apply them, guiding you from commencing the
action through trial and judgment. Includes commentary on rules governing the issuance of injunctions and
writs of mandamus, which are broadly applicable to all types of civil litigation pursued in the circuit courts
of Maryland.
PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #65112, ISBN 9780327161691

CIVIL PRACTICE & PROCEDURE

Maryland Civil Procedure Forms, 3rd Edition
Robert D. Klein

Conveniently arranged in the order of the rules, this
manual provides:

Modern Maryland Civil
Procedure, 2nd Edition
Richard W. Bourne, John A. Lynch Jr.

All forms in the manual are available on disc, allowing you
to quickly draft, customize and modify documents.

This treatise describes how the Maryland
Rules interact with statutory and common
law rules governing original and appellate
jurisdiction, venue, trial by jury and res
judicata. It also discusses extensively
the judicial interpretation of the rules. It
addresses many unanswered questions
about the direction of Maryland law in light
of the experience of other states and the
federal courts. It also discusses recent
changes in Maryland law, including subject
matter jurisdiction, the right to trial by jury
and discovery rules.

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, with companion
form CD-ROM, Pub. #81554, ISBN 9780327145509

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #64520, ISBN 9780327162100

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Expert commentary to help you understand each
rule’s requirements
Practice considerations applicable to the rule
Sample forms designed to satisfy the rule right at
your fingertips
Key cases that illustrate the reasons for drafting a form
in the manner illustrated
A detailed subject matter index enabling you to locate
items by concept

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169390

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169574

BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW

Maryland & the District of Columbia Law Governing Business Entities,
Annotated with CD-ROM
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #26470, ISBN 9780769847108

CRIMINAL LAW

Maryland Criminal Jury Instructions and Commentary,
3rd Edition
David E. Aaronson

This comprehensive set of sample instructions, with commentary, explains
the intricacies of Maryland criminal law. This edition offers comprehensive and
unbiased commentary and will prove invaluable to both prosecutors and defense
counsel. It includes discussion of relevant federal constitutional issues as they
apply to Maryland state law and traces the development of law in areas of theft
and sexual offenses.
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement and companion CD-ROM, Pub. #60003,
ISBN 9781422429914
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Maryland

Fourth Circuit Criminal Handbook

Fourth Circuit Criminal Reporter

Chief U.S. Magistrate Judge Carl Horn III

Chief U.S. Magistrate Judge Carl Horn III

This comprehensive and popular handbook is the
product of years of careful study and practical
application of Fourth Circuit criminal decisions.
Covering hundreds of criminal issues, this
Handbook gives litigators, judges, law clerks and
federal enforcement personnel clear, practical
analysis geared to the needs of a busy criminal
law practice.

The Reporter combs through case law to provide
succinct updates highlighting new developments
every five weeks. This quick briefing will alert you
to the latest significant changes in your Fourth
Circuit criminal practice.
PRINT • Yearly subscription, 8 issues per year, Pub. #62937,
ISBN 9780327106869
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167280

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #62935,
ISBN 9781422488867
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112271

EDUCATION LAW

Maryland School Law Deskbook
John R. Woolums, Stephen C. Bounds, Judith S. Bresler, Edmund J. O’Meally, Rochelle S. Eisenberg
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #27600, ISBN 9781422495711

Maryland School Laws and Regulations Annotated
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #26361, ISBN 9781422495728

Maryland School Law Deskbook & Maryland School Laws and Regulations
Annotated Combo
PRINT •

2 volumes, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #27611, ISBN 9781422495735

ELDER LAW

Elder Law in Maryland, 3rd Edition
Jason A. Frank

This concise publication covers both federal and state law to provide a comprehensive and practical guide
to elder law in Maryland. You’ll also find useful forms and documents conforming to Maryland law, texts of
landmark cases and checklists of essential elements for both office and courtroom.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #60015, ISBN 9780820575124

eISBN 9781579118440

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Maryland Employment Law, 2nd Edition
Stanley Mazaroff, Todd J. Horn

Brings together and explains the three interwoven fields of employment law in Maryland: contracts, torts
and discrimination law. It gives lawyers and personnel professionals a quick and convenient reference to the
present state of Maryland employment law and provides litigators with a thorough analysis of each cause
of action.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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Maryland

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Maryland Estate Planning, Will Drafting
and Estate Administration Forms,
2nd Edition
Albert S. Barr III, A. Mac Donough Plant, Adena W. Testa

Expert analysis will enhance your understanding of
the tax, estate and trust law environment. Includes
coverage of nonprobate assets, income-shifting
devices, various types of trusts and charitable gifts,
federal estate and gift taxes, marital deductions and
more. Forms are available on separate disc for quick
and easy drafting.
2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, with companion
forms on disc, Pub. #81584, ISBN 9780327039174

GENERAL PRACTICE

Maryland Evidence
Courtroom Manual
Alan D. Hostein, Glen Weissenberger,
Andrew D. Levy

This book has been designed specifically for
courtroom use; its purpose is to provide fast,
authoritative answers to questions which arise
in the course of trials and hearings.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #04389, ISBN 9781422490532
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113094

PRINT •

Wills, Trusts and Estates for the
D.C. Area Practitioner
Virginia A. McArthur, Nicholas D. Ward, August Zinsser III

Combines analysis with nearly every form an estates
attorney needs to perform probate, estate planning
and estate/trust administration in Washington, D.C.,
Maryland and Virginia.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, with companion
forms disc, Pub. #01277, ISBN 9780820554815
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112912

Hon. Joseph F. Murphy Jr.

This publication gives you the authority you
need to argue a case and the practice pointers
to help you win it. In simple, direct language,
the author explains how to use evidence rules
to present your case in its best possible light.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #64905, ISBN 9781422473771
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118365

Maryland Fire Laws

FAMILY LAW

Maryland Domestic Relations Forms
Ann McKenrick Turnbull, Joseph Jay Wase

Authored by frequent CLE lecturers on family law
programs, this complete set of practice-proven forms
covers every procedural step involved in almost every
domestic relations issue—from divorce to adoption,
annulment and paternity. Practice commentary
directs you to appropriate statutes, rules and cases
that you’ll want to consider before drafting.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, with companion
diskette, Pub. #81578, ISBN 9780327039297
eBOOK •

Maryland Evidence Handbook,
4th Edition

eISBN 9781579115616

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced biennially,
Pub. #26344, ISBN 9781422482612

The Maryland Lawyers’ Rules
of Professional Conduct and
Attorney Trust Accounts
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #26333, 9781422458075

Maryland Natural Resources
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced biennially,
Pub. #26331, ISBN 9781422460399
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169789

Maryland Family Law, 5 Edition
th

John F. Fader II, Richard J. Gilbert

This indispensable resource provides thorough
treatment of both marriage and parent-child
relationships, including analysis and decisions
under the Marital Property Act of 1979. Among the
hundreds of domestic relations topics covered are
child custody, alimony, marital property, adoption,
domestic violence and settlement agreements. Also
includes dozens of sample forms.
1 volume, hardbound, with current supplement,
Pub. #61903, ISBN 9781422481271

Maryland Public Libraries
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced biennially,
Pub. #26322, ISBN 9781422460375

Maryland Registration and
Election Laws
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced biennially,
Pub. #26334, ISBN 9781422494929

PRINT •

eBOOK •

ISBN 9781579113155

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Maryland

INSURANCE LAW

Maryland Motor Vehicle Insurance, 3rd Edition
Andrew Janquitto

The complex body of law covering motor vehicle insurance in Maryland contains many provisions unique to
the state. Use this handy reference to critically examine virtually every aspect of MVI law.
PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #63545, ISBN 9781422479735

Maryland Unemployment Insurance
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced biennially, Pub. #26340, ISBN 9781422491959

eISBN 9780327169819

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Laws and Regulations of the State of Maryland Relating to Alcoholic Beverages
and Tobacco Tax
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced every other year, Pub. #26354, ISBN 9781422461532

Maryland Criminal Law & Motor Vehicles Handbook with CD-ROM
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, with CD-ROM, Pub. #36703, ISBN 9781422466940

eISBN 9781422497432

Maryland Criminal Laws Annotated with CD-ROM
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, with CD-ROM, Pub. #26358, ISBN 9780327170075

Maryland Vehicle Laws with CD-ROM
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, with CD-ROM, Pub. #26335, ISBN 9781422496350

eISBN 9780327169802

Maryland Vehicle & Criminal Combo
PRINT •

2 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, with CD-ROM, Pub. #26368, ISBN 9781422497265

PERSONAL INJURY & TORT LAW

Maryland Tort Law Handbook, 3rd Edition
Paul T. Gilbert, Richard J. Gilbert

This Handbook will help you determine the merits of a potential case and lead you to the sources of
authority necessary to win it. Organized according to specific torts, areas of torts and damages, it provides
an easy reference source for active practitioners.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #62398, ISBN 9780327106999

eISBN 9780327168911

Maryland Pharmacy Laws with CD-ROM
PRINT •
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1 volume, softbound, replaced biennially, Pub. #26244, ISBN 9781422491843
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Maryland

REAL ESTATE LAW

Guide to Maryland Zoning Decisions, 4th Edition
Stanley D. Abrams

Guides you through the often complex questions associated with land use and zoning law. Topically
organized for quicker research, this reference makes it easy to pinpoint specific issues. Contains the most
up-to-date citations and case law available to aid in preparing for zoning, special exception and related
administrative hearings in Maryland.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #60029, ISBN 9780327162544

eISBN 9781579118655

Maryland Landlord-Tenant Law: Practice and Procedure, 4th Edition
Douglas M. Bregman

This is the ideal reference source for practitioners handling all aspects of the landlord-tenant relationship.
Content offers a historical perspective on the development of Maryland landlord-tenant law and in-depth,
practical analysis of all its intricacies.
Comprehensive content includes discussions of lease drafting; court actions; environmental law issues
involving landlords and tenants; fair housing issues; county and municipal codes and more. This updated
edition also features an appendix of forms containing current court forms.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #60400, ISBN 9781422475744

eISBN 9781579118686

Maryland Real Estate Forms
Kevin L. Shepherd, Russell R. Reno Jr., Wilbur E. Simmons Jr.

Customize real estate documents to meet your residential, commercial or construction clients’ needs.
Explanatory practice notes describe the source and purpose of the forms and suggest how to modify them
to best serve your client. The companion CD-ROM set enables you to customize your documents efficiently
without rekeying.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, with companion CD-ROM, Pub. #81604, ISBN 9780327131502

eISBN 9780327171072

TAX LAW

Maryland Income Tax Laws & Regulations
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, with supplement, Pub. #26356, ISBN 9781422455197

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

Maryland Workers’ Compensation Handbook, 3rd Edition
Richard P. Gilbert, Robert L. Humphreys Jr.

This publication provides complete coverage of the Maryland Workers’ Compensation Act, the rules that
implement the Act and the case law, rules and sample forms to present your client’s case in the best light.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #62402, ISBN 9781422419007

eISBN 9781579118358

Workers’ Compensation Laws of Maryland
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #26323, ISBN 9781422496343

eISBN 9780327169772

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Massachusetts

Massachusetts
PRIMARY LAW

Annotated Laws of Massachusetts
Most judicious choice in Massachusetts codes service. It
provides comprehensive, fully annotated overage of the
Massachusetts General Laws, selected special laws, court
rules, and the Massachusetts and U.S.constitutions—and arms
you with:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Authoritative statutory text plus fully annotated Massachusetts
Court Rules
A comprehensive 3-volume index, replaced annually, and a tables volume,
supplemented annually
Annotations based on cases, all U.S. law reviews and journals and Attorney General Opinions, as well
as findings from key administrative agencies such as the Commission Against Discrimination, Labor
Relations Commission and the Department of Revenue
Massachusetts Laws Annotated Advance Legislative Service and Massachusetts Laws Annotated
Quarterly Update Service (also available separately)
Legislative acts annotated from 1994 and indexed from 1921

Provides reference to all Massachusetts cases, federal cases arising in Massachusetts, over 65 state
and national treatises, 760 state and national law reviews and journals, and attorney general and
administrative agency decisions. All case citations have been Shepardized for accuracy. LexisNexis
also publishes a Quarterly Update and Advance Legislative Service (ALS). The Quarterly Update
is published three times per year and includes updated statutory law, case notes and research
references. The ALS gives you the latest session laws as they are passed along with handy tables
showing you what sections of the code are affected.
PRINT • 102 volumes, hardbound set kept current through monthly advance service, quarterly interim supplements
and annual cumulative supplements, Pub. #43002, ISBN 9780327100218

Massachusetts Court Rules Annotated
The court rules, standing orders, and essential forms of the
Massachusetts Courts. This essential reference includes
complete case annotations and extensive research
references prepared by experts in Massachusetts law.
3 volumes, softbound, updated semiannually, replaced annually,
Pub. #83084, ISBN 9781422449134
PRINT •

Weil’s Code of Massachusetts
Regulations
Publisher’s Editorial Staff

Organized using the state’s official codification, the Code
of Massachusetts Regulations is the complete collection
of Massachusetts’ administrative regulations. The only
consolidated print edition of the regulations available.
PRINT • 28 volumes, loose-leaf, updated monthly, Pub. #49547,
ISBN 9780916812973
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CORPORATE LAW

CSC® Massachusetts Laws
Governing Business Entities
Research all the business statutes,
regulations, forms, and opinions you need
to transact business in Massachusetts
with this fully annotated collection. In
one volume you’ll find the Massachusetts
Business Corporation Act and MGL
C. 156D regulations, Limited Liability
Company Act, Registered Limited Liability
Partnerships, Uniform Limited Partnership
Act, and Charitable Corporation Law, and
more. Includes editable PDF forms on the
companion CD-ROM.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #25015, ISBN 9781422489642
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117801

Massachusetts

Massachusetts Corporate
Forms, Revised Edition
Michael J. Bohnen, Dana C. Coggins

Massachusetts Legal Practice Library:
Massachusetts Corporations and other Business
Entities, 3rd Edition

Covers general and limited
partnerships, professional
corporations, non-profit
corporations, and the
Massachusetts business trust.
Also includes explanatory notes,
as well as practical commentary
and compliance material to
put the sample forms in an
understandable framework.

Douglas A. Muir

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated
annually, with companion forms, Pub. #81449,
ISBN 9780327109860

Volume 7 in Massachusetts Legal Practice Library.

Whether you are a general practitioner or expert in the field,
this practice-oriented guide will help you locate what you need,
when you need it. This title provides up-to-date information and
resources on: pre-incorporation and planning, including how to
choose the correct corporate entity; implications of corporate
ownership; tax advantages of various corporate structures;
practical aspects of corporate dissolution; liquidating corporate
assets; procedures for establishing a nonprofit; and more.
PRINT •

eBOOK •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #81400, 9780327163190

eISBN 9781579113841

CRIMINAL LAW

Suppression Matters Under Massachusetts Law
Hon. Joseph A. Grasso Jr. and Hon. Christine M. McEvoy

Whether you’re handling a District Court case charging operating under the influence or a Superior Court
case charging murder, this indispensable guide can help you analyze, prepare, and judge motions to
suppress evidence, statements, and identifications under Massachusetts law.
Ideal for prosecutors, defense attorneys, and law enforcement agencies alike, it clarifies the subtleties of
the state’s unique constitutional and common law protections. Includes practice aids—a table of cases,
glossary, index, bibliography, diagrams, graphs, and more.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #64530, ISBN 9781422494899

eISBN 9781579111847

ELDER LAW

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Massachusetts Legal Practice
Library: Massachusetts Elder
Law, 2nd Edition

Labor and Employment in Massachusetts:
A Guide to Employment Laws,
Regulations & Practices, 2nd Edition

William J. Brisk, Ilene S. Klein,
Kristen M. Lambert

Jeffrey L. Hirsch

Provides the tools to develop this
important and profitable part of your
practice. Leading practitioners in elder
law provide you with a concise singlesource reference addressing vital topics,
including planning options for medical,
financial and quality of life decisions;
housing alternatives; conservatorships
and guardianships; MassHealth eligibility
and benefits request procedures; and
asset protection strategies. As with all
the volumes in this comprehensive legal
library, you’ll have timesaving forms
provided along with expert commentary
and practical suggestions.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #81400,
ISBN 9781422420638
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118945

Written for business owners, personnel directors,
general managers and human resource staff who
manage Massachusetts employees on a daily basis, this
reference provides basic information concerning the laws,
regulations and policies affecting labor and employment in
Massachusetts. Use it to develop a personnel policy and as
a resource to answer questions on employment law issues.
It offers solid guidance on important new procedures and
potential sources of liability. This book gives you everything
you need on the federal and Massachusetts compliance
requirements, pulled together in one place.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #81528,
ISBN 9780327124443
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119140

The New England Employer with CD-ROM
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually,
Pub. #28030, ISBN 9781422487778

Volume 3 of the Massachusetts Legal Practice Library

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Massachusetts

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Estate Administration in Massachusetts: A Handbook With Forms, 2nd Edition
Michael H. Riley

This is a practical guide to the administration of decedents’ estates in Massachusetts. The author examines
the statutory requirements, the Probate Court rules and the cases that have been decided under them.
Other features include: a detailed sample probate account, including wrongful death and recovery
adjustments; an in-depth Affidavit of Objection to the probate of an estate; and a sample Petition for
Probate of a Lost Will.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #81517, ISBN 978032703922

eISBN 9781579116521

Massachusetts Estate Planning, Will Drafting and
Estate Administration Forms, 2nd Edition
John H. Clymer, Katherine L. Babson, Robert G. Bannish

Find up-to-date coverage of Massachusetts estate planning, probate and estate administration with this
exhaustive work that provides expert guidance and insightful commentary in planning the disposition of
your client’s assets. Forms and checklists offer valuable starting points for drafting documents.
The authors pull together primary legal sources, as they analyze these and many other topics:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

 asics of estate planning
B
Acquisition of necessary data
Income-shifting devices
Estate freezing techniques
PRINT •

eBOOK •

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

 he generation-skipping transfer tax
T
“Simple” wills and pour-over wills
Fiduciary and attorney fees in the settlement
of estates

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, with companion forms, Pub. #81473, ISBN 9780327124405

eISBN 9780327168324

ETHICS

Massachusetts Attorney Discipline Reports
Board of Bar Overseers of the Supreme Judicial Court

The official Board of Bar Overseers’ record of public and private reprimands. The volumes contain the full
text of the opinions and orders of the Supreme Court and summaries of private reprimands issued by the
Board of Bar Overseers.
PRINT •

24 volumes, hardbound, Pub. #81427, ISBN 9780880630276

FAMILY LAW

Guardianship and Conservatorship in Massachusetts, 2nd Edition
John H. Cross, Robert D. Fleischner, Jinanne S.J. Elder

Used by bench and bar, this complete practice manual covers the appointment of guardians and
conservators of mentally disabled individuals and children. Learn the workings of the system—all the
players, rules and documents that are necessary to do your job well. Devise strategies guided by authors
who have “been there” and understand the huge demands on your time. Learn, for example, how to
persuade the court regarding difficult questions such as: a person’s right to die, whether to medicate
for psychotic symptoms, whether to limit or expand a guardian’s powers, a ward’s right to vote, whether
a mentally retarded woman can be sterilized, or whether a child should be removed to the custody of
the DSS.
PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #81523, ISBN 9780327109914

Volume 8 in the Massachusetts Legal Practice Library.
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Massachusetts

Massachusetts Family Law Journal
Monitor trends in Massachusetts family law with this bimonthly journal whose articles by state practitioners,
judges and law students give you fresh insights into court tendencies in treating family law issues. Articles
cover the gamut of family law topics and include the full text of significant trial court decisions plus
summaries of selected trial and appellate cases.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

6 issues per year, with binder, Pub. #81489, ISBN 9780327109891

eISBN 9780327167273

Massachusetts Legal Practice Library: Massachusetts Domestic Relations,
4th Edition
John V. Harvey, Elaine M. Moriarty, Marilynne R. Ryan

First published in 1982, this publication is widely referred to as “the bible” by lawyers who practice domestic
relations law in Massachusetts. Cited often as authority by the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts
and the Massachusetts Appeals Court, this “how to” resource contains all the laws, forms and guidance you
need to handle virtually any domestic relations case arising in Massachusetts courts. You’ll find detailed
analysis of such important issues as: divorce, alimony, division of marital property, child support, custody,
visitation, paternity, spousal abuse and much more.
PRINT •

2 volumes, hardbound, with companion forms on CD-ROM, Pub. #81400, ISBN 9780327163152

Volumes 9 and 10 of the Massachusetts Legal Practice Library.

GENERAL PRACTICE

Massachusetts Legal Practice Library
The MLPL is a series of authored works covering core areas of
Massachusetts legal practice, including some of the fastest
growing areas of litigation. These timesaving resources will provide
you with practical solutions that are backed by current case law
and applicable citations. Within each volume, the authors give
suggestions and advice based on years of specialization in their field.
It’s all here in these concise and indispensable references.
Drawing upon the expertise of some of the most distinguished judges and
practicing attorneys in Massachusetts, the MLPL is destined to become the most
comprehensive, authoritative and practically focused reference tool available to
Commonwealth attorneys.
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

 assachusetts Elder Law (Volume 3)
M
Massachusetts Tort Damages (Volume 4)
Massachusetts Real Estate (Volumes 5 & 6)
Massachusetts Corporations and Other Business
Entities (Volume 7)
PRINT •

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

 uardianship & Conservatorship
G
in Massachusetts (Volume 8)
Massachusetts Domestic Relations
(Volumes 9 & 10)
Massachusetts Landlord-Tenant Law (Volume 11)

9 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #81400, ISBN 9780327124313

Each title is available individually, or as part of the series.

Massachusetts Pleading and Practice: Forms and Commentary
Edward M. Swartz, Elly D. Swartz

With forms covering civil litigation—complaints, defenses, counterclaims, cross-claims, verdicts and more—
this comprehensive set puts civil practice in the Massachusetts courts at your fingertips. Emphasizing the
state’s Rules of Civil Procedure. Organized to follow the state’s Rules of Civil Procedure, it provides the
full text of the rules and analyzes their significance. Forms and relevant commentary appear together to
streamline research.
PRINT •

7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00379, ISBN 9780820513799

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Massachusetts

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Massachusetts Criminal Law and Motor Vehicle Handbook, with CD-ROM
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #36707, ISBN 9781422489369

eISBN 9781579117368

PERSONAL INJURY & TORT LAW

Massachusetts Legal Practice Library: Massachusetts Tort Damages, 2nd Edition
Michael B. Bogdanow

An essential resource for practitioners looking to build a winning tort case in the Massachusetts courts.
It is an easy-to-use desk reference that can easily be taken into the courtroom. This book helps counsel
evaluate damage claims, handle discovery requests, formulate jury instructions, select expert witnesses
and analyze the grounds for and scope of recovery and proof of damages.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #81400, ISBN 9780327106623

eISBN 9781579118501

Volume 4 of the Massachusetts Legal Practice Library.

REAL ESTATE LAW

Massachusetts Legal Practice Library:
Massachusetts Landlord-Tenant Law,
2nd Edition

Massachusetts Appellate Tax
Board Reporter

George Warshaw

Edited by a Boston attorney whose
practice embraces federal, state and local
taxation as well as real estate, probate, and
corporate law, this must-have periodical
probes the findings and opinions of the
Appellate Tax Board of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts. Essential reading to stay
abreast of the state’s key taxation issues.

This comprehensive resource explores the effective
handling of basic and complicated residential and
commercial landlord-tenant questions. In addition to
detailing the potent “substantive rights” created by
the State’s Consumer Protection Act (Chapter 93A), it
analyzes the differences between various rent control
statutes of municipalities such as Boston, Cambridge
and Brookline and offers settlement strategies for both
landlords and tenants. Plentiful citations to authority
help you support your case.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #68850,
ISBN 9780327161929
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118600

Volume 11 of the Massachusetts Legal Practice Library.

Massachusetts Legal Practice Library:
Massachusetts Real Estate, 3rd Edition
Robert Marzelli, Jon D. Whitten

This resource gives you the tools to handle all aspects
of residential real estate matters with confidence—
whether you are dealing with a purchase, sale or lease
of real property and whether you are representing a
landlord, tenant or developer. You will have ready access
to: principles and requirements of Massachusetts real
estate law; at-a-glance information sheets and helpful
checklists; guidelines on what to do, plus how and when
to do it; and necessary procedural documents, crossreferenced to instructions and data-gathering aids.
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #68860,
ISBN 9780820574813

Volumes 5 and 6 of the Massachusetts Legal Practice Library.
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TAX LAW

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

Stephen M. Politi, Editor

PRINT • 4 issues per year, Pub. #81422,
ISBN 9780327109853

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

Massachusetts Workers’
Compensation Reports
Publisher’s Editorial Staff

Official editions of the decisions of the
Reviewing Board of the Department of
Industrial Accidents. Each decision is
headnoted and each volume contains a
digest/index for the decisions contained in
that volume.
PRINT • 14 volumes (subscription includes 3
issues per year & annual hard volume), Pub. #81512,
ISBN 9780880634014

Michigan

Michigan
PRIMARY LAW

Michigan Compiled Laws Service
Now you can afford the convenience of Michigan Compiled
Laws Service (MCLS) right in your office. Broaden your
understanding of Michigan statutes and court rules—
quickly, easily and affordably—with comprehensive
annotations to statutes and court rules. MCLS combines
authoritative coverage of Michigan law with logical and
intuitive features to form an indispensable resource, at a
fraction of the cost of comparable alternatives. Features
include:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Official numbering
Fully annotated statutory text and annotated
cumulative supplements
Quarterly updates with additional annotations and case notes
Numbered and topically labeled volumes for easy reference

Michigan CLS Advance Legislative Service (ALS) and Michigan CLS Quarterly Update Service are
included—making this resource comprehensive and indispensible. The ALS, usually published eight
times a year, provides the latest session laws as they are passed, with changes indicated, along with
handy tables showing you which sections of the code are affected.
PRINT •

76 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #44040, ISBN 9780327160014

Michigan Court Rules
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #44040, ISBN 9781422485767

eISBN 9780327167518

Michigan Digest
Get a quick overview of the law and find on-point cases to further your research. This comprehensive digest
provides a summary of cases affecting Michigan laws, including most reported decisions of the Michigan
Court of Appeals and the Michigan Supreme Court, as well as selected Michigan-related decisions of the
Federal Courts in the Sixth Circuit, and of the United States Supreme Court. It furnishes the dates of all
decisions and reports affirmances, reversals and modifications. Michigan Digest also includes citations to
both the Michigan Reports and the Northwestern Reporter and provides citations to LexisNexis® Michigan
Complied Law Service (MCLS).
PRINT •

44 volumes, hardbound, updated twicde per year, Pub. #76400, ISBN 9780327125457

Michigan Family Law Statutes and Rules Annotated
PRINT •

3 volumes, softbound with supplement, Pub. #26701, ISBN 9780327122241

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Michigan

BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW

Michigan Corporation Law
with Federal Tax Analysis

LexisNexis® Automated Michigan
SCAO Forms

Robert M. Schmidt (original author);
Charles W. Borgsdorf, Matthew P. Cavitch,
Zolman Cavitch

Fully automated with HotDocs® Player software,
this powerful, intuitive and easy-to-use resource
produces over 800 forms, most of them official
forms from Michigan’s State Court Administration
Office (SCAO), the Bureau of Commercial
Services and federal agencies including the IRS,
HUD, and FNMA. Maximize your investment with
the included product training that is provided.

This practice-oriented guide to Michigan
corporation law is an ideal resource on how
to form, operate and terminate businesses in
Michigan and provides important information on
the tax implications associated with each of the
different types of corporate entities.
Specific topics covered include pre-incorporation
planning; the mechanics of incorporation;
shareholders’ rights; the purchase, sale and
dissolution of businesses; LLCs; S corporations;
state securities regulations; and federal and state
tax law. Each chapter includes commentary,
practice tips and references to relevant state and
federal case law, Michigan statutes and federal
statutes, including the Internal Revenue Code.
Useful forms are included in the second volume.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00400, ISBN 9780820514000

CD-ROM •

Single user, Pub. #02584, ISBN 9780820554440

Weissenberger’s Michigan Civil
Procedure Litigation Manual
A.J. Stephani, Glen Weissenberger
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #04350, ISBN 9781593457976
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112561

Michigan Real Estate Forms
John G. Cameron Jr.

This complete manual covers residential,
commercial and construction transactions, leases
and condominiums.
PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, with
companion forms CD-ROM, Pub. #81729, ISBN 9780327124528

CRIMINAL LAW

Sixth Circuit Criminal Handbook
E. James King, J.H. King

This comprehensive and useful handbook is the product of years of careful study and practical application
of Sixth Circuit criminal decisions. Covering hundreds of criminal issues, the Sixth Circuit Criminal
Handbook gives litigators, judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys, law clerks and paralegals clear, practical
analysis tailored to the needs of a busy criminal law practitioner. It also includes nearly 100 updated
sections and over 100 new cases that are important to criminal law practice.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #60510, ISBN 9781422499696

eISBN 9781579112660

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Estate Planning, Will Drafting and Estate Administration, 2nd Edition
Dustin S. Foster, Emily S. Horvath

Reflecting the major changes to the federal estate tax enacted in December 2010, this set walks the
practitioner, step by step, through the whole process of estate planning, probate and estate administration.
It thoroughly analyzes Michigan substantive and procedural law and federal gift and estate taxation. The set
also contains sample legal forms.
PRINT •
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Michigan

GENERAL PRACTICE

Michigan Law and Practice Encyclopedia, 2nd Edition
Bethany Berger, Beverly Hall Burns, Michelle P. Crockett, Mara Kent, Dena M. Marks,
Brenda Jones Quick, Elliott A. Spoon, Deborah A. Strain and other authors

Perfect for solo or larger firms with general
practices, this indispensable encyclopedia of
Michigan law is the cornerstone of any library and
the best place to start your research on any topic.
For each major issue discussed, this Encyclopedia
addresses:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

“Black letter” law summaries of important points
of Michigan law and exceptions, qualifications,
limitations and extensions
In-depth analysis of and citations to case law,
statutes, rules, Attorney General Opinions, Michigan law reviews, treatises and more
Discussion of the most significant federal law and cases that impact Michigan state law

When you have this comprehensive resource on your shelf, you’re only one step away from the
answer you need for virtually any type of case.
PRINT •

35 volumes, hardbound, updated twice per year, Pub. #63830, ISBN 9780327000884

Michigan Evidence Courtroom Manual

Midwest Transaction Guide

Lawrence A. Dubin, Glen Weissenberger, A.J. Stephani

Benson J. Barr, William J. Dale Jr., Philip Gordon,
Howard J. Gourwitz, Samuel H. Young

Get fast, concise and authoritative answers to
most of the evidentiary questions which arise
in the course of trials and hearings, as well as in
trial preparation. Michigan Evidence Courtroom
Manual provides a unique combination of trialtested features, including Rules, Commentary,
Authority, Comparison to Federal Rule, and cases.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #04390, ISBN 99781422488836
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113100

Michigan School Law Deskbook

This state-by-state guide to business, wills and
trusts, commercial, real estate and personal
transactions covers Michigan, Illinois and Indiana.
This Guide summarizes state and federal law,
relevant statutes, important regulations and
secondary legal sources. Sections include
discussions of current business practices, tips for
drafting and reviewing documents, a procedural
guide and a rich collection of forms for each state.
PRINT • 14 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00404, ISBN 9780820514048

PRINT • 1 volumes, softbound, with CD-ROM, Pub. #20530,
ISBN 9781422453179

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Michigan Penal and Motor Vehicle Field Guide
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, spiral bound, replaced annually, Pub. #26715, ISBN 9781422496244

eISBN 9780327169284

Motor Vehicle Laws of Michigan
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated and replaced annually, Pub. #36737, ISBN 9781422487907

eISBN 9781579116255

Michigan Penal Code and Motor Vehicle Handbook
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced twice per year, Pub. #36745, ISBN 9781422488003

eISBN 9781579116262

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Minnesota

Minnesota
GENERAL PRACTICE

Dunnell Minnesota Digest
Drawing on Minnesota Supreme Court and Court of
Appeals cases, statutes, and rules since 1910, this
encyclopedic work sets forth the current state of
Minnesota law in over 350 legal areas.
From abandonment to larceny, marriage to workers’
compensation, it helps expand your research
quickly—giving you fast access to:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Expert analysis of current Minnesota cases, statutes
and other sources with easy-to-scan subject headings,
summaries outlining the scope of each area, useful cross references to related
subjects, citations to historical and supplemental information, and more
Appropriate administrative rules, regulations, and decisions—including attorney general opinions
Constant revisions and ongoing updates—to keep you abreast of changes in criminal law (such
as admissible evidence, scientific tests, witness testimony, and appeals) and other fast-moving
practice areas
PRINT •

57 volumes, hardbound with supplement, Pub. #80050, ISBN 9780866780025

Minnesota Civil Practice, 4th Edition
Douglas McFarland, Willam J. Keppel

From the client interview to final judgment and
appeal, locate what you need more easily than
ever before with the most current, comprehensive
Minnesota civil litigation coverage available.
This landmark work incorporates the latest case
interpretations, statutory changes, and rules
amendments and other recent developments in
such topics as spoliation of evidence, alternative
dispute resolution, use of experts, reconsideration
of motions, sanctions for bad faith, and more.

Pirsig on Minnesota Pleading,
6th Edition
Neil B. Davidson

Hundreds of sample pleadings—complaints,
answers, replies, and motions—for a variety of
actions inform this respected guide to pleading
under the Minnesota Rules of Civil Procedure.
Includes important case, statutory, and rule
changes plus modernized forms.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #81880, ISBN 9781422424780

PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #81736, ISBN 9781422424773

CRIMINAL LAW

Minnesota Misdemeanors and Moving Traffic Violations, 3rd Edition
Martin J. Costello, Richard S. Frase, Stephen M. Simon

Turn to this treatise for a quick understanding of the procedural issues involved in pretrial, trial, and
appellate practice for offenses ranging from reckless driving and disorderly conduct to credit card fraud
and check cashing. You get extensive background on the law limiting the gathering and use of evidence in
criminal cases, emphasizing the constitutional requirements for arrest, search and seizure, stop and frisk,
confessions and admissions, and other critical issues.
PRINT •
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2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #81815, ISBN 9780327124573

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

Minnesota

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Employment in Minnesota:
A Guide to Employment
Laws, Regulations, and
Practices, 3rd Edition
Maynard G. Sautter

Ideal for HR professionals,
employers, and general practice
attorneys, this thorough reference
demystifies the entire employer/
employee relationship—from hiring,
work hours, health and safety
standards, and union organizing to
termination and retirement. Covers
both Minnesota and federal law.
1 volume, loose-leaf,
updated twice per year, Pub. #81869,
ISBN 9780327124603
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327171089

The Midwest Employer®
Littler Mendelson, P.C.

Published in conjunction with
Littler Mendelson, this publication
provides human resources
professionals, corporate counsel
and other attorneys a practical and
extensive guide to federal and state
employment and labor laws. Replaced
annually, the handbook contains recent case law and legislative
developments, practical recommendations and essential tools
for human resources professionals in Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio,
Wisconsin, Illinois, and Indiana.
Sample of Minnesota coverage:
Employment Discrimination Law in Minnesota
Employment Law Torts in Minnesota
Statutory Rights under Minnesota Law
Protection of Trade Secrets & Restrictions on Unfair
Competition in Minnesota
Employee Privacy in Minnesota
Minnesota Occupational Safety & Health Act
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #25950,
ISBN 9781422467336

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Stein on Probate: Administration of Decedents’ Estates
Under the Uniform Code as Enacted in Minnesota, 4th Edition
Robert A. Stein

Cited five times by the Minnesota Court of Appeals, this invaluable resource on Minnesota probate law
offers you all of the primary authorities you’d commonly use in administering a decedent’s estate, including
complying with the state’s income tax, inheritance tax, and estate tax collection procedures.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #81889, ISBN 9780327164074

eISBN 9781579118938

FAMILY LAW

Minnesota Family Law Practice Manual, 3rd Edition
Cathy E. Gorlin, Neil B. Davidson, contributing author

All the statutes, rules and forms you need to handle divorce and other family
law matters in Minnesota courts, this comprehensive manual covers marriage
(including same-sex unions) and marriage dissolutions, separation, annulment,
cohabitation agreements, child custody and support, visitation, spousal
maintenance, tax issues, and more.
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #81764, ISBN 9780327110002

Minnesota Family Law Journal
Keep up-to-date on current developments in family law with timely feature-length articles and summaries
of significant recent Minnesota appellate court cases. You also get special studies, such as statistical
summaries of support and maintenance awards in selected Minnesota counties.
PRINT •

Journal, 6 issues per year with binder, Pub. #81759, ISBN 9780327109990

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Minnesota | Mississippi

PERSONAL INJURY LAW

REAL ESTATE LAW

Minnesota No-Fault Automobile
Insurance, 3rd Edition

Minnesota Residential Real Estate

Michael K. Steenson

A complete guide to the law of residential real
estate transactions in Minnesota, this book covers
topics from execution of purchase agreements
to closings. Each of the 26 chapters discusses
in-depth the essential areas of real estate law,
including: types of property interests; title to real
property; conveyance of property; condominiums,
townhouses and cooperatives; brokers; landlord/
tenant law; enforcement and cancellation
(mortgage foreclosure and contract for deed
cancellation); restrictions on property use.

James D. Olson

Cut through the complexities of Minnesota nofault insurance law with this unmatched treatise.
You’ll understand the law’s provisions, how the
courts interpret them, and how they affect
insurers, vehicle owners, and others involved in
accidents. You’ll also know how the law relates
to uninsured and underinsured motorists, tort
actions, subrogation and indemnity, arbitration,
and conflict of laws.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #81823,
ISBN 9780327162209

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #81846, ISBN 9780880638623

Mississippi
PRIMARY LAW

Mississippi Code of 1972 Annotated
Get this definitive work, which is the original source supported
by the state and the accepted authority in the state code
system. Features:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

The official state statutes, fully annotated
Mississippi Court Rules Annotated
Cumulative supplements
Comprehensive index

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Annotations based
on cases, select law reviews, ALR,
and Attorney General Opinions
All case citations Shepardized for accuracy

Also includes an Advance Code Service (ACS) and an Advance Legislative Service (ALS). The
ACS provides annotations to the most current case law and is published quarterly. The ALS is a
compilation of the latest session laws as they are passed along with handy tables showing what
sections of the code are affected, a summary of acts table, a cumulative allocation of acts table,
and cumulative tables that cross-reference House and Senate bill numbers and corresponding
chapter numbers.
PRINT •
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36 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #44510, ISBN 9780327096283
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Mississippi

Mississippi Code Citator
PRINT •

1 volume, Pub. #44510, ISBN 9781422499726

Mississippi Court Rules Annotated
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually with semi-annual supplement, Pub. #44510, ISBN 9780768946125

eISBN 9780327168645

Mississippi Government Register
This title is a unique compilation of information about official Mississippi state government actions. It’s ideal
for courts, lawyers, libraries and lobbyists, as well as business people who must stay current with Mississippi
state government.
PRINT •

Pamphlet, issued monthly, includes the Code of Mississippi Rules, Pub. #49567, ISBN 9781422410622

Code of Mississippi Rules (Administrative Code)
This is the complete collection of Mississippi’s administrative rules—a complete print edition of the rules.
PRINT •

19 volumes, loose-leaf, issued monthly, includes the Mississippi Government Register, Pub. #49548, ISBN 9781888178296

Mississippi Wildlife, Fish and Parks
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #25279, ISBN 9781422483749

eISBN 9781579113414

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Mississippi Criminal and Traffic Law Manual
No other publication brings together the relevant law in this handy, easy-to-use format. Fully indexed and
featuring a table of sections affected by recent legislation, this volume should be in your briefcase, on your
desk, or in your vehicle for quick reference at all times.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #27305, ISBN 9781422499177

eISBN 9780327169826

WORKER’S COMPENSATION

Mississippi Workers’ Compensation Laws and Rules Annotated
This indispensible guide provides fingertip access to the statutes and rules that Mississippi workers’
compensation professionals need most often. Comprehensively indexed and annotated by the
LexisNexis experienced staff of attorney-editors, the book also features the Rules of the Workers’
Compensation Commission.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #25255, ISBN 9781422499689

eISBN 9780327169765

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Missouri

Missouri
BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW

Missouri Corporate Forms
Edward M. Dolson, Charles F. Myers

This comprehensive set of transactional forms documents virtually every aspect of corporate and
business practice. It covers in detail general and limited partnerships, professional corporations, non-stock
membership corporations, and condominium corporations. The documents and clause options include
entity formation and organizational documents, articles of incorporation, bylaws, stock matters, and much
more. Rely on this work when you need a form or clause customized to fit a corporate client’s particular
business scenario.
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, with companion forms on disc, Pub. #81904, ISBN 9780327124634

EDUCATION LAW

The Public School Laws of Missouri
Research Title XI: Education and Libraries from the Missouri Revised Statutes plus many other provisions
from the United States Code Service and the Code of Federal Regulations addressing the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA).
You get official annotations and cross-references from the Missouri Revised Statutes, summaries of
legislation affecting education issues to highlight recent changes to the law, a thorough index developed
by the Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, annual updates after each legislative
session, and the entire book, fully searchable, on CD-ROM.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #27605, ISBN 9781422489468

eISBN 9781579113612

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Missouri Estate Planning, Will Drafting and Estate Administration Forms
Lawrence Brody, David Cornfeld

Forms, checklists, and supporting analysis inform this all-in-one drafting guide and practice manual for
customizing and economizing your Missouri estate planning and administration practice. Use it to build your
mastery of tax, estate, and trust law, understand all aspects of gift planning, charitable gifts, and federal
estate and gift taxes, draft documents with ease, and more.
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, with companion forms CD-ROM, Pub. #81934, ISBN 9780327131816

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Missouri Criminal and Traffic Law Manual
Put Missouri criminal law and procedure and traffic laws at your fingertips—plus a host of related statutes
and rules. This one volume delivers the annotated statutes and Superior Court Rules law enforcement
professionals and trial attorneys need most. Fully indexed, it also lists sections affected by recent legislation
and summarizes selected legislative changes.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #27601, ISBN 9781422487501

eISBN 9781579113605
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Montana

Montana
PRIMARY LAW

Montana State Reporter: Official Reporter for the Montana Supreme Court
Get a direct line to the reasoning of the Montana Supreme Court with advance sheets of the opinions
published no less than once every three weeks. Full-text opinions of the Court are published shortly after
their issuance. Each case includes Montana reports cite and the public domain cite. This publication
includes headnotes for each opinion and is fully indexed quarterly.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated every 3 weeks, Pub. #49556, ISBN 9781422410707

BANKRUPTCY LAW

Local Rules of the Bankruptcy Courts—9th Circuit
Printed in separate, easy-to-carry pamphlets for each judicial circuit, the Local Rules pamphlets provide
local rules, forms, general and administrative orders, memoranda and other relevant procedural information
for each federal judicial district and Bankruptcy Appellate Panel.
PRINT •

2 volume, pamphlets, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00200, ISBN 9780820530413

GENERAL PRACTICE

Montana Green Book
Optimize your cases while saving valuable research time. The Montana Green Book provides parallel
citations tables that cross reference the Montana Reports, Pacific Reporter and public domain cites. This
publication puts the cites you need at your fingertips; it’s a reference you will want to keep readily available.
The Green Book is produced in an easy to read format with coverage dating back to 1986.
PRINT •

Pamphlet, issued 4 times per year, Pub. #49558, ISBN 9781422410738

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Nebraska

Nebraska
PRIMARY LAW

Revised Statutes of Nebraska Annotated
Research Nebraska primary law with this essential reference
containing authoritative statutory text drawn from the official
database of the Nebraska Legislature. Complete with the most
thorough, detailed, current, and exact annotations to Nebraska
statutory law available, it includes:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Nebraska Rules of Court Annotated
Comprehensive index, replaced annually
Annotations based on all Nebraska cases, federal cases arising in the
state, state law reviews, ALR, and state attorney general opinions
All case citations have been Shepardized for accuracy

The code includes Advance Code Service, which covers new case notes four
times a year, so you’re sure annotations reflect the most current case law.
PRINT •

31 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #45203, ISBN 9780327117872

Nebraska Court Rules Annotated
PRINT •

2 volumes, softbound, updated semi-annually, replaced annually, Pub. #45203, ISBN 9781422488553

EDUCATION LAW

Nebraska Education Laws
Consisting of selected state statutes relating to education, this important resource for lawyers and
educators carries the full text of Chapter 79 (Schools) of the Revised Statutes of Nebraska Annotated. You
also get Sections Affected by Legislation, Nebraska legislative highlights, the U.S. Supreme Court on select
school law issues, and more.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #28212, ISBN 9781422497319

eISBN 9780327170099

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Labor and Employment in Nebraska: A Guide to Employment Laws,
Regulations & Practices
Jeffrey L. Hirsch, Lisa Druliner DeBuse

Find the information you need at a glance with this handy, expertly organized and indexed desktop guide
to state and federal laws and regulations governing all aspects of the employer-employee relationship;
from hiring to termination or retirement. Concise, to-the-point explanations of relevant statutes, cases,
and current practices make Labor and Employment in Nebraska a perfect first-level research tool for
employers, general practice attorneys, in-house legal counsel, and personnel managers.
PRINT •
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1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #81969, ISBN 9780409256659
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Nebraska

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Nebraska Motor Vehicle Laws

Nebraska Criminal and Traffic Law Manual

Whether you’re a lawyer, police officer,
automobile dealer, or trucking company
executive, this handy reference presents all
the laws you need to know to do business
in Nebraska.

Access Nebraska’s criminal law and procedure and
traffic laws plus related statutes and rules in this one
concise volume.

Including the full text of Chapter 60
(Motor Vehicles) plus hundreds of related
provisions from the Revised Statutes of
Nebraska, it features:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Annotated CD-ROM version bound into
the book
Table of Sections Affected by
recent legislation
Extensive index and table of contents for
easy access to each area of the law
Annual replacement edition

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #28225, ISBN 9781422497326

Featuring the full text of Chapter 60 (Motor Vehicles)
from Revised Statutes of Nebraska Annotated, it also
delivers selected provisions on:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Civil and Criminal Procedure
Estates, Families, Children, Taxes, and Revenue
Insurance, Liens, and Power Districts and Corporations
Public Health and Welfare
Schools, State University, State Colleges and
Postsecondary Education
Much more

You also get the annotated statutes and relevant court
rules you need as well as a listing of sections affected by
recent legislation and summaries of selected legislative
changes. The CD-ROM offers the book in searchable,
printable and downloadable form.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually,
Pub. #28201, ISBN 9781422497739
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327170082

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

Nebraska Workers’ Compensation Laws and Rules Annotated
Published in cooperation with the Nebraska Workers’ Compensation Court, this all-in-one reference
includes the full and annotated text of Chapter 48, Article 1 (Workers’ Compensation) from the Revised
Statutes of Nebraska Annotated, the Rules of Procedure of the Nebraska Workers’ Compensation Court,
official forms, and related statutes.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #28255, ISBN 9781422482742

With the right tools in hand,
increasing industry challenges—such
as regulatory pressures, public scrutiny
and severe penalties—can be dealt
with precision, speed and confidence.
You can help ensure compliance
and protect your company with the
LexisNexis® services. Our collection of
comprehensive content can make it
easier for you to stay on top of emerging
trends and updated regulations.

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Nevada

Nevada
PRIMARY LAW

Michie’s™ Nevada Revised
Statutes Annotated
Nevada practitioners know the source they can trust for
annotated Nevada primary law—Michie’s Nevada Revised
Statutes Annotated. Widely recognized as the most
comprehensive, current and accessible Nevada code
available, this authoritative set includes:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

The entire statutory contents of the Nevada Statutes plus the
Constitutions of the United States and the State of Nevada
Annotations based on all Nevada cases and federal cases arising in
Nevada since statehood, state law reviews, and attorney general opinions
Statutory tables updated through the end of the latest legislative session
Fully annotated cumulative supplements
All cases Shepardized for accuracy

What’s more, you also get Nevada Court Rules Annotated, a two-volume compilation of state and
federal court rules, annotated with Nevada state and federal cases, selected law reviews, and
attorney general opinions.
PRINT •

27 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #45403, ISBN 9780327118152

Nevada Court
Rules Annotated
2 volumes, softbound,
updated semiannually, replaced annually,
Pub. #45403, ISBN 9781422488324
PRINT •

Nevada Advance Service
This essential service is the best way to stay current with new
cases that construe the statutes, featuring annotations based
on recent decisions of the Nevada state and federal courts, law
review articles and attorney general opinions. This pamphlet series
is published cumulatively three times per year for timeliness.
PRINT •

Pamphlets, 3 issues per year, Pub. #45550, ISBN 9780327131205

BANKRUPTCY LAW

Local Rules of the Bankruptcy Courts—9th Circuit
PRINT •

2 volumes, pamphlets, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00200, ISBN 9780820530413

BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW

CSC® Nevada Laws Governing Business Entities, 10th Edition
This go-anywhere guide organizes all the Nevada business statutes, rules, forms and opinions you’ll need
to confidently research the law, complete transactions and provide on-target client advice. It includes
laws governing all types of business entities, case annotations and an expanded index for fast lookups. The
CD-ROM includes a full set of ready-to-use transactional forms.
PRINT •
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1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #28508, ISBN 9781422491034
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Nevada

EMPLOYMENT LAW

The Nevada Employer
Littler Mendelson, P.C.

Get fast access to state employment and labor laws with statutes, case law and expert guidance organized
in a handy volume. Ideal for both attorneys and human resource professionals, it includes statutes and
case law covering employment discrimination, employment law torts, statutory rights, workplace safety, and
trade secrets and unfair competition. The CD-ROM contains the full text of the book and cases referenced.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, updated annually, Pub. #25850, ISBN 9781422487754

GENERAL PRACTICE

Nevada Civil Practice Manual, 5th Edition
State Bar of Nevada Publication Committee

Exclusive from LexisNexis, this is the “bible” in Nevada civil practice. From researching Nevada law and
litigating a civil action to trials and enforcements of judgments, you’ll find step-by-step guidance through
every civil procedure and practice with expert analysis and in-depth discussion. This reference’s unrivaled
coverage includes extensive discussion of the Nevada Rules of Civil Procedure and related statutes, key
cases, expert practice tips, updated forms, and much more.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #67233, ISBN 9780327131182

eISBN 9780327168294

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Nevada Criminal and Traffic Law Manual
Track down Nevada criminal law and procedure and related statutes and rules in one concise volume. You
get the annotated statutes and Superior Court Rules that law enforcement professionals and trial attorneys
need most often, along with succinct summaries of recent legislative changes and a CD-ROM featuring the
complete book plus case annotations with links to full text.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #28501, ISBN 9781422450185

eISBN 9780327169147

LexisNexis® eBooks

Legal Expertise … On Demand
Make optimal use of your research time with LexisNexis publications in portable eBook format.
Access our extensive list of titles from leading attorneys and expert authors—on your schedule,
on the device of your choice. Download eBooks to your laptop,
smart phone, e-reader or tablet for on-the-go reference.

Scan here for the
latest listing of titles,
a demo or to download
a sample, or go to
www.lexisnexis.com/ebooks.

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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New Hampshire

New Hampshire
PRIMARY LAW

Lexis New Hampshire
Revised Statutes Annotated
Easy to use and affordable to own, this cornerstone of your
New Hampshire legal research library brings you the state’s
statutes, fully annotated. From business to education,
housing to public health, you’ll find all the laws you need to
practice effectively. Turn to it for the letter of the law on:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Taxation, public health, public safety and
welfare, education, housing, public recreation,
transportation, motor vehicles, and other
consumer affairs
Corporations, partnerships, trade and commerce,
conditional sales, the uniform commercial code,
banks and banking, insurance, securities, and
other business-related acts

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Real estate, mortgages
and conveyances, boundaries,
homesteads, and other property-related statutes
Courts and court proceedings, actions, process
and process serving, probate courts, insolvency,
public justice, and criminal case proceedings and
the criminal code

Throughout, you’ll find annotations based on all New Hampshire cases plus federal cases arising
in the state, state law reviews, ALR, and Attorney General Opinions. All case citations have been
Shepardized for accuracy.
PRINT •

32 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #45810, ISBN 9780327140894

New Hampshire Court Rules Annotated
All the rules of the New Hampshire Courts plus the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit and the U.S.
District Court. Contains complete case annotations and
extensive research references prepared by experts in New
Hampshire law.
The durable softbound format allows the volumes to be
revised and replaced economically each year, and gives
New Hampshire lawyers quick access to state and federal
court rules. Semiannual supplements ensure the most
timely references to rule changes and court holdings.

New Hampshire Code of
Administrative Rules Annotated
Keep abreast of the latest regulatory
changes with the only compilation of
New Hampshire administrative rules that
contains the complete, annotated text
of the rules. This convenient, one-stop
resource provides:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

1 volume, softbound, updated semiannually, replaced annually,
Pub. #45810, ISBN 9781422465462
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168929

New Hampshire Revised Statutes
Advance Code Service
PRINT •

Pub. #45810, ISBN 9781422489130

New Hampshire Revised Statutes
Advance Legislative Service
PRINT • Pamphlets, issued 4 times per year, Pub. #45646,
ISBN 9780327111139
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ƦƦ

ƦƦ

 nnotated full text of the rules from
A
26 agencies
Annotations to judicial decisions,
attorney general opinions and agency
declaratory rulings
Amendment notes describing changes
to the rules with the dates they will
take effect
Table of expiration dates of rules

PRINT • 5 volumes, softbound, updated
semiannually, replaced annually, Pub. #45675,
ISBN 97814224585422

New Hampshire Reports
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #45750,
ISBN 9780327135975

New Hampshire

Code of New Hampshire Rules
This essential legal resource for practicing in the Granite State lists
the administrative rules and regulations of more than 150 state
departments and agencies. Administrative codes are fully codified
and easy to update. Includes a comprehensive subject index and
fully integrated amendments so you can quickly refer to the current
version of each regulation.
Whatever your legal work touches on—banking, insurance, education,
labor, environmental services, economic development, health
and human services, corrections, transportation, professional
licensure, public utilities, revenue and taxes, and more—you’ll find
the applicable rules quickly and easily. Convenient indexes help you
locate rules by subject, issuing agency, statute, and expiration date—
plus emergency and proposed rules.
PRINT •

New Hampshire Reports
Current Case Service
PRINT • 4 issues per year, softbound,
Pub. #45752, ISBN 9780327101727

New Hampshire
Government Register
PRINT • Register, issued monthly,
Pub. #49568, ISBN 9781422410608

Printed on demand, published monthly, Pub. #49549, ISBN 9781888178098

CRIMINAL LAW

New Hampshire Criminal Code
A convenient desktop reference reissued after each session of the
Legislature. Contains a thorough index, the official comments of the
Revision Commission, plus annotations of pertinent court decisions.
A table of updated laws and a comprehensive index make this
volume a basic reference for attorneys as well as law enforcement
and court personnel.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound,
Pub. #28885, ISBN 9781422455739

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #28817, ISBN 9781422498156

eISBN 9781579115319

EMPLOYMENT & LABOR LAW

Labor and Employment
in New Hampshire:
A Guide to Employment
Laws, Regulations &
Practices, 2nd Edition
Jeffrey L. Hirsch, Andrea K. Johnstone

Find the information you need at
a glance with this handy, expertly
organized and indexed desktop
guide to state and federal laws and
regulations governing all aspects of
the employer-employee relationship
in New Hampshire. This guide
includes coverage of topics like
hiring, termination and retirement.
Concise, to-the-point explanations
of relevant statutes, cases and
current practices make it a perfect
first-level research tool for general
practice attorneys, human resource
professionals and specialist labor and
employment lawyers.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #82070, ISBN 9780327049791
eBOOK •

New Hampshire
Fire Laws Annotated

eISBN 9781579118969

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

New Hampshire Practice Series:
Wills, Trusts and Gifts, 4th Edition
Charles A. DeGrandpre

Make your estate planning practice as productive as possible
with this one-volume treatise providing practitioners with
comprehensive coverage of wills, trusts and gifts as they
relate to trust, estate and probate law in New Hampshire.
This authoritative resource contains information on the
substantive law, current practice, and continuing trends. An
appendix of relevant forms and checklists is also included.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #82040,
ISBN 9780327162841

Volume 7 of New Hampshire Practice Series
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327171782

New Hampshire Practice Series:
Probate and Administration of Estates,
Trusts & Guardianships, 4th Edition
Charles A. DeGrandpre, William V.A. Zorn

Offers practical insight into probate court procedure and the
administration of estates, trusts and guardianships in New
Hampshire. Practitioners are provided access to the latest
information on statutory revisions to probate law and recent
decisions of the New Hampshire Supreme Court.
PRINT • 3 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #82040,
ISBN 9781422429679

Volumes 10-12 of New Hampshire Practice Series

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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GENERAL PRACTICE / LITIGATION

EVIDENCE

New Hampshire Evidence Manual,
4th Edition
Charles G. Douglas III

This practical guide gives New Hampshire
practitioners quick information on evidence
rules and procedures. The first part of the book
is a “how-to” guide for presenting evidence and
objections at trial. The second consists of the
complete and fully updated text of the Rules of
Evidence, practice commentary on each rule and
its operation, examples of the rule’s application
and reporter’s notes.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated annually,
Pub. #82031, ISBN 9780327110071
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327171829

New Hampshire Rules of
Evidence Deskbook
Edward J. Imwinkelried

This convenient deskbook copy of the rules
contains notes comparing the New Hampshire
rules to the Federal Rules of Evidence and to
current New Hampshire law; carefully prepared
and classified annotations of New Hampshire
Supreme Court decisions construing the rules;
detailed notes describing changes to the rules
as affected by orders of the new Hampshire
Supreme Court; and a comprehensive index.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #45660, ISBN 9781422469521
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422488560

FAMILY LAW

New Hampshire Practice Series:
Family Law, 3rd Edition
Charles G. Douglas III

An essential tool for anyone who practices in
the domestic relations arena, this two-volume
practice guide covers all aspects of family
law from premarital issues through marriage,
separation and divorce. It provides full coverage
of such topics as guardians ad litem, pension
law, military law affecting the family and new
federal statutes. These volumes contain many
useful forms, as well as sample pleadings, helpful
guidelines and checklists.
2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #82040, ISBN 9780327162339
PRINT •

Volumes 3 and 3A of New Hampshire Practice Series

New Hampshire Juvenile Laws
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #28809, ISBN 9781422469811
eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781422498118

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

New Hampshire
Practice Series
Currently comprised of 10 titles and a comprehensive
index, this series provides complete coverage of
selected areas of New Hampshire law. This Practice
Series is an essential working reference tool for
anyone practicing any aspect of New Hampshire law.
Set includes:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Civil Practice and Procedure (Volumes 4, 5 & 6)
full description on page 273
Criminal Practice and Procedure (Volumes 1, 2 & 2A)
Family Law (Volumes 3 & 3A) full description on
page 272
Land Use, Planning and Zoning (Volume 15)
full description on page 274
Local Government Law (Volumes 13, 14 & 14A)
full description in this section
Municipal Taxation and Road Law (Volume 16)
full description on page 273
Personal Injury: Tort and Insurance Practice
(Volumes 8 & 9) full description on page 273
Probate and Administration of Estates, Trusts and
Guardianships (Volumes 10, 11 & 12) full description
on page 271
Real Estate (Volume 17) full description on page 274
Wills, Trusts and Gifts (Volume 7) full description
on page 271

Includes consolidated index and tables.
PRINT • 17 volumes, hardbound plus softbound index and tables
volumes, with supplement, Pub. #82040, ISBN 9780880636797

New Hampshire Practice Series: Local
Government Law, 3rd Edition
Peter J. Loughlin

If you’re looking for a comprehensive and detailed
treatment of the law and practice relating to New
Hampshire cities, towns, public officials, records
and meetings, municipal powers and liabilities, and
elections—look no further. In addition to comprehensive
coverage of local government law in New Hampshire, this
three-volume set contains numerous relevant forms.
PRINT • 3 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #82040,
ISBN 9781422497272

Volumes 13, 14 and 14A of New Hampshire Practice Series

New Hampshire

New Hampshire Practice Series: Municipal Taxation and Road Law
Peter J. Loughlin

Address taxation and road questions with this compilation of all case law and statutes involving New
Hampshire municipal taxation and road law. This book provides public officials with the necessary
information to make decisions that will not be overturned in court. Attorneys who apply for tax abatements
and tax exemptions will benefit from the coverage of the appropriation and taxation process. The book
examines diverse road law topics, such as the definition, classification, regulation and maintenance of
roadways, problem areas of highway discontinuance, Class IV highways, and paper streets.
PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #82040, ISBN 9781422470633

Volume 16 of New Hampshire Practice Series

New Hampshire Civil Jury Instructions, 4th Edition
Daniel C. Pope, Editor

Critical to any attorney practicing before the New Hampshire courts, the Civil Jury Instructions cover such
areas of law as juror voir dire, negligence and causation, comparative fault, collateral sources, informed
consent in medical malpractice actions, and much more. The jury instructions are readily adaptable
by courts to instruct juries, as well as by attorneys to propose to the courts. Instructions are organized
numerically so they are easy to use. Additionally, use notes and sources include explanations of the
instructions as well as references and explanations of relevant cases and statutes.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #82026, ISBN 9780250407668

eISBN 9780327171799

New Hampshire Practice Series: Wiebusch on New Hampshire Civil Practice
and Procedure, 3rd Edition
This indispensable resource remains the only treatise offering comprehensive treatment of all aspects of
New Hampshire civil practice and procedure, beginning with commencement of a civil action, proceeding
through trial, and concluding with appellate review. Among other topics, it provides a thorough analysis
of arbitration, equity proceedings, administrative agency proceedings, alternative dispute resolution and
discovery of electronically stored information. It also contains numerous sample forms and pleadings.
PRINT •

3 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #82040, ISBN 97814224812674

Volumes 4 – 6 of New Hampshire Practice Series

HEALTH CARE

PERSONAL INJURY & TORT LAW

New Hampshire Statutes Pertaining to
Health and Human Services

New Hampshire Practice
Series: Personal Injury: Tort and
Insurance Practice, 3rd Edition

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #28819,
ISBN 9780769847641
eBOOK •

Richard B. McNamara

eISBN 9781579115326

LAW ENFORCEMENT

New Hampshire Selected Motor Vehicle,
Boating and Related Laws Annotated
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM, Pub. #28813,
ISBN 9781422498125
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115302

New Hampshire Criminal Code
with CD-ROM and New Hampshire
Selected Motor Vehicle, Boating
and Related Laws Annotated

Resolve cases more efficiently with this
comprehensive edition of a trusted New
Hampshire resource. This book provides a
thorough analysis of recovery for personal
injuries in tort and insurance cases. Topics
include liability of health care providers,
products liability, damages, uninsured
motorists and settlements.
The appendix contains sample auto
and homeowner policies, as well as a
table of cases, a table of statutes and a
helpful index.
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #82040, ISBN 9780327163138

Volumes 8 - 9 of New Hampshire Practice Series

PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound, with companion CD-ROM,
Pub. #28808, ISBN 9781422498132

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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REAL ESTATE LAW

New Hampshire Practice Series: Land Use Planning & Zoning, 4th Edition
Peter J. Loughlin

Make the right decisions and avoid costly errors with this veritable “bible” on land use planning and zoning in
New Hampshire. Municipal officials will benefit from four detailed sections dealing with zoning, zoning boards
of adjustment, planning boards and other controls affecting land use.
This treatise covers nearly every issue that public officials face on a daily basis, from zoning enforcement and
subdivision control to historic district controls and wetlands protection. As an applicant’s attorney, optimize
your representation by knowing how the public entities operate and how the courts have ruled.
PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #82040, ISBN 9781422481400

Volume 15 of New Hampshire Practice Series

New Hampshire Practice Series: Real Estate
Charles Szypszak

Discusses the legal issues that arise in real estate ownership and conveyance, with a focus on the purchase
and sale of real property. Its numerous citations to statutory law and case law, as well as knowledgeable
commentary written from a practitioner’s point of view, make this treatise an invaluable resource. It
begins with a discussion of the history of real estate ownership in the state of New Hampshire. Coverage
includes brokerage issues; conveyances; mortgages and foreclosures; deeds; title recording and title
insurance issues; servitudes, easements and adverse possession; commercial and residential leases; and
quieting title.
PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #82040, ISBN 9780327162667

Volume 17 of New Hampshire Practice Series
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168904

New Hampshire Landlord and Tenant Law Annotated
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #28811, ISBN 9780769847122

eISBN 9781579115289

New Hampshire Planning and Land Use Regulations
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, with companion CD-ROM, Pub. #28821, ISBN 9781422498187

eISBN 9781579115333

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

New Hampshire Workers’ Compensation Manual, 3rd Edition
Paul L. Salafa, Donna M. Daneke

Gain quick access to the history, statutory requirements, judicial interpretation and procedure of workers’
compensation law in New Hampshire with this complete handbook. It features appendices containing
the complete text of the New Hampshire Workers’ Compensation Law, RSA 281-A, a table of comparative
sections of former RSA 281, selected rules of the Department of Labor, all applicable departmental forms
and a table of citations to statutes and rules.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #82065, ISBN 9780327110118

eISBN 9781579118495
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New Jersey

New Jersey
PRIMARY LAW

New Jersey Administrative Code
Turn to the official code whenever you’re researching New Jersey
regulations. LexisNexis is the exclusive and official print publisher
of New Jersey Administrative Code, the state’s publication of
regulations and your up-to-date source for the most reliable
compilation of administrative rules promulgated by New Jersey
state agencies.
Covering all 27 titles and arranged sequentially by title, this
essential primary law source also features:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Case and amendment notes expertly prepared by the LexisNexis
editorial staff in conjunction with the New Jersey Office
of Administrative Law
History and authority lines provided by the State Office of Administrative Law
Additional materials including Executive Orders, Definitions & Tables
PRINT •

38 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice monthly, Pub. #48190, ISBN 9780820565965

OFFICIA

L

New Jersey Register
Get the latest official updates to New Jersey regulatory actions delivered to your fingertips with this twicea-month service. LexisNexis is the official publisher of the New Jersey Register, which contains all proposed
and adopted changes to New Jersey administrative rules and is also a timely source for public notices,
Executive Orders and rulemaking calendars.
PRINT •

Pamphlet, updated twice monthly, Pub. #48530, ISBN 9780820566313

LexisNexis New Jersey Court Rules Annotated
William C. Bochet, Mark E. Duckstein

Provides the complete text of New Jersey civil and criminal court rules, from pretrial motions through trial
and appeal, plus court administration and professional conduct codes. Practice timetables, more than
1,900 expert practice tips and more than 2,200 case annotations explain the rules governing civil and
criminal practice in New Jersey trial courts, the Appellate Division and the Supreme Court, Family and
Special Civil parts, municipal and tax courts.
PRINT •

2 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01461, ISBN 9781422498583

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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New Jersey

PRACTICE GUIDES

LexisNexis® New Jersey Practice Guides
With their easy-to-navigate tables of contents, concise
on-point writing and superior integration of relevant
materials, LexisNexis New Jersey Practice Guides provide
an excellent source to help you find answers for questions
about New Jersey practice.
Each title updated volume is packed with case-building
features that include “how to” insights drawn from years of
New Jersey practice experience; handy checklists that make
sure you don’t overlook key considerations or procedural
steps; practice tips that include warnings, alerts, strategic
points and exceptions; and online integration with pertinent
New Jersey and federal resources available at lexis.com.

LexisNexis Practice Guide:
New Jersey Trial, Post-Trial and
Appellate Proceedings

LexisNexis Practice Guide:
New Jersey Pretrial Practice

Marguerite T. Simon, Lawrence M. Simon, General
Editors

Answer all kinds of questions that arise in New
Jersey civil pretrial practice with the clear,
concise information you’ll find in this authoritative
volume. Coverage includes dismissal for lack
of prosecution; default and default judgments;
sanctions; summary judgments; interlocutory
appeals; arbitration and mediation; settlement;
offers of judgment; and so much more—plus over
45 checklists, 189 practice tips and 150 forms
(available online).

Be at your best in trial, post-trial, and appellate
proceedings with expert guidance from seasoned
New Jersey trial lawyers along with 140+ practice
tips, 68 checklists and 80 forms (available online).
Covering topics including jury charges, bench
trial, opening statements, burdens of proof, trial
motions, expert witnesses, summations and
bringing appeals, this publication will help you
smartly navigate every step.
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01451,
ISBN 9781422488201
PRINT •

eBOOK •

Mark R. Vespole

Get lucid legal analysis together with the stepby-step guidance needed to manage the New
Jersey discovery process most effectively.
Topically organized, this single-volume guide
covers interrogatories, depositions, experts,
motion practice, electronic discovery and
much more. More than 50 checklists, over 100
practice tips and references to over 200 forms
(available online) help you save time and avoid
costly missteps.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01444,
ISBN 9780769847580
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PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01445,
ISBN 9781422485842
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112677

eISBN 9781579114756

LexisNexis Practice Guide:
New Jersey Civil Discovery

eBOOK •

Robert B. Hille, Mark R. Vespole

eISBN 9781579118709
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LexisNexis Practice Guide:
New Jersey Pleadings
Robert B. Hille

Here’s fast, expert guidance to help you begin
a New Jersey action; draft and file a complaint;
manage joinder, intervention and interpleader;
file responsive pleadings, motions in lieu of
answer and other preliminary motions; file and
serve amended and supplemental pleadings;
conduct special proceedings, and more. Over
60 checklists, 175 practice tips and 250 forms
(available online) help keep you on target.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01446,
ISBN 9781422479971
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115654

New Jersey

LexisNexis Practice Guide:
New Jersey Personal Injury Litigation

LexisNexis Practice Guide:
New Jersey Elder Law

Barry A. Knopf, General Editor

Linda Ershow-Levenberg, Peggy Sheahan Knee

Find clear analysis of the steps necessary to litigate
actions central to New Jersey personal injury practice
including: medical malpractice, motor vehicle negligence,
premises liability, product liability, toxic torts, professional
liability and government liability. Expert guidance plus over
80 checklists, 150 practice tips and 100 forms (available
online) help ensure that you don’t overlook anything.

Get help coordinating the many
intertwining areas of New Jersey and
federal law that may affect your elder
law clients, including Medicaid eligibility,
Medicare, nursing homes, SSI, powers of
attorney, elder abuse and guardianships.
A wealth of how-to guidance, 75 taskoriented checklists, 250 practice tips,
125 forms (available online) and crossreferences to state and federal sources all
ensure you don’t overlook anything.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01447,
ISBN 9781422483312
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112974

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #01479, ISBN 9781422494448

New Jersey Practice Guide:
Criminal Procedure

eBOOK •

Alan Zegas, General Editor and lead author;
and a host of other contributors

From preparing a pretrial motion to navigating postsentencing procedure, you can turn to New Jersey
Practice Guide Criminal Procedure for authoritative
legal guidance distilled from years of criminal practice
experience in New Jersey, and the integrated practice
tools that will provide a return on your investment time
and again.
New Jersey Practice Guide Criminal Procedure helps you
transition from legal analysis to practical application.
Throughout the guide you will find:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

More than 120 Practice tips—strategic points, warnings,
timing issues, and exceptions, each clearly marked with
recognizable icons.
140 forms time-tested forms
45 Checklists that capture the essential aspects of
each task
Cross-references to authority, and discussions within
the various chapters
Concise, yet thorough explanations of civil practice
court rules, statutes and procedures—all in one place
PRINT •

eBOOK •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, Pub. #01622, ISBN 9781422478554

eISBN 9781579111557

LexisNexis Practice Guide:
New Jersey Insurance Litigation
Robert B. Hille, Mark R. Vespole

Tap the experience of two distinguished
New Jersey insurance law practitioners for
help analyzing, resolving or litigating issues
that arise at every stage of an insurance
coverage dispute. Practical and taskoriented, this guide covers both general
considerations and issues that arise in
specific areas, and features references
to state and federal legislation along
with 49 task-oriented checklists and 115
practice tips.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #01482, ISBN 9780769847184
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118341

LexisNexis Practice Guide:
New Jersey Probate and
Estate Administration
Peggy Sheahan Knee

eISBN 9780327169550

LexisNexis Practice Guide:
New Jersey Commercial Litigation
William C. Bochet, Daniel S. Eichhorn, Diana C. Manning,
Ira B. Marcus, Todd M. Sahner, Mark M. Tallmadge and the
law firm of Cole, Schotz, Meisel, Forman & Leonard, P.A.

This task-oriented guidebook helps you analyze, resolve
and/or litigate the issues that can arise at every stage of
a New Jersey commercial dispute, from questions of law
to evidentiary matters, procedure and strategy. You get
sure answers to questions about officers’ and directors’
liability, shareholder suits, restrictive covenants, business
and consumer fraud, and more—plus over 45 checklists
and 190 practice tips.

Get New Jersey–specific answers to
questions that arise in day-to-day
probate and estate administration
practice including those involving
contested proceedings in Superior Court,
construction of wills, ancillary probate,
accounting and transfer tax proceedings.
More than 50 checklists, over 130 practice
tips and references to over 250 forms
(available online) guide you through every
step of the process.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #01443, ISBN 9781422496985
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111540

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01496,
ISBN 9780769849591
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111571

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW

CSC® New Jersey Laws Governing
Business Entities

New Jersey Corporations and
Other Business Entities, 3rd Edition

This go-anywhere volume organizes all the New
Jersey business statutes and opinions you’ll need
to research the law, complete transactions with
confidence and provide advice that’s always
on target. It includes laws involving all types of
business entities and provides case annotations
to keep you current with the latest decisions, plus
ready-to-use transactional forms on CD-ROM.

John R. MacKay II

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #25400, ISBN 9781422488317

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #83000, ISBN 9780327163565

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169956

A practice guide to the legal issues related to the
formation, operation and dissolution of business
entities in New Jersey, this publication includes
professional service corporations, partnerships,
LPs, LLPs, LLCs, and S corporations and close
corporations. Numerous sample forms are
also included.

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168362

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Employment Litigation
in New Jersey

The Tri-State Employer®

Cynthia Jacobs, Editor-in-Chief

Jointly published with Littler Mendelson, this guide provides human
resources professionals, corporate counsel and other in-house
attorneys with a practical and extensive guide to state employment
and labor laws in New York, New Jersey and Connecticut. It
contains recent case law and legislative developments, practical
recommendations and essential tools for HR professionals.

2 volumes, loose-leaf,
updated annually, Pub. #01321,
ISBN 9780820558059
PRINT •

Littler Mendelson, P.C.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, with CD-ROM, Pub. #25900,
ISBN 9781422487747

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

New Jersey Estate Planning, Will Drafting & Estate Administration Forms
Alvin G. Martin, Robert D. Borteck, Richard D. Sanders
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, with forms CD-ROM, Pub. #82096, ISBN 9780327131724

eISBN 9781579119133

FAMILY LAW

New Jersey Family Law, 2nd Edition
Alan M. Grosman, Cary B. Cheifetz

Stay sharp on all aspects of New Jersey family law with
this authoritative guide at your fingertips. You get detailed
treatment of this always-changing field, including grounds
for divorce and annulment, equitable distribution of marital
property, pre-marital and property settlement agreements,
adoption, domestic violence, alimony and child support,
custody and the Uniform Interstate Family Support Act
(UIFSA).
Indispensable whether you’re a general practitioner or a
matrimonial attorney, the volume also covers discovery,
trials, pre-trial and post-trial motion practice and features
expanded discussions of mediation, arbitration and
equitable distribution, and the creation and dissolution of
civil unions. Nearly 90 time-saving matrimonial forms have
been added to the existing collection.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement and forms on CD-ROM,
Pub. #68870, ISBN 9781422475638
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GENERAL PRACTICE

ALL-STATE LEGAL® Forms—
New Jersey, CD-ROM
Produce crisp New Jersey forms fast
with this work-saving, user-friendly
program. It provides over 380 signatureready legal documents covering a
full range of business law, estates,
family law, litigation, real estate and
workers’ compensation needs. A handy
“find” feature lets you locate any
form by simply typing in a keyword or
form number.
CD-ROM • Single user, updated annually,
Pub. #02547, ISBN 9780820546575

New Jersey

New Jersey Evidence
Courtroom Manual

New Jersey Real Estate Forms

Glen Weissenberger

Provides a wide variety of forms covering residential, commercial
and construction real estate transactions. These include both
attorney-drafted forms and preprinted forms prepared by legal
organizations and commercial suppliers. Covers brokerage
agreements, sales agreements, closing documents, improvements
to real property, easements, financing, creditor’s remedies and
security agreements.

Designed specifically for
courtroom use, this trial-tested
guide provides fast answers to the
New Jersey evidentiary questions
that arise in court and guides
you to underlying authorities
and secondary sources. With its
coverage of statutory and case
law, authoritative commentary,
examples, practice tips and more,
this indispensable tool will help you
prepare and argue the strongest
case possible.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced
annually, Pub. #04391, ISBN 9781422488218
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113117

New Jersey
Evidentiary Foundations
Mark P. Denbeaux, Jack Arseneault,
Edward J. Imwinkelried
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound,
Pub. #61180, ISBN 9781558342224

David S. Gordon, Robert C. Schachter, Charles Applebaum, Daniel Pope

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, with companion forms CD-ROM,
Pub. #82114, ISBN 9780327124757

New Jersey Transaction Guide
E. Judson Jennings, Christopher H. Clancy, original authors and
consulting editors; updates by Diane E. Baker

From business incorporations and commercial contracts to
prenups and wills, this comprehensive one-stop source gives
you step-by-step procedures and forms for virtually every civil,
non-litigation-oriented transaction encountered in New Jersey
general practice.
Organized into five units—Business Entities, Commercial
Transactions, Real Estate Transactions, Personal Transactions,
and Estate Planning—this authoritative timesaver features
checklists, summaries of state and federal law, chapter scope
notes, research guides compiling sources for further reference
and practice guides that outlines the steps needed to complete
transactions. Hundreds of practice-tested forms include expert
commentary to ensure accuracy and guide you every step of
the way.
PRINT • 14 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice a year, Pub. #00491,
ISBN 9780820514918

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Corrections Code of New Jersey, 12th Edition
Includes the full text of Title 10A of the New Jersey Administrative Code—Department of Corrections. This
publication covers all aspects of correctional procedure in New Jersey, from general operation and fiscal
management to inmates’ rights and use of force. You’ll also find selected topical provisions from the New
Jersey statutes
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, updated annually, Pub. #36787, ISBN 9781422497746

eISBN 9780327170273

Criminal Justice Code of New Jersey
Contains selected subtitles from Title 2A (Administration of Civil and Criminal
Justice) and all of Title 2C (the New Jersey Code of Criminal Justice), as well
as selected statutes and court rules—making it the essential desk reference for
attorneys and law enforcement officials.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #36775, ISBN 9781422489574

eISBN 9781579117375

Motor Vehicle and Traffic Laws of
New Jersey

New Jersey Criminal Law and Motor
Vehicle Handbook

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #36785,
ISBN 9781422489550

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #36781, ISBN 9781422489567

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117382

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117399

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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New Jersey Criminal Law and Motor Vehicle Field Guide
Harold Weisblatt
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, spiral bound, replaced annually, Pub. #36330, ISBN 9781422489581

eISBN 9781579117351

New Jersey Law Enforcement Handbook
Larry E. Holtz

Analyzes court decisions through a question-and-answer format, this publication provides case law analysis
of selected parts of the Criminal Law, Title 2C, and the Motor Vehicle and Traffic Laws, Title 39; case law
analysis for drug enforcement agents; Fire Scenes and Arson Investigation; practice questions and answers;
and the complete text of the Attorney General Law Enforcement Guidelines (with commentary). It includes:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Law of Arrest
Search Warrants
Exceptions to the Warrant Requirement
Investigative Detentions (Stop & Frisk)
PRINT •

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Interviews, Confessions and Miranda
Eyewitness Identification; Rights to Counsel &
Confrontation
Law Enforcement Liability

3 volumes, softbound with CD-ROM, updated annually, Pub. #75064, ISBN 9780769849966

New Mexico
PRIMARY LAW

Michie’s New Mexico
Statutes Annotated
The single source for annotated New Mexico primary law,
Michie’s New Mexico Statutes Annotated captures all 77
chapters of the New Mexico statutes. It brings you case
notes and state and federal cases arising in New Mexico.
Attorneys across the state depend on this authoritative
text for:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

The Constitution of New Mexico and the federal
Constitution, both fully annotated
Michie’s Annotated Rules of New Mexico
Notes from Attorney General Opinions, law review articles and editors’
notes explaining statutory issues
One convenient volume containing the full index
Cumulative supplements published annually

LexisNexis also publishes the Advance Code Service three times per year available separately.
PRINT •
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29 volumes, hardbound, with tables and index, with supplement, Pub. #48000, ISBN 9780327046257

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

New Mexico

Michie’s Annotated Rules of New Mexico
Covers civil, criminal, appellate, evidence, children’s, professional and judicial rules, as well as jury
instructions and federal rules.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

4 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #46098, ISBN 9781422465806

eISBN 9780327168188

Michie’s Annotated Statutes of New Mexico—Advanced Code Service
This resource provides annotations to the most current case law and updates the New Mexico court rules
with new or amended rules. It also contains notes to decisions from state and federal courts and from law

review articles and comments. The third ACS each year includes all of the appropriate materials from
the latest legislative session.
PRINT •

1 volume, pamphlet, published 3 times per year, Pub. #46076, ISBN 9780327045410

New Mexico Administrative Code—Code of New Mexico Rules
Arranged sequentially by title, the New Mexico Administrative Code—Code of New Mexico Rules is the
complete collection of New Mexico’s administrative rules and the only complete print edition of the
rules available.
PRINT •

19 volumes, loose-leaf, updated monthly, Pub. #49550, ISBN 978192858620

Each volume is also available for individual purchase.

New Mexico Administrative Code—Guide to New Mexico Rules
Included with the New Mexico Administrative Code set or available separately, the Guide to New Mexico
Rules is a collection of indexes intended to direct users quickly and efficiently to relevant New Mexico
administrative rules.
PRINT •

Printed on demand, pamphlets, Pub. #49550, ISBN 006416301007

LAW ENFORCEMENT

New Mexico Criminal and Traffic Law Manual
Offers fingertip access to criminal law and procedure, motor vehicle and traffic laws, and many related
statutes. In one concise volume, you will have the statutes that law enforcement professionals and trial
attorneys need most often.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #29402, ISBN 9781422489673

eISBN 9781579117788

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

New Mexico Workers’ Compensation Laws and Regulations
This publication is an ideal reference to New Mexico workers’ compensation law. Comprehensively
annotated and indexed, New Mexico Workers’ Compensation Laws and Regulations allows you to access
all the statutes and regulations you’ll need in this area of the law in one comprehensive research volume.
The book includes a contact list for the Workers’ Compensation Administration and a directory of other
resources, making it ideal for research in the office and for quick references at meetings.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #29413, ISBN 9781422497401

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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New York

New York
PRIMARY LAW

New York Consolidated Laws Service
If you practice in New York, access to complete, up-to-date,
authoritative New York primary law is key. This extensive set
contains all the Consolidated Laws of New York, following
the official arrangement, along with the Constitutions of
the United States and the state of New York, selected
Unconsolidated Laws, and the major Court Acts and Rules. It’s the
best choice for New York statutory research with features including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Fully certified, fully annotated statutory text
Comprehensive index, replaced annually
Legal, business, pleading and practice forms
integrated with the statutes
Fully annotated cumulative supplements
published annually

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Annotations based on all New York cases and
federal cases arising in New York, Attorney General
Opinions, and opinions of the State Comptroller,
the State Education Department and other
selected state agencies
All case citations Shepardized for accuracy
Selected annotated court rules

We also publish monthly during the regular session of the legislature, an Advance Legislative Service
(ALS), which gives you the latest session laws as they are passed.
PRINT •

190 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #40805, ISBN 9780327106661

LexisNexis® New York
Court Rules Annotated
Changes to procedures governing New York litigation
practice are being increasingly implemented by court
rule rather than legislative amendment. Now more
than ever, your success as a litigator is dependent on
your understanding of the rules. This key resource
puts the latest rules of practice and procedure at your
fingertips, with a set of annotated court rules that will
be an indispensable part of your litigation practice and
an invaluable complement to the CPLR. Its annotations
will help you use rules effectively and identify every
available case-improving opportunity.
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Trial and Appellate Court Rules—Uniform Trial Court
Rules, Rules of the Appellate Divisions, Rules of the
Court of Appeals—and Index
Court Administration and Legal Practice Rules—
Standards and Administrative Policies, Rules of
Professional Conduct, State Board of Law Examiners,
State Commission on Judicial Conduct Rules, State
Reporter Rules, County Court Rules, and more

PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #41231,
ISBN 9781422488287
eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781579119522

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

New York Consolidated Laws
Quarterly Update Service
Timely updates to the New York
Consolidated Laws Service are vital,
and this title offers the most recently
enacted statutes and case notes, along
with updated law review articles, federal
aspects and new NYCRR references.
PRINT • Pamphlet, updated 4 times per year,
Pub. #57255, ISBN 9780327112242

New York Fire Laws
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #30717, ISBN 9781422487525

State of New York
Election Laws
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #36026, ISBN 9781422471999

New York

New York Colorbooks
These New York legislative portable references
provide quick access to up-to-date selected
statutes and rules and they include timetables and
court directories. Each volume is replaced annually.

New York Commercial Law
(Goldbook)

New York Criminal Statutes and Rules
(Graybook)

Here you’ll find the full text of the New
York Uniform Commercial Code—with New
York Annotations and Official Comments—
and New York General Obligations Law.
Amendment notes are included for each
statute. This title also features an overview
of U.C.C. Articles 3 and 9, a complete list of
county clerks and a Topical Index.

Features the complete New York Criminal Procedure
Law and Penal Law, and related criminal provisions
of the Correction Law, Executive Law, Judiciary Law,
Public Health Law, and Vehicle and Traffic Law—with
amendment notes. The Graybook also includes a
Table of Amendments, selected court rules, outline for
sentencing and pleas, court directory and Topical Index.

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #00751, ISBN 9781422497487
PRINT •

eBOOK •

This is a one-stop New York business
entities primary law sourcebook, which
contains the complete New York Business
Corporation Law, Limited Liability Company
Law and Not-for-Profit Corporation Law,
with amendment notes. In addition, this
resource includes selected provisions
of related statutes pertaining to tax,
securities, construction, and franchising.
Features include a Table of Amendments
and a Topical Index.
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #00811, ISBN 9781422496961
PRINT •

eISBN 9781579111076

New York Civil Practice Law and
Rules (Redbook)
This title includes the full text of New
York Civil Practice Law and Rules with
amendment notes, the Uniform Rules for
the New York State Trial Courts (Supreme
Court and County Court) and selected
provisions of related statutes. It also
includes a Table of CPLR Amendments
with explanatory notes, CPLR Timetable,
a Court Directory and a detailed
index. Also includes the new Rules of
Professional Conduct.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #00076, ISBN 9781422497517
eBOOK •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422486047

eISBN 9781579111410

New York Corporation Law
(Whitebook)

eBOOK •

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00459,
ISBN 9781422497500

eISBN 9781422486139

New York Family Law Statutes
(Yellowbook)
This volume gives you the complete text of New York
Domestic Relations Law, Family Court Act (with related
court rules) and Social Services Law. Amendment notes
are provided for each statute. Key features include a
Table of Amendments, Family Law Timetable, New York
Court Directory and Topical Index.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00277,
ISBN 9781422497497
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110956

New York Landlord-Tenant Law (Tanbook)
Ralph M. Gerstein, Eileen O’Toole

This is a compilation of the statutory and regulatory
provisions governing landlord-tenant matters in New
York State. It also includes relevant local laws from New
York City, Albany, and Rochester. Many of the laws or
regulations are preceded by commentary highlighting
the key provisions dealing with issues most frequently
encountered by practitioners.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00795,
ISBN 9781422496978
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110963

New York Real Property Law (Bluebook)
Includes the complete Real Property Law and the Real
Property Actions and Proceedings Law, and selected
provisions of related statutes, with amendment notes. It
also includes a Table of Amendments with explanatory
notes, Real Property Timetable, updated New York Court
Directory and Topical Index.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00798,
ISBN 9781422496992
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110970

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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New York

New York Surrogate’s Court (Greenbook)
Get the full text of Surrogate’s Court Procedure Act (SCPA); Estates, Powers and Trusts Law (EPTL); New
York Tax Law Article 26 (estate tax); Mental Hygiene Law Article 81 (guardianships); General Obligations
Law Article 5, Title 15 (powers of attorney); and Public Health Law Articles 29-B (orders not to resuscitate,
29-C (health care agents and proxies), and 43 (anatomical gifts). In addition, this volume contains all of the
Uniform Rules for Surrogate’s Court (22 NYCRR Part 207, rules regarding practice in the court), and related
Rules, Official Forms, including a detailed Surrogate’s Court Checklist, and a Surrogate’s Court Directory and
a Topical Index.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00781, ISBN 9781422497470

eISBN 9781579111014

LexisNexis AnswerGuide™ Titles
Handle New York legal research tasks faster and more
efficiently with LexisNexis AnswerGuide titles. Available
in print and online, these single-volume resources
combine practical answers with cites to case law,
cross references to statutory and analytical content,
practice checklists, practice pointers and sample
lexis.com® searches. Ideal for seasoned practitioners,
new associates and paralegals alike. Each volume is replaced annually.
PRINT •

9 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01477, ISBN 9781422411803

Volumes available individually.

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York Business Entities
Steven R. Gersz

Covers important business law topics, including selecting, forming, operating and dissolving a business
entity, acquiring licenses and permits, buying, selling and valuing a business, and identifying conflicts of
interest and ethical issues when representing multi-party entities. It includes 90 detailed, task-oriented
checklists and more than 200 practice pointers.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01339, ISBN 9781422494479

eISBN 9781579111939

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York Civil Disclosure
David Paul Horowitz

You can benefit from New York-specific answers to questions that arise during disclosure with this volume,
which covers each stage of the disclosure process, combining analysis of the CPLR and related statutes,
court rules and case law with a subject matter expert’s practical guidance on the conduct of effective
disclosure. Topically organized, it includes 65 detailed, task-oriented checklists and 170 practice pointers to
ensure best practices and avoidance of potential practice pitfalls.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01338, ISBN 9781422488195

eISBN 9781579111922

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York Civil Litigation
David L. Ferstendig

Get New York-specific answers to questions that arise in day-to-day practice with this resource, which
offers valuable insights, prepared by a subject matter expert and active New York practitioner. It covers
important topics related to civil litigation, including initial pleadings, jurisdiction, statutes of limitations and
venue and includes 90 detailed, task-oriented checklists and more than 150 practice pointers.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01282, ISBN 9781422488188

eISBN 9781422486160

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

New York

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™
New York Criminal Procedure

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™
New York Negligence

Hon. Barry Kamins, Warren J. Murray

Rhonda E. Kay

This volume provides answers to questions that
arise in day-to-day pretrial criminal practice.
It covers important topics related to criminal
procedure, including all aspects of the preparation
for the defense or prosecution of a criminal
case, including: arraignment, bail, guilty pleas,
jurisdiction of criminal courts, search and seizure,
grand jury and pretrial motions. The topically
organized, one-volume publication includes 55
detailed task-oriented checklists and over 200
practice pointers highlighting both defense and
prosecution perspectives.

A practical, concise guide focusing on the key
legal and procedural issues that arise in six of the
major classes of cases handled by the New York
negligence practitioner: motor vehicle accidents,
premises liability, construction accidents,
products liability, governmental liability and
medical malpractice. Additionally, this portable
publication offers valuable practical insights
developed by a seasoned negligence practitioner
into the nuances of negligence practice in New
York and more than 40 detailed, task-oriented
checklists and more than 200 practice pointers.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01340,
ISBN 9781422497418

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01350,
ISBN 9781422496862

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114749

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422480113

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™
New York Family Court Proceedings

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™
New York Real Property

Joseph R. Carrieri

Karl B. Holtzschue, with upstate commentary
by John E. Blyth

Offers valuable insights prepared by a subject
matter expert and active New York practitioner
for dedicated family court lawyers, trial lawyers,
civil practitioners, new associates and paralegals.
It covers important topics related to family
court proceedings, including initial pleadings,
jurisdiction, persons in need of supervision (PINS),
juvenile delinquency, child and spousal support
proceedings, paternity proceedings, termination
of parental rights, adoption proceedings, custody
and visitation proceedings, family offense
proceedings and child protective proceedings. It
includes over 90 detailed, task-oriented checklists
and more than 300 practice pointers.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01364,
ISBN 9781422497548
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111526

Offers answers to questions arising around
residential and commercial real estate
transactions. You’ll find guidance on purchase and
sale, leasing, and financing issues, along with 65
task-based checklists and more than 400 practice
pointers. This topically organized, portable tool
provides on-point answers in the planning phase,
at the office, when dealing with lenders, during
closing, or in court.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01342,
ISBN 9781422497005
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110987

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™
New York Surrogate’s Court
Joshua S. Rubenstein

LexisNexis AnswerGuide™
New York Matrimonial Actions
®

Gary H. Tabat

The ideal accessible resource for dedicated
matrimonial lawyers, trial lawyers, civil
practitioners, new associates and paralegals. It
covers important topics related to matrimonial
actions, including jurisdiction, grounds, interim
relief, disclosure, valuation, equitable distribution,
custody and visitation, spousal and child support,
and enforcement of orders and judgments. It
includes 65 detailed, task-oriented checklists and
more than 200 practice pointers.

Get expert insight into the unique procedural
requirements of the Surrogate’s Court written by
a practitioner with more than 25 years experience
in pre- and post-mortem estates practice
and covers the full range of estates-related issues
governed by the Surrogate’s Court Procedure
Act (SCPA) and the Civil Practice Law and Rules
(CPLR). Includes 77 task-oriented checklists and
170 practice pointers to ensure best practices.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01346,
ISBN 9781422497555
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115609

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01337,
ISBN 9781422497463
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114732
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New York

BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW

White, New York Business Entities, 14th Edition
Steven R. Gersz, General Editor

Want expert guidance on setting up, running and terminating businesses in New York, plus important
information about tax issues? In this set, you get section-by-section analysis of each provision of New
York’s Business Corporation Law, Limited Liability Company Law, Not-for-Profit Corporation Law, and
Partnership Law. And it’s paired with the full text of each statutory section, detailed legislative history, and
cross-references to related sources to create the most comprehensive treatise available on New York’s
business laws. You also get a wealth of practical guidance, and many sections are amplified by relevant
sample forms, agreements, specific clauses, and pleadings. The forms, which are grouped together for
quick, easy access, include:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Certificates of incorporation; certificates
of registration
Operating agreements; articles of organization;
corporate by-laws
Notice of annual meetings; meeting minutes;
proxies; voting rights; voting trust agreements;
quorum requirements

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Provisions for removal of directors; partnership
interest assignments
Certificates of amendment; plans of merger
Petitions for dissolution; partnership
dissolution agreements

This unique combination of analysis, primary source and forms has become the accepted authority on
New York business entities.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

9 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00812, ISBN 9780820569727

eISBN 9780327170822

CSC® New York Laws Governing
Business Entities Annotated
This fully annotated set helps you to
conduct research more effectively, complete
transactions more efficiently and better
advise your clients. You can access the most
important business entity laws easily; pinpoint
statutory changes quickly with Blackline
Amended Notes; identify new case annotations
with the Table of New Annotations and change
bars; gain insight with Historical Legislative
and Judicial Analyses prepared by New York
business law experts; find required fees quickly
with the Publication and Fee Tables; and access
a comprehensive set of forms.
PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound, with companion
CD-ROM, replaced twice per year, Pub. #25570,
Spring ISBN 9781422486030
Fall ISBN 9781422488311

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™
New York Business Entities
Steven R. Gersz
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #01339, ISBN 9781422494479
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111939

New York Commercial Law
(Goldbook)
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #00751, ISBN 9781422497487
PRINT •

eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781579111410

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

New York Corporation Law (Whitebook)
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00811,
ISBN 9781422496961
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111076

New York Nonprofit Law and Practice:
with Tax Analysis, 2nd Edition
Victoria B. Bjorklund, James J. Fishman, Daniel L. Kurtz

Look no further for guidance on New York’s nonprofit
sector. This indispensable reference will help
answer your questions about New York not-forprofit corporations. Topics include the nonprofit
organization and operation, corporate governance,
tax analysis, resources and checklists.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #62546,
ISBN 9781422418161
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112264

New York Practice Guide:
Business and Commercial
Various contributing authors

Benefit from step-by-step guidance on selecting,
forming, managing, and dissolving a New York
business entity, through a combination of analysis,
practical advice, forms, and references to more indepth research. It includes coverage of the impact
of the UCC on business entities but also addresses
broader business obligations of business entities.
PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00517,
ISBN 9780820515175
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117467

New York

CIVIL PRACTICE & PROCEDURE

New York Civil Practice:
CPLR (Weinstein, Korn and Miller),
2nd Edition
Jack B. Weinstein, Harold L. Korn, Arthur R. Miller original authors;
David L. Ferstendig, General Editor

Recognized by the courts and the market as the authority on New York
civil practice for more than 40 years, this treatise has made the analysis
of eminent experts easily accessible and relevant. It captures the latest
trends in case and statutory law and serves as the exhaustive source for
research on New York civil practice. Modernized and enhanced for easier use, it features:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Expert authors’ commentary that provides unique
insight into development of case and statutory law
Organization—by statute—that emphasizes
the most current legal developments and
deemphasizes old law
Procedural Context paragraphs, which describe
each CPLR section’s interrelationship with other
statutes and the New York court rules, cross-refer
to related CPLR sections, and explain significant
recent amendments
PRINT •

eBOOK •

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

A Reference Appendix in each chapter that
highlights related materials, including New York
court rules, law review articles, references
to key forms in Bender’s Forms for the Civil
Practice: CPLR, and citations to federal
practice counterparts
Introduction chapter provides an overview of
coverage and suggestions on how to use this
treatise in print and online

16 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00805, ISBN 9780820563602

eISBN 9781422486146

Bender’s Forms for the
Civil Practice

Bender’s Forms for the Consolidated Laws
of New York

This definitive work is
acknowledged as the civil practice
forms leader. You’ll find courttested forms for virtually every
circumstance or fact pattern you’ll
encounter in your daily practice. It
provides a full array of forms for:
Civil litigation
Real property
Family Court proceedings
Surrogate’s Court
Pleadings relevant to municipal
law and no-fault insurance law

An unrivaled source for New York practitioners for over 65 years,
this set gives you:

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

PRINT • 40 volumes, loose-leaf,
updated 6 times per year, Pub. #00075,
ISBN 9780820510750

ƦƦ

Thousands of annotated forms, with full text of actionable New
York statutes and leading case citations
Litigation forms to use in drafting pleadings, motions,
judgments and other papers for actions, special and
administrative proceedings
Full range of legal instruments, including wills, trusts,
deeds, contracts, leases, assignments, mortgages and
other documents
Official forms, departmental forms and other forms
promulgated by administrative agencies

A partial list of the laws covered by Bender’s Forms for the
Consolidated Laws of New York includes: Arts and Cultural
Affairs Law; Banking Law; Benevolent Orders Law; Criminal
Procedure Law; Domestic Relations Law; Education Law; Election
Law; Eminent Domain Procedure Law; Employers Liability Law;
Energy Law; Environmental Conservation Law; Not-for-profit
Corporation Law; Penal Law; Personal Property Law; Private
Housing Finance Law; Public Authorities Law; Public Buildings Law;
Public Health Law; Public Housing Law; Public Lands Law; Public
Officers Law; Public Service Law; Real Property Law and Uniform
Commercial Code.
PRINT • 54 volumes, hardbound, with current supplement, Pub. #00070,
ISBN 9780820510705
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NY CLS Desk Edition—Civil Practice Annual
Publisher’s Editorial Staff; Practice Insights authored by New York practitioners

This volume offers the familiar content from New York Civil Practice Annual Blackbook. It includes the
Annual Table of Amendments, a New York Court System chart, Civil Practice Law and Rules, Domestic
Relations Law, Real Property Actions and Proceedings law, State Administrative Procedure Act, Surrogate’s
Court Procedure Act, Court of Claims Act, Family Court Act, New York City Civil Court Act, Uniform City,
District and Justice Court Acts, and Court Directory. This resource has been enhanced to include all of this
information plus expanded case annotations and Practice Insights from active New York practitioners. It
also includes the new Rules of Professional Conduct.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, hardbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00205, ISBN 9781422497562

eISBN 9781422486153

New York Civil Practice
Laws & Rules Handbook

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™
New York Civil Disclosure

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #69132,
ISBN 9781422482377

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01338,
ISBN 9781422488195

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118792

eBOOK •

New York Standard Civil
Practice Deskbook

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™
New York Surrogate’s Court

Rely on this annotated work for the statutes and
case law governing the most common areas of
civil practice and procedure in the state. The
statutory text is prepared by the same lawyereditors responsible for the New York Consolidated
Laws Service and is certified by the state so
that you can introduce it as evidence in court. It
includes recent decisions construing and applying
the statutes and rules.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01346,
ISBN 9781422497555

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #68909, ISBN 9780769847658

New York Surrogate’s Court
(Greenbook)
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00781,
ISBN 9781422497470
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111014

eBOOK •

New York CPLR (Redbook)
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #00076, ISBN 9781422497517
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422486139

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York
Civil Litigation
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01282,
ISBN 9781422488188
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422486160

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

eISBN 9781579115609

Weinstein, Korn and Miller
CPLR Manual, 3rd Edition
David L. Ferstendig, General Editor

Covering New York civil procedure under the
Civil Practice Law and Rules of New York, this
set is organized topically to be a valuable
quick-reference guide that provides accurate,
succinct coverage. It also serves as a time-saving
complement to our major New York civil litigation
treatise, Weinstein, Korn and Miller, New York Civil
Practice: CPLR (15 vols.).
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, Pub. #00802,
ISBN 9781422483374
eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781579111988

eISBN 9781579119966

New York

CRIMINAL LAW

NY CLS Desk Edition:
Gilbert’s Criminal
Practice Annual

Federal Criminal Practice:
A Second Circuit Handbook
Gordon Mehler, David C. James,
Hon. John Gleeson

Primary source updated by Publisher’s
Editorial Staff; case annotations
updated by Justice Alan D. Marrus and
Jill Simon Shapiro; Sentencing Guides
authored by Hon. Barry Kamins

This handy reference contains
the familiar material from the
time-honored Gilbert’s Criminal
Law and Procedure of New York,
enhanced with additional case annotations and Practice
Insights written by active New York practitioners. It
features the complete New York Criminal Procedure Law,
Penal Law and Correction Law, with case annotations
following each statutory provision. It also includes relevant
provisions of the Civil Practice Law and Rules, Executive
Law, Family Court Act, Judiciary Law, Public Health Law,
Vehicle and Traffic law, and Court Rules. Features include:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Criminal and related statutes, updated through most
recently completed legislative session
Selected New York court rules
Dozens of Practice Insights written by experts in the
field, commenting on statutory sections throughout the
Criminal Procedure Law and Penal Law
Hundreds of concise, authoritative case annotations
relating to statutory sections throughout the publication
Sentencing Guides, by Hon. Barry Kamins, designed
to enhance understanding the sentencing statutes
contained in the Penal Law and Criminal Procedure Law
New York Court Structure Chart and Court Directory
Detailed Index

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #60506, ISBN 9781422484623
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111809

Gould’s Canudo on Evidence
Laws of New York
Gary Shaw

This in-depth handbook covers burden
of proof, judicial notice, presumptions,
admissions, confessions, witnesses on
the stand, competency of witnesses,
parol and best evidence rule, real and
circumstantial evidence, legal and illegal
evidence, opinion evidence, self-serving
declarations and hearsay evidence.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #36020, ISBN 9781422489383

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00312,
ISBN 9781422497357
eBOOK •

Guidance for more than 40 major topics,
written in the context of decisions issued
by the U.S. Supreme Court and the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.
This publication is broad enough to
provide an excellent introduction, yet
detailed enough to become a trusted
resource. The alphabetical arrangement
of topics is supplemented by abundant
cross referencing. In addition, there
is a comprehensive index containing
more than a thousand entries, including
hundreds of alternative terms of art,
tables of more than 3000 cases, as well
as tables of statutes and rules.

eISBN 9781579111052

New York Confessions

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™
New York Criminal Procedure

Hon. John Brunetti

Hon. Barry Kamins, Warren J. Murray
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01340,
ISBN 9781579114749

Criminal Law Handbook of the
State of New York Criminal Law
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #36858,
ISBN 9781422498378
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, replaced annually, ISBN 97814224983912

Written for both lawyers and judges,
this volume offers complete coverage
of admissibility and exclusion of a
defendant’s statements under New York
law and is divided into three sections:
Admissibility and Suppression of a
Defendant’s Statement, Statement
Suppression Litigation and Use of a
Defendant’s Statements at Trial. This
handy, portable resource also includes
a timeline setting out the chronological
development of the law of confessions.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #36834, ISBN 9781422490518
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119058

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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New York Criminal and
Civil Forfeitures

New York Juvenile Delinquency
Practice, 3rd Edition

Steven L. Kessler

Hon. Stephen J. Bogacz

This unique publication provides in-depth analysis
of the state forfeiture and RICO laws used by
state and local law enforcement authorities to
confiscate and forfeit assets of individuals and
corporations. Includes sample forms plus relevant
statutory provisions.

This manual is an essential new tool for anyone
who handles juvenile delinquency cases in New
York courts and offers a comprehensive review
of both the leading and most recent juvenile
delinquency cases, complete with expert
commentary and practical advice. It’s especially
valuable for its treatment of related areas of
adult criminal law such as the impeachment of
witnesses and suppression of evidence.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #69140,
ISBN 9780769846255

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
ISBN 9780769846262
PRINT •

New York Criminal Practice, 2nd Edition
Hon. Barry Kamins, Gordon Mehler,
Robert Hill Schwartz, Jay Shapiro, Board of Editors

Providing unparalleled treatment of New York’s
substantive and procedural law for each stage
of the criminal process, this resource has been
rewritten and reengineered to meet the needs
of contemporary users. Procedurally organized,
it captures the latest information in criminal law.
Comprehensive coverage includes analysis of
the CPL, penal law and related New York and
federal statutes and cases, citations and cross
references, and policy issues. It also includes
more than 300 relevant forms in appendices to
procedural chapters.
PRINT • 8 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00463, ISBN 9780820569635
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422486177

New York Criminal Statutes and Rules
(Graybook)
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #00459, ISBN 9781422497500
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422486047

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #60120,
ISBN 9781422477311
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111793

New York Search and Seizure
Hon. Barry Kamins

Presents a comprehensive review of New York
law on search and seizure issues. Topics include
the Fourth Amendment exclusionary rule,
probable cause, street encounters on less than
probable cause, law of arrest, search warrants,
warrantless searches, motor vehicle stops,
suppression motions and hearings, and conduct
not covered by the Fourth Amendment. Includes
citations to thousands of New York cases and
extensive discussion of relevant U.S. Supreme
Court decisions.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated annually, Pub. #36076,
ISBN 9781422489260

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
ISBN 9781422489277
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112233

New York Suppression Manual—
Arrest, Search and Seizure,
Confession and Identification
Lewis R. Katz, Jay Shapiro

New York Identification Law:
The Wade Hearing, The Trial
Miriam J. Hibel

This is the first treatise of its kind to offer
comprehensive coverage of the legal issues
arising before and during trial in identification
cases in New York. Topical coverage includes
criminal procedure law section 710.30, the
right to counsel at identification procedures,
identification as fruit of unlawful search and
seizure, constitutional challenges to the in-court
identification, evidentiary issues of admissibility,
and jury instructions.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #36024, ISBN 9781422485477

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
ISBN 9781422485460
PRINT •
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New York’s position on the Fourth, Fifth and
Sixth Amendment rights of criminal suspects
and defendants frequently diverges from that of
the U.S. Supreme Court. This essential treatise
gives you complete coverage of New York’s law
on search and seizure, arrests, confessions
and identification procedures. You’ll find expert
analysis of relevant federal and state statutes
and case law, as well as useful checklists and
sample forms.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00652,
ISBN 9780820516523
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112837

New York

EDUCATION LAW

ELDER LAW

Disciplining Tenured Teachers
and Administrators

New York Elder Law

New York State School Boards Association

This planning guide utilizes the analysis and
commentary provided by this resource to
guide you in the practice of elder law in
New York. It covers planning for disability,
Medicaid eligibility, spousal rights, financial
responsibility of third parties, transfer
of assets, liens, and estate recovery, fair
hearing advocacy, supplemental needs
trusts, guardianships, estate planning and
wills, health care coverage and resources,
financial planning, income and estate tax, and
elder abuse.

David Goldfarb, Joseph A. Rosenberg

This volume outlines the procedures and legal
requirements that boards must follow in disciplining
tenured employees. It’s designed to help school
board members, school district officials and
attorneys representing school boards to navigate the
3020-s process.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with companion CD, Pub. #30680,
ISBN 9780820585895
PRINT •

Member version, ISBN 9780820585901

New York Education Laws

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #01051, ISBN 9781422474747

More than just a statutory compilation, New York
Education Laws is the best way to keep up-to-date
with the broad spectrum of laws affecting education
in New York. With commentary on the latest laws, this
volume provides handy summaries of important case
law, summaries of decisions of the Commissioner of
Education, and summaries of new legislation.

eBOOK •

EMPLOYMENT & LABOR LAW

New York Employment Law,
2nd Edition

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #30707,
ISBN 9781422498293
PRINT •

Jonathan L. Sulds

Member version, ISBN 9781422498309

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115401

New York State Education
Department Reports
Paul Marcus

Get decisions essential to New York education
professionals and attorneys who keep up to date with
the practical application of New York education law.
More than a simple case reporter, this full-featured
reference subscription includes a Table of Decisions, a
Statutory Reference Table, a Table of Judicial Review,
and a unique Subject-Index that summarizes critical
elements of all included decisions.
PRINT • Subscription, 4 issues per year, Pub. #31890,
ISBN 9781422463826

Combines authoritative and accessible analysis of
state and federal education laws and regulations, court
decisions, and numerous regulatory and administrative
sources into a single, indispensible volume. Presents
a broad spectrum of education law issues in a
unique question-and-answer format, covering 2,000
answers about school law in New York. An invaluable
reference for school board members, administrators,
educators, school attorneys and others in the New York
education community.
1 volume, softbound, Pub. #30703, ISBN 9781422467992

Member version, ISBN 9781422468005

PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00796, ISBN 9780820517964

eISBN 9780327169031

The Tri-State Employer

New York State School Boards Association

PRINT •

The premier employment law guide for
New York attorneys and businesses, this
publication covers the entire range of private
sector employment law in New York. Coverage
includes the contractual relationship,
discrimination, incidents of the employment
relationship such as interviewing, preemployment testing, truth-in-hiring and
privacy issues and statutory regulation of
such topics as wages and hours, workers’
compensation, disability benefits, employee
safety and health and unemployment
insurance. It also contains a compilation of
important statutory provisions and other
texts chosen to facilitate your research.

eBOOK •

School Law, 33rd Edition

PRINT •

eISBN 9781579111465

Littler Mendelson, P.C.

Jointly published with Littler Mendelson,
this guide provides human resources
professionals, corporate counsel and other
in-house attorneys with a practical and
extensive guide to state employment and
labor laws in New York, New Jersey and
Connecticut. It contains recent case law
and legislative developments, practical
recommendations and essential tools for
HR professionals.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, with
CD-ROM, Pub. #25900, ISBN 9781422487747

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

Environmental Impact Review in New York
Michael B. Gerrard, Daniel A. Ruzow, Philip Weinberg

An all-encompassing guide to New York’s State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) and the
environmental impact review process that SEQRA generated. This unique publication takes project
applicants, opponents and regulators through every stage of the exacting compliance requirements and
procedures of SEQRA in New York City’s Environmental Quality Review (CEQR), as well as the environmental
impact review of electric-generating plants, liquefied natural gas facilities and natural gas pipelines.
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00744, ISBN 9780820517445

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112165

Environmental Law in New York
Michael B. Gerrard, Editor

Keep pace with developments in New York environmental statutes, regulations, court decisions,
administrative rulings and other environmental news. Each issue of this monthly newsletter keeps you fully
up-to-date on legal developments in such critical areas as SEQRA/CEQR, agency practice, air and water
quality, wetlands and wildlife, solid waste, pesticides, noise, lead, asbestos, land use, historic preservation,
energy, toxic torts and hazardous materials. You get timely reports on decisions of New York state and
federal courts, new statutes, new regulations of all state and New York City environmental agencies, as well
as administrative rulings and guidance memoranda from the DEC.
NEWSLETTER •
eBOOK •

12 issues per year, Pub. #00004, ISBN 9780820520001

eISBN 9781579112608

New York Environmental Conservation Law
Environmental law impacts a broad range of human activity—recreation, agriculture, land use, water
rights, manufacturing, mining, real estate development and this resource affords attorneys and other
professionals the ability to understand and ensure compliance with these complex laws, all in one
comprehensive volume. You get a concise presentation of Chapter 43-B of the New York Consolidated
Laws and a table of legislative changes highlights new sections and amendments to the statutes, and a
comprehensive index allows for quick, easy reference.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #36880, ISBN 9781422487914

ISBN 9781579117306

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Warren’s Heaton on Surrogate’s Court
Practice, 7th Edition
Linda B. Hirschson, Andrew L. Martin, Hon. Eugene E. Peckham, Hon. C. Raymond
Radigan, Hon. Peter N. Wells, Joshua S. Rubenstein, Board of Editors

Cited more often than any other New York probate and estate treatise,
this definitive work is accepted as the leading authority on substantive and
procedural practice. Organized by subject to cover all issues arising in Surrogate’s
Court practice, including jurisdiction, intestacy, appointment of representatives
and guardians, administration of real and personal property and probate,
attorney’s fees, appeals and actions involving fiduciaries and more. You’ll find:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

In-depth analysis of case law affecting substance
and procedure
Up-to-date analysis of SCPA, EPTL and
related statutes
Procedural how-to guidance
PRINT •

eBOOK •
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ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

More than 1,000 court-tested forms,
readily adaptable
Current New York and federal estate tax return
forms, explanations and analysis
Subscription to Legislative & Case Digest to keep
you up-to-date with the latest developments

15 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00780, ISBN 9781422406571

eISBN 9781422486115
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LexisNexis® Automated New York
Estate Planning Forms

New York Civil Practice: SCPA

Harold D. Klipstein, Ira Mark Bloom, David Goldfarb,
Joseph A. Rosenberg

An indispensible reference for estates attorneys
and representatives, this publication provides
coverage of the procedural law governing
proceedings in Surrogate’s Court Procedure Act.
This resource is organized by title instead of by
topic for easy reference. It includes:
The full text of SCPA as well as textual analysis
of every act section
Easy-to-follow sequential arrangement, with
treatise paragraphs corresponding to SCPA
section numbers
The latest case-law developments, statutory
amendments and rule changes, and court rules
relating to Surrogate’s Court proceedings
Expert analysis of the Surrogate’s Court
Procedure Act governing probate,
administration, guardianship, trusts, and
other proceedings
A time-saving listing of cross references to
provisions in other laws applicable to Surrogate’s
Court practice

This package contains forms designed specifically
for New York practitioners, including complete
wills, documents attached to wills or used after
death for proper execution; complete trusts
set up in will’s residuary clause, complete trusts
for special purposes set up in a will; powers of
attorney; health care proxies; living wills and more.
Forms are derived from Drafting New York Wills:
Law and Forms and New York guide to Tax, Estate
& Financial Planning for the Elderly.
CD-ROM •

Single user, Pub. #02581, ISBN 9780820553535

Bloom on New York Wills Law
Andrew Martin

A review of the New York law relating to decedents’
estates and wills, covering topics including will
construction; trusts; fiduciaries; right of election;
and probate procedures.
1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #69176,
ISBN 9781422494004
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115067

New York Civil Practice: EPTL

R. Mark Davis

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

PRINT • 7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00808, ISBN 9780820518084
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327170587

Drafting New York Wills and
Related Documents, 4th Edition

R. Mark Davis and other contributors

Ira Mark Bloom, William LaPiana

Benefit from complete coverage of the
substantive law of wills, trusts, family rights,
perpetuities, accumulations, fiduciaries’
powers, powers of appointment and charitable
trusts. This resource is organized by title
instead of by topic for easy reference. It
includes:

Leverage more than 800 wills-forms and clauses,
along with practical advice on the legal issues that
should be considered, to help you draft every
conceivable type of will or testamentary or living
trust. All wills and clauses are included on the
companion CD‑ROM.

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Expert analysis of the law including legislative
history, underlying studies of the Temporary
Commission on Estates, and Revisers’ Notes
Case-law developments and statutory
amendments, fully analyzed
Enactment and amendment notes for each
EPTL section
Cross references to and discussion of other
laws affecting the operation of the EPTL
A fast-action index

Appendices include all of the Official Forms
for Use in Surrogate’s Court and the full text
of the former Decedent Estate Law, which was
replaced by the EPTL but is still consulted for
statutory interpretation.
7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00806, ISBN 9780820518060
PRINT •

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, with
companion CD-ROM, Pub. #00338, ISBN 9781422483053
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111311

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™
New York Surrogate’s Court
Joshua S. Rubenstein
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01346,
ISBN 9781422497555
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115609

New Power of Attorney Legislation
for New York
Ira Mark Bloom, William LaPiana
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #01568,
ISBN 9781422474358

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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New York Estate Administration
Margaret V. Turano, Hon. C. Raymond Radigan

This resource guides you quickly and efficiently to primary legal sources, and offers comprehensive
analysis of the substantive and procedural law of estate administration in New York Surrogate’s Court. It
covers topics such as jurisdiction and procedure, probate proceedings, intestate administration and claims
and accountings.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #68900, ISBN 9781422493649

New York Practice Guide:
Probate and Estate Administration
Elizabeth A. Hartnett

Although all essential forms, statutory references
and case law citations are included, the main goal
of this resource is to walk you through every step
of the estate administration process.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00522, ISBN 9780820515229
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111366

New York State Bar Association’s
Surrogate’s Forms
Electronically produce forms for filing in all 62
counties. This fully automated set contains all
the official probate and administration forms as
promulgated by the Office of Court Administration
(OCA), as well as model forms. Also included
are links to the full text of the Surrogate’s Court
Procedure Act (SCPA); the Estates, Powers and
Trusts Law (EPTL); and the Uniform Rules for
Surrogate’s Courts, plus practice tips which help
ensure the information is entered correctly;
automatic calculation of filing fees; and warnings
when affidavits need to be completed or
relevant parties need to be joined. Accepted by
clerks of the New York Surrogate’s Courts, this
indispensable resource eliminates the hassles of
typing paper forms and properly formatting them
for each jurisdiction.
CD-ROM •

New York Surrogate’s Court
(Greenbook)
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00781,
ISBN 9781422497470
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111014

Page on the Law of Wills
Jeffrey A. Schoenblum
PRINT • 7 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, plus
index, table of contents and appendix volumes, Pub. #04476,
ISBN 9780870846823

Warren’s Heaton on Surrogate’s
Court Practice Legislative and
Case Digest
Linda B. Hirschson, Andrew L. Martin,
Hon. Eugene E. Peckham, Hon. C. Raymond Radigan,
Hon. Peter N. Wells, Joshua S. Rubenstein,
Board of Editors

This invaluable digest keeps you up to date
with the most important recent cases and tax
decisions affecting New York estates practice—
many of which are unreported and not available
from other sources. Each cutting-edge topic
includes commentary written by an expert in
the field.
PRINT • Newsletter, 6 issues a year, Pub. #00780,
ISBN 9780820543895

single user, Pub. #02539, ISBN 9780820541167

EVIDENCE

Bender’s New York Evidence: CPLR
David Paul Horowitz; originally written by Louis R. Frumer and Elliot L. Biskind

Benefit from this comprehensive examination of the case law, statutes, and court rules that define
evidentiary standards in New York. New York evidence law has developed primarily according to a commonlaw model and this title includes an analysis of both foundational cases and the most recent decisions
interpreting the law.
Also included are analyses of key statutes (such as CPLR Article 45, Evidence) essential to an
understanding of New York evidence. This title includes analysis of both civil and criminal evidentiary issues.
It illustrates courtroom methods and techniques with sample sequences of direct and cross-examination.
PRINT •
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Canudo on Evidence Laws of New York

New York Evidence
Courtroom Manual

Gary Shaw

David Epstein, Glen Weissenberger

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #36020,
ISBN 9781422489383

LexisNexis® Practice Guide:
New York E-Discovery and Evidence
Kyle C. Bisceglie

This volume combines how-to practice guidance, 67
task-oriented checklists, 250 practice tips, a glossary
of terms and 20 crucial forms to help you navigate the
complex and increasingly important area of electronic
discovery. Each chapter reflects keen legal analysis
and practical insights and provides concise, targeted
practical guidance for the New York litigator. You get
clear information about how to analyze and resolve
issues involving the following key areas: locating
electronically stored information (ESI), identifying and
applying the governing law, avoiding ethical pitfalls,
navigating the complexities of social networking, dealing
with ESI in foreign jurisdictions, obtaining disclosure
of ESI from parties and non-parties, responding to
a request for disclosure of ESI, meeting the duty to
preserve ESI, making or opposing a motion to compel
disclosure of ESI, honoring the meet and confer
requirement, using ESI as evidence and establishing best
practices for managing ESI.

A concise guide to the New York evidence
law, in convenient paperback format for
use in the courtroom. Each evidence
topic is treated in a separate chapter that
includes the text of the relevant statute
or a summary of the relevant case law,
followed by authoritative commentary and
analysis, current trends and developments,
any constitutional considerations and brief
descriptions of significant cases interpreting
the law.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #04392, ISBN 9781422488225
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111946

New York Evidentiary
Foundations, 2nd Edition
Randolph N. Jonakait, Hon. Harold J. Baer Jr.,
E. Stewart Jones Jr., Edward J. Imwinkelried
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #63570, ISBN 9780327001355
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111977

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01549,
ISBN 9780769846835
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118716

FAMILY LAW

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York Family Court Proceedings
Joseph R. Carrieri

Offers valuable insights prepared by a subject matter expert and active New York practitioner for dedicated
family court lawyers, trial lawyers, civil practitioners, new associates and paralegals. It covers important
topics related to family court proceedings, including initial pleadings, jurisdiction, persons in need of
supervision (PINS), juvenile delinquency, child and spousal support proceedings, paternity proceedings,
termination of parental rights, adoption proceedings, custody and visitation proceedings, family offense
proceedings and child protective proceedings. It includes over 90 detailed, task-oriented checklists and
more than 300 practice pointers.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01364, ISBN 9781422497548

eISBN 9781579111526

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York Matrimonial Actions
Gary H. Tabat

The ideal accessible resource for dedicated matrimonial lawyers, trial lawyers, civil practitioners, new
associates and paralegals. It covers important topics related to matrimonial actions, including jurisdiction,
grounds, interim relief, disclosure, valuation, equitable distribution, custody and visitation, spousal and child
support, and enforcement of orders and judgments. It includes 65 detailed, task-oriented checklists and
more than 200 practice pointers.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01337, ISBN 9781422497463

eISBN 9781579114732
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Gould’s New York Divorces and Annulments
Stephen D. Foulk
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #69145, ISBN 9781422429716

New York Civil Practice: Family Court Proceedings, 2nd Edition
Joseph R. Carrieri, Gary Solomon, Board of Editors

This set provides comprehensive coverage of the many issues encountered in New York Family Court
practice. It contains in-depth analysis of relevant statutes, regulations, and case law, including the Family
Court Act and the Social Services Law, with which attorneys practicing in New York Family Court must
be familiar
PRINT •
eBOOK •

4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00814, ISBN 9780820569871

eISBN 9781579119645

New York Civil Practice: Matrimonial Actions, 2nd Edition
David J. Lansner, Ruth Sovronsky, Board of Editors

Get thorough, in-depth analysis and discussion, covering nearly every issue a New York matrimonial
law attorney will encounter in handling a matrimonial action. Topics covered include The Child Support
Standards Act; each ground for divorce and each possible defense; each ground for separation and
annulment, and the possible defenses; jurisdiction; pleadings; temporary relief; discovery; pretrial
procedures; evidence; equitable distribution; property valuation; spousal support; child custody and
visitation; and more.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00809, ISBN 9780820569864

eISBN 9781579119652

New York Family Law
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #69158, ISBN 9781422497494
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
ISBN 9781422489543
PRINT •

New York Family Law Statutes
(Yellowbook)
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #00277, ISBN 9781422480724
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579110956

New York State Bar Association’s Family
Law Forms
Willard H. DaSilva

Access to dozens of official forms promulgated by the New
York State Office of Court Administration (OCA), as well
as model matrimonial forms drafted by the distinguished
Willard H. DaSilva, such as a Retainer Letter, Verified
Complaint, Verified Answer, Judgment (Uncontested
Divorce), Separation Agreement and Prenuptual
Agreement. Calculations in the Statement of Net Worth
and Child Support Worksheet are performed automatically.
CD-ROM •
CD-ROM •

New York Practice Guide:
Domestic Relations
4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00518, ISBN 9780820515182
PRINT •

Single user, Pub. #02554, ISBN 9780820547404

NYSSBA members, ISBN 9780820554075

New York State Bar Association’s
Guardianship Forms
Howard Angione, Wallace Leinheardt

Developed in collaboration with the New York State Bar
Association, this invaluable set designed specifically for
use with guardianships under Article 81 of the Mental
Hygiene Law contains 155 forms. They cover virtually
every aspect of guardianship, from the original petition for
guardianship and the order appointing a guardian to forms
for the initial, annual and final accountings.
CD-ROM • Single user, updated annually, with interim online updates,
Pub. #02586, ISBN 9780820556390
CD-ROM •
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GENERAL PRACTICE / LITIGATION

Bender’s Forms of Pleading
Maureen Dwyer, revision author

This invaluable resource provides more than 5,000 time-saving samples of complaints, defense
pleadings, bills of particulars, third-party complaints and petitions for torts, contract actions,
statutory actions, special proceedings, equity proceedings and Surrogate’s Court proceedings in New
York State. Highlights include:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Suggestions for drafting pleadings
Current case law
Statutory references
Annotations

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Checklists of necessary allegations
Useful cross-references to New York Civil
Practice: CPLR (Weinstein, Korn and Miller),
Warren’s Negligence and Bender’s Forms for the
Consolidated Laws of New York

Pleadings are organized alphabetically by topic.
PRINT •

28 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00120, ISBN 9780820511207

Federal Litigation Guide: New York and Connecticut
Stuart A. Summit, Victor T. Fuzak, Lynn Uniman, Stewart A. Aaron, Richard S. Order, Adam R. Shaw

Provides full coverage of civil litigation practice and procedure from the filing of the lawsuit through
judgment with emphasis on pretrial procedure and local practice coverage. The text is easily accessible,
and includes checklists, forms, strategic overviews and complete analysis of the local rules of the federal
district courts in New York and Connecticut in order to ensure compliance with all the local procedural rules
of the court in which the case is pending.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

3 volumes, loose-leaf, with softbound pamphlet, updated twice per year, Pub. #01110, ISBN 9780820539256

eISBN 9781579111472

Medina’s Bostwick Practice Manual
Long considered an invaluable desk set for the general practitioner, this manual contains over 4,200 New
York general civil practice forms and addresses every major area that a general practitioner is likely to
encounter in practice. The set is divided into five major parts: Civil Practice Law and Rules (CPLR); Civil
Litigation; Surrogate’s Court Practice; Appellate Practice; and Forms of Instruments.
PRINT •

11 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00380, ISBN 9780820513805

New York Appellate Practice
Thomas R. Newman, original author; revisions by Hon. George Bundy Smith,
Lawrence A. Schulz, and contributing authors

Selected by the American Academy of Appellate Lawyers as recommended
reading for appellate specialists, this publication is a complete guide to
handling any appeal before a New York court. It provides detailed coverage
of each step in the appellate process, including: preserving errors for
appeal, taking and perfecting the appeal, preparing an appellate brief and
arguing the appeal.
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00519, ISBN 9780820515199

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112783

New York Trial Guide
Seymour H. Moskowitz, Linda D. Moskowitz, Hon. Earl Johnson Jr., Hon. Edwin Kasoff, Hon. Joseph G. Golia,
editorial consultants; upkeep authors Seymour H. Moskowitz, Linda D. Moskowitz

Get this “how-to” practice tool for civil practitioners, with its substantive and procedural guidance on the
evidentiary issues encountered throughout the pretrial and trial processes. Complete with illustrative
scripts and testimony, it covers pretrial motion practice, depositions, motions and objections relating to
direct and cross-examination, and much more.
PRINT •

5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00599, ISBN 9780820515991

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117931

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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PRACTICE GUIDES

New York Practice Guide:
Business and Commercial

New York Practice Guide:
Probate and Estate Administration

This how-to guide provides the analysis of experts
on everything from choosing the form of business
organization to shareholder disputes, commercial
arbitration and letters of credit. Each chapter
includes a legal background section and practice
guide with useful checklists, tips on strategy, tax
planning notes, sample forms and drafting guides.

Elizabeth A. Hartnett

PRINT • 5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00517, ISBN 9780820515175
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117467

New York Practice Guide:
Domestic Relations
This practical reference guides you step-bystep through virtually every matrimonial action,
including divorce and annulment, distribution
of marital property, spousal and child support,
tax considerations, child custody and visitation,
UCCJA and PKPA, child abuse and neglect,
and domestic violence. Each chapter provides
legal background, guidance on practice and
procedure, forms and a reference guide. You’ll
find useful checklists, questions and answers,
pleadings, motion papers, sample agreements and
judgments—over 500 forms in all.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00518, ISBN 9780820515182

New York Practice Guide:
Negligence
Oscar G. Chase, Henry G. Miller

This publication gives you expert analysis of New
York negligence case and statutory law, as well as
invaluable practice material—forms, checklists,
timetables, strategy and practice tips—and a
research guide. Vital for both the novice and
seasoned practitioner, it covers the substantive
law of negligence, civil practice and procedure,
the use of expert witnesses, the major causes
of action including premises liability, products
liability, automobile accidents, government liability,
medical malpractice and construction accidents.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00521, ISBN 9780820515212
eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781579117498

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

You’ll find in-depth analysis of state and federal
statutes, case law, regulations and statewide
court rules. Broad-ranging coverage includes
preliminary administration steps, administration
of estate assets, estate accounting, New York
and federal estate taxation, the decedent’s
final income tax return and income taxation of
estates. Each chapter provides legal background,
guidance on practice and procedure, forms and a
reference guide.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated semiannually,
Pub. #00522, ISBN 9780820515229
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111366

New York Practice Guide:
Real Estate
Karl B. Holtzschue and other expert contributors

Provides guidance for handling real estate
transactions and proceedings in New York state,
including in-depth analysis of the law, forms and
checklists. This publication covers all stages of
the purchase and sale of all types of real estate
including zoning, environmental controls and
historic preservation, real estate tax assessment,
official maps, landlord-tenant law and practice,
the construction and operation of the lease
from the perspective of both the landlord
and tenant, condominiums, cooperatives and
homeowner associations.
PRINT • 6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00523, ISBN 9780820515236
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111373

New York

INSURANCE LAW

New Appleman New York Insurance Law, 2nd Edition
Wolcott B. Dunham Jr., Aviva Abramovsky

The second edition of New York Insurance Law, is now part of the
Appleman series. Chapters have been reorganized to follow the practice
of insurance law according to the work flow of insurance attorneys.
The treatise is structured into four parts: Overview, Principles and
Practice, Types of Insurance Coverages, and Structure and Regulation of
Insurance Industry.
Introductory scope sections have been added at the beginning of each chapter
to give users a quick overview of each chapter. Descriptive section headings
have been added for each chapter which makes it easy to scan chapters and
find essential information. The content of each chapter is now organized to
quickly get inexperienced and experienced users alike to the correct information. The second edition is
also integrated with the Lexis electronic database providing search queries and strategies to find the most
current New York and federal cases on-point
PRINT •
eBOOK •

4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00484, ISBN 9781422475133

eISBN 9781579111342

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW

New York Intellectual Property Law Handbook
Hugh C. Hansen

This one-stop reference provides fast access to the New York and federal statutes and NYCRR regulations
governing intellectual property matters. One convenient volume gives you an introductory chapter
that clarifies complex statutes and explains the interplay of state and federal law, the complete text of
applicable New York and federal statutes, expert practice commentary accompanying key provisions,
helpful checklists alerting you to all statutes and regulations that affect a specific issue and sample
agreements and litigation forms.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00904, ISBN 9780769848402

eISBN 9781579111885

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Criminal Law Handbook of the
State of New York

New York Criminal, Vehicle and
Related Laws

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #36858, ISBN 9781422498378

FLASH DRIVE • single user, replaced annually, Pub. #36072,
ISBN 9780769848853

1 volume, loose-leaf, replaced annually,
ISBN 9781422498392
PRINT •

New York Criminal Procedure Law
From the commencement of an action
through final sentencing and appeals, see
the law relating to every step of the trial
process. You also get information on pretrial
law enforcement activity, securing witnesses,
warrants, and bail.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #36866, ISBN 9781422498323

New York Law Enforcement Handbook
Keep this finely tailored selection of essential, upto-date materials—New York Penal Laws, New York
Motor Vehicle Laws, related statutes, selections
from state and federal Constitutions, selected New
York City rules, NCIC codes and more—conveniently
in a gear bag, glove compartment or cargo pocket.
Ease of use is maximized thanks to the unique
Offense Classification Table, which contains a
wide-ranging list of common offenses, broken up
into specific offense classifications (i.e., Class A-1
Felonies), each of which refer you to specific code
sections for quick access to the law.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #36042,
ISBN 9780769848204
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118679

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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New York Search and Seizure for Law
Enforcement Officers, 4th Edition
Hon. Barry Kamins

A useful and convenient means to help law enforcement
officials understand the legalities of search and seizure law.
It examines the issues law enforcement officers face when
dealing with search warrants; search of premises; law of
arrest, stop and frisk; auto searches; plain touch; probable
cause; searches without warrants; street encounters;
consent searches; and open containers. The book also
includes Constitutional issues and New York and U.S.
Supreme Court cases as they apply to the everyday working
needs of law enforcement officers.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #36084, ISBN 9781422401927

Penal Law of the State of New York
A comprehensive reference for attorneys and law
enforcement, this volume presents the Penal Law—
Chapter 40 of the Consolidated Laws of New York—and
also includes the schedules and definitions relating to
controlled substances—Public Health Law sections 3302
and 3306. From arson to welfare fraud, this volume is the
basic reference for penal law in the state of New York. A full
index and tables of legislative changes are also included.
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #36060,
ISBN 9781422498248

Penal Law and Criminal
Procedure Law
of the State of New York
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, replaced annually,
Pub. #36068, ISBN 9780769847672
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115487

Vehicle and Traffic Law of the
State of New York
The complete collection of New York
statutes relating to Motor Vehicles—an
excellent complementary volume to
Penal Law and Criminal Procedure of
the State of New York—in either of two
formats. Appropriate statutes contain
tables of fines, contributing to the
excellence of this publication as a field
manual. A table of new statutes and a full
index is included.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #36094, ISBN 9780769848211

1 volume, loose-leaf, replaced annually,
ISBN 9780769848228
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115494

PRINT •

PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, replaced annually, ISBN 9781422498231

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115470

Criminal Procedure Law of the
State of New York
Containing Chapter 11-A of the Consolidated Laws of New
York, this is the essential handbook for New York criminal
procedure law. From the commencement of an action
through final sentencing and appeals, it allows you to see
the law relating to every step of the trial process. Further
information on pretrial law enforcement activity, securing
witnesses, warrants, and bail add to this compact yet
indispensable volume.

Vehicle and Traffic Law of the
State of New York (including
Traffic Laws of New York City)
A handy collection of statutes and
regulations pertaining to motor vehicles
and traffic in New York, updated through
the 2010 legislative session. In addition,
this publication includes traffic rules
specific to New York City, including
regulations on speed restrictions, taxis,
truck routes and more. Both sections
include a full index.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #36106, ISBN 9780769848235

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #36866,
ISBN 9781422498323

PERSONAL INJURY & TORT LAW

Warren’s Negligence in the New York Courts, 2nd Edition
Oscar Leroy Warren, original author; Robert L. Conason, Richard Godosky, Rhonda E. Kay,
Henry G. Miller, James C. Moore, Brian J. Shoot, Board of Editors

Comprehensive, dependable coverage has made this the most frequently cited
negligence set in New York State. A timesaving, practical tool, it provides full
analysis of the many fact situations that arise in New York personal injury and
wrongful death cases. This in-depth reference features elements of a negligence
cause of action, defenses and damages; an alphabetical breakdown of parties,
places, instrumentalities and occurrences that give rise to a negligence lawsuit;
chapter-by-chapter annotations detailing relevant case decisions and statutory enactments;
and a sampling of illustrative damage awards to help you determine how much a given case is worth.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00790, ISBN 9780820569758

eISBN 9781422486092
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LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™
New York Negligence

New York Practice Guide:
Negligence

Rhonda E. Kay

Oscar G. Chase, Henry G. Miller

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01350,
ISBN 9781422496862

PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00521, ISBN 9780820515212

PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422480113

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117498

REAL ESTATE LAW

Bergman on New York Mortgage Foreclosures
Bruce J. Bergman

The definitive analysis of the law, combined with unparalleled practical guidance, relating to residential
and commercial property foreclosures in New York. Written by a leading expert in the field, the treatise is
complete with a multitude of annotated forms and tips for successful practice.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00461, ISBN 9780820514611

eISBN 9781579112134

Bergerman and Roth, New York Real Property Forms Annotated
Revisions by expert practitioners

This indispensable forms manual gives you more than 4,000 pages of annotated forms and checklists, with
statutory and case citations giving substantive and procedural background. It covers commercial leases,
contracts for the sale of realty, mortgages, mechanics’ liens, tax titles and assessments, other state and
local tax issues, condominiums, zoning, environmental regulation, landlord-tenant, rent strike proceedings
and actions on statutory covenants.
PRINT •

9 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00140, ISBN 9780820511405

New York Real Estate Practice
All the essential resources you need to practice commercial and residential real estate law in New York
state. This state-of-the-art CD-ROM contains complete editions of these authoritative guides:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Warren’s Weed New York Real Property Law
Bergerman and Roth, New York Real Property
Forms Annotated
New York Practice Guide: Real Estate

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Bergman on New York Mortgage Foreclosures
Real Estate Financing
New York Landlord-Tenant Law (Tanbook)
Warren’s Weed Pamphlet, RPL, RPAPL (Bluebook)

More than a simple compendium, this CD-ROM provides a single point to all of these resources with a few
clicks of the mouse. You can call up every reference to a specific point of law and move seamlessly from
one title to another.
CD-ROM •

Single user, with expediter, Pub. #02129, ISBN 9780820546810

New York State Bar Association’s Residential Real Estate Forms
New York State Bar Association with Karl B. Holtzschue, Editor and Commentator

Developed in collaboration with the New York State Bar Association, this electronic forms package contains
more than 200 essential New York State residential real estate forms; including, deeds, contracts of sale,
clauses for contingencies, riders, escrow documents and closing agreements for traditional house sales, as
well as for sales of cooperative and condominium units.
CD-ROM •
CD-ROM •

single user, Pub. #02552, ISBN 9780820547381

NYSSBA members, ISBN 9780820552163
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New York Landlord and Tenant Handbook
This handy compact volume contains an unprecedented range of material ideal for attorneys, property
managers, landlords, and renters’ associations. Many common issues, such as non-payment proceedings,
pet cases, and eviction are covered in detail, often from both the landlord’s and the tenant’s viewpoint.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #36032, ISBN 9780769848846

eISBN 9781579115463

New York Landlord-Tenant Law (Tanbook)
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00795, ISBN 9781422496978

eISBN 9781579110963

New York Practice Guide: Real Estate
Karl B. Holtzschue, Eileen O’Toole

Valuable “how-to” guidance for handling real estate transactions including in-depth analysis of the law,
forms, and checklists. It covers the purchase and sale of all types of real estate, from the pre-contract
stage through closing and post-closing; zoning, environmental controls, and historic preservation (including
tax treatment of historic properties); real estate tax assessment; official maps; landlord-tenant law and
practice; the construction and operation of the lease from the perspective of both the landlord and tenant;
condominiums, cooperatives, and homeowner associations.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00523, ISBN 9780820515236

eISBN 9781579111373

LexisNexis® AnswerGuide™ New York Real Property
Karl B. Holtzschue, with upstate commentary by John E. Blythe
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01342, ISBN 9781422497005

eISBN 9781579110987

New York Real Property Law (Bluebook)
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00798, ISBN 9781422496992

eISBN 9781579110970

Stein on New York Commercial Mortgage Transactions
Joshua Stein

Written by a leading New York real estate attorney, this authoritative guide provides expert analysis with
practical guidance for avoiding the many pitfalls of closing commercial mortgage loans in New York.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01397, ISBN 9781422406243

eISBN 9781579116293

Transfer and Mortgage Recording Taxes in New York
David M. Goldberg

This practice guide serves as an introduction to the statutes, regulations, decisions, and rulings associated
with the transfer of real property in the state of New York. It describes these taxes and detail and shows
you how to anticipate and minimize these taxes when structuring the sale, purchase, or mortgaging of an
interest in realty.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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1 volume, softbound, annually, Pub. #62550, ISBN 9780769846347

ISBN 9781579111151

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications
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Warren’s Weed New York Real Property, 5th Edition
John E. Blyth, Karl B. Holtzschue, James Pedowitz, Alfred Tartaglia,
Lorraine Power Tharp, Board of Editors

This encyclopedic treatment, recognized by bench and bar as the
definitive source on New York real property law, contains more
than 260 articles arranged alphabetically. It gives you complete
yet concise coverage of a broad range of real estate topics, from
airspace rights to zoning, from bankruptcy to wills, from coastal
zone management to tax foreclosure. Topical chapters are prepared
by seasoned experts on New York real estate law. Newer chapters
include:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Brownfields Law
Limited liability companies
Life estates and tenancy proceedings
Maps and boundaries
PRINT •

eBOOK •

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Mining of natural resources
Taxes affecting real property
Attorney-in-Fact
Agency powers

15 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00800, ISBN 9780820563183

eISBN 9781579112172

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

New York Workers’ Compensation Handbook
Ronald E. Weiss, Ronal Balter

Written for workers’ compensation practitioners and judges, claims adjusters, medical providers, and
vocational rehabilitation counselors, this is a portable resource containing up-to-date analysis, insight and
practical information. Add case summaries, statutes, rules, charts and tables, and you have the perfect
resource for hearings, settlement conferences and depositions.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01230, ISBN 9781422485439

eISBN 9781579112196

New York State Workers’ Compensation Law Annotated
A collection of New York State Workers’ Compensation Laws, this title is the official publication of the New
York State Workers’ Compensation Board. Complete with an introduction from the Chair of the Board, this
reference contains workers’ compensation law, emergency workers’ benefit law and material from New York
codes, rules and regulations. The text is enriched with cross references and full annotations from the New
York Consolidated Laws Service.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #30723, ISBN 9781422487532

eISBN 9781579113742

The LexisNexis Communities offer access to the
largest collection of legal blogs written by leading legal
professionals. Listen to one of the 1,600 legal podcasts
featuring legal luminaries; view top cases; get caught
up with emerging issues; sign-up to receive a daily
newsletter with updates to content of interest to you;
and keep current with the latest legal news. Find out
more at www.lexisnexis.com/communities.
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North Carolina
PRIMARY LAW

General Statutes of North Carolina
The General Statutes of North Carolina Annotated provides
users with the official version of the North Carolina statutes
from the same official publisher that has produced the
General Statutes for over 65 years.
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

The official state statutes, fully annotated
North Carolina Rules Annotated
A comprehensive index, replaced annually
Cumulative supplements published within
90 days of receipt of all acts from the legislature

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Annotations
based on cases,
select law reviews, and
Attorney General Opinions
All case citations Shepardized for accuracy

LexisNexis also publishes a North Carolina Advance Annotation Service (AAS) and a North Carolina
Advance Legislative Service (ALS), available separately. The AAS is published three times per year,
providing annotations to the most current case law. The ALS gives you the latest session laws as they
are passed, along with handy tables showing you what sections of the code are affected.
PRINT •

21 volumes, softbound, supplemented annually, replaced every odd year, Pub. #46405, ISBN 9781422484357

North Carolina Rules Annotated
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #46405, ISBN 9780769847146

The North Carolina Register
This is the journal that will help you stay current with information relating to agency, executive, legislative
and judicial actions regarding Chapter 150B of the North Carolina General Statutes.
Published twice monthly, typical coverage includes temporary rules entered into the North Carolina
Administrative Code; the text of proposed rules and the text of permanent rules approved by the Rules
Review Commission; emergency rules entered into the NCAC; Executive orders of the Governor; an index
to published contested case decisions issued by the Office of Administrative Hearings; and other notices
required by or affecting Chapter 150B of the North Carolina General Statutes. The pamphlet is available by
annual subscription.
PRINT •

Journal, 24 issues per year, Pub. #46320, ISBN 9781422437735

BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW

North Carolina Contract Law
John N. Hutson Jr., Scott A. Miskimon

Comprehensively examines the law of the contract as applied by the North Carolina Supreme Court and
Court of Appeals. The first part examines issues of contract formation and enforcement under North
Carolina’s common law, while the second part analyzes contracts for the sale of goods governed by Article
2 of North Carolina’s Uniform Commercial Code. The publication serves as a guide to interpretation on
issues relating to contracts governed by UCC Article 2.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #01237, ISBN 9780820548821

eISBN 9781579112875
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North Carolina Corporations,
Partnerships and Securities
Law Annotated

Robinson on North Carolina
Corporation Law, 7th Edition

1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #30515, ISBN 9780769848143

A concise, one-volume practice guide on all
aspects of setting up and maintaining business
enterprises in North Carolina. Well-respected
author, Russell Robinson, addresses choice
of entity and formation, financing, corporate
management, and rights and duties of
shareholders. Sample forms are also included
for reference. Also included is an overview of
developments in federal law and Delaware
corporate law that may affect the law of North
Carolina. Focus is on corporations but also
includes a separate chapter on limited liability
companies. Topics include:

Russell M. Robinson II

PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115357

North Carolina Unfair Business
Practice, 3rd Edition
Noel L. Allen

Provides a thorough system to help you interpret
and understand North Carolina unfair business
practice law and apply it to questions involving
consumer protection, unfair competition and
unfair and deceptive trade practices. With special
attention paid to North Carolina General Statute
75-1.1 and hundreds of reported cases, it will help
you successfully navigate this rapidly developing
area of law.

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #60095, ISBN 9780327163671
PRINT •

eBOOK •

Organization and powers of a corporation
Rights and duties of shareholders
Corporate management and financial matters
Termination

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #66660, ISBN 9780327162599

eISBN 9781579118877

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113223

CRIMINAL LAW

Criminal Procedure in North Carolina, 3rd Edition
Irving Joyner

A comprehensive reference to the rules, statutes, and case law affecting criminal procedure in North
Carolina. In one convenient volume, it covers every procedural aspect of the criminal case, from arrest
to appeal. Through careful analysis of the case law, the author points out where North Carolina Appellate
Court decisions conflict with holdings of the U.S. Supreme Court.
PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #63610, ISBN 9780820574707

North Carolina DWI Trial Notebook 2nd Edition
North Carolina Advocates for Justice; David R. Teddy
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, with CD-ROM, Pub. #24390, ISBN 9781422433171

North Carolina Criminal Defense Motions Manual, 1st Edition
North Carolina Advocates for Justice; Mike Klinkosum

Provides a practical, authoritative and comprehensive overview of motions practice in North Carolina. It
discusses the common types of motions typically filed by criminal defense attorneys, along with practical
guides and forms to help attorneys determine which motions to file and what sources to consult in litigating a
criminal case.
This resource is written to help navigate the major purposes of motions practice in criminal court to:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Test the legal bases for the prosecution’s case
Limit the evidence that will be introduced by
the state
Limit the charges that the defendant may be
tried upon
PRINT •

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Discover and expand the evidence the defendant
can present at trial
Strengthen the defendant’s legal claims
Provide a record for possible appellate review

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement and companion CD-ROM, Pub. #30280, ISBN 9781422452295

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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North Carolina
Criminal Law and Procedure

Fourth Circuit Criminal Handbook

Gain fingertip access to the statutes
pertaining to criminal law and
procedure, motor vehicle law, juvenile
law, and many related topics. This one
concise volume offers the statutes that
law enforcement professionals and
trial attorneys need most often. It also
includes a listing of applicable sections
affected by recent legislation.

This comprehensive and popular handbook is the product
of years of careful study and practical application of Fourth
Circuit criminal decisions. Covering hundreds of criminal
issues, this Handbook gives litigators, judges, law clerks,
and federal enforcement personnel clear, practical analysis
geared to the needs of a busy criminal law practice.

As an added bonus, you can
complement your traditional
book research with the powerful
advantages of CD-ROM technology.
A fully searchable, printable, and
downloadable CD-ROM version of the
book is included.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with companion
CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #30519,
ISBN 9781422498279
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115371

Chief U.S. Magistrate Judge Carl Horn III

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #62935,
ISBN 9781422488867
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112277

Fourth Circuit Criminal Reporter
Chief U.S. Magistrate Judge Carl Horn III

The Reporter combs through case law to provide succinct
updates highlighting new developments every five weeks. This
quick briefing will alert you to the latest significant changes in
your Fourth Circuit criminal practice.
PRINT • Yearly subscription, 8 issues per year, Pub. #62937,
ISBN 9780327106869
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167280

EDUCATION LAW

Public School Laws of North Carolina
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #30491, ISBN 9781422485224

eISBN 9781579118785

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Employment Security Law of North Carolina
For human resources professionals, employers and employees who need to understand employment
security law, as well as attorneys who specialize in topics related to labor law. This annotated and indexed
edition contains Chapter 96, Employment, from the General Statutes of North Carolina in cooperation with
the Employment Security Commission of North Carolina.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #30488, ISBN 9781422467473

FAMILY LAW

Lee’s North Carolina Family Law, 5th Edition
Robert E. Lee, original author; revisions by Suzanne Reynold

Analyzing the present-day reality of domestic life, this definitive
work gives you comprehensive coverage of the substantive law
involved in family relationships in hundreds of circumstances.
Contents include:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

In-depth discussions of the marriage relationship from
engagement to dissolution
Every aspect of the parent-child relationship
Complete coverage of all North Carolina case and statutory law,
as well as other relevant material
Expert analysis of issues involving contracts, torts, evidence,
constitutional law, and property in a broad survey of the law
controlling family relationships

PRINT • 3 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #64270,
ISBN 9780872154735
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North Carolina Family and
Related Laws Annotated
Extracts relevant statutes from the
official General Statutes of North
Carolina on such important topics
as marriage, adoption, divorce,
child custody, spousal support,
domestic violence, juvenile justice
and paternity proceedings.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced
annually, with companion CD-ROM,
Pub. #30526, ISBN 9780769848198
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118808

North Carolina

Social Services and Related Laws of North Carolina
This comprehensive volume is the definitive compilation of annotated statutes of interest to social service
professionals in North Carolina.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, with supplement, Pub. #30497, ISBN 9781422453780

GENERAL PRACTICE

Brandis and Broun on North Carolina
Evidence, 7th Edition

North Carolina DWI Trial
Notebook, 2nd Edition

Kenneth S. Broun

David R. Teddy

This publication presents, in readily usable form, the law
of evidence as it actually is in North Carolina today. The
rules are stated as precisely as possible, and applications
to particular situations are liberally noted either in the text
or in the footnotes. General principles, and the accepted
reasons for the rules, are given in most instances, not for
the sake of theoretical exposition but as a guide to the
decision of points which cannot be regarded as settled in
North Carolina.

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, with companion
CD-ROM, Pub. #24390, ISBN 9781422433171

2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #60668,
ISBN 9781422490488
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119492

Douglas’ Forms, 6th Edition
Hunton & Williams, Archibald Sales III, 
Smith Debnam Narron Wyche Story & Myers, LLP

Provides basic forms and strategy suggestions for attorneys
practicing in North Carolina. Contains more than a thousand
basic forms intended to serve as drafting guides, many
of which cover unusual situations not found in other
works. It also provides official forms promulgated by the
Administrative Office of the Courts. Contents include:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Business transaction forms
Civil litigation documents
Wills, trusts and estate administration forms
Wills and testamentary trusts, inter vivos trusts and other
estate-related forms
Real estate forms
Domestic relations and guardian forms

5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #61341,
ISBN 9781422470091
PRINT •

North Carolina Civil Procedure, 3rd Edition
G. Gray Wilson

A comprehensive guide covering every step of a lawsuit
from filing to conclusion. You’ll find the full text of each
of North Carolina’s Rules, complete with expert analysis
and relevant case law. The author reviews the history and
construction of the rules and reveals the logical thread
running through them. This is a convenient reference
organized for quick access in the courtroom, with each
chapter discussing the corresponding numbered rule.
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #68480,
ISBN 9781422421734
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169475

North Carolina Evidence
Courtroom Manual
Walker Blakey, Dean Loven,
Glen Weissenberger

Judges and practitioners benefit from
trial-tested features and authoritative
answers to evidence questions in
this manual designed specifically for
courtroom use. Content includes
complete coverage of the North
Carolina Evidence Code, summaries
of cases interpreting each section,
complete tables of leading cases,
analysis of current trends, a one-page
quick-reference index and illustrations
demonstrating proper handling of
evidentiary issues.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #04393, ISBN 9781593457914
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119072

North Carolina Evidentiary
Foundations, 2nd Edition
Robert P. Mosteller, Donald H. Beskind,
Thomas W. Ross, Edward J. Imwinkelried

Brings North Carolina evidence law
to life, showing you how to frame
foundational questions to gain admission
or exclusion of evidence. The book
includes specific lines of questioning,
demonstrating courtroom-proven trial
techniques that apply to North Carolina
evidence law.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #60110, ISBN 9780820575674
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168157

North Carolina Manual of
Complaints, 4th Edition
Sean A.B. Cole
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with companion
CD-ROM, Pub. #30300, ISBN 9781422497234

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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North Carolina

Michie’s™ North Carolina Forms
on CD-ROM
CD-ROM •

Single user, Pub. #16687, ISBN 9780327102564

North Carolina Revised Rules of
Professional Conduct
1 volume, softbound, Pub. #30521,
ISBN 9781422451656
PRINT •

North Carolina Annotated Rules of
Civil Procedure and Evidence
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #46490, ISBN 9781422484968
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168171

Machinery Act of North
Carolina Annotated
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #30523,
ISBN 9781422491010

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Alcoholic Beverage Control Laws and
Rules of North Carolina

North Carolina Criminal & Traffic
Law Manual

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #30592, ISBN 9781422499184

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM,
Pub. #30547, ISBN 9781422498286
eBOOK •

North Carolina Criminal and Traffic
Law Field Guide
PRINT • 1 volume, spiral bound, replaced annually, Pub
30652, ISBN 9781422497715
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327170938

eISBN 9781579115388

Motor Vehicle Laws of North
Carolina Annotated
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #30517, ISBN 9781422498262

PENSIONS AND BENEFITS

North Carolina Retirement Systems Laws
An ideal volume for human resource professionals, active and retired North Carolina employees and all
attorneys who specialize in pension, benefit or estate law.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #30511, ISBN 9781422485217

PERSONAL INJURY & HEALTH CARE

North Carolina Law of Torts,
2nd Edition

North Carolina Personal Injury Liens
Manual, 2nd Edition

Charles E. Daye; Mark W. Morris

North Carolina Advocates for Justice:
Christopher R. Nichols, Editor

Comprehensive summary and analysis of
North Carolina tort law.
1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #61170,
ISBN 9780327049357
PRINT •

North Carolina Mental Health,
Developmental Disabilities and
Substance Abuse Laws
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #30470,
ISBN 9781422430170
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This manual provides fingertip access to more
than 35 sample forms, letters, and complaints, and
includes dozens of practice tips and pointers. It
also contains the text of relevant state and federal
statutes, regulations, and case law, intended to
simplify the complexity of personal injury liens.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement and
companion CD-ROM, Pub. #30326, ISBN 9781422499368

North Carolina

North Carolina Prima Facie Tort Manual,
4th Edition

Personal Injury Practice in
North Carolina, 1st Edition

North Carolina Advocates for Justice; Robert M. Elliott, Chief Editor

North Carolina Advocates for Justice;
Adrienne Blocker, Michelle B. Clifton, Editors

Make this your quick reference guide to the elements and
case law of every recognized tort in North Carolina, including
automobile negligence, fraud, medical malpractice and
wrongful death claims.
This bestselling resource includes a chapter, Parties,
Damages and Statutes of Limitation, that shares valuable
information on parties, piercing the corporate veil,
conspiracy, compensatory and punitive damages and the
statues of limitations on all torts.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with companion CD-ROM, Pub. #30338,
ISBN 9781422460313

This publication covers the most
common questions in personal injury law,
including practical tips on how to analyze
and investigate these cases. Complete
with a fully-searchable CD-ROM, this
resource is built to help navigate the
major issues and common cases in
personal injury law.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with CD-ROM,
Pub. #30251, ISBN 9781422497104

REAL ESTATE LAW

Webster’s Real Estate Law in North Carolina, 6th Edition
Patrick K. Hetrick, James B. McLaughlin Jr.

Lawyers in North Carolina have long relied upon Webster’s Real Estate Law as the authoritative reference
for North Carolina real estate law. This classic handbook remains the single most important source for real
estate law in the state. Featuring both expert analysis of the law and time-tested forms, it:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Presents the North Carolina courts’ holdings on virtually thousands of questions concerning property law
Covers the fundamental principles of the law of real property as developed and defined by North Carolina
legislation and judicial opinion
Includes updated standard real estate forms approved by the North Carolina Bar Association
Contains tables of statutes and cases and an easy-to-use index.
PRINT •

eBOOK •

2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #62793, ISBN 9781422498804

eISBN 9780327171041

TAX LAW

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

Revenue Laws of
North Carolina

The Essentials of North Carolina Workers’
Compensation Law

Features statutes from Chapter
105 Taxation, as well as numerous
related statutes, all extracted
directly from the annotated and
official General Statutes of North
Carolina. Features include a

North Carolina Advocates for Justice; Valerie A. Johnson, Editor

Features of the new edition
include: table of sections affected
by recent legislation; and an
extensive index and table of
contents for quick access to each
area of the law.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM, Pub. #24385,
ISBN 9781422464779

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced
annually, Pub. #30525, ISBN 9780769848815
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113728

Offers expert and authoritative practical guidance on workers’
compensation law and practice in North Carolina. It is the
perfect introductory guide for attorneys entering workers’
compensation practice in the state and a great reference for
experienced attorneys.

North Carolina Workers’ Compensation
Law Annotated
Contains the North Carolina Workers’ Compensation Act along
with related statutes and rules under the jurisdiction of the
Industrial Commission. In addition, the volume includes a table of
cases and an index for easy reference.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM, replaced annually,
Pub. #30489, ISBN 9781422488454
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113711

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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North Dakota

North Dakota
PRIMARY LAW

North Dakota Century Code Annotated
Smart North Dakota practitioners turn to this peerless set as the
only source they can trust for annotated North Dakota primary
law. The first and last word in North Dakota statutory research,
its 24 volumes plus current cumulative supplement brings
together:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

The official state statutes, fully annotated
North Dakota Court Rules Annotated
Comprehensive index, replaced biennially
Fully annotated cumulative supplements published biennially by August 1 of each session year
Annotations based on all North Dakota cases and federal cases arising in North Dakota, state law reviews,
and ALR

As you’d expect, all case citations have been Shepardized for accuracy—and the set includes
Advance Code Service (published three times a year, providing annotations to the most current case
law) Available separately is an Advance Legislative Service to keep you on top of laws in the North
Dakota pipeline.
PRINT •

24 volumes, hardbound, and 1 softbound index, updated biennially, Pub. #46705, ISBN 9780327119197

North Dakota Court Rules Annotated
Formulate your best case strategies, plan your next
moves and drive client satisfaction backed by this singlevolume resource, which includes the most-used local,
state and federal rules.
You’ll find amendment histories, case notes and bar
committee notes with the rules, along with a convenient
index and numerous forms. The rules are supplemented
3 times during the biennium following each new edition.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced biennially, Pub. #46705,
ISBN 9781422466476

Municipal Laws of North Dakota
A practical reference tool of statutory provisions
governing the operation of cities and towns in North
Dakota, this manual, published in conjunction with
the North Dakota League of Cities, includes Title 40
(Municipal Government) of the North Dakota Century
Code, together with other selected statutes.
1 volume, softbound, replaced biennially, Pub. #30635,
ISBN 9781422496688
PRINT •

North Dakota School Code
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM and
supplement, replaced biennially, Pub. #30607, ISBN 9780327150039
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LAW ENFORCEMENT

North Dakota Criminal and
Traffic Law Manual
Reference criminal, traffic, and law
enforcement-related statutes in North
Dakota with this comprehensive onevolume manual. Its powerful table of
sections affected identifies statutes that
have been amended, enacted, or repealed
during the most recent legislative session.
Includes a fully searchable, printable, and
downloadable version of the book on CDROM.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, updated
biennially, Pub. #30602, ISBN 9781422494332

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

North Dakota Workers’
Compensation Law
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #30610,
ISBN 9781422461280

Ohio

Ohio
PRIMARY LAW

Page’s Ohio Revised Code Annotated
Page’s Ohio Revised Code Annotated is an authoritative
and comprehensive resource for Ohio practitioners.
Reliable and frequently updated with timely Legislative
Bulletins, containing newly enacted legislation, Page’s Ohio
Code is the code of choice. In addition to a general index, each
volume contains an index to the contents of that volume; Ohio court rules and the
Ohio Constitution, plus:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Extensive case note annotations
Cross references to related statutes
References to ALR, American Jurisprudence 2d, Ohio Jurisprudence 3d, Ohio treatises and
practice manuals
PRINT •

40 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #43120, ISBN 9780870849503

Anderson’s Ohio Primary Law
CD-ROM
Contains the complete text of Page’s Ohio Revised
Code Annotated and The Ohio Administrative
Code, Approved Edition. Also includes Ohio
Supreme Court decisions since 1821, Ohio
Courts of Appeal since 1913, Ohio miscellaneous
decisions since 1965 as well as all available Ohio
Attorney General Opinions since 1977. Links to
Anderson’s Ohio Forms on CD-ROM and Ohio Jury
Instructions on CD-ROM.
Access new cases via online updates.
Single user, updated quarterly, Pub. #05100,
ISBN 9781593458720
CD-ROM •

Anderson’s Annotated Rules
Governing the Courts of Ohio
The latest edition of the Anderson Ohio court
rules product is current through July and
includes several enhancements, such as selected
annotations for published decisions from the
Supreme Court of Ohio, Ohio Rules of Professional
Conduct, local county court rules and other
new and amended rules. Includes the latest
amendments received by the publisher through
July. Also includes selected annotations leading
you to cases that have interpreted and construed
the rules
PRINT • 3 volumes, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #43440, ISBN 9781422488508

Ohio Pending Opinion Report Service
This monthly magazine contains a summary of
cases accepted for review by the Ohio Supreme
Court during the previous month. Each brief is
carefully reviewed, and full descriptions of the
facts and issues on appeal are provided. Each
issue offers:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Synopses of the facts and short statements of
the issues on appeal
Listings of attorneys for appellant and appellee,
including telephone numbers
Cumulative index of all cases still pending
Table of all statutes and rules construed
Topical index of all cases in the current issue

PRINT • Report Service, issued monthly, Pub. #43570,
ISBN 9781593458775

BANKRUPTCY LAW

Ohio Bankruptcy Handbook
Keep all relevant bankruptcy laws and rules at
your fingertips with this convenient handbook.
Anderson’s Ohio Bankruptcy Handbook includes
all changes to the Bankruptcy Code, Rules and
Forms made since the previous edition through
the previous September.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, Pub. #32990,
ISBN 9781422490051

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Ohio

BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW

Ohio Business Entities, 2nd Edition
Zolman Cavitch, Matthew P. Cavitch

A concise practice guide plus a corresponding code handbook for advising a business client through all stages
of the business life cycle from creating, to maintaining, to modifying or dissolving a business entity in Ohio.
Expert authors address choice of entity and formation, financing, fiduciary duties, securities regulation and
more, with a particular emphasis on understanding the tax consequences of various business decisions.
Specific topics include:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Pre-incorporation planning
The mechanics of incorporation
Shareholders’ rights
The purchase, sale and dissolution of businesses
S corporations
State securities regulations

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Federal and state tax law
Close corporations
Limited liability companies
Partnerships
Business trusts
Nonprofit corporations

Each chapter includes commentary, practice tips and references to relevant state and federal case law,
Ohio statutes and federal statutes, including the Internal Revenue Code. An essential collection of business
forms for creating, maintaining and dissolving a business have been inserted into relevant chapters to
streamline customers’ search time. Electronic versions of the forms are included on CD-ROM.
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement and companion forms on CD-ROM, includes Ohio Business Entities Handbook,
Pub. #00190, ISBN 9780820569611
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115999

Anderson’s Ohio Annotated Business
Entities Handbook

Anderson’s Ohio Corporation
Law Handbook

A comprehensive, yet portable, statutory reference
which combines explanatory text, tax comments and
forms with pertinent Ohio Revised Code statutes to
provide primary source information for the business
law practitioner.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #43110, ISBN 9780769847603

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #04302,
ISBN 9781593456634

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115579

Anderson’s Ohio Creditor’s
Rights Manual
James P. Botti

Anderson’s The Law of Professional
Conduct in Ohio
Susan J. Becker, Jack A. Guttenberg, Lloyd B. Snyder
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated every other year,
Pub. #04577, ISBN 9781593458621
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115586

Anderson’s Ohio Consumer Law Manual
Gregory M. Travalio

An ideal resource for lawyers, lenders, collectors,
sellers and consumer advocates, this Manual includes
applicable statutes, relevant cases and detailed
discussion of dozens of consumer law issues. Designed
to capture the most important elements of consumer
law, this convenient desk reference contains federal
and state consumer statutes as well as extensive
guidance on common law doctrines that are frequently
invoked in consumer disputes.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #04396,
ISBN 9781593457921
eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781579111748

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

Guides the attorney step by step through all
the situations and problems that a creditor
may encounter in attempting to collect
money from a debtor. Ohio Creditor’s Rights
is particularly useful for law clerks or the
support staff of attorneys who delegate
certain aspects of collection work. All
chapters are accompanied by examples,
suggested forms (more than 100 in all)
and other materials designed to assist
in the practical aspects of representing
creditors, and should be helpful to both
the experienced collection attorney and
the novice.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated annually,
Pub. #04303, ISBN 9781593454524
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113063

Ohio

Anderson’s Ohio Securities Law and Practice, 3rd Edition
Howard M. Friedman

This authoritative source on Ohio’s Blue Sky laws combines the formal requirements and more informal
aspects of Ohio securities practice, explaining all aspects of Ohio blue sky practice, from routing
registration, exemption and liability questions to more complex issues involving Ohio’s merit requirements.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, includes Ohio Securities Law and Practice Handbook, Pub. #04307,
ISBN 9781593452353
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168867

Anderson’s Ohio Securities Law and Practice Handbook
Compiled by Howard M. Friedman
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #33095, ISBN 9781422490075

CIVIL PRACTICE

Anderson’s Appellate Practice
and Procedure in Ohio

Anderson’s Sixth Circuit Practice Manual

William H. Wolff Jr., James A. Brogan,
Shauna K. McSherry

Turn here for the hands-on guidance you need to practice
confidently in the Sixth Circuit. Organized to reflect the
chronological progress of appeals in their various stages,
this hands-on guide covers such topics as initiation
of appeals, stays pending appeal, motions, mediation,
the record on appeal, brief requirements, appellate
jurisdiction, and special issues in criminal and death
penalty appeals. Includes the Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure, along with the corresponding Sixth Circuit Rule
and Internal Operating Procedure, and is fully indexed for
easy reference.

Written by experienced appellate
judges, this practice manual is designed
primarily for the occasional visitor to the
Courts of Appeals of Ohio, and focuses
on the basic principles of appellate
practice and procedure as they apply
to appeals from the decisions of both
courts and administrative agencies.
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Includes “practice highlight” charts
outlining practice tips for appeals to
the Ohio Courts of Appeals.
Written in a format to assist you in
finding the information you need more
quickly and effortlessly.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #04347, ISBN 9781593458089
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111724

Anderson’s Ohio Civil Laws
and Rules Handbook
The perfect complement to civil practice
forms, treatises and manuals because
it provides you with the statutes and
rules that are vital to your practice in one
portable volume.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #04572, ISBN 9781422489291
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169055

Matthew C. Blickensderfer, et al.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated annually, Pub. #04345,
ISBN 9781593452421

Ohio Civil Practice with Forms
James P. Botti, James A. Brogan, Christine E. Deken,
Stanley E. Harper Jr., John W. McCormac, Shauna K. McSherry,
Michael E. Solimine, William H. Wolff Jr.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, 1 volume, softbound, with companion
forms on CD-ROM, Pub. #04336, ISBN 9781593454432

Weissenberger’s Ohio Civil Procedure
Litigation Manual
A.J. Stephani, Glen Weissenberger

Designed to provide a thorough, yet concise analysis of
the Ohio Rules of Civil Procedure to aid the practitioner,
judge and student alike in understanding the operation
and application of the Rules that recur throughout the
course of civil litigation. This Manual is updated annually to
encompass changes in the Rules and supporting case law.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #04337,
ISBN 9781593458171
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111694

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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CRIMINAL LAW

Anderson’s Ohio Criminal Practice and Procedure
Thomas Hagel

The treatise takes you step by step through an Ohio criminal prosecution, from investigation through the
post-conviction appellate and habeas corpus processes. Even the most experienced practitioners value
the clear discussion, as well as the annotations, research references and forms.
Keep current on the most recent developments in criminal law with regularly updated analysis, codes, cases
and forms in this all-in-one set for prosecutors, defense attorneys and judges:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Practice and Procedure treatise volume
Anderson’s Ohio Criminal Law Handbook
Quarterly Case Service featuring latest cases and amendments to the Criminal Procedure Rules
Forms on CD-ROM

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with companion forms on CD-ROM, replaced annually, includes Anderson’s Ohio Criminal Law Handbook
with CD-ROM, Pub. #04310, ISBN 9781593458102
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111663

Anderson’s Ohio Criminal Law Handbook
John W. McCormac, Michael E. Solimine

Includes Title 29 plus related statutes; Table of Penalties and Index of Offenses; Elements of Offenses;
Ohio Rules of Procedure; and a searchable, annotated CD-ROM.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced biannually, with companion CD-ROM, Pub. #33020, ISBN 9781422490044

eISBN 9781579117320

Anderson’s Ohio Manual of Criminal
Complaints and Indictments

Ohio Criminal and Motor
Vehicle Handbook

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
with companion forms on CD-ROM, Pub. #33065,
ISBN 9781593456610

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #36126,
ISBN 9781422489390

eBOOK •

Anderson’s Ohio Criminal & Traffic
Field Guide
1 volume each release, updated twice per year,
Pub. #33010
PRINT •

Spring ISBN 9781422489246
Fall ISBN 9781422489253
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117207

Anderson’s Criminal Law Handbook
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced twice
per year, Pub. #33020, ISBN 9781422490044
eBOOK •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115197

eISBN 9781579117320

Sixth Circuit Criminal Handbook
E. James King, J.H. King

This comprehensive and useful Handbook is the
product of years of careful study and practical
application of Sixth Circuit criminal decisions.
Covering hundreds of criminal issues, the
Handbook gives litigators, judges, prosecutors,
defense attorneys, law clerks and paralegals
clear, practical analysis tailored to the needs of
a busy criminal law practitioner. It also includes
90 updated sections and 120 new cases that are
important to criminal practice.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #60510,
ISBN 9781422499696
eBOOK •

Anderson’s Ohio Traffic
Law Handbook
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #33118,
ISBN 9781422497852
eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781579117344

eISBN 9781579112660

Ohio

EDUCATION LAW

Anderson’s Ohio School Law Guide

Anderson’s Ohio
School Finance Manual

Kimball H. Carey

This comprehensive, practical work gives definitive answers to
questions relating to public schools for administrators, school
board members and attorneys.
Volume One, the “text” volume, contains clear and concise
treatment of all aspects of school management, procedure and
activity, as well as the status and rights of employees.
Volume Two contains Chapters 3301 to 3332 and related
statutes pertaining to public education from Page’s Ohio Revised
Code Annotated.
Volume Three includes Ohio Administrative Code rules of the
State Board of Education and forms.
PRINT • 3 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, with companion forms on
CD-ROM, Pub. #04364, ISBN 9781593456672
eBOOK •

Richard E. Maxwell, Scott R. Sweetland
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with
current supplement, Pub. #04366,
9781593454906.
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117405

Anderson’s Ohio School
Law Manual
Kimball H. Carey
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced
annually, Pub. #04365, ISBN 9781593456689
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167631

eISBN 9781579119041

ELDER LAW

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Anderson’s Ohio Elder Law
Practice Manual

Employment in Ohio: A Guide to Employment
Laws, Regulations and Practices

Gregory S. French, Ruth R. Longenecker
and Richard T. Taps

Maynard G. Sautter

As the legal issues affecting America’s
elderly become more and more
complex, elder law continues to grow
as a legal specialty. Anderson’s Ohio
Elder Law Practice Manual (formerly
known as Financial and Health Care
Planning for the Elderly in Ohio) has
been completely revised and contains
the latest analysis, forms and statutes
relating to the practice of elder law
in Ohio.
Topics covered include ethics, powers
of attorney, living trusts, and Medicaid
issues, among others. Although the
emphasis is on Ohio law, reference is
also made to certain laws of Indiana,
Kentucky and Florida that may be of
interest to Ohio practitioners. Also
included is a CD-ROM containing 10
forms that are especially relevant to
the practice of elder law in Ohio.
1 volume, softbound, replaced
annually, with forms on CD-ROM, Pub. #04331,
ISBN 9781593458157
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115142

This desktop reference provides information concerning the
laws, regulations and policies affecting labor and employment
in Ohio. The book may be used in the development of a
personnel policy and as a resource for answers to questions
on employment law issues. It offers solid guidance on
important new procedures and potential sources of liability,
and keeps you abreast of important regulations governing all
aspects of the employer-employee relationship—from hiring
to termination or retirement.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #82206,
ISBN 9780327124788
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117443

Anderson’s Ohio Employment Law Handbook
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #43180,
ISBN 9781593452988

The Midwest Employer
Littler Mendelson, P.C.

This practical and extensive guide to state employment and
labor laws is essential for human resources professionals,
corporate counsel and other employment and labor law
attorneys. Updated annually, the handbook contains
recent case law and legislative developments, practical
recommendations and essential tools. States include:
Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota, Missouri and Wisconsin.
Searchable CD-ROM contains the contents of the book as
well as the full text of cases referenced.
PRINT • 1 volume, updated annually, with companion CD-ROM, Pub. #25950,
ISBN 9781422487624

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

Anderson’s Ohio EPA Laws and Regulations
Contains all Ohio statutory and regulatory provisions for programs managed by the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency. Each volume includes an Ohio EPA District Map, contact information for local Air
Pollution Control Agencies, a listing of Ohio EPA District Offices and a detailed index
PRINT •

3 volumes, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #04325, ISBN 9781422493526

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Ohio Probate, 2nd Edition
Rosemary Durkin

This convenient treatise provides practical procedural guidance regarding the Ohio probate process. In
addition to succinct commentary, the text includes citations to authority and practical tools such as forms
to be used at various stages of the process. Highlights of recent revisions include discussions of parties of
interest, “express trust,” testamentary capacity to execute a valid will, plus dozens of new case examples
and statutory references. The book also includes a detailed Table of Contents, as well as Table of Cases,
Table of Statutes, Index to Tables and Index of Forms for easy reference.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #68950, ISBN 9780327134411

eISBN 9781579113247

Anderson’s Ohio Probate Practice and Procedure
Marilyn J. Maag

Annually revised and fully annotated, this set remains the most thorough and useful authority on Ohio
probate law practice, and procedure with over 55 chapters covering all aspects of probate practice,
complete with outlines, standard probate forms and sample forms.
Volume One contains a comprehensive, annotated text discussion of every aspect of Ohio estate
administration procedure in chronological order as well as Outlines of Procedure detailing every step in over
90 procedures.
Volume Two includes new and revised Standard Probate Forms and all current Estate Tax Forms
and Bulletins. Also included is a complete set of over 600 sample forms on topics not covered by
standard forms.
Volume Three, Anderson’s Ohio Probate Law Handbook, contains relevant parts of Title 21 and related titles
of Page’s Ohio Revised Code Annotated. Also included are Rules of Superintendence for the Courts of Ohio
governing probate court procedures. Each volume contains a comprehensive index to the entire set for
faster, more efficient research.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

3 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #04328, ISBN 9781593458058

eISBN 9781579113070

Anderson’s Ohio Probate Law Handbook
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #33075, ISBN 9781422487976

Anderson’s The Simple Will in Ohio
Marilyn J. Maag

This concise manual leads you step by step through the process of drafting, executing and amending
a simple Ohio will. It discusses when to use a simple will, explains the applicable law, explores common
drafting issues, and suggests solutions to problems that frequently arise when drafting a simple will. It also
provides client interview checklists and sample will forms, and includes the complete text of applicable
Ohio probate and tax provisions.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #04330, ISBN 9781593458065

eISBN 9781579118952
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Ohio

EVIDENCE

Weissenberger’s Ohio Evidence Library
Glen Weissenberger

Cited more than any other source of evidence law by Ohio courts,
this unique evidence resource provides comprehensive, succinct
and authoritative insight and information not found elsewhere. The
library includes:

Ohio Evidence
Supported by footnote authority, it analyzes evidentiary issues in
conjunction with current case law. Supplemented quarterly, it is
cited as the law of evidence by more Ohio courts than any other
Ohio evidence treatise.

Ohio Evidence Courtroom Manual
This handy manual provides you with on-point answers to questions arising under the Ohio Rules
of Evidence. Perfect for courtroom use and preparation, it combines concise and authoritative
interpretation with easy access. The text includes the complete, up-to-date Ohio Rules of Evidence,
scores of cases, relevant statutes, illustrations demonstrating proper handling of evidentiary issues,
current trends and new developments, and practical courtroom pointers.

Ohio Evidence Case Summaries Delivered via Email
This complimentary subscription includes evidence cases from the Ohio Supreme Court, Ohio Court of
Appeals, Ohio County Courts, Ohio Municipal Courts, U.S. 6th Circuit Court of Appeals and U.S. District
Courts in the 6th Circuit. Stay on top of the latest developments in Ohio evidence law through these
timely summaries, conveniently delivered to your desktop via e-mail. Subscribers will receive a letter
with the URL to register for their complimentary Ohio Evidence eAdvance Sheets subscription.
PRINT • 2 volumes, (treatises, supplemented quarterly and manual replaced annually), plus email case service, Pub. #04339,
ISBN 9780870849275

Weissenberger’s Ohio Evidence
Glen Weissenberger

Weissenberger’s Ohio
Evidence Courtroom Manual

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #04339, ISBN 9781422499016

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #04313,
ISBN 9781422498996
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111670

FAMILY LAW

Anderson’s Ohio Domestic Relations Practice Manual
Barbara J. Howard

This detailed manual leads the attorney step by step through a divorce or dissolution proceeding.
Anderson’s Ohio Domestic Relations Practice Manual provides practical advice, drafting suggestions for
applicable forms, and references to local rules and official forms.
Focusing on the issues and questions that commonly arise in divorce or dissolution cases, this guidebook
provides detailed coverage of special issues such as custody, spousal and child support and health care.
Common post-decree matters such as modification of support or custody are also considered, as well as
issues relating to the validity and enforcement of antenuptial agreements.
Other features include: Client Questionnaire; Fee Agreement Letter; Sample Pleadings, Motions and
Decrees; Sample Separation Agreement; Child Support Worksheets; Shared Parenting Worksheet and
Sample Plans; Sample Temporary Restraining Order and Affidavit; Sample Qualified Domestic Relations
Orders (QDROs); Sample Decree Modification Motions; Sample Prenuptial Agreement; Domestic Relations
Local Rules and Official Forms.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #04335, ISBN 9781593458164

eISBN 9781579115166

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Anderson’s Ohio Family Law

Anderson’s Ohio Family Law Handbook

James G. Carr, John Gilchrist,
Don. J. Young Jr.

Marilyn J. Maag

Addresses the legal issues with regard
to children, marriage, the elderly, and
juvenile court practice and procedure.
Written by leading authorities on
Ohio juvenile law, it contains the most
comprehensive review and discussion
of Ohio’s statutory and case law
available on the subject of juvenile
court practice and procedure. Both
volumes include forms and checklists
as well as an index.
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with
supplement, and Anderson’s Ohio Family Law
Handbook with CD-ROM, 1 volume, softbound,
with CD-ROM replaced annually, Pub. #04332,
ISBN 9781593452117

This collection of domestic relations statutes offers
complete coverage and features provisions relating to
marriage and divorce, adoption and child support, as well as
related areas such as insurance, criminal law, employment
and taxation. Title 31 (Domestic Relations—Children) is
included in full and annotated with case notes and research
references from Page’s Ohio Revised Code Annotated. Also
includes:
Ohio Rules of Juvenile Procedure
Ohio Rules of Civil Procedure
Child Support Guidelines
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually,
Pub. #33040, ISBN 9781422487938

Available separately or included with Anderson’s Ohio Family Law
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116248

Anderson’s Ohio Juvenile Law Handbook
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #33050,
ISBN 9781422496251
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169918

GENERAL PRACTICE / LITIGATION

Ohio Jury Instructions
The Ohio Jury Instructions Committee of the Ohio Judicial Conference

For strategic insight into any civil or criminal case, turn to the one
source that defines the key elements essential to proving or defending
it from the outset. The set provides clear initial guidance on any
matter and will prove invaluable to case and trial preparation, even in
the majority of cases that never make it to court. This essential threevolume set features:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

The latest pattern instructions drafted and issued by the Ohio Civil and
Criminal Jury Instructions Committees of the Ohio Judicial Conference
Commentary on the instructions directly from the judges who wrote them
Updated references to all relevant state and federal statutes and cases, and Ohio Revised Code sections
A reorganized format that facilitates faster and easier research
Explanatory Committee Notes

As the official pattern instructions used by all Ohio judges, Ohio Jury Instructions is indispensable to
your practice and to every partner, associate and paralegal in your firm—and it’s available in print and
CD-ROM only from LexisNexis and features several notable enhancements to facilitate your research:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

The Civil and Criminal instructions are now organized in self-contained units and available separately
General Instructions have been incorporated as needed into substantive Civil and Criminal Instructions
Jury instructions have been renumbered to include a prefix (CV, CR) identifying the instruction as Civil
or Criminal
A handy Correlation Table in each volume identifies new and old section numbers
Each volume includes a comprehensive General Index
PRINT •

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #04346, ISBN 9781593455880

Also available in separate civil and criminal volumes.
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PRINT •

Civil Jury Instructions, (Volume 1) separately, ISBN 9781593455897

PRINT •

Criminal Jury Instructions, (Volumes 2 and 3), ISBN 9781593455903
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Anderson’s Ohio Forms
Improve accuracy with 5,500 downloadable and
fill-in-the-blanks forms, covering virtually every
litigation and transactional topic of law in an easyto-use electronic format. The content is taken
from leading Anderson products.

Anderson’s Ohio Liquor Laws and
Rules Annotated
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #33060, ISBN 9781422487969
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116224

CD-ROM • Single user, updated annually, Pub. #05101,
ISBN 9781593458737

Anderson’s Ohio Pretrial Litigation
Practice Manual

Ohio Forms of Pleading and Practice

Michael L. Cioffi

William W. Milligan, Paul W. Brown,
Gerald A. Messerman

An encyclopedic array of court-tested forms, the
rules and precedents you need to ensure your
documents conform to the case at hand, this
vast forms set gives you virtually all the forms
you will need for all aspects of civil, probate and
criminal proceedings, including total coverage
on the Civil Rules, Appellate Procedure, Probate
Practice, selected Special Proceedings, Criminal
and Juvenile Rules, and the Rules of Evidence, with
annotations to case law and the complete text of
the Ohio Rules of Court.
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Every form follows the governing rules or
statutes in sequence and includes annotations
that refer you to relevant rules, statutes, cases
and other related forms.
Forms include full text of each rule with a
comparison to each rule’s federal counterpart
and comparisons to prior Code practice
where applicable.

PRINT • 18 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, with
companion CD-ROM, Pub. #00154, ISBN 9780820525181

Volumes 1 – 10 updated annually, Volumes 11 – 18 updated twice
per year

Also available as mini-sets:
PRINT •

Full set (18 volumes), Pub. #00502, ISBN 9780820515021

Volumes 1 – 10 Civil Rules, Special Proceedings & Index,
ISBN 9780820524979
PRINT •
PRINT •

Volumes 11 – 14 Probate Practice, ISBN 9780820524924

PRINT •

Volumes 15 – 18 Criminal Rules, ISBN 9780820524788

Couse’s Ohio Form Book with
Tax Comments
Thompson Hine LLP
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, with forms on CD-ROM,
Pub. #04343, ISBN 9781593458874

Ohio Civil Practice with Forms
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, 1 volume, softbound, with
Forms on CD-ROM, Pub. #04336, ISBN 9781593454432

Ohio Civil Rules Practice with Forms
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with Forms on CD-ROM,
Pub. #04338, ISBN 9781422499009
eBOOK •

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #04348, ISBN 9781593456603
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111731

Ohio Transaction Guide—Legal Forms
Cavitch, Familo, Durkin & Frutkin, L.P.A.

Everything you need to conduct Ohio business
transactions is at your fingertips with this allinclusive resource. Ohio Transaction Guide
provides practitioners with research tools,
analyses, practice tips, checklists and forms
pertaining to business entities, wills, trusts, and
real estate, commercial and personal transactions
in Ohio
Most chapters contain the following information:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Research Guide: lists of primary and secondary
sources that relate to the subject of the chapter
Legal Background Discussion: summarizes the
applicable law
Practice Guide: contains helpful outlines
and checklists
Forms: provides useful forms with information
on how to use them

PRINT • 16 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00538, ISBN 9780820515380

Separately, CD-ROM, single user, Pub. #00156,
ISBN 9780820525198
PRINT •

INSURANCE LAW

Anderson’s Insurance Law Handbook
The only Ohio publication to assemble the
necessary material for the insurance practitioner
to conduct complete, current and thorough
code and regulatory research. This handbook
features the full and annotated text of Title 39
(Insurance) and complete cross-referencing to
other insurance-related code sections and Ohio
Administrative Code Provisions. Contents include:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

 hio Revised Code Title 39: Insurance,
O
Ohio Administrative Code 3901: Department
of Insurance

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #33055,
ISBN 9781422494219
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169925

eISBN 9781579111700

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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PERSONAL INJURY LAW

Anderson’s Ohio Personal Injury
Litigation Manual
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #04576, ISBN 9781593458133
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422480137

REAL ESTATE LAW

Ohio Real Property Law and Practice,
6th Edition
Robert M. Curry, James Geoffrey Durham

Considered an authoritative reference for
more than 30 years, this time-tested reference
continues to provide comprehensive, convenient
information on real estate practice in Ohio.
The Sixth Edition provides expert treatment of
this complex area of law. Volume One includes
analysis. Volume Two includes forms. It is
completely up-to-date with analysis, citations and
forms reflecting developments in real property
laws relating to:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Taxation
Foreclosures
Easement
Co-tenancy and
joint ownership

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Probate
Mechanics’ lien law
Judgments
Condominiums

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, plus
Anderson’s Ohio Real Estate Law Handbook, replaced annually,
Pub. #62949, ISBN 9781422411438
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113162

Anderson’s Ohio Residential Real
Estate Practice Manual
Thomas J. Sherman

This Edition is full of complete and updated
information relating to every aspect of the real
estate transaction in Ohio. Each chapter has been
revised and updated to include the most recent
statutory and case information. Highlights include:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Detailed review of the new Agency Disclosure
Requirements in Ohio
Detailed review of the Lead Paint Disclosure
Requirements in Ohio
Discussion of new statutory material on
Trustee Deeds

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with supplement, Pub. #04354,
ISBN 9781422499030
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112691

Anderson’s Ohio Real Estate
Law Handbook
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #33080, ISBN 9781422490068
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WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

Fulton’s Ohio Workers’ Compensation
Law, 4th Edition
Philip J. Fulton

Encompasses the full scope of modern workers’
compensation law and practice, from its historic
origins to its operation in today’s hearing rooms
and courtrooms.
Volume One includes descriptions of the
administrative agencies and how they operate,
and historical analysis of workers’ compensation
law in Ohio, an explanation of administrative
court proceedings, and detailed discussion of the
major threshold issues, such as determination of
employment status, scope of compensable injury
and eligibility for benefits.
Volume Two (Ohio Workers’ Compensation Law
Handbook) offers the only collection of both
relevant statutes, and rules and agency materials
not otherwise readily available, including Bureau
and Commission Manuals and Policy Guidelines.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, and 1
volume, softbound, Pub. #04322, ISBN 9781593458324
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579111687

Ohio Workers’ Compensation
Law Handbook
Compiled by Philip J. Fulton
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #33123,
ISBN 9781422490099

Oklahoma

Oklahoma
GENERAL PRACTICE

Oklahoma Civil Procedure Forms, 2nd Edition
Clyde A. Muchmore, Harvey D. Ellis Jr.

It’s never been easier for civil litigators to implement the Oklahoma
Pleading and Discovery Codes and the rules of civil and appellate
procedures. This publication includes documents for district court and
appellate practice easily customized to your specific case and useful
commentary to help you place the sample forms in context.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, with companion forms diskette,
Pub. #82216, ISBN 9780327124795
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168546

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Oklahoma Estate Planning, Will Drafting and Estate Administration Forms
The source provides both an extensive drafting guide and a valuable practice manual for this complicated
area of law. Using the text and CD-ROM together, you can create the exact documents your clients need.
Coverage includes powers of attorney; income-shifting devices; revocable and irrevocable trusts; charitable
gifts; generation-skipping transfer tax; post-mortem tax planning and fiduciary income taxation.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, with companion forms CD-ROM, Pub. #82238, ISBN 9780327009085

eISBN 9780327167983

REAL ESTATE LAW

Oklahoma Real Estate Forms
Alan C. Durbin, C. Temple Bixler

Save time and expenses by drafting documents with this complete set covering all aspects of residential,
commercial and construction transactions. You’ll have all the essential materials and expert advice in one
source, obtaining sample forms and clause options to address every phase of the conveyancing process,
supported with helpful commentary. Use the books and CD-ROM together to create the forms you need,
including Homeowners Association Documents, Title Holding Agreements, Special Provisions for Oil and
Gas Leases, FIRPTA Affidavits and dozens of others that help you deal with real estate issues.
PRINT •

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, with companion forms CD-ROM, Pub. #82244, ISBN 9780871899781

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Oregon

Oregon
GENERAL PRACTICE

Oregon Evidence, 5th Edition
Laird C. Kirkpatrick

Master Oregon’s evidence rules with this one-stop comprehensive resource ,
written by a nationally-recognized expert on evidence law in federal and state
courts. You get the latest statutory amendments and citations to current case
law along with thorough analysis of the Rules of Evidence and all Oregon federal
interpretive cases. Turn here for the hands-on information you need to develop
winning courtroom strategies—including insight into evidentiary issues and hidden
aspects of the rules.
PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, with annual supplement, Pub. #82271, ISBN 9781422418802

Oregon Rules of Civil Procedure Annotated
A must-have resource for Oregon civil practitioners, this convenient reference gives you the Rules of Civil
Procedure for Oregon state courts in a compact format. You also get:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Authoritative annotations to decisions of the state and local federal courts
Annotations to secondary sources
Cross-references to related statutes
PRINT •

eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #47280, ISBN 9781422489833

eISBN 9781579118532

Oregon Evidence Code Handbook
Give yourself fingertip access to the entire Oregon Evidence Code with Official Legislative Commentary, the
Federal Rules of Evidence, and comparisons of the two. You also get Oregon Revised Statutes citations, as
well as the statutory changes made by the most recent Oregon Legislature.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced biennially, Pub. #82276, ISBN 9781422498569

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Employment in Oregon: Guide to Employment Laws,
Regulations and Practices, 3rd Edition
Pamela Knowles

For easy-to-understand overviews and explanations of complex labor
and employment law issues facing today’s employers, turn to this reliable
resource. You get clear analysis of the full range of employment issues from
hiring to termination, with annual updates to help you keep pace with the
rapid evolution of labor and employment law on the state and federal level.
PRINT •
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1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #82302, ISBN 9780327002031
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Pennsylvania
GENERAL PRACTICE

Dunlap-Hanna Pennsylvania Forms
Paul C. Heintz, Editor-in-Chief

Find expertly drafted litigation and administrative forms for every
circumstance and need with the source trusted by Pennsylvania practitioners
for over 150 years. From business and labor contracts to wills and trusts to
litigation pleadings and motions, you get thousands of authoritative forms at
your fingertips along with practical guidance, commentary and citations to
legal authority.
This complete collection of attorney-drafted forms, official forms and court
forms covers 10 general topical areas including corporations, commercial law,
employment law, real property, estates, family law, civil litigation, and criminal
law. A 15th volume, Transactions In Turbulent Times, was recently added to help
you meet the challenges imposed by the current economic upheaval.
PRINT •

15 volumes, loose-leaf, updated two times per year, Pub. #00260, ISBN 9780820512600

Ohlbaum on the Pennsylvania Rules of Evidence
Edward D. Ohlbaum

From questions of relevancy to issues of authentication, you’ll find Pennsylvania rules of evidence with a
flip of the page—along with expert commentary and case notes to help you build your best case and argue
points of evidence with confidence.
Ideal for both the office and the courtroom, its authoritative coverage includes a summary of relevant
statutes and case law, concise analysis from a noted authority in the field, explanations of current trends
and developments, illustrative examples, constitutional considerations, additional authority for expanding
your research, a table of cases and a quick reference index.
Written and updated by a noted authority in the field, this indispensable resource for Pennsylvania
trial attorneys provides quick access to the complete text of the Pennsylvania Rules of Evidence, with
comparison to the Federal Rules of Evidence, authoritative analysis, case notes, and practical guidance.
Includes a table of cases and a comprehensive index.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #00799, ISBN 9781422488171

eISBN 9781579118556

Pennsylvania Evidence Courtroom Manual
Glen Weissenberger, A.J. Stephani

Designed specifically for courtroom use, this trial-tested guide provides fast, reliable answers to the
evidentiary questions that crop up in court and guides you to underlying authorities and secondary sources.
With its coverage of the Pennsylvania Rules of Evidence, statutes and case law, authoritative commentary,
examples, practice tips and more, this indispensable tool will help you build and argue the strongest
case possible.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #04394, ISBN 9781422488232

eISBN 9781579113124

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania Transaction Guide:
Legal Forms
Joseph N. Bongiovanni III, Elisa A. Bongiovanni,
Joseph N. Bongiovanni IV

With substantive law, procedures and forms all
smartly organized by transaction for easy access,
this one-stop source helps you execute virtually
any civil transaction involving business entities,
wills and trusts, real estate and personal matters
with work-saving efficiency.
Each transaction is presented step by step
and specific to Pennsylvania law. From client
interview through drafting and executing the
appropriate forms and procedures, you’ll
meet the requirements of every transaction
with confidence, speed and authority. Legal
background and research guides help you get
clear understanding of all applicable state and
federal statutes and regulations, and the hundreds
of forms come complete with expert guidance
and commentary.
16 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year,
Pub. #00436, ISBN 9780820514369
PRINT •

Pennsylvania Law Encyclopedia
Anchor your practice with the most secure
cornerstone of all. Comprehensive yet concise,
this definitive work addresses virtually every
subject area pertinent to law practice in
Pennsylvania, presenting the rules of Pennsylvania
law and their exceptions, qualifications, limitations
and extensions in one smartly organized source.
For each major issue discussed, you get “black
letter” law summaries followed by analysis of case
law, statutes and rules, with citations to other
authority. Landmark cases are analyzed in the text,
giving you important insight when the Pennsylvania
courts clarify a doubtful question or overrule
a longstanding principle. Plus, extensive crossreferencing to pertinent primary and secondary
materials ensures your research is complete. This
Encyclopedia includes:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

 oncise summaries, set out in distinctive type,
C
preceding the statement of the law in each
section—so you can quickly determine if you’re
looking in the right place
Landmark cases analyzed in the text, providing
important insights when the Pennsylvania
courts clarify a doubtful question or overrule a
longstanding principle
Cross references to primary and secondary
materials to ensure that your research
is complete
Current general index to help you quickly locate
information by topic

PRINT • 53 volumes, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #63620, ISBN 9780327009634
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Pennsylvania Civil Practice, 4th Edition
Kevin A. Hess, Seth A. Mendelsohn, Nathan C. Wolf,
Stacy Barker Wolf

Integrates the most relevant, accurate, and upto-date case law with the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court’s latest Rules of Civil Procedure and
practice, referencing Pennsylvania Statutes and
Consolidated Statutes. This handbook outlines
each step in the trial process, from establishing
jurisdiction to preparation for appeal, and
includes citations to leading cases for each point
discussed. Practice notes guide attorneys through
everyday dilemmas, beyond a simple reading
of the Rules. The publication complements
electronic research by providing summaries and
references to online LexisNexis services.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #67000, ISBN 9780327163022
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118389

LexisNexis Practice Guide:
Pennsylvania Civil Discovery
James E. Beasley Jr., Maxwell S. Kennerly

Provides a real-world approach to the procedural
and substantive law applied in Pennsylvania
courts. With this comprehensive resource you get:
Practical guidance and source references with
in-depth explanations that help you master
the complexities of the court rules, statutory
provisions and case law governing Pennsylvania
civil discovery
Easy-to-use chapter organization that guides
you through the process of discovery in a
practice-oriented, step-by-step approach
Task-based checklists that walk you through
civil discovery, complete with cites to applicable
court rules, statutory provisions and case law
Practice Tips, such as Strategic Points, Warnings,
Timing and Exceptions, which alert you to
critical issues and help prevent missteps
Dozens of attorney-drafted and court-tested
downloadable forms to save you valuable time
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated annually, Pub. #01615,
ISBN 9781422478486
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579114862

Pennsylvania

BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW

LAW ENFORCEMENT

CSC® Pennsylvania Laws Governing
Business Entities
This go-anywhere volume organizes all the Pennsylvania
business statutes and opinions you’ll need to research
the law, complete transactions with confidence and
provide advice that’s always on the money. It covers
all types of business entities and includes hundreds of
case annotations to keep you current with the latest
decisions, plus over 100 ready-to-use transactional
forms on CD-ROM.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually,
Pub. #26480, ISBN 9781422490495

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with flash drive,
replaced annually, Pub. #36146, ISBN 9780769850009

Standalone, replaced annually,
ISBN 9781422488942
FLASH DRIVE •

Pennsylvania Crimes Code and
Vehicle Law Handbook with
Related Statutes
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #36146, ISBN 9780769850016

CRIMINAL LAW

Pennsylvania Crimes Code and
Vehicle Law Handbook with
Field Guide

Pennsylvania Benchbook for Criminal
Proceedings, 3rd Edition
Hon. Carolyn Engel Temin

A standard presence in Pennsylvania courts for more
than a decade, this treatise is organized by type of
proceeding (pretrial motion, sentence). It includes the
full text of rules and statutes, concise legal summaries
with cites to authoritative cases, procedural checklists,
sample jury instructions, colloquies, relevant forms and
sentencing charts and tables.

PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #43756, ISBN 9780769849980

Pennsylvania Crimes Code and
Vehicle Law Handbook with Field
Guide and Flash Drive
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with flash drive,
replaced annually, Pub. #36250, ISBN 9780769849997

PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01161,
ISBN 9780820541730
eBOOK •

Pennsylvania Crimes Code and
Vehicle Law Handbook

eISBN 9781579119669

Crimes Code of Pennsylvania

Criminal Law Digest of Pennsylvania

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, replaced annually,
Pub. #36150, ISBN 9780769850030

1 volume, loose-leaf, replaced annually, Pub. #36156,
ISBN 9781422487990
PRINT •

Pennsylvania Criminal and
Vehicle Law Field Guide

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

PRINT • 1 volume, spiral bound, replaced annually,
Pub. #27920, ISBN 9780769849973

Remick’s Pennsylvania Orphans’
Court Practice

eBOOK •

Charles W. Frampton, Paul C. Heintz,
supplemented by Eileen Grant

All the practical help you need to practice in the
Orphans’ Court—text, statutes and forms for every
area of estates law. You’ll find concise, modern forms,
complete with every necessary element, alongside the
text to which they apply. Topics include probate and the
grant of letters, administration, accountings, distribution,
fiduciaries and Orphans’ Court practice.
PRINT • 7 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #00580,
ISBN 9780820515809

eISBN 9781579113629

Pennsylvania Law
Enforcement Handbook
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #36164, ISBN 9781422489437

Vehicles Law of Pennsylvania
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, replaced annually,
Pub. #36174, ISBN 9781422487587

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Puerto Rico

Puerto Rico
PRIMARY LAW

Laws of Puerto Rico Annotated
(English Edition)
If you need to research Puerto Rico statutory law, here’s
the resource you’re looking for. Turn here for authoritative
statutory text and the most exact and insightful annotations
to Puerto Rico statutes available.
Published in separate English and Spanish editions, this go-to
resource includes:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

The complete text of the official statutes, fully annotated
A comprehensive index, updated and replaced annually
Cumulative supplements containing the latest amendments and
revisions and providing the latest case law annotations, published within 90 days of
receipt of all Acts from the legislature
On-point annotations based on all Puerto Rico cases and federal cases arising in Puerto Rico
All case citations Shepardized for accuracy

LexisNexis also publishes a Puerto Rico Advance Legislative Service (ALS) for the Spanish edition.
The ALS gives you the latest session laws as they are passed, along with handy tables showing you
what sections of the Code are affected.
PRINT •

41 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #47530, ISBN 9780327010227

Leyes de Puerto Rico Annotated (Spanish Edition)
PRINT •

41 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #47460, ISBN 9780327010241

Puerto Rico Resumen Legislativo
PRINT •

1 volume, replaced annually, Pub. #47660, ISBN 9781422490174

Puerto Rico Session Law (English Edition)
PRINT •

3 volumes, pamphlet, issued annually, Pub. #47579, ISBN 9781422464014

Puerto Rico Session Law (Spanish Edition)
PRINT •

3 volumes, pamphlet, issued annually, Pub. #47578, ISBN 9781422489918

Diccionario De Términos Jurídicos
PRINT •
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1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #47458, ISBN 9780327119784

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

Puerto Rico

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Puerto Rico Trabajo Labor
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #31803, ISBN 9781422490136

GENERAL PRACTICE

Puerto Rico Civil Code
One of the most important legal sources for Puerto Rico, this title includes all the civil laws of Puerto Rico,
with annotations, as well as an annotated historic precedent of the civil codification.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #31801, ISBN 9781422490082

eISBN 9780327169505

Practica Forense Puertoriquena: Procedimiento Civil;
Procedimiento Criminal; Evidencia
Give yourself fingertip access to all the Civil, Criminal and Evidence Procedure Rules, complete with upto-date legal precedents and annotations. Volume 1 is the civil volume; volume 2 is the criminal volume;
volume 3 contains the evidence rules.
PRINT •

3 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #47526, ISBN 9781422489871

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Codigo Penal y Ley de Vehiculos y Transito de Puerto Rico
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #31824, ISBN 9781422490112

eISBN 9780327169512

eBooks from LexisNexis
Readable on Apple iPhone, Apple iPad
and other mobile digital reading devices
Access authoritative, trusted legal treatises and guides
from Matthew Bender® and others on your e-reader or
smartphone anytime and from anywhere. Stay current
with electronic updates.

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Rhode Island

Rhode Island
PRIMARY LAW

General Laws of Rhode Island
The one source you can trust for annotated Rhode Island
primary law, this peerless reference offers the first and last
word in statutory research in the state.
From aeronautics to insurance, labor and labor relations to
weights and measures, it brings you:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

The official state statutes, fully annotated, plus Rhode Island
Court Rules Annotated
Fully annotated cumulative supplements published annually within 90 days
of receipt of all acts from the Legislature
Annotations based on all Rhode Island cases and federal cases arising in Rhode Island, Roger Williams
University Law Review, and ALR—with all case citations Shepardized for accuracy
A comprehensive index, replaced annually

Plus you get Rhode Island Advance Annotation Service and Rhode Island Advance Legislation Service,
which are also available separately.
PRINT •

30 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #47605, ISBN 9780327120223

Rhode Island Court Rules Annotated
All the rules of the Rhode Island courts with extensive annotations
prepared by experts in Rhode Island law.
1 volume, softbound, updated semiannually, replaced annually, Pub. #47605,
ISBN 9780769847573
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118747

Code of Rhode Island Rules (Administrative Code)
The only complete print edition of its kind available, these 27 volumes,
updated monthly, set forth all administrative rules issued by Rhode
Island’s dozens of state bodies—from the Department of Administration
to the Water Resources Board.
Included with the Code set and available separately, the Guide to Rhode
Island Rules delivers a collection of indexes—Subject, Rule Number,
Table of Authorities, Proposed Rules, and Emergency Rules—to lead you
quickly and efficiently to agency rules relevant to your practice needs.
PRINT •
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27 volumes, loose-leaf, Pub. #49551, ISBN 9780916812485

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

Rhode Island
Government Register
Ideal for courts, lawyers,
libraries, and lobbyists as well
as business executives, this
unique monthly resource
compiles official government
actions—from gubernatorial
executive orders to attorney
general opinions, banking
regulations, lists of proposed
and enacted laws, and more—
you need to know about
now. Includes a cumulative
annual index.
PRINT • pamphlet,
issued monthly, Pub. #49569,
ISBN 9781422410585

Rhode Island

BANKING LAW

Rhode Island Banking Laws
Issued by the Rhode Island Department of Labor and Training, this is a handy and compact guide for
attorneys, employers and human resources professionals. An ideal companion volume to Rhode Island
Workers’ Compensation Laws, this volume contains Chapters 39 through 44 of Title 28 as well as Chapters
61 and 102 of Title 42.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #32105, ISBN 9780769848822

eISBN 9781579116217

EDUCATION LAW

GENERAL PRACTICE

Rhode Island Education Laws and
Rules Annotated

Rhode Island Civil Practice and Procedure

Designed as a comprehensive collection
of the laws that govern education in
Rhode Island, this volume contains
Title 16 (Education) and many more
related statutes, regulations and
additional resources.

PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #66675,
ISBN 9781558344051

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, updated annually, with
companion CD-ROM , Pub. #32118, ISBN 9780769848839
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116200

Ronald J. Resmini

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Rhode Island Criminal and Traffic Law
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced annually,
Pub. #32140, ISBN 9781422498224
eBOOK •

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Labor and Employment in Rhode
Island: A Guide to Employment
Laws, Regulations and Practices
Jeffrey L. Hirsch

This desktop reference provides basic
information concerning the laws, regulations,
and policies affecting labor and employment
in Rhode Island. The book may be used
to help develop personnel policies and
as a resource for answers to questions
on employment law issues. It offers solid
guidance on important new procedures and
potential sources of liability and keeps you
abreast of important regulations governing
all aspects of the employer-employee
relationship - from hiring to termination
or retirement.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #82373,
ISBN 9780327009429

Temporary Disability Insurance
and Unemployment Insurance
Laws of Rhode Island
Issued by the Rhode Island Department
of Labor and Training, this is a handy and
compact guide for attorneys, employers and
human resources professionals.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with supplement,
Pub. #32139, ISBN 9781422437964

eISBN 9781579115425

Rhode Island Fire Laws and
Rules Annotated
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced annually,
Pub. #32135, ISBN 9781422498217
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579116194

PERSONAL INJURY LAW

Rhode Island Tort Law and Personal
Injury Practice, 2nd Edition
Ronald J. Resmini

Whether its statutes of limitations, professional
malpractice, product liability, or a host of other
relevant topics, Resmini provides cogent analysis and
supportive case law. If a question has been discussed
or decided, you will find it here. This encyclopedic
approach makes Rhode Island Tort Law and Personal
Injury Practice as valuable for the specialist as it is for
the general practitioner.
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #82355, ISBN 9780327016625

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

Rhode Island Workers’
Compensation Law
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually,
Pub. #32137, ISBN 9780769847139
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115418

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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South Carolina

South Carolina
CRIMINAL LAW / LAW ENFORCEMENT

Fourth Circuit Criminal Handbook
Chief U.S. Magistrate Judge Carl Horn III

This comprehensive and popular handbook is the product of years of careful study and practical
application of Fourth Circuit criminal decisions. Covering hundreds of criminal issues, this Handbook gives
litigators, judges, law clerks and federal enforcement personnel clear, practical analysis geared to the needs
of a busy criminal law practice.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #62935, ISBN 9781422488867

eISBN 9781579112271

Fourth Circuit Criminal Reporter
Chief U.S. Magistrate Judge Carl Horn III

The Reporter combs through case law to provide succinct updates, highlighting new developments
every five weeks. This quick briefing will alert you to the latest significant changes in your Fourth Circuit
criminal practice.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Yearly subscription, 8 issues per year, Pub. #62937, ISBN 9780327106869

eISBN 9780327167280

South Carolina Criminal and Traffic Law Field Guide
The pocket-sized guide clearly and concisely lists the elements of key statutes from the Penal,
Transportation and related codes, with the penalties for each offense and case law annotations set out for
quick reference. A table of commonly cited traffic offenses is also included for quick reference. The field
guide is an easy-to-use and indispensable reference tool for any officer in the field.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, spiral bound, replaced annually, Pub. #36208, ISBN 9781422499535

eISBN 9780327169994

South Carolina Criminal Law and Motor Vehicle Handbook
This handy title provides convenient access to South Carolina’s criminal law and procedure, motor vehicle
laws and many related statutes—all of the statutes that law enforcement professionals and trial attorneys
need most often.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #36198, ISBN 9780769851327

eISBN 9781579115531

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

South Dakota

South Dakota
PRIMARY LAW

Lexis® South Dakota Court Rules Annotated
Setting forth all rules of practice and procedure from Titles 15, 16, and 19 as approved by the
South Dakota Supreme Court and codified by the South Dakota Legislature, this indispensable set
includes:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Local Rules of Practice of the United States District Court for the District of South Dakota—Criminal, Civil
Rules for the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit, including an integration of the Federal
Rules of Appellate Procedure where adopted by the Eighth Circuit
Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (25 U.S.C. §§ 1901 to 1963)
Guidelines for State Courts: Indian Child Custody Proceedings, Department of the Interior, Bureau of
Indian Affairs

Rich case note annotations throughout derive from decisions of the South Dakota Supreme Court
and the appropriate federal court.
PRINT •

2 volumes, softbound, with supplement, replaced annually, Pub. #41390, ISBN 9781422484388

LAW ENFORCEMENT

South Dakota Criminal and Traffic Law Manual
Quickly access criminal law and procedure, motor vehicle and traffic laws, and many related statutes
in this comprehensively indexed manual. With a listing of sections affected by recent legislation as
well as succinct summaries of selected legislative changes, it includes a fully searchable, printable and
downloadable version of the book on CD-ROM.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #32801, ISBN 9781422494318

eISBN 9780327168980

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Tennessee

Tennessee
PRIMARY LAW

Tennessee Code Annotated
For more than 50 years, the LexisNexis companies have been
Tennessee’s Official Code publisher—and Tennessee Code
Annotated has been the authority for Tennessee statutory
research. It covers:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

The official state statutes, fully annotated
Tennessee Court Rules Annotated
A comprehensive index, replaced annually
Cumulative supplements published annually within 80 days’ receipt of all acts from the legislature
Annotations based on cases, select law reviews, and attorney general opinions
All case citations Shepardized for accuracy

LexisNexis also offers an Advance Code Service that provides the most current case law, corrections
to the Tennessee Code Annotated and updates to the Tennessee Court Rules Annotated.
PRINT •

35 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #48205, ISBN 9780672840852

Tennessee Court Rules Annotated
Formulate your best case strategies, plan your next moves and drive client satisfaction backed by this twovolume set, which includes the most-used local, state and federal rules.
But this is more than a collection of rules. It is a guide to the rules. You’ll find amendment histories, case
notes and bar committee notes with the rules, along with a convenient index and numerous forms.
PRINT •

2 volumes, softbound, updated semiannually, replaced annually, Pub. #48205, ISBN 9781422486658

BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW

Tennessee Accountancy Laws
and Rules
1 volume, softbound, Pub. #33202,
ISBN 9781422447079
PRINT •

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #33197,
ISBN 9781422467572
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327170204

Tennessee Consumer Protection Act
and Related Laws

Tennessee Select Laws and
Regulations of Financial Institutions

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced every other year,
Pub. #33105, ISBN 9781422453841

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #33195, ISBN 9781422468159

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119362

Tennessee Corporations,
Partnerships and Associations
Law Annotated
1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #33208, ISBN 9781422497883
PRINT •
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Tennessee Pharmacy Laws

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

State of Tennessee Contractors’
License Law and Rules
and Regulations
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #33194,
ISBN 9781422432501

Tennessee

CIVIL PRACTICE & PROCEDURE

Tennessee Civil Procedure, 3rd Edition

Gibson’s Suits in Chancery, 8th Edition

Robert Banks Jr., June F. Entman

A handy reference for Tennessee lawyers
who handle matters in equity, this publication
thoroughly discusses the substantive law and
jurisprudential principles of equity as they relate
to most conceivable types of disputes in equity.
It also explains the procedural aspects involved,
from drafting the complaint to submission of
the judgment.

Provides a comprehensive, critical analysis
of the Tennessee Rules of Civil Procedure as
they have evolved over time. At every stage
in a proceeding, from the commencement of
action and service of summons to posttrial
motions and relief from judgment, you can look
to Tennessee Civil Procedure for detailed and
authoritative explanation.

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #63046, ISBN 9780327164180

1 volume, hardbound with supplement, Pub. #60135,
ISBN 9781422473764
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115234

eISBN 9780327168164

Tennessee Civil Jury Instructions
Committee on Pattern Jury Instructions of the Tennessee Judicial Conference
PRINT •

11 volumes, softbound, updated annually, Pub. #01416, ISBN 9780820569642

CRIMINAL LAW / LAW ENFORCEMENT

Tennessee Criminal Jury Instructions
Committee on Pattern Jury Instructions of the Tennessee Judicial Conference

Streamline your trial preparation and communicate clearly to jurors. This publication is written as an upto-date resource for jury instructions in clear, concise language the jury can understand. Prepared by the
Committee on Pattern Jury Instructions of the Tennessee Judicial Conference, it includes committee
comments and use notes, as well as expert-drafted practice considerations on use of the jury instructions
and cross-references to the Tennessee Code.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, updated annually, Pub. #01419, ISBN 9780820569703

Sixth Circuit
Criminal Handbook
E. James King, Joy E. King

This comprehensive and useful handbook
is the product of years of careful study
and practical application of Sixth Circuit
criminal decisions. Covering hundreds
of criminal issues, the Sixth Circuit
Criminal Handbook gives litigators,
judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys,
law clerks and paralegals clear, practical
analysis tailored to the needs of a busy
criminal-law practitioner.
1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #60510, ISBN 9781422499696
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112660

Tennessee Criminal Laws Annotated and
Tennessee Motor Vehicle Laws Annotated
PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound, with companion CD-ROM, Pub. #33111,
ISBN 9781422497845

Tennessee Criminal Laws Annotated
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM, Pub. #33101,
ISBN 9781422497722
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327170150

Tennessee Motor Vehicle Laws Annotated
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM, Pub. #33103,
ISBN 9781422497838
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327170167

GENERAL PRACTICE / LITIGATION

Tennessee Jurisprudence
Tennessee Jurisprudence is the most relied upon legal research tool in Tennessee next to the Tennessee
Code Annotated. With more than 400 alphabetically arranged subject matter titles, Tennessee
Jurisprudence gives you an answer to nearly every question raised in any case. Extensive footnotes citing
cases, statutes, court rules and law review articles support the succinct textual analysis.
PRINT •

31 volumes, hardbound, with current supplement, Pub. #77370, ISBN 9780327008255

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Tennessee

Tennessee Law of Evidence, 6th Edition
Donald F. Paine, original author; Neil P. Cohen, Sarah Y. Sheppeard

Originally written in 1974, this publication has long been recognized as the
definitive authority on evidence law in Tennessee. The authors have retained the
comprehensive scope of the original master work, but have updated this edition to
include all the latest statutory, rule and judicial changes.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #65803, ISBN 9781422499290

eISBN 9780327171898

Tennessee Evidence Courtroom Manual
Susan Kay, Glen Weissenberger

Includes the Tennessee Rules of Evidence together with analysis and case notes and is designed to provide
fast answers to evidentiary questions. Tennessee Evidence Courtroom Manual includes many convenient
features ideal for courtroom application, including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Summary of relevant statutes and case law
Concise, authoritative commentary and analysis
Explanation of current trends and developments
Illustrative examples
PRINT •

eBOOK •

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Constitutional considerations
Additional authority for expanding your research
Text of applicable statutes
Quick reference index

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #04395, ISBN 9781422490549

eISBN 9781579119089

Tennessee Forms

Tennessee Election Laws

Jack W. Robinson Jr., William T. Ramsey, Aubrey A. Harwell Jr.

This indispensable set provides more than a thousand
pleading and practice forms for civil, criminal and
commercial practice, giving particularly thorough
coverage to commercial topics. Subjects include:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Criminal procedure
Appellate practice
Civil matters

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Business entities
Wills and trusts
Real estate and more

Tennessee Forms is easy to use; the authors wrote the
forms carefully for precise understanding, using modern
terminology and provided concise commentary on
using each group of forms. Organized by topic for fast
research, it provides a thorough index and references to
the Tennessee Code Annotated.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced biennially,
Pub. #33180, ISBN 9780769848303

Tennessee Wildlife and Boating
Safety Laws
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #33206,
ISBN 9781422464533
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327170228

Official Manual of the Tennessee
Real Estate Commission
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced biennially,
Pub. #33185, ISBN 9781422467039

PRINT • 4 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #66656,
ISBN 9780874737141

ELDER LAW

Elder Law Practice in Tennessee, 2nd Edition
Timothy L. Takacs

With this book as a guide, practitioners and caregivers can consider all the options when planning for
medical, financial and quality-of-life decisions.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #60977, ISBN 9780327164098

eISBN 9780327168218

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

Tennessee

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Pritchard on the Law of Wills and Administration of Estates, 7th Edition
Jack W. Robinson Sr., Jeff Mobley, Audra Hedrick

This authoritative reference has become indispensable to the Tennessee Bench and Bar. Divided into three
easy-to-use sections, this indispensable work provides:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Authoritative discussion of the law of wills, including testamentary capacity and power execution and
revocation of wills, probate of wills and construction of wills, legacies and gifts
Expert analysis of the law of administration, including the appointment and qualification of executors and
administrators; assets and inventory; rights, powers, duties and liabilities of executors and administrators;
payments, distributions and settlements; subjecting real assets and administering insolvent estates;
simultaneous death; property of absentees; and taxes
A comprehensive collection of forms
PRINT •

eBOOK •

3 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #66040, ISBN 9781422476895

eISBN 9780327168270

FAMILY LAW

Richards on Tennessee Family Law, 3rd Edition
Janet Leach Richards

You’ll find a wide variety of tools for use in everyday family practice and handling domestic cases, from
statutes to case law to forms and expert guidance. This indispensable work is full of the kind of information
and advice you need in your daily practice. It includes helpful practice tips in each chapter and devotes an
entire chapter to bankruptcy issues in divorce.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #66671, ISBN 9781422428696

Coppock on Tennessee Adoption Law with Forms and Statutes, 6th Edition
S. Dawn Coppock

The Tennessee adoption code is generally regarded as complex and difficult to interpret. This publication
bridges the gap between the Code and actual practice, covering the nuts and bolts of adoption law as well
as related topics such as abandonment, grandparent visitation, open records law and indigents’ right to
counsel. Written by a practitioner for practitioners, this user-friendly guide has been widely acclaimed for
providing specific, matter-of-fact guidance.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, updated annually, with companion CD-ROM, Pub. #33235, ISBN 9781422460535

Tennessee Compilation of Selected Laws on Children, Youth and Families
Issued by the Tennessee Commission on Children and Youth, Tennessee Compilation of Selected Laws
on Children, Youth and Families provides fingertip access to children, youth and family law and to many
related statutes.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #33216, ISBN 9780769847214

Tennessee Education Laws Annotated
Provides convenient access to the wide range of statutes affecting education in the state. Expanded scope
includes the entire education title and a new TCA Quick-Reference Guide.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #33240, ISBN 9781422488683

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

Tennessee Workers’ Compensation Laws Annotated
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #33191, ISBN 9781422497876

eISBN 9780327170198

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Texas

Texas
PRIMARY LAW

Texas Annotated Desktop Code Series
Based on input from Texas attorneys, we offer this material in an easyto-read format; in lightweight, portable volumes; with on-point, relevant
annotations. It offers a seamless transition between the print code and
the online related materials at lexis.com. The complete set includes:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Texas Annotated Business Organizations Code
Texas Annotated Civil Practice and Remedies Code
Texas Annotated Court Rules: State and Federal
Texas Annotated Family Code
Texas Annotated Insurance Code (2 volumes)
Texas Annotated Property Code
Local Rules of the District Courts in Texas

PRINT • 8 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #45890,
ISBN 9780327046356

Titles can also be purchased individually.

Texas Annotated Business Organizations Code
Daryl B. Robertson

Contains the complete Business Organizations Code along with commentary from the author and offers
an annotated version of the Business Corporation Act, the full text of the former laws being replaced
by the new Business Organizations Code, relevant portions of the Texas Administrative Code, and the
Secretary of State forms for BOC and Pre-BOC entities. Disposition and derivation tables offer valuable
assistance in tracking the transition of the former source statutes to their new iterations in the Business
Organizations Code.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #45890, ISBN 9781422488591

Texas Annotated Civil Practice
and Remedies Code

Texas Annotated Family Code

Get the complete Civil Practice and
Remedies Code and selected parts of the
Texas Constitution relevant to civil litigation
in a single volume. It also contains selected
parts of the following codes relevant to
civil litigation: Business and Commerce
Code; Business Corporation Act; Family
Code; Finance Code; Government Code;
Insurance Code; Labor Code; Local
Government Code; Occupations Code;
Probate Code; and Property Code, along
with amendment notes and tables of
affected sections.

Recently updated by Debra H. Lehrmann, this book
contains the complete Texas Family Code and other
select material relevant to Family law, including
employed persons and self-employed persons tax
rate tables, the Texas Constitution, Civil Practice
and Remedies Code, Code of Criminal Procedure,
Government Code, Health and Safety Code, Penal Code,
Property Code, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, Texas
Rules of Appellate Procedure, Texas Rules of Evidence,
and related federal law. Additional features include Child
Support Tax Charts, a Dissolution Procedure Guide,
expert commentary and case notes, cross-references,
and treatise, law-review, and CLE citations.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #45890, ISBN 9781422488607

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #45890,
ISBN 9781422488645

eBOOK •
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eISBN 9780327171478

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

Debra H. Lehrmann with Heather L. King and Charla B. Conner

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327170358

Texas

Texas Annotated Insurance Code
Stephen L. Moll

Contains the complete insurance laws of Texas, along with case annotations that were hand-selected
by Stephen L. Moll and other expert contributors, expert commentary, and revisor’s notes explaining the
purpose of the revision of the insurance laws. Disposition and derivation tables offer valuable assistance in
tracking the transition of the former source statutes to their new iterations in the Insurance Code.
PRINT •

2 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #45890, ISBN 9781422488621

Texas Annotated Property Code
Contains relevant statutes that run the entire gamut of real estate law, including the full text of the Texas
Property Code and an extensive number of real estate-related provisions from other codes.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #45890, ISBN 9781422488638

Texas Annotated Court Rules: State and Federal
Contains the complete Texas Rules of Civil Procedure; Texas Rules of Evidence; Texas Rules of Judicial
Administration; Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure; Local Rules for the Texas Courts of Appeals; 5th
Circuit Rules and Internal Operating Procedures; Bankruptcy Rules for the Northern, Southern, Eastern
and Western District Courts; Local Court Rules for the Northern, Southern, Eastern, and Western Districts;
and state bar rules, judicial conduct rules, parental notification Forms. It’s annotated with important Texas
Supreme Court and Courts of Appeals cases and contains all the court rules promulgated by the Texas
Supreme Court needed for practice across Texas.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #45890, ISBN 9781422488669

Local Rules of the District Courts in Texas
Includes the district court rules for every county in the state of Texas, making it the best single resource
available for information on local district court procedure, along with the rules of all nine administrative
judicial regions.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #45890, ISBN 9781422488614

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

CONSTRUCTION LAW

Texas Administrative Practice
and Procedure

The Complete Guide to Mechanic’s
and Materialman’s Lien Laws of Texas

Ronald L. Beal

Sterling W. Steves, Brenda T. Cubbage

Written by Ronald Beal, a leading authority on
administrative law, this treatise offers valuable
guidance on this complex, ever-changing subject.
This work also presents excellent coverage of
substantive and procedural challenges to agency
action. You’ll find expert research on contested
cases from any point in the process: prehearing to
hearing, post-hearing to judicial review.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #60541, ISBN 9780327019398
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119416

Filing deadlines are crucial to the success (or
failure) of a claim. This publication covers the
entire process of filing, perfecting and foreclosing
liens in a clear, step-by-step manner and provides
a concise, detailed analysis of lien laws governing
both private and public construction projects, and
includes in-depth discussion of notice, limitations,
and attorney fees. Also included are chapters
on the specific topics of bonds, the trust fund
statute, bankruptcy, and oil, gas and mineral liens.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, with CD-ROM, updated annually,
Pub. #82590, ISBN 9780327144403

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually,
ISBN 9781558343641
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579117290

CD-ROM only, updated annually, Pub. #18350,
ISBN 9780769849584
CD-ROM •

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Texas

CRIMINAL LAW

Texas Criminal Practice Guide
Hon. Frank Maloney, editorial consultant; Chad P. Van Brunt, contributing author; John M. Schmolesky, former
contributing author; Hon. Marvin O. Teague (1933 – 1991), former editorial consultant

Each chapter provides:
Legal Background—analysis of procedural and
substantive law covering constitutional, statutory
and case-law considerations in each area
Forms—for applying the law and procedure
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Practice Guide—checklists and procedural steps,
outlined in chronological order
Research Guide—for further research

ƦƦ

PRINT •
eBOOK •

6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00712, ISBN 9780820517124

eISBN 9781579118280

Texas Drunk Driving Law, 4th Edition
J. Gary Trichter, W. Troy McKinney
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, with forms CD-ROM, Pub. #82551, ISBN 9780327110163

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Employment in Texas: A Guide to
Employment Laws, Regulations and
Practices, 5th Edition

The Texas Employer®
Littler Mendelson, P.C.

Provides human resources professionals,
corporate counsel and other in-house attorneys a
practical and extensive guide to state employment
and labor laws. Updated annually, the handbook
contains recent case law and legislative
developments, practical recommendations and
essential tools for human resources professionals.
Searchable CD-ROM contains the contents of the
book as well as the full text of cases referenced.

Mark S. Summers

A concise, readable guidebook for business
owners, personnel directors, general managers
and human resources staff who manage
Texas employees daily. It will assist in decision
making and offer solid guidance on key issues
and potential areas of liability such as paying
overtime; drug and alcohol testing; family/medical
leave; ADA regulations; benefits; unions; and
OSHA Inspections.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #25890, ISBN 9781422487686

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #82663,
ISBN 9780327001249
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113285

ENVIRONMENTAL & ENERGY LAW

Texas Wind Law
Ernest E. Smith, Steve K. DeWolf, Roderick E. Wetsel

Wind law is a burgeoning area of energy law as the U.S.—especially Texas—tries to diversify sources
of alternative energy. With so much happening so quickly, this timely volume of laws, regulations
and rulings is valuable to all attorneys involved in energy law. Whether you represent an energy
company, municipality, state or federal agency—or a party wishing to lease out a property for a wind
farm—you’ll want to turn here first. From litigation over the location of wind farms, to drafting the right
documents, to federal, state and local government incentives (including tax credits), here are the
topics you need to know, including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

 ajor elements of the wind energy lease
M
Conveyance
Severance of wind rights
Litigation, permitting and legislative efforts
Transmission issues
PRINT •

eBOOK •
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ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Energy purchase agreements
Offshore leasing
Compliance with ERCOT protocols, Texas Public
Utility Commission regulations, and all other
relevant laws and regulations

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01677, ISBN 9781422482865

eISBN 9781579114992
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Texas Law of Oil and Gas

Texas Oil and Gas Law Journal

Ernest E. Smith, Jacqueline Lang Weaver

Frank P. Grad, original author;
Bruce M. Kramer, Editor-in-Chief

Whether you specialize in oil and gas law or
encounter those issues as an adjunct to another
field of concentration, you’ll find the valuable
information you need in this treatise. Volume
1 focuses on the common law of oil and gas,
legal doctrines on ownership and conveyance
of mineral and royalty deeds, and oil and gas
leases. In Volume 2, find statutes and Railroad
Commission rules governing conservation of
oil and gas in Texas via regulation of drilling,
production, and voluntary unitization. Volume
3 covers the Mineral Interest Pooling Act, the
Common Carrier and Common Purchase Acts,
and statutes on well plugging and pollution control,
as well as the latest on farmouts, assignments and
operation agreements.

Contains original, feature-length articles analyzing
current developments and trends, as well as
timely case notes summarizing the facts, holdings,
and rationales of recent state appellate court
decisions. It also features periodic special reports
on Texas legislative and regulatory developments.
PRINT • Newsletter, 6 issues per year, Pub. #82608,
ISBN 9780327124924
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167259

Primer on Texas Law of Oil and Gas,
4th Edition
Professor Joseph Shade
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #32510,
ISBN 9780820577661

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #82572, ISBN 9780327001959
PRINT •

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Texas Estate Planning
Kenneth McLaughlin Jr. and Lisa Sandoz Robinson, with revisions by Jackson Walker LLP

Combines straightforward discussion of the statutory law and cases interpreting it, with practical guidance
regarding the preparation and use of wills, trusts, and durable powers of attorney in Texas. Gives you
fingertip access to the will, trust, and durable power of attorney forms you need and explanations of how
best to apply these forms to achieve your clients’ estate planning goals.
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00238, ISBN 9780820512389

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112790

Texas Probate, Estate and Trust Administration
Kenneth McLaughlin Jr., with revisions by Jackson Walker LLP

Cited by the Court of Appeals of Texas, this set offers thorough, incisive coverage of all aspects of probate
law, estate and trust administration, and guardianship in Texas. It provides the guidance you need to
conduct a successful probate practice and avoid liability to beneficiaries or other third parties.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #00708, ISBN 9780820517087

eISBN 9781579118266

FAMILY LAW

Court-Appointed Legal Representation of Children in Texas Family Law Cases
Debra H. Lehrmann

A practical guide for attorneys, this publication is a groundbreaking work, with coverage of the new Texas
standards for court-appointed representation. It includes full discussion of the case and legislative history
leading up to passage of the 2003 legislation that overhauled the Texas Family Code Chapter 107, as well
as comparison with national standards adopted by the American Bar Association, the National Association
of Counsel for Children, and the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers. Also provides step-by-step
guidance for each type of court appointment, whether as amicus, or attorney ad litem, or in a dual role.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced biennially, Pub. #01417, ISBN 9781422483510

eISBN 9781579116309
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Texas Family Law Practice and Procedure
Brian L. Webb, Sally H. Emerson, Hon. Ann Crawford McClure, 8th District Court of Appeals, editorial consultants

Thoroughly detailed exposition of all aspects of family law practice in Texas. Covers every aspect of family
law governed by the Texas Family Code, from marital dissolution and suits affecting the parent- child
relationship to local and interstate enforcement and modification of conservatorship, child support, and
spousal support orders. Uniquely organized by objectives and tasks, the set also covers related matters such
as dividing and valuing community property, premarital agreements, marital property agreements, adoption,
cohabitation, paternity, torts and the family, and children’s issues (including guardianship and emancipation).
Explanation of the law, both substantive and procedural, is joined with practical pointers and forms from
leading Texas family law practitioners to give the reader clear, precise guidance in transactions and litigation
involving Texas family law.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #00705, ISBN 9780820517056

eISBN 9781579118242

Texas Family Law Reporter
Covers recent legislative and case-law developments in Texas family law. Functions as a monthly
supplement to Texas Family Law Practice and Procedure. Regular features include:
All Texas Supreme Court and Court of Appeals family law decisions
Significant Texas legislation affecting family law practice
United States Supreme Court and Fifth Circuit cases in all areas of family law, as well as federal tax
developments related to family law
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

PRINT •
eBOOK •

Newsletter, 12 issues per year with binder, Pub. #00692, ISBN 9780820521299

eISBN 9781579114398

GENERAL PRACTICE / LITIGATION

Dorsaneo, Texas Litigation Guide
Professor William V. Dorsaneo III

The leading litigation resource in Texas, this premier resource
provides expert analysis, forms, and step-by-step guidance
through all aspects of civil litigation practice. It covers civil
procedure from filing the petition through filing an appeal. This
title is regularly cited by Texas courts and practitioners. The
Guide gives you the value of expansive and authoritative content
and coverage in virtually every area of civil litigation including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Civil and appellate procedure
Torts and personal injury law
Commercial and business litigation
PRINT •

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Real estate disputes
Probate practice
Family law litigation

26 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #00719, ISBN 9780820517193

Dorsaneo’s Texas Discovery
Professor William V. Dorsaneo III

A definitive treatment of Texas discovery law, as an abridged version of the leading 26-volume Dorsaneo,
Texas Litigation Guide. Professor William V. Dorsaneo III, along with Austin practitioners E. Lee Parsley
and Julie Caruthers Parsley, provides a comprehensive treatment of discovery designed for the working
practitioner. After setting the context by describing the scope and limitations of discovery in Texas, he leads
attorneys logically through the discovery process, from requests for disclosures to depositions to discovery
sanctions, including many forms.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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Dorsaneo’s Texas Pretrial Procedure
Professor William V. Dorsaneo III

Collecting portions of Dorsaneo, Texas Litigation
Guide pertaining to civil pretrial procedure,
Professor Dorsaneo has compiled a convenient,
affordable desktop set. As a complete practice
guide, this set includes treatise discussions,
procedural guides, and the highly regarded
forms that are a mainstay of the Dorsaneo,
Texas Litigation Guide. Logically organized and
comprehensively indexed, it is easy to use. Includes
a form index as well as a main index to quickly
locate material.
PRINT • 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #62235,
ISBN 9780327150510
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119096

The Civil Process Handbook for Texas,
7th Edition
John Steinsiek
PRINT • 1 volume, spiral bound, replaced annually, Pub. #36185,
ISBN 9781422495667

The Lawyer’s Guide to the Texas
Deceptive Trade Practices Act
Richard Alderman

This all-inclusive guide provides analysis of recent
Texas deceptive trade practices. Annual updates
provide expert legal analysis as well as practical
advice to assist you with your trade practice
questions. Topics discussed include: incidental
versus intended beneficiaries; how the Texas
Deceptive Trade Practices Act applies to personal
injuries claims; liability of, and defenses available to,
professionals; availability of damages for economic
loss and mental anguish; and multiple damages
for conduct found to be committed knowingly
or intentionally. Also covers class action suits,
warranties, settlement and attorneys’ fees.
PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #82587,
ISBN 9780327102045
eBOOK •

Texas Civil Trial and
Appellate Procedure
Jeremy Wicker

An invaluable reference for the Texas attorney
engaged in civil and appellate practice. The
book’s comprehensive scope and attention to
detail offer litigators a solid understanding of the
law. Also included are analyses of court rules,
statutes and cases governing all stages and
aspects of civil trial and appellate procedure
in Texas. This all-inclusive work offers a keen
appreciation of the underlying laws that govern
civil trial and appellate procedure plus insightful
answers to complex procedural questions.
PRINT • 3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #68995, ISBN 9780327101352

Texas Civil Trial Guide
Professor William V. Dorsaneo III, Earl Johnson Jr.,
original authors

An innovative
practice tool for
civil practitioners,
this guide provides
substantive and
procedural guidance
to the evidentiary
issues encountered
throughout the trial
process. Also covers
pretrial issues such
as trial settings,
continuances, special exceptions, pleadings
and amendments, disqualification and
recusal motions, consolidations, severance,
and separate trial and jury selection.
Coverage highlights include:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

eISBN 9781579113278

Summary Judgments in Texas:
Practice, Procedure and Review
Timothy Patton

Guides you step-by-step through all aspects of
the summary judgment process, from drafting of
the motion for summary judgment or response,
including no-evidence motions, through the appeal.
The manual serves as both a quick answer tool to
use when you need bottom-line information fast
and as an in-depth resource to use as you prepare
to argue your motion or write an appellate brief.

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Presenting and opposing motions in
limine, using affidavits as foundations for
documentary evidence
How to object and how to respond to an
objection on all grounds, including relevancy,
competency, “best evidence,” and hearsay
Assertion of privileges, admission of opinions,
and effective cross-examination
Scripts illustrating what to say in court
Direct quotes of relevant statutes and rules
Leading case authorities
Master checklists of motions
Practice points

PRINT • 6 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #00741, ISBN 9780820517414

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #82681,
ISBN 9780327162391
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Texas Court’s
Charge Reporter

Texas Evidentiary Foundations, 4th Edition

Will G. Barber

This reporter contains condensed
verbatim transcripts of actual jury
charges from Texas civil jury cases.
A thorough subject index and casename index offer easy access. The
charges have been submitted in trials
and are therefore extremely useful to
litigators as they prepare requests for
charge and plan for trial.

An ideal one-volume guide for addressing and overcoming
common, and not-so-common, evidentiary problems in the
courtroom. This accessible and popular manual shows you how
to frame predicate questions to gain admission or exclusion of
evidence and includes a list of the foundational elements and
examples of specific lines of questioning. It also assists you in
focusing your case around a theme and explains the theories
affecting the admissibility of evidence. Plus, this Fourth Edition
offers enhanced analysis reflecting scientific and technological
advances and their corresponding legal challenges.

PRINT • Reporter, with binder, issued twice
per year, Pub. #82658, ISBN 9780327110187

eBOOK •

Texas Courtroom Evidence
Chief Justice Phillip D. Hardberger,
original author

For years, Texas lawyers have relied
on Texas Courtroom Evidence for
current analysis of evidence rules
and objections. Revised and updated
throughout, this essential handbook
gets you right to the information you
need without a wasted moment.
Tabbed and indexed with a unique
center topical index, it provides
quick access to the law on points of
admissibility. Each subject heading is
keyed to a numbered tab to lead you
to the most current case law and rules
in that area. For each subject, the text
compares the Texas Rules of Evidence
with the Federal Rules of Evidence as
interpreted by existing case law.
1 volume, loose-leaf, updated
annually, Pub. #82533, ISBN 9780327124849
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf with CD-ROM,
updated annually, ISBN 9780327137368
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169000

David A. Schlueter, Hon. John F. Onion Jr., Edward J. Imwinkelried

PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #66890, ISBN 9781422484661

eISBN 9781579118372

Texas Transaction Guide:
Legal Forms
Herbert S. Kendrick (1934 – 1990), John J. Kendrick Jr., original editors;
Publisher’s Editorial Staff

With this publication you can efficiently prepare expert
documents. With extensive cross-referencing to all the
sources in your library, this title will connect you to research
tools you use every day as well as those you use less
frequently. In six units, it covers business entities, wills and
trusts, commercial, real estate, and personal transactions.
Each unit is divided into chapters that focus on a broad
spectrum of transaction forms in that area of practice.
This highly organized format makes it simple for you to find
exactly which form you need, when you need it, covering:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Over 250 forms to provide practitioners the content
necessary to handle the types of transactions engendered by
a tough economy
Logical organization to quickly locate the right form needed
The tools necessary to maintain and grow your practice even
in difficult times

PRINT • 24 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00727,
ISBN 9780820517278

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Texas Criminal and Traffic Law Manual
Features the most comprehensive collection of law enforcement-related statutes in the state. This manual
provides complete coverage of crimes, criminal procedure, traffic offenses and motor vehicle regulation. In
addition, the manual includes Texas Legal Guidelines and Supreme Court on Selected Criminal and Traffic
Issues drafted by our staff attorneys to provide you with summaries of key judicial decisions affecting
criminal law and procedure in Texas. Other features include a table of sections affected, identifying changes
enacted during the recent legislative session, a comprehensive index, and bleed-bars with a quick find index
on the back cover.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound with flash drive, replaced annually, Pub. #33525, ISBN 9781422493908

FLASH DRIVE •

1 volume, loose-leaf with flash drive, replaced annually, ISBN 9781422493915

PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, replaced annually, ISBN 9781422493939

eBOOK •
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PRINT •
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Texas Criminal and Traffic Law Manual,
Judicial Edition
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound with CD-ROM, replaced biennially, Pub. #31197,
ISBN 9781422495650
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168669

Texas Criminal and Traffic Law Field Guide
The pocket-sized guide clearly and concisely lists the elements
of key statutes from the Penal, Transportation and related codes,
with the penalties for each offense and case law annotations set
out for quick reference.
PRINT • 1 volume, spiral bound, replaced biennially, Pub. #31081,
ISBN 9781422494301
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169154

Texas Traffic Laws
Contains selected sections of the Texas Transportation Code;
selected articles of Texas Vehicle Laws; and related statutes from
agriculture, Alcoholic Beverages, Business and Commerce, Civil
Practice and Remedies, Criminal Procedure, Education, Election,
Family, Government, Health and Safety, Human Resources, Natural
Resources, Occupations, Penal, and Water Codes. Also includes a
quick find locator and a comprehensive, integrated index.

Texas Law Enforcement
Handbook: Contemporary
Criminal Procedure
Larry E. Holtz, Warren J. Spencer

An innovative approach to the
study and practical application of
modern criminal procedure. This
publication dissects and analyzes
critical court cases involving
the laws of arrest, search and
seizure, investigative detentions
(including stop and frisk, and
motor vehicle stops), interviews,
confessions and Miranda, the
right to counsel, identification
procedures, evidence, and law
enforcement liability.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with
CD-ROM, replaced biennially, Pub. #31105,
ISBN 9781422485125
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169895

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced biennially, Pub. #31121,
ISBN 9781422494271
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119997

PERSONAL INJURY & TORT LAW

Texas Torts and Remedies

Texas Torts Update

James B. Sales, editorial consultant

Professor William V. Dorsaneo III, original editorial consultant

A timesaving resource for
attorneys researching unfamiliar
torts, this publication has been
cited more than 80 times in Texas
courts. This set includes complete
and detailed treatment of the
substantive Texas law of torts as
well as remedies for tortious injury.
The set is an invaluable addition
to your library, whether you’re a
general practitioner handling the
occasional personal injury case
or a personal injury specialist.
Features include coverage of
recent employment-related torts
and new rules of civil procedure
as promulgated by the Texas
Supreme Court. Also includes
cross references to Dorsaneo,
Texas Litigation Guide.

Highlights the latest developments affecting personal injury
practice in Texas. Issues include coverage of all significant court
decisions affecting Texas personal injury practice, including
Texas court decisions based on slip opinions, decisions affecting
Texas law by the Fifth Circuit and the U.S. Supreme Court; timely
reporting on legislative developments and adopted rules of
procedure; and lead articles on significant topics.

PRINT • 6 volumes, loose-leaf,
updated twice per year, Pub. #00706,
ISBN 9780820517063
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118259

PRINT • Newsletter with binder, published monthly, Pub. #00732,
ISBN 9780820521343
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167464

Texas Personal Injury Handbook
Nick Roberts, editorial consultant

Utilize sample insurance policies concerning Texas personal injury
law, including premises liability, dram shop law, bad faith and
uninsured motorist claims. Review and interpret personal injury
medical records more quickly by referring to the Handbook’s
comprehensive glossary of medical terms and abbreviations.
The glossary offers a cross-referencing index, which lists
immediate referrals to analysis, statutes or insurance policies on a
particular topic.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #01147,
ISBN 9781422489505
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781422480120
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PHARMACY LAW

Texas Pharmacy Laws and Regulations
LexisNexis has collaborated with the State Board of Pharmacy to provide you with the most comprehensive
and customized pharmacy law publication available in Texas. In addition to the statutes, rules, and the DEA
Manual, this regulations manual includes procedures and forms of the Texas State Board of Pharmacy. An
enhanced CD-ROM is bound into every volume and provides the full content of the text in a format to easily
search, download, cut and paste.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, with CD-ROM, Pub. #33510, ISBN 9781422488690

eISBN 9781579115432

REAL ESTATE LAW

Texas Municipal Zoning Law
James L. Dougherty Jr., Brenda McDonald, Reid C. Wilson

Packed with current, useful information to create, modify, or enforce local zoning ordinances or to achieve
the best land use outcome for your client, this thorough analysis of case law and procedure will be your
guide. The book explains existing zoning laws and the reasoning behind them and demonstrates how zoning
regulations can be used to achieve planning goals. The text also covers what to consider when adopting
zoning ordinances and proceeds step-by-step through the various aspects of zoning.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #82603, ISBN 9780327001966

eISBN 9781579117412

Texas Real Estate Guide
Frank A. St. Claire, Professor William V. Dorsaneo III

Combines more than 540 real estate transaction and litigation forms plus practice guidance from Texas
Transaction Guide: Legal Forms and Dorsaneo, Texas Litigation Guide, to give you the resource you need
to practice real estate law in Texas. Features expert commentary and comprehensive practice information
on such topics as sales, exchanges and other transfers of title, lending relationships, construction, leases,
government claims, adjoining landowners, easements, partition, and restrictions. Plus, it includes Texas
Real Estate Commission forms, references to the Texas Real Estate Manual (State Bar of Texas), cross
references between the transaction and litigation chapters, comprehensive finding tools, and more.
PRINT •

5 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #01210, ISBN 9780820543857

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

Texas Workers’ Compensation Handbook
Written for workers’ compensation attorneys, judges, claims adjusters, and medical providers, Texas
Workers’ Compensation Handbook is a portable resource, containing up-to-date analysis of the 2005
reform act, practice tips and commentary, combined with case summaries, statutes, rules, charts and
tables—perfect for hearings, conferences, and depositions. The handbook also includes cross-references to
Larson’s Workers’ Compensation, Desk Edition.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, updated annually, Pub. #01430, ISBN 9781422483275

eISBN 9781579112585

Texas Workers’ Compensation Laws and Rules Annotated
PRINT •
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Utah
PRIMARY LAW

Utah Code Annotated
For more than 50 years, Utah practitioners have turned to
Utah Code Annotated as the official source for Utah primary
law research. It covers:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

The official state statutes, fully annotated
Utah Court Rules Annotated
Utah Code of Judicial Administration
A comprehensive index, replaced annually
State and federal constitutions
Re-codification tables and tables of session laws
Cumulative supplements published annually
within 90 days of receipt of all acts from
the legislature

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Annotation citator
Annotations based on amendments and
uncodified legislation enacted by the Utah
Legislature; cross-references to relevant statutes
and court rules; cases; select law reviews; and
American Jurisprudence (Am. Jur.) and Corpus
Juris Secundum (C.J.S.)
All case citations Shepardized for accuracy
Advance Code Service (ACS) published three
times per year, providing annotations to the most
current case law.

Available separately, an Advance Legislative Service (ALS), giving you the latest session laws as they
are passed by the Utah Legislature.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

28 volumes, hardbound, with current supplement, Pub. #48605, ISBN 9780327062578

eISBN 9780327168843

Also available on lexis.com®

Utah Code Unannotated
This comprehensive set includes all codified
laws in force in Utah, state and federal
constitutions, state and local federal court
rules, tables of legislation from the most
recent general session and a comprehensive
index. The statutes include an abbreviated
history note showing the year of last
legislative action.
PRINT • 5 volumes, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #48815, ISBN 9781422489932

Utah Code Title 54 Public Utilities Statutes
and Public Service Commission Rules
This all-in-one reference features the full and annotated
text of Title 54 (Public Utilities) from the Utah Code
Annotated, as well as the Rules of the Public Service
Commission and related statutes from throughout the
Utah Code.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #33806, ISBN 9781422496367
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167006

BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW

The Financial Institutions Laws and Rules of
Utah Annotated

Utah Corporation and
Business Law Manual

This handy reference contains the statutes and
administrative rules that everyone with an interest in
financial institutions needs to know. Features include a table
of sections affected by recent legislation, a comprehensive
index and table of contents for easy access to each area of
law and an annual replacement edition.

This comprehensive reference features
the annotated statutes, administrative
rules, official forms and commentary
relating to the incorporation and
governance of business entities in Utah.

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #33821,
ISBN 9781422498347
PRINT •

eBOOK •

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with
CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #33808,
ISBN 9781422498941

eISBN 9780327169260

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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GENERAL PRACTICE

INSURANCE LAW

Utah Civil Practice

Utah Insurance Laws and Rules

David A. Thomas

This comprehensive publication features
hundreds of sections from the Utah Code
Annotated, Utah Administrative Code and United
States Code, together with important bulletins
from the Utah Department of Insurance.

This comprehensive reference provides stepby-step instructions on proceeding successfully
from the Justice Courts to the Utah Supreme
Court. In addition to thorough coverage of all
levels of pertinent legal authority—statutes, rules
and case law—Utah Civil Practice provides forms
and instructions useful for drafting pleadings
and motions.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced biennially, Pub. #31171,
ISBN 9781422471777

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #67479,
ISBN 9781422483367
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115623

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Utah Auto Law

Utah Criminal and Traffic Code

Not only does this treatise discuss in great and
meticulous detail the core legal issues of auto accident
law (e.g., insurance coverage, bad faith, damages,
subrogation, traffic law), it also discusses in similar detail
tangential issues (e.g., negligent entrustment, agency,
exclusive remedy) that can arise in some cases.

Gain ready access to criminal law and
procedure and traffic laws as well as
many related statutes and rules. In
one concise volume you’ll have the
annotated statutes and Superior Court
Rules that law enforcement professionals
and trial attorneys need most often.
Comprehensively indexed, this edition
also features a listing of sections affected
by recent legislation, as well as succinct
summaries of selected legislative changes.

The publication provides for both plaintiff and defense
perspectives and is designed to serve attorneys, judges
and claims adjusters. With its detailed table of contents
and concise text, this single-volume treatise is as handy
as it is thorough, with readers finding it indispensable in
both the office and the courtroom.
1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #01546,
ISBN 9781422470879
PRINT •

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #33805, ISBN 9781422497524
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579113766

REAL ESTATE LAW

Utah Real Property Law
This is a must-have resource for real property law practitioners. This primary law volume includes all
relevant laws from the Utah Code, the Utah Administrative Code, the Utah Constitution and the Utah Rules
of Civil Procedure, and an authoritative treatise by Thomas Backman, which explores every aspect of Utah
real property and real estate law. Both the primary law volume and treatise are completely updated and
thoroughly indexed for easy reference and research.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, with supplement and companion CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #33826, ISBN 9781422458723

TAX LAW

Utah Tax Code
This thorough resource features the full text of Title 59 (Revenue and Taxation) of the Utah Code
Annotated, together with the Rules of the Utah Tax Commission from the Utah Administrative Code.
Features include table sections affected by recent legislation, comprehensive table of contents for quick
access to each area of law, and an annual replacement edition.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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Vermont
PRIMARY LAW

Vermont Statutes Annotated
When you need to research Vermont statutory law,
cite the only official Vermont Code—exclusively
from LexisNexis. Complete with annotations
written by attorney-editors, this authoritative
resource includes:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

The official state statutes
OFFICIAL
Vermont Rules of Civil and Criminal Procedure
Vermont Probate Rules
A comprehensive index, replaced annually
Cumulative supplements published annually within 90 days of receipt of all acts from the legislature

On-point annotations are based on all reported cases from Vermont state appellate courts, Vermont
federal district courts, the federal Second Circuit and the U.S. Supreme Court—as well as select law
reviews and Attorney General Opinions. All case citations are Shepardized for accuracy.
LexisNexis also publishes the fully annotated Vermont Court Rules Annotated and Vermont Advance
Legislative Service (ALS) at affordable prices. The Court Rules puts all the important court rules you
need for your Vermont practice at your fingertips. The ALS gives you the latest session laws as they are
passed, along with handy tables showing you which sections of the Code are affected.
PRINT •

31 volumes, hardbound with current supplement, Pub. #48905, ISBN 9780880635462

Vermont Court Rules Annotated
All the rules of the Vermont courts with
extensive annotations prepared by experts
in Vermont law.
PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound, Pub. #48880,
ISBN 9781422484296

Vermont Rules of Evidence
Desktop reference to the Rules, cross
references to rules of a related nature,
annotated Vermont Supreme Court
decisions construing the rules, notes
describing changes to the rules affected by
orders of the Vermont Supreme Court and
a comprehensive index.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #48949, ISBN 9781422484302

Vermont Reports
Official Bound Volumes

OFFICIAL

Cite Vermont case law with confidence with the only
official version of the Vermont Reports—available
exclusively from LexisNexis.
You get opinions decided by the Supreme Court of
Vermont, with each opinion fully headnoted with
all relevant points of law. All headnotes and case
summaries are drafted by attorney-editors who
have extensive experience with Vermont opinions,
reviewed by Supreme Court staff and approved by
the author of the opinion.
Each bound volume contains the contents of two
advance sheet pamphlets, plus:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

A series of useful tables, including a table of cases, a
table of parallel citations and a table of statutes cited
or construed
A handy digest of all headnotes appearing at the top of
each opinion organized alphabetically by topic
PRINT •

55 volumes, hardbound, Pub. #48820, ISBN 9780880635523

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Vermont

Vermont Reports Current Cases Service
Stay current with Supreme Court of Vermont decisions throughout the year with the only official
Vermont Reports advance sheets. This timely service provides current opinions decided by the
Supreme Court of Vermont, giving you access to the law as it is being made.
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

All points of law in each opinion are fully headnoted by our attorney-editors and reviewed for accuracy by
the reporter of decisions of the Supreme Court of Vermont.
Each pamphlet contains a series of useful tables, including a table of cases, a table of parallel citations
and a table of statutes cited or construed.
PRINT •

Annual subscription, softbound, Pub. #48822, ISBN 9780327151982

Code of Vermont Rules (Adminstrative Code)
Access the complete collection of Vermont’s administrative rules in the only print edition of the rules
available. You get all administrative rules issued by Vermont’s dozens of administrative bodies—from
the Department of Agriculture, Food and Markets to the Vermont Student Assistance Program. Included
with the set and available separately, the Guide to Vermont Rules is a collection of indexes—Subject, Rule
Number, Table of Authorities, Emergency Rules and Secretary of State Rule Log Numbers—to lead you
quickly and efficiently to agency rules relevant to your practice needs.
PRINT •

13 volumes, loose-leaf, updated 12 times per year, Pub. #49553, ISBN 9780916812270

Guide to Vermont Rules
Collection of indexes to direct users quickly to relevant Vermont Administrative Rules. Included with the
purchase of the Code of Vermont Rules but also available separately.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated monthly, Pub. #49553, ISBN 9780916812539

Vermont Government Register
Ideal for courts, lawyers, libraries and lobbyists as well as business executives, this unique resource
compiles official government actions—from gubernatorial appointments and executive orders to AG
opinions, insurance regulations, lists of proposed and enacted laws, and more—you need to know about.
Includes a cumulative annual index. The source for timely, comprehensive and accurate information on a
range of official state government actions.
PRINT •

?? volumes, ?? format, updated 12 times per year, Pub. #49571, ISBN 9781422410578

FAMILY LAW

Vermont Family Law

Motor Vehicle Laws of Vermont

Save time and work more efficiently with all state
statutes and forms you need for your family
law practice, accessible in this one convenient
volume. You get all Vermont statutes and rules of
practice dealing with family law as well as family
court rules. The companion CD-ROM speeds your
research and links you to official Vermont court
forms online.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #31191,
ISBN 9781422498477

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #34103,
ISBN 9781422497630
PRINT •

eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781579115449
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eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327170143

REAL ESTATE LAW

Vermont Planning, Development and
Land Use Laws Annotated
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #34110,
ISBN 9781422497890

Virginia

Virginia
PRIMARY LAW

Code of Virginia
Virginia practitioners know there is only one source they trust
for annotated Virginia primary law—Code of Virginia. Used by the
state courts and legislature, it is the official code for up-to-date,
comprehensive sources to annotated Virginia primary law. It contains:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

The official state statutes, fully annotated
A comprehensive index, replaced annually
Fully annotated cumulative supplements published by July 1 each year
Annotation citator
Annotations based on state and federal cases, selected unpublished opinions
of the Court of Appeals of Virginia and Virginia Circuit Court opinions, attorney
general opinions, and select law reviews
All case citations Shepardized for accuracy
Advance Code Service (ACS) published three times per year, providing annotations to the most current
case law.

Available separately, an Advance Legislative Service (ALS) gives you the latest session laws as they
are passed, along with handy tables showing you what sections of the code are affected.
PRINT •

32 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, and 4 volumes, softbound, Pub. #49005, ISBN 9780327111719

Virginia Rules Annotated
The Virginia court rules volume includes rules of the courts and commissions of the State of Virginia as well
as selected federal court rules. It is updated semiannually and includes annotations to state and federal
cases, Virginia law reviews and Attorney General opinions.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, updated semiannually, replaced annually, Pub. #49226, ISBN 9781422490341

eISBN 9781579118525

Virginia Advance Court Rules
and Practice
1 volume, softbound, Pub. #49240,
ISBN 9780327131465
PRINT •

Virginia Election Laws
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #34402, ISBN 9781422495131
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119218

Virginia Circuit Court Opinions

Virginia Mineral Mine Safety Laws

W. Hamilton Bryson

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #35495,
ISBN 9781422491737

 0 volumes, hardbound, opinions issued as needed,
8
2-3 times per year, Pub. #49250, ISBN 9781562573386
PRINT •

Code of Virginia, Title 58.1 Taxation
1 volume, softbound, with supplement, Pub. #35423,
ISBN 9781422461266
PRINT •

Virginia Retail Franchising Act
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #35457,
ISBN 9781422461365

Weil’s Virginia Register
PRINT •

Print on Demand, Pub. #49572, ISBN 9781422410691
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Virginia

BANKING LAW

Laws of Virginia Related to Financial Institutions
Contains Title 6.2, Banking and Finance, and numerous related statutes.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #35502, ISBN 9781422482360

eISBN 9780327169185

Laws of Virginia Related to Non-Depository Financial Services
An ideal publication for bankers and attorneys who specialize in banking law. Contains Title 6.1, Banking
and Finance.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #35498, ISBN 9781422482322

eISBN 9780327169932

BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW

Goolsby on Virginia
Corporations, 4th Edition
1 volume, softbound, with
companion CD-ROM, Pub. #34227,
ISBN 9781422468166
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579115456

Virginia Corporation Law
Rely on up-to-date coverage with over 60 relevant sections
featuring the latest legislation from the regular session of the
Virginia General Assembly, including laws related to the State
Corporation Commission; corporations law; limited liability
company law; business trusts law; partnerships law; and limited
partnerships law.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #35461,
ISBN 9781422496039

CRIMINAL LAW

Virginia Criminal Benchbook
for Judges and Lawyers

Virginia Criminal Law Case Finder,
7th Edition

Supreme Court of Virginia
Benchbook Committee

Hon. Joseph M. Clark II

Based upon the Rules of the Virginia
Supreme Court and written to provide an
essential standard reference for circuit
court judges in the performance of their
duties, this publication covers hundreds
of situations arising in the courtroom. The
concise, outline format with margin notes
highlights essential court rules, statutory
provisions, and key cases, and gives
judges, court staff, and lawyers a road map
through virtually any criminal proceeding.
Comprehensive in scope, it examines
practically every phase of a criminal
proceeding from grand juries and pretrial
to contempt and commitment of sexually
violent predators.
An appendix includes numerous
sample jury admonishments, oaths
administered in court, questions,
voir dire, and objections, as well as
suggested procedures in various
criminal proceedings.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #67900, ISBN 9781422488256
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Speedy access to criminal and traffic law cases reported
by the Virginia appellate courts since 1940. It summarizes
the cases briefly, then arranges them by topic and in
reverse chronological order for ready reference.
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement and forms,
Pub. #60904, ISBN 9781422495766
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119621

Virginia Criminal Law and Procedure,
4th Edition
John L. Costello

This is the practice manual that criminal lawyers in Virginia
cannot afford to be without. Thorough content includes
valuable guidance from arrest to appeal, with discussion
of the problems encountered in pretrial, trial and
appellate practice.
As the definitive authority on criminal law in the
Commonwealth of Virginia, the publication offers
comprehensive coverage of substantive crimes as well as
the procedural, constitutional and ethical issues involved
in criminal practice.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #61000,
ISBN 9781422421932
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119614

Virginia

Virginia Model Jury Instructions—Criminal
Supreme Court of Virginia Model Jury Instructions Committee

Properly prepared jury instructions have saved the day in more than one courtroom, either by helping
obtain a favorable verdict or by setting the stage for a successful appeal. This publication is organized
under topic headings for easy reference, presenting criminal jury instructions in clear, concise language that
the jury can understand. An invaluable resource for judges and attorneys alike.
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #67988, ISBN 9780327003342

Fourth Circuit Criminal Handbook

Fourth Circuit Criminal Reporter

Chief U.S. Magistrate Judge Carl Horn III

Chief U.S. Magistrate Judge Carl Horn III

This comprehensive and popular handbook is the
product of years of careful study and practical
application of Fourth Circuit criminal decisions.
Covering hundreds of criminal issues, this
Handbook gives litigators, judges, law clerks and
federal enforcement personnel clear, practical
analysis geared to the needs of a busy criminal
law practice.

The Reporter combs through case law to provide
succinct updates highlighting new developments
every five weeks. This quick briefing will alert you
to the latest significant changes in your Fourth
Circuit criminal practice.
PRINT • Yearly subscription, 8 issues per year, Pub. #62937,
ISBN 9780327106869
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167280

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #62935,
ISBN 9781422488867
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579112271

EDUCATION LAW

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Virginia School Law Deskbook

Virginia Retirement System

Puts all the laws and regulations related
to school law in Virginia at your fingertips.
This comprehensive and up-to-date
publication offers quick reference
to Title 22.1 of the Code of Virginia
(Education); the most important Virginia
statutes related to education; the most
frequently referenced federal statutes;
and regulations of the State Board
of Education in Title 8 of the Virginia
Administrative Code. Complete with
selected legislative summaries and a table
of sections affected, this fully indexed
publication is an essential resource for
educators, principals, administrators,
school board members and attorneys
in Virginia.

An ideal volume for human resource professionals,
active and retired Virginia employees, and all attorneys
who specialize in pension, benefit or estate law. This
publication is fully annotated and indexed. It contains Title
51.1, Pensions, Benefits, and Retirement and numerous
related sections including articles from the Constitution
of Virginia.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #35474, ISBN 9781422494349
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327167013

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #35467,
ISBN 9781422497081

Virginia Unemployment Compensation Act
A compact and economical collection of statutes under
Title 60.2, Virginia Unemployment Compensation Act
is a complete guide to unemployment compensation,
taxation, benefits, eligibility requirements, and
claims adjudication.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #34416,
ISBN 9781422494738
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119232

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Harrison on Wills and Administration for Virginia and West Virginia, 4 th Edition
Supplemented by James P. Cox III

Harrison on Wills and Administration for Virginia and West Virginia, the classic, standard legal reference
since 1927, is the most comprehensive resource for will preparation and estate management in Virginia and
West Virginia. It provides information on subjects from descent and distribution to revocation of wills and
the probate process.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #62781, ISBN 9781422421789

eISBN 9780327171096
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Virginia

FAMILY LAW

Virginia Domestic Relations Case Finder,
4th Edition
Brien A. Roche

Completely up to date and designed for the busy
practitioner, this publication is fully indexed, making
it easier for you to find what you need, with case
summaries in chronological order under commonly used
subject headings.
It offers focused breadth of information, addressing the
most relevant issues such as marriage and its termination,
children, the support of children and spouses, distribution
of property, evidence, procedure and much more.

Virginia Domestic Relations
Handbook, 3rd Edition
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with current
supplement, Pub. #60666, ISBN 9781558343993
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118303

Virginia Family and Juvenile
Laws and Rules Annotated
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. 34445, ISBN 9781422494233
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169178

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #66607,
ISBN 9781422474488
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119027

GENERAL PRACTICE

Michie’s™ Jurisprudence of Virginia and
West Virginia

Bryson on Virginia Civil
Procedure, 4th Edition

Long a cornerstone reference in Virginia and West Virginia
law libraries, Michie’s Jurisprudence offers encyclopedic
treatment of the civil and criminal law of both states. It
analyzes the case law, statutes, rules and regulations of
Virginia and West Virginia, while offering extensive references
to other publications to save you valuable research time.

W. Hamilton Bryson

PRINT • 50 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #74700,
ISBN 9780327003328

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #60652, ISBN 9780820575063
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118457

The Law of Evidence in
Virginia, 6th Edition
Charles E. Friend

Instructions for Virginia and West Virginia,
4th Edition
This set has served the Bench and Bar of Virginia and West
Virginia for over 60 years. This definitive resource provides
current coverage of unreported cases and instructions not
published elsewhere including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Eminent domain
Railroads
Employer-employee
relations

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Banks and banking
Mining
Physicians and surgeons

PRINT • 4 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #73055,
ISBN 9780874732870

CSC® Virginia Laws Governing
Business Entities
1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM of editable
PDF forms, replaced annually, Pub. #35273, ISBN 9781422495803
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169949

Virginia Evidence for the Trial Lawyer
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #35260,
ISBN 9781422497425
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Recognized as the leading authority
on the law of evidence in Virginia, this
thorough reference provides you with
step-by-step guidance through the
process of collecting and using evidence
at trial.
Its comprehensive scope of content
includes coverage of important issues
such as examination of witnesses,
impeachment and support, character
evidence, admission and exclusion
of evidence, circumstantial evidence,
scientific evidence and hearsay.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #61996, ISBN 9780327162919

Virginia Civil Procedure,
5th Edition
Kent Sinclair, Leigh B. Middleditch Jr.
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #60659, ISBN 9781422424735
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118471

Virginia

Virginia Enforcement of
Judgment and Lien, 2nd Edition

Virginia Civil Benchbook for Judges
and Lawyers

Doug Rendleman

Supreme Court of Virginia Benchbook Committee

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement,
Pub. #66610, ISBN 9781558341586

Based upon the Rules of the Virginia Supreme Court and
written to provide an essential standard reference for
circuit court judges in the performance of their duties,
the Virginia Civil Benchbook for Judges and Lawyers
covers hundreds of situations arising in the courtroom.
The concise outline format with margin notes highlights
essential court rules, statutory provisions and key cases
and gives judges, court staff and lawyers a road map
through virtually any civil proceeding. Comprehensive
in scope, Virginia Civil Benchbook for Judges and
Lawyers examines practically every phase of a civil
action from pretrial procedures and witnesses to special
proceedings and collection remedies.

PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119515

Virginia Forms
Barbara Goshorn, W. Clyde Gouldman II,
Frank J. Gallo, Amy Morris Hess

This definitive work offers more than
1,000 forms covering virtually every facet
of a Virginia practice. Case citations and
explanatory notes accompany many
of the forms. The set includes changes
in substantive law and decisions of
the Virginia courts. Forms cover: civil
litigation, commercial transactions,
medical malpractice, criminal procedure,
corporations, real estate, domestic relations
and more.
 volumes, hardbound, with supplement,
8
Pub. #62514, ISBN 9780872158160
PRINT •

Virginia Model Jury
Instructions—Civil
Supreme Court of Virginia
Model Jury Instructions Committee

Whether it’s helping to obtain a favorable
verdict or setting the stage for a successful
appeal, it’s very often the properly prepared
jury instructions that save the day in
a courtroom.
This invaluable resource for both judges and
attorneys is organized under topic headings
to provide easier reference and presents
civil jury instructions in clear, concise
language that a jury is able to understand.
PRINT • 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually,
Pub. #67950, ISBN 9780327007500

An appendix includes numerous sample jury
admonishments, oaths administered in court, questions
and voir dire, as well as detailed checklists for various
court proceedings.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #67899,
ISBN 9781422488249

Friend’s Virginia Pleading and Practice
Charles E. Friend with Kent Sinclair

A definitive treatise on bringing civil actions in Virginia,
covering all procedural aspects of prosecuting
and defending an action, bringing a case to trial or
settlement, and posttrial motions, orders, and appeals.
It also provides an in-depth look at particular types of
cases, such as contract, tort, property, and domestic
actions, and explains the procedure for obtaining special
relief through writs and injunctions.
PRINT • 2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #68181,
ISBN 9781422411339
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327171911

Virginia Remedies, 4th Edition
John L. Costello
PRINT •

1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #67922, ISBN 9781422499641

INSURANCE LAW

Virginia Insurance Case Finder

Insurance and Related
Laws of Virginia

Alan B. Rashkind; R. Craig Gallagher

One-volume handy reference guide that summarizes insurancerelated decisions in the state of Virginia.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #66461, ISBN 9781422493502

eISBN 9781579113209

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with
companion CD-ROM, Pub. #34414,
ISBN 9781422494707
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119225

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Police, Crimes and Motor Vehicle Laws of Virginia
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, with companion CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #35453, ISBN 9781422488805

eISBN 9780327168959
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Virginia

Virginia Alcoholic
Beverage Control Laws
1 volume, softbound,
Pub. #20561, ISBN 9781422494028
PRINT •

eBOOK •

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM, replaced annually,
Pub. #34410, ISBN 9781422494264
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168942

eISBN 9780327169062

Virginia Criminal and
Traffic Law Field Guide
1 volume, spiral bound,
replaced annually, Pub. #34456,
ISBN 9781422489703
PRINT •

eBOOK •

Virginia Criminal and Traffic Law Manual

Virginia Search and Seizure Law for Enforcement
Officers, 7th Edition
A valuable manual covering the Fourth Amendment and pertinent
Virginia case law. The material is topical and proves central to the
performance of the law enforcement officer’s daily duties, clearly
setting forth the rules and concepts pertaining to search and seizure.

eISBN 9781579117818

PRINT •

1 volume, spiral bound, replaced annually, Pub. #31139, ISBN 9781422494745

PERSONAL INJURY LAW & HEALTH CARE

Virginia Personal Injury Forms,
3rd Edition

Liens in Personal Injury Actions,
2nd Edition

John P. Harris III

Virginia Trial Lawyers Association

Easily adaptable pleadings (e.g., complaints,
answers, motions), discovery requests and
correspondence for the busy personal injury
litigator in Virginia.

Simplifies the complexity that characterizes liens
and provides assistance to Virginia’s trial lawyers
in securing the maximum net recovery for clients.

1 volume, hardbound, with forms on companion
CD-ROM, Pub. #62760, ISBN 9781422481295
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579118310

Personal Injury Law in Virginia,
3rd Edition
Charles E. Friend

Fills a gap in Virginia legal literature with
comprehensive coverage of personal injury
actions in one convenient volume. The
book contains extensive references to the
cases and statutes that govern liability,
defenses and damages for personal injuries in
the Commonwealth.

PRINT • 1 volume, loose-leaf, with companion CD-ROM,
Pub. #35565, ISBN 9780820580371

Behavioral Health and Development
Services Laws of Virginia Annotated
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced
annually, Pub. #35458, ISBN 9781422494714
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119249

Virginia Torts Case Finder, 5th Edition
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #66603,
ISBN 9781422429709
eBOOK •

eISBN 9781579119591

PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #61982,
ISBN 9780327162780

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

Virginia Workers’ Compensation: Law and Practice, 4th Edition
Lawrence J. Pascal
PRINT •
eBOOK •

The Virginia Workers’ Compensation
Act Annotated

Selected Virginia Social Service Laws
and Related Statutes

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, replaced annually,
Pub. #34434, ISBN 9781422486955

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #35504,
ISBN 9781422461341

eBOOK •
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eISBN 9781579119157

eISBN 9780327169161
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Virgin Islands

Virgin Islands
PRIMARY LAW

Virgin Islands Code Annotated
The first and last word in U.S. Virgin Islands statutory research,
the Virgin Islands Code Annotated includes:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

15 volumes plus current cumulative supplement
The official statutes of the U.S. Virgin Islands,
fully annotated
Comprehensive index, replaced annually
Fully annotated cumulative supplements
published annually within 90 days of receipt of all
acts from the legislature

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Annotations
based on all Virgin
Islands cases and
federal cases arising in
the Virgin Islands
All case citations Shepardized
for accuracy

LexisNexis also offers separately a Virgin Islands Advance Code Service (ACS) and Advance
Legislative Service (ALS). The ACS is published annually, providing annotations to the most recent
case law. The ALS gives the latest session laws as they are passed, along with handy tables showing
you what sections of the Code are affected.
PRINT •

15 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #48953, ISBN 9780880635394

Virgin Islands
Code Annotated
Advance Code
Session laws are published
as they are passed, along
with handy tables showing
what sections of the code
are affected.
PRINT • Pub. #48953,
ISBN 9781422489994

Virgin Islands Digest

A complete summary of Virgin
Islands jurisprudence organized
specifically to meet the research
needs of the practitioner in
the U.S. Virgin Islands. Virgin
Islands case law is classified in
its entirety, making it possible to
find complete coverage on any
subject from abortion to zoning
under a single heading.
PRINT • 6 volumes, hardbound,
with supplement, Pub. #48982,
ISBN 9780562571040

Virgin Islands Court
Rules Annotated
PRINT • 1 volume, replaced annually,
Pub. #48975, ISBN 9781422490006

Virgin Islands Reports

This authoritative work contains
all the Virgin Islands judicial
decisions since 1917. It’s the only
source for official opinions of
the Territorial Court, the United
States District Court for the
Virgin Islands, and the U.S. 3 rd
Circuit Court of Appeals’ cases
originating in the Virgin Islands.
PRINT • 51 volumes, hardbound,
Pub. #88000, ISBN 9780880635424

Virgin Islands
Session Laws
PRINT • 14 volumes, hardbound,
Pub. #48980, ISBN 9780880635431

Weil’s Code of Virgin
Islands Rules
PRINT • Print on Demand, issued
monthly, includes Virgin Islands
Government Register, Pub. #49552,
ISBN 9781888178845

United States
Virgin Islands
Government Register
A unique compilation of
information about official U.S.
Virgin Islands government
actions, this valuable resource
is always up to date with a new
issue each month. And, with a
cumulative annual index, vital
information is always easy
to find.
PRINT • Register, issued monthly,
Pub. #49570, ISBN 9781422410653

Virgin Islands Criminal
Vehicle and Traffic Laws
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound,
replaced annually, Pub. #34220,
ISBN 9781422493823
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168676

Virgin Islands Zoning,
Building and Housing
Laws and Regulations
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound,
Pub. #34201, ISBN 9780327136514
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Washington

Washington
PRIMARY LAW

Annotated Revised Code
of Washington
When you need to research Washington statutory law, rely
on the resource that delivers superior annotations, more
timely service and a better format than any other annotated
Washington code—at a less expensive price.
Turn here for authoritative statutory text and the most exact
and insightful annotations to Washington statutes available.
You get:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

OFFICIAL

The complete text of the Revised Code of Washington as obtained from the Code
Reviser for the State of Washington
A quick-search index, updated and replaced annually
Cumulative supplements containing the latest amendments and revisions and providing the latest case
law annotations
On-point annotations relating judicial explanations and interpretations of statutory and constitutional
provisions based on all reported Washington Supreme Court and Court of Appeals opinions; federal
court opinions, including the U.S. Supreme Court, the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals and the United States
District Courts for the Western and Eastern Districts of Washington; citations to law review articles from
Washington law schools; and Washington Attorney General Opinions
All case citations Shepardized for accuracy

LexisNexis also publishes a Washington Advance Code Service (ACS) at an affordable price. The
ACS is published three times a year, providing annotations to the most current case law after the
legislature has adjourned each year but before the official code is available.
PRINT •

28 volumes, softbound, with supplement, replaced every other year, Pub. #49305, ISBN 9780327100416

Washington Rules of Court Annotated
Get one-stop access to Statewide Court Rules, Local Superior Court Rules, Local Rules for the U.S. District
Courts and Bankruptcy Courts, Local Rules for the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals and Federal Rules.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

3 volumes, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #49345, ISBN 9780769846460

eISBN 9780327170723

Washington Reports: Official Advance Sheets
LexisNexis publishes the official reports of the Washington Supreme Court, in advance sheet and bound
volume form. The advance sheets containing the full text of the Supreme Court’s opinions, fully headnoted
by a professional staff of Washington lawyers headed by Ray Krontz, the former Reporter of Decisions
for the Washington appellate courts. The reports also contain the latest announcements of court rule
amendments and recissions, proposed court rules, Commission on Judicial Conduct rules, lawyer discipline
announcements, dispositions of petitions for review and motions for discretionary review and other opinion
disposition notices.
PRINT •

Annual subscription, shipped biweekly, softbound, Pub. #70430, ISBN 9780327136170

Bound volumes: hardbound, shipped and billed (per vol.) automatically, approximately 4 releases per year, Pub. #70480,
ISBN 9780327136194
PRINT •
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Washington

Washington Appellate Reports: Official Advance Sheets

OFFICIAL

Here’s the one place to turn when you want to be certain you are citing the official
reports of the Washington Court of Appeals. These advance sheets contain the full text of the
published opinions issued by all three divisions of the Washington Court of Appeals, fully headnoted by a
professional staff of Washington lawyers headed by Ray Krontz, the former Reporter of Decisions for the
Washington appellate courts. The reports also contain notices of the disposition of unpublished opinions
and other opinion disposition notices.
PRINT •

Annual subscription, shipped biweekly, softbound, Pub. #70400, ISBN 9780327136163

Bound Volumes: hardbound, shipped and billed (per vol.) automatically, approximately 5 releases per year, Pub. #70460,
ISBN 9780327136187
PRINT •

OFFICIAL

Washington Cumulative Subject Index

This handy companion guide helps conduct case-law research with its easy to use
format built around words and phrases taken straight out of the official court reports for Washington. Each
entry in the Index ties directly to the headnote in the official reports, so precise and useful precedents can
be found quickly.
PRINT •

2 volumes, replaced annually, Pub. #70430, ISBN 9781422483800

Also ships with initial Washington Reports Advance Sheet purchase.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

Washington Administrative Law Practice Manual
Administrative Law Section, Washington State Bar

An authoritative guide for Washington attorneys practicing before administrative agencies. This
comprehensive manual gives you in-depth coverage of all aspects of administrative law, including the
Appearance of Fairness Doctrine, Washington’s Public Disclosure Act, public records, open public meetings,
ethical issues for the administrative lawyer and administrative investigations.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #82717, ISBN 9780409200409

BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW

Washington Business Entities: Law and Forms, 2nd Edition
Stewart M. Landefeld, Eric DeJong, Richard D. Ross, Matthew D. Le Master

Written for both the business law specialist and the general practitioner, this volume is an indispensable,
timesaving tool for any attorney advising business clients. Unmatched in scope, this publication is a
comprehensive resource available to Washington attorneys. The text and corresponding forms cover every
aspect of creating, maintaining and dissolving business enterprises in Washington, including corporations,
general and limited partnerships, and limited liability companies. Includes analysis, commentary and over
150 cross-referenced forms.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #82775, ISBN 9780327163985

eISBN 9780352716835

Washington Corporation Laws Annotated
This convenient and economical single-volume reference is current through the latest regular session of
the legislature and contains authoritative case notes and annotations. In addition to the statutory content,
Washington Corporation Laws Annotated features a fee schedule provided by the Corporations Division,
Office of the Secretary of State, as well as a listing of sections affected by recent legislation.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #37520, ISBN 9781422487952

eISBN 9781579115555

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Washington

CRIMINAL LAW

Defending DUIs in Washington, 3rd Edition
Douglas L. Cowan, Stephen W. Hayne, Jon Scott Fox

Get step-by-step instructions for every detail of the law that applies to a drunk driving case—from the
moment the police officer initiates the stop through trial and appeal. This leading Washington reference
allows practitioners to have at their fingertips the case citations, court rules and statutes to plan the
defense, prepare pretrial motions, support or overcome objections and obtain favorable evidentiary rulings.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #82808, ISBN 9781422411445

eISBN 9781579113292

Washington Criminal Practice in Courts of Limited Jurisdiction, 3rd Edition
Linda S. Portnoy

Get an in-depth examination of substantive misdemeanors, criminal traffic offenses and Department of
Licensing procedures. The sample forms, practice pointers and checklists make this an indispensable
resource for prosecutors, defense attorneys and judges.
PRINT •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #82742, ISBN 9780327164470

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Employment in Washington: A Guide to Employment Laws,
Regulations and Practices, 4th Edition
Michael J. Killeen

Get easy-to-understand overviews and explanations of complex employment law issues facing today’s
Washington employers. You get coverage of everything from hiring to termination, helping you to keep pace
with the rapid evolution of employment law on the state and federal level.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #82813, ISBN 9780327002024

eISBN 9780327168355

The Washington Employer®
Littler Mendelson, P.C.

Jointly published by Littler Mendelson and LexisNexis, this publication provides human resources
professionals, corporate counsel and other in-house attorneys a practical and extensive guide to
Washington employment and labor laws. Contains recent case law and legislative developments, practical
recommendations and essential tools for human resource professionals.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, updated annually, Pub. #25910, ISBN 9781422487761

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

Washington State Environmental Policy Act: A Legal and Policy Analysis
Richard L. Settle

This publication is a complete guide to the requirements of the State Environmental Policy Act of
Washington (SEPA). It gives you a clear and rational discussion of the present laws and regulations, as well
as an understanding of the SEPA case law. The author leads you through the key concepts of SEPA including
“actions” and “threshold determinations” in clear, concise language.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #82760, ISBN 9780327010395

eISBN 9780327171515
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Washington

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Washington Guardianship Law: Administration and Litigation, 3rd Edition
Gerald B. Treacy Jr.

This publication brings together the primary resources concerning guardianship procedures and
consolidates them into one volume with tabs for quick reference. All major topics, such as creation,
administration, termination and litigation regarding both minors and incapacitated adults, are discussed
in a detailed analysis that covers the issues in the order in which they occur in practice. The manual also
provides numerous sample forms and a practitioner’s checklist taking you through the necessary steps
and procedures.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #82755, ISBN 9780327124962

GENERAL PRACTICE

The Law of Evidence in Washington, 4th Edition
Robert H. Aronson

A practical courtroom reference delivering all you need to know about the
Rules of Evidence in Washington State. The author commentary is insightful
and includes key cases to keep you fully briefed on your evidence question
without requiring you to wade through unnecessary material. This convenient
desktop reference contains the full text of the Washington Rules of Evidence
and accompanying Task Force comments.
PRINT •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #82818, ISBN 9780327162834

Local Rules of Bankrupcty Courts: Ninth Circuit
Printed in separate, easy-to-carry softbound pamphlets for each judicial circuit, the Local Rules Pamphlets
provide the local rules, forms, general and administrative orders, memoranda and other relevant procedural
information for each federal judicial district and Bankruptcy Appellate Panel.
PRINT •

2 volumes, softbound, updated 3 times per year, Pub. #00200, ISBN 9780820530413

INSURANCE LAW

Washington Insurance Law, 3rd Edition
Thomas Harris

Designed for the insurance professional and nonspecialist alike, this reference tool refreshes your
knowledge of major insurance issues. With easy-to-find key topics, the author gives you his valuable insight
and analysis of the statutes, regulations and judicial precedents that govern Washington insurance practice;
discusses the major concepts of insurance practice; and lays the foundation for understanding various,
more-complex types of insurance and insurance disputes.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #62765, ISBN 9781422493496

eISBN 9781579118488

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Washington Criminal and Traffic Law Manual
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #31141, ISBN 9781422246849

eISBN 9781579113759

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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West Virginia

West Virginia
PRIMARY LAW

Michie’s™ West Virginia Code Annotated
Turn to this resource for coverage of West Virginia statutes,
legislative materials and court rules. It includes:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

The official state statutes, fully annotated
Michie’s™ West Virginia Court Rules
Legislative Review Service
Cumulative supplements published annually within 90 days of
receipt of all acts from the legislature
Annotations based on cases, select law reviews and Attorney
General Opinions
All case citations Shepardized for accuracy
Advance Code Service (ACS) published three times per year, providing the most current case law

LexisNexis also publishes an Advance Legislative Service (ALS). The ALS gives you the latest session
laws as they are passed along with handy tables showing what sections of the code are affected.
PRINT •

31 volumes, hardbound, with cumulative supplement, Pub. #49405, ISBN 9780327111818

Michie’s West Virginia Court Rules

West Virginia Citator

Includes federal, state, and local court rules with
amendment histories, law reviews, case notes, and
cross-references to the general law.

PRINT • 1 volume, replaced annually, Pub. #41350,
ISBN 9781422496138

PRINT • 2 volumes, softbound updated semiannually, replaced
annually, Pub. #49405, ISBN 9781422490037
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168768

BUSINESS & CORPORATE LAW

West Virginia Business and Licensing Laws
This volume offers convenient access to statutes relating to corporations selected from Michie’s
West Virginia Code. It provides thorough coverage of state laws affecting corporations, limited liability
companies, partnerships, charitable organizations and business trusts.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #36525, ISBN 9781422461327

CRIMINAL LAW

Handbook on West Virginia Criminal Procedure, 2nd Edition
Franklin D. Cleckley

Covering all relevant decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit,
and the West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals, this invaluable handbook offers you a comprehensive
sourcebook that explains criminal procedure, standards, and principles.
PRINT •
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West Virginia

Fourth Circuit Criminal Handbook
Chief U.S. Magistrate Judge Carl Horn III

This comprehensive and popular handbook is the product of years of careful study and practical
application of Fourth Circuit criminal decisions. Covering hundreds of criminal issues, this Handbook gives
litigators, judges, law clerks, and federal enforcement personnel clear, practical analysis geared to the needs
of a busy criminal law practice.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, replaced annually, Pub. #62935, ISBN 9781422488867

eISBN 9781579112271

Fourth Circuit Criminal Reporter
Chief U.S. Magistrate Judge Carl Horn III

The Reporter combs through case law to provide succinct updates highlighting new developments
every five weeks. This quick briefing will alert you to the latest significant changes in your Fourth Circuit
criminal practice.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

Yearly subscription, 8 issues per year, Pub. #62937, ISBN 9780327106869

eISBN 9780327167280

West Virginia Law Enforcement Field Guide, 10th Edition
Features a comprehensive collection of law enforcement procedures and checklists in a pocket-sized
format. Written in conjunction with police officers from across the state, it features practical advice on
handling detection, arrest, interrogation, investigation and successful trial preparation.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, spiral bound, replaced annually, Pub. #36430, ISBN 9781422494356

eISBN 9780327169246

EDUCATION LAW

West Virginia School Laws Annotated
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM, Pub. #36498, ISBN 9781422491812

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Laws and Rules of the West Virginia
Consolidated Public Retirement Board (CPRB)
This is an ideal volume for human resource professionals, active and retired West Virginia employees, and
all attorneys who specialize in pension, benefit or estate law. This fully annotated and indexed edition was
compiled from the Michie’s West Virginia Code Annotated. It contains statutes related to salary, pensions,
benefits, retirement, and law enforcement retirement plans. Also includes legislative rules pertaining to the
Public Employees Insurance Act and the Consolidated Public Retirement Board. In addition, you will find
useful the table of sections affected by the latest legislation.
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #36474, ISBN 9781422491621

ESTATES, GIFTS AND TRUSTS

Harrison on Wills and Administration for Virginia and West Virginia, 4 th Edition
Supplemented by James P. Cox III

Cited in no fewer than 17 decisions of the West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals, Harrison on Wills and
Administration for Virginia and West Virginia has been the classic, standard legal reference since 1927.
It is the most comprehensive resource for will preparation and estate management in Virginia and West
Virginia. It provides information on subjects from descent and distribution to revocation of wills and the
probate process.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #62781, ISBN 9781422421789

eISBN 9780327171096

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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West Virginia

FAMILY LAW

West Virginia Children, Youth and Family Laws Annotated
Topically indexed for rapid and easy research of children, youth and family laws in West Virginia.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #36515, ISBN 9781422494325

eISBN 9780327168874

GENERAL PRACTICE

Instructions for Virginia and West Virginia, 4th Edition
This set has served the Bench and Bar of Virginia and West Virginia for over 60 years. This definitive
resource provides current coverage of unreported cases and instructions not published elsewhere
including:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Eminent domain
Railroads
Employer-employee relations
PRINT •

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Banks and banking
Mining
Physicians and surgeons

4 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #73055, ISBN 9780874732870

Handbook on Evidence for West Virginia Lawyers, 4th Edition
Franklin D. Cleckley

An analysis of the law of evidence as it affects West Virginia lawyers. It offers in-depth discussion of the
basic principles of the law of evidence, as well as a detailed study of the rules governing the introduction
of trial evidence. This handbook will help you gather and present evidence, make and resist objections,
and recognize errors in the admission or rejection of evidence for appellate purposes. It offers both a
discussion of the basic principles of the law of evidence and a detailed study of the rules governing the
introduction of trial evidence.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

2 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #60862, ISBN 9780327109396

eISBN 9780327170761

Michie’s™ Jurisprudence of Virginia
and West Virginia
Long a cornerstone reference in Virginia and West Virginia law
libraries, Michie’s Jurisprudence offers encyclopedic treatment of
the civil and criminal law of both states. It analyzes the case law,
statutes, rules and regulations of Virginia and West Virginia, while
offering extensive references to other publications to save you
valuable research time.
PRINT • 50 volumes, hardbound, with supplement, Pub. #74700,
ISBN 9780327003328

Pharmacy Laws and Legislative Rules of West Virginia
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, Pub. #36487, ISBN 9781422499702

Public Service Commission Law of West Virginia
Contains include statutes relating to the Public Service Commission of West Virginia; waterworks; electric
power systems; sewers; gas services and pipelines; community infrastructure; investment projects; cable
television; statewide addressing and mapping.
PRINT •
eBOOK •
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1 volume, softbound, replaced as needed, Pub. #36501, ISBN 9781422491829

eISBN 9780327170013
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West Virginia | Wisconsin

West Virginia Natural Resources Laws
PRINT •

1 volume, softbound, updated annually, Pub. #36507, ISBN 9781422481899

LAW ENFORCEMENT

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

West Virginia Criminal and Traffic
Law Manual

West Virginia Workers’ Compensation
Law Annotated

Includes a listing of applicable sections affected
by legislation during the latest Legislature as well
as a listing of commonly cited offenses.

PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #36304, ISBN 9781422491805
eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327169253

1 volume, softbound, with companion CD-ROM,
replaced annually, Pub. #36302, ISBN 9781422494363
PRINT •

eBOOK •

eISBN 9780327168898

eBooks from LexisNexis
Readable on Apple iPhone, Apple iPad
and other mobile digital reading devices
Access authoritative, trusted legal treatises and guides from
Matthew Bender® and others on your e-reader or smartphone
anytime and from anywhere. Stay current with electronic updates.

Wisconsin
EMPLOYMENT LAW

Employment in Wisconsin: Guide to Employment Laws, Regulations and
Practices, 3rd Edition
Maynard G. Sautter

Develop Wisconsin personnel policies and management procedures confidently with the most upto-date resource on federal and state laws governing the entire employment relationship, from hiring
through termination. You’ll stay current with volatile legal trends in such areas as sexual harassment and
discrimination and help employers keep pace with regulations governing working conditions, wages, health
and safety standards, retirement benefits and more.
PRINT •
eBOOK •

1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, Pub. #82833, ISBN 9780327105411

eISBN 9780327168423

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Wyoming

Wyoming
PRIMARY LAW

Wyoming Statutes Annotated
When you need to cite Wyoming statutory law, turn to the most
practical, reliable and economical reference. Rely on it for:
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Authoritative statutory text,
fully annotated
A comprehensive index,
replaced annually
Updated with results of Legislative
session within 90 days

ƦƦ

ƦƦ

Annotations based on
Wyoming cases and
federal cases arising
in Wyoming
All cases Shepardized
for accuracy

Offered separately, LexisNexis publishes a Wyoming Advanced Annotation Service (AAS) twice per
year, providing annotations based on recent decisions of the Wyoming Supreme Court, the United
States District Court for the District of Wyoming, the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District
of Wyoming, the United States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit and the United States Supreme
Court that construe Wyoming law.
PRINT • 12 volumes, softbound, set updated and replaced in odd numbered years, cumulative supplement issued in even numbered
years, Pub. #49806, ISBN 9781422488485

Wyoming Court Rules Annotated

Wyoming Code Citator

This source contains 33 sets of rules of practice and procedure
followed by the state and federal courts of Wyoming. The rules in
this edition have been updated to include amendments and case
annotations, court commentary and related forms received by the
publisher. Content also provides helpful research references to the
Wyoming Law Review, American Law Reports, 2nd through 5th and
Federal Series. Included in the Rules editions is a CD-ROM containing
all of the rules sets in the printed edition plus:

PRINT • 1 volume, replaced
annually, Pub. #41348,
ISBN 9781422498767

ƦƦ
ƦƦ

ƦƦ

The Rules of the United States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit
Local Civil and Criminal Rules of the United States District Court for
the District of Wyoming
The Local Bankruptcy Rules for the District of Wyoming

This handy annotated publication gives you fast access to state and
federal rules in one convenient resource.
2 volumes, softbound, with CD-ROM, updated semiannually, replaced annually,
Pub. #49961, ISBN 9781422493816
PRINT •

eBOOK •

Wyoming
Administrative Code
PRINT • 10 volumes, loose-leaf,
updated monthly, Pub. #49554,
ISBN 9780916812713

Wyoming
Government Register
PRINT • Register, issued monthly,
Pub. #49573, ISBN 9781422410592

eISBN 9781579119683

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Wyoming Criminal and Traffic Law Manual
Get fingertip access to criminal law and procedure, motor vehicle and
traffic laws, and many related statutes. In one concise volume, you
will have the statutes that law enforcement professionals and trial
attorneys need most often.
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound, with CD-ROM, replaced annually, Pub. #37202,
ISBN 9781422494370
eBOOK •
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Wyoming Game and
Fish Department Laws
PRINT • 1 volume, softbound,
replaced biennially, Pub. #37250,
ISBN 9781422489659

Shepard’s Citations Service
®

Since 1873, Shepard’s® Citations Service has been the legal community’s early warning
system, alerting attorneys and judges to vital changes in the authorities used as case
foundations and even leading researchers to newer, stronger cases.
Whether you’re beginning your research or doing a last-minute check before going to
court, rely on Shepard’s to confirm that your citations are still good law, monitor changes
to your cases with automatic alerts, discover potential splits of authority, and even spot
weaknesses in opposing briefs.
Only Shepard’s gives you “full spectrum analysis” that interprets how a judge actually
treats a case, giving you the confidence that you have the most complete, detailed
analysis of a court’s actions to build your arguments efficiently and confidently.

“It is really inexcusable for any lawyer to fail, as a matter of routine,
to Shepardize™ all cited cases.... Shepardization would of course have
revealed that the ‘precedent’ no longer qualified as such.”
—Gosnell v. Rentokil, Inc., 175 F.R.D. 508, 510 n.1

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Shepard’s® Citations Service

Shepard’s Citations Service at lexis.com®
Shepard’s Citations Service at lexis.com combines the most complete, detailed analysis of a
court’s actions with exclusive efficiency tools to help you validate your research with unsurpassed
speed.

Most Complete Editorial Analysis

FOCUS™

Ony Shepard’s covers the complete spectrum of editorial
analysis, which is prepared by highly skilled legal editors
whose sole responsibility is to read cases and apply detailed
analysis of the court’s actions—from very negative (e.g.,
overruled) to true positive (e.g., followed by) and several
levels of standing in between. The exclusive Shepard’s
“followed by” analysis allows you to quickly spot potential
splits in authority. Other citator services can erroneously
lead you to believe that a case is no longer good law when in
fact it has been expressly followed in other jurisdictions, or
on the very issue in which you are interested.

Get results in context with the FOCUS
feature. Search within the full text of
citing references to narrow results to the
fact pattern or legal issue in which you
are interested—quickly and precisely.
Or use FOCUS™ Restrictions to select
the jurisdictions, analyses, LexisNexis
headnotes and date ranges relevant to
your search—all on one screen.

Shepard’s Signal™
View the treatment of your case at a glance with these
markers that appear at the beginning of your case:
ƦƦ

Warning: Negative treatment is indicated

ƦƦ

Warning: Negative case treatment is indicated for a statute

ƦƦ

Questioned: Validity questioned by citing references

ƦƦ

Caution: Possible negative treatment

ƦƦ

Positive: Positive treatment is indicated

ƦƦ

ƦƦ
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Citing References with Analysis: Other cases cited the
case and assigned some analysis that is not considered
positive or negative
Citation Information: References have not applied
any analysis to the citation

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

Table of Authorities
Shepard’s Table of Authorities analyzes
the authorities your citing case used
as the basis for its opinion. Get at-aglance analysis of a case’s foundation,
and uncover hidden weaknesses
even in cases with no obvious
negative treatment.

Shepard’s Alert
Shepard’s Alert makes it simple to stay
on top of late-breaking changes in the
treatment or signal value of your cases.
Get case citation updates any time there
are changes to reports for your cases,
either monthly, every other week, weekly
or business daily.

Shepard’s® Citations Service

Shepard’s in Print
The traditional print version of Shepard’s Citations is published in hardbound volumes with
softbound cumulative supplements to keep you up to date. You can also take advantage of the
complimentary Shepard’s Update® service—via phone or fax—to quickly bring your print research
up to the minute.
Shepard’s Citations in print include analysis by the Shepard’s legal editors, and include a full range
of subsequent appellate history and treatment to help you assess the status of your authority. In
print, Shepard’s information is organized into separate product offerings—State Law, Federal Law,
Specialty Practice Areas, and Other Legal Resources—each corresponding to a particular set of
citing references.

Shepard’s Bankruptcy Case
Names Citator

Shepard’s Intellectual Property
Law Citations

PRINT • 2 volumes, updated four times per year, all-inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04012, ISBN 9780769802169

PRINT • All inclusive subscription, Pub. #04061,
ISBN 9780769811710

Shepard’s Bankruptcy Citations

Shepard’s Military Justice Citations

7 volumes, with 2 volume softbound supplement,
updated monthly, all-inclusive subscription, Pub. #04013,
ISBN 9780769802039

PRINT • All-inclusive subscription, Pub. #04077,
ISBN 9780769815053

PRINT •

Shepard’s Criminal Justice Citations
All inclusive subscription, Pub. #04025,
ISBN 9780769804088
PRINT •

Shepard’s Employment Law Citations
PRINT • All-inclusive subscription, Pub. #04032,
ISBN 9780769804842

Shepard’s Environmental Law
Citations (Federal)
PRINT • 2 volumes, with 2 volume supplement, updated
four times per year, Pub. #04033, ISBN 9780769804903

Shepard’s Federal Energy
Law Citations
PRINT • 5 volumes, updated four times per year,
Pub. #04042, ISBN 9780769806716

Shepard’s Federal Tax Citator
21 volumes, updated 6 times per year, Pub. #04045,
ISBN 9780769807638
PRINT •

Shepard’s Immigration and
Naturalization Citations

Shepard’s OSHA Citations
PRINT • All-inclusive subscription, Pub. #04111,
ISBN 9780769822877

Shepard’s Professional and Judicial
Conduct Citations
PRINT • Softbound, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #04119,
ISBN 9780769824352

Shepard’s Uniform Commercial
Code Citations
PRINT • All inclusive subscription, Pub. #04174,
ISBN 9780769827551

Shepard’s Uniform Commercial Code
Case Citations
PRINT • All inclusive subscription, Pub. #04138,
ISBN 9780769827568

Shepard’s U.S. Patents/Trademarks
Case Name Citator
PRINT • All inclusive subscription, Pub. #04142,
ISBN 9780769829029

PRINT • 8 volumes, softbound, with all-inclusive subscription,
Pub. #04058, ISBN 9780769811208

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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Shepard’s® Citations Service

Shepard’s State Law in Print
Shepard’s State Citations
Available for all 50 states, Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia

Shepard’s State Citations allow you to Shepardize the cases, statutes, constitutions, court rules, jury
instructions and session laws for your specific state. Each state’s edition provides citations from:
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Decisions of the state’s courts, the U.S. Supreme Court, and lower federal courts
Secondary authorities, including law reviews and annotations

Shepard’s Regional Citations
Expand your research to neighboring states with Shepard’s regional citators. Each covers all decisions
published in a particular regional reporter.
For example, if you’re representing a client in Colorado on an issue where there is little Colorado precedent,
you may need citations from Arizona, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Utah and Wyoming. Using Shepard’s Pacific
Reporter Citations, you can quickly determine whether other state courts have cited your Colorado case—
or whether a neighboring court’s decision has been cited by a Colorado court.
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Shepard’s Atlantic Reporter Citations
Shepard’s California Reporter Citations
Shepard’s New York Supplement Citations
Shepard’s Northwestern Reporter Citations
ALABAMA

ƦƦ
ƦƦ
ƦƦ

Shepard’s Pacific Reporter Citations
Shepard’s Southeastern Reporter Citations
Shepard’s Southern Reporter Citations
Shepard’s Southwestern Reporter Citations
ARIZONA

Shepard’s Alabama Case
Names Citator

Shepard’s Arizona Case
Names Citator

PRINT • 1 volume, updated four times per year, Pub. #04003,
ISBN 9780769800608

PRINT • 1 volume, updated twice per year,
Pub. #04010, ISBN 9780769801766

Shepard’s Alabama Citations

Shepard’s Arizona Citations

8 volumes, updated monthly, all inclusive subscription,
Pub. #04004, ISBN 9780769800325

PRINT • 3 volumes, updated twice a month,
Pub. #04011, ISBN 9780769801575

PRINT •

ALASKA

CALIFORNIA

Shepard’s Alaska Case Names Citator

Shepard’s California Citations

1 volume, updated two times per year, Pub. #04001,
ISBN 9780769800226

PRINT • 27 volumes, including 18 volumes of the Case
edition and 9 volumes of the Statute edition, hardbound,
volumes revised periodically as needed, Pub. #04015,
ISBN 9780769802244.

PRINT •

Shepard’s Alaska Citations
PRINT • 1 volume, updated six times per year, Pub. #04002,
ISBN 9780769800141

ARKANSAS

Shepard’s Arkansas Case
Names Citator
PRINT • 1 Volume updated twice per year, Pub. #04006,
ISBN 9780769800967

Shepard’s Arkansas Citations
PRINT • 6 Volumes, updated monthly, all inclusive subscription,
Pub. #04007, ISBN 9780769800813
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ƦƦ

LexisNexis Catalog of Legal Publications

18 volumes, cases only, Pub. #04015,
ISBN 9780769842240
PRINT •

9-volume set, statutes only, Pub. #04015,
ISBN 9780769843001
PRINT •

Annual subscription, update 24 times
per year, all inclusive subscription, Pub. #04015,
ISBN 9780769802343
PRINT •

Shepard’s California Case
Names Citator
PRINT •

3 volumes, Pub. #04014, ISBN 9780769841922

3 volumes, updated 4 times per year, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04014, ISBN 9780769803159
PRINT •
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COLORADO

Shepard’s Colorado Case
Names Citator
1 volume, updated two times per year,
all inclusive subscription, Pub. #04020, ISBN 9780769803777
PRINT •

Shepard’s Colorado Citations
PRINT • 5 volumes, updated monthly, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04021, ISBN 9780769803609

CONNECTICUT

Shepard’s Connecticut Case
Names Citator
1 volume, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #04026,
ISBN 9780769804378
PRINT •

Shepard’s Connecticut Citations
PRINT • 3 volumes, updated 12 times per year, Pub. #04027,
ISBN 9780769804217

DELAWARE

Shepard’s Delaware Case
Name Citator
All-inclusive subscription, 1 volume, hardbound,
updated twice per year, Pub. #04030, ISBN 9780769804750
PRINT •

Shepard’s Delaware Citations
PRINT • All-inclusive subscription, 2 volumes, hardbound,
updated bimonthly, Pub. #04031, ISBN 9780769804668

HAWAII

INDIANA

Shepard’s Indiana Citations
PRINT • 9 hardbound volumes, updated monthly, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04059, ISBN 9780769811307

IOWA

Shepard’s Iowa Case Names Citator
with Cumulative Supplements
PRINT • 1 volume, with cumulative supplements, updated
twice per year, Pub. #04053, ISBN 9780769809946

Shepard’s Iowa Citations
PRINT • 4 volumes, updated monthly, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04054, ISBN 9780769809762

KENTUCKY

Shepard’s Kentucky Case
Names Citations
PRINT • 1 volume, update twice per year, Pub. #04063,
ISBN 9780769812502

Shepard’s Kentucky Citations
PRINT • 6 volumes, updated monthly, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04064, ISBN 9780769812335

LOUISIANA

Shepard’s Louisiana Case
Names Citator
PRINT • 6 volumes, updated monthly, Pub. #04065,
ISBN 9780769812977

Shepard’s Hawaii Case Names Citator

Shepard’s Louisiana Citations

1 volume, updated twice per year, Pub. #04050, ISBN
9780769809601

PRINT • 13 volumes, updated bimonthly, Pub. #04066,
ISBN 9780769812632

PRINT •

Shepard’s Hawaii Citations
1 volume, updated six times per year,
Pub. #04051, ISBN 9780769809526
PRINT •

IDAHO

Shepard’s Idaho Citations
2 volumes, updated six times per year, Pub. #04055,
ISBN 9780769810010
PRINT •

ILLINOIS

Shepard’s Illinois Case Names Citator
PRINT • All inclusive subscription, Pub. #04056,
ISBN 9780769811000
PRINT •

Updated monthly, Pub. #04057, ISBN 9780769810331

MAINE

Shepard’s Maine Citations
PRINT • 2 Volumes, updated bimonthly, Pub. #04073,
ISBN 9780769814285

MARYLAND

Shepard’s Maryland Case
Name Citator
PRINT • 1 volume, updated quarterly, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04071, ISBN 9780769814193

Shepard’s Maryland Citations
PRINT • 6 volumes, updated monthly, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04072, ISBN 9780769813950

Updated twice monthly, Pub. #04057,
ISBN 9780769810348
PRINT •
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MASSACHUSETTS

Shepard’s Massachusetts Citations
8 volumes, supplemented monthly, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04070, ISBN 9780769813547
PRINT •

8 volumes, supplemented twice monthly, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04070, ISBN 9780769813554
PRINT •

MICHIGAN

Shepard’s Michigan Case
Names Citator
All-inclusive subscription, 3 volumes, updated
monthly, Pub. #04075, ISBN 9780769814933
PRINT •

Shepard’s Michigan Citations
10 volumes, updated twice a month, all inclusive
subscription, supplemented once a month, Pub. #04076,
ISBN 9780769814599
PRINT •

MINNESOTA

Shepard’s Minnesota Citations
6 volumes, updated monthly, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04078, ISBN 9780769815107
PRINT •

MISSISSIPPI

Shepard’s Mississippi Case
Names Citator
1 volume, updated 4 times per year, Pub. #04081,
ISBN 9780769815954
PRINT •

Shepard’s Mississippi Citations
3 volumes, updated monthly, Pub. #04082,
ISBN 9780769815831
PRINT •

MISSOURI

Shepard’s Missouri Case
Names Citator
PRINT • 2 volumes, updated quarterly, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04079, ISBN 9780769815664

Shepard’s Missouri Citations
PRINT • 5 volumes, updated monthly, all inclusive
subscription, Regular cumulative supplements, Pub. #04080,
ISBN 9780769815381

MONTANA

Shepard’s Montana Case
Names Citator
PRINT • 1 volume, updated twice per year, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04084, ISBN 9780769816142

Shepard’s Montana Citations
PRINT • 3 volumes, updated 6 times per year, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04084, ISBN 9780769816036

NEBRASKA

Shepard’s Nebraska Case
Names Citator
PRINT • 1 volume, hardbound, updated twice per year,
all inclusive subscription, Pub. #04088, ISBN 9780769817194

Shepard’s Nebraska Citations
PRINT • 4 volumes, updated monthly, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04089, ISBN 9780769817057

NEVADA

Shepard’s Nevada Case
Names Citator
PRINT • 1 volume, updated twice per year, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04098, ISBN 9780769818900

Shepard’s Nevada Citations
PRINT • 2 volumes, updated 6 times per year, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04099, ISBN 9780769818795

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Shepard’s New Hampshire Case
Names Citator
PRINT •

Pub. #04091, ISBN 9780769817781

Shepard’s New Hampshire Citations
PRINT •

Pub. #04092, ISBN 9780769817675

NEW JERSEY

Shepard’s New Jersey Case
Names Citator
PRINT • All-inclusive subscription, 2 volumes, updated
quarterly, Pub. #04093, ISBN 9780769818450

Shepard’s New Jersey Citations
PRINT • 12 volumes, supplemented monthly, Pub. #04094,
ISBN 9780769817934

12 volumes, supplemented twice monthly,
ISBN 9780769817941
PRINT •
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NEW MEXICO

NORTH CAROLINA

Shepard’s New Mexico Citations

Shepard’s North Carolina Citations

2 volumes, updated 6 times per year, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04095, ISBN 9780769818597

PRINT • Monthly updates, Pub. #04085,
ISBN 9780769816302

PRINT •

NEW YORK

PRINT •

Bi-monthly updates, Pub. #04085, ISBN 9780769816319

NORTH DAKOTA

Shepard’s New York Court of Appeals
Case Names Citator

Shepard’s North Dakota Citations

1 volume, hardbound, updated 4 times per year,
Pub. #04171, ISBN 9780769819877

PRINT • 2 volumes, regular cumulative supplements, all
inclusive subscription, Pub. #04087, ISBN 9780769816869

PRINT •

Shepard’s New York Court of
Appeals Citations
PRINT • 15 volumes, hardbound, updated monthly,
Pub. #04101, ISBN 9780769819716

Shepard’s New York Miscellaneous
Case Names Citator
PRINT • 3 volumes, hardbound, updated 4 times per year,
Pub. #04172, ISBN 9780769820057

Shepard’s New York
Miscellaneous Citations

OKLAHOMA

Shepard’s Oklahoma Case
Names Citator
PRINT • 1 volume, updated twice per year, Pub. #4108,
ISBN 9780769822471

Shepard’s Oklahoma Citations
PRINT • 5 volumes, updated twelve times per year,
Pub. #4109, ISBN 9780769822303

OHIO

6 volumes, hardbound, updated monthly,
Pub. #04102, ISBN 9780769819938

Shepard’s Ohio Citations

Shepard’s New York Statute Citations

PRINT • Supplemented monthly, Pub. #04106,
ISBN 9780769821498

PRINT • 10 volumes, hardbound, supplemented monthly,
Pub. #04103, ISBN 9780769820415

PRINT •

PRINT •

10 volumes, hardbound, supplemented twice per month,
Pub. #04103, ISBN 9780769820422
PRINT •

Shepard’s New York
Supplement Citations
PRINT • 24 volumes, hardbound, supplemented monthly,
Pub. #04104, ISBN 9780769820828

24 volumes, hardbound, supplemented twice per month,
Pub. #04104, ISBN 9780769820835
PRINT •

Shepard’s New York Supreme Court
(Appellate Division) Citations
PRINT • 21 volumes, hardbound, updated 4 times per year,
Pub. #04105, ISBN 9780769820309

Shepard’s New York Supreme
Court Appellate Division Case
Names Citator
PRINT • 8 volumes, hardbound, updated 4 times per year,
Pub. #04173, ISBN 9780769820330

Supplemented twice monthly, ISBN 9780769821504

Shepard’s Ohio Unreported
Appellate Citations
PRINT •

Hardbound, Pub. #04107, ISBN 9780769822198

OREGON

Shepard’s Oregon Citations
PRINT • 8 volumes, updated twelve times per year,
Pub. #4110, ISBN 9780769822587

PENNSYLVANIA

Shepard’s Pennsylvania Case
Names Citator
PRINT • 5 volumes, updated 4 times per year, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04112, ISBN 9780769823485

Shepard’s Pennsylvania Citations
PRINT • 14 volumes, updated 12 times per year, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04113, ISBN 9780769823065

14 volumes, updated 24 times per year, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04113, ISBN 9780769823072
PRINT •
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PUERTO RICO

Shepard’s Puerto Rico Case
Name Citator
1 volume, updated 4 times per year, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04116, ISBN 9780769824253
PRINT •

Shepard’s Puerto Rico Citations
1 volume, updated 6 times per year, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04117, ISBN 9780769824208
PRINT •

RHODE ISLAND

Shepard’s Rhode Island Case
Names Citator
PRINT • 1 volume, updated twice per year, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04121, ISBN 9780769824604

Shepard’s Rhode Island Citations
2 volumes, updated 6 times per year, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04122, ISBN 9780769824499
PRINT •

VIRGINIA

Shepard’s Virginia Case Names Citator
PRINT • All inclusive subscription, Pub. #04145,
ISBN 9780769829913

Shepard’s Virginia Citations
PRINT • All-inclusive subscription includes regular
cumulative supplementation, plus any hardbound publications
issued, for one year, Pub. #04146, ISBN 9780769829722

WASHINGTON

Shepard’s Washington Case
Name Citator
PRINT • All inclusive subscription, Pub. #04149,
ISBN 9780769830728

Shepard’s Washington Citations
PRINT • All inclusive subscription, supplemented monthly,
Pub. #04150, ISBN 9780769830292

All inclusive subscription, supplemented twice monthly,
Pub. #04150, ISBN 9780769830308
PRINT •

SOUTH CAROLINA

Shepard’s South Carolina Citations
PRINT • All inclusive subscription, Pub. #04124,
ISBN 9780769824680

SOUTH DAKOTA

Shepard’s South Dakota Citations
2 volumes, updated 6 times per year, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04126, ISBN 9780769824901
PRINT •

TENNESSEE

Shepard’s District of Columbia Case
Name Citator
PRINT • 1 volume, updated twice per year, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04029, ISBN 9781422463376

WEST VIRGINIA

Shepard’s West Virginia Case
Names Citator
PRINT •

Pub. #04152, ISBN 9780769831343

Shepard’s Tennessee Case
Names Citator

Shepard’s West Virginia Citations

1 volume, updated 4 times per year, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04133 ISBN 9780769826615

PRINT • 00 volumes, hardbound, updated 00 times per year,
all inclusive subscription, Pub. #04153, ISBN 9780769831190

PRINT •

Shepard’s Tennessee Citations
5 volumes, updated monthly, all inclusive
subscription, Pub. #04134, ISBN 9780769826417
PRINT •

UTAH

Shepard’s Utah Case Names Citator

WISCONSIN

Shepard’s Wisconsin Citations
PRINT • All-inclusive subscription, 7 volumes, updated
monthly, Pub. #04151, ISBN 9780769830919

WYOMING

1 volume, updated twice per year, Pub. #4143,
ISBN 9780769829647

Shepard’s Wyoming Citations

Shepard’s Utah Citations

PRINT • 1 volume, updated six times per year, Pub. #4155,
ISBN 9780769831411

PRINT •

PRINT • 2 volumes, updated six times per year, Pub. #4144,
ISBN 9780769829555
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e-mail us at customer.support@ lexisnexis.com, or simply return an invoice or
notification marked “CANCEL.” All products may be returned within 30 days of
receipt at purchaser’s expense for full credit of the purchase price and shipping
and handling fees and any other discount credits.
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We stand behind our products and services.
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If you cancel a Service Title between 31 and 60 days after the invoice date and ship it back to us,
you’ll receive a 5/6 credit of the price for the annual subscription. If you return a Non-Service Title
at your expense within 30 days of shipment, you will receive full credit for the purchase price. We
regret that we cannot offer credit for items returned more than 60 days after the invoice date.
Subscription to a CD-ROM, bender.com or any other electronic service from LexisNexis® is subject
to additional terms and conditions and separate contractual agreement. Call 800.223.1940 for
details, ordering, and contract.
To change your shipping option, or for complete terms and conditions related to your print
subscription, visit www.lexisnexis.com/printcdsc.

Promotional Terms
Prices do not include sales tax, shipping or handling. Prices subject to change without notice.
Sales to federal government customers may be subject to specific contract pricing.
LexisNexis eBooks are available in epub format for use on devices like the Apple® iPad® and mobi
format for use on devices like the Amazon® Kindle®. To streamline your research from our larger
volume sets, our core volumes are being converted to eBooks, featuring the most essential
information. See the full list of eBooks at www.lexisnexis.com/ebooks.
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Customer Service Information
Account Numbers
Please include your Matthew Bender account
number on all correspondence, orders,
returns and payments.

For prepayment of an order mail to:

Discounts
Volume discounts may be available with the
multi-title purchases. Contact customer
support for further details.

For all other payments mail to:

Monthly Statements and Invoices
Aside from your invoice, which you will
receive together with your shipment, you
will also receive a monthly statement from
us. This shows any unpaid balance on your
account as well as any purchases, payments,
or credits applied to your account during the
last month.
No-Risk Trial Examination
All our titles are available for a 30-day trial
examination to established customers. At
the end of that period, customers may either
keep the shipment and send payment, or
return it with no further obligation. Other
products will be sent with the same return
privileges.
Out-of-Date Publications
If you have any publications that are out of
date, we will be happy to provide you with the
cost to reinstate your subscription(s).
Payment
We accept payment by credit card (VISA,
MasterCard, American Express, Discover),
check, money order or bank wire transfer.
When making payments by check, please
note your account name and number to
properly allow us to credit your account. You
are billed in U.S. dollars, and we request that
you remit in U.S. currency with a check drawn
on a U.S. bank. We reserve the right to assess
our customers with collection charges for all
other types of drafts.

LexisNexis Matthew Bender
1275 Broadway
Albany, New York 12204-1224

LexisNexis
P.O. Box 7247-0178
Philadelphia, PA 19170-0178

Returns
When returning material, please include a
copy of the invoice and packing slip with
the shipment. We reserve the right to
refuse material returned later than 60 days
after the date of invoice. Return postage
is the customer’s responsibility. For faster
processing, you may return publications
directly to our distribution center using the
following address:
LexisNexis Matthew Bender
Distribution Center
Broome Corp. Park
RR 2 Box 34-H
Conklin, New York 13748-9802

Subscriptions
Publications include 12 months of updating
service, unless otherwise noted. A
subscription is entered for each title you
purchase. New material for the subscription
is sent by one of two methods:
1. Shipped and billed when purchased. The
material is sent to you as soon as it is
published with the bill posted on your
account at the same time.
2. Titles that are serviced frequently and on
a regular schedule are billed in advance
for a specific period, much like a magazine
subscription. After the initial subscription
period, invoices for renewal will be clearly
marked as such.

To order, call 800.223.1940 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest
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To order or for current pricing
CONTACT your LexisNexis® sales representative
CALL toll-free 800.223.1940
VISIT www.lexisnexis.com/legalbest

Contact Information
For Customer Service inquiries
800.833.9844
518.487.3385 (outside the US & Canada)
Monday - Friday, 8 am - 8 pm ET
Fax: 518.487.3584
E-mail: customer.support@lexisnexis.com

Mail Customer Service inquiries to
LexisNexis Matthew Bender
Customer Service
1275 Broadway
Albany, NY 12204

Payment and Remittance Address
Matthew Bender & Co., Inc.
PO Box 7247-0178
Philadelphia, PA 19170-0178

Product Return Address
LexisNexis Matthew Bender
136 Carlin Road
Conklin, NY 13748-1531

Federal Government, Professors, School Bookstores and Trade Dealers
800.533.1646
Fax: 518.487.3584

For technical and usability support for electronic subscriptions
800.223.5297
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